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NEW RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE SELF-MAGNETICALLY Be-INSULATED

ION DIODE.

W. Bauer, H. Bachmann, H. Bluhm, L. Buth. P. Hoppe, H. U. Karow,
H. Lotz, D. Rusch, Ch. Schultheiss, E. Stein, 0. Stoltz,

Th. Westermann

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH,
Institut fur Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik

P.O. - Box 3640, W-7500 Karlsruhe,
Federal Republic of Germany

Due to its reliability and reproducibility the Be-Diode
is now used routinely for testing new diagnostics and
experimental set-ups. The numerical simulations and the
experimental investigations of the Be-Diode described at
the BEAMS-90-Conference [1] were continued. Using a
numerically optimized anode shape did not improve the
focusing properties; as the main reason the large beam
divergence of ±30 was identified. Reducing the electric
field parallel to the plastic anode surface by decreasing
the distance of the metal pins had no effect on the
divergence. Experiments using a thin film Pd covered Ti-
hydride-anode to improve the divergence and to increase
the focused power density beyond the presently achieved
value of about 0.3 TW/cm2 will be described. Numerical
simulations suggesting a possible improvement of the
focusing at the edges of the anode will be presented.

I. Introduction

The selfmagnetically insulated Be-ion-diode [1] is now used
routinely at KALIF [2] in experiments where new diagnostics are
to be developed or as a diode load with known properties after
maintenance or changes of the pulse machine. Since it can be
fired about 10-15 times at the full power of KALIF (1.7 MV, 0.8
MA, 50 ns) without opening the vacuum system and without changing
parts, and since it maintains its electric properties within 10 %
throughout these shots, it is very well suited for this kind of
tasks. The focused ion beam it produces, however, does not exceed
a power density of about 0.3 TW/cm2 , limited by a beam divergence
of ±3°. The following paper describes the experiments carried
through with the aim to increase the power density and PIC-code
simulations that give hints to further improve the focusing.
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YI. Experiments with flashover anode.

In ref. [1] experiments with an anode shape optimized by PIC-
simulations [3] have been promised. The result of these experi-
ments was disappointing, since the power density and the focus
diameter remained at 0.24 TW/cm2 and = 15 mm, respectively; they
were not improved by the optimized anode shape [3].

A measurement of the beam divergence showed the reason, why the
optimized anode geometry did not improve the focus diameter: In
a modified shadowbox a Boron foil was used instead of a witness
plate and the a-particles generated there were observed by a
pinhole-camera and recorded on CR-39-film. The evaluation of the
density distribution on this film shown in Fig. 1 revealed sever-
al interesting properties of the diode.

• •Fig. 1: Density plot of a-parti-
cles on the CR-39 - film used to
measure the beam divergence. The
black dots represent the aper-

S :tures of the shadowbox, situated
25 mm before the Boron foil.

The azimuthal extension of the
- traces points to a FWHM diameter

of the beamlets of about 4 mm,
resulting in an azimuthal micro-
divergence of ± 1.9°. In addi-
tion the traces show azimuthal
and radial displacements, from

which a macro-divergence of ±1.6° can be deduced. The resulting
total divergence of about ± 3° translates at a focus distance of
160 mm into a FWHM-focus diameter of z 15 mm. This explains the
result of the measurement mentioned above: An optimization of the
anode geometry to a focus diameter of less than 15 mm cannot be
seen due to this divergence.

The radial extension of the traces can be used to evaluate the
chromatic aberration due to the time-varying magnetic field.
Values of up to 5° are observed.

To reduce the divergence the distance between the metallic pins
in the plastic flashover anode was reduced from 5 to 2.5 mm. This
was expected to produce a more homogeneous anode plasma and to
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reduce the microdivergence by reducing the component of the
electric field parallel to the anode surface. The result was a
divergence picture similar to Fig. 1, therefore it must be con-
cluded, that the divergence observed is due to anode plasma
discontinuities, beam instabilities or influence of the cathode
plasma on the beam.

The best shot, however, showed a power density of 0.27 TW/cm2

This result was obtained with a = 10% foot preceding the main
pulse. Since without this foot the power density is in general
somewhat less, one might suppose that the turn-on of the flash-
over anode is supported by the foot.

III. Experiment with a thin film Ti/Pd - anode.

The success in our experiments with the Bappl-diode [4] using an
anode with a Ti/Pd layer as a hydrogen-storing film guided us to
try the same anode type also with the Be-diode. It must, however,
be mentioned, that this anode removes one of the positive fea-
tures of this diode: It becomes a single shot device and has to
be restored after each shot. In addition, due to the design

Fig. 2: Modified Be-Diode with Ti/Pd
film T insulated by epoxy E from the
anode A. The ring C is supposed to col-
lect electrons gyrating in the gap and to
guide them through the Ti/Pd film which

B is connected to the anode potential at B

by evaporated Aluminum.

-C of the Be-diode it is difficult to pro-
vide a current path for a separate pulse
to turn the anode on. We used the first
electrons striking the anode before the
magnetic insulation is effective for
turn-on. Tc guide a current through the
Ti/Pd film an electron collector ring of

adjustable height was provided as shown
in Fig. 2. Although the ring protruded
from 2 mm into the gap to 5 mm the inner
part of the anode was severely damaged
and most of the epoxy layer that insulat-
ed the Ti/Pd film was destroyed. The

5cm resulting proton power density and the
,- i micro-divergence were similar to those
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with flashover anode. The electrical signals did not show an
earlier turn-on of the anode or a faster ion current rise. It
has, therefore, to be concluded that the epoxy insulating the
Ti/Pd layer from the anode served as flashover anode and the
behaviour of the diode was not changed at all by the Ti/Pd film.
To improve this situation the design will be changed in such a
way, that the region of electron impact becomes void of epoxy and
Ti/Pd.

IV. Numerical "Experiments,,

We use the quasistatic - 2-dimensional particle in cell code
"BFCPIC2D" developed by T. Westermann [5].

Fig. 3: Focusing proper-
1,5- ties after optimization

with the OPTGEO code.
100

A hint for a further
- 75 improvement of the focus-

"ing can be seen in Fig.3:50. Both the outer and the
25 inner ion trajectories

show a poor focusing,
01 which could not be influ-

z(mm) enced by optimizing the
anode shape (3]. To bend

the outer beams more and the inner ones less would improve the
focusing.

Fig. 4 shows the equipotential lines in the vicinity of that
point, at which the ion emitting part of the anode ends and the
non-emitting part starts. Due to the space charge of the ions
emitted from the anode the lines are shifted away from the anode
and the electric field is directed outward at this point; there-
fore particles generated at the very edge of the anode are accel-
erated outwards, since they follow the electric lines. The same
is true at the inner edge of the ion emitting part of the anode
where an additional inward bending of the trajectories is ob-
served.

Two methods have been worked out [6] to counteract this effect:
First the non emitting part of the anode was bent outward by 30*
as shown in Fig. 5 (left). As can be seen in the figure this bent
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was sufficient to release the ions just under the correct angle
into the direction of the focus.

Fig. 4: Equipotential lines
IN0 around the border between ion

N emitting and not emitting part of

104 the anode (arrow). The lines are
slightly bent, showing that the
electric field is directed out-

E ward at this point.

100- This change in the anode geometry

is difficult to realize in hard-
U ware, therefore in Fig. 5 (right)
96 • another method to solve the prob-

46 4 50 52 54 5 lem is shown: A sharp step only
z(mM)

one millimeter deep had the same effect as the bent! This step
can easily be designed into the anode and will be tried in a
forthcoming experimental run.

125- 125-

100 lea-

-9 75 75

0 4 120 16 200 0 40 U 120 160 200
z(mM) z(mM)

Fig. 5: Improved focusing properties after modifications on the
non-emitting parts of the anode: 30 bend (left), 1 mm step
(right).

V. Conclusions.

The results presented show that the performance of the Be-diode
is still limited by the beam divergence of ±30. It was not im-
proved by measures at the anode. We have some evidence that the
flashover ancdc| turns on more homogeneously when a foot precedes
the main pulse. The application of the Ti/Pd-anode for the B6 -
diode needs further design improvements. Particle-in-cell calcu-
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lations using the "BFCPIC2D"-code were used to study details of
the focusing at the edges of the ion emitting part of the anode.
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Abstract

The efficient conversion of the electromagnetic energy delivered by the TW pulsed power generator KALIF into a

high power ion beam requires a strong externally applied magnetic field which suppresses the electron flow This

pulsed insulating magnetic field is produced by two coils concentric to the beam axis and placed on the cathode

side of the ion beam diode of the extraction type used in our experiments Operating this diode with ratios of

Vcrit to Vdiode >3, a field strength near the anode surface of 3 T typically had to be generated by coil currents

peaking around 50 kA. With the dimensions of the coils fixed by the diodes emitting area this resulted in hoop

forces up to 300 kN acting on the inner coil of just 10 cm outer diameter. The technologies developed and applied

to solve the resulting mechanical, high voltage, thermal, vacuum and shock wave problems will be described. Fur-

thermore the generated field with respect to its strength, symmetry and time response will be compared to calcu-

lations Finally will be discussed: the influence of the insulation field strength on the ion production efficiency

and the design of future field coils for higher accelerating voltages

Introduction

The efficient conversion of the electromagnetic energy delivered by the pulse power generator KA-

LIF into a high power ion beam requires a strong magnetic insulation field which ideally completely

suppresses the electron losses to the anode. In selfinsulating diodes this field is produced by the time

depending electron and ion currents: electron losses are balanced by the self fields. The use of an addi-

tional externally generated insulating field - the applied field which is independent of the diode cur-

rents - may during the whole power pulse completely suppress the electron losses. For diodes which

need these losses for the generation of the anode plasma (flash over anodes) a strong applied magnet-

ic field is not feasible. The use of such an insulation field requires an active anode plasma source oper-

ating independently from the electron losses. So far strong applied fields could not be used in efficient

ion beam diodes due to problems with both, the production of the anode plasma and the generation

of the strong applied field. This paper deals with the generation of such fields for ion diodes in extrac-

tion geometries and summarizes the experience gained in the development of the field coils and their

technology. The characteristics of the generated field were measured and compared to calculations. Fi-

nally the influence of fields with different insulation strength on the diode characteristics are shown.

Requirements

The applied magnetic field to be generated in the anode/cathode region of the extractor diode is

characterized by the following physical and technological arguments:

the electron insulation described by the critical voltage
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Vcrit = e mc +I --+

a

with qi = rAe as the magnetic stream function, r the radius and Ae the azimuthal component of

the vectorpotential A, related to the magnetic field by B = rot A.

the applied field vector must always be perpendicular to the electric field vector, i.e using the es-

tablished coordinate systems, the insulating field components are Br for the extractor and B, for

the barrel type diode with always the z-axis as the axis of symmetry. The electrons forming the vir-

tual cathode follow the flux lines of the field, therefore they must be parallel to the surface of the

anode for a constant virtual AK-gap.

the canonical angular momentum for ions starting from the surface of the anode (or the anoct

plasma) must be zero if they should focus into one spot F, which requires that the flux between the

ion emitting surface A and F must be zero: AtP/AF = 0. Due to the limited conductivity of the anode

plasma (or the metal anode surface), flux losses of the insulating field occur and must be compen-

sated by an opposite field. The resulting reduction of the insulation field can be reduced by using a
"slow' compensation field which diffuses further into the anode structures compared to the "fast"

insulation field. This compensation field can be either produced by additional coils on the anode

side or by the coils for the generation of the insulation field on the cathode side. The capacitor

bank then has to deliver a slow current, producing eddy currents for the compensating field fol-

lowed by the fast opposite current for the insulation field.

- the formation of the effective AK-gap depends on the expansion of the anode plasma (pressure pp

- nkT) against the pressure of the magnetic field Pm = B2/2po. The plasma expansion may be re-

duced and hence the diode impedance may be stabilized for PmoPp. The same effect will be

achieved by keeping the electrons on field lines closer to the emitting edge of the cathode. A high

value of Vcrht / Vd and hence a high magnetic field will stabilize the diode impedance.

For Vd = 1.7 MV, VcritNd m 3 .... 4, a geometrical AK-gap of 8.5 mm and an anode surface under 530

this leads to an initial field strength of 2 .... 3 T at the anode surface and an insulating stream function

around 1.5 x 10-3 Vs. Compared to the 100 ns KALIF pulse length a quarter period of the fast insulation

field Tf/4 - 70 lis is equivalent. Due to technical reasons the compensation field is also produced from

the coils on the cathode side; for Ts/4 = 1.5 ms this slow field produces eddy currents diffusing - 6 times

further into the anode structures.

The technological arguments for the coil design are quite numerous, the most important ones are:

- azimuthal unsymmetries in the generated fields influence the AK-gap and will produce inhomo-

genities in the ion current distribution.

- the diode operates in vacuum (:5 10-4 mbar) which must be maintained during coil operation. The

same argument is valid for the neutralisation gas in the drift section (- 5 mbar), i.e. the coil must al-

low for the mounting of a thin Mylar-foil (1.7 pm), separating the vacuum from the drift space and

must itself be vacuum tight.
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the energy delivered by the driver bank for the currents through the coils should be converted into

magnetic field energy, eddy currents on the cathode side (e.g. in the protecting/supporting struc-

tures) should be minimized.

the fie!ds produced should be reproducible for at 'east 20 shots.

handling for cleaning, installation of diagnostics etc. after each shot depends essentially on the

availability of high voltage/high current (1 5kV / 100 kA) connectors suitable for vacuum conditions.

Coil design

The coils developed for the generation of the applied magnetic field fulfilled these requirements.

In addition they were matched to the geometry of the ion beam to be extracted, i.e. its diameters, an-

gles and focal length. The coil arrangement (concentric to the axis of symmetry of the diode, Fig. 1)

consists of a 9 turn inner coil (-4.7 pH) connected in series to a 4 turn outer coil (- 1.7 pH) and the capaci-

tor banks delivering the currents If and Is for the fast and the slow field respectively. The inner coil is

held in position by 7 vanes (1.2 mm thick) and its current-supply tube (8 mm outer diameter), which re-

duces (24 % effective) the cross section for the ion beam.

The positioning of the conductors and
Vacuum Air the choice of the materials was optimized by

-L -t an electrodynamic code, simulating the time

S-2800 "F depending currents If and 1, by sine waves

SES=35 WJ with frequencies of 4400 Hz and 160 Hz re-

Cf=240F spectively. With this arrangement an insu-

:gas .. J F t 3  Uf 1+15 KV lating field of 3 T at the anode needs a peak

current If - 50 kA delivered by a 27 kl capaci-

tor charged to 15 kV. The calculated peak

fields (occurring at current maximum) are 10

T at the outer and 20 T at the inner coil. A

detailed stress/strain analysis showed that

Fig. 1: Scheme of the applied field coils and the fast/slow the peak hoop stress of 3 GPa at the inner

capacitor banks winding of the inner coil is far in excess of

the mechanical strength of suitable conductor materials. The mechanical design of the coils was based

therefore on the principle, that all windings had to take the Lorentz-forces commonly, i.e. we used a

prestressed strong conductor material (CuBe2 inner, Cu-Carbon fibers outer coil) and a pressure resis-

tant insulator material (Kapton, 25 pm thick) transmitting the load through the windings. The calculat-

ed temperature increase in the inner coil reaches 190 K, minimized by crowbar circuits in the driver

banks. The HV design was made with respect to the break down through and along the surface of the

insulator materials, with respect to the extreme forces deforming the insulators, and the formation of

cracks due to mechanical shocks.
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In addition to these conditions the processes connected with the generation of the ion beam itself

can charge the coils by: dumping part of the beam on the coils, a hot plasma produced in the transport

channel, and electrons producing x-ray-radiation or their direct impact on the insulators.

These loadings can not be quantified because they strongly depend on the experimental conditions

of a single KALIF shot. The 0.5 mm thick stainless steel shielding somewhat protects the coils against

these influences. It also serves as a part of the vacuum / drift gas interface and therefore must remain

vacuum tight. The extreme hign carbon fiber filling (up to 80 %) around the coils required a rather

complicated procedure for the expoxy cast ,g which consists esentially of repeated pressure cycling

between 10-2 mbar to 40 bar during the casting.

Field measurements

The characteristics of the applied magnetic field generated by the field coils were measured by

small induction coils C and by single turn loops L, both movable in the anode / cathode region of the di-

ode with 0.01 mm accuracy. For these experiments, the capacitors of the driver bank for the slow and

the fast field were only partly charged. However, due to the linear relationship between the current

through the coil and the charge voltage the results are valid for all charge voltages. The axis of the 4 in-

duction coils C (8 turns, 0.8 mm inner diameter, 1 mm length) were placed parallel to the surface of the

anode (i.e. under 53 ), their radial positions were as follows: 61, 69, 77 and 83,5 mm. The time integrat-

ed signals of the coils C yield the magnitude of the magnetic field under 53 * (i.e. 1B53 ), averaged over

0.8 mm, as a function of the distance z' between the coil center and the anode surface with its azimu-

thal position 0 as additional parameter. The time integrated signal of a single turn induction loop L

concentric on a radius r to the axis of the diode is proportional to rA 0 . An axial shift Az of the loop gives

the stream function AT / Az = A(rAe)/A, which relates to the radial component of the magnetic field Br

by Br r Az = - AiZiz. The 4 loops used here consisted of one wire ring (wire diameter = 0.1 mm), the

radii of the loops wer chosen indentical to the radial positions of the induction coils. Using the fast driv-

er bank only, the set of time functions for the induction coil C4 and the loop L4 (Fig. 2) shows a time

lag of - 20 ps between their maxima and the maximum of the current through the field coil. This time

lag reaches up to 1 ms (close to the anode) for the case of the slow field. These shifts are due to the dif-

fusion of the fields through the stainless steel shielding of the field coils and its penetration into the

anode structures. For an optimized use of the applied fields they were taken into account with respect

to the KALIF trigger time. The symmetry of the applied (fast) field close to the anode (Fig. 3) is generally

better ± 2 %. Only for small radii and with increasing distance z' from the anode surface, the influence

of the current-supply loop to the inner coil produces unsymmetries up to ± 4 %.

The results of the loop measurements for both, the slow and the fast field at the time of current

maximum tk (Fig. 4) show the values of rA0 normalized to 1A of driver current as a function of the dis-

tance z' to the anode surface at the inner (L1) and the outer (L4) emitting edge of the anode. Depend-

ing on the radius r, the flux losses of the slow field to the anode are 4 to 4.5 times higher compared to
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those of the fast field, i.e. assuming no plasma expansion the canonical angular momentum of ions

starting at the anode surface can only be compensated, if the ratio of the currents lf/ If is about 4.

"r =83.5 mm s
80

0.5 16 . .

4 IA 20.5C, (r=61 mml.t~k

9.5.
o I-

0 I

A - r,8 . m 'I M

[ .O .. •_P [ i I t k5i

2.0 3r.535ra ! t

2.0.0

0 0.5 ,
LO 10 0 NO 3G0

49 UA

Fig. 2: Signals from coil C4 and loop L4 (r = 83.5 mm). Fig. 3: Azimuthal symmetry of /853/ for 11 = 49 kA

z': distance to the anode surface

The measured electron insulating field characteri- SIM

zed by the stream function Aqi follows from the re- 0',vs LU:r = 77 lmm 104s:
L A L4: r = 83.5 mm•L A

suits shown in Fig. 4. With If = 43.8 kA and I = 5.2 kA ,/r-.

(frequently used in the experiments described in pa-

per OA-3, this conference), this results in Atp = 1.17 x 3

10-3 Vs and Vcrit = 3.7 MV for the outer anode radius

(r = 83.5 mm).These measured quantities fit within

10 % to the corresponding values calculated with the

PROFI code (dashed lines in Fig. 4): Axp = 1.24 x 10-3 2,4

Vs and Vcrit = 4 MV. A significant difference between

field measurements and calculations was found only

for the anode flux losses of the slow field at the outer '

anode radius.

Bappt.-field strength / diode characteristics

The efficiency lion / Idiode and the impedance Udiode /

Idiode (Fig. 5) were measured for KALIF shots with dif- //. "

ferent applied magnetic insulation fields. 5 zimml 10

Fig. 4: Measured and calculated values for RAO and dif-

ferent radial positions; time: current max
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Without any applied field (shot # 3089), the im- 41 ...
A 43~ hne 8,pedance is constant for - 60 ns, as expected for di- 4 3 5 VC = 2.3 MV

4 3111V,,= 5A4MV

odes in the pinch mode. However, the efficiency

is about 30 % only. For Vcrt = 2.3 MV at the out-

er diode radius, the efficiency is more than 90 %

but the impedance collapses within 20 ns, i.e. no

stable operating point was achieved. The in- , ,
-- 120;t ns I

crease of Vcrt to 5.4 MV stabilized the impedance -

of the diode for - 40 ns while the efficiency still re-
#3089 chr.e 8, -• _mained above 90 %. This result is presumably 311 3lV_ = 23 MV

due to the influence of the magnetic field on the 3111 V_ = 5.4 MV

effective AK-gap width: the stronger field keeps

the electrons forming the virtual cathode on a -

field line closer to the emitting edge of the 'real' 0

cathode and also reduces by its high 0. t 120 ns1

magnetic pressure the anode plasma expansion. Fig. 5: influence of the magnetic filed strength on diode curr

Id, ion curr, I, and impedance Rd
Summary

With the field coils presented in this paper fast insulating fields up to 3T at the anode and 1.5 x 10-3

Vs be veen the geometrical AK-gap of 8.5 mm could be created, hence an extractor type ion diode be

operated at ratios Vcrt / Vd - 3... 4. The canonical angular momentum of the ions could be reduced

close to 0 by an additional slow compensating field. The maximum error in the azimuthal symmetry of

the applied field was less than ± 4 %, the effective transparency of coils with respect to the prooagat-

ing ion beam - 80 %. The coils did not disturb neither the vacuum nor the neutralizing gas in the drift

section of the diode and showed an average life time of - 30 KALIF shots. The comparison between

the measured and calculated Vcrit showed agreement within 10 %. In experiments with these field coils

and an active plasma source, the electron loss currents could be reduced to less than 10 % of -. diode

currents and the diode impedance stabilized for more than 40 ns. An ion beam of 0.8 TW with a total

energy of 50 kJ could be extracted. The extrapolation to higher diode voltages (KALIF: 1.7 MV, HELIA: 6

MV foreseen) showed, that - for similar conditions at HELIA - the magnetic field must be increased by -

50 % which doubles the mechanical loading of the coils. A possible way to solve this problem is the use

of compound conductors: thin CuBe2 wires embedded in a copper matrix. Such conductors are actually

under development.
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Abstract: The physical understanding of the ion beam enhancement and divergence in
magnetically insulated ion sources, B~prdiodes, for pulsed power generators is still lacking.
We propose a phenomenological analytical model for the "stable" regime of operation of
B.ý,,rdiodes. The effect of rippled anode-plasma surfaces on the focusing properties of the
diode is analysed. Conditions for the experimentally observed value of the micro-diver-
gence (-),- 10-20 mrad are obtained. The effect of scattering of the electrons in the disturbed
electrical fields is calculated. Its effect on the electron distribution in the magnetically insu-
lated vacuum gap is estimated: A low level <•1% of excitations for the "slow" and "fast"
fluctuations generates enough broadening of the electron distribution. - Work is in progress
to incorporate the model into the computer code BFCPIC to be used in computer exper-
iments for designing high brightness diodes. This is a useful tool in the process of optimizing
B,,-diodes for good focusing properties. The first results on the effect of moving plasma
boundaries are reported.

Introduction: High power Megavolt ion sources with applied magnetic fields, B,,rdiodes,
have been developed sucessfully during many years; see e.g. the Proceedings of the
Beams-Conf. since 1979. Up to the year 1990 main attention has been payed to obtain en-
gineering scaling laws of the V-I diode characteristic and the explanation of the exper-
imentally observed enhancement of the ion current density Ji over the monopolar flow
Ji/JcL = Xo = 10 - 30 /1-6/.

Presently the main open question in inertial confinement fusion is how a well focused ion
beam with an ion divergence 0® < 10 mrad can be obtained which means E. _ 10-4 E,
= 200 - 900 eV for Ei = 2 - 9 MeV. In our analysis we will concentrate on this problem.
Best experiments with proton beams yielded so far an average angle spread
O- ý • 20 mrad (ý-1V) /7,8/. It is necessary to make the physical analysis for an actual B.,p-di-
ode design at the moment of maximum power.

Straightforward 3-D and time-dependent numerical calculations of an actual Bo,,,-diode need
high precision up to 10-4, many time steps ( _> 101) and experimental data about the boundary
conditions (electrode plasmas and exact geometry of the vacuum sections). Some first re-
sults have been obtained last year / 9 / for a simplified geometry and without plasma layers.
These calculations demonstrate strong instabilities and lead to an divergence 0j ' 40 mrad
for an Li-beam.

To obtain the best benefit from computer calculations analytical models are necessary,
which summarize the main physical features. Presently a steady state model for the Bppi-di-
ode is used extensively /4,5/, which postulates laminar electron flow without any electrons
traveling across the gap. It is not clear how such a model can be extended by further dy-
namical features. This situation happened already many years ago during the investigation
of another crossed-field device, the magnetron HF-oscillator /10/. Already at this time the
general conclusion was that "the steady-state theories...are in poor agreement with several
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aspects of experimiiental observations...and the magnetron diode is in a state of oscillations
under most conditions even though the oF', ,lation are not easily detectable."/10,pp.285,313/.

Summary of experimental data for the stable regime of BPF-diodes: For the design of a
physical model experimental information about the diode operation at maximum power is
needed. Table 1 summarizes data from three experimental programs /6-8/ of the proton
beams with the flashover anode /6,8/ and the "active" plama source /7/. The following defi-
nitions for the A-K gap widths are summarized here: doAK, dAK - design and effective gap;
dlAK doAK - (d1jpA + (fO.,K) - gap with the anode-cathode plasma layers subtracted;
dAK = dp.AK x Bo/B - gap after diamagnetic compression with flux conservation included; B the
average magnetic field. The scheme of Bp.,p-diodes for extraction geometry is shown in Fig.l.
Conditions for sufficient electron magnetic insulation for the Ba.,i-diode are then

dO,AK/reL(Bo) Bo/Bcr = 1.2 + 2.5, reL = vA + 1.02VA /3Bo. (1)

Note that in practical formulas the units kA/crn2 , MV, MV/cm, cm, T, nsec will be used. To
take into account the plasma thickness we define the effective magnetic insulation
B/B,=.: (f 'Bdx)/P,(1). This ratio is also shown in Tab. 1. This data is in agreement with the
previous estimates of /2,6/. We conclude from this Tab. 1, that the "stable" regime for the
B.,l-diodes is realized only for the narrow range

dp,AK/reL(BO) = B'/Bcr = 1.33 F 0.07. (2)

At VA Bo do.AK Ii Ji Xtot 0 d do.p do,.l Xi B
ns MV T mm 7A mrad mm mm Bcr

WODA 5 45 0.4 1.4 4.0 0.6 1.2 14 - 1.3 0.5 2.5 1.25

KALIF 1 45 1.7 2.0 8.5 0.85 4.0 24 25 2.5 1.0 3.5 1.35

PBFAII 8 35 7.0 2.8 16.0 0.8 4.4 11 20 3.0 1.0 3.0 1.3

Table 1. Typical operational parameters of B.pp,-diode experiments. J, in kA/cm1.

A dense plasma at the edge of the hollow cathode is formed a few ns after the voltace V(t)
begins to rise. The low density cathode plasma composed of ions and oscillating electrons
expands quickly (vp = 0.1-1 cm/ns) along the B.,p,- lines by electric fields produced by the
electron cloud (collective acceleration /11-13/). Tile velocity v, is higher in the case that the
B,,p,- value increases towards the emitting cathode edge /6,11,13/. This situation is realized
for the B.,,j-diodes of tile Tab.1 with hollow cathodes. The thickness of the plasma layer
do.,K usually amounts to 0.5 - 2 mm.

Cathode and anode plasma layers should change drastically the results of real and computer
experiments. Many experiments with hollow electron beams /11-14/ did not show evidence
for the diocotron instability; on the other hand experiments performed under different con-
ditions show it /9,15/.

The total ion divergence 0-), includes the micro-divergence O as well as effects of a larger
scale (A 2! dAK ) like electrostatic fluctuations by electrons, magnetic deflections, geometric
distortions etc.. The 0, on KALIF /7/ was measured locally on the anode surface for an
flash-over anode (d0 AK = 1 - 2mm ) as well as an "active" plasma source (do.^K = 2 - 3mm).
In the last case 0- was smaller than in the first <18 mrad. This shows clearly that the primary
source of the mirro-divergence 0, is the roughness or ripple of the anode surface.

The location of the ion emitting surface in the anode-plasma is usually derived from the ex-
perimental data about the magnetic flux 6'I' = do,.A B0 = dA BA of this plasma layer. In Tab.1
we use the "equivalent anode plasma thickness" d0.pA which is given in /7,8/ as defined by
the initial field B0. Actually for estimating the scale A of the micro-divergence one should use
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dpA = doABo/BA • 1 - 1.5 mm till direct measurements e.g. with interferometers are avail-
able. The BA on the ancde is obtained easily using experimental data about J, and VA and
pressure balance /5,6/:

3-63JIjAV/Z BA -- BK- E -- B_ , (Ai, Z1 = 1 for protons). (3)

For the magnetic field BK on the cathode one usually chooses BK 0.8 - 0.9 B0 ; furthermore
one has B = 0.5BA + 0.45B0 with an accuracy of T 5% /4,6/.

xN

boundary of
anode plasma

boundary of \ 0
cathode plasma ••

1 120 mm

Figure 1. Scheme of the B.,e1 diode for extraction geometry: Results of diamagnetic shifting
of the anode- and cathode-plasma layers during rise of the voltage pulse VA(t) for
initial, middle and ... final conditions of the diode.

The total ion enhancement X,,, can be splitted into three components xiot = XpXqX± where
X, (dO.AK/dPAK)' describes the effect of (lie plasma thickness, X., = (dpAK/dAK)2 = (B/Bo)2 re-

presents the effect of the diamagnetic compression (displacement of virtual cathode),see
Fig.1 . The "pure" ion enhancement Xi provided by the electron space-charge in the dAK-gap
is derived from-

Xiot ______VAI_-Z5 (4Xi ' Xtot = A= d2 '(
JCL(dO,AK) F~~(j d 5

Thus in physical models for the B~,,p,-diode one should use the value of Tab.1

=JCL(d AK)=(5

M.Desjarlais /4,5/ proposed a steady-state model for the B,./,-diode (plane geometry) with
d1.1A + doK = 0. It is clear, that the last assumption must lead to an increase of the Xi values
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= 5.5, p = 1 at maximum power). One should note that the "stable" regime (best
shots ) of the B,rc-diodes are realized in a narrow range of values X, - and B/B, values. This
situation was analysed in /6/. In this paper we develop extensively the ideas given in /6/
using analytical models and the code BFCPIC /16/.

2. Analytical investigation of the quasi-planar B.pp,-diode.: The planar approximation of the
diode geometry is a reasonable choice for heuristic analytical models. This statement is in
agreement with the good focussing properties of the ion beams of realistic diodes. The
electric fields EA and EK on the cathode-anode plasma layers are < - Em = VA/dAK . Qua-
si-stationary main fields E.(x,t) = - V(V(x,t)), B,(xt) will be used, since they change slowly
during the transit time of the ions across the gap (z-0.5 ns). Also used are the small field
components E,y = - V7(V(x,y,t)) which are excited by non-homogeneities of the cathode
and anode plasma layers with the y-coordinate representing the dh-direction of a realistic
di ode.

We determine the main field components E. and B, by observing attentively the experimental
facts as well as the requirements of the stationary theory. Thus assume for a moment that
E, is given such that the Poisson equation and the usual boundary conditions are complied:
E,(0) = V(0) = 0 on the cathode ; E1(1) = 0, VJ = 1 on the anode. Unitless quantities x/
dAK, y/dAK. V/VA, EX/EAK, Bt/(EAK/3), J/JCL(dAk), v,2 /viK, v./c = f will be used. Then the ion
density pi(x) -. Jjfv(x) and the electron density p.(x) are related through

x

Pe dE 4 X, V = E(x) dx. (6)
dx = 9 A-_V) fo

The ion leaves the anode with a small velocity according to v, = 2(1 - V)

Given p, the magnetic field B,(x) can be derived from Amp6re's law using an ansatz of the
y-coriponent of the average electron velocity v,

x f
Bz(x) = BK ±- j0 Pevy dx , BAK = f0 PeVy dx. (7)

We emphasize that therefore pressure balance (3) relates E. and B, through

BK = 8g - 0.5BAK (3')
9 BAK

The velocity v, is represented by the fit formula

jy_ 1 V(X)VA
Vy(x) = f(x) fy(x) with fl(x)- y , + 0.511

fy hb si( hr
-- = htsin(k- X-aeff) ' C(efr -- (" )=, (8)

2 xS

In (8) x, is given by the condition p,(x = x.) = p[(x = x,). With respect to the parametrization
of f, in (8) we remark that the magnetic boundary, where v. = 0, occurs approximately at
xb x= = x'/2 if there is no scattering of electrons; with slight scattering it is shifted to
xb-, x,. Here x3 is the Brillouin boundary of an electron cloud /10/ for electrons escaping
from the cathode with zero energy. Thus the argument of the sin-factor in (8) represents an
effective average angle and the factor hb introduces energy non-conservation for hb * 1. The
parameters x,, hb, h,, BK as well as the shape of the field E. will now to be determined by the
following reasoning.

One can see from simple analyses of Eq.(6) that the ion enhancement X, is defined by the
shape of E. near the anode. The greater Xi >> 1 the more x,- 1 and neutralization
p,(x) ý p/(x) establishes in the region 0<x;x3 . In particular the choice Xi = 5.5 requires a
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spike near the anode (Fig.2b). It is then the question how the spiky solution of Fig.2b arises.
In fact, if the magnetic insulation is low, B/B,, ý- 1.1, then a spiky solution is found for a "cold"
electron distribution. But one should keep in mind the observed voltage noise of 5-10 % as
indicated by the measured energy spread /7,8/. Given B/Be,r 1.1 and AE/E t 5- 10% there
will be no stable operation, instead high losses of electrons - which are not observed - and
high oscillations of the ion current will occur. The experimental experience summarized in
eq.(2) shows that for stable operation B/BC, - 1.33 is required. In this regime of middle
magnetic insulation the spiky p.-shape for X = 5.5 is not realized. At the boundary of the
stable regime, X, ý-- 3.9, a flat distribution p.(x) is required. That is one explanation for the
ratio given in Eq.(5).

x/d x/d

if I /I

a b

Figure 2. Quasistationary profiles for plane geometry and KALIF parameters:
a. stable regime: Xi = 3.2, B/B, 1.34; b. unstable regime: X - 5.5, B9/Bcr 1.12.
__ E(x) .... B(x), ... 2V(x), _.. (fxBdx')/P ..... p,(x), . .. p.(x).

The dynamics of the electron cloud p,(x,t) is strongly dependent on tile value of B/Bc,. For
B/BC, > 1.5 the electron mobility is low along the electrical field. Then the transport velocity
of electrons across the gap is small compared with the ion velocity, so that the typical time
delay bSt-d/ I v, + v. I = d/vi and only slow so-called "ion-transit" time instabilities ran be ex-
cited as shown in /9/. In a separate report /17/ we present a computer simulation for the
B,,,p,-diode whith a diffusion model of an electron "gas". High electron losses I.- Ii occur in
case y, >> 1 and B/B,, > 1.5 . But fast fead-back reaction of an electron "gas" in the gap is
only realized for "B/Be, • 1.3 whith low noise level (- 1 %, see /6/ and this paper). This case
is typical for the stable regime with an amplitude of the electron trajectories across the gap
amounting '- dAK, so that a magnetohydrodynamic or laminar approximation for the B,,Ip-mo-
del is excluded. Shown in Fig.3 are samples of the electron trajectory in the gap.

Middle enhancements Xi < 3.5 lead to densities p,(x) which drop continuouly from the cath-
ode on (FRg.2a),so that electron losses are small. L.E.Mathias f181 has measured with a mo-
lecular beam the electron charge density p,(r) for the magnetron diode and obtained a mo-
notonic decrease with the radius. In the anode region x > x. we found good fits with the
choice (1- x,) -- The condition E. = 0 at the cathode requires an excess charge with a
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sharp profile of p.(x) for x < X.K ! 0.07x,. Finally we note that for special choices of the pa-
rameters also the model /4/ is realized in our model of the Bppi-diode.

x/d i/d x/__________id
A

L5 1.5 L5

K

-1 -2 2 1 -!2 1 2 - -2 1 2
Y/d V/d ,/d

Figure 3. Three examples of electron trajectories: for different initial conditions. A rippled
anode surface and inhomogeneous electron emission with the parameters of Fig.4a
and b are assumed.

3.Effects of the y-component E,(x,y,t): There will be electric fields Ei,(x,y,t) generated by the
ripple of the plasma anode which lead to the ion micro-divergence and a broadening of the
electron layer. The divergence of ion beams for a spatially nonuniform ion current density
of the B;,,,-diode is investigated with analytical models recently in /19,20/. These can be
condsidered as limiting cases. Thus in /19/ the anode boundary condition is very special.
In /20/ a gap of the B,,,,-diode without electron charge is analysed. We carried out a com-
puter calculations using our model of the stable B0,,,-diode and a sinusoidal profile of the
anode surface

(EA
XA - 1 sin(K - OAt) . (9)Kiy

Here the parameter OA denotes the maximum angle between the normal of the rippled anode
surface and the x-direction (typically ®A> 0.1 rad); -yA = 21r/Ki,- dAK/2 is the wavelength of
the ripple ; (,)A/( 2 1r) - few hundred MHz some harmonic of the ion cyclotron frequency. Due
to this disturbance the ion current develops a sheeth-like variation (5J1--OAsin(...)f(x) which
is transported from the anode to the cathode. In this analytical analysis we include also the
region p. > pi. Furthermore, since the typical period of an electron trajectory along the y-di-
rection is -' 2 dAx (see Fig.3), we will in a first order neglect the y-dependence of p.(x,y,t) in
the main part of the gap. Only near the cathode in a region of thickness - x.K a y-dependence
of p. is visible which is necessary for the shielding of the electric field being t-0 (see Fig.4a).

Shown in Figs.4 and 5 are the (Ey(x),SE,(x), Ji(x)...) distributions for a slow mode (-0.3 GHz)
and a fast (--30 GHz). For the field of the slow mode Ej, we use a linear approximation (
-sin( Kiy ) in the region xaK <x< I-i/Ki, with AyA= 21r/KyC-0.6dAK. A solution of the
Child-Langmuir type - singular in the x- and non-linear in the y-direction - is used in the
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pre-anode region. The maximum of E,1 occurs imediately in front of the anode
('XA • 0.02/K,y ).

Notice in Fig.4a that E.Y changes sign near the boundary wltere p,-•pi, so that the forces de-
flecting the ions change sign likewise. Thus when the ions leave the gap, their final angle
is much smaller than their escape angle 0A at the anode, namely
C-) = v,y(x = 0)/vK, = 0.05 - 0.1 (")A (see Fig.4a. This result for the stable regime of the
B.,,,-diode is pretty surprising. On the other hand the amplitude 6J, -- EA is approximately
the same at the cathode and anode although 5J, changes sign in between. The experimental
data J,(t) measured by Faraday cups with small input aperture demonstrated oscillations of
the J,(t) /6/. We believe that the results of this investigation explain the nature of this obser-
vation.

x/d x/d

" I:

-' : 2 . "... ........... . .. ..

- 1 -2 -1 1 1 2

a .b

Figure 4. Results for inhomogeneous a). anode- and b). cathode-plasmas:

a. rippled anode &SA = 0.02. -- ._ Ej,(x) _.... 6Jj(x), .... Viy(X), _ 0j)(X).b. inhomogeneous electron emission with coy = 28 GHZ, (5VK = 0.01 VA
imediately in front of the cathode. _ EI(x).... 6E,,(x) _ bp.(x).

The lower frequency component Eiy is one source for scattering of the electrons. It gener-

ates enough broadening of the electron distribution in the stable regime with the inicro-di-vergence Oi= 10-20 mrad. Another source for electron scattering is the high frequency

electric field Ely excited by electron instabilities. The E., for usual 13,,,-diodle is a y-compo-nent of quasi-stationary fields E,y = - -(2V(x,y,t)), which have been investigated intensely
for the magnetron diode already in the period 1940-60 (see the papers by G.Sims and
J.Osepchulk in /10/). Many experiments have shown tile instability related to tile "back-bombardement" phomeneon and electron flow to the anode for the B/B,(>V . The authors
of /21/ifound that about 30% of DC electric power was used for cathode heating by tie cha-
otic kinetic energy of the bombarding electrons.This effect "depends on secondary emissionproperties of tre cathode surface and on geometry ...The basic problem of electronic inter-
action in the static magnetron is partially defined"/21/. Already at this time one was looking
forward to a realistic solution of this problem. But no physical model has been given, which
would explain hoow the instabilities transfer enough DC-power to the electron cloud in ac-
cordance with tie observed high enhancement of the electron emission by "back-bombard-
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ment". We will call this effect the back-bombardement(BKB) instability. The paradox of the
BKB instability is the following: Only a very small portion of the absorbed DC power was
detectable as high frequency power in a frequency band of some subharmonics of the elec-
troii Larmor frecquency /10/ equal to one half of the cyclotron-frequency.

We assuime that in the electron cloud of the Bap,,-diode the same dynamical process occurs,
which is responsible for the BKB effect. Instead of the secondary emission in the magnetron
diode we should take into account the effect of anomalous resistivity /22/ in the cathode-
plasma layer. It can arise in the cathode-plasma layer locally where high current electron
streams pass.

In Fig.4b we present results for the case of high-frequency fluctuations of the electon cloud
V.(x,y,t) cSV. sin(K.,,y--)Kt)g(x), where 6V. is the amplitude at tile boundary x - x,,
g(x = x.,) ý-- 1, ),,< = 2l/K., ý- 2 .3 dK and a),< • 0.5 x gyrofreqency at cathode (= 28 GHz for
KALIF with B0 = 2T). The E.,(x) changes sign near the Brillouin magnetic boundary
x = XB• ct x,/2 fof unscattered electrons (notice the remark after Eq.(8)). The calculation of
electron trajectories show, that with (5V. - 0.005-0.01 VA enough broadening of the electron
distribution results.

4.Implementation in stationary code BFCPIC: The implementation of the phenomenological
results into our stationary code BFCPIC is in progress. As a first step we introduced the
movement of the plasma boundaries due to the diamagnetic shifting. Plasma expansion from
the anode as well as the cathode tip early into the pulse is taken into acrount. Thus the
plasma-cathode is identified as the flux surface which touches the cathode tip. Similarly the
plasma-anode is identified by that segment of the flux service which is 2-3 mm in front of the
emitting part of the massive anode. (Fig. 1). The voltage is raised in 1500 time steps of 2ns.
Since the magnetic field is frozen into the plasma, the cathode flux surface and thus the
plasma-cathode moves with the rising total current in the direction of the anode. At the same
time the anode-plasma surface retreats with the rising eigenfield as is demonstrated in Fig.1.
In these calculations the computational grid is adjusted in proper intervalls to the new
boundaries. This is accompanied by a reorganization of the particles and fields. This model
satisfies flux conservation and shows the diamagnetic compression as observed in /3/. The
shape of the anode surface is a function of time. The simulation is so far in agreement with
the KALIF experiments /7/, as they show that the focusing properties of the ion beam change
with time. This makes it necessary to perform an optimasation of the anode surface shape
and the applied magnetic field to reduce the losses from the edges of the ion beam similarly
as done in /23/ for the B0-diode. The next step will be to include in BFCPIC the time-depen-
dent ripple of the plasma surfaces so that the main results of this paper can be exploited. A
requisite for this is an appreciable reduction of the present noise level, which is believed to
be generated mainly by the particle generator for the emitting parts of the electrodes. It re-
quires at this time an appreciable amount of averaging.

5. Conclusions: We have defined two basic internal parameters of the stable regime for the
B,,,--diodes: x. 3 T- 0.5, B/Bc,-_ 1.33 T 0.07. They were exploited in a phenomenological
model of the ion micro-divergence O of the B.,p 1-diode. The important fact to notice for im-
provements of the focusing properties is that the ions leave the gap with final angles 0•
which are much smaller than the emission angle O'®A on the rippled anode surface (by a
factor 10 or more). The results agree with the known aspects of experimental observations.
Furthermore, we have proposed a flow model for the electrons with spatial occillations .
dAK and a low level of chaotic excitations. This slight scattering process of electrons is
caused by two basic modes with "slow" and "fast" fluctuations of the electric field. The fast
mode - ignored presently - was observed many years ago in the magnetron diode, but is still
unexplained. Finally, we made the first steps in the formulation of a realistic physical model
for the B,,p,-diode and elaborated some of its consequences.
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Abstract: The calculations with the 2.00 and 2.5D versions of the stationary code
BFCPIC have been extended in various directions. A particular concern was a better
understanding of the enhancement of the ion current in ion diodes with an applied
magnetic field. Ad hoc assumptions for the anomalous transport of electrons and of
plasma motion have been introduced and the results will be discussed.

Introduction: At the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center the computational physics
program continues to support the development of light ion beam sources ("ion
diodes") operated on the pulsed power generator KALIF. In the work presented here
we extend the applicability of the 2D and 2.5D versions of the BFCPIC code /1/, a
stationary particle-in-cell code for which the method of boundary-fitted coordinates
has been adopted. The present aim is to simulate the main properties of these
diodes, i.e. (V,I)-characteristics and focusing properties. Thus, the development of
the BFCPIC code is pushed into the direction of a fast but realistic engineering code.
It is used for the prototyp development of two ion diodes at KALIF, which differ by the
method of magnetic insulation of the electron flow: B6 - /2/ and Bapp,-diode /3,4/.

It is to be expected that in high power ion diodes the dynamics of the non-neu-
tral plasma clouds is to some extent influenced by instabilities. The level of their
excitation will be determined by the conditions of the experiment. Connected with
instabilities are fluctuating electrical fields disturbing the trajectories of the particles.
Some consequences are obvious and are actually observed: degradation of the
focusing of the ions and enhancement of the ion current. Due to high-frequency
electrical fields the magnetic insulation of the electrons is weakened. The sheath of
electrons is broadened by their migration to the anode. There they better shield the
positive charge so that more ion current is drawn.

A complete description of this non-linear dynamics of the ion and drifting elec-
tron cloud in the space between the electrodes must take into account their inter-
action among each other and simultaneously the coupling to the dense plasma sys-
tems on the emitting part of both electrodes. These ab initio calculations demand
complex and large computer programs leading to a huge computational effort. The
resulting CPU-times go beyond the capabilities of the largest computers presently
available if the calculations are not limited to reduced problems. Therefore, guidance
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from heuristic considerations is needed for the future direction in developing
advanced time-dependent 3D codes. This can be obtained from phenomenological
and analytical models as performed recently in /5/. In fact, valuable insight is also
obtained from the pioneering work in /6/ where the geometry of the technical system
is simplified and idealized boundary conditions with rigid electrodes are assumed.

Spatial Diffusion and collisional drift model: As reported at the Beams 90 conference
/7/, straightforward PIC-calculations for the Bapp,-diode with our stationary code do
not reproduce the ion enhancement found in several experiments. For some early
KALIF-experiments the resuits of Tabe ; apply.

experiment /3/ model

electron current le 20-80 kA 40 kA

ion current I 300-450 kA 20 kA

Table 1. Results for the currents of the B,,,-Diode.

Here the nominal voltage V was 1.7 MV, gap width do = 6.5 mm and the magnetic flux
A0 = 1.5 x 10 1 Vs corresponding to a magnetic field Bpp, - 2-3 T along the anode.
One usually expresses the ion enhancement by the ratio Ktot = /ICL. Here ICL denotes
the Child-Langmuir current for a nominal gap do and applied voltage V. For the
p _Arameters of the KALIF-experiments with an emitting anode area of 100 cm', one
obtains from Table 1 Ktot = 10-16.

It is generally agreed upon that three factors contribute to the ion enhancement
in ion diodes with an applied magnetic field for electron insulation: diamagnetic shift
of the virtual cathode due to the diamagnetic currents of the azimuthally drifting
electrons, motion of the electrode plasmas and spatial broadening of the electron
distribution due to scattering by fluctuating fields. The dynamics of plasma formation
and its expansion is not well understood. So far we have included it in BFCPIC in a
heuristic manner /5/ and observed the right order of magnitude for the diamagnetic
shift /8/. From an analysis of the experiments again in /5/ it was concluded that
plasma motion before the onset of the voltage pulse contributes a factor
Kp = (do/d0AK)2 -- 3 to the ratio Ktot. The constant dOAK is defined by d0AK = do - (thick-
ness of anode + cathode plasma layer). Thus the diamagnetic shift together with the
broadening of the electron distribution must account for a factor Ktot/Kp = 3 - 5 in the
experimental results of Table 1.

The scattering effect also leads to electron migration to the anode and thus to
a weakening of the magnetic insulation. This has been known for 50 years from
experiments with crossed field devices like the magnetron /9/. But there exists no
generally accepted theory of the dynamics of electron clouds in crossed field
devices, which could be incorporated in a stationary code. Modern electromagnetic
codes predict instabilities like the diocrotron instability with a markable broadening
of the electron distribution /6/. This indicates that anomalous transport of electrons
across the magnetic field should be taken into account in a model for a stationary
code. For an exploratory calculation we therefore introduce the following ad hoc dif-
fusion modification of the electron velocity

Vtotal = V + Vanomal , with =anoral - Vi + Vdiff" 1
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Two processes are assumed to contribute to anomalous transport of electrons: spa-
tial diffusion Vd,ff due to electrostatic instabilities and collisional drift of electrons v_,
due to perturbations of the cyclotron rotation by electric fields of unstable waves.
Whereas the collisional effect v contributes only to the component perpendicular to

the magnetic field B (see Eq. 9.8 in /10/), Vdiff is independent of the direction of B.
We introduce a diffusion constant D and collision frequency F and adopt the approx-
imations

Vdiff -and V E an F (2)P m )2 +F 2
C

Here ) is the electron density, wc the gyrofrequency and e, m electron charge and
mass.

One can use the rather elaborate theory of instabilities of the electron and ion
flow /11,12,13/ for estimating the parameters D and F. The diffusion coefficient D is
approximated for a numerical estimate by (see Eq. 36 in /13/)

2 k2

1fl 2 2 (3)
D -B (k - kVdr) + Yk

instability kd0  cok do /c Yk do /c

diocotron < 1 < 1 < 0.01

electron-ion two-stream < 2 < 0.02 < 0.05

ion transit time > 2 > 1 < 0.05

broadband 0.4-1.5 -0.02 - 0.02

magnetron > 5 > 3.2 > 0.02

Table 2. Estimates for the maximum increments y: k wave number,
WOk frequency, do = 1 cm, c velocity of light. Results taken
from /12/ for V = 2 MV, B,,,, = 1.05 and 1.20 T.

With values for the two-stream instability compatible with Table 2 one obtains D -
2.8 x 103 m2/s. Here is assumed that kd 0 = 0.6, Wokdo/c = 0.25, Ykdo/c = 0.06 and typ-
ical parameters of the KALIF-experiments: i.e. the amplitude of the electrostatic wave
136ki = 0.2 MV and E = 1 MV/cm, B = 2 T. For a typical thickness 3 f 0.2 cm of the
electron layer in our code we conclude that the characteristic diffusion time
At •_ 32/D = 1.5 x 10 o0 s is fast enough for typical rise times of the voltage pulse of
10-20 ns.

Numerical Results: The dependence of the diode currents le and lI on the diffusion
coefficient D is summarized in Table 3. The first three examples show that diffusion
leads to some increase of the ion current. At D ý-- 104 m 2/s the electron current
reaches values obtained in the experiment while the ion current is only 1.7 times
larger than for D = 0. Of course a factor 3 - 5 is needed.
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D in m 2/s 0 104 5 104 104 & 105 (2 - 5)10l 10lO

electron current le in kA 40 56 84 67 72 390

ion current I, in kA 20 31 34 34 38-40 38

number of run 1 2 3 4 5 6

Table 3. Results of the extended stationary BFCPIC code: spatial diffusion model-

Some modificat'ons have been tried: Run 4 is a simple example for a space-depen-
dent coefficient D. Enhanced diffusion with D = 10 was assumed in the neighbour-
hood of the cathode tip and D = 104 in the remaining region. In run 5 directional
dependence of the diffusion was assumed, i.e. only diffusion towards the anode was
allowed. Finally, in run 6 the limit D -- oo was taken. There were only slight changes
in I, compared to the first three runs but an unrealistic increase of the electron losses
occurred. These runs demonstrate that spatial diffusion in the simple form (2) with a
constant diffusion constant D leads to too large electron losses. Presumably a space-
and even time-dependent coefficient D(x,t) would be more appropriate, which
decreases near the anode boundary. But for the right choice of the functional beha-
viour of D(x,t) more insight into the dynamics of the electron distribution is needed.

We now turn to a discussion of the collisional drift model. This effect can arise
if unstable waves with rather high frequencies close to the electron cyclotron fre-
quency coc disturb the cyclic orbits of the electrons. From Table 4 one concludes that
frequencies F near the gyrofrequency co, (B = 2 T ) = 3.5 x 1011/y yield sufficiently
fast driftspeeds vi. For the parameters of the KALIF-experiments the maximum value
of y 1 + eo/mc 2 equals 4.4.

F in s-1  109 1010 10 l

v1 /c (0.6-2.9) 10-2 (0.6-2.9 ) 10-1 (0.3-1.0 ) 1C-0

Table 4. Perpendicular drift velocity v, according to Eq. 2: for three frequencies F;
co, = 1 x 101s-1; E, = 1-5 MV/cm.

The results of Table 5 show that for run 8 the electron current reached the experi-
mental value. At the same time the ion current grew by a factor of 1.7 only. This is the
same situation as in the previous case of the spatial diffusion model. Run 9 is a var-
iant, which to some degree simulates the superposition of the spatial diffusion and
collisional drift. In a strip of 5 mm width at the anode the diffusion velocity had the
lower value 3 x 105 m/s and in the remaining part of the gap 107 m/s.

F in s-1  0 109 3 109 vL =3105 & 107 m/s

electron current l1 in kA 40 ý-40 52 123

ion current Ii in kA 20 ý--27 33 61

number of run 1 7 8 9

Table 5. Results of the extended stationary BFCPIC code: collisional drift model
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The concept of spatial diffusion and collisional drift of the electron cloud is very
general. Thus, the obvious shortcomings are presumably explained partly by the
crude approximations of Eqs 1-3. But one must also keep in mind the role of plasma
motion before the main voltage pulse sets in. The factor Kp ~ 3 includes only the
geometric effect of a reduced value for the effective gap. But an increase of the ion
current due to do -- doAK yields also further compression of the gap due to the shifting
of the virtual cathode and anode by the diamagnetic fields.

Therefore, we have performed run 10 and 11 of Table 6, where the boundary of
the emitting anode was shifted into the gap by 1 and 2 mm, respsctively, and the
collisional drift model of run 9 was used. During the main voltage pulse the boundary
was kept constant. One observes (Table 6) a fast increase of the ion current I,
together with a small increase of the electron current 1,. Compared to run 9 the rise
of I, is a factor 2.7 and 3.7 for runs 10 and 11, respectively. This is almost by a factor
Kda = 2 more than the enhancement factor Kp - due to plasma expansion - would
suggest: Kp = 1.4 and 2 for runs 10 and 11, respectively. The additional rise by Kdi,,

=- 2 of I, demonstrates the importance of the diamagnetic compression of the gap. It
is already of the right size, since in /5/ it was concluded that Kd,a typically varies
between 1.7 and 2.5 in the experiments. Together with a cathode plasma expansion
- neglected so far - the value Kp = 3 - as assumed at the beginning - should be easily
reached. It will further enhance the ion current. But a better control of the electron
losses is needed.

Al in mm 0 1 2

electron current le in kA 123 124 150

ion current I, in kA 61 166 228

number of run 9 10 11

Table 6. Results of the extended stationary BFCPIC code: expansion Al of anode
plasma and collisional drift model with parameters as in run 9
v, = 3 105 & 101m/s.

We write as in /5/ Kttot = Kp X Kdia X K/int , where the enhancement factor Kintr describes
the intrinsic enhancement due to the broadening of the electron cloud. With K, = 3
and Kdta = 2 one obtains Kitr= 1.7 - 2.7. We conclude that with the model Eqs. 1-3 and
the best parameters of Tables 3 and 5 one is near to the values Kintr = 2.5 - 3.5, which
are characteristic for the stable regime of Bppi-diode operation according to /5/.

Conclusions and outlook: Some instabilities can be excited in the B,,pp -diode of
KALIF which will lead through spatial diffusion and collisional drift to an anomalous
transport of electrons across the diode gap. These processes yield a smoothing of
the electron density distribution, and at the same time a stronger charge neutralisa-
tion immediately before the anode. As a consequence we observed a rise of the ion
current I,. But in the framework of this very simple model the gain in ion current was
only by a factor of 1.5 - 2. This is to be compared with the experimental values of 3 -
5. In the parameter search the constrain was imposed that the electron losses should
not exceed the experimentally determined value • 0.1 Ii.

The concept of spatial diffusion and collisional drift of the electron cloud is very
general. Thus the obvious shortcomings are explained partly by the crude approxi-
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mations Eqs. 1-3. Runs 10 and 11 demonstrate the importance of the plasma motion
before the main voltage pulse sets in. A fast increase of the ion current together with
a small increase of the electron current occurs. However, a better control of the
electron losses is needed.

In future work on phenomenological models of the electron dynamics for sta-
tionary codes the problem of electron losses must be addressed with more empha-
sis. We guess that one has to introduce the model assumptions on a different level,
such that the migration of the electrons to the anode is controlled by the magnetic
field directly. Thus it is tempting to introduce fluctuating electrical fields directly into
the equations of motions, but at the expense of even more a priori information nec-
essary than the two free parameters of Eq. (2). A first initiative in this direction has
been done ten years ago by Poukey et al. /14/ without accounting for the modifica-
tions of the space charge, which go with the additional electrical field. Only after such
inconsistencies have been taken care of and quantitative success followed, one may
return to a modified version of the present approach.

Acknowledgements: We would like to thank Drs. H.-J. Bluhm and V. Fedorov for their
valuable information on the experiments and for the illuminating discussions.
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SIMULATION OF A Br ION DIODE

IL J. Faehl and D. J. Rej
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract
Electromagnetic PIC simulations of a Br magnetically insulated ion diode in an extraction
geometry have been performed to investigate time-dependent diode characteristics, ion beam
transport, and beam quality. Various magnetic field geometries and electron sources have been
studied so that total ion throughput may be optimized. Calculational results are compared with
data from our ion beam experiment. Comparisons are also drawn between the simulations and
magnetic insulation theory.

Introduction
Intense ion beams promise to yield exciting results in the fields of ion implantation,

alloying, and thin film production.[1-4] Experiments currently underway at Los Alamos [5] use
a Br magnetically insulated diode (MID) in an extraction geometry. This configuration can
reliably produce a focusable ion beam with high ion-to-electron current efficiency. We have
undertaken an extensive numerical modeling effort in conjunction with these experiments to
obtain better understanding of the dynamics of this ion source. Such calculations can facilitate
interpretation of diagnostic data, yield insight into the effect of parameter or geometry changes
on diode operation, and can yield information about aspects of the operation which are difficult
to diagnose, such as sheath properties.

Magnetic insulation of electron flow has been studied since the advent of magnetrons. It
assumed a special interest for intense ion beam production when it was realized that transverse
magnetic fields could be applied which were strong enough to insulate electron flow, but have
only minimal effect on ions. The overwhelming electron "losses" in bipolar flow ion sources
could be made negligible, allowing the full power of the diode to be applied to accelerating ions.
Instead of recovering simple monopolar flow, the insulated electrons modify the diode
characteristics so that the AK gap is effectively diminished. Diode impedance in ion MID's was
reduced by orders of magnitude over ion space-charge limited flow. Drift of the insulating
electrons also distorts the magnetic field distribution. Desjarlais [6] has analyzed these
processes and proposed a model which can account for enhancements in the ion current by the
factors of 10 or more over space-charge limited current, routinely seen in MID experiments.
Though this is the most complete model advanced to date, geometric aspects of our
configuration present difficulties in applying his results. This paper will present our numerical
results, but will limit comparisons to those which can be made between our experimental data,
simple theory and the simulations.

Numerical Methods
The primary configuration simulated in this study is depicted in Fig. 1. Details of this

system can be found in another paper in these proceedings.[5] The source of protons is an
annular plastic insert, which forms a surface flashover plasma. Flashover dynamics are not
treated self-consistently here. For calculational purposes, the plastic is assumed to become a
fully grounded, space-charge limited source of ions once a threshold for surface electric fields is
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reached. This threshold is between 50-150 kV/cm in the calculations. Actual plasma formation
is a complicated topic, influenced by UV irradiation [7], direct electron impact, voltage
prepulse, and surface irregularities. Detailed modeling of the flashover should include such
effects, perhaps with statistical fluctuations to account for shot-to-shot variations. Here we
model the surface plasma heuristically, retaining aspects which are pertinent to diode operation.

The pulser which drives our experiment is currently charged to 0.6 MV with a pulse width
of slightly over 1 9ts. With a MID load, the voltage rises in 100-150 ns to 400 kV, which is
maintained as either a flattop or slowly decreasing pulse for 400-600 ns, after which it falls
abruptly. A typical voltage pulse, along with total current and extracted ion current, is shown in
F ig . 2 .......................... ...... ....... ........................ I ....... ......

6 200 .120 -

S ......... 2 0 .o ...... ,...... Q.. .... ....... ..... .. .. ... .. ... ......, ..... .. :4- '00
-- --- -- ------ --- --------- i ! ! i •

0 2
..... time (us)

Fig. 1 Schematic of ion beam magnetically isolated Fig. 2 Typical experimental probe shows impedance
diode, collapse over 0.6 lis trace.

Modeling the entire voltage pulse self-consistently is impractical. We simulated the diode
operation with a fully electromagnetic 2-1/2 D particle-in-cell code. Because Maxwell's
equations are solved for all six electric and magnetic field components on a numerical mesh, a
fairly stringent Courant condition, 8t < Sx/c, needs to be satisfied. With a typical spatial
resolution of 2 mm, a time step of roughly 3 ps was used. In the absence of anode plasma
expansion and electron sheath scattering, the full pulse could actually be modeled on a
CRAY/YMP. There is strong evidence to suggest that the anode plasma does expand [8,9], the
electron sheath does distort [6], and that charge exchange and fast neutral transport [8, 10-12] all
play roles in determining the time-dependent impedance of the diode, however. We modeled
diode closure by conducting a series of simulations of length 30-50 ns, each with fixed anode
plasma dimensions. The closure was emulated by making the anode plasma progressively
wider, so that the distance to the electron sheath was reduced in each calculation. This "plasma"
was assumed to possess infinite conductivity, so that it was perfectly grounded to the metallic
anode. Fields were thus excluded from its interior, though electrons incident on it were not
absorbed. The infinite conductivity approximation is probably naive, since recent studies
indicate fast magnetic field penetration of the anode plasma[13]. Though this approximation
exaggerates the strength of diamagnetic field increase in the gap, we present these calculations
as limiting cases. Future calculations will explore the effect of finite plasma conductivity.

The justification for treating AK gap closure with a series of "snapshots" is both practical
and physical. Previous studies indicate that a closure rate of 1-2 cmr/ts occurs, at least over
limited time scales. In a simulation of duration 50 ns, the electron sheath and the ion beam
propagation both take on an asymptotic character, but the gap closure has evolved only over
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spatial scales on the order of 1 mm. Since this is less than a typical numerical cell size, it is
doubtful that the distortion of the diode geometry alters diode impedance over such time scales.

The initial magnetic field was calculated by numerically solving Poisson's equation for the
vector potential,

V2AO = 471 J0 (r,z)/c (1)

subject to the condition that certain regions, such as the metallic part of the anode, were flux

excluding. Magnetic fields were then computed from B = V x A. A typical map of the flux
contours is shown in Fig. 3. _*_*____

Finally, the inner and outer cathode
structure of the diode give3 a very 2 

i

inhomogeneous electric field distribution in
vacuum. Figure 4 shows the Ez contours of
the bare, non-emitting cathode. Once electron
flow is initiated, however, the sheath
drastically modifies these fields. The self- ,...
consistent Ez contours, including the sheath
charge, are shown in Fig. 5. Comparison of 5.,5

Figs. 4 and 5 illustrates the effect of the
electron sheath dramatically. The entire ** £ .. .. .• -S.OW00 -1.6r"7 1.68"7 5.=00 8.3-"13 I11.6 7 15.0O0W

cathode is permitted to emit electrons. Xl

Fig. 3 Flux contours calculated for case of equal
current (6.0 kA) flowing in both field coils; anode and
cathode supports are flux excluding.

221.0

C.

9.0.

-2. 00 0.00OL 2.00 4.00) 6.00

2 (C'

0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00
z (oa)

Fig, 4 Ez contours for MID in vacuum; 405 kV Fig. 5 Ez contours for MID after electron sheath
potential difference, formation.

Magnetic Insulation Theory
The basic idea in magnetically insulated electron flow is that when individual electrons

move under perpendicular electric and magnetic fields, there will be only a finite excursion in
the direction of the electric field. Periodic Larmor oscillations may occur. It is straightforward
to analyze magnetically insulated flow, and extract some basic properties. Conservation of

energy in the steady state, y= ¥y + e(ý - 0o)/mc2 and conservation of canonical angular
momentum in the direction of an ignorable coordinate, PN = Pot + e(Ao - Ao) /mc provide

sufficient information to define a critical magnetic field, B*, and the sheath width, z*. Here, Y is
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the relativistic Lorentz factor, 0 is the electrostatic potential, AO is the 0 component of the
vector potential, Pe = vqy/c is the particle momentum in that direction, and c is the vacuum
speed of light. For a planar gap of width d, a uniform electric field across it Eo, and a uniform
magnetic field perpendicular to it Bo, the critical magnetic field is defined so that an electron
starting at rest on one side of the gap is just prevented from reaching the other side,

B* = (mc/de)V/(eEod/mc2) (2 + (eEod/mc 2)) (2)
Moreover, for any magnetic field B > B*, the electron can cross a distance of only

z= 2(mc2/e)FBO2 -_) (3)
These well-known results [4] define the electron sheath characteristics in the absence of space-
charge fields, far from any edges.

For the Br extraction geometry in which we are interested, neither of these conditions is
satisfied. We want the transverse magnetic field to dominate over the longitudinal Bz field.
When Br >> Bz, it is easy to show that Br = Broro/r. The insulating field has significant
gradients over the diode region. Further, the finite radial extent of the insulating region means
that edge effects can not be neglected a priori. An analysis which includes such effects could be
constructed, but would probably need to be solved numerically. We have chosen to simulate the
MID self-consistently, and then compare those results with simple theory. We will not attempt
to make detailed comparisons directly with the Desjarlais model at this time, but intend to
undertake this in the near future.

Numerical Results
The dynamics of a MID can be illustrated by considering a typical simulation. First, a

TEM voltage pulse with a trapezoidal pulse shape is launched down a coaxial line in the
vacuum configuration. Fields from the coils are the only nonzero constituents in the vacuum. A
short linear risetime (2.6 ns) is used to minimize the transient phase of the calculation. After a
few electromagnetic transits through the system, the electric field distribution is the same as that
found by a static solution of Lapace's equation, except for fluctuations. Space-charge limited
emission of either ions or electrons, depending upon the polarization, begins once the surface
field stress exceeds some threshold value. The emitted electrons rapidly create a quasi-steady
sheath, which in turn modifies the vacuum diode fields. Ion beam generation occurs as a result
of the total self-consistent electric field in the diode.

The ion beam is largely unaffected by the Br insulating field and propagates through the
sheath into initially field-free space between the inner and outer cathodes. For an intense ion
beam, the space-charge fields could lead to rapid divergence and most of the ions would be lost
to the cathode walls. These same fields, however, induce emission of neutralizing electrons
from the cathode walls. The neutralizing electrons move under both the beam electric and
magnetic fields, and the coil magnetic fields. This combination induces a somewhat
complicated flow pattern between the cathodes, but the net result is that the ion stream is
overneutralized upstream of the field coils and underneutralized downstream. Ion beam
transport is strongly effected by the degree of electron neutralization. The ion beam is observed
to diverge in the downstream region, which persists even after leaving the extractor.
Examination of the charge and field distributions confirm that the region just beyond the field
coils is one with relatively low electron density. The quantitative nature of this phenomenon,
seen in all MID extractor geometry simulations performed by us is still being analyzed.
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Figure 6 shows a snapshot of a representative ion flow at a time 45 ns into the calculation.
The electron sheath structure which accompanies this ion flow is given in Fig. 7. Details of the
sheath can be seen more clearly in Fig. 8. Even though the current in the field coils was
adjusted to give flux lines almost parallel to the anode surface for this case, the electron flow is
not parallel to it. In fact, analysis of this
calculation reveals that the outer cathode -
provides almost twice as much total charge as
does the inner one, yet it is electrons from the
inner cathode which comprise most of the
outer edge of the sheath. Since this part of the
sheath is closest to the anode, it presumably ,.' I
governs the diode impedance. This feature
can be altered by changing the currents in the .L I,

field coils or the relative length of either
cathode section, so that the emitting ends are o_.Inn

on the same AO contour.
Fig. 6 Spatial configuration of ion beam calculated at

corepn.n to Fig 7...---

22.5 -" "

; ,'.;:17.0 -i

9 1 ..0-,

Fig. 7 Electron spatial distribution at this t 45 ns Fig. 8 Zoom of Fig. 8 to show details of electron flow.
corresponding to Fig. 7.

If the electron flow were laminar along the E x B direction, analysis of this structure could
be made along the lines used by Desjarlais. Though each particle in these calculations remains

on an orbit of constant canonical momentum in the 0-direction, that constant can be different,
depending on the location from which it is emitted. A snapshot of the radial profile of the
electron radial momentum is given in Fig. 9. Electrons from both cathodes exhibit similar
dispersion, and both have mean momenta, averaged over the ensemble, near zero, <Pr> =- 0. An

analogous snapshot for P0, Fig. 10, shows similar dispersion, but with an overall net drift in the

positive O-direction. This is consistent with E x B drifts, since EzBr is Positive in this region.
The drift current will enhance Br in the insulating region, as Fig. 11, the radial profile of Br
close to the anode ind ites.

The simple theory of magnetic insulation predicts the maximum electron excursion in a
uniform field should be given by Eq. (3). Table I gives a comparison of the maximum sheath
width based on the vacuum field, the sheath modified field, and as seen in the simulations. In
the table, Brimin refers to the minimum insulating field in the gap initially, z*Io is Eq. (3)
evaluated with that field and z*lmod with the diamagnetically modified field.
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Fig. 9 Radial distribution of electron pr momentum in Fig. 10 Radial distribution of electrom pr momentum
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Fig. 11 Compression of radial profile of Br near Fig. 12 Assumed closure rate of 2 cm/pgs gives
surface at t = 0, t - 30 ns. characteristics similar to Fig. 2.

Table I
Comparison of Sheath Width Predictions

Brlmin (Gauss) z*lo(cm) z*Imod(cm) z*Isim(cm)
3000 0.27 0.27 0.78
2250 0.49 0.46 0.92
1500 1.26 0.76 1.75
1000 4.09 1.50 1.95

The simple model for insulation gives fair agreement with the simulations. The discrepancies,
however, indicate that a more complete model is needed.

Finally, we expect the impedance to fall throughout the voltage pulse, as the AK gap
collapses. The experimental data in Fig. 2 are consistent with such a model. We have emulated
the dynamic process with the anode "plasma" extending progressively closer to the cathode.
Correlating this with the data can only be done if the experimental gap closure rate is known.
As a crude guess, we have folded simulation results into a time history by assuming a closure
rate of 2.0 cm/gs. The results are shown in Fig. 12. While these are similar to Fig. 2, a more
physically based model is needed before quantitative comparisons can be drawn.
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Summary
We have performed extensive numerical simulations of a MID in extractor geometry. The

results agree reasonably well with experimental data. Further refinements are still needed in
understanding the details of anode plasma formation and expansion, and in the neutralization of
ion beam space charge in the extractor transport region. Such studies are being actively
pursued.
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ION BEAM DIVERGENCE FROM UNSTABLE
FLUCTUATIONS IN APPLIED-B DIODES *

R.N. Sudan and D.W. Longcope
Laboratory of Plasma Studies, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853

Abstract

An electron plasma oscillation driven unstable by ion streaming is identified with the low frequency
mode observed in QUICKSILVER numerical simulations. This mode heats the electrons along the
magnetic field and is ultimately stabilized by the thermal spread. A quasilinear theory determines the
saturation level of the fluctuations, the ion divergence, and the ion energy and momentum spread as
they exit the diode. The ion divergence is predicted to be independent of the ion mass for fixed diode
voltage and scales as the product of the effective gap and the ion beam enhancement factor over Child
Langmuir current.

Introduction

There is considerable experimental evidence for electron leakage to the anode that occurs both in the
form of bursts as well as a steady drizzle1 ,2 . This leakage can be explained in terms of two-dimensional
electric potential perturbations3 . Such perturbations arise as a result of collective instabilities driven by the
applied diode voltage with accelerates the ions and causes the electrons to suffer an E x B drift"'5'6 ' 7 . The
fluctuations in electric field caused by the instabilities lead to ion bean divergence and electron leakage. It
is the objective of this study to identify the most dangerous of the unstable modes, compute its saturation
level, and the resulting ion beam divergence.

The major conclusions of this study are as follows: (1) The dominant low-frequency mode observed
in QUICKSILVER simulations8 is identified with an electrostatic electron plasma oscillation whose phase
varies along the magnetic field as well as across it. This mode is made unstable by the streaming ions and
the frequency of the most unstable mode is given by

IWo = j Ilk'vl - Ikliwedl / = 2.105,r-',

where the ion transit time ri = d/u, d is the gap width, u is mean ion velocity exiting the cathode, vd is the
electron drift speed, w. is the electron plasma frequency, k/ = 27r/A., k. = ir/L., where L, is the width cI
ion beam in a barrel diode geometry and A. is the azimuthal wavelength of the dominant fluctuation. The
CGS system of units is used throughout.
(2) The saturation level of the amplitude of the unstable fluctuaticns scales as

4,, oc qd

where q is the total electron charge in the diode per unit area of the emitting anode surface.
(3) The ion divergence scales as 1bo/V and is independent of the ion mass for fixed diode voltage V.
Moreover,

AO•

where AO., AO, are the ion divergences in the horizontal and vertical planes.

*Research supported by Sandia National Laboratory, under contract no. 63-4881 and by ONR grant no. N00014-89-J-1770.
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(4) The quantity 6E/6p, scales as

6E/6pv = -,o/ky = cI(V/dB) - (w.d/c)(A,/2LJ)l

where 6E and 6ph are the perturbations in the ion energy and horizontal momentum at the cathode.
(5) The fractional spread in the ion energy AIE/E cc 4,/V and the fractional spread in transverse ion
momentum Ap,/p2 cx @5 d/VA, and Ap./p/ oc 4ý.d/VLz.

Mathematical Model for Collective Modes

In the present study, we consider the stage following the saturation of the diocotron mode and neglect
gradients of density n and drift velocity Vd. The electrons are highly mobile along the magnetic field
lines. To obtain a strong electron response we require a component of the fluctuating electric field along
the magnetic field B. Thus, we choose a fluctuation of the form 0 = O(x)expi(ky + k~z - wt), where
k, = 7r/L,

We linearize the dynamical equations for the electrons and ions about the following state. Since the
electron and ion densities, ne and 7h, are approximately uniform over most of the anode-cathode (AK) gap
except for a region close to the anode we choose n, = r7 = no. Thus, the ion diode is replaced by an AK
gap d, in which the ions are injected at z = 0 with velocity u = u.= and the electrons drift across a uniform
magnetic field B = Bi with constant velocity vd S -(eV/dB)ý where V is the gap voltage.

The ion dynamics are treated in the unmagnetized non-relativistic, zero-temperature limit and the
electrons are treated in the relativistic drift kinetic limit. From the equations of continuity and momentum
balance for the ions and the electron response from the drift kinetic equation and Poisson's equation, we
obtain

d _- ) {V2 Ad2W(C)}o+ (W?/U2 )V 2 0 = 0 (1)

with w? = 41rnoe 2/m1 and W(C) = lr- f duue-U2 /(u - ), C = C/(k.)(2T/m)i, A2, = •/T/47rnoe 2. Note
that ' = (1 - V2/c2)-J with v2 > v2. Equation (1) together with boundary conditions determines the
eigenfunctions and eigenfrequencies of the low frequency modes.

Eigenmodes of the Diode System

The eigenmodes of this model can now be determined by integrating a linear fourth order ordinary differ-
ential equation in z subject to four linear homogeneous boundary conditions. The natural units of length
and time in this system are the gap distance, d, and the ion transit time, ri = d/u, respectively. Redefining
all quantities in those dimensions the equation and boundary conditions can be written

d 2d2 _k2)• + d2 2
(d - iw) (Q-- + lie -k) + (-- kk) 0 = 0 (2)

.0(0) = 0 , .0(1) = 0 , .0"(0) = 0 , 0"1(0) + (A. +/ A,- k2).0'(O) = 0,(3

where the electron and ion responses are represented by the dimensionless parameters

and k2= k2 + k.

In terms of the ion current,j = enou, this latter expression takes the form 2 = 2 [ 3-u'/2] J
9 ;Z-PT21 CL

where the non-relativistic Child-Langmuir current is

1 2eVV
=CL TTV k '
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±1 ±2.105 0.0174

±1 :F6.461 0.0153

±2 T-9.458 0.00641

±2 ±4.727 0.00611

Table 1: Local maxima of the normalized growth rate gi") (wo).

Since the term in square brackets will be of order unity and the current enhancement, j/jCL, does not
usually exceed 30 we can expect the ion plasma period to be much smaller than the ion transit time:

S<< (27r) 2.
The final two boundary conditions result from demanding that both the perturbed ion density and ion

velocity vanishes at the anode x = 0.
We solve Eqn. (2) by expansion in the small parameter /. To zero-order in j/•

00(x) = sin(n-x) , (4)

S= nir , n = ±1, 2,... . (5)

Equation (5) gives the dispersion relation for each branch of electron mode in the system.
In the case of cold electrons, Ve, Ad -` 0, one can use the large argument expansion for W(C) to get

Skvd)
2

Using this in (5) gives the explicit dispersion relation for cold electron modes

WO = kVd + Ik l,, (7)

nir

To next order in /, a correction w, to the frequency wo is obtained with

W1 = Ikzlw.,us g(")(UO) , (8)

and
(n 2wo(w°+n 2 r+ ) r(- c 1] + (-) u w°sin(wo)g"(WO) = ),,[(-l _ cos.•)s -. +' .,(o .••) (9)

nw~(wO2 - n 2 ,r 2 )3  CO~ojni(wO2 -n21r2 )2

The values of the local maxima of g;") are summarized in Table 1.
It can be seen from (7) that the special case Vd = 0 does not imply any restriction on wo; in particular

it would be possible to have the above instability even if electrons were not drifting. This establishes that
the free energy driving the instability comes from the ion motion not from the electron drift. In practice,
however, k, is set by the rather small vertical extent of the anode, L., while k/ is free to assume a wide
range of values. Thus, we expect to observe the mode with k1 which maximizes the linear growth rate. In
the case of 1h < 1 considered above this means

S---- =-v' (2.105 - Ik;,Ie/7r)

As a consequence the unstable mode observed will have an oscillation frequency u0 = ±2.105r, 1 indepen-
dent of the other parameters of the system. Although it is an electron mode which is driven unstable its
frequency is set by the ion transit time.

In terms of the physical parameters the electron plasma frequency, in a reference frame drifting with
the electrons, is

Ikzw, 7N d .._'2 m- d , (10)
nir ymrn flLZ 3 . nL, TC
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where n = ±1. The presence of the large factor V'/7,e makes this a very high frequency, which
according to Eq. (7) must be doppler shifted to match the much lower frequency, WO = ±2.105r,-1. Thus
in practical terms the electron drift is necessary to provide this doppler shift. Since the drift velocity is
proportional to the same large factor,

B zm

it is possible to accomplish this with a wavelength on the same scale as the gap distance. Finally, in order
that these two terms are of opposite sign k.yvd must have the sign opposite to n and therefore opposite
to w0. The phase velocity in the laboratory frame is determined only after the cancellation of these two
large terms in Eq. (7) and its sign depends on the accuracy with which each term has been treated. In our
treatment, assuming an equilibrium with no variations across the gap this sign turns out to be negative.
The most robust element of this prediction is not the sign of the phase velocity, rather that its magnitude
will be much less than vd.

The functions g(,l) are the diagonal matnx elements of the operator V- 2(W + iu d/dx)- 2V 2 which enter
the first order correction to the frequency. Since this operator is not hermitian these diagonal elements
are, in general, complex. In an unbounded system these modes would have real frequency, therefore the
operator would be hermitian; we established, however, that this is not the case in the diode. The two-
stream instability with kinetic ions has a character distinctly different from the hydrodynamic one. This is
also the nature of the ion diode instability, but rather than Landau damping the ion modes decay because
each ion remains in the diode only a short time.

Numerical results

Numerical solutions of Eqn. (2) for values of jpi which are not necessarily small (p, = 3.4) reveal that
the above picture is qualitatively correct. The most unstable mode is found to be the n = -1 mode at a
frequency of w = -1.78 + 0.91h, which occurs at A:, = 1.17. Furthermore, as the temperature is introduced
this remains the dominant mode, but with a decreased growth rate. When the parallel electron thermal
velocity reaches a value of v, = 11.6 (which represents a mean kinetic energy only 5% of ion kinetic energy)
the mode is stabilized.

Saturation of Low Frequency Instability

As the amplitude of the instability grows so does the spread in the electron distribution in v.. The increase
in the v, spread stabilizes the modes as discussed in Sect. 3. We employ quasilinear theory to estimate the
evolution of the electron temperature until it attains the critical level to saturate the instability amplitude
by reducing the growth rate to zero. From the drift kinetic equation with f = (f) + 6f etc., where (f) is
the averaged distribution we obtain, following conventional techniques: (we return to unnormalized units
in what follows)

&T e 18(k2/()(T/m)]j(k Ilka2/) (12)

k
Equation (47) can be solved iteratively to obtain [K2 = (ir/d)2 + k' + k.2]

EK 2 10k 2 = 4irnoT[1 - 18(K 2 /w )(T/m)]. (13)

k

When T reaches the critical temperature T, defined by

Cd./k. = g-1(T/m){ (14)

the growth vanishes because of Landau damping; g is a numerical factor c 0.2.
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Thus, the saturation amplitude of the fluctuations is given by setting T = T, and K : 7r/d in Eqn.(13),
(T/mn > W2d 2/18•r2)

4 10kl2 = Gn4e2d4 X q2d2  (15)

k
where G is a numerical factor for which our best estimate is C z 16g 2 /wr2 = 0.06 and q is total electron
charge in the diode per cm2 of anode surface. Thus, the saturation amplitude of the rms potential fluctua-
tions 4ý. is proportional to the total charge per cm 2 in the diode gap and the gap distance. This conclusion
fits in very well with numerical simulation results of QUICKSILVER, which show a dramatic increase in
the divergence with the electron charge in the gap.

Ion Divergence, Energy and Momentum Spread, Electron Leakage

We now calculate the ion divergence resulting from the saturated amplitude of the fluctuations. Because
the ions spend only a time d/u in the gap, we are justified in assuming that their dynamics is approximated
by the linearized equation of motion

(-iw + u-)6u = -(e/n,)V~k (16)

which yields at the cathode
,u, = -i(e/mu 2 )w Ok hdexpiwd/u (17)

bu± = -i(e/miu)k Ok hd exp iwd/u
d

with h f dx -- x/u sin rx/d. For the most unstable modes, w = ±2.105 ;r, this is h = 0.5723 exp(±il.053).0

It follows from Eqn. (52) that if 6E is the perturbed energy and 6p, is the perturbed ion momentum at
the cathode then, bE 6U.E =u--= - = cIV/dB - (wed/c)(A./2L.)J (18)

The QUICKSILVER simulations yield bE/lp, - c/28 which is much less than the drift speed c/2.
Adopting L. = 9.4 cm, V = 9MV B = 3.8T, d = 1.5cm and no = 1.5 x 1013 cm-3 , (pi = 3.4). We obtain
from (53) a value c/13 at zero electron temperature and c/21 at the critical temperature, for 6E/ 6pd in
reasonable agreement.

The ion divergences defined as AO. = (16u 12)i/U and AGy = (16uy12) /u are then given by

= e(;2/ k.2I02d 2Ih12 D. d (19)My- k,1,ld~h= o V Lý
k k

U4 klkI2d2IhI2 ck

and AO,, /AOy ; k3/k, where k, and ky are averaged over the spectrum. Thus, for fixed diode voltage V
the ion divergences are independent of the ion mass. An estimate of the numerical values for AO, and AO,
is obtained by substituting for 10k12 from Eqn. (15) assuming the dominant mode n = 1, k4/kz = 2.93,

= ir/L., pi = 3.4, and employing the numerical values for the diode stated above. Thus,

AO. - 19 mrads

AG1 - 43mrads

Now no ed2 = (2a/97r)eV where a = j/jCL the enhancement factor so that the important conclusion
to draw from this analysis is that the divergence scales directly as the enhancement factor and is also
proportional to the gap d. While the numerical factors may be approximate the scaling relationship must
follow from the physics of the processes outlined above. Also, Ihi is a decreasing function of frequency
which shows quantitatively that high frequency fluctuations will not affect the divergence.
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Computation of AE, Ap. and Ap.

A diagnostic developed at Sandia measures the spread in ion energy and ion momentum as they exit from
the diode. Following the analysis from Eqn. (16) onwards it is straightforward to establish that

AE/E = (16E12) I/E = 2(e/mnu3)(-' Iuj12ok12lhl2d2)j (20)
k

Apy,/p. (e/ku 2) (EZk,2,- kk12jhj2d2)! 4o, d (21)

Thus, the AE and Ap. measured in QUICKSILVER runs gives the saturated level of the fluctuation
amplitude and Aj.

Conclusions

We conclude with suggestions for designing diodes for optimum beam brightness B = j/AOŽA8O. If AOv
and A9, are each proportional to the enhancement factor then it is clear that the brightness will deteriorate
with increased enhancement. Clearly, the path to high brightness lies in as high a value of B/B. as possible
with as small a value for the gap as feasible for the applied voltage (B. is the critical field for magnetic
insulation). Electron heating during the diocotron phase may be helpful to stabilize the low frequency
rand,- Q,,gestions9 for using electron limiters would be helpful by reducing the electron charge qd in the
gap.
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QUICKSILVER SIMULATIONS OF APPLIED-B EXTRACTION DIODES-

M. P. Desjarlais and T. D. Pointon
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Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

Abstract

Recent simulations of the barrel diode configuration with the 3-D particle-
in-cell code QUICKSILVER hai e detailed a rich evolution of unstable electro
magnetic waves [Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 3904 (1991)]. Preliminary simulations of
applied-B extraction diodes with the 3-D particle-in-cell code QUICKSILVER
suggest some significant differences in equilibrium and stability properties be-
tween extraction and barrel diodes. The extraction diode simulations suggest
better divergence and, when a limiter is employed to reduce divergence, poten-
tially better efficiency. In the case of proton beam simulations, the low frequency
ion mode was not found even for peak ion current enhancements in excess of 10.
The ion mode was exhibited by the lithium beam extraction diode simulations.
Limiter simulations with both proton and lithium beams demonstrated very good
divergence. A scheme for obtaining uniform ion current density profiles based
oil a uniform dynamic gap calculation appears promising.

Introduction

Applied-B ion diodes have been i-; use for many years as a means to provide intense

ion beamsi for Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) and other applications. These diodes

are highly nonlinear devices with complex equilibrium and stability properties. Common

cylindrical configura ions for these diodes are the radially converging "barrel" diode with

an axial applied magnetic field and the axial "extraction" diode with a radial applied

magnetic field. Recent simulations of the barrel diode configuration with the 3-D particle-

in-cell code QUICKSILVER 2 have detailed a rich evolution of unstable electromagnetic

waves.' Understanding these waves is particularly important to ICF applications be-

cause of their potential for inducing divergence in the ion beam. The simulations of the

barrel configuration have shown that 'he diode typically starts out in a low divergence

phase associated with high frequency diocotron oscillations. Typical wavelengths for the

diocotron mode are 3 to 5 cm with freqteicies of 2 to 3 GHz. This phase is generally

followed by lower frequeiivy diocotron oscillations and finally a low frequency ion mode.

These lower frequency modes can be very detrimental to the ion beam divergence. The

ion mode generally appears with frequencies less than or equal to 1/7i, where rj is the ion

tran.it time in the diode. These low frequency oscillations couple particularly well to the

ions and generate large divergences. It was found that limiting the electron charge in the
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r=12 cm

input _ r
(20.70)

1 cm
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'nod
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(30.7 D)
r=3cm

Fig. 1. Geometry and coordinate system for the applied-B extraction
diode simulations.

diode through the use of an electron limiter could dramatically improve the divergence

by maintaining the high frequency diocotron phase. In this paper we report preliminary

results of QUICKSILVER simulations of an applied-B extraction diode configuration.

Simulation geometry

The simulation geometry is shown in Fi.. 1. The simulations are periodic in the

direction with a periodic length of 7r/4. The primary applied magnetic field is a simple

1/r B, field. In addition, a small uniform B, component was added in a few simulations

to tilt the magnetic stream functions in the direction of "uniform insulation" .4 (Uniform

insulation in Ref. 4 is defined for hypothetical electrons that only move axially.) The

diode is driven by a forward going TEM wave entering the input wave port. The wave is

a linear ramp to full voltage in typically 5 nsec. Space charge limited emission of ions is

pernitted over the central 2.5 cm of the anode and space charge limited electron emission
is permitted foom the cathode blades and the conducting boundary (gas cell foil) between

the cathode blades. Electron emission is not permitted in the feed region because of the

simplified applied field configuration and the relatively small feed gaps. The impedances
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for the input and outlet wave ports, scaled to 27r, are 20.7 Q and 30.7 Q respectively.

Because of the outlet port, this geometry has a diode open circuit voltage of 1.2 times

the forward going wave and an effective accelerator impedance scaled to 21r of 12.4 ft.

Also shown is Fig. 1 at the inner anode radius is a dashed profile of the electron limiter5

employed in some simulations.

Proton simulations

Four proton beam simulations were performed, all with an applied magnetic field corre-

sponding to rBr = -0.16 in MKS units. This yields a Vcrit of about 5.4 MV at the outer

cathode tip and about 8.6 MV at the inner cathode tip. With this simple 1/r Br field

the magnetic streamlines are parallel to the anode. Different forward going waves (4 and

6 MV) were used to generate different degrees of ion current enhancement. The observed

diode operating points are in good agreement with those calculated using applied-B ion

diode theory 6 at sheath fractions p close to, but not quite at, the saturated limit and with

V. corresponding to the lowest V. over the active anode. The ion current efficiencies are

in general very good with typical efficiencies in excess of 90%.

One complication that arises when using the diode theory for these extraction diode

configurations is the variation in the limiting voltage V. with radius. The 1/r scaling of

the radial magnetic field produces that scaling in V. for the case of streamlines parallel

to the anode (no B,). The theoretical virtual cathode motion is then greater at larger

radii where V. is lower. This in turn causes a skewing of the ion current density profile to

larger radii. These effects are clearly seen in the simulations. Since the limiting voltage

in the diode theory does not depend on anode area, the operating point voltage and

total current calculation is relatively insensitive to the localization of the current density

at higher enhancements. Significant motion of the virtual cathode corresponds to those

operating points near V.. But near V. the effective anode area has a small effect on the

total current and voltage. A lower enhancement proton simulation operated at 2.7 MV

with a peak ion current enhancement Ii/Icl of 9. The current density was slightly skewed

towards the outer radii with a ratio of current density of 1.4 for points 25% of the way in

from the beams outer and inner edges. A higher enhancement simulation operated at 3.3

MV with a peak Ii/Ici of 12.5. In this case the current density was significantly skewed

with a ratio for the same two points of 2.7.

One interesting feature of these proton extraction diode simulations is the absence of

the ion nmode seen at similar enhancements in the barrel diode simulations. Since the low

frequency ion mode generates more divergence than the diocotron mode, this translates

into better divergence in the extraction diode proton simulations. For example divergences
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of 12 to 15 milliradians were observed in the lower enhancement simulation. This is in
contrast to divergences in the 30 milliradian range for comparable simulations in barrel

geometry. We do not yet have a clear understanding of the essential difference between
the two geometries leading to this difference in behavior. One feature does stand out

that would appear to have some relevance. The electron density profiles in the extraction

diode simulations appear to evolve to a profile with fewer electrons near the anode than

is observed in the barrel diode simulations. Since the transition to the ion mode in barrel

geometry has been correlated with the amount of electron charge in the diode relative

to the saturated solution,3 it is possible that the extraction diodes have less tendency to

accumulate electrons near the anode and thus have better divergence properties. More

simulations will be needed to investigate whether or not some inadequacy of the simula-

tions is biasing the results. Future simulations with protons at higher enhancements will

be performed to see if the ion mode appears.

Even though the ion mode was not observed in the proton simulations at these low to

moderate enhancements, a proton simulation with a limiter was performed to investigate

its effect. The limiter was positioned as shown in Fig. 1 and had a height of 2.8 mm. The
forward going wave corresponding to the lower enhancement simulation was used. The

resulting azimuthal and radial divergences dropped from the 12 to 15 milliradian range to

between 8 and 10 milliradians. In addition, the diode operated at a higher impedance; the

voltage was 3.3 MV (as opposed to 2.7 MV) and the peak enhancement was 4 (as opposed

to 9). An interesting result of the limiter simulation in contrast to similar simulations in

the barrel diode is the high ion current efficiency observed (over 90%). Since electrons are

populating the flux surfaces that intersect the limiter at a relatively slow rate, the amount

of current taken up by the limiter is fairly small and yet it still performs its function.

In addition, the limiter located as it is, at the inner anode radius, is in the highest Vcrit

portion of the diode.

Lithium simulations

Several lithium beam simulations were performed with a radial magnetic field given by
rB, = -0.504. This gives a Vcrit at the outer cathode tip of about 17.9 MV. In addition,

a small uniform B, component was employed in a few simulations to investigate the effect

of tilting the streamlines so that a given streamline is closer to the anode for smaller radii.

This has the effect of reducing the flux between the virtual cathode streamline (in this
case the streamline going through the outer cathode tip) and the anode, thereby reducing

the variation in V.. Forward going waves of 8.3, 11.7, and 17.5 were used to give open

circuit voltages of 10, 14, and 21 MV respectively. Operating point voltages and total
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currents were in good agreement with diode theory if V. for the outer anode emission

radius was used and the electron sheath was assumed to extend uniformly across 80 to

90% of the acceleration gap for the nonlimiter simulations. The diodes operated at 8, 9.6,

and 11 MV with peak enhancements of 3.2, 6, and 11 respectively.

Unlike the proton beam simulations, the lithium beam simulations did demonstrate

the ion mode, even at enhancements as low as 6. One exception was the lowest enhance-

ment simulation that operated at an enhancement of about 3.2. This simulation remained

in the diocotron phase and yielded a lithium beam divergence of about 8 nfilliracians. In

contrast to the barrel diode simulations, it appears that in the extraction diode configu-

ration a sufficiently large magnetic field can lead to a steady operating point consistent
with the diocotron mode. In the barrel diode simulations, very high magnetic fields gave

a prolonged diocotron phase but did not prevent the eventual transition to the ion mode.

We do not yet understand why the lithium simulations exhibit the ion mode at moderate

enhancements and the proton simulations do not.

A limiter simulation was performed for the configuration that ran at 9.6 MV and an

enhancement of 6 without the limiter. With the limiter the diode ran at 10.8 MV and

an enhancement of just over 3. The divergence improved dramatically from around 30

milliradians without the limiter to under 5 milliradians with the limiter, corresponding

to a steady high frequency diocotron oscillation. The best divergence with a limiter we

have observed in simulations of the barrel diode geometry was about 8 milliradians. In

addition the ion current efficiency in this extraction diode simulation was over 90%. The

highest efficiencies at which we have observed successful limiter operation in simulations

of barrel diode geometries were on the order of 60%.

Obtaining uniform current density profiles

The primary consideration for obtaining uniform current density profiles in moderate

to highly enhanced diodes is that the virtual cathode establish a uniform acceleration

gap at the diode operating point. The virtual cathode will undergo more compression

towards the anode in regions of lower V.. However, it is possible to find solutions of the

diode theory applied in a local 1-D manner at various radial locations such that the self-

consistent virtual cathode location at the desired operating point is a uniform distance

from the anode. The smaller the amount of overall virtual cathode motion, the smaller

the necessary Bz correction is.

Shown in Fig. 2 are the 0-averaged ion current densities for four lithium simulations.

The curves marked by A and o correspond to two simulations with a Vc of 14 MV. A small

B, component of 0.4 T was added in the o simulation. Note how the current density has
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Fig. 2. Profiles of the ion current density averaged over 0 for ('n) B = 0
T, V0I = 14 MV; (M) B, = 0.422 T, Vo, = 14 MV; (os) BZ = 0 T, Vo, = 21
MV; and (o) B, = 0.703 T, V0, = 28 MV.

skewed from the outer to inner radii. At lower enhancements where the virtual cathode

motion is relatively small, very little B, contribution is needed to effect the current density

profile. The simulation marked by o had a Voc of 21 MV and no B= component; the current

density is significantly skewed towards the outer radii. The curve marked by o corresponds

to a simulation that was designed using the uniform dynamic gap scheme outlined above.

This had a V,, of 28 MV and a B, of 0.7 T. Even though this was the highest current

simulation, the ion current density has a good plateau.

*This work was funded by the U. S. Department of Energy under contract DE-AC04-76-

DP00789.
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Abstract
We present results from initial experiments with a high impedance applied-B extraction

diode on the SABRE ten stage linear induction accelerator (6 MV, 300 kA). We have demonstrated
efficient coupling of power from the accelerator through an extended MITL (Magnetically Insulated
Transmission Line) into a high intensity ion beam. Both MITL electron flow in the diode region
and ion diode behavior, including ion source turn-on, virtual cathode formation and evolution,
enhancement delay, and ion coupling efficiency, are strongly influenced by the geometry of the
diode insulating magnetic field. For our present diode electrode geometry, electrons from the
cathode feed play a large role in the evolution of the virtual cathode. Both experimental data and
particle-in-cell numerical simulations show that a uniform radial distribution of these feed electrons
is required for uniform ion emission and efficient diode operation.

I. Introduction
The demonstration of efficient acceleration of ions at high voltage in an extraction geometry is essential for

the development of high power light ion drivers for Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF). Extraction geometry

applied-B ion diodes, which are insulated by a radial magnetic field and accelerate ions in the axial direction, permit

channel transport, beam bunching, beam overlap, and target standoff required for the use of multiple drivers in high

power pellet implosion experiments. Efficient operation of applied-B extraction ion diodes has recently been

demonstrated at relatively low diode voltage (I - 3 MV) in both low impedance [1-5] and high impedance [6] diode

configurations, and has been shown to require an appropriate insulating magnetic field geometry to maintain a

uniform electron charge distribution and good electron confinement near the anode emission surface. This can be

accomplished in several ways [2,3,6.7], the simplest being to overinsulate the diode and operate at low

enhancement with an active ion source and a small A-K gap [2,3]. However, because of limitations on

MITL/diode coupling, magnetic field coil technology, ion source output, and the large self-magnetic field bending

of high current density ion beams, the production of 100-TW ion beams will most likely require high impedance

extraction diodes, operating near the critical insulating field at moderate to high enhancement and powered by high

voltage multistage inductive voltage adders.

In the present work, we have addressed several issues important for the operation of high impedance

extraction ion diodes. We report on the coupling of power from the recently constructed SABRE ten-stage linear

induction accelerator into a high intensity ion beam generated by an applied-B extraction ion diode operated at high
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impedance. In positive polarity, each of the ten SABRE voltage adder sections contributes a distinct group of

electrons to MITL electron flow [6,8]. A key issue investigated in these experiments and in particle-in-cell (PIC)

numerical simulations is how this complex electron flow couples into a magnetically insulated extraction ion

diode. A second issue investigated is the role of applied magnetic field geometry in controlling the formation and

evolution of the A-K gap electron sheath and the resulting effect on ion emission uniformity and ion coupling

efficiency. For a marginally insulated ion diode where virtual cathode sheath electrons are emitted predominantly

from the cathode tips, one important requirement for high ion efficiency is that the anode emission surface be

uniformly insulated to a high degree with respect to the cathode tips [5,7]. This insures that the spacing of the

virtual cathode charge distribution and resulting enhancement of ion current density over the vacuum gap Child-

Langmuir space-charge-limited ion emission will be uniform across the anode. With our present electrode

geometry, electrons from both the cathode feed and cathode tips play an essential role in the formation and

evolution of the virtual cathode. We have studied electron charge distributions and associated diode behavior for

two distinct magnetic field profiles, and the implications for efficient diode operation are discussed in this paper.

II. Experimental Arrangement

A schematic of the extraction ion diode used in these experiments is shown in Fig. 1. The diode was powered by

SABRE, a ten-stage linear induction voltage adder operated in positive polarity. The output of the final adder

section (300 kA at about 6 MV) is coupled through a 4-m-long coaxial MITL (vacuum impedance Z0 = 40 Q) to

the ion diode. Initial power flow experiments were performed with a 5-cm mean radius, planar extraction ion diode

using a wax-filled grooved flashover ion source to produce a 32-cm2 annular ion beam. The anode-cathode gap was

about 10.5 mm for all experiments. The insulating magnetic field geometry was accurately controlled using anode

and cathode field coils driven by individual 60 kU capacitor banks. The MITL and ion diode were extensively

1017 E -DOT CRRE MONITORSS
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Fig. 1. SABRE pesi-'; polarity applied-B extraction ion diode.
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instrumented with B-dot current monitors for electrical and ion current measurements. A 1.2-m long "diagnostic

spool" located immediately upstream from the diode housed a number of electrical diagnostics, including calibrated

current shunts, to characterize the power flow entering the diode region. During these initial measurements, the

time-resolved magnetic spectrometer and range-filter-scintillator (RFS) voltage monitors shown in Fig. 1, together

with a filtered CR-39 peak voltage detector, were mounted on the diagnostic spool, approximately 1r-m upstream

from the diode gap, and were used to measure the energy spectrum of ions accelerated across the MITL gap. Ion

beam diagnostics included witness plates, shadow boxes, and filtered and unfiltered Faraday cup arrays located near

the cathode tips to measure peak proton energy, ion current density, and uniformity.

III. Comparison of Experiment and Simulations

We have investigated diode operation in some detail with two distinct magnetic field profiles. For our

original field geometry (FIELD 1, shown later in Fig. 3), the anode emission surface was approximately

uniformly insulated magnetically with respect to electrons emitted from the cathode tips, with the separatrix near

midgap. Electron loss to the anode measured with 4-chloro-styrene radiochromic film and ion emission measured

with an unfiltered Faraday cup array were both heavily weighted toward the inner anode radius. The diode operated

at a low ion coupling efficiency IJON/ITOT of 0.20 at an average critical insulating voltage VCOUT of 7.5 MV. We

then optimized the magnetic field profile empirically to arrive at a field profile (FIELD 2, shown in Fig. 4) where

the anode was approximately uniformly insulated with respect to eletons emitted from the cathode feed. With

this field, the electrons entered the diode early in the pulse with a uniform radial distribution. The subsequent

electron loss and ion beam emission were approximately uniform across the anode. Fui this optimized field

profile at an average VCRrr of 8.2 MV, ion coupling efficiency IION/ITOT was 0.60 and ion generation efficiency

IION/IDIODE was 0.70. MITL line voltages for this latter configuration, calculated from MITL currents measured 1

m upstream from the diode using the generalized flow model and the full-gap-flow model [6,8], are shown in Fig.

2 a). A comparison of these voltages with peak proton energies measured at the same location with magnetic

spectrometer and filtered CR-39 voltage monitors suggests that the electron flow pattern approaching the diode is

closer to full gap flow than to the parapotential flow pattern of a single cathode injector. Peak proton energy at

the diode was 4.5 MeV. The diode currents for this shot are shown in Fig. 2 b). Turn-on of the flashover ion

source is typically very rapid, virtually coincident with initial current flow into the A-K gap region. The average

peak ion current density measured with an unfiltered Faraday cup array was 5.5 kA/cm2 and the peak proton current

density for protons with kinetic energy greater than 1.2 MeV measured with a filtered Faraday cup was 2.9

kA/cm 2 . The diode operated at an enhancement of about 30 over the Child-Langmuir space-charge-limited multi-

species ion emission for the 10.5 mm vacuum gap. For both magnetic field geometries, radiochromic film

detectors along the inner MITL (anode) indicated significant electron losses at the location where the applied

magnetic flux is concentrated and returned behind the anode.
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To understand this diode behavior, we have performed TWOQUICK [91 self-consistent 2-D electromagnetic

particle-in-cell simulations of electron flow in the diode region for both magnetic field configurations. Fig. 3

shows electrons early in the power pulse for the FIELD I geometry. At t 10 ns, the MITL electron flow is
completely lost where the applied magnetic flux returns to the anode. By t = 30 ns, this flow becomes insulated

and sufficient boundary current is recovered to raise the MiL. efficiency to about 80%. The rapid accumulation of
charge in the diode near the anode early in time consists entirely of electrons emitted from the cathode feed. This

component of the electron sheath is skewed by the magnetic field geometry and is responsible for the electron loss
to the inner portion of the anode and for the rapid but nonuniform ion emission observed in the experiment. The
dense, uniformly-spaced sheath of cathode tip electrons is initially localized near the cathode tips and only later

(after 30 ns) has moved sufficiently toward the anode to contribute to uniform, enhanced ion emission. In
contrast, the distribution of cathode feed electrons rapidly accumulating near the anode at early time for the FIELD
2 geometry (Fig. 4) is quite uniform across the anode emission area. This results in the uniform electron loss and

rapid uniform ion emission across the anode observed in the experiment. It is the dense electron sheath emitted
from the cathode tips that is now tilted, but this component of the sheath contributes to preferential ion emission

at large radius only later in time. Fig. 5 shows in detail the radial charge distribution of cathode feed electrons near
the anode for FIELD I and FIELD 2 geometries at t = 10 ns. The simulations indicate that the most rapid

transition to fully enhanced ion emission occurs for the FIELD 2 geometry.
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Fig. 2. a) MITL line voltage for SABRE shot 419, calculated from MITL anode and cathode
currents measured 1 m upstream from the ion diode using the generalized flow model (VGFl5)
and the full-gap-flow model (VFGFl5). Also shown are the peak energies of protons
accelerated across the MITL gap at the same axial position obtained from magnetic
spectrometer and filtered CR-39 voltage monitors. (b) Diode currents for SABRE shot 419:
IB117 is the MIITL anode (total) current at position 17 (Fig. 1); IBCP is the cathode current
entering the A-K gap region (Fig. 1); II is the total ion current determined from ion B-dot
measurements at the cathode tips; IFC is the total ion current obtained by multiplying the
average ion current density from an array of unfiltered Faraday cups near the cathode tips by
the anode emission area (32.2 cm 2); IFCP is the proton current (F_,p> 1.2 MeV) obtained by
multiplying the ion current density from a filtered Faraday cup by the anode emission area.
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Fig. 3. a) Particle plot of electrons at 10 ns into the power pulse from a TWOQUICK
electromagnetic particle-in-cell simulation using the FIELD 1 applied magnetic field
configuration calculated from measured coil currents with the diffusive magnetic field solver
TRIDIF [101. b) Expanded particle plot at 7.5 ns showing details of the FIELD 1 magnetic
field geometry and electron and ion distributions in the A-K gap. Note the loss of feed
electrons to the inner portion of the anode emission area which is consistent with
experimental results.
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Fig. 4. a) Particle plot of electrons at 10 ns from a TWOQUICK electromagnetic particle-in
cell simulation using the FIELD 2 magnetic field configuration. b) Expanded particle plot at
7.5 ns showing details of the FIELD 2 magnetic field geometry and electron and ion
distributions in the A-K gap. Note the uniform electron sheath formed at early time in the A-
K gap by cathode feed electrons.
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Fig. 5. Feed electron charge density across the anode surface at 10 ns from the TWOQUICK
simulations of Figs. 3 and 4.

IV. Summary

We have demonstrated efficient operation of a high impedance applied-B extraction ion diode at the 5 MeV

level. With an optimized magnetic field geometry resulting in a uniform distribution of feed electrons near the

anode at early time, the diode showed fast turn-on, a rapid transition to fully enhanced ion emission, and

production of a relatively uniform, high current density ion beam from a wax flashover ion source We find good

correspondence between experimental results and PIC code numerical simulations of MITL and diode behavior.
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Abstract

Recent LiF ion source experiments have been conducted on Sandia National
Laboratories' Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator (PBFA) II [1]. This facility is
designed to provide a 30 MV, 100 TW power pulse to an applied B ion diode to
investigate the suitability of light ions for inertial confinement fusion (ICF).
Singly-ionized lithium is the desired ion species for these experiments because it
has the proper range in target materials at 30 MV. LiF-coated anodes have been
shown in experiments on other accelerators [2,3] to produce relatively pure (>70k)
Li+ beams. Earlier PBFA II experiments using porous anodes coated with LiF
confirmed Li+ production from LiF films [4]. The present PBFA II experiments
use 0.6 itm films of LiF evaporated onto a stainless steel ,node surface to provide a
1 MA, 25 ns FWHM pulse of Li+ ions at energies of 6-9 MeV. The physical
mechanism for production of ions from thin films of LiF has not previously been
identified. One of us, T. Green, has developed a model which is consistent with
LiF data from PBFA II and laboratory experiments and may provide a framework
for understanding Li+ ion production from thin LiF films in an applied B diode.

Experimental Configuration
PBFA II produces a 45 ns Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) power pulse which is

delivered through two independent, conical, magnetically insulated power feeds. The ion-

beam-producing section is located where the forward-going power from the top and bottom

power feeds converge at the center of PBFA II. This section is called an "applied-B ion diode"

because it uses externally applied magnetic fields to prevent cathode electrons from moving to

the anode while allowing ions emitted from an ion source on the anode to move freely tow2,rd

the axis of the cylindrically-symmetric diode region. A schematic of the PBFA II ion diode

[5] is shown in Figure 1. The anode radius is approximately 15 cm. Ions are accelerated from

the anode through the electron sheath and into the gas-filled (I torr Argon) transport region

defined by a 2 pm mylar gas cell wall located at a 12.5 cm radius. The gas in this region

ionizes within 2 ns, providing charge and current neutralization so that the ions move in single

particle trajectories to a central target on axis.

The physical anode-cathode gap in the PBFA II ion diode varied from 1.35-1.65 cm in

recent LiF experiments. When the 10 MV, 20 ns rise time voltage pulse arrives at the diode,

electrons are emitted from the cathode and ExB drift in the anode-cathode gap, forming an

electron sheath which serves as a virtual cathode. This process is described by the Desjarlais

theory of applied-B diode operation [6] and supported by three-dimensional particle-in-cell

simulations of diode operation using the QUICKSILVER code. Simulations indicate peak

electric fields at the anode of 10-15 MV/cm in the absence of significant ion emission.

Spectroscopic measurements of the Stark shift of the 670.8 nm Li I line after the beginning of

ion emission show electric fields of approximately 8 MV/cm in front of the anode.
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Electrical and beam diagnostics in the diode are extremely important to provide

information on diode and ion source behavior. Electrical diagnostics include B-dot monitors to
measure currents and various voltage monitors to measure diode and power feed voltages.
Beam diagnostics include a magnetic spectrometer to measure ion species, energy, and
inten-ity, an ion pinhole camera to measure ion focal spot size with energy resolution, an ion
movie camera to measure the intensity of the lithium ion focus on axis with temporal and

spatial resolution, multiple Faraday cups to measure local ion current density from the anode,
and off-axis time-integrated ion pinhole cameras to measure local beamlet species and
divergence.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the PBFA II applied B ion Figure 2. Scanning electron microscope picture of
diode the surface of an anode coated with a 0.6 aini thick

LiF film. The dotted line at the bottom is 0.6 lin long.

PBFA II LiF Ion Source Geometry and Results
The thin film LiF ion source has been studied on approximately 60 PBFA II experiments.

It is normally fielded as a 0.6 +/- 0.1 psm thick LiF film that is vapor deposited on the inner

surface of the cylindrical stainless steel anode. Figure 2 shows a SEM picture of the film

surface taken at an angle of 75 degrees from the normal. The columnar structure is typical of
LiF films of this thickness and produces a local electric field enhancement at the tips of the

columns estimated to be 1.5-2. Previous experiments on PBFA II and other accelerators [3]

comparing heated (120"C) and unheated LiF films and varying LiF coating thickness from 0.1-

10 um showed no significant changes in source performance. Studies of the surface atomic
composition of LiF film samples showed that the films are always > 95% pure LiF below I nm
deep into the film. When the surface was exposed to conditions encountered during anode
installation in PBFA II, predominantly carbon contamination was measured at levels up to I
carbon atom for every 2 lithium atoms to a depth of 0.2 nm into the surface. Relatively low
levels (1-3%) of oxygen contamination were measured. This is expected due to the fact that

LiF is non-hygroscopic. This property is important because > 95% of the residual pressure in

the PBFA II vacuum section is from water molecules. Samples exposed to only the laboratory

environment showed lower surface contamination levels oy a factor of three.
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Ion beams created on PBFA II in experiments using the LiF films described above show >

80% Li+ purity for approximately 15 ns FWHM pulses at current densities of 1-2 kA/cm 2 and
voltages of 6-9 MV. After 8-30 ns the Li+ cuts off but ion current continues to be produced
in the diode. Initial data indicates that this cut-off of Li+ depends on anode LiF coating

height. The 8 ns cut-off of Li+ occurs with a 1.5 cm LiF coating height. Increasing coating

heights give longer Li+ pulses, up to 30 ns for a 14 cm LiF coating height. This Li+ cutoff

also seems to be correlated with a rapid decrease in diode voltage and impedance. There is

also a 20-25 ns delay typically observed between the arrival of the voltage at the diode and the

beginning of ion current at the > 50 A/cm 2 level. This delay was initially thought to be

dominated by the time required for the source to "turn on" or begin acting as a source of ions.
Recent experiments with a pre-formed plasma ion source (the Laser Evaporation Ion Source)
have shown an identical delay, indicating that the delay is not dominated by the turn on time

of the LiF ion source. This delay in the production of significant levels of ion current is
probably associated with the achievement of sufficient voltage to provide rapid electron sheath

formation and extension from cathode to anode. The timing of the beginning of ion current is

coincident with the diode voltage reaching 9-10 MV.
One LiF source configuration was tested on PBFA which succeeded in reducing the delay

of Li+ current from the anode. In this experiment the anode was machined to provide a

sawtooth-shaped, grooved surface with groove spacing and depth of approximately 380 14m.
With this anode geometry the Li+ current began approximately 5-6 ns earlier than on
comparable experiments without the sawtooth anode surface. The diode impedance in this
experiment was higher than usual, resulting in large feed loses beginning 10-15 ns after the
start of ion current. This may have been due to a reduced effective ion emitting area because
of the sawtooth anode surface geometry. Experiments performed using a curved (anode radius

of curvature in the axial direction of 30 cm) anode for vertical focusing showed a delayed ion

turn on by approximately 2-3 ns.

- Diode Current - - n u
7~ Ion Current

- LI +

Figure 3. Currents from a LiF ion source experi- Figure 4. Lithium beam power at 2 ns intervals as
ment show a 20 ns delay in ion current with respect measured by a 22 PIN array ion movie camera.
to the beginning of diode current, and early Li+ cut
off as measured by Faraday cups.
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The LiF ion source was fielded in the curved anode focusing configuration to attempt to

produce a high intensity focus on axis. In this experiment a peak Li÷ power density of 1

TW/cm 2 was produced with a total energy on axis of 45 kJ. The time resolved FWHM of the

focal spot was 8-9 mm throughout the pulse as measured by the ion movie camera [7,8]. This

indicates a 28 mrad overall divergence, roughly the same as that produced with other, plasma-

based lithium ion sources on PBFA II. Spectroscopic measurements of the,' broadening of

neutral lithium lines show an upper limit on ion divergence from the LiF ion source of 17

mrad, assuming that the neutral velocities are also characteristic of ion velocities. The

dominant source of divergence of the Li* ion beam in PBFA II is presently thought to be

transverse energy gained from instabilities during the time the ions cross the anode-cathode

gap, although source non-uniformity is another possible cause.

Uniformity of the ion source has been an open question. Time integrated data from beam

damage on witness plates indicated a problem with source uniformity on some experiments.

Recent, time-resolved data from Faraday cups at the gas cell radius has shown on at least one

experiment that the root-mean-square (RMS) beam uniformity from the LiF source was 22%

over 9 separate azimuthal locations. This uniformity is comparable to the RMS value of 18%

for a wax-filled, grooved proton source.

A combination of beam diagnostics provide evidence of high Li+ purity during the first

8-30 ns of PBFA II LiF experiments. Range filtered Faraday cups and quartz pressure gauges

using 2 um mylar, 10 um Al, and 25 pm Al filters to differentiate between protons, Li+, and

heavier ions indicate an almost complete (< 5%) lack of protons in the beam for 8-30 ns and

are consistent with high Li+ purity. Off-axis ion pinhole cameras also confirm the absence of

proton tracks on CR-39 nuclear track recording plastic. Faraday cup measurements of current

density during the first 10-20 ns of the diode power pulse, when Li+ is being produced, are in

rough agreement with the energy observed on axis when ion trajectories are considered. The

total Li+ energy produced in diode experiments varies from 80-140 kJ depending on diode

parameters and geometry.
Another significant characteristic of the thin film LiF ion source is the location of its ion

emission surface. The position of the ion focus on axis depends sensit;vely on the magnetic

field profile and the location of the ion emission surface. Focusing data from both flashover

and actively formed plasma ion sources indicate that the ion emission surface is located

approximately 2 mm in front of the anode surface, probably due to the thickness of the plasma

layer. In contrast, the thin film LiF source focusing data indicates that the ion emission

surface is located at the anode surface to an accuracy of +/- 1 mm. Spectroscopic results

(chord averaged over the anode height) also show electric fields up to 8 MV/cm extending to

within the +/- 1 mm resoltuion of the measurement of the anode surface. Both of these

results support the idea that the thin film LiF ion source produces Li+ ions in a way that is

qualitatively different from other, plasma-based ion sources.

LiF Ion Source Model

Several possible physical mechanisms could produce Li+ ions from LiF films. These

include field desorption due to large electric fields, dielectric breakdown, and explosive
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desorption of portions of the film. It is important to identify the physics governing Li+

production from our thin film LiF ion source so that we can better optimize source

performance and can recognize intrinsic, physics-based limitations.

Laboratory tests [9] of LiF films on field enhancing tips have shown that subjecting these
films to 20 ns pulsed or continuous local electric fields of up to 65 MV/cm do not affect the

structural integrity of the film, or produce ions. Because the electric fields on PBFA II are

below 40 MV/cm, it is not likely that electric field alone is responsible for pure Li+

production in our experiments.

Dielectric breakdown of the LiF film due to charge deposition in the film by incident
electrons can produce plasma on the anode surface. This mechanism is commonly used in

"flashover" dielectric anodes but requires dielectric layer thicknesses of >> 100 jum to provide

sufficient range to trap MeV energy electrons. Previous experiments [10] using uncleaned LiF

coatings deposited over epoxy-filled flashover anodes showed that such flashover anodes

produce ion beams with low (< 20%) Li+ purity. The thin LiF layer in our experiments

together with our high Li+ purity makes it unlikely that dielectric breakdown is the primary

mechanism in the Li+ ion source.

T. Green has developed a new model to account for the observed LiF ion source

performance on PBFA II. In this model the important factors in Li+ production from the LiF
film are the presence of electrons striking the anode surface and the presence of a large

electric field. Electrons incident on the anode surface are important in producing a relatively

high conductivity in the LiF film. Three dimensional PIC QUICKSILVER simulations of

diode operation show that electrons reach the anode with approximately 8 MeV energies and

strike it at grazing angles centered around 85' from the normal. This geometry has been

simulated [91 to determine the effect of incident electrons on the LiF film and underlying

stainless steel substrate. Each incident electron will create 140 electron-hole pairs as it passes

through the LiF film. This result is insensitive (within 5%) to the incident electron energy

from 1-10 MeV. The electrons have high mobility in the film and experience no potential

barrier in moving from the LiF film into the stainless steel substrate. This result means that

10 A/cm 2 of electrons striking the anode will create a conductivity sufficient to support ion

currents of 1.4 kA/cm2 . The holes move rapidly (< 5 ns) to within 5 nm of the surface of the

film under the influence of the 1 MV/cm electric field in the film. The high density of holes

at the surface may modify the binding energy of the Li+ in the crystal, perhaps making it

possible to pull the Li+ out of the crystal at lower fields. The LiF film is also heated as much

as 4000 C by energy deposition from the electrons. In a small scale lab experiment [II] such

an effect was observed in a LiF crystal which was heated to produce sufficient electron hole

pairs to induce sufficient conductivity in the crystal to support ion emission. In these

experiments a local electric field of 2 MV/cm was sufficient to produce pure Li+ emission.

The reduction of either temperature and the conductivity it causes, or electric field was

sufficient to shut off ion emission.

Local electric fields on the surface of the PBFA II anode fall in the range 12-30 MV/cm,

more than sufficient to satisfy the 2 MV/cm criteria mentioned above. Electron loss to the

LiF-coated region of the anode equal to 0.5% of the diode current is sufficient to provide the
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conductivity required to support our observed ion currents. The experimental electron loss in
the diode region is 50% of the diode current. This may have the beneficial effect of making
local ion emission insensitive to large variations in electron loss.

If this model correctly describes LiF ion source operation, the cutoff of Li* current from
the anode may be due to a reduction in either electric field or electron loss to the anode. A
reduction in electric field is most likely. It could be due to the ionization of neutrals from the
LiF film surface which move into the gap on a time scale characteristic of the Li+ pulse width.
An alternative explanation would be impedance collapse in some other region of the diode
which reduces the electric field at the anode below the threshold for Li+ emission.

Conclusions
Experiments on PBFA II have demonstrated that the LiF ion source can be used to

produce a I TW/cm 2 Li+ ion beam. Increasing this intensity will depend on reducing the 28
mrad divergence, increasing the present 50% ion current efficiency, improving the impedance
history of the diode, and raising the diode voltage from the 8 MV level which is typical in
present experiments. The development of our new model for LiF ion source operation
provides a physical basis for efforts to further optimize this source. Confirmation of this
model is an important goal for future experiments.
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SPECTROSCOPIC CHARACTERIZATION OF LEVIS ACTIVE ION SOURCE ON PBFA !1
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The laser-initiated LEVIS source is intended to provide an active source in the PBFA II ion
diode by generation of a preformed lithium anode plasma. Visible spectra recorded with a streaked
spectrograph are used to help evaluate the source performance. The absence of Stark shifting of
the Li I 2p-3d and 2s-2p light confirms that a plasma is created over the anode surface. At lower
LEVIS laser intensities this plasma erodes back toward the anode as the ion beam current grows.
Considerable improvements in anode plasma purity have been noted when the anode is heated for
several hours. The LEVIS source microdivergence estimated from the carbon ion transverse
energy is less than 14 mrad, meeting the near term requirements for PBFA H target experiments.

Introduction

Light ions are being generated, accelerated, and focused in the Particle Beam Fusio•n Accelerator (PBFA II) at

Sandia National Laboratories as part of the effort towards inertial confinement fusion (ICF) [1]. An applied-B diode
is used to convert the electrical power pulse into a radially-converging ion beam. Active ion sources are being devel-

oped for this diode to enable a space-charge-limited current to be extracted early in the pulse, to provide control over

source uniformity, and to enable testing of electron-limiter diode concepts for divergence studies [2]. The LEVIS

(Laser EVaporation Ion Source) approach [3] uses two pulsed lasers incident on a thin layer of litdhium-bearing mate-
rial that has been coated onto the anode surface. A Nd:YAG laser at 1.06 mim produces a neutral lithium vapor near

the anode and a dye laser tuned to the Li 1 2s-2p transition at 6708 A ionizes the lithium neutrals via the LIBORS

(Laser Ionization by On-Resonant Saturation) mechanism [4]. Important issues for the evaluation of LEVIS include
first, verification that a preformed plasma is created, and second, determination that the density and temperature are

suitable for producing a high current density ion beam with low divergence. In addition, the effect of film impurities
on plasma formation, composition, and ion beam purity must be characterized.

We report here on spectroscopic evaluation of the LEVIS ion source. Time and space resolved visible spectra
provide a non-intrusive method for determining where and when a plasma is formed. The signature we use is the

presence or absence of Stark shifting in the Li I spectral line profiles under the 5-10 MV/cm diode electric field. We

estimate intrinsic source divergence using Doppler broadening of selected spectral lines [5]. In addition, the relative
brightness of impurity lines from shot to shot provides a monitor of the purity of the LEVIS-produced ion source
plasma. The main results of this study may be summarized as: i) LEVIS has produced a preformed plasma in the

anode-cathode (AK) gap, ii) direct current (DC) heating of the anode containing the LEVIS substrate can reduce
impi-"y contamination levels in the ion source plasma, and iii) the ion source microdivergence is much lower than

the -,. beam microdivergence measured near the beam focus, and meets near-term divergence requirements.

Experiment

The most important parameters for LEVIS operation are the laser intensities, timing, illumination uniformity,

and surface condition.The laser intensities used in this study fit into two categories, 'low power' shots with dye laser

fluence of 50-100 mJ/cm2 and Nd:YAG laser fluence of 100-250 mJ/cm 2, and 'high power' shots with dye laser flu-
ence 200-300 mJ/cm 2 and Nd:YAG laser fluence of 300-400 mJ/cm 2. The -1 lis full width at half maximum
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(FWHM) dye laser pulse was fired about 500 ns prior to the arrival of the power pulse at the diode, and the 8 ns
FWHM Nd:YAG laser was fired 150-200 ns prior to the power pulse arrival. This time should be sufficient for the
LIBORS process to fully ionize the neutrals [6]_

The laser fluence incident on the active anode surface in the high power shots vaned by at least a factor of 2 over

the surface. The low power shots used an improved optics system to achieve a uniformity esumated to be ±25%. In
both cases the laser fluences in the minima were still above the threshold needed to produce plasma, as determined
from small scale experiments [3]- Note that there were vertical regions at 4 azimuths of the cylindrical anode surface
that did not receive laser illumination due to shadowing by 4 posts that separate the top and bottom cathode cones of
Figure 1.

The surface condition of the active anode material is a key factor in the purity of the ion beams produced by the

LEVIS process [7]. Materials used in these experiments were a corrosion-resistant LiAg alloy and a lower-reflectiv-
ity Li/Mo admixture. However, previous LEVIS experiments on PBFA II have shown that without some form of

anode cleaning, the ion beam produced is predominately composed of protons and carbon [7]. The high power shots
used Li/Mo substrates, while the low power shots used both Li/Mo and Li/Ag. On the low power shots, cleaning was
attempted by heating the anode surface to 120-150C with a DC heating coil to drive off water vapor and some hydro-

carbons.

The visible spectroscopy line of sight views the AK gap region of the azimuthally symmetric diode in the center
section of PBFA II (Figure 1). As described previously [81, a mirror, lens, and fiber optic assembly collect light at

Fiber to Screen Room

Line of SightPow erPo e

"Fiber from PBFA 11

Anode IAnode, :::• i~ii!iii!i ii i~~~~~il;.. CMP

S............ .... . . "................. ,

1 m Spectrograph

YAG Laser

Power' Dye Laser P3ower

FIGURE 1. Schematic of apparatus. Drawing at left shows center section of PBFA II with LEVIS
laser illumination pattern and spectroscopic line-of-sight parallel to anode surface. Light is transported
via fiber optic Lo 1 m spectrograph coupled to a streak camera (SC) and micro-channel plate intensifier
(MCP) as shown at right.

one azimuthal location from an approximately 2 mm diameter pencil-like line of sight parallel to the anode surface.
The line of sight can be positioned at varying distances from the anode surface, and two separate spectroscopic sys-
tems can be used to collect light at differeri, anode distances on any shot. We typically obtain 2 mm spatial resolution
(diameter of line of sight in AK gap), 1 ns time resolution, and -3 A spectral resolution. The absolute wavelengths
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are determined by applying fiducials with a HeNe laser. The relative wavelengths as a function of time are deter-
mined to better than ±1I A.

The large bremsstrahlung x-ray burst of PBFA II provides a convenient fiducial to establish the timing of the
streaked spectrum relative to the power-pulse timing. Light from a scintillator placed in the vicinity of the diode is
transported to the streak camera via a separate fiber optic, and appears on the film as 2 -20 ns FWHM timing pulse.
The time-history of this pulse is matched to that from various other diagnostics sensitive to the bremsstrahlung x-rays

in order to establish the timing of the streak relative to other measurements such as beam current and voltage- The
uncertainty of the match gives a timing error of ±2-3 ns. This uncertainty is in addition to the uncertainty of the

bremsstrahlung pulse time, which vaned from 3 ns to 6 ns (see Discussion below).

The fluorescence of the laser pumped Li I 2s-2p transition (6708 A) provides an intense diagnostic line to charac-

terize AK gap conditions. There are several observations indicating that the 6708 A light observed is reemrission
from neutrals in the AK gap, rather than simply stray light from the tuned dye laser. The FWHM of the spectral line
prior to the power pulse is typically 6-7 A, while stray dye laser light should have a FWHM of 4.2 A. We are pres-
ently evaluating possible reasons for this width, including saturation broadening and opacity effects. Also, as

described below, on some low power shots the entire 6708 A feature becomes Stark shifted by the diode electric field,
with little or no emission remaining at the laser wavelength_ In other experiments with in-situ deposited lithium, the

6708 A intensity was observed to vary with the amount of deposited lithium, as expected from reemission. In a case
where the Nd:YAG laser was fired later, within 20 ns of 'he power pulse arrival at the diode, the 6708 A light was

extremely faint prior to and just after the Nd:YAG pulse, which supports the notion that the intense 6708 A light seen
with the earlier timing is not stray dye laser light. We also found that the 6708 A intensity increases when the
Nd:YAG fires, consistent with generation of neutrals by the Nd:YAG and their subsequent excitation. These five

observations indicate that the 6708 A light is reemission, although it is difficult to entirely rule out any stray light

contribution.

Results - Preformed Plasma Generated

A sequence of spectral line profiles characteristic of a high power LEVIS shot are shown in Figure 2, along with
the voltage and ion beam current. The spectroscopic line of sight center was I mm from the anode surface. Both the

a) b)
2.0a.

t.: 14
" 1.5 -

______o____________.~--4; 4,
t, t, , t , ,

6000 62C0 6400 6600 6800
Wavelength (A) 2,. 4-C 60 80

Time (ns,

FIGURE 2. a) Spectrum at three times for a high power shot, showing absence of Stark shift in both
Li I lines (6104 A, 6708 A) at all times. Dashed lines indicate unshifted Li I line positions. b) Diode
voltage and ion beam current histories with corresponding times (arrows)
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2s-2p (6708 A) and 2p-3d (6104 A) Li I lines are evident before and during the accelerator power pulse The pres-

ence of the Li I 2p-3d line indicates that a preformed plasma was created before the power pulse amved, since elec-

tron collisional excitation is the only mechanism available to populate the 3d level. In addition, the L I lines never

display a Stark shift, despite the presence of an electric field exceeding 5 MV/cm in the acceleration gap. Stark shift

calculations show tha ute 2p-3d line splits and shifts by many Ang&troms when E>I MV/cm. and the 2s-2p line blue-

shifts by 5 A for E-6.4 MV/cm. Such shifts are well above our detection limit of 0.8 A. In addition, the 2s-2p shift is

routinely observed in LiF flashover shots. where the Li I emission onginates in the accelerating gap. Our interpreta-

tion of these results is that the Li I emission arises from a plasma with ne large enough to screen out the diode electnc

field. This conclusion is independent of the stray-light considerations described above, since it relies not only on the
Li I 2s-2p emission, but also on the 2p-3d emission. It also follows that the initial plasma thickness is greater than the

2 mm line-of-sight diameter, the plasma is formed prior to the arrival of the power pulse, and the plasma is dense

enough to supply the extracted ion current and still screen the field throughout the power pulse,

In a low power LEVIS shot, only the 6708 A light is seen until about 15-30 ns after the power pulse amves. No

Stark shift was seen in the 6708 A light until 5-10 ns after the ion beam current exceeded -100 kA. The Stark shift

then appeared first on the line-of-sight 3 mm from the anode, and. about 7 ns later, on the line-of-sight 1 mm from the

anode (Figure 3). We interpret this as evidence that the preformed plasma, screening the intense electric field ini-

a) b) c)

t3  ~ 4 j3¾c~-V/ ~lion

, '

. t1  t2  t3  ,

2C 40 60 al
-30-20--1D 10 20 -30-20-10 0 10 20

Wave~erngt* (A) Waveleigtm (Aý

FIGURE 3. a,b) Spectral line profiles at three times for a low power shot, at a) 3 mm line-of-sight,
and b) 1 mm line-of-sight. Dashed lines are at 6708 A. Stark shift is absent in both lines-of-sight at
ti, shift is clearly present for 3 mm at t2 , and shift is present in both lines-of-sight at t3 . c) Diode
voltage and ion beam current histories with corresponding times (arrows).

tially, was of a sufficiently low density that it was eroded back toward the anode as the ion beam current was

extracted. We can estimate bounds on the initial plasma density from the requirement that the density is high enough

to screen the diode electric field, yet low enough that the extracted ion current causes erosion. Screening of a poten-

tial of 5-8 MV across a 2 mm line-of-sight separation requires a minimum electron density of about 3 x1013 cm"3

(from Poisson's equation). In order for the plasma to erode 2 mm in 5-10 ris with an average current density of

400 Alcm 2, one requires an average plasma density of about 8x10 1 3 cm"3 (assuming ion charge conservation).

Results - Effective Cleaning Provided by DC Heating

We used the spectroscopic data to evaluate the effectiveness of anode heating in the reduction of impurities in the

ion source. Figure 4 shows spectra for two Li/Ag substrate shots, one with 3 hours of DC heating at 125C, the other
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FIGURE 4. Sample spectra comparing 3 hours DC heating (solid) and 0.5 hours DC heating
(dotted, displaced upward 0.3 units for clarity). Note dramatic decrease in impurity lines with the
extended heating.

with 0.5 hours. In general, the absolute intensity of the impurity and lithium lines dropped with the extended heating.
"The impurity to lithium line ratios with 0.5 hour heating were (C IV 3s-3p/Li 1 2s-2p) = 0.63, (C III 3p-3d/Li I 2s-2p)
= 0. 11, and (HA Li I 2s-2p) = 0.84. The same ratios with 3 hour heating were (C IV 3s-3p/U I 2s-2p) = 0.17, (C III
3p-3d/Li I 2s-2p) = 0.022, and (H--,/ Li I 2s-2p) = 0.022. Thus, the extended heating produced a factor of 3-5
improvement in the carbon impurity line relative intensities and a factor of 40 improvement in the hydrogen line rel-
ative intensity. This result shows that the impurity ion and atom excited state populations were greatly reduced by
DC heating and, if we assume that the electron temperatuire and density were similar for the two shots, then the total
impurity concentrations were also greatly reduced The larger drop in hydrogen impurity levels is not unexpected
because adsorbed water molecules should be evaporated more readily than hydrocarbons at the temperatures attained.
Ion beam diagnostis confirm that the fraction of lithium content in the extracted ion beam increased dramatically in
the extended heating shot.

Results - Source Divergence Upper Bound Estimated

We have examined spectral line profiles of C 11, C III, C IV, Li I, Ha, and Na I. Line widths of impurity ions and
neutral species are larger than expected from Stark and instrumental effects. Using the absolute excited level popula-
tion densities, opacity effects on the line widths were estimated in order to select optically thin lines. An upper bound
in the few keV range was obtained for the impurity ion and neutral atom energy parallel to the anode surface. Similar
observations have been made on flashover and LiF sources. An upper bound on the miciodivergence at the sour e
was thus obtained and compared with the ion beam microdivergence measured after the beam acceleration and trans-

port stages by other techniques.

We use carbon ion line widths to estimate the Li H ion divergence at the source. Higher charge states were found
to have higher transverse energies than lower charge states in flashover sources [9]. If we conservatively assume the
Li II transverse energy is comparable to that of C IV, then the Li H source divergence upper bound would be in the

range of 4-14 mrad. If Li II has the same transverse energy as Li I (via charge exchange, for example), this upper
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bound range is 4-9 mrad. These upper bounds are much less than the ion beam divergence of 30-35 mrad measured
after acceleration [10]. An effort is under way to understand the dominant contributor to the ion beam divergence.

Discussion

The production of a preformed ion source is of fundamental importance to the light-ion ICF program. Conse-
quently, we have scrutiruzed the data for possible al,emative interpretations. On the high-power shots the presence of
the Li I 2p-3d line with no Stark shift is irrefutable evidence of a prefomied plasma. However, one could argue that
the plasma is nonuniform, with the Li I emission arising only from plasma 'spots'- This is implausible because the
lithium neutrals would rapidly expand beyond the periphery of the plasma spots, encounter the diode electric field.
and emit Stark-shifted light. Note that we routinely observe neutrals several mm from the anode surface and would
expect comparable expansion rates parallel to the surface.

Another explanation we considered for the low power shots is that the unshifted light prior to the am val of the
power pulse is stray dye laser light scattered from multiple surfaces into our line of sight. Then, if the surface condi-
tions change upon arrival of the power pulse, the scattered light could decrease, accompanied by a simultaneous
increase in the Li I reernission from neutrals created during the power pulse. This scenario is contrary to the large
body of evidence that we are effectively discriminating against stray light and is inconsistent with the observation
that: i) shifted light appears first on the line-of-sight farther from the anode, and ii) the shift is observed to grow grad-
ually from zero shift, rather than appearing as instantaneously shifted light due to neutral lithium entering the line-of-
sight.

A third alternative is that the timing of our spectroscopic data relative to the power pulse timing is incorrect. As
explained earlier, we match the bremsstrahlung timing pulse with that from various monitors on PBFA II. On some
shots, these monitors can differ in the time of peak bremsstrahlung by as much as 7 ns, due to spatial variations and
different detection mechanisms. However, the spectroscopic timing would have to be shifted over 20 ns earlier in
order to rule out the preformed plasma argument. Thus, even the worst case of timing error is insufficient to explain
the observed line shifts.

Our conclusion, based on spectroscopy, is that the LEVIS approach is an effective method for producing a pre-
formed ion source. The intrinsic source divergence is adequate for near-term PBFA H experiments and the use of DC
heating appears promising for attaining the required beam purity. Funding for this work was provided by the U.S.
Department of Energy under contract DE-AC04-76-DP00789.
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Abstract
An active ion source, LEVIS (aser EVaporation Ion Source), using a short pulsed Nd laser (1.06 m,
8ns) to form a thin Li vapor layer and a tuned dye laser (670.8nm, I tsec) for ionization is being
developed at Sandia. The LEVIS process has been developed and characterized in the laboratory.
Initial experiments using these ion sources on PBFA-ll produced ion beams with a low fraction of
lithium ions and with low voltages. Recent experiments using improved distribution optics and
anode cleaning techniques are described.

Introduction

The production of light ion beams for Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) has been under development at

Sandia National Laboratories for the past several years. It has been estimated that a power and intensity at the

target of the order of 100 TW and 100 TW/cm 2 in a 10 ns pulse will be required for a break even implosion.

Lithium is chosen because it has the proper range for target materials and a greater magnetic stiffhess than

protons. Experiments at Sandia on the PBFA-II accelerator have used an applied B ion diode to accelerate and

focus ions. Ion sources for these diodes can be divided in to two types: 1) passive sources that are formed either

directly or indirectly by the diode voltage; and 2) active sources where an ion source plasma is formed before the

arrival of the diode voltage. Because of the simplicity of fielding, passive sources have been used extensively on

PBFA-U1. Proton ion beams are formed from epoxy or some other dielectric in grooved anodes. Lithium beams

have been successfully produced using lithium bearing dielectrics such as LiF or thin metallic films of LiMo and

LiAg as a passive source. Although relatively pure lithium ions have been produced by these passive sources, it

appears that the passive Li sources will not scale to intensities necessary for fusion. Active sources for PBFA-11

have been studied extensively in the laboratory but only until recently they have been tested on PBFA-ll with

limited success2 .

The requirements for an active source have been developed in a previous paper 3 and are summarized here.

The minimum surface charge density for the source is estimated to be 6x10' 4cm-2 and the ionized layer thickness

should be of the order of I mm or less, due to focusing requirements. A plasma purity of greater than 90% is

required for efficient production and focusing of lithium ions. A technique to form a lithium source is described

in detail in a previous paper 3. A thin lithium vapor layer is produced by fast ohmic heating of a thin film substrate

(BOLVAPS, Boil Qff Lithium VAPor Source). The thin vapor layer is then ionized by a process known as

LIBORS LJaser Ionization Based On Resonant Saturation 4). Efficient ionization of this layer with a laser tuned to

the first resonant transition of Li (670.8 nm) with intensities as low as 3xl0 4W/cm2 have been demonstrated.

Modeling of the LIBORS process predicts ionization times of 0.1 to 1.0 psec for Li vapor layers with thicknesses

and densities of interest for an ion source ( lmm and Ix 101s to 5x101 cm-3).6
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We briefly describe the development and characterization of an active ion source where the thin lithium vapor

Slayer is formed by using a short pulsed laser (not
/; u tuned to resonant tra.suon of Li) to heat and

7250 • e b W An evaporate lithium from a thin film substrate. This

1.06 pm, 16 Lasw process is referred to as LEVIS (Laser EVaporation
I 00 MjkM' Ion Source). A simple schematic of this process is

ushown in Figure 1. In this schematic, a laser is

first used to heat a lithium bearing substrate to a
0.0 o oDta.. amnnm) temperature high enough that a suitable dense

/,;S Aevapor layer is formed The laser energy from the
U Ahoy firsm laser needs to be high enough to evaporate the

lithium, but not high enough to form a plasma

67J0. nm. I Pee. LaWs (greater than 1OIW/cm2) at the surface. The vapor
30 - 50 mJ10 is then ionized by a tuned dye laser. In order to

reduce ionization time, the evaporation laser pulse
is incident on the substrate near the peak of the dye

0.0 2.0
0.0 arm O ts m anom (m)

Figure 1. Two laser evaporation and ionization to form
a Li plasma.

Preparin! and cleanine thin film substrates for producine! U vapor.

In order for the lithium bearing substrate to be useful as a source of lithium in a PBFA-11 anode, several

requirements must be met. The evaporation process must produce a pure Li vapor. Impurities with high vapor

pressures such as Na should not be present in the substrate. Substrates that resist exposure to ambient atmospheres

for times on the order of hours are required. At Sandia, LiAg alloys have been extensively studied as a corrosion

resistant source of Li.

Optical techniques and mass spectrometer measurements have been used in the laboratory to characterize the

thin films to be used for an ion source. We have studied the effect of cleaning substrates by heating with an

external heater to 100 - 200 oC on a time scale of hours (DC heating) in the laboratory and in PBFA-U1. We are

limited to this temperature benause of operating restrictions in the PBFA-H diode. This can be compared to

BOLVAPS heating which is designed to produce melting of the thin film substrate at 600 oC in 10 msec. Neutral

species released from the substrate by the Nd laser system were measured. The masses present were: 1 (H), 2(H 2),

7(Li), 12(C), 18(H20), 28(N2 ), or CO. The ratio of 110 to Li is taken as a measure of the contamination level of

the sample. Measurements of the ratio of mass 18 (H20) to mass 7 (Li) from the mass spectrometer two LiMo

film substrates heated to 175 °C are shown in Figure 2. The samples were heated with a Nd laser intensity of 150
m~J/c 2 . A stainless steel substrate is cleaned with solvents and dried before placing in the vacuum coating with a

LiMo film (250 nim). The ratio of mass 18 (H20) to mass 7 (Li) is reduced by heating to 150 °C. Above this
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temperature the ratio did not decrease because of the reduction of Li vapor. Another sample is baked to 3000C in

air and coated with 500 or 1000 nm layer of LiF 4

before coating a LiMo layer (250 nm). A
4.0

dramatic reduction of the water vapor at room

temperature is observed. A further decrease in 3-, LA@onSS

the water vapor is observed upon heating to 150 3.0

oC. These results indicate that the majority of .

the contamination is due to the stainless steel .0
k2.0

substrate. As a consequence of these P

measurements, the baseline design for heated I ¶.S

anodes for PBFA-II contain a LiF barrier 1.0 ti*on 5W f

between the stainless steel substrates and the Li 0.5

bearing alloy. U L n 1000 nm LU

Spectroscopic studies were used to 0 50 100 150 200

determine plasma densities after ionization by T9n i (C)

the tuned dye laser. Evaporation laser energy

densities of 60 mJ to 200 mJ/cm 2 and tuned laser Figure 2. Effects on the ratio of H20 to Li due to

cnergy densities of 30 to 60 mJ/cm 2 produced ion DC heating a substrate with Li/Mo.

densities of I to 3 x 1016cm 3 for the three types of

substrates. This is inferred from line broadening of the LiI(2D - 2 p) line at 460.3 nm.

PBFA IT Expemriments

Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram ofa PBFA-1I Applied B ion diode with beam diagnostics and reflecting

cone for distribution of the laser beams to the anode. The anode had a diameter of about 30 cm and an active

height of 4 cm for these experiments. Magnetic field coils are used on both the anode and cathode sides of the 16

mm anode-cathode (AK) gap to insulate the diode to 14-15 MeV. Diagnostics for the experiments include: various

voltage and current measurements, nuclear activation for Li beams, filtered Faraday cups, a Rutherford magnetic

spectrometer for determining charge species, and time resolved spectrometers observing two 2mm-wide vertical

lines of sight at different radial positions in the AK gap.

Early experiments using the LEVIS process yielded two major results: 1) the diode voltage collapsed

prematurely, and 2) the ion beam produced was largely non-Li, being a mixture of hydrogen and carbon. There

were several shots taken where special hardware installed in the cathode side of the A-K gap allowed a pure Li

layer to be applied in-situ to the anode just before machine firing. These shots also exhibited premature voltage

collapse, but yielded significant amounts of Li in the beam. This suggested that the above results had separate

causes. One possible cause of the impedance collapse is that the first-generation light distribution cone allowed for
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non-uniform illumination of the anode surface. Some regions of the anode received as much as I J/cm 2, enough to

desorb large amount- of material from the anode surface, leading to low-voltage operation.

Several improvements have been made for the LEVIS ion source experiments described in this paper. A

new cone was designed, consisting of a number of vertical segments each of which illuminates the entire anode

surface. This has resultzd in a much more uniform illumination (± 30%)across the 4 cm anode height, and at the

same time allowed us to reduce the total laser power to the anode.

To address the issue of Li purity, we have experimented with a DC-heating process, described above, in

which the anode surface is heated to as high as 150 0 C. DC heating of both LiMo and LiAg layers, each deposited

ion over a LiF undercoat, has been attempted.

The first shots in the recent LEVIS

SMaa experiments were taken using both unheated and

heated LiMo layers. Little Li was produced in the

~i UT191 beam, along with significant amounts of carbon, in

both cases. We then switched to a LiAg layer on

the anode, and took shots varying both the amount

uu' aw•- of heating (peak temperature and total heating

Ano,] rW time), and the energy density of me Nd:glass laser

CMget light on the anode surface (120 to 300 mJ/cm2).

COPW ~ ow ROW Tuned dye laser intensities of 30 to 60 m/cm2 (12

Armoated C. COOP) to 24 J at the anode) have been found to be
WNtckw U30RS Nd:YAG Lar

D. Lw 100oJ. sufficient for the LIBORS process. For all these
100lJ. A in.
I tm,, 1.A6P shots, we fired the LIBORS and Nd:glass lasers6t705 wn

400 and 200 ns before the power pulse,

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the PBFA-ll diode and respectively.
diagnostics. The magnetic spectrometer consists of an

array of PIN diodes for determining time-dependent behavior of ions Rutherford-scattered from the gold target foil

located at the diode center. The PIN diodes are mounted on a piece of CR-39 nuclear track-counting material. By

examining track sizes of ions striking the CR-39, the diameters of which are sensitive to ion species, we have

determined that LiAg subjected to DC-heating yields Li in the resultant ion beam. The Li fraction varies with both

the amount of DC-heating (up to the >5 hours that we have used), and with the fluence level of Nd.glass laser

power impinging on the anode surface. Figure 4 shows inductively corrected diode voltage and total current for

two different machine shots. The first (Shot 5219) was taken with approximately 195 mJ/cm 2 deposited on the

anode surface by the Nd:glass vaporization laser, and with no DC-heating. The second shot (5225) was identical,

except that the anode surface was heated for at least 4 hours at a temperature of at least 120 °C. As can be seen,

for the first 30 ns, the total currents on the two shots are identical. After 20 ns, ion current begins to flow, and the

total current on the non-heated shot rises significantly relative to Shot 5225, leading to lowered voltage on the
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diode. Very little Li and even less carbon are indicated on the CR-39 for the unheated shot, and other diagnostics

indicate that the beam produced was largely protonic. This is consistent with results from earlier LEVIS shots

taken without the in-situ Li deposition. Those earlier shots featured even higher total current and lower diode

voltage than on Shot 5219. Since very few protons are indicated in Shot 5225, we conclude that 1) DC-heating

.12.0 ,1,1 , l , I, , I , I I I I 4.0 does remove most if not all of the proton fraction4 ,in the resultant beam, and 2) particularly when
10.0 DC-cleaning is undertaken, we have solved the

" I I I 'y • problem of low-voltage operation with LEVIS.
(M).0 .. I The fraction of carbon remaining in the

6.0 2.0 beam is evidently affected by both the DC-

4" -heating duration, and by the energy deposited by

4.o WNd:glass laser. We have taken too few shots to

2.0, fully characterize the dependence of carbon on
F -these two parameters, but our highest Li-purity,

0.0 lowest carbon-content beams have occurred with

0 20 40 60 80 (a1) 100 extended DC-heating, and with a Nd:giass

Solid Curves - Diode Voltage, Total Current Shot 5219 energy level of about 200 mJ/cm2 (e.g. Shot

Dotted Curves - Shot 5225 (DC-Heated) 5225). On this shot, the Li fraction appears to be

Figure 4. Corrected voltage and total ion currents as high as 900/•± 10%. Furthermore, almost half

for two shots. of the Li energy in the beam occurred at ion

energies above 9 MeV. This high-energy content of the ion beam exceeds what is seen on a shot taken with a

passive LiF ion source7. This is evidently due in part to the use of a higher insulating magnetic field possible with

the LEVIS active source, and also because the ion beam appears to turn on slightly sooner in Shot 5225. The

reduction in both proton and carbon beam contaminants is consistent with the result of spectroscopic studies of the

A-K gaps. Extended DC-heating of 3 hours produced a facto: 3-5 reduction in the relative intensities of the

carbon impurity lines, as well as a factor 40 reduction in the hydrogen line intensity. It is important to note that the

heating is turned off at least 30 minutes before shot time. This implies that impurity redeposition onto the anode

surface from the 10-5 Tort vacuum is not a significant factor in these shots.

Conclusion

These LEVIS experiments build upon earlier LEVIS results which produced low lithium beam fractions and

premature voltage collapse in the diode. More uniform anode illumination, due to a redesigned distribution cone,

has yielded higher impedance diode operation. In addition, extended DC-heating has successfully removed the

great majority of proton and carbon impurities in the beam. This also contributes to improved diode impedance.

Further experiments are planned to better characterize ;,idum beam purity, as well as increase beam power on

target. In addition, LEVIS active anode operation allows us to incorporate increased magnetic fields and use of
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limiter topologies in the diode. Both of which, according to theory, should lead to improved beam micro

divergence.
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ABSTRACT: The formation process of negative ions in a flashover
diode plasma is investigated. A coaxial magnetically insulated
diode, whose cathode can be cooled by liquid nitrogen or
helium, is driven with a 5-Ohm/6Onsec Blumlein line. Effects
of voltage polarity, prepulse level, source materials, and
surface structure of the electrode, on the diode characteristics
are examined and the potentiality of the plasma as asource of
intense negative ion beam is discussed.

1. INTRODUCfION

If the beam divergence is sufficiently small, high power beams of fast

atoms obtained by stripping of negative ions, probably eliminate many of

present difficulties of light ion beams; focusing and transport of the beam,

and impedance collapse of the diode.

Multi-kA level of H- beams were produced from magnetically insulated

diodes[1-4]. Generally, the source plasma has been provided by a surface

flashover of hydrocarbon polymer. On the other hand, a surface flashover

plasma produced from condensed material includes a high density gas layer of

molecular state[5]. It is considered that the presence of highly

vibrationally excited H2 molecules in the plasma is important for the

production of negative ions through the action of dissociative attachment

process[6].

The introduction of high density and large density gradient gas layer in

the cathode plasma is probably essential[7] for high H- concentration and

the efficient negative ion production.

A schematic diagram of the acceleration gap of MID with positive or

negative voltage polarity is shown in Fig.1. Generally, the impedance of

positive diode collapses with time because of anode plasma effects and a

bootstraping effect; ion current enhancement increase an electron charge

accumulation which induces further ion enhancement in the acceleration gap.

On the contrary, when polarity of the MID is reversed, the electron charge

compete with that of negative ions, so it is expected that the behavior of
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POSITIVE NEGATIVE

Q eB e- !

A K K A

Fig.1 Schematic Diagram of Magnetically Insulated Diode

with Positive (a) or Negative (b) Voltage Polarity

the MID with negative polarity is quite different from that of positive

polarity. Therefore, characteristics of the MID under the operating

condition of negative or positive voltage polarity are also investigated.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental arrangement is shown schematically in Fig.2[3,4]. The

diode consists of a center electrode made of a brass cylinder and an outer

electrode made of a perforated stainless cylinder of Imm thickness and 70mm

inner diameter. The diameter of the center electrode is 40 or 58mm. It has

grooves of 2(or 3)mm width, separated 2(or 3)mm and 2(or 3)mm depth on the

surface and the flashover plasma induced on the surface of a dielectric

material filled in them is used as the ion source. The center electrode has

a reservoir of coolant and transfer tubes of spiral shape to cool down the

electrode with liquid N2 or He. In order to make thermal insulation, the

diode is connected to a 5-Ohm/60nsec Blumlein line through a prepulse switch.

However the gap distance is kept very small not to degrade the prepulse

effect[4] on the plasma formation.

Magnetic insulation of the diode gap is given by axial field of 6.5kG

or 5.2kG, which is created by a solenoidal coil with pulse duration of 1.8ms.

The same magnetic field is used for ion collectors. The ion collectors are

made of a 0.1mm thick stainless cylinders of 100mm or 140mm in diameter.

The prepulse level of diode voltage is controled by the value of charging

inductance (LB) of the Blumlein.

Source effects on the formation of negative ions in the electrode plasma

are systematically investigated. Various condensed materials such as ethanol

(C2H5OH), SF6 and freon-113 (CClF2-CC12F) were supplied from the vapor cell
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on the cooled center electrode and tested as the negative ion source. The

thickness of the condensed layer is fixed at about 0.1mm.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 Electrical characteristics of diode

Typically, prepulse of the system had about 1OOkV level of negative and

positive parts with 300ns duration. The diode gap impedance was maintained

at very high value especially for positive polarity[8]. From the same

experiments [8], it was concluded that the voltage pulse of negative polarity

played important roles for the source plasma formation. For negative

polarity, a small leakage electron current along the magnetic field, ie:

through the surface of the center electrode, was confirmed by damage

patterns of witness sheets (Nitto Radcolar films).

3.2 Ion beam generation

Typical waveforms of ion current produced from a wax filled electrode

with 2mmW grooves are shown in Fig.3, for positive(a) or negative(b) voltage

polarity. As shown here, the diode produced near 60A/cm2 ion current density

for positive voltage pulse, which is almost the Child-Langmuir value for the

beams of (600keV, d=6mm). Although mean value of the diode impedance was

also kept high, because of the source plasma effects, the diode current

increased gradually, so, the diode impedance decreased with time. When the

voltage polarity was reversed, ion current signal was never detected in the

•[• LIQ. He, N2

FEEDER
BLUMLEI N

5Q-60ns-- •iV)- M0NTOR • N O

rrI-MONITOR

COLLECTOR
-W IT NESS

CATHODE PLATE

o >• .• .•SWITCH

V-MONITR Y'-DETECTOR RESERVOIR
INDUCTOR [LBI

Fig.2 Schematic Diagram of Experimental Arrangement
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primary voltage pulse. Ion signals were detected only in the second positive

voltage pulse. When the insulation field was decreased from 6.5kG down to

5.2kG, although the reproducibility was not good, negative signdl of 15A/cm 2

(about 2kA total current) was detected.

3.3 Effect of surface structure of center electrode

The flashover process was studied for two different center electrode

geometries. Fig.4 shows the electrodes; in one, grooves are oriented parallel

to Bz (Type-A) and in the other perpendicular to Bz (Type-B). Typical

waveforms of the voltage VD, the ion current Ii and the diode current ID are

shown in Fig.5(for Type-A) & Fig.6(for Type-B). The diode was operated at

geometrical gap of 6mm, with 3mmW ion source grooves, peak applied voltage

of 600 or 500kV with Bz=6.5kG. As shown, for positive polarity, the diode

behavior almost the same. However, Type-A electrode was more efficient for

the negative beam production, and we could never detect the negative current

signal for higher voltage condition. With Type-A electrode, the beam

production was more efficient, so the EXBz electron motion over the grooves

must contribute the source plasma formation.

3.4 Source effect on plasma formation

In order to examine the source effect on the negative ion beam

formation, ion beams from various condensed materials were investigated. The

vapor of source material was puffed and about O.1mm thick condensed layer was

formed on the cooled electrode. Typical waveforms of ion current extracted

from flashover plasmas of condensed ethanol[A], freon-113[B] or SF6[C] are

shown in Fig.7 for positive and negative voltage pulse. Here, operating

condition of the diode was fixed at VD=500kV, d=6mm, and to improve the

reproducibility, the peak prepulse level was lowered around 50kV. As can be

seen from the figures, negative ion signals of several A/cm2 weredetected

transiently during the voltage pulse. Turn-on times and peak values of the

negative signals depended on the source dielectric materials. The negative

signals rose at different times. It is interesting to note that the turn-on

times(T) of negative signals are T(SF6)> T(freon)> T(ethanol).

4. SUMMARY

We could observe negative current of around 15A/cm2 (2kA total current) at

500kV (GW power) level. The negative signal apparently was a function of

the diode current. However reproducibility of the results was not good. The

surface current flowing through the cathode surface, ie; conditions close to
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the experiments in magnetically insulated vacuum transmission lines[9,10],

are probably necessary as pointed out in Refs [4,11]. Formation process of

the plasma is also affected the structure of the electrode. The one which

has parallel grooves to Bz is more effective for the negative ion formation.

Theformation process of negative ion beam seemed to be strongly affected

by the source dielectric materials. Negative currents of several A/cm2 level

(total current of kA level) were produced transiently during the negative

voltage pulse. Rise times tlid values of the peak negative current depended

on the source materials. There must be many factors which affect the

negative ion formation not only electron affinities of component atoms,

chemical structure and vapor pressure of the source material but also

operating condition of the diode, as mentioned above.

We can extract negative beams of GW level from magnetically insulated

diodes. However, sophisticated optimization of the diode condition is needed

for the operation. This work was supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific

Research from the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture in Japan.
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MAGNETICALLY INSULATED If DIODES*

A. Fisher**, V. Bystritskii*** E.Garate, R. Prohaska and N. Rostoker,

University of California& Irvine

Abstract
At the University of California, Irvine, we have been studying the production of intense H" beams
using pulse power techniques for the past 7 years. Previously, current densities of H- ions for
various diode designs at UCI have been a few A/cm 2 . Recently, we have developed diodes simila
to the coaxial design of the Lebedev Physical Institute, Moscow, U.S.S.R., where current densities
of up to 200 A/cm2 were reported using nuclear activation of a carbon target. In experiments at
UCI employing the coaxial diode, current densities of up to 35 A/cm 2 from a passive polyethylene
cathode loaded with TiH2 have been measured using a pinhole camera and CR-39 track recording
plastic. We have also been working on a self-insulating, annular diode which can generate a
directed beam of H" ions. In the annular diode experiments a plasma opening switch was used to
provide a prepulse and a current path which self-insulated the diode. These experiments were done
on the machine APEX, a 1 MV, 50 ns, 7 fQ pulseline with a unipolar negative prepulse of - 100
kV and 400 ns duration. Currently we are modifying the pulseline to include an external LC
circuit which can generate a bipolar, 150 kV, 1 pis duration prepulse (similar prepulse characteristic
as in the Lebedev Institute experiments cited above).

* Supported by ONR/SDIO.
** Permanent address: Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C.
*** On leave from the Institute for High Current Electronics, Tomsk, USSR.

Introduction

The production of neutral particle beams with energy over 100 kV requires starting with weakly

bound negative ions which can be accelerated and then stripped to neutrals. Many workers have studied

the problem of producing negative ions, usually H-, in steady state plasmas. Typically these dc sources

of H- are limited to current densities of the order of - 100 ma/cm 2 for areas larger than a few cm2. At the

University of California, h-vine (UCI) we have been studying the production of intense H- ion beams

using pulse power techniques and magnetically insulated diodes. The purpose of the work is to explore

the possibility of obtaining high current densities (1 kA/cm2) of negative ions. This work has been

ongoing for the past 7 years and originated with the suggestion that power losses in magnetically

insulated diodes were due to negative ions produced in the cathode plasma 1. Previously, current densities

of H- ions for various diode designs at UCI have been a few A/cm 2 2-4. This is in contrast to results by

a group from the Lebedev Physical Institute, Moscow in which current densities of H- up to 200 A/cm2

were reported5 . The machine used to energize their cylindrically symmetric diode had a natural bipolar

prepulse of about 150 kV and - lps duration. In addition, the diode was constructed so that a high

current density electron beam flowed over the surface of the ion producing material. independent efforts in

France6,7 as well as those at UCI did not reproduce the Lebedev results, however, the machines used to
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energize the diodes did not have a large prepulse and no provision was made for electron flow over the

surface of the cathode.

Experiments With a Coaxial Diode

unring the past year we collaborated with the group from the Lebedev Physical Institute. At UCI

we constructed a coa..ial diode based on previous designs of the Lebedev Institute diodes and incorporated

diagnostics consisting of biased Faraday cups and a pinhole camera and CR-39 track recording plastic. A

schematic of the coaxial diode and associated diagnostics is shown in Figure 1. For this diode configuration

the ions are emitted transversely and the electrons longitudinally so that the diode is simultaneously an

electron and H- diode.

In experiments conducted

at the Lebedev Institute the cathode

diameter was 2 cm with a 6 cm

a,,ion •Field Winding CR-39 Trak Raecoing PiW [] anode made of stainless steel and
. drilled to have - 50% transparency.

I I T--T. *,H The polyehtylene insert, which is

*.4IhIO in used as the ion source, was 6 cm

dlong. An up to 20 kG magnetic
IJ: field was used for insulation atnd the

.... "ow1 I I- pinhole camera diameter was - 20

p,.Oy Cap jpm. The diode was energized by
the machine ERG. configured as a

Figure 1. Schematic of the coaxial diode constructed at UC band on the Lebe.ev Institute higtmbh int
densily H- diole. Three different catbode makeials were tested US. and Russian polyethylene single pulse line, and could generate
and a polyethylene Caboode Waeded with titaion bydde,.

z.u00-700 kV pulse of 200 ns

duration.

The prepulse was provided by an external circuit 8 which could generate a bipolar 150 kV, I js pulse. The

prepulse and main voltage pulse timing could be varied. Using the CR-39 track recording plastic we

measured H- current densities of - 10 A/cm 2 present in - 3% of the shots (- 100 kV bipolar prepulse of - 1

gs duration, with - I pls delay between prepulse and main voltage). The damage pattern on the CR-39 film

showed very uniform emission with no evidence of hot spots. Without any prepulse we measured - 10

times less H- current density. These results were obtained with Russian polyethylene. Under the optimum

prepulse conditions described above, two orders of magnitude less H- current density was obtained using

U.S. polyethylene.

In work subsequently conducted at UCI using this diode configuration we modified the

polyethylene insert by machining azimuthal grooves 2 mm wide by 2mm deep and packed them with Till2.

The grooves were spaced - 5mm apart along the length of the insert. The machine used to energize the

diode was the Apex. This machine has a natural, unipolar prepulse of - 100 kV and 400 ns duration. The
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Apex is a 1 MV, 7 Oh.m Marx energized pulseline which generates a 50 ns t-lse and for a given diode

vuiwCe can provide - 2 times higher electron current than the Lebedev machine. Magnetic fields up to 30

kG were used for insulation. In about 15% of the shots we measured 35 A/cm2 H- iot current density at

750 kV and 60 kA electron beam voltage and current. The remainder of the shots yielded 2-3 A/cm 2 H-

current densities.

Using Russian polyethylene without the TiH2 and the same coaxial diode used at the Lebedev

Institute. 25 A/cm 2 H current density was measured. The CR-39 track recording film showed very uniform

emission with no hot spots. In these results shot-to-shot repeatability was low, probably due to non-

uniform surface br~akdown of the polyethylene. However, referring to Figure 1, note that both the Faraday

cup ani CR-39 pinhole camera diagnostics 'see' only a small azimuthal portion (< 10%) of the cathodc

surface. The seemingly poor shot-to-shot repeatability for all our results could be due to non-uniform

surface breakdown and H- ion production out of view of our diagnostics.

Experiments Using a Plasma Opening Switch and an Annular Diode

The coaxial diode

geometry has limited application

because of the high intrinsic

geometric divergeice of the ion

beam. At UCI we have done

extensive experiments on

unidirectional beam forming diodes

and we have solved several

problems associated with some

configurations, e.g. the problem of

field coil breakdown2 "4 . DuringZ 4 i 8 10 12 14 5 1

1. P-isma gun feed 11. Add l the past year at UCI we conducted
2. B-dot loop cathode th-atyara-C e odce
3. Anode Holder 12. Additional anode
4. Additional ae cathode gap experiments on annularS. Anode 13. Feed wires to magnetic
6. Dielectric surface cou
source of H- 14. Power supply unidirectional beam forming diodes

7. Magnetic cog magnetic cog
8.Appbed magnetic IS. Main .isulator using a plasma opening switch
field force Ones 16. Voltage divider
9. Cathode shank 17. Accelerator - (POS) to generate a prepulse.
10. Insulator lone

18. Mn pgap These experiments were meant to

Figure 2. Schematic of the annular diode and plasma opening switch system. determine the effects of a lamge

prepulse and not to generate high

current density H-. A schematic of

the diode is shown in Figure 2.
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In this diode configuration the POS

conducts during the initial part of

the main voltage pulse so that

electron current can be drawn over

.0,.2 . .the surface of the dielectric surface

0. which provides the ions, in this

0.6 M.ii 11 1191 figill. gi IM kA case polyethylene. When the
* -switch opens there is a large

0.8 b - ,, , l,, - ,, ,, ... ,, - .^ s

040 inductive voltage spike which

0 -accelerates the ions. Typical V-I

.• . traces are shown in Figure 3. The

. "annular diode was -10 cm in
0
.2.... .... .... .... ....... .... .... .... diameter with annular thickness of

"0.2 
2 cm and the anode-cathode gap was

5 ' 50n - 6 cm. The insulating magnetic
III0I 1IIII kA

.field was up to 8 kG. We measured0.8 l 8

I.or -.. -40 H- current densities of 0.6 A/cm2

S.... o in - 30% of the shots. However,
SL.without the POS generated prepulse

Figure 3. Typical V-I traces for the machine APEX. The upper traces a maximum current density of - 0.1
are without the plasma opening switch operating.

A/cm2 was measured with poor

reproducibility ( typically 1 good

shot in 15).

Discussion

A physical model to explain the H- current density has thus far been elusive. Certain features have been

identified that are essential. The model must explain why the H- density is many orders of magnitude larger

than the thermal equilibrium value for the cathode surface plasma. The only process for H- formation with a

significant cross section involves dissociative attachment of a molecule in a highly excited vibrational state,

H2 *. The molecule can be excited by electrons of 10 - 100 eV in the cathode plasma

H2 + e > H2* + e

and then

e+H2* >H+ H

This process is involved in all previously suggested 9,10 models. Stripping of the H- can take place rather

easily i.e., there are several types of collisions of high cross sections. It is therefore essential that the H"

be accelerated away from the cathode plasma to where there are very few particles (ions, neutrals) to
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neutralize it by collisions. A model for accomplishing this has previously been described. 10 It is

illustrated ,n Figure 4. Within the plasma, which is magnetically confined, excited neutral molecules are

produced and are not magnetically confined. They leave the plasma and undergo dissociative attachment in

the region of excess electron density. Then H- is accelerated towards the anode in a region of low density

(vacuum except for H-). This model was proposed in 1987 but it has not been particularly helpful in

scaling the current density. This is because some essential features are absent which have only recently

been identified in the UCI/Lebedev experiments with coaxial diodes.

The coaxial diode produces a radial H- current of about 5 kA and an axial electron current of about

50 kA. Then in addition to an axial applied magnetic field Bz - 10 kG there would be an azimuthal field of

Bq - 10 kG. The very large current densities of H- are never observed with-out this axial current through

the cathode plasma. Without confining magnetic fields the cathode plasma would expand and cross the gap
with a speed of about 107 cm/sec. The magnetic pressure Bz2/8n is sufficient to decelerate the plasma and

prevent it from crossing. However, the interface is subject to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. This

instability would be suppressed by magnetic shear i.e., the field Btheta(r) from the longitudinal current in

addition to Bz(r) produces magnetic shear. In Figure 5 stable and unstable deceleration of the plasma field

interface is illustrated for a pinch experiment. 11

EXCITATION TO HIGH ORDER
VIBRATIONAL STATE Ii PLASMA

• = .~ ~ H e + 1 I - " +

I A DISSOCIATIVE ATTACHMET
OF EXCITED MOLECULE IN
CL8(r) OUD OF EXCESS ELECTRONS Z ay - Mh

MAGNETIC

FILD

EXCESS ELECTRON DEltSMI

DERstry OF
MAGNETICAU.Y I EXCTITEDNEUTRAL
CONFINED MOLECULE DENSITY

Figure 5. Example of the sabiizatio of a tow density pinch witb magnetic shear

CATHODE ANODE

]igure 4. Formation of 1- ions in a magnetically insulated diode.
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In the unstable case only an axial trapped field Bz decelerates the interface. In the stable case Btheta(r) is

added with an axial current carrying conductor. The difference between a high uniform current density of H-

and a much lower non-uniform emission can be understood in terms of the surface irregularities illustrated

in Figure 5.

Conclusion

Using a TiH2 loaded cathode in a coaxial diode geometry we measured 35 A/cm2 H- ion current

density at 750 kV and 60 kA electron beam voltage and current using our machine APEX. In collaborative

experiments at the Lebedev Physical Institute using an external prepulse circuit we measured up to 10

A/cm 2 H- current density using Russian polyehtylene and - 100 times less current density, for the same

conditions, using U.S. manufactured polyethylene. In all of the high current density shots regarded as good,

independent of which machine was used, some prepulse was present in the voltage pulse. It is clear from

our results that different types of cathode material generate significantly different ion current density.

Currently we are modifying our machine APEX to include an external prepulse circuit which will provide a

bipolar, up to 150 kV, Ilis duration pulse that can be independently timed with respect to the main voltage

pulse. This will allow us to continue our study of different cathode materials used for the generation of

pulsed, high current density negative ions.
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ANODE DISCHARGE TO FACILITATE CATHODE
PLASMA FORMATION FOR GENERATION

OF H-, C', F-, I- AND Pb- IONS
A.G. Mosgovoy and V.A. Papadichev

P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute
117924, Lesiasky Proep. 53, Moscow, Russia

Abstract

Experimental studies of cathode plasma formation to generate high-power negative ion
beams of various elements in a coaxial magnetically insulated pulsed diode are presented.
The vacuum spark discharge outside the anode was used to facilitate cathode pluma
formation with high content of HI, C-, F-, f1 and Pb" ions. The main mechanism responsible
for cathode plasma formation is cathode bombardment by positive ions accelerated from
anode plasma by the main pulse accelerator voltage.

1. Introduction.

Obtaining high-power beams of negative ions might offer wide possibilities when using

them in researches on CTR with inertial confinement. Unavoidable and still to-be-overcome

difficulties in transporting and focusaL, high-power beams of positive ions on a target are

connected with multicomponent fluid instabilities (ions and electrons or beam ions and

plasma) and ion scattering on plasma ions or charge fluctuations arising from instabilities.

On the other hand, a high-power beam of negative ions after directing ions radially can

easily be stripped to a neutral atom beam without substantial increase of beam emittance,

that is, introducing large angular spread or changing its initial direction of motion. Neutral

atoms will reach the target without experiencing any deviation from their initial radial

motion induced by external electric and magnetic fields or instabilities [1]. The stripping

might be accomplished by laser or a thin gas or plasma target as has already been done in

experiments with subampere current beams of T" [2,3].

Negative hydrogen ions with high-current densities (up to 200 A/cm2 ) were accelerated

in a high-power pulsed diode with magnetic insulation at the P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute

[1,4,5]. We used a surface electrical discharge on a dielectic employing a bipolar prepulse

for its initiation. A rather large prepulse (10-15% of the main voltage pulse) is usual in

Blumlein accelerators, but it is much less (2-4%) in single-pulse-forming-line machines. A

scheme for creating an external prepulse was proposed and tested experimentally [6], thus

opening a wider field for experimenting with negative ions.

Nevertheless, using a prepulse to create cathode plasma has some drawbacks: (1) one

has to employ dielectric to produce surface discharge, thus enabling to produce negative ions

of only a restricted number of elements, (2) cathode plasma is not homogeneous because the

discharge is local asimuthally, leading to plasma instabilities and spoiling of beam emittance.
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On the other hand, theoretical and experimental studies of CTR targets show that it

is necessary to use ions heavier than hydrogen (Li, C etc.). So it is interesting and useful

to develop a new, more universal way of initiating cathode plasma. One possible method,

namely anode discharge, allowing to produce and accelerate H-, C-, F, I-, and Pb" ions in

a high-power pulsed diode is described below.

2. Experimental setup and diagnostics.

The schematic drawing of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.

0.1 YF, 20 W

,,0- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - -- -- --------

./

S/- //

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Fig.1. I - plasma gun, 2 - anode with drilled holes, 3 - pinhole chamber, 4 - track
detector CR-39, 5 - rod to move CR-39 film, 6 - solenoid, 7 - perforated sleeve (dielectric
cathode), 8 - cathode rod, 9 - auxiliary anode at the diode butt to control electron axial
current, 10 - plasma gun feeder.

A co& a.&I diode with up to 20 kG magnetic field for insulation was used. The cathode

diameter used was 2, 3 or 4 cm. A six-centimeter diameter anode made of stainless steel was

drilled to have a transparency of 50%. The diode was fed by a 0.5-0.7 MV pulse of 200 ns

duration from a single-pulse-forming line configuration of the ERG accelerator. The voltage

and diode current pulses are shown by dotted lines in Fig. 2.

Assessing the current density of negative ions and ion-type identification were done

by using a pinhole chamber with CR-39 for track recording. Types of accelerated ions

were established by comparing diameters of the tracks of IF, o-particles from a reference

source and ions to be identified. Deflection of ions in an axial magnetic field is also used to

differentiate ion types. The precision of these measurements was not very high because of the

small distance between the hole and track de.,ctor and the rather large angular divergence
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Fig.2. Diode voltage aud current oscillograms. Upper trace - diode voltage, lower trace
- fall diode current. Dotted lines correspond to the case when plasma gun is switched of,
solid lines - plasma fills the diode.

of the beamlet. The sign of the ion charge was also verified by comparing the deflection

of the ion with that of protons (in this case, the diode was fed by a positive voltage and a
central rod served as the anode).

An independent method of measuring the number of H- in a shot used an activated

graphite target in the reaction ' 2C(p,-Y)13 N.

3. Cathode plasma initiation by anode discharge.

To produce a more uniform cathode plasma over a large area, one can use a laser or UV-

irradiation [7,8]. The schemes are not simple to realize because one needs mirrors to direct
radiation from the source to the cathode surface and rather large energy in the radiation

pulse.

The proposed scheme employs positive ions accelerated by diode voltage to bombard the

cathode surface. Positive ions are pulled out of plasma created behind the anode in a drift
region by an additional diwc, ,%.e, to be more precise by a plasma gun. An important advan-
tage of such a method is that energy for cathode irradiation is taken from the accelerator,

which is practically an unlimited source of power for the purpose. Another advantage of

using ions instead of electrons (as was done in some experiments for creating anode plasma
in ion diodes [9]) is that ions of the same energy have a much shorter range (-'me/Mi) and

one needs orders of magnitude less energy to evaporate and ionize cathode cover material.

Employing this method, one can use various materials on tue diode cathode to produce a
variety of negative ions (of course having positive affinity).

To control anode plasma parameti "!nr~uly density and to a lesser extent temperature)
one can vary the charging voltage of the capacitor from 3 to 10 kV (an order of magnitude

in energy) and time delay between plasma gun and the main voltage pulse. The evolution
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of anode plasma in time after the discharge is its spreading axially rather easily along the

magnetic field lines and also radially across the magnetic field because of inhomogeneity and

instabilities.

If anode plasma of sufficient density fills the diode (10i1 - 1014 cm-3 ) it is short-circuited

during the initial part of the voltage pulse (no voltage and substantial radial current, see

Fig. 2, solid curves). The diode behaves in this case as a plasma erosion opening switch and

after several tens of nanoseconds the voltage on the diode restores to nearly full amplitude.

Then begins an active phase of cathode plasma formation: positive ions accelerated by

full diode voltage bombard the cathode surface and axial electron current through cathode

plasma leads also to plasma heating and massive gas release. Current density of protons

inside the cathode was measured to be around 10 A/cm 2 which is roughly consistent with

the Child- Langmuir limit. Energy deposition on the cathode during the voltage pulse is about
1 J/cm 2 from ions, less than I mJ/cm2 from ultraviolet irradiation and around I mJ/cm 2

from ion bombardment during prepulse time. The insignificance of ultraviolet irradiation

from sparks for diode dynamics was shown also by displacing sparks axially beyond the anode

apertures in order to prevent UV from reaching the cathode surface, but allowing plasma

to fill the diode because of its axial and then radial motion. Negative ions were produced

with nearly the same abundance in the latter case also. The dependence of the time interval

during which the diode remains shortcircuited on the time delay between the plasma gun

pulse and main voltage pulse is shown in Fig. 3.

20-
•0

Fig.3. The dependence of the time interval during which the diode remains shortcircuited
on the time delay between the plasma gun pulse and main voltage pulse.

Large amounts of gas released during the shot is characteristic for negative hydrogen ion

production using dielectric. It was estimated to be up to 1020 hydrogen atoms per shot based

on the pressure rise in the vacuum chamber. Fig. 4 shows the dependence of gas release on

time delay of the main pulse.
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Fig.4. The number of molecules released in the diode after one shot versus the time delay
between the plasma gun pulse and main voltage pulse.

4. Acceleration of H-, C-, F-, r and Pb- ions.

To test the proposed method of cathode plasma initiation, we tried various cathode

materials. The first cathode used was a solid polyethylene insert between two parts of a

metallic (stainless steel) cathode rod. The H- were recorded and had current densities of more

than 10 A/cm2 . It is interesting to note that because of the shorter time of cathode plasma

expansion and perhaps more homogeneous plasma formation the diode impedance is more

stable than for the case with prepulse or even for self breakdown of insert without prepulse

and anode plasma. A hollow polyethylene cylinder was also good to generate cathode plasma

under positive ion bombardment. C- were also detected when using a polyethylene cathode.

A graphite cathode yields more C" than a polyethylene one. A polytetrafluoride (teflon)

cathode was used to produce F ions (C- and EF were present as well).

To accelerate negative iodine ions, a thin iodine layer was applied to the polyethylene

or polytetrafluoride cathode. The maximal current density of r ions was observed in the

first two shots of the series after pumping the diode from atmospheric pressure, the first one

being often shortcircuited. Subsequently the iodine layer was nearly totally evaporated and

reduced current densities of r were measured.

Finally, we have tried a lead covering of the cathode and measured Pb" current densities

of about 0.03 A/cms, though the track detector was saturated.

The minimal and "probable" current densities for various ions are shown in Table 1, as

well as binding energies of an extra electron. Minimal current density corresponds to filling

the detector with tracks (alter developing the CR-39 film) next to each other. Because

in most cases the detector was saturated, we multiplied the minimal density by 3 to have

probable current densities.
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Table 1.

Ion type H- C- F r Pb"

j,,n, A/cm2  10 0.3 0.1 0.05 0.03

itop, A/cm2  20-30 1 0.3 0.1 0.1

Ebound, eV 0.75 1.2 3.5 3.1 1.6

5. Conclusion.

A simple and effective method for producing cathode plasma to obtain various negative

ions over a large area was proposed and tested experimentally. The plasma parameters

can be varied over a wide range by changing the intensity of anode discharge and time

delay between anode plasma formation and accelerator main pulse. Near ampere per square

centimeter current densities were obtained for C" and F" and an order of magnitude less

for r and Pb. Negative hydrogen ions with current densities of up to 20-30 A/cm2 were

accelerated. Optimization of the plasma parameters and diode regime might allow to further

increase current densities.
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H- GENERATION USING AN EXTERNALLY
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Abstract

Experiments on H- generation in a high-power, pulsed, magnetically insulated diode
are described. The ERG accelerator of the P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute in single line
coniguration was used with voltages up to 600 kV and pulse duration of 200 as. To create
cathode plasma, the surface discharge on dielectric was initiated by an externally applied
prepulse, which was one 1.5 W period of a sinusoid with up to 100 kV amplitude. The
circuit allows to work with a prepulse of easily varied amplitude and duration, either with
Blumlein or single forming line as the source of the main high-voltage pulse. Negative
hydrogen ion current densities up to 10 A/cm2 were recorded using trace detecting by
CR-39.

1. Introduction.

Generation of high-power negative-ion beams can help solve some problems arising in

transporting and focusing on a target positive ion beams in CTR with inertial confinement.

By using, instead of such beams, beams of atoms (by stripping negative ions) one can avoid

instabilities and scattering inherent in the case of positive ion beams.

Experiments at the P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute yielding a 7 kA current of HF with

up to 200 A/cm 2 current density revealed the important role of a bipolar prepulse: removing

one of its parts led to HF yield reduction by an order of magnitude and eliminating both

parts of the prepulse lowered the HF yield by more than three orders of magnitude [1,21.

The inherent prepulse is rather large in Blumlein machines (10-15% in our case) if mea-

sures are not taken to eliminate it, but small in single line pulse-forming lines (2-4%). Our

previous studies on if were performed with a Blumlein configuration of the ERG accelerator.

It has been reassembled now as a single pulse-forming line to have a longer pulse of nearly

rectangular form (up to 0.8 MV, 200 ns). For further H- studies, a scheme to apply a prepulse

externally was designed and tested. It has the advantage of more versatility because one

can change the prepulse amplitude, form and duration independently of accelerator voltage.

An additional means of controlling cathode plasma is variation of the time interval between

the prepulse and the main accelerator voltage pulse. As a first trial in our case, the prepulse

length was one period of a sinusoid (1.5 As) with up to 100 kV amplitude.

2. Experimental setup.

Experiments were performed using a coaxial magnetically insulated pulsed diode [3].
Various diameter polyethylene cylindrical inserts placed between two metal rods were used

as cathodes.
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T- current and current density were evaluated using the activation of a graphite target

and by recording H" tracks on CR-39 in a pinhole chamber.

The scheme of the installation is shown in Fig. 1.

S 8' • .9

U!

- diode. ,

e e a e s g

3-uFpig.r wi1 cndinger of whc thasfrere is -ed-iscare af conenser votg 0.1 shotin 20ark)h

secondary winding has 40 turns of insulated wire having a diameter of 9 mm. It is wound on

a dielectric carcass that has a 250-mm diameter and 400-rn height. Over this winding an
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insulation layer consisting of several layers of mylar was wrapped, and the primary winding

of a l1-cm wide band of brass foil. The most vulnerable spot was the lead-in of the prepulse

voltage into the section of the accelerator filled with oil and containing the main switch

gap of the line and the insulator. The prepulse arrived at the cathode rod after the main

switch gap via a 20-,4H inductance. Shorting gap 3 was adjusted to permit the prepulse to

pass to the diode cathode and to shorten on the housing by the main pulse. Fig. 2 shows

oscillograms of the prepulse voltage and the accelerator pulse.

202

2/00- 0A

1O05

300

J iKA

Fig. 2. 1 - prepulse voltage, 2 - main pulse of celerator, 3 - total current.

It should be noted that by means of the prep'Jse voltage one can easily calibrate high-voltage

dividers of accelerator voltage by introducing a calibrated low voltage divider and carrying

out measurements at a relatively moderate voltage of 50 kV.

By means of the external prepulse a series of experiments on the generation of HF in a

diode with magnetic insulation was performed [4]. The schematic drawing of the diode is

shown in Fig. 3.

A discharge along the surface of a polyethylene insert located in a gap of a metallic cathode

was used to form cathode plasma. An axial magnetic field of up to 16 kG was used to

achieve magnetic insulation of electrons in the diode. Use of the external prepulse with the

possibility of applying time delay of the main pulse increased stability of formation of surface

plasma on the dielectric insert. This can be shown by comparing the gas release from the

diode with and without the prepulse.

Up to 10 A/cm2 HF current density was recorded without having determined optimal

conditions for maximizing HF yield (anode-cathode gap, prepulse parameters, axial diode
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1 2 3 .- 6 8.6

Fig. 3. 1 - graphite target, 2 - anode with drilled holes, 3 - pimnole chamber, 4 track
detector CR-39, 5 - rod to move CR-39 firl, 6 - solenoid, 7 - perforated sleeve (dielectric
cathode), 8 - cathode rod, 9 - auxiliary anode at the diode butt to control electron axial
current.

current, insulating magnetic field etc.). It should also be noted that the CR-39 detector was
saturated, giving a less than real value of current density.

An attempt was made to conduct an experiment in a partially spherical geometry as
shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. 1 - cathode, 2 - anode screen with drilled holes, 3 - ion collector with a shunt
Cathode 1 has a dielectric insert. It turned out that the insert discharge occurred on the side
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opposite to the anode screen 2, and signal from the collector of shunt 3 was not registered.

Evidently special measures are necessary to initiate discharge along the inner surface of the

cathode insert. It was precisely this circumstance that led us to use ionic bombardment of

the cathode, which was applied later in coaxial geometry [5].

3. Conclusion.

The complex processes of formation of negative hydrogen ions in dense cathode plasma

(101_- 1017) require fine tuning and a definite ,equence of operations on the plasma. Previous

experiments indicated that it was necessary to use a bipolar prepulse of amplitude up to

100 kV, which is usually present on machines with double pulse-forming lines, but is absent

on single pulse-forming lines where it is unipolar and of considerbly smaller amplitude,

insufficient to initiate discharge. Moreover, in the commutation in double pulse-forming lines

of the inner line, the prepulse has a reverse order of half-wave signs - first negative and then

positive [6], while on accelerator ERG of the Le'.•dev Institute the bipolar prepulse begins

with positive polarity. Using a prepulse created by an external scheme permits obtaining

negative hydrogen ions on any high-current accelerator (single or double pulse-forming line)

and changing, independent of the accelerator regime, the amplitude, duration and form of

the prepulse half waves. Also there becomes available another degree of control-the time lag

of the main pulse from the prepulse. Varying these parameters will permit elucidating the

regularites of HF formation in cathode plasma and, by selecting optimal conditions, increasing

HF current density.
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Recent laser assisted works for pulsed ion beam

drivers are described. They are divided into two parts

as follows. The first one is plasma production by

laser light. The second item is the diagnostic of

laser produced plasma for pulsed ion diode by laser

interferometer.

An electron beam pumped excimer laser is operated for

the plasma production. Lithium surfaces are directly

irradiated by this laser.

A resonant interferometer with a dye laser pumped by

a nitrogen laser is used to diagnose the lithium plas-

ma. Applicability of this diagnostics for lithium ion

diodes is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of reliable high current lithium (Li) ion

source is one of the important issues for light ion beam fusion

[i]. For the ion source, uniform Li plasmas of high-purity,

high-density and high ionization rate must be produced on the

large area of the anode surface. Although high density flash-

boards are under developing now [2,3], the produced plasmas have

contaminants in them, and the density is 10(14)cm(-3) level, at

most. It has been shown that Li plasmas of sufficient density can

be produced by direct laser irradiation (dye [4,5] or ArF [61)
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of lithium films. Plasmas produced by short pulse lasers are

considered to be promising candidates for the high current ion

source.

2. LASER PLASMA PRODUCTION

2.1. Experimental Setup

An experimental arrangement for the laser plasma production is

shown in Fig.1 schematically An electron beam pumped KrF

excimer laser, which is driven by a coaxial marx-generator (lMV-

44 ohm , 10Hz), irradiates a lithium or a potassium (K) target

(0rrnmX10mmX5rm block) in a vacuum chamber. The excimer laser is

operated typically at the electron beam energy of 580KeV, elec-

tron current density.of 830A/cm(2), and the laser output energy

is 1.21 under 30nsec pulse length (FHV+-). The ion flux from the

laser produced plasma is measured with a large diameter biased

ion collector, as functions of laser power density and target

materials. In order to avoid interaction with the laser beam,

the ion collector is placed 50nm from the target and the target

holder is inclined 45 degree to the laser axis.

2.2. Experimental Results

Typical waveforms of the ion currents produced by the laser

irradiation on Li and K blocks are shown in Fig.2. Time delays

of the current rise from the KrF laser injection are ls for Li
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FIG. 1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR LASER PLASMA PRODUCTION
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and 2.5ps for K. Their value can be correlated with an inverse

square root scaling of the mass ratios.

The plasma production has strong dependence on the laser

intensity. Fig.3 shows the dependence of the surface ion density

on the laser intensity for Li(A) and K(B) irradiation. Here the
"surface ion density" means the total number of ions divided by

the effective area of the laser irradiation.

With the KrF laser irradiation of 5X10(9)W/cm(2) level on the

Li target, plasmas of 10(16)/cm(2) surface density are produced.

For the K case, the corresponding irradiation reduced to

6X10(8)W/crn(2) level. As shown here, the plasma production by the

laser irradiation on the K surface is more effective than the

Li case. For the K irradiation, (probably by the single-photon

ionization process), the KrF laser light is effective for the

plasma production especially at the initial stage.
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3. RESONANT INTERFERCINETRY OF LASER PRODUCED LITHIUM PLASMA

For the plasma production from the solid surface by the laser

illumination of sub-OW power level, the significant parts of the

laser energy must be consumed for vaporization process. There-

fore, the behavior of neutral particles play important role on

the plasma evolution. It is reported that in the acceleration

gap of the high power vacuum diodes, neutral particles severely

degrade the diode characteristics. So that, quantitative estima-

tion of the behavior of the neutral particles in the source

plasma is important to develop high quality ion sources.

3.1. Experimental Setup

For the quantitative estimation of the laser produced plasma,

resonant interferometry by laser light [71 is adopted here. A

scLematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig.4. A

discharge pumped excimer laser of 100mJ output energy level with

30ns pulse length is used to produce plasmas. A dye laser pumped

by a nitrogen laser with 5ns pulse length, is tuned around the Li

resonant line (2s2S-2p2P;670.78nm), and used as the probe light

source. The plasma-driver laser and the probe laser are time-

correlated with PIN diodes (HAMAMATSU-S1722-02). Interferograms

of the field are taken with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, as the

functions of the driver laser intensity, the probe laser wave-

length and the time delay between them. In order to cross-check

the experimental results, the stark broadening of the Li line
CONTROL UNIT

_--' It L CAMERAPHOTODIODE

mFcH-ZESDOE T
INTERFEROMETER

DTE LASER

FIGA EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMIENT OF RESONANT LASER INTERFER(CMETRY
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(2p2P-4d2D;460.3nm) is monitored with a 50cm monochromator.

The enhanced refraction with resonant light is given in 17],

from which we can estimate the plasma quantity by taking inter-

ferograms under shifting of the laser wavelength.

3.2. Experimental Results and Discussions

Typical interferograms are shown in Fig.5(b) and (c), together

with the time-integrated photo of the target irradiance (a).

Experimental results of the density distribution estimated from

the interferograms are shown in Fig.6. We cannot decide here the

spread width of the particle densities temporally, because the

plasma quantities rapidly change with time, especially at the

initial stage of the plasma evolution.

The sensitivity of the resonant laser interferometry depends

on both the plasma quantities (temperature, density and ioniza-

tion rate) and the wavelength of the probe laser light.
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4. SLUARY

Lithium or potassium plasmas of 10(16)cm(-2) surface number

density can be produced with the direct irradiation of KrF excim-

er laser light of GW output power level. The surface number

density of the plasma has strong dependence on the laser intensi-

ty. It is clarified that the single photon ionization process

plays some roles on the plasma production.

The resonant laser interferometry is applied to the diagnos-

tics of the laser produced plasmas. Direct measurements of the

number density (both of electron and neutral particles) can be

realized with the laser resonant spectroscopy.

For the quantitative estimation and optimization of the laser

produced Li ion source, model calculations including the evapora-

tion stage are under development now.
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As the plasma sources of the plasma injection
type pulsed ion diodes, a set of flash-boards are
operated to improve the characteristics. The pro-
duced plasma flows are measured with a biased ion
collector. The main experimental results obtained
here are as follows.

There is an optimum gap length of the flash-
boards to get maximum flux of the produced plasma,
though the effect is not so remarkable. To obtain the
better characteristics of the boards, it is effective
to apply the voltage pulse with the shorter rise time
and to use separate capacitors which can fix the
respective electrode potential at the ground level.

The plasma flux is increased with the capaci-
tance of the source capacitor in the driver circuit
,and also with the charged voltage. On the contrary,
the capacitance of the peaking capacitor affects
weakly the plasma flux.

1. Introduction

Anode plasmas without neutral particles are necessary to

supply pulsed ion diodes of well-controlled and good perform-

ances. To get this kind of plasmas, we used flash-boards [1].

Although the better diode characteristics were obtained

with the plasma injection to the anode surface, compared with

the same kind of flash-board particle source located just on

the anode surface [21, both the plasma density and the purity

with the plastic flash-board were not enough high for our

purpose. Then we used cryogenic flash-boards to overcome these

defects [3].

Although some details are described there in [31, we

still think that we must optimize the whole flash-boards for
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the future application. So that, we try to improve them under

ambient temperature with some replacement or so, here in this

art ic e.

2. Experimental Apparatus

2.1. High Voltage Power Source for Flash-Board

We use a small pulse generator to drive our flash-

boardb. An equivalent circuit of the pulse generator is shown

in Fig.l. The left capacitor in the figure is a DC-charged

external one (the source capacitor of between 2.7 and 21.6nF),

and the gap switch (with normal air or pressurized SF6) is

triggered by another pulse circuit. The inductor and the

coaxial cables are connected in parallel, and each quarter

segment of the flash-board (ring shaped as is shown in Fig.2)

is supplied with the high voltage via each cable. At

the output side of the cables, only one segment is shown in

Fig.l. The peaking capacitor of 4nF capacitance is placed just

at the nearest position of the flash-board in a vacuum tank.

This circuit is also operated without the peaking capacitor.

The both results with and without are compared in the next

section.

The nominal charged voltage of the source capacitor is

between 15 and 40 KV, and the length of each cable is 7 m. As

the propagation time per unit cable length is 5 ns/m, the time

100CONVENTIONAL GAP w SHAPED GAP

TRIGGER GAP ABLE

Cd 22nFL FLASH BOARD

34KV EY

Fig.l Equivalent circuit dia- W SHAPED GAP
gram of pulse generator. (WIDE)

Fig.2 End view of flash-board
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for the pulse to make a round trip of the whole cable length

is 70 ns. We arrange for the flash-board to work at the time

sequence near to the maximum terminal voltage.

2.2. Flash-Boards

A flash-board under operation is shown schematically in

Fig.2. The diameter and the thickness of the metal base plate

made of brass or copper are 210 and 12 rmn. On this metal

plate, a dielectric flash-board of 200 mm diameter is at-

tached. In the previous paper 11-21, we used etched dielec-

tric boards for semiconductor circuits as the flash-boards,

where the dielectrics was hydro-carbon. On the contrary, we

choose a Lucite disc as the dielectrics, on which many small

thin copper electrodes of 0.1 mm thickness are placed.

The 3 different layouts of the small metal electrodes

are shown in Fig.2 (separate 3 quarters). The first (upper

right) and the third (lower left) quarters correspond to the

two cases of 'W'-shaped arrangements with narrow and wide

electrode gaps, which we use in this paper. The diameter of

the gap circle is 110 rin, and ten series gaps (of 4 gap length

0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6) are arrayed on the surface.

To make a rough estimate of the plasma density or so,

the ion current is observed by a biased ion collector. The

bore cross sectional area is 175 cm2 . The distance between

the flash-board and the ion collector is 21 cm. This is the

shortest distance for the biased ion collector not to be

short-circuited by the particle flow from the flash-board.

3. Experimental Results

3.1. Experiments with Air Gap Switch

If we use an air gap switch in Fig.1, the inductance is

relatively high. This results in the slow rise time of the

voltage pulse applied to the flash-board. The discharge along
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the gaps is not well reproducible, while irregular discharges

along short circuits do occur often.

The peak value of the total current in the biased col-

lector is measured as a function of charged voltage in the

source capacitor. The capacitance of the source capacitor is

taken as a parameter. Four cases of different gap length are

investigated. The longer the gap length is, the more unstable

the discharge becomes. This corresponds to the less number of

data points which we can gather.

To understand these results more physically, we measure

the voltage signal at the entrance and exii of the cable.

These signals (for 2 different cases of gap length, 0.4 and

1.6 mm) together with the cable current signals show that we

need the longer delay-time with the longer gap length, to

start the flash discharge in this arrangement.

3.2. Experiment with Pressurized Gap Switch

As the gap length of the ambient air gap switch is

rather long (about 2 cm), the rise time of the voltage applied

to the flash-board is not enough short. This is one of the

reasons why we can not get stable operations in the former

section. In this section, we use a pressurized ( 1.7 kg/cm2

for 32 kV charged voltage) SF6 gap switch to get more shorter

gap length (about 5 nm), which brings more stable discharges.

The same kinds of signals are taken. The rise time is short-

ened and the plasma flux is increased.

3.3. Experiment with fixing capacitor

Although the discharge characteristics are improved a

little bit with the pressurized start switch, the whole output

voltage of the cable exit is applied dispersely among the

whole gap of the flash-board. So that, the respective applied

voltage of the gap is relatively low. To apply the almost

whole output voltage at the cable exit to the single gap from
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first to last (one by one), we use fixing capacitors to hold

the respective gap electrode potential at low 'evel transient-

ly. The capacitance of the fixing capacitors is 0.1 or I nF.

The same kinds of signals are taken and shown in Fig.3 and 4.

The whole characteristics are irnproved here compared with the

former two cases. The capacitance of 1 nF is preferable to 0.1

nF for us.

To explain our experimental results more precisely, some

numerical simulations are performed with a model circuit,

which results are shown elsewhere.

4. Future Directions

After the discussions about the experimental results, we

can say what should be done in the near future with this kind

of flash-board. It is hoped that the cryogenic flash-boards

are operated with the fixing capacitors and the pressurized

starting gap switch. The more improved discharge electrodes

are expected to get longer life of the boards. The laboratory

made cryogenic flash-board must be replaced by the factory

made one, to get more uniform discharges along the surface.

The supply of the plasma source material must be more sophis-

ticated to get more controllability easily. All of these are

expected toward the more refined cryogenic flash-board, with

which we also want to try to inject plasmas into our active

pulsed ion diode, in the very near future.
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Abstract Process of F- ion formation is examined in a surface
flashover plasma initiated on the CFj cathode of an MID by an
auxiliary coaxial Marx generator. Off-_iode optical measurements
of IcmF 1j and Hb show that a maximum density of the order of
101c for F atoms is achieved several h;ldred ns after the
initiation of the flashover with an optimum input power of 150J.
From the measured atomic densities of F and H together with thi
current densities of accelerated F- and H-, 20mA/cm and 40mA/cm
respectively, it is concluded that a significant fraction of F
atoms are liberated from the CF2 surface in the form of F-.

1. Introduction

Beams of negative ions attract increasing attention in science and

technology. In connection with ICF, production of H- beams has been

investigated in several laboratories [1-3]. Most of them aim principally at

their application to ICF drivers after stripping them to neutral H.

Successful extraction of H- beams with current density reaching 200A/cm2 have

been reported. They used either pulsed power sources having suitablly shaped

prepulses or a plasma gun for preformation of the cathode plasma.

On the other hand, beams of heavy ions have also been considered

alternative candidates for the ICF driver [4,5]. The problems of

transmission and focusing are expected to be less severe for heavier ions,

since the beam current required for the compression of targets could be

reduced by orders of magnitude in reward for increased particle energy, and

since the larger inertia makes heavy ions less sensitive to electric and

magnetic fields.

In our laboratory efforts have been directed toward development of

pulsed beams of light-heavy ions for possible applicatiats including those to

ICF drivers and to material processing. Following successfull production of

Na+ beams [6], we try to produce pulsed beams of F.
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In the early phase of our study, extraction of F- beecms from an MID with

passively produced plasma on a dielectric cathode has been examined [7]. It

was found necessary to preform a cathode plasma and store negative ions

before the application of the high voltage pulse. In the present work we

discuss the process of F- formation in a surface flashover p'asma preformed

with an auxiliary power source on the MID.

2. Optical diagnostics of flashover plasma

To find a suitable discharge condition, optical diagnostics is applied

to the flashover plasma initiated by an auxiliary power source. Since the

concentration of F is closely related to the process of F- formation, we

examine the behavior of F atoms together with impurity H atoms to study the

process of F- ion formation.

A schematic of the arrangement

for the optical diagnostics of the ______--_

pulsed discha rge is shown in Fig.l. 0.

A coaxial Marx generator ER-I with a -

maximum stored energy of 390J is • -F
.•F 71 t FIl

r1 634.85nm • 1

photomul tipliler lou0dTime(ns, Time(ns)

spectro- .-
scope

"4-

567.17nm

"" 1000 0 1000
Tirne(ns) Time(ns)

-- II camera
ER- I L

r--- gphot~o-
diode

Fig.1. Schematic of surface Fig.2. Typical traces of line emissions

flashover test stand, from the surface flashover plasma
together with the discharge current Is.
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used to produce the discharge with currents up to 30kA between coaxial copper

electrodes on the surface of a CF 2 disk. The emitted photons are focused by

a lens onto the entrance slit of a 500mm monochrometer equipped with a

1200mm-grooves/mm grating followed by a photomultiplier.

Among several FI lines identified we have payed attention to those of

634.85nm (3s 4 P3 / 2-3p 4 S3/ 2 ) and 567.17nm (3p4P5/2-4d 4 D7/2). The evolution of

the line intensities including those of F1 (500.198nm) and Hý together with

the discharge current Is are shown in Fig.2. We see in the figure that F

neutrals exist mainly in the early phase of the discharge pulse, while F+

ions become rich later in the pulse.

Dependence of the peak intensity of FI on Is has shown that there is an

optimum discharge current of 20kA, or the energy of 150J, for abundance of

neutral F. Further measurements have been done with this optimum energy.

From the Stark-broadened width of H , it has been found that the

electron density Ne was 3.5x101 5cm- 3 around the time of the maximum FI.

The spatial distributions

of FI and FI1 are shown in Fig.3. 1.0

The former has a rather broad F.

distribution with an FWHM

thickness of 2.5mm, while the E - FI[

latter has the maximum at 2mm ' 0.5

from the surface. This,

together with the small hump in 4 /
the FI distribution, suggest I
that F atoms are liberated from 0 2 4

the CF 2 surface predominantly in Distance from the surface(mm)

the f orm of F and/or F. Fig.3. Spatial distribution of the
emission intensity of FI and FiH.

Although Ne is too high for

the Corona model to be applicable, the model is used for simplicity to make

an order-of-magnitude estimate of atomic densities NF and NH of F and H,

respectively, from FI and H intensities. This approximation leads to an

underestimation of the densities. Using the tabulated data of transition

probabilities [8,9] and cross sections [10], we get NH ranging from 6 to

2xl0llcm-3 and NF from 2 to 0.5xl0 1 1cm- 3 for assumed electron temperature Te

of 5-30eV.
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3. F- beam extraction from actively initiated cathode plasma

The plasma described above has been

applied to the cathode of the MID. A i ER-I(390J)

schematic of the diode configuration is

shown in Fig.4. The flashover cathode is

located on the inner surface of the one- anode 9

turn field coil, and driven by ER-I as ER-II
described above. The anode, which is (5kJ)Ta d

driven positive by ER-I, is equipped with a CR391
momentum analyzer using the insulating C3

magnetic field and a CR-39 plate as a CF2

particle detector. The longitudinal cathode field coil

dimension of the anode is enlarged to make

deflection of the ions greater than the

transverse displacement caused by a poor

emittance of the beam at the risk of a

reduced insulating field.

We observed the CR-39 detectors after

every shot with varying delay time between 7

the application of the high voltage for the Fig.4. Schematic of MID.

flashover and that for the MID.

Traces of the particles have been

found when the delay time was 500 300 50 Energy(kev) F
500 300 50 10 F

5Ons. Operation with a larger 200 500 250 100 H"

delay resulted in a premature

closure of the MID. The etch 150

pits on the CR-39 is classified

according to their diameters into • 100two groups. Judging from the
dependence of the pit diameter at5

twoorous. udgng fom-he-J -

the specified etching time on the

particle mass and energy, it is 0 15 10 15 20

found that one corresponds to H- Position(mmv)
and the other to heavyz ions. Fig.5. Distribution of etch pits on

The distribution of the pits CR-39 detector.The dots and the crosses

are shown in Fig.5. We find that represent pits with large and small
diameters, respectivery.
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both kinds of particles have distributions with their maxima at the energy

corresponding to the maximum diode voltage of 400kV. The total numbers of

the pits divided by the aperture area of 0.0079cm2 and the pulse width of

70ns yield 40mA/cm2 for H- and 20mA/cm2 for the heavier particles. From the

fact that F has an electron affinity much greater than any other species

involved, we can infer that the heavier particles are dominated by F- ions.

4. Discussion and concluding remarks

Based on the results on the atomic densities and the accelerated ion

current densities, we discuss briefly on the mechanism of the production

process of F- in the flashover plasma. First, we check the current density

of H-, JH" in comparison with NH. It is well known that in the process of

H formation, the vibrationally excited H2 * plays an important role through

the reaction H2 *+e-->H-+H. Owing to the large cross section of this reaction,

the ratio NH,/NH can be as much as 10-2 [11], where NH, is the atomic density

of H-. If we crudely assume the same ratio in the present case, it follows

that NH. -I'0 1 0 -10 9 cm- 3 . We can evaluate JHo as either eNHVH- or eNH-4X/4t,

where vH- is the mean velocity of H-, 4x the effective thickness of the

cathode plasma and At the pulse width. In either case we get jHA of the

order of 10- 2 -10- 3A/cm2 , which is in reasonable agreement with the observed

current density of H-. This would mean that the application of MID voltage

has no harmful effect on the densities of negative ions.

Next, we evaluate the rate coefficients of the reactions involved in the

formation process of F-. We can cite the rate coefficient <6iv> of the

radiative recombination process, F+e->F-+hV, from ref.[121. The value at

leV, 10- 1 5cm3 /s, is smoothly extrapolated to the higher temperature.

However, we have only fragmantary data of the cross sections for the colli-

sional detachment, F-+e-*F+2e [13], and for the ionizaticn, F+e-*F++2e [14].

We assume here that the energy dependence of the cross sections for these

processes well above the threshold energies are similar to those for more

popular ionization processes, i.e., 6" is roughly proportional to E7I. We can

then obtain approximate values of the rate coefficients <(2v> and <63v> for

the latter two processes, respectively. Reflecting the large threshold

energy of 17.4eV for the ionization, <63 v> increases from 4xl0-1 0 cm3 /s to

3xl0-7 cm3 /s as kTe is varied from 5eV to 30eV, while the variation of <62v>

from 4xl0- 8cm3 /s to 9xl0-8 cm3 /s reflects the low threshold energy of 3.4eV.
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We cannot assume that F- ions are produced exclusively through the

radiative recombination reaction, as shown in the following. The equilibrium

density of F-, NF-, produced through the recombination is approximated by

NF,=NF<d•lv>/<d 2 v>, which is evaluated to be of the order of 10 5 cm 3 . This

value yields JF'- -i0-8 A/cm2 ' making a neglegible contribution to the

observed current density of F-.

Therefore it is probable that a substantial fraction of F atoms are

liberated as F- from the surface. If we assume no further liberation of F

and F- from the surface at the time of maximum FI, the approximate constancy

of NF requires that NF-/NF <(<dIV>+<63 v>)/< 2v> '-0.01-4. This relation yields

JF' £<3x10 4 -8xl0 2 A/cm2 for the assumed range of Te. This is again in
reasonable agreement with the measured value of F-. In spite of many
assumptions involed, it could therefore be concluded modestly that a

significant fraction of atomic fluorine is emitted from the surface in the

form of F-.

Further efforts should be concentrated on enhancement of F- liberation

from the surface as well as on precise control of the delay time.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH POWER ION DIODE

WITH REAL CATHODE
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ABSTRACT To obtain a high current-density ion beam of - 10 kA/cM2

(-,, the anode, we are developing a new type of applied-Br diode with
real cathode. For this purpose, some pilot experiments are perform-
ed. To evaluate the effect of prepulse, self-magnetically
insulated plasma-focus diode (PFD) with short gap (d = 5 mm) is
used. The diode is short circuited in every shot with prepulse,
which is in operational with relatively high impedance by
eliminating pre-pulse. Molecules produced in a shot of PFD are
evaluated and large quantity of - 1 x 1021 of H2 are found to be
released from the anode. Characteristics of conventional Br diode
is investigated and highly bright ion beam is produced with good
reproducebility. A strong magnetic field coil strengthened by
Kevlar filament has been developed for the new type of Br diode,
maximum field of 35 T, Br field of 5 T becomes possible to obtain
without destruction.

§1. Introduction

To achieve light-ion beam driven ICF, it is required to develop a high

bright ion beam with the power brightness of - 1000 TW/cm2 /sr. As the energy

of the beam has the upper limit of 5 - 10 MeV for proton"O, beam brightness of

> 100 MA/cm2 /sr is required. For this purpose, it is required, for example,

to obtain the ion current density of ! 10 kA/cm2 on the anode with focusing

solid angle of - 1 sr even if the divergence angle is less than several degree

and power gain is expected by beam bunching.

Previously, we have been studied a cylindrical applied B. diode with real

cathode formation 2  to obtain high brightness. The diode was constructed of a

cylindrical anode, perforated cathode inside the anode, and one turn theta-

pinch coil inside the cathode to generate uniform B, in the A-K gap.

Experimentally, ion beam with relatively low divergence is produced. In

addition, the correction of trajectories of ions by applying biased magnetic

field was also demonstrated. However, it is difficult to observe the detail

of ion beam in the diode due to that ion beam is focused on the diode axis and

that the diode has a complicated structure inside the cathode. Furthermore,

maximum B. field is limited by the strength of one-turn coil.
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From the above, we are developping a new type of high power density Br-MID

with real cathode. In this paper, these details will be described.

In the short gap diode with real cathode, it is very severe against the

closure of gap due to the expansion of plasma preformed by prepulse. The

effect of prepulse is evaluated on the operation of self-magnetically

insulated plasma-focus diode (PFD)').

In the shot of ion diode, a lot of morecules are known to be released

mainly from the anode. These molecules are considered to be the source of

anode plasma, which affects the diode operation, such as gap closure. To

evaluate the mechanism of production the molecules, species and quantity of

these molecules are evaluated.

The strong magnetic field coil of Br - 5 T has been developed for the new

type of Br diode. Characteristics of conventional Br-MID with virtual cathode

formation is also examined.

§ 2. Evaluation of the effect of prepulse on operating PFD

A pulse power generator "ETIGO-II" 4" is used for the experiment. The

generator is constructed of Marx generator (160 kU), intermediate storage

capacitor, PFL (1.5 Q, 50 ns), and impedance conversion transmission line

(ICL, 1.5 0 - 6.5 Q). Since we have no prepulse switch in the ICL, prepulse

voltage of - 10 % of the main pulse is applied to the diode. The prepulse

strongly affects the diode operation. To evaluate the effect, we have

developed a vacuum flashover prepulse switch (VPS).

Experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The VPS is vacuum transmission line

(VTL) with twelve discharge gaps, and installed in the vacuum chamber. The

axial position of the gaps is optimized to reduce the prepulse voltage by

means of static electric field calculation. In this calculation, voltage -

2/3 of the prepulse voltage is sustained by the gaps. To reduce the

inductance, diameter of VTL is maximized (65 cm'). When all gaps are closed,

the inductance of VPS is expected to be - 220 nH.

PFD is used in the experiment, which is attached on the end of VTL. The

PFD has A-K gap (d) = 5 mm and length of - 40 mm, and is constructed of a

cyrindrical anode of inner diameter = 33 mm, and a cathode of outer diameter =

23 mm. The anode is made of copper and has an epoxy filled grooves (width - 1

mm, depth - I mm).
As the direct measurement of prepulse in the diode operation is difficult,

performance of VPS has been evaluated by using dummy load of inductor (215 nH)

with inductive voltage divider (2.3 pH) connected in paralel to the load. In
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the shot of diode voltage - 500 kV, prepulse voltage of - 10 kV and prepulse

current of 10 kA have been observed, which are - 1/5 and - 1/3 of those for

the case without VPS (VPS gap = 0), respectively.

Figure 2 shows waveforms of diode current, diode voltage and impedance (a)

without and (b) with VPS. In case of using VPS, diode are operated at diode

voltage - I MV and diode current - 100 kA. The diode impedance of - 10 ý is

observed at the peak of diode voltage, and after that impedance decreaces. In

the absence of VPS, however we see that diode is short circuited and diode

current of - 250 kA is observed.

The diode is operated for several shots for each cases, where the diode is

short circuited in all shots without VPS, but operated well with VPS.

As reported elsewhere"•, PFD has been operated at d = (6.5 - 7) mm in the

experiment with ETIGO-II. Here, the impedance of the diode is around 6 Q,

which is still lower than the case of d = 5 mm with VPS.

From these results, we see that prepulse are strongly affecting the

operation of PFD especially for short gap. By using VPS, reproducebility and

diode impedance are improved to increase.

§3. Evaluation of the molecules released in the diode operation

'Po evaluate the species and quantity of the molecules produced in the

diode operation, quadrupole mass spectrometer (OMS) and X-ray micro analyzer

(XMA) are utilized. PFD is operated with VPS in the same condition as that in

§2.

In the experiment, vacuum valve of the diode chamber is closed just before

the shot, and the increase in the pressure are measured after the shot by a

vacuum gauge. After that, the gas is introduced into QMS and analyzed. In

the chamber, clean silicon wafers are settled to evaluate solid materials

produced in the diode. After the shot, the surface of the wafers are observed

by SE' and analyzed by XMA.

Figure 3 shows the example of mass spectrum observed by QMS after the Ist

shot of PFD after evacuation. We see that main component of gas produced in

the diode is hydrogen. Some molecules such as hydrocarbons, water, CO2 are

also observed. The pressure rise after the shot is measured to be -100 Pa,

which coresponds to - 9 × 1022 of the the total number of molecules. Since

the pressure rise is decresed to be less than 1/2 of that for the shot with

bare Cu anode, more than 1/2 of these gas are considered to be produced on the

flashboard.

Solid matelials deposited on the wafer are observed and analyzed by SEM and
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X'•A. The materials deposited have a dimension of several pm and cre analyzed

to be carbon, metals of Fe and/or Cu, and oxygen. Total quantities of these

materials are estimated from the deposition density to be - 1012 atoms. Among

these materials, metals are considered to be produced due to the irradiation

of electron beam onto the metallic electrode, where carbon is produced on the

flashboard.

From the measurement we can estimate the production density of H2 or C to

be on the order cf _ 102/0 ,cm 2 on the flashboard. How and when such a large

quantity of H2 or C are produced is still unclear, but it will strongly affect

the diode characteristics or limit the repetitive operation of the diode.

§4. Developement of strong Br magnet

Insulating magnetic field for Br-MID is usualy produced by a pair of multi-

turn pulsed coil magnet. To obtain the insulating Br field of - ST, which is

required for the high power B,-MID, it is neccessary to produce more than 30 T

of B, field on the axis of inner coil. To obtain such a strong field without

destruction of coil, filament winding type of coil is developed. The coil is

constructed of glass-fiber-winded copper wire of rectangular cross-section,

and high strength Kevler filament, and is immersed in coagulated epoxy resin.

In contrast to the usual pulse magnet, the magnet for Br-MID can not be

reinforced by metallic material since it distorts magnetic field in the

outside resion. The demension of the coil is, outer diameter - 25 mm, inner

diameter - 10 mm, height -- 18 mm, and number of turns of Cu wire = 20.

Using capacitor bank of 800 pF, coil current rises up to 35 kA in - 100 Ps

and we have observed B, - 35 T on the axis of the coil without destruction.

§5.Characteristics of Br-MID

Figure 4 shows the schematic of Br-MID used in the experiment. The diode

is constructed of a pair of stainless blade cathode and a flat aluminium anode

with epoxy filled grooves. The diameters of inner and outer blade cathode are

25 mm and 50 mm, respectively. The diode is operated at gap length - 5.0 mm,

insulating Br field near the inner blade - 0.8 T, diode voltage (Vd) - 700 kV.

Figure 5 shows the waveforms of the diode. Diode current (I) build up at

- 50 ns after the rise of diode voltage. Ion current density (J,*) of 680

A/cm2 is observed by BIC at the end of diode voltage.

In several shots of operations, ion current density, ion current,

divergence angle (b) evaluated by shadow box, maximum efficiency (,7), bea"'

brightness (Fa) are evaluated, which are summarized in Table I.
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Table I. Experimental results of B, diode.

hot N Vd (peak) I% (peak) J,(max) F8 17(kV) (kAW (A/cm2 ) (kA) (rad) (kA/cm2!sr) (C).

21 680 150 t 1100 68 63 280 45
22 750 130 9600 57 44 500 44
24 740 120 900 55 51 350 46
26 800 90 570 1 36 65 135 38
J1: ion current density on the anode estimated from J , * measured at z=80
mm downstream from anode, I.: estimated from J,, ý: average of four
observed points, r: evaluated at peak ion current

From Table I, we see that relatively high efficiency and high ion current

are observed with good reproducebility.

A new type of high power Br-MID with real cathode formation is under

preparation. Characteristics of the diode will be obtained in future.
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ABSTRACT Diagnostics and evaluation have been carried out on an ion
beam and anode plasma in "Point Pinch Diode". Mass spectra of ion
beam measured by Thomson-parabola spectrometer have shown that the
main component are a proton and H2÷, B highly ionized carbon and
oxygen ions, and @ singly ionized C, 0 and molecules such as C~z*,
OH', OH2÷ X-ray and particle pinhole images have shown the size of
the electron beam on the plasma to be less than - 0.5 mm in diameter,
in which fine structures are found with size less than 0.05 mm. A K.
satelite line of Al V is observed with crystal spectrograph, which
indicates the existence of A14÷ in the plasma.

§ 1. Introduction

In a pinched relativistic electron beam (REB) diode'', electron beam is

tightly pinched in an acceleration gap, which is irradiated onto a metallic

anode. The high current-density irradiation with current density more than

MA/cm2  produces high-energy density plasma. Ions of the plasma are

accelerated in the gap with high current density due to that the density of

the plasma is high and the space charge is neutralized by the high density

electron beam.

In "Point Pinch Diode" (PPD), a kind of pinch REB diode, highly bright ion-

beam has been observedz'). However, clear understanding of the mechanism of

the ion beam production has not been obtaind.

In this paper, we will show the experimental results of the evaluation of

ion beam and the anode plasma. Highly-resolved Thomson parabora spectrometer

(TPS), X-ray and particle pinhole camera, crystal X-ray spectrograph were used

for the measurements 3 .

§2. Diode geometries and characteristics

Figure 1 shows experimental setup of PPD. Pulse power generator "LIMAY-

1"2) (3M, 50 ns) in the National Institute for Fusion Science was used in the

experiment. The cathode is made of a spherical stainless-steel (diameter - 10

mm) with a hole of diameter - 2 mm on the axis. The anode is a metal
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(aluminium, aluminium coated carbon or copper, 15 mm x 15 mm x 2 Pmt) attached

on the end of magnetically insulated transmission line (MITL). The gap length

is aiusted to be - 3.2 mu. The chamber is evacuated to - 1 x 10'4 Torr. The

diode voltage (Vd) is measured by a resistive voltage divider connected to the

end of MITL. The diode current (M) is measured by a Rogowsky coil.

Figure 2 shows typical waveforms of V, and I,. We see V. rises in - 10 ns

and has a plateau of - 500 kV with the pulse width - 60 ns. Io is almost

linearly increases in time for the duration of Vd. The peak value of Id is

observed to be - 70 kA after the fall of Vd.

§3 Analysis of ion species

Ions accelerated in the gap are collimated by two pinholes (1st pinhole 2

mm' or 0.5 mm', 2nd pinhole 0.17 mm') and injected into TPS. The ions

injected are deflected by magnetic and electric fields applied in the same

direction, which are recorded on the track recording film (CR-39).

Figure 3 and 4 shows typical traces obtained with Cu anode. We see that

many ions are detected. These ions can be divided into 5 groups as follows:

CD H* and H2* with maximum energy in agreement with V.,
(2) CI'- 5 , and 01~" with wide energy spread,

,R) ions of mass number (A) to charge state (Z) ratio (A/Z) - (12-57), with

narrow energy spread around E/Z - (400 - 500) keV,

( neutrals,

®negative ions.

From Fig. 4, we see that high energy ends of each traces in group (2) are

on a straight line passing through the origin. Furthermore, high energy end

of the traces of C4 +and 0s" in Fig. 4 - 300 keV, which consists with Vd.

Hence, we find that ions of group () are originally accelerated at the states

of C4' or 0÷ and charge-exchanged in the drift region.

The negative ions are considered to be produced from (3) by charge-exchange

because the absolute value of A/Z and E/Z are same as those of group S_

Neutrals are considered to be produced from positive ions by charge-exchange.

Ions in group (3) is considered to be singly ionized because no traces are
observed in the area between group (3) and the origin (neutral point). If Z Z

2, tracks should exist in the area due to the charge-exchange. These ions

have a wide spread of A/Z, which suggests that many kinds of ions are

included. However, exact values of A/Z were not obtained in this measurement.
To analyze these ion, we have improved the resolution of TPS.

To increase the magnetic deflection, additonal magnet with magnetic field
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0.75 T is attached in front of the TPS. Applied elecric field for the

electric deflector is also increased. The size of 1st and 2nd pinholes used
were 0.5 mm' and 0.17 mu', respectively.

Figure 5 shows the typical traces obtained in the shot of V, -' 400 kV with
Al anode coated on carbon. We see that the spot size of the beam is less than
the width of A (A!Z) = 1 at the point of E/Z - 400 keV and A/Z - 19. That is,
the resolution (LA) is less than 1 at that point.

From Fig. 5 we see that ions of A = 12 - 19 and 26 - 30 are observed. In

addition, tracks are observed around A 40, for which we couldn't obtain the

exact value of A. The mass spectrum obtained is fou ' I be quite similar to
the typical spectrum of residual gas in a vacuum chamber 4". Possible

candidate of ions with A = 12 - 19 are listed in Table I.

Table.I Possible ions with A/z of 12 to 19
A/z 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

ion C" CH+ N" CH3" 0 1O H20" F÷al

i I I CH2I + CH4j I H30"
"a) Fron is used for the cleaning of the electrode.

As the residual gas is mainly applied from the surface of the chamber, the
main source of the ions will be the molecules absorbed on the anode.

From the experiment above, we summarize that the ions accelerated in the
gap are @H÷ and H2 ÷, 6Jhighly ionized C and 0, and ©)singly ionized C, 0, and

molecules such as C02 , OH, OH2. Source of these ions are the molecules
absorbed on the anode. In spite of using metallic anode, metallic ions are
not observed. The reason is considered as follows; the surface of the anode
plasma is covered by the absorbed molecules, which disturbs the extraction.

§4. Evaluation of the size of pinched REB

To evaluate the pinch diameter of the REB, time integrated X-ray pinhole
camera6 ) and particle pinhole camera were used. The pinhole of the X-ray
camera was the combination of thick, tapered Pb pinhole (6 mm', hole diam. - I

mm') with thin Cu pinhole (0.1 mmt). The former was used for eliminating hard
X-ray background and the latter was to obtain space-resolution. Al and Be
foil were used as a filter for eliminating light and ions, and for attenuating
the intensity of X-ray. X-ray image was recorded on Kodak Tri-X Film.

Figure 6 shows the typical X-ray pinhole images of front view (a) and side
view (b) of the diode with Cu anode. The pinhole diameter, the system

magnification, and the space resolution were 0.15 mm', 9.8, and 0.22 mm for
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(a), and 0.20 mm, 2.25, and 0.22 am for (b), respectively. The filter is 30-

pm thick Al for (a), and 4 5 -pm thick Al with 20-p. thick Be for (b). From

Figs. 6 (a) and (b), pinch diameter of electron beam is evaluated to be - 0.4

mm and - 0.5 mm, respectively.

Figure 7 shows the particle pinhole image obtained on CR-39 for Al anode.

Pinhole of 0.03 mm' was placed just behind the catliode on the diode axis. We

see the macroscopic diameter of - 0.4 mm, which agrees with the X-ray images

shown in Fig. 6. A microscopic spots of diameter - 0.05 mm was a'so observed,

which indicates micro-structures in the REB or in the plasia.

§5. Observation of AI-K X-ray satellites from a target plasma

K, satellite lines are produced when thermal ionization due to beam

heating is accompanied by inner shell ionization7". The satellite lines are

blue-shifted with respect to the normal K, line. In our diode, heating of

metallic anode and impact K-shell ionization occur simultaneously by the

irradiation of pinched REB, while K, satellites are expected to be observed.

To evaluate the ionization state of target plasma produced on the Al

anode, we have observed Al-K. satellites by using flat crystal X-ray spectro-

graph. The spectrograph was carefully shielded against hard X-ray by using Pb

board and installed inside the vacuum chamber. PET crystal was mountcd in the

spectrograph with an angle of 67.5 degree. A Be foil of thickness - 20 pm was

used as a window. The spectra were recorded on Kodak DEF-392 film.

Figure 8 shows a spectrogram of the target plasma produced on the Al

anode. Satellite line of Al V was clearly observed, which indicates ions of

All4 exists in the plasma.

§6. Summary

Highly-resolved mass spectrum of the ion beam indicates that the ions

exracted from the anode plasma is mainly composed of 0) H÷ and H2÷, ( highly

ionized C and 0, and C singly ionized C, 0 and moleculer ions. Existence of

highly ionized ions suggests the production of hot spot in the plasma. Images

of X-ray and particle pinhole camera indicate that the size of pinched REB is

Icss than - 0.5 mm in diameter. X-ray spectrum of the anode plasma indicates

that multiply ionized metallic ions exist in the plasma.
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ABSTRACT

Three-dimensional focusing of intense ion-beam has been ob-

tained by using spherical "plasma focus diode". Experimental data

have shown that ion beam was focused into a small cylindrical vol-

ume with - 0.5 mm in diameter and - 2.5 mm in length, where the

ion-beam current density and the power density is estimated to be

680 kA/cm2 and - 0.54 TW/cmý.

I. Introduction

Intense pulsed light ion-beam is very interested in the fields of ICF

and materials science. In order to achieve high beam-power density, it is

necessary to focus the ion beam to a small area. In the applied-B diodes,

the applied magnetic field and the instabilities developed in the gap

increases the divergence of the ion beam.

As reported previously, we have succeeded in the development of a self-

magnetically insulated "plasma focus diode" (PFD) constructed of a pair of

coaxial cylindrical electrodes, where two-dimensionally, very tight focusing

of the proton beam has been observed with the focusing radius of - 180
, .1-_3)

With the extension of the experimental and calculated results of PFD, we

have developed a spherical PFD (SPFD) to achieve a three-dimensional, point

focusing. Figure 1 shows the conceptional structure of SPFD. It is con-

structed by two concentric spherical electrods. The operative principle of

SPFD is similar to PFD. The azimuthal magnetic field generated by the diode

current turns electrons and forces them to drift along the gap. Analytical

calculations have shown that most electrons drift out of the diode gap from

the downstream end before reaching the anode. 4 "s)
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CATHODE

Fig. 1 Conceptional

structure of

SPFD
10mm

The advantages of SPFD for producing high beam-power density are consid-

ered as follows:

1) With the simple structure, it is possible to reduce the diode size to

obtain small focusing area with large irradiation angle of ion beam.

2) The azimuthal symmetry provides good focusing toward the central axis.

Magnetic field only exists in the azimuthal direction and its effect can be

corrected by the shape of the electrodes.

3) Diode impedance is relatively stable since electrons do not accumulate

in the gap. The short resident time of electrons in the gap limits the

development of instabilities in the electron sheath.

In this paper, we present our experimental results of SPFD operated on

pulsed power generator, "ETIGO- H ". The anode and cathode radius is 25 mm

and 20 mm, respectively. Grooves of 0.8 mm wide, 1 mm deep and 1.5 mm in

pitch are trenched in the azimuthal direction on the anode surface, which are

filled with epoxy. The cathode is perforated by 1-mm holes with the

transparency of - 40 %. The ion beam focusing is studied by measuring the

focusing area with the pinhole camera and by measuring the deflection angle

of the ion beam with the shadow-box. Using biased ion collectors, we

obtained the ion-beam current density. The beam power density on the

focusing area is then estimated with the above experimental data.

11. Experimental Results

a) Diode behaviour
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Shot No. 1405
800 '' 1 1 1 1 4.0

600 Zd - 3.0

400 2.0 N

200 1.0 <

0 .

-200 ''''''''''' -1. 0 Fig. 2 Typical
0 40 80 120 160 200 240 waveforms of

Time (ns) Vja*, Id and Zd

Figure 2 shows the typical waveforms of the inductively-calibrated diode
voltage (Vd"), the total diode current (I) and the diode impedance (Zd).
We have used a 12-channel self-breakdown vacuum pre-pulse switch located

downstream of the voltage probe so that the actual prepulse level was lower
than that shown in the voltage waveform. It is seen in Fig. 2 that the

diode impedance remain around - 6 Q for nearly 60 ns providing good imped-
ance matching with the output impedance (6.5 9 ) of "ETIGO- HI "

b) Ion beam focusing

Figure 3 shows (a) the experimental arrangement of the Rutherford scat

CR- ODE

SCATTERER
I.NBO ' A .... ... .. "' ; "

CA OD ------
0 0.5,fwn

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 (a) Experimental arrangement of the Rutherford scattering

pinhole camera, and (b) typical photograph obtained.
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Fig. 4 Experimental

arrangement of

shadow-box.

10 I I i I

0

-10
30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Sb(deg)

Fig. 5 Experimental results of ion-beam deflection in 0 and .

tering pinhole camera and (b) the typical photograph obtained from the CR-39

detector. As the scatterer, we used 7- u m aluminium foil. The diameter

of the pinhole is 0.3 mm. Figure 3 (b) was obtained with the scattering

foil set at the spherical center of the electrodes. The density distribu-

tion read out from Fig. 3 (b) has shown that FWHM is less than 0.4 mm in all

directions. This data gives the divergence angle of - 1 * in the azimuthal

direction. When the foil was located 1 - in front of the center, we ob-

tained nearly the same result as Fig. 3(b). When the foil was moved 2 mm

away from the center, however, we were not able to obtain a clear beam pro-

file from the detector of the pinhole camera.

Figure 4 shows the experimental arrangement of the shadow-box. The

cathode was drilled by 28 holes (0.4 mm in diameter) which were on 7 rows

with 10 * interval in 0 and 90 0 interval in 0 . The conical thermo-

sensitive paper is inserted in the cathode to measure the deflection angle of
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the ion beam. Figure 5 shows the results of ion-beam deflection in both e

and (b directions. The black circles in Fig. 5 show the geometric neutral

points of the beam. The white circles show the deflection of the ion beams

averaged for each row of holes and the error bars show the maximum and the

minimum. From Fig. 5, we have seen that average deflection in e is 1

2', which is smaller than the deflection in 0 (U - 7* ). These results are

in an agreement with the data of the pinhole camera. It is considered that

the large deflection in 0 , particularly in the upstream region, is due to

the self-magnetic field and the nonuniformity of anode plasma caused by the

azimuthal grooves of epoxy on the anode surface. The effect of the magnetic

field will be improved by reshaping the electrods of the diode.

Shot No. 1405 c) Ion-beam current density
5 - 1 Four biased ion collectors4- 0=00
4 t9° _ (BIC) were inserted in the cathode
3 - 0 to measure the ion-beam current
2
1 density simultaneously. The

0 O4 diameter of the aperture of BIC is

4-090 0.3 m-. Figure 6 shows the

3 - ion-current density on the anode
2_1 2- surface at four positions after

Sbeing calibrated by the radii.
S0
0 4 =180° From Fig. 6, we see that the current
(D 3 - density at the downstream is larger

2 - than that at the upstream, and that
S1 the average ion-beam current densityI

0 0=2700 on the anode surface is larger than
3 0 =810  2 kA/cm'.
3-

2- d) Ion-beam power density

1- With the experimental results,

0 1 it is found that the ion beam is fo-
cused into the a small cylindrical

Time (ns) volume at the center. From the

data of deflection angle, we suppose

Fig. 6 Ion-beam current density that the diameter and the length of

on the anode surface obtained the cylinder is - 0.5 mm and - 2.5

at four positions by BIC. mm, respectively. Then, its sur
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face area is - 4 mmw. While the anode area is - 34 cm2 and the total ion

current is 68 kA for the average ion current density of - 2 kA/cmn.

With the cathode transparency of 40 %, the calculated ion-beam current

density on the focusing area (the cylinder surface) is - 680 kA/cmý. Then

the beam power density is - 0.54 TW/cmý with the ion energy of 0.8 MeV.

With the uncertainty of BIC and the error induced by the shadow-box, we

believe the accuracy of this result is within a factor of 2.

M. Conclusions

1) Good focusing toward the central axis is observed by SPFD from the

measurement of pinhole camera. The radial beam profile near the axis is

0.4 am (FWHM) at the diode voltage of - 0.8 MV.

2) The axial length of the focusing area is 2 - 3 m from the

measurement of shadow-box.

3) Ion-beam current density on the anode surface obtained with BIC is

2 k.A/cm2 .

4) From the experimental results of the deflection angle of the ion beam

and the ion-beam current density, we estimated the ion-beam current density

and the power density at the focusing area to be - 680 kA/cm2 and - 0.54

TW/cm', respectively.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INTENSE ION BEAMS
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The characteristics of the intense ion beams generated with the
Point Pinch Diode which consisted of a semispherical mesh cathode and
a flat anode were investigated. From the experimental results, it was
verified that the ion beam was divergently extracted, but the current
density of the ion beam was high around a diode axis. Due to this
divergence, the current density of the ion beam decreased from several
tens of kilo-amperes per square centimeters in the diode to 10-30
A/cm2 on a diode axis at 190 mm from the top of the cathode. From the
time of flight method, it was made clear that the metallic ions (e.g.
Cu5÷) were contained in the ion beam as equally as the protons. Here
the acceleration voltage for these ions was 350 kV.

Introduction

The Point Pinch Diode which consists of a small spherical cathode and a

flat anode has been used in study for inertial confinement fusion. From this

point of view, we interested in energy fluxes in the diode [1], and the

experimental results showed that the dominant energy flux was the intense ion

beams; the estimated current density of the ion beam corresponded to 90 kA/cm2

in the diode [2]. On the other hand, the Point Pinch Diode recently has been

used for high power micro-wave generation [3]. Moreover the species of the ion

beam were also investigated, and significant amounts of highly iouized metallic

ions which were produced from anode materials were detected [2,4]. In this

situation, we investigated the char.acteristics of the ion beam taking into

account of utilization for any applications, e.g. ion sources for accelerators

and ion implantation.

A shadow box and a multi-channel biased ion collector were used to estimate

the radial distribution of the ion beam. A silicon substrate was analyzed with

a secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) after the ion beam was put into the

silicon substrate. We expect that this analysis gives rise to more exact

composition of the ion beam, but the proper data have been not obtained up to

now. In this paper, the results obtained from these experiments are presented.
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Experimental Setup

The pulse power generator LIMAY-I (600 kV, 3 Q, 70 ns) at National

Institute for Fusion Science was used to obtain the data presented here. At the

end of the LIMAY-I, a MITL (1 m in length) was connected. Figure 1 shows the

experimental setup at the end of the MITL. The experiments were performed with

a flat anode facing to a hemispherical mesh cathode [5]. A 2 mm thick copper

plate was attached to an anode holder, and was used for ion sources. A

stainless-steel mesh was formed into hemispherical shape (cathode) by using the

sphere of which diameter was 12.7 m. The mesh was made up from the fine wires

of 0.1 mm in diameter, and the distance between the wires was 1.1 mm. From

these values, the transparency of the mesh was calculated as 84 %, and this

value did not change by forming into hemispherical shape at the top of the

cathode. All of the experiments presented here were carried out with the output

voltage of about 400 kV and the anode-cathode gap length of 3 mm.

The diode voltage Vd was measured with a resistive voltage divider. The

diode current was measured with a Rogowski coil. The divergent angles of the

ion beams were estimated with a shadow box. It consisted of a thin brass plate

with pin-holes and the film CR-39. Details about location of the thin plate and

the film are shown in Fig. 2. To obtain the distribution of the ion beams, a

multi-channel biased ion collector (BIC) was used. The multi-channel BIC has

eleven charge collectors. In front of each charge collector, the thin copper

plate with a pin-hole (• 0.5 mm) was located to reduce the current of the ion

Volilge Dvider

Cathode(-)

Anode(W) 
-

RoFowski Code

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of experimental setup.
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beam detected with each charge collector. Since the distance between each pin-

hole was set at 1 cm, the pin-holes were located from a diode axis (r = 0 cm)

to the radius of 10 cm. Each collector was biased at -450 V to remove the

accompanying electrons.

Experimental Results

Figure 2 shows the schematic CR-39

drawing of the experimental setup

and results with the shadow box. 11180 m,,. 24"

It consists of the brass plate 1 6

with pin-holes (ý I mm) and the 2- mm. 7.9"

film CR-39. The ions passing Anode mm, 0

through the pin-holes are 70 mm E2 ,

detected by the film. In Fig. 2, Hcmispheri=I

estimated divergent angles are mesh cmthode 1 10 mm

displayed, and lines are drawn * mm

from the positions of the traces

on the film through the pin- Fig. 2 Experimental results by shadow box.

holes. These lines concentrate

in a small region on the anode surface. This means that almost all the ions are

divergently extracted from a spot like plasma generated on the anode.

Taking into account of the experimen'al result with the shadow box, the

multi-channel BIC was made to obtain the radial distribution of the ion beam.

The multi-channel BIC has relatively large charge collectors, and the charge

collectors are located with radial offset in order to measure the divergent beam

(Fig. 1). Figure 3 (a) shows the wave-form of Vd. The diode voltage rises and

reaches to 400 kV by 15 ns. It once decreases and again increases up to 400 kV.

After that, Vd decreases sharply to the ground level. Just before this sharp

decrease, the main part of the ion beam is generated. Since the voltage drop

by the inductive component is about 50 kV, the acceleration voltage for ions is

350 kV in this shot. The diode current is not shown in Fig. 3, but increases

linearly and reaches to 50 kA just before the sharp decrease of Vd. The total

current of the ion beam measured with a large BIC is generally 6 kA in this
.ondition [4].

The current density ji of the ion beam estimated on the diode axis with the

multi-channel BIC is shown in Fig. 3 (b). In this figure, it can be easily
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distinguished that the first 500

peak is composed by the 400

protons, because the proton 300-

is the lightest ion. Since (a)

the distance from the top of > 200V

the cathode to the collector 100

of the multi-channel BIC was C

set at 190 mm, the time of 30-

flight for protons is (b) 20

calculated as 23 ns. This

value also shows that the 10

first peak is composed by the C0t (Ss/ vt (50ns/div.)
protons. The calculated

values of the time of flight Fig. 3 Typical wave-forms of Vd and ji.

for C"*, 0÷, Cu•" and Cu5 are

40, 46, 90 and 83 ns, respectively. From these values, it is considered that

the second top is mainly composed by Cu•" and Cu5 . By using the equation

ji = n e v, the number densities n for the proton and Cu5÷ are calculated as

2.3 x 10" and 4.1 x 1011 cm-3, respectively. Although the current density for

Cu5÷ contains the effect of currents by other ions, these values mean that the

metallic ions (e.g. Cu5÷) were contained in the ion beam as equally as the

protons.

Figure 4 shows the current 67 40
densities of the ion beams composed by E , , , , , ' ' '

the protons as the function of a 3Z dAK'3mm

radial position. The current density E 30-
41)has the maximum value on the diode M
C

axis, and decreases with going away 0
..- 20

from the diode axis. From Fig. 4, it 0
is confirmed that the intensity of the ")

ion beam generated with the Point ) 10 -

Pinch Diode is high around the diode C

axis, although the ions are 0 a , a a a a a ,

divergently extracted from a spot like 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

plasma generated on the anode. Radial Position (cm)

Figure 5 shows typical traces on Fig. 4 Radial distribution of ji.
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the film CR-39 obtained with a

Thomson-parabola ion spectrometer ..

[4]. Major components of the ion "
600

beam are hydrogen, carbon and > t0
oxygen, the origins of which are .H

gases adsorbed on the anode, such N200

as water vapor and oil mist. In

Fig. 5, the traces by A/Z of about

16 and 13 are displayed as Cu " and

Cu5 , respectively. Here A is the cu. '" S.C. 0"C?•'" c3 C
c0")

mass of atoms, and Z is the charge

state of ionization. However Fig. 5 Typical traces on CR-39.

there is the suggestion that these

ions are composed by the organic ions produced from oil mist, e.g. CH*.

Therefore the experiments with the SIMS were performed in order to obtain the

detail composition of the ion beams. That is. a silicon substrate was analyzed

with the SIMS after the ion beam was put into the silicon substrate.

In the experiment, the silicon substrate which was 10 mm in length and 5
mm in width was used. Firstly the ion beam was directly put into the substrate,

but the substrate was broken out due to large thermal load by the intense ion

beam. After that, the substrate is located instead of the film CR-39 in the

shadow box mentioned above. After the shot, the surface of the substrate was

analyzed with an Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). By this analysis, silicon,

iron, chromium and copper ions were mainly detected. Therefore these ions were

traced in analysis with the

SIMS. Figure 6 shows the (CPS)

time history of signals V)
C0

detected with the SIMS.
2 DV

Each number means the masF U

of each atom. One division 'a

of the horizontal axis M2. r1h 2

corresponds to the depth of : , 2 q, s-

about 200 A. The vertical 2

axis shows the counts -- - ... ............ . .. .6 e-
0 12 24 36 48 CO 72 84 9 108 129

of detected ions, but sputter time (min) ULUA PHI

the exact value was not Fig. 6 Analyzed results by SIMS.
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obtained. In Fig. 6, the copper ions are only detected near the surface of the

substrate, and the detected signals by the iron and the chromium are higher than

that by the silicon. These facts mean that large amounts of plasmas have been

deposited on the substrate, and the deposited layer have been analyzed with the

SIMS. Here the detected silicon ions might be caused by sputtering the silicon

substrate. Since the. purpose of the experiment is analyzed the ions put into

the substrate, we would like to perform analysis to deeper region of the

substrate.

SUMMARY

We investigated the characteristics of the ion beams generated with the

Point Pinch Diode which consisted of the semispherical mesh cathode and the flat

anode. From the experimental results, it was verified that the ion beam was

divergently extracted, but the current density of the ion beam was high around

the diode axis. Due to this divergence, the current density of the ion beam

decreased from several tens of kilo-amperes per square centimeters in the diode

to 10-30 A/cm2 on a diode axis at 190 mm from the top of the cathr 'e. From the

time of flight method, it was made clear that the metallic ions (e.g. Cu5÷) were

contained in the ion beam as equally as the proton. In order to obtain the

detail composition of the ion beam, the silicon substrate was analyzed with the

secondary ion mass spectroscopy after the ion beam is put into the silicon

substrate. This analysis might give rise to more exact composition of the ion

beam, but the proper data have been not obtained up to now.
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Abstract

Pinch-beam diodes are used extensively for intense electron and ion beam
production. The large aspect ratio (diode radius/anode-cathode gap, R/D) diodes utilize the
large electron path length (- R) relative to the ion path length (- D) to enhance ion production,
over the bi-polar limit, by R/D. Pinch-reflex diodes further enhance the electron path length
and thus the ion production efficiency by incorporating thinner-than-electron-range anode foils
attached to a flat solid anode (a few mm behind the anode foils) by a small, on-axis conducting
stalk. Electron reflexing is induced by the magnetic field generated by the return current
through the conducting stalk. In both cases, large R/D's are needed for high ion production
efficiencies thus necessitating low impedance (Zoc D/R) diode operation. In this work, a new
"*backless" anode is studied in which the thin foil is held to the anode potential only along its
circumference with the region behind it totally void. In this case, the self-pinching electrons
are allowed to reflex between the real cathode and a self-formed virtual cathode behind the
anode foil until either the virtual cathode dissipates or the electrons lose their energy in the
foil. This diode has two potential advantages over conventional pinch-beam or pinch-reflex
diodes. The ion production efficiency can be high even at high impedances (smaller R/D's)
and the anode debris caused by the dissipating electron beam is substantially reduced. The
experiments are carried out on the Gamble II generator (1.3 MV, 0.85 MA, 60 ns). When thin
plastic anodes are used, efficient (-60%) positive ion production is observed. Thinner foils
result in earlier ion production and larger time-integrated total ion energies. Furthermore,
totally unbacked foils are significantly more ion-efficient at early times than standard reflexing
(backed) foils of the same thickness. When high-Z metallic foils are used as anodes, the
bremsstrahlung radiation provides an additional diagnostic for gaining insight into the
dynamics of the electron orbits. Thin, unbacked foils produce more than twice the radiation
compared with the same thickness foils backed with a low-Z material to prevent electron
reflexing. The experimental results and their implications will be discussed.

Introduction

Ever since high-power, low-impedance relativistic electron beam generators came
into existence over two decades ago, the pinch beL-r diode has been used extensively as the

load for such generators. The generic diode consists of a field-emitting cathode separated

from a typically flat metallic anode by an appropriate anode-cathode (A-K) gap. The field-
emitted electrons originally flow across the A-K gap according to the Child-Langmuir law.

As the current increases, the electron orbits start to bend radially toward the center of the
diode due to their interaction with their self-generated azimuthal magnetic field. When the
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current reaches the critical current value (i.e., the value at which the electron Larmor
radius equals the A-K gap) the beam hugs the surface of the anode simultaneously creating
an anode plasma. It is the ion space-charge from this anode plasma that allows the
electrons to rapidly proceed to the center of the anode creating an intense pinch., The
impedance of such a diode is inversely proportional to the diode aspect ratio R/D (where
R is the diode radius and D is the A-K gap) and is only weakly dependent on the diode
voltage making it possible to match the generator impedance by simply choosing the
appropriate diameter and A-K gap. Since the electron path length in a pinch beam diode is
essentially equal to the diode radius R while the ion path length is D, large aspect ratio
diodes are efficient ion beam producers, the ion production enhancement over the bi-polar
limit being equal to R/D. Further enhancement of ion production can be accomplished by
allowing the electrons to reflex through a thin anode foil on their way to a solid conducting
anode center thus further increasing their path length. Such pinch-reflex diodes have been
widely used2 for various applications primarily in support of the light ion ICF program.

Recently, the need has arisen for light ion beams appropriate for material research
applications such as surface modification, ablation and re-deposition for thin film
manufacturing, etc. These applications, for the most part, require intense ion beams and
minimal accompanying debris. Since in a pinch beam diode the electron flow is not totally
magnetically insulated, about half of the available energy is deposited, via the electrons, on
the anode vaporizing it and creating significant debris which eventually makes its way
downstream onto the samples.

In this paper, we describe and characterize a modified pinch-reflex diode with an
almost massless anode which, to a large extent helps alleviate the debris problem and we

compare electrical characteristics of this new diode with the standard pinch-reflex diode.

Experimental Set-up

All the experiments described here were carried out on the Naval Research
Laboratory's Gamble II 2 n generator operated in positive polarity. Typically, about
1.1 TW of electrical power was coupled to the load (1.3 MV, 0.85 MA) in -60 nsec
(FWHM of the power pulse) for a total coupled energy in excess of 60 IU. About one-half

of that power and energy was associated with the extracted ion beam which consists
primarily of protons with a small percentage (<30%) of carbon ions.
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The standard pinch-reflex diode configuration is shown in Figure la. The cathode is

a thin (-3 mm) hollow cylinder 12.2 cm in diameter and the A-K gap in all cases was 5 mm.

The anode consists of a 12.7 p m-thick polyethylene foil stretched taut across a 5-mm thick

plastic ring at a diameter larger than the cathode diameter. A thin (178 pm) aluminum

annulus with an inner diameter (i.d.) slightly smaller than the cathode i.d. is placed on top

of the plastic foil across from the cathode tip. It was found that this annulus was necessary

for establishing a well-defined equipotential surface at early times which helped ensure

well-behaved, symmetrically-collapsing pinches. The vacuum gap between the anode foil

and the anode back-plate was 5 mm and the current was returned via a central, 6.4 mm dia

button as shown. Electrons emitted from the cathode tip, reflex through the plastic foil due

to their interaction with the azimuthal magnetic field established by the current flowing

through the central button. The ions created at and extracted from the anode plasma are

accelerated across the diode vacuum gap, pass through a thinner-than-an-ion-range foil

(2 pm polycarbonate) and are transported toward the target in current-and space-charge-

neutralizing gas (typically, 1 Torr air). It was established that the vast majority of the

debris created during a shot was due to the interaction of the electron beam with the anode

structure, especially the central button and the solid anode backing-plate.

Shown in Figure lb is the configuration of the new, low-debris diode. Note that the

central anode button and the anode backing plate are totally eliminated. The region

behind the anode-foil is evacuated and is large in volume so that the electrons are allowed

to perform large orbits until they are reflected back by a self-generated virtual cathode.

The location and time history of this virtual cathode has not been investigated. However,

data clearly indicate that such a virtual cathode does exist and electrons do reflex through

the anode foil. This is illustrated in Figure 2 where a comparison is made of the x-ray

pulses generated by a diode configured as per Figure lb but with the polyethylene foil

replaced by a 12.7 pm-thick tantalum foil to enhance x-ray emission. Note that the

unbacked foil generates about 2.5 times the x-rays per unit time than the same foil backed

with a thick carbon block to prevent reflexing implying that the electrons had to make

multiple passes through the thin foil before being collected.

Choosing the Optimum Unbacked Anode

Given the configuration of Figure 1b, we now proceed to optimize the anode for

maximum ion production efficiency and ion energy content. This means optimizing the
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thickness of the reflexing polyethylene foil and the thickness of the aluminum anode

annulus. Three different foil thicknesses, namely 1.8 pm, 12.7 pm and 102 pm were

investigated all with the same aluminum annular ring which was 178 pm thick. As seen in

Figure 3a, the diode impedance behavior for all three foils was virtually identical.

However, when the ion production efficiencies, defined as the ratio of the ion current to

the total diode current, are compared (Figure 3b) it is seen that during the rise of the ion

power pulse (which peaks at -80 ns in all cases) thinner foil anodes are significantly more

efficient than the 102 pm-thick foil. This leads to significantly higher total ion energies

(>20%) for the thin foil anodes than the thicker foils as shown in Figure 3c. For

convenience of handling and stretching, we choose the 12.7 um polyethylene foil as the

optimum.

Figure 4a compares the impedance characteristics of three unbacked anodes all using

a 12.7 p m-thick polyethylene reflexing foil but with three different thicknesses of anode

annular rings ranging in thickness from 0 to 1.6 mm. Note that the trend is for the

impedance to be higher the thicker the metal annulus. Despite the higher impedance, the

thicker rings make for a more efficient ion diode than the one with no ring whatsoever as is

shown in Figure 4b. In addition to the fact that, as mentioned previously, the metallic rings

provide a well-defined equipotential surface across the cathode tip, it is speculated that the

presence of the sharp-inner-edge metal ring helps facilitate a more uniform and possibly

earlier flashover on the plastic foil surface than would be the case without such a ring in

place. Figure 4c compares the ion beam energy content for the three cases clearly showing

-20% higher energy for the 178 pm-thick annulus over the no-annulus case.

Thus, the unbacked anode of choice from the ion-production point-of-view is one that

employs a 12.7 pm thick polyethylene reflexing foil after a 178 pm-thick aluminum annulus.

Comparison of Backed and Unbacked-Anode Diodes

We now proceed to compare the electrical and ion-producing characteristics of the

standard pinch reflex diode of Figure la with those of the totally unbacked-anode reflex

diode of Figure lb. In both cases the anode foil was 12.7 pm-thick polyethylene with a

178 pm-thick aluminum annulus across the cathode tip. This comparison is illustrated in

Figure 5 which shows essentially identical impedance histories but higher ion efficiency and

ion energy content for the unbacked case.
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Furthermore, Figure 6 clearly shows that the objective of debris mitigation, which to a

large extent triggered this study, can be met by using the unbacked anode configuration.

Summary and Conclusions

We have shown that, in the absence of a well-defined electron current path behind

the anode foil of a standard (backed) pinch-reflex diode, the electrons reflex between a

virtual cathode (upstream of the foil) and the real cathode (downstream of the foil).

Furthermore, large-orbit electron reflexing through thin plastic, unbacked anode foils

results in a very efficient light ion source even at high impedances and in an almost debris-

free environment downstream of the diode as required for material study applications.
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ABSTRACT

The experimental results on High Power Ion
Beams (HPIB) generation in plasma-filled
spherical focusing diode with self magnetic
insulation, which was placed for a load at
nanosecond accelerator PARUS of 0.2 TW power
and 60 ns pulse duration (in matched load case
) are given. The regimes of plasma-filled
diode operation and generation of ion beam
were investigated. For optimal time delay
between the plasma guns pulse and accelerator
firing the stable operation in the plasma
opening switch mode with power enhancement
factor of 2.3 and efficiency of ion beam
generation of 20-25% was obtained. The maximal
value of the ion current density in the focal
plane was reached 15 kA/cm.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent time to increase the power of ion beams,

generated in nanosecond direct action accelerators, the scheme

including inductive storage and plasma opening switch ( POS )

is being widely used. As a rule the latter is placed upstreame

of the diode load [1). As it shown elsewhere, the using in

this approach of passive anode plasma sources in the diodes

results in lower efficiency of ion beam generation than

without the switch coupled with shortening of the high voltage

pulse ( 30-40 ns ) applied to the diode and finite time delay

between high voltage application and starting of the ion beam

( 15-20 ns ). It indicates on the necessity of using diodes

with active plasma sources to get the increase of ion beam

generation efficiency, i.e. plasma must be produced in the

diode prior to application of main high voltage pulse. The

active anode plasma sources could be divided on two types :

the sources with volume filling of the A-C gap [2,31(

so-called plasma-filled diodes ) and surface type sources,
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producing thin plasma layer (;lmm) near the surface or at the

surface of the anode [4]. Plasma-filled diodes represents more

simple devices than the diodes with surface type of the plasma

sources. Beside, it is very temptating to use the

plasma-filled diode as plasma opening switch and the ion-load

simultaneously avoiding in such approach the losses between

the diode and the switch. Dynamics of the plasma-filled diode

operation considerably differs from its passive anode-vacuum

A-C gap analog. It is pertinent to the fact, that during the

initial time the A-C gap is completely shorted with plasma

having high conductivity and depending of the latter

parameters, varios regimes of diode operation could be

realised. The decisive impact on the plasma-filled diode is

being produced by the circuit parameters in which diode is

switched on. If the circut inductance is small ( L4 R *T ),

here L is the circuit inductance, R - generator impedance, Tg

- the voltage pulse duration, then the diode works in the

regime of smoothly rising impedance, for L *Rg*Tg the diode

works in the regime similar to the plasma opening switch ( POS

). The first regime was invesigated in many works [2,3]. It

characterised by smooth rise of the impedance, voltage and

current, which are near to the matched load values. The plasma

filled magnetically insulated diode with externally produced

Br field was studied in [5]. The circuit parameters of

respective scheme satisfied the condition of I4 g*Tg, though

the regimes typical for POS operation were not obtained. It

could be explained by the presence of external magnetic field,

which impeded the plasma flow velocity and respectively - the

velocity of cathode sheath expansion. In frame of this results

the plasma filled diode operating in the self-insulated mode

seems more promising.

Below the main results of experimental studies of

generation and focusing of ion beam generated in the

plasma-filled diode of spherical geometry with external source

of anode plasma are given.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
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The experiments were carried out on the accelerator PARUS

with operational parameters of Ua= 0.8 MV, r= 2.8 Ohm, t=60

ns. The experimental scheme is given at Fig.l. The diode was

of inverse pinch type having spherical shape. The anode and

cathode were manufactured using cold forming from stainless

steel of 1.5 mm thickness. The cathode radius made up 40 mm,

anode radiLs 55 mm, the A-C gap respectively was equal 15 mm.

The cathode and anode were provided by set of holes of 2 mm

diameter, so that geometric transparency of each made up 50%.

The plasma was injected from the anode side by 8 plasma guns

of coaxial type, placed in the central part of the diode. The

plasma guns were manufactured from the rf-50 Ohm cable. The

distance between guns nozzles and anode surface equalled to 8

cm. This geometry provided the separation in the flight of

neutral component from main plasma bunch.The feeding of the

guns was provided by one capacitor of 3 mF, 50 kV. The plasma

gun voltage made up 30 kV, the total gun current-70 kA,

risetime-2 ms. Inductance in the diode circuit was equal to

140 nH.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2.1 Plasma source

The plasma dencity in the A-C gap was measured without

firing of accelerator, using negatively biased CFC, which

operated in the saturated regime of plasma probe. The density

and velocity of plasma were 1014 cm-3 and 107 cm/s

respectively for charging voltage of 30 kV. The protons

concentration in the plasma could be estimated using he

following expression based on the assumption of space charge

limited current emission from the plasma boundary:
0.5,ll-)]

C pI/(1+1/[(Zi*M p/Mi ) *p/(l-p)
here, p- is the proton fraction of the total current (

measured experimenally); Mi- the average mass of the
non-protonic fraction, M - proton mass, Z.- the average charge

p i C+2

of nonprotonic ions. In our case, Mi=12, Zi=+2 ( C ), p=O.4

(from experiment) we get C =20% in plasma, generated by plasmap
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guns.

The best opening was measured at t d= 2.2+2.4 ms, the

respective current amplitude was equal to 250+260 kA. For td >

2.6 jas the length of the conduction phase (before opening)

dramatically increased and for td > 3.5 jns the diode was short

circuited through fall pulse duration. The waveforms of

voltage and diode power for optimal firing are given at Fig.2.

The matched load voltage and power are also shown in Fig.2.

These data are compared to numeric model predictions on the

right-hand side of Fig.2. The maximum voltage at the diode

reached 2.3 MV, peak value of power reached 0.5 TW, which

corresponds to enhancement factor of 2.7 and 2.3 respectively

in comparison with matched load case. In the time delay range

of < 2.4 jus the diode displayed stable operation with jitter

of voltage and current amplitudes not more than 15% on the

firing to firing base. In the range of 2 . 6 Ps < td < 3yis the

reproducibility of operation deteriorated which was related

with sharp change of diode parameters.

2.3 Investigation of generation and focusing of ion beam.

Calorimetric measurements of total ion beam energy proved to

be unreliable due to high current density of the beam and

respective ablation of the material from the electrode

surface. To account for this phenomenon the beam was

attenuated by several meshes placed in front of the

calorimeter. In these measurements we got the estimation of

ion beam energy penetrating in the cathode cavity on the level

of 1 kJ. Taking in the account the geometric transparency of

the cathode we got the total beam energy of > 2 kJ, which

corresponds to > 20% of ion beam efficiency of generation. The

waveforms of ion density currents are given at Fig.4 for

various time delays taken with CFC. The CFC were placed at

distance of 1 cm in the cathode cavity from the surface of the

latter. For optimal time delay of td- 2 . 2 : 2 . 4 ms the maximum
d 2current density on the cathode surface made up 0.5 kA/cm2,

which agrees with calorimetric measurements. The energy of ion

beam, entering through the hole of 1 cm diameter placed at the
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focal plane, measured by the calorimeter in the form of cup

made up 500 J, which corresponds to ion current density of 15
2kA/cm2. The activation diagnostics based on reaction

12C(p,g) 13N(b+) gave in the measurements ; 6 kA/cm2 of protons

with energy highher than 500 keV, which corresponds to 40% of

the protons in the beam. Visual traces of the electron beam

losses at the anode surface corresponded to azimuthaly uniform

character of the former at the outer edge of the latter.

In experiments with plasma-filled diode the stable operation

in the plasma opening swich mode with power enhancement factor

of 2.3 and efficiency of ion beam generation of 20:25% was

obtained. The above said regime differs considerably from

observed in earlier plasma-filled diode such as AMPFION [2] or

gas-filled diode, investigated in Cornell Univercity [3) where

no power enhancementt was observed. The experimental results

agree with calculations, following zero-dimencional model of

plasma erosion in the diode. The further improvement of this

type diode operation could be reached with transition to

single-species plasma composition, for example using the

gus-puff plasma guns instead of surface discherge type .

The authors would like to express their gratitude for

technical asisstance and useful discussions to DDr. Yakov

Krasik, Sergei Volkov and Igor Lisitsyn.
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Abstract

The generation of low emittance beam (or low divergence beam) at the diode is most
important issues to use the light ion beam as an energy driver of inertial fusion energy.
We have been investigated a two-stage ion diode which suits to an induction adder
accelerator Reiden-SHVS (4-MV, 100-ns). In two-stage diode, the output beam of first
stage is optionally stripped charge -nd is accelerated at the second (main) diode
efficiently with improving the beam =mittance. Beam trajectories and emittances in
the two-stage diode were observed in time integrated manner. The measured beam
trajectories were compared with a numerical calculation. Even in the large virtual
anode limit, in which condition partial ions are reflected back by the virtual anode, no
significant growth of local beam divergence of non-reflected parts of beam was
observed. An emittance of injected beam was improved about factor 1.6 by acceleration
at second with the first and second diode voltage of 0.6 and 1.2-MV, respectively. This
improvements factor is in agreement with a predicted value.

Introduction

Recent implosion experiments by intense laser beams [1] give us a great confidence

that the ignition and significant gain of inertial confinement fusion will be achieved by a

driver energy of 5-10 MJ. Light ion beam driver based on a pulsed power technology are

a favorable driver for energy application due to its high efficiency to generate and low cost

to construct.

The key issues to use light ion beam as an energy driver of inertial fusion energy is to

achieve high intensity focus. The improvement of beam emittance (or beam divergence)

at the diode is important. We have been investigated a two-stage ion diode experimentally

on an induction adder accelerator Reiden-SHVS (4-MV, 100-ns) [2]. Two-stage diode

mitigates the requirement to the single ion diode. The output beam of first stage is optionally

stripped charge and is accelerated at the second (main) diode efficiently with improving the

beam emittance. Still more, the second diode is operated as an ion beam injected diode. In

this operation mode, an electron sheath is controlled by the injected ion flux and it may be

possible to avoid the anomalous growth of beam divergence which may be caused by an

electron sheath induced instabilities. [3]
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Previous two-stage diode experiments [4] showed the diode stability condition relating

to a macroscopic instability of the ion beam injected diode. [5] Figure 1 shows a conceptual

drawing of the operation region in ion beam injected diode. In unstable region, ion beam

injected diode shows an oscillative behavior due to a space charge instability. This region

can not use for our purpose. To avoid extracting unwanted ions from the anode foil of ion

A• J2 J1 beam injected diode, we mast

Unstable Region Virtual Anode No Virtual Anode operate with the virtual anode
A,,oill Cathoe Formation Region formation region. In this paper,

... , • !Anone Cathode , ,•I C Aod Catodwe intend to study the effect of
Q 1-Potential Profile virtual anode on the beam tra-

E -/ [:,• \•. / I • •Iin the DiodeP. inteDc jectory adon the local beam

So divergence in the ion beam in-
0- eat jected diode. The measured

.,- beam trajectories were compa-
SV, vvvC

Diode Voltage (2nd slagc) red with a numerical calcula-
Vc: Critical Insulation Voltage tion. Even in the large virtual

Fig.1 Conceptual drawing of the operation region in anod el in wh condition

ion beam injected diode. [5] anode limit, in which condition

ions are partially reflected back

by the virtual anode, no significant growth of local beam divergence of non-reflected parts

of beam was observed. A measured improvement factor of beam emittance was about 1.6

is in agreement with a predicted value assuming the first and second diode voltage of 0.6

and 1.2-MV, respectively.

Experimental Apparatus

Experiments were performed on Reiden-SHVS [4] induction adder accelerator. A

water line pulsed power produces an 150 to 500-kV, 100-ns pulse, and is divided to 32 50-Q

high voltage cables. Eight induction cavities are powered by the pulse line through four

cables each. Each induction cavities are located with two Metglas cores with a total flux

swing of 0.05-Vsec.

In two stage diode operation, positive and negative center electrodes are extended

from both side. Grounded electrode which is located between two extended electrodes is

combined a cathode of first diode and an anode of second diode. The line matching

impedance of each diode are 50-Q. The typical operation voltage is 0.6 to 2-MV per diode.

The diode utilize applied, Br-field extraction ion diodes. The schematic configuration

of the diodes and diagnostics are shown in Fig.2. The applied field coils are charged in
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series with a 400-liF capacitor bank that is fired 240-JAs before the diode pulses. The diode

insulating-Br field is produced by four coils. Two 6-turn outer and two 12-turn inner field

coils generate positive radial magnetic field in first stage and negative in second stage. The

diode gap and insulation field of first diode are AK1 = 0.9-cm and B11 = 7-kG, respectively.

In second diode, the diode gap AK2 (the insulation field B2) is varied from 1.0-cm (8.7-kG)

to 3.5-cm (6-kG). The first stage diode utilize only an outer cathode tip of 8.0-cm in radius

to avoid a large electron current loss from an inner cathode tip. The second diode utilize

an outer and an inner cathode tip of 7.7-cm and 5.8-cm in radius, respectively. The

corresponding critical insulation voltages are 1.4-MV for the first diode and 2.2 to 5.8-MV

for the second diode. The anode is made from aluminum with paraffin filled groove of
20.5-mm width, 2-mm depth and 0.5-mm spacing. The active anode area is 100-cm

Diode currents are measured by dB/dt loops. Each induction cavity voltages are

measured by resistive voltage dividers. Diode voltages are estimated from summing up the

cavity voltages with an inductive correction. Ion current density is measured by a biased

charge collector behind the second stage diode. Figure 3 shows typical diode voltage,

current and ion current density for AK2 = 1.0-cm.

The time integrated beam trajectories and local beam divergences are measured by

two shadow boxes (SB1 and SB2). The shadow box consists of three sets of five

1-mm-diameter radial aperture array on a 1-mm-thick stainless steel plate and an acrylic

witness plate located 23-mm behind the aperture plate. The radial position of apertures in

the shadow box are rl =60.5-mm, r2=64.5-mm, r3=68.5-mm, r4=72.5-mm and r5=76.5-mm.

Each shadow box covers one-fourth of total beam area and are set at different azimuthal

positions.
V AMi Fimt D-ode Gao Ion Current Density

AK2: Second Diode Gap

Anoce Ground Cathode SB1 : Shadow Box I f
SB2: Shadow Box 2 1.4 _1

Applied-B 1.21 . .•.-,-,field coil 1 ! .. . v '< .... h . . ... .

•! I L .8T... ., -- - 30 60

c-... 0.2:-.... - - -11020
'ezOj -"- • • , '•.: : 0.4

0 50 100 150 200 250

...... ..... ...... ........... .....----- _-.--..---. Time (nsec)
Fig.2 Set up of two-stage diode and beam Fig.3 Typical diode voltage, diode

diagnostics. Each diode is powered current and ion current density for
by four stage induction adder. AKI = 0.9 cm, AK2 = 1.0 cma.
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Experimental Results

Figure 4 shows the measured beam damages on the witness plate of shadow box. The

left image (a) was taken at first stage shadow box (SB1), the middle (b) at second stage

(SB2) with AK2 = 1.0-cm and the right (c) at second stage (SB2) with AK2 = 3.5-cm. (a)

and (b) show images of r4 and r5, (c) shows r2 and r3. The last case (c), the diode was

operated with in an macroscopic unstable condition.[4] The solid circles in the photographs

represent the position of pinhole of 1-mm-diameter on the front plate of SB's. Ion current

density measured by a biased charge collector was increased about 20 % with adding the

second stage diode of the gap AK2 = 1.0-cm. This may be the result of divergence

improvement at the second diode. With increasing the gap, the transmitted ion current

decreased. For AK2 = 3.5-cm, the transmitted ion current was 20-25 % of the injected

current. This large reduction of transmitted current is due to the macroscopic instability of

ion beam injected diode. Too large virtual anode reflect the injected ions and limit the

transmission of ions.

pinhole position

r5 r5 r3Q

r4 r4 r2c . w

First stage (SB1) Second stage (SB2) Second stage (SB2)
Azimuthal AK2 = 1.0 cmn AK2 = 3.5 cm

(a) (b) (C)

Fig.4 Measured beam damages on the witness plate of shadow box.

The azimuthal spread of beam damages in the shadow box are caused by not only the

local beam divergence but also by the non-zero canonical momentum of beam in the shadow

box and the energy spread of beam with time. The radial extent of the damage indicates

the local beam divergence.

The numerical calculations of beam trajectory were done using a 2-D magnetic field

distribution simulation to compare with measured trajectories. In calculation, the equi-po-
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tential line in diodes should be parallel with the anode surface. The beam rotates to negative
azimuthal direction in the first diode and rotates to positive direction in second diode due
to the radial magnetic field. A centrifugal force defocus the beam and an azimuthal magnetic
field in the diodes focus the beam. A solenoidal magnetic field between the inner and outer
coils push the outer beam to inner direction and inner beam to outer direction.

Figure 5 shows experimental and numerical beamlet angle in shadow box. Experi-
mental data are average over 2 shot and take a center position of beam damage. The

numerical calculation assumes the voltage of first diode 0.64-MV and second diode 1.2-MV
with AK2 = 1.0-cm. Large discrepancy (_40-mrad) at r2 and r4 of radial beam angle in

SB1 indicate the convex shape of electron sheath in the first diode. This is in agreement
with shape of magnetic field calculated by a magnetic field diffusion code. In second diode,

experimental data show -35 mrad at rl and +50 mrad at r5 shift from the calculated value.

These large shifts are results of transport of beam from r2 and r4 in SB1. In addition, the
whole beam deflected about 10 mrad at second stage diode.

For calculating a beam trajectory in unstable condition, an analytical solution of virtual
anode potential profile was used. This analytic potential is maximum value of virtual anode.

A small artificial potential (2% of total potential) was added and subtracted on the virtual
anode to see the reflected and transmitted ions on the virtual anode. The reflected ions at
the virtual anode returns back to the first diode, and once more reflected at the first diode.

The radial and the azimuthal trajectory of reflected and transmitted beam indicate
different trajectory in the shadow box SB2. In Fig.6, calculated beam damages on the
witness plate at SB2 for AK2 = 3.5-cm are shown. Reflected and transmitted beam are

"c 100 AKl=9mm, AK2=35mm
E SB2 rsC 50 SB1 SB2 Non-reflected ions

- 500

0r Reflected ions
(D 0 -0 E =1.8MAeV
""D 0 r3 -- Reflected ions

-50 01lc 2c A E = 0.6 MeV

-1 Calculation M r2
rr" ,100 J - I J Shadow box Pinhple

60 65 70 75 rl -- position

Radius (mm) 1, 6 direction

Fig.5 Radial deflection angle of beam trajecto- Fig.6 Calculated beam damage on the
ry at different radial position. Data witness plate of SB2 for AK2 = 3.5

denoted SB1 and SB2 were measured by cm. Reflected and Transmitted ions
shadow boxes SB1 and SB2. Subscript c show different trajectories.
means calculated value.
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150o ,Fig.7 Emittance plots measured
10 SB2 calculated by first and second

_• •shadow boxes. Solid line
v 50 -is a calculated emittaace

S0- plot at second shadow box
based on the measured

Ea -emittance at first shadow
-100 / ""__-___"___ / Setion by box. The assumed reduc--150SB2 measured SB, measured tion factor of beam diver-

' . 'gence is 1.6.
55 60 65 70 75 80 85

Radius (mm)

superimposed. Comparison with experimental data, Fig.4 (c), this shows the upper left

damage in experiments should be a damage due to the reflected beam. In transmitted parts

of beam decreases the intensity but they show no significant effect on beam divergence even

with a maximum virtual anode condition.

Figure 7 shows a emittance plot of first and second stage diode taking the maximum

divergence measured by shadow box. Gray and black area are emittance at first and second

shadow box, respectively. Solid line is an emittance plot at second shadow box calculated

from the measured emittance of first shadow box. The normalized emittance conservation

and 0.64-MV for first and 1.2-MV for second diode -,oltage were assumed. This means

that the reduction factor of divergence 2y2/p 1 "y 1 = 1.6 was assumed, where b and g are ion

velocity and its relativistic mass factor, respectively. Calculated one is also sifted +10 mrad

to compare with measured value. Outer and inner edge of the beam shows smaller

divergence than calculation. This may be due to the reduction of intensity by wall and

cathode tip which results under estimation of beam divergence in shadow box. Then the

improvements of beam emittance (or local beam divergence) is in good agreements with a

calculated value.

Further precise quantitative estimation of the effect of two-stage acceleration on the

beam divergence should be made by a novel beam divergence diagnostics including time

and space resolusion.[6]
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FAST MAGNETIC FIELD PENETRATION INTO AN INTENSE
NEUTRALIZED ION BEAM
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Abstract

Experiments involving propagation of neutralized ion beamsi across
a magnetic field indicate a magnetic field penetration time determined
by the Hall resistivity rather than the Spitzer or Pedersen resistivity. In
magnetohydrodynamics the Hall current is negligible because electrons
and ions drift together in response to an electric field perpendicular to the
magnetic field. For a propagating neutralized ion beam, the ion orbits are
completely different from the electron orbits and the Hall current must
be considered. There would be no effect unless there is a component cf
magnetic field normal to the surface2 which would usually be absent for
a good conductor. It is necessary to consider electron inertia and the
consequent penetration of the normal component to a depth c/w,. In
addition it is essential to consider a component of magnetic field parallel
to the velocity of the beam which may be initially absent, but is generated
by the Hall effect. The penetration time is determined by whistler waves
rather than diffusion.

Introduction

In magnetohydrodynamics Ohm's law is E + ! V x B = 0 i.e. the fluid is considered
C

to be a perfect conductor. To include finite resistivity Ohm's law is employed in the form

J = ar (E--ý' 1- V x B). The Hall effect (or the antisymmetric part of the conductivity
tensor) is omitted. This is appropriate because magnetohydrodynamics is based on an

expansion in the mass to charge ratio m/e to the lowest order in which m and e do not

appear explicitly. To this order the electron and ion E x B-drifts are the same and there is

no Hall current. For a neutralized ion beam the ions have energies of hundreds of keV and
the electrons tens to hundreds cf ev. The electron and ion orbits are completely different

and the ion orbits are not well described by the drift approximation. The Hall effect may

not be neglected. Ion motion may often be neglected and this regime is called electron
magnetohydrodynamics in the Soviet literature.3 In the present case the ion motion is

assumed to be frozen. The problem of field penetration is treated with Maxwell's equations

and Ohm's law in the form4

mn j j jxB VxB VP(
- 28t + 7J -- = E + e+,e2teC C te
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7 = (m/ne27,) is the resistivity, n = plasma density, 7, = electron-ion collision time, B

magnetic field, E = electric field, j = current density, V = fluid velocity, and P, = electron

pressure; this term will be neglected.

Combining Maxwell's equations V x B = (4.r/c)j (neglecting displacement current) and

V x E = -aB/cat and Eq. (1) an equation is obtained for the magnetic field:

BV (v B)c 2  8 ] V2 B- BV [ (V x B)B (2)

In the following we shall consider solutions of Eq. (2) that correspond to neutralized ion

beams. A slab model illustrates the fact that the classical diffusion rate obtains unless

there is a normal component of the magnetic field. Then a cylindrical model of a beam

propagating in a transverse magnetic field is treated, in which case there is a normal com-

ponent with the result that the Hall effect is important in determining the penetration time

of the magnetic field.

1. Slab Model

This model is illustrated in Fig. 1. All quantities depend only on x and t. B = e:B:(X, t)

and V = eVo. Equation (2) for this case is

c8B= C3 13 7 + a. ] (3)5-7t = 4-, Tt 0=77

For initial condition assume

B:, Be + b.:

Bez = BoO(t) (3.1)

b- = 0 when t < 0.

Rather than treat a beam with a front, we consider that the external magnetic field is turned

on at t = 0. O(t) is, for example. a unit step function. The field, due to beam currents, is

initially zero. It is convenient to introduce orthonormal functions that satisfy the boundary

conditions b-(L/2,t) = bz(-L/2.t) = 0. i.e. ý,% = 2/Lcosk.-,, k,, = (2n + 1)ir/L,

n 0, 1,9 .... Assume b. = " a, 1(t),,(z), substitute Eq. (3):

at 1 ± Dk-- + Dk'a,= -Bo0 (t) (6 11)

b_, __l_+ - Dket)(
bz (x, t) =-Bo +D~ exp rt +<%~~(x) for t > 0 (4)

n1 +1k~ kr
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D = c2ir7/47r and (oI1) = 2 2/L(-1y)/k,. For t = +0 in Eq. (4), the series can be

summed to give

B. = Bo + b. = B.[cosh(L..,/2c] (5)

which is plotted in Fig. 1 along with the corresponding result when electrons inertia is

neglected. This illustrates diamagnetism where the initial magnetic field penetrates to a

depth of order c/l,• = - which is about 2cm in a typical ion beam experiment. This

can be a significant fraction of the beam radius.'

Bzi

x=-L/2 V x= L/2

Bz/Bo (at t = +0)

CODE CTO -[cosh (xwp/ c)V([cosh(LCI)P/2c)I

CONUCTRII-ý(ELECTON INERTIA)

Fig. 1 Slab Mod( of a Neutralized Ion Beam

To consider the effect of a magnetic field normal to surface of the beam, a~sume

B = e.B.. + e.B.(z,t) + eB,(z,t)

. . . .. .. ... ... .. . .
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Ba. is assumed to be constant, and V = eVo. Equation (2) reduces to two equations

9BY _ ~2 [ 2 2 B, c' B.L a'B.,S= -,77 + 7-, 1 1 - -= (6) -,c
at 4r Ot' &x 4-r nec ax2  6

aB. = c' [ " 9] a2 B.: c2 B. a-By
at 4-r [ re a at 4a 4 nec a92  (7)

The la:t term in Eqs. (6) and (7) are due to the Hall effect. Assume the same initial

conditions as Eq. (3) - i.e. only B., is switched on.. Because of the Hall coupling term

there will be a B. component even if it is initially zero. The solutions are
2 -1)"e- /'

By = Bo. 2 -sin(,,t- kx) + sin(C.;,t + kx)] (8)

B. = B.I 1 - :1- (-1)+ Dk ) [sin(,t - kx) + cos(L,;t + kx})] (9)

= DHk 2 /(1 + Dk',•) where DH = c2r77/4,r = cB 1 /4,7rne; r7,, = (1 + Dk2r,)/Dk . For
low n modes ni = 0. 1, • • (•/,)(ck,) 2 where £2. = eB/r/mc, and 7,, - ;'r/(ck,) 2.

Equations (8) and (9) describe whistler waves that traverse the beam and are slowly damped

at the same rate as Eq. (4). If Bv, B, are observed as a time average and w,,r, >» 0, after

a few whistler periods 2-,r/ w, By • 0 and B. s Bo0 .

For a slab model the normal component B. = B•. must be constant and this does not

correspond to the experiments with beams. We therefore consider a cylindrical model as

illustrated in Fig. 2. The magnetic field B = Boe. is turned on at t = 0. For an ideal

conductor there is no normal component of B. If electron inertia is included as in Fig. 2

there will be a variable normal component to a depth of order c/w, at t = +0 and the

normal component will penetrate along with other components. The differential equations

corresponding to Eqs. (6) and (7) will be written in dimensionless variables by using the

beam radius -a' for length units, the diffusion time ro = 47ra 2/rjc 2 for time units and B0 for

magnetic field units.

(9A. V2 •_•.0--'. = [1+ ( •) V 2 A, - B. V)BZ - psinO6(r) (10)

= + (r) '9 V 2 Z3_ + H (f V)V 2A, (11)

BV B +_.and V2 a- P _L + = c4,re r = tlro, p = r/a, andap = aB -P To a- P B+ Nos',rt = a•ndn +B= B/ Bo. b, = am,/pa90, be = -a9A,/a9p, B,. = cos 00(t) + b, and Be = -sin 00(t) + be.
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= b=. Previously these equations have been solved' with r7H 0, 0- = 0. We assume

solutions of the form

- -s

IDEAL CONDUCTOR - NO NORMAL COMPONENT OF B

ELECTRON I4ERTIA INCLUDED - NORMAL COMPONENT

OF B TO A DEPTH c,(op

Vo /

y

Fig. 2 Cylindrical Model of a Neutralized Ion Beam

AZ =E fj(p, ) sin10 -- f, sin0 (12)
t= 1

Z ge(p,ir) sin eo g-2 sin 20. (13)

The leading term of Eq. (12) is suggested by the source term of Eq. (10). Equations (10)

and (U1) are linearized by the approximation f, V 7 cosGO( 8 /p) - (sin O/p)a/a0 in which

case (B_-V)V 2Aý -" sin 29. Equations (10) and (11) are solved in terms of the eigenfunctions
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and eigenvalues of

vt,(p) = -(Al) 24(p) (14)

with the boundary condition

d0+ = . (15)
dp~

The normalized eigenfunctions are

4r(p) = J t-)Jdt-'i.P) = jn' ) (16)

and At = - n = 1, 2... etc. the roots of the Bessel function of order I - 1. Assuming

f1 (p,r) = a0) In, 1) and g2(p,r) a () In,2) Eqs. (10) and (11) are transformed to

daa W d + ± 2 2-'() (17)

da n a~a + ~-Z1:aa(T-) !n, I + n,1 2) 0-.((18
dTn Y . dp p /

From previous analysis5 it is apparent that after a short time only the lowest n = 1 mode

survives. Based on this fact we retain only the lowest terms n = 1 and m = I as a first

approximation. In this case the electron inertia term can also be neglected. The two

coupling terms are

K1,1 dp+p 1.2)= 3.3 and 1,2 dp 1,1 = 1.3.

The solution for A.. is

4 .JI(aOjp) _(,,, i ?2 ) r,,
A, 4a1 J (aoIp) 01+o)(r/2) cos3r + sin 3r sin0 (19)A c= :0 J1 (a0 1) L2 sn JT

where 32 = 25 (r7-/ 277) 2 and 3r i- fQ.L/c• (c/a)2 t so that the time behavior of Eq. (19) is

similar to the lowest modes of Eqs. (8) or (9) of the slab model. Thus we have shown that

for a cylindrical beam crossing a magnetic field the fast penetration of the magnetic field

is due to the whistler mode time scale that dominates the usual diffusion time scale.

p. . . . . . . .
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e4O,. ~ 1/2 m~vj 2, where m, is the electron mass and vi is the ion beam velocity. If they are
not further neutralized, these small charge clumps will expand, and contribute both to 0. and
to the axial energy spread of the beam Ac,/cu. We will conclude that this mechanism is an

important contributor to both 8. and Ac,/C,.
In the following, we discuss the basic mechanism and its consequences; compare with

present data; examine effects of plasma shielding, collisions, and magnetic fields; and present
results of computer simulations demonstrating the principal effects.

2. Basic Mechanism
Charge clumps of specific sizes will be important. For typical LIF parameters (i.e.,

current density Ji = 5 kA/cm2 and f = v,/c - 0.1, corresponding to 5 MeV p or 30 MeV Li+),
we will be concerned with charge clumps with dimensions I Z 0.02 cm and current Z 10 A.
These clumps will have electric potentials of a few kV, and if unneutralized, are sufficient to
explain the observed values of eM and ac,/c,. Such charge clumps may be produced by
noise, instabilities, or non-uniform ion source effects. For now, we consider only the effects
of electron trapping to reduce the net potential. (Later, we will add the effects of plasma
shielding in both the axial and transverse directions.) Trappable electrons may be available
from boundaries (walls, gas cell foil, etc.), hot electron plasmas (induced by the ion beam), or
by gas ionization at the well bottom. Neutralization by electrons reduces the net potential not
to zero, but to a minimal value ,

1 2
Omin 1 m 2/e (1)

where I < a < 4.

A physical picture of how 4rai occurs is most easily seen by transforming to the

moving ion clump frame. In that frame, a stationary potential well of depth 0 occurs. In
that frame, electrons born in the potential well (e.g., by gas ionization) will have a velocity
-vi and kinetic energy 1/2 mevi 2 , and will be trapped only if eo > 1/2 m,vi2. Therefore, the
self-consistent net potential will not be reduced below eo - 1/2 mAvi 2. Analytic results and
I -D numerical simulation results lead to (1) with I < a < 4,3- 7 so a = I represents the

minimum residual potential allowed.
Now consider a spherical ion charge clump of radius I with net potential r If the

clump expands to a radius >>I, then ions at the outer edge will receive transverse kinetic
energy - Zteomi where Zt is the ion charge state during transport. This produces
$AU [(Zte~min)/(MpAvj2/2)]/2 or

= J (me/Mp)(Zt/A) (pure species) (2)
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DIVERGENCE IN INTENSE ION BEAMS CAUSED BY

INCOMPLETE CHARGE NEUTRALIZATION"

C. L. Olson and J. W. Poukey

Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

Abstract

Space charge neutralization for light ion fusion (LIF) ion beam transport is usually
assumed to be perfect in the "charge-neutral" region of the diode and in the gas transport
cell. However, small charge clumps in the beam will not be totally charge-neutralized, and
the residual net space charge may contribute to the beam microdivergence 81. If the net
potential of the clum.p is limited only by electron trapping, the minimum potential will be
eo - 1/2 mvi2 where me is the electron mass and vi is the ion velocity. For proton beams
this leads to 6,, - (m./Mp)1/2 - 23 mrad, where Mp is the proton rest mass. For non-protonic
beams, different results occur. The mechanism predicts (1) no dependence of 8, on diode
voltage, (2) non-protonic 8,, greater than proton 0, for proton-contaminated beams, and
(3) axial energy spread Aclt/c= + 2 6,, which are all consistent with present data. Results
of analytic studies and computer simulations of this mechanism are presented. Plasma
shielding reduces the effects of this mechanism but collisions and magnetic fields reduce the
plasma shielding effects. 2-D PIC MAGIC simulations show that this mechanism contributes
to 8. both in the "charge-neutral" region and in the gas transport region. It is concluded that
this mechanism is especially important in the "charge-neutral" region.

1. Introduction

The focusability of intense ion beams for light ion fusion (LIF) depends critically on

the beam microdivergence 80, Several potential sources of microdivergence have been

identified, and these are being studied to determine which are the most important. In a

typical LIF diode/transport scenario, there are four regions that must be considered as shown

in Fig. 1: (1) ion source region, (2) diode region, (3) "charge-neutral" region which extends

from the virtual cathode to the gas cell foil, and (4) transport region which extends from the

gas cell foil to the target. Ion source contributions are being studied by Bailey et al. 1 Diode

contributions to 0. include effects of the diocotron instability and lower frequency modes,

and are being studied by Desjarlais et al.2 In the "charge-neutral" region and in the gas

transport region, several effects may contribute to 0e including micro-charge non-neutrality,

streaming instabilities, filamentation instabilities, and scattering. It is the purpose of this

paper to examine the effects of micro-charge non-neutrality in both the "charge-neutral"

region and the gas transport region.

The fundamental concept is that small charge clumps can only be charge neutralized by

electron trapping down to some minimum potential value On,, which is of order

*Supported by U.S. Department of Energy
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where Mp is the proton mass and A is the ion atomic number. For a proton beam, this is

O/o = Tm*/M, = 23 mrad. For a non-protonic beam contaminated with protons, each species

will have its own Omi, (with protons having the largest Oin). If the non-protonic species

feels the Cmin of the protons, this will lead to

-a We/p) (Zt/Zd) (proton-contaminated species) (3)

where Zd is the ion charge state in the diode.

Simultaneously, as the ion bunch spreads radially, it will also spread axially. In the

bunch frame, AvU= Avl so Avl /v .L =v 1 /vn 9O. The axial velocity is vi[ ± (A[ /vH)] =

V ±(1 8,,), and the axial energy is therefore c = (1/2 MpAVi 2 Xl ± 0/,)2 so

E = 0o(1 ± 2a ) (4)p

where Eo = 1/2 MpAvj2 . Note that although the potential well depth is small (- few kV), the

final axial energy spread 2 0meo may be large (- few 100 kV). This is because the potential

well electric field acts on the ions in the laboratory frame over a sizeable distance (>>1).

In summary, the basic mechanism predicts to lowest order (1) no dependence of 8p on

diode voltage, (2) proton 8, = J p - 23 mrad, (3) non-protonic 8, > proton 8/, for

proton-contaminated beams, and (4) AeII/CIt " ±2 0M. The characteristic time for a clump to

expand is r (2.1)/(•Lc) = (21)/(9jjvj) = 0.6 ns, and the typical ion transit length for this time

is &z = vir 1.7 cm. The mechanism could easily occur in the "charge-neutral" region, in the

gas transport region (especially the entrance portion), or even inside some ion beam

diagnostics that sample beamlets with transverse dimensions > 21. The contribution to 614

from this mechanism would typically add in quadrature with other contributions.

3. Comparison with Experiments

A comparison of the basic theory for a = I with experimental data from PROTO 1,8

PBFA 1,9, and PBFA 11,10 is given in Fig. 2. Result (2) for protons predicts OP = 23 mrad,

with no dependence on diode voltage. Note that for the proton data, 09 stays remarkably

constant even though the diode voltage changes by a factor of 4. Result (3) for a proton-

contaminated beam in the gas cell region (Zt > 1) is the upper theory curve in Fig. 2. Result

(3) for a proton-contaminated beam in the "charge-neutral" region (Zt - Zd ) is the center-line

theory result in Fig. 2. Although the data is limited, non-protonic P. is larger than proton

Op, which agrees with the theory for proton-contaminated beams. For pure beams, theory

result (2) for the gas cell region (Zt > 1) or for the "charge-neutral" region (Zt - Zd ) predicts

substantially lower values of OA as shown in Fig. 2. Additionally, the theory predicts

/c-H = _±2 8/, which for protons is ±4.6%. The correlation of//H with 8,, appears to be

consistent with the data also.
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4. Plasma Shieldiny. &-_, and B0

The above mechanism is based solely on electron trapping arguments. Other effects
may enhance or reduce OP from that predicted above. We have examined the effects of a
plasma background, collisions, and an external magnetic field B0. From a I-D analysis using
linearized electron fluid equations, we find a Fourier transform solution of

45na (k)€I(k) " , _________(5)_________
2

pce
2ll 2 2 ýeil [ce

1- k~v.21 - ei pe:-. 1 - - 12
2 2 [" i•ei)

where nA(k) is the transform of the clump perturbation, &.'i is the electron-ion collision

frequency, w is the electron plasma frequency, and wce is the ion cyclotron frequency.
Various results can be seen depending on ratios of w, &'i, or w,. to kvi. For low plasma

densities the perturbation is actually enhanced: this is due to plasma electrons speeding up
(and therefore lowering their density) as they cross the ion clump. For high plasma densities,
shielding occurs and the perturbation 0 is reduced. However, both collisions and a magnetic
field reduce the shielding effect. The net result is that in the "charge-neutral" region, results
are essentially unchanged from Section (2) above. However, in the gas cell region, near the
end of the ion pulse, high plasma densities will reduce the effect of this mechanism. A
complete analysis of result (5) will be presented elsewhere.

5. Comvuter Simulations
Computer simulations in 2-D have recently been performed to study this mechanism.

Using an equilibrium code, plasma flow past a fixed clump was examined first, with results
shown in Fig. 3. Here the ion clump has density 101s cm-S, radius 0.1 mm, and length
02 mm. With no background, as shown in Fig. 3a, the peak potential is about I kV. With a
plasma background of density 10iS cm-3 flowing at P = 0.1, as shown in Fig. 3b, a wake

forms as expected and the peak potentials vary from -0.5 to 2 kV. With a plasma
background of density 1014 cm- 3 flowing at P = 0.1, as shown in Fig. 3c, multiple wakes
form, but the peak potential still is about equal to the bare clump potential of -1 kV. Note
that for this example, 1/2 mevi2 = 2.5 keV and the bare clump potential is only - I kV so
electron trapping could not occur. The main effect is plasma shielding and wake formation
with peak potentials near the bare clump potential.
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The problem was studied further with the 2-D time-dependent PIC code MAGIC.

Many runs were made for a 6 MeV proton beam with density nb - 1013 cm-3 injected into a

transport region 1 mm high and I cm long. To model the gas cell case, several values of the

background plasma density np were used (0, 4 nb, 10 nb, 100 Ob); space charge limited

electron emission from the walls was added; and several values of Bo were used (0, IT, 3T).

The beam was injected cold, or with an 80% modulation with an axial wavelength of 0.6 mm

and a transverse wavelength of 0.3 mm. The general results are that for the higher plasma

densities and for unlimited electron sources on the boundaries, the potential wells are

neutralized quite well, but that there are still large potential oscillations with a peak

amplitude of 1-3 kV (i.e., of order 1/2 mevi2/e). With beam modulation, the rapidly

oscillating electric fields lead to growth in 0A of -10 mrad/cm (plasma only) to -2 mrad/cm

(plasma plus wall emission). Without beam modulation, 8. is reduced somewhat unless the

system length is sufficient for the ion-electron two-stream instability to form potential wells

and generate its own beam modulation.

For the "charge-neutral" region, MAGIC simulations were run for no plasma

background, but with space charge limited emission of electrons from the walls. With the

80% modulation, O. grows to -9 mrad/cm as shown in Fig. 4. Note that there is also a global

underneutralization, 3 which leads to a net ion spreading. The axial velocity correlates with

the transverse velocity spread (Av,,= Av1) which means Ath/', ±2, as expected.

6. Conclusions

We have shown that micro-charge non-neutrality can cause growth of both 0. and

The basic mechanism predicts (I) no dependence of 0. on diode voltage, (2)'non-
protonic ep greater than proton V. for proton-contaminated beams, and (3) A 2s/I ±2 81A.

Simulations have been performed that demonstrate growth of 0. and Ac,,/Zr. in both the
"charge-neutral" region and the gas cell region. It is concluded that the mechanism is

especially important in the "charge-neutral" region.

Future work will include further analytic and computer studies, and experimental

probing of the transport region.1
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We are studying the physics of ion beam transport on PBFA II by measuring time-resolved
visible spectral emission from the gas cell The initial goals are to perform a spectral survey, to
measure the spectral-line intensities and widths, and to evaluate the potential for using this
emission as a diagnostic for conditions in the gas-cell.plasma. We have acquired spectra in the
4000 A to 7000 A regime excited by the transport of proton and carbon beams through 5 Torr
argon gas. The nominal ion beam energy and current density at the spectroscopic line of sight
are 6-7 MeV protons, 12-21 MeV carbon, and 10-50 kA/cm2 . The emission is dominated by
n--4 to n=4 transitions in Ar II, with FWHM values typically 1-2 A. We are investigating a
variety of mechanisms which might contribute to the line profiles, including plasma Stark
broadening, Stark and Zeeman splittings and shifts due to residual electric and magnetic fields,
and opacity effects. The relative contributions of ion-impact and plasma electron collisional
excitation are being evaluated using an LTE atomic model. Measured plasma properties will be
incorporated into our understanding of beam transport.

Introduction

One requirement for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) with a light-ion beam driver is transport of the

beam to the target1. Present experiments at the Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator II (PBFA 11)2 transport a mixed

proton and carbon ion beam through a 12.5 cm, 5 Torr argon gas cell to the target. The acceleration voltage is

typically 6-8 MV over a 15 nsec pulse, with a current density at the anode exceeding 5 kA/cm2 and peak power

densities on target of 5 TW/cm2 protons. Injection of the beam into tA'e gas cell causes rapid ionization and the

resulting plasma provides charge and current neutralization for the beam.

This paper describes an initial investigation of the potential for using visible spectroscopy to study beam

transport physics on PBFA IL Spectroscopic techniques could measure the plasma-electron density (ne) and

temperature (Te), enabling inference of the plasma conductivity3. Spectral line profiles are sensitive to the

presence of stray electric fields, possibly4 arising during transport of non-uniform ion beams or from a breakdown

in charge or current neutralization. Spectroscopic studies of ion-beam transport could also be useful for aspects of

ion-driven ICF beyond the direct application to beam transport. We expect some dependence of the emission

intensity on beam intensity, either because the beam itself generates the emission or because the electron

excitation rates are highest where the beam intensity is highest5 . If we spectroscopically determine this
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relationship, then the light emission can be used to measure beam current uniformity during ransport. It has also

been proposed 6 to measure the beam divergence from the diameer of the light emission generated as a beamlet

propagates through the gas-cell plasma.

An additional application is to use the spectral emission to study the heating of the plasma by the beam.
The expected density (ne = 1017 cm-3) and temperature (Te= 1 eV) are far below the regime occurring in ICF

targets. However, the slowing of multiply-ionized beams in plasma is an area of active research 7 and the

deposition in the PBFA U gas cell plasma is -1-3 TW/gm, three orders of magnitude above the regime reported in

recent heavy-ion beam-heating expeuiments 8. Beam-heating experiments in the PBFA I1 gas cel are attractive

because of the relative ease of visible spectroscopic diagnostics and the possibility of piggybacking on

experiments with a different main objective.

Our goals for the exploratory experiments reported here were to develop experimental techniques for

acquiring time-resolved visible spectra boan the PBFA II gas cell, to identify the dominant spectral emissions, and

to evaluate the potential for using the spectra to measure physical quantities relevant to beam-transport physics.

We obtained spectra in the 4000-7000 A regime with spectral resolution up to 0.3 A and time resolution of about

1 nsec. The dominant emission in this spectral regime is from Ar i 4s-4p and 3d-4p transitions. Analysis of

dthse results using an LTE model to interpret line intensities and an atomic physics code to calculate the effect of

electric fields on the line profiles has begun.

Experiment

A schematic diagram oi the PBFA II applied-B ion diode 9 is shown hi Figure 1. Ions are accelerated

radially inward from the cylindrically-symmetric anode toward the target on axis. Typical voltage and ion currents

(measured with Faraday cups located at the gas cell boundary) are shown in Figure 2 The spectroscopy diagnostic

uses a lens at 4-cm radius to collect light from a 7-mm-diameter cylindrical line of sight. The light is coupled

into a 400-pm-diameter radiation-hardened quartz fiber optic that transports the light 45 m to a remote screen

room. There the light is injected into a 1-m Czerny-Turner spectrograph with a streak camera located in the focal

plane to record a time-resolved spectrum. The streaked spectrograph characteristics are described in Reference 10.

The time resolution is about 1 nsec. The spectral resolution is 0.7 A and the range is 280 A with a 1200 g/mm

grating. Wavelength fiducials are recorded on each shot by injecting HeNe laser light into the spectrograph,

rotating the grating a known amount, and re-triggering the streak camera. The film response is unfolded from the

data using a calibration step wedge.

The timing of the streaked spectra with respect to other diagnostics is obtained using a fast plastic

scintillator (BC-418, Bicron Corp) located near the diode to detect bremsstrahlung generated when the power pulse

arrives at the diode. The light from the scintillator provides an optical fiducial on each streaked spectrum that can

be compared with bremstrahlung recorded with the main PBFA II data acquisition system. Knowing the optical

path lengths, we can relate physical quantities determined with spectroscopy to quantities determined with other

diagnostics to within approximately +/- 2 nsec.
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investigating possible reasons for the lack of Ar I emission, including changes in the ionization distribution and

excited state populations as a function of the plasma and beam parameters. We did not yet explore the ultraviolet

wavelengths where any bright emission from Ar Ill would be located.

Spectral surveys were also performed to look for emission from beam ions as they traveled toward the

target. This search was prompted by the possible measurement of beam current and/or beam divergence (through

the line Doppler broadening). No beam emission was observed in these experiments, presumably because

although the current densities are high, the cross sections for recombination and electron capture followed by

radiative decay are low. This does not preclude success with such measurements in the vacuum ultraviolet regime,

where emission is expected to be brighter.

A sequence of lineouts as a function of time from PBFA II shot #4659 is shown in Figure 4. We used

high spectral resolution (0.3 A) to enable line profile measurements. The emission is first observed when the

proton current reaches 400 kA, approximately simultaneous with the onset of carbon beam current. The Ar II

intensities grow for- 25 nsec, then rapidly decrease and disappear over the next 10 nsec. Some of the

experimental lines are blends of several transitions and thus a detailed line-fitting method must be used to measure

the widths. While this work is in progress, we made an initial measurement wherever possible by measuring the

half width of partially-resolved features and multiplying by two. The 4348 A 4s-4p line width grows from 0.9 A
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at t = 48 nsec to- 2 A at t = 57 nsec. The rest of the lines have widths that grow from - 0.8 to -1.4A during the

same time perioL These values can only be regarded as approximate until we take the line blending into account

more accurately using a line-fitting procedure. However, the qualitative featurus are correct, i.e., the line widths

double during the power pulse and the 4348 A line is systemaclly wider.

PBFA II
.10 spectrum

- .08
.0

Uq

E .04

.02

4200 4400 4600 4800 5000

Wavelength (Angstroms)

Figure3. Experimental survey spectrum (top) compared to known Ar II wavelengths (bottom). The line
intensities in the bottom spectrum are from Ref. 11 and don't necessarily reflect the experimental conditions.

Discussion

The initial breakdown of the argon gas and the subsequent ionization involve complicated processes1, 12,

including beam ion-impact ionization, electron avalanching, and collisional ionization by thermal and secondary

electrons. Although detailed hydrodynamic simulations are required to model these processes, we can make initial

estimates following the approach in Reference 3, using the measured beam parameters and analytic equations to

determine approximate bounds on ne. Calculations for similar conditions 12 indicate that the expected electron

temperature and density are -1-2 eV and 1016-1017 cm- 3, respectively The electron density produced by ion

impact ionization during the first 10 nsec of the beam within the spectroscopic line of sight is - 1016 cm-3.

Also, assuming that the energy deposited by the beam is invested in electron temperature and ionization and

neglecting radiation losses and ohmic heating by the return current (see Ref. 3). we find ne <1.7x1017 cm"3 at t=

39 nsec and ne < 3 x 1017 cm-3 at t--44 nsec. These values can be compared with electron densities obtained from

the spectroscopic measurements.
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As described above, the experimental fwhm values range from 0.7-2.0 A. Insmtmenual and Doppler

broadening are negligible. The Stark widths14 for these transiti -ts are all approximately 032 A for ne = lx 1017

cm-3 and Te = 1 eV. If Stark broadening dominates, we expect all the line widths to be roughly the same. In fact,

the 4348 A 4s-4p line is significantly wider. We believe this is because the 4348 A line width is modified by the

opacity, which is a factor of 5 greater for this transition ( assuming LTE among the excited states and using the

oscillator strengths in Reference 15). The agreement for the other widths indicates they are not modified by

opacity, since the optical depth varies by an order of magnitude. If we assume that Stark broadening is the

dominant broadening mechanism for these lines, then the electron density is 2.4x 1017 cm"3 at t= 40 nsec and it

rises to about 5x,017 cm-3 during the pulse.

0.2S

• .L

•- Lo -6 0. 0 0s.

7 7-

63 nsec

fidu 58luec

- -------. 35 nsec

4320 4,340 4360 4380 4-400 4420

Wavelength (Angstroms)

Figure 4. Sequence of lineouts from a high-resolution PBFA II gas cell spectrum. The times correspond to the
electrical signals shown in Figure 2

The electron density determined assuming the lines are Stark broadened is a factor of two higher than the

upper bounds determined from the simple energy balance arguments. One possible explanation is that either the

actual ion current is higher than indicated by the Faraday cups or that the timing of the spectra is in error by about

5 nsec. A second possiblity is that the stopping power appropriate to hot plasma, rather than cold gas, must be

used to determine the energy deposition. Finally, other broadening mechanisms must be considered. For example,

if stray electric fields do exist in the plasma because of transport of a non-uniform ion beam, the resulting

distribution of Stark shifts may increase the apparent line broadening. Estimates for the peak field to be expected

under these conditions are 100 kcm 4- Code calculations of the Stark shift for the argon lines under such fields

are in progress.
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Atomic physics modeling is required for the quantitative interpremaion of the line intensities. An atomic

model for argon was construcd (see Referice 16 for details) and used to deteamine that an LTE analysis is

satisfactoty fiv the conditions in these experiments. The model predicts that ArII is the dominant charge state for

Te = 2-3 eV. The calculated line center optical depth for the 4348 A Ar 1 4s-4p line isr - 3-10, while the other

lines have < 1. This qualitatively agrees with the experimental observation that the 4348 A linewidth is opacity

broadened. A quantitative effort to compare experimental line intensities and widths to model-generated synthetic

spectra is in proges.m

The model was also used to compare the excitation rate due to ion impact excitation to the electron

collisional excitation rate. The total ion impact excitation rate for protons and carbon is about the same, since the

carbon ions have a lower particle current but a higher cross-section. For the conditions in this experiment, the

electron collision and ion impact rates are comparable itne - 1-3 x 10 17 cm-3 and Te - 2-3 eV. Thus.

determination of which rate dominates requires an unambiguous measurement of the electron density and

temperature. It may also be necessary to include effects of a non-thermal secondary electron distribution in the

model.

In summary, these experiments have demonstrated that it is possible to acquire spectra from the PBFA II

gas cell with good signal to noise and high spectral and temporal resolution. The visible spectra are dominated by

Ar II lines with fwhm ranging from 0.7 -2 A. The interpretation of the experimental spectra is in progress, with

potential for measuring ne, Te, and stray electric fields. These parameters can then be used to determine the

mechanism responsible for populating the excited states and to improve our understanding of beam transport

physics.
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Abstract

The issues of ion beam transport are studied in the context of the LIBRA-LiTE
reactor study. LIBRA-LiTE is a 1000 MWe power plant design consistent with ballistic

ion focusing. The ion beam energy must be divided between many beams to provide proper

illumination symmetry. The needs to keep the total beam energy low and the intensity at

the required level lead to constraints on the transport system, particularly, a high degree

of bunching and a low microdivergence. This paper will describe arguments leading to an

operating point for light ion ICF with ballistic focusing. Calculations of heating of the

background gas by the ion beams and the subsequent increase in the electrical conductivity

of the gas will be presented. This is an important issue to the stability of the ion beam.

Introduction

Ballistic propagation of ions in a light ion Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) reactor has po-

tential advantages over propagation using plasma channels, but it requires that focusing magnets

be close to the target. Ballistic transport is simpler and potentially more efficient but, to keep the

focusing magnets as far as possible from the target, the focal spot at the target is large. Target

ignition requires a beam intensity above some minimum value, which in this work has been taken

to be 127 TW/cm2 . To achieve this intensity, one adjusts the total beam energy, the positions of

the focusing magnets, the microdivergence of the ion beam, and the time of flight bunching of the

beam. To achieve proper symmetry and pulse shaping, the pulse on the target includes a main

pulse with 90% of the energy in 24 beams and a pre-pulse supplied by 6 beams. The SCATBALL

computer code has been used to verify the ability of the ion beam transport system to provide the

proper target conditions. This is done within the context of the LIBRA-LiTE [1-4] reactor study

that uses ballistic ion beam transport in a concept that produces 1000 MW of electrical power.

LIBRA-LiTE Ion Beam Transport System

The LIBRA-LiTE ion beam transport system consists of extractor diodes, drift regions, solenoidal

lens magnets, and focus regions. The ions propagate out of the diodes, across the drift regions, to
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the focusing lens magnets in hollow cylindrical beams. The width of the cylindrical shell to which

the beams are confined thickens during transport due to scattering of beam ions by the background

gas and due to microdivergence. Microdivergence is determined in the diode. We have neglected

microdivergence growth due to plasma instabilities during transport. The beam radius, which is

initially equal to the diode outer radius, increases due to this spreading. The bore radius of the

focusing lens magnet must be large enough to contain the beam. The beams are focused onto the

target by the lens magnets. The focal spot size, which must be no larger than the target, is affected

by microdivergence and scattering during transport between the magnets and the target.

The focusing lens magnets are designed to focus cylindrical ion beams to a target. The magnet

operates by using B, fields that exist near the ends of the solenoid to convert some of the axial ion

beam velocity, v,, into azimuthal velocity, v9 . The axial magnetic field then acts against the v9 to

give the ions a focusing force and a radial velocity, v,. As the ions move out of the solenoid, they

once again encounter a B,, but in the opposite direction, which removes the azimuthal motion.

Conservation of canonical angular momentum requires that the ion beam has the same angular

momentum on both sides of the magnet, which we assume to be zero far from the magnets. In the

presence of the magnetic field, the canonical angular momentum is m6n + qX/c. In a solenoid, A is

azimuthal, so i6 has an azimuthal component in the opposite direction while there is a finite vector

potential, X. It is important that the ion beam has no angular momentum at the target, or it will

not focus to a spot.

The design parameters for the ion transport systems for LIBRA [5] and LIBRA-LiTE are

shown in Table I. LIBRA is a reactor design using ion transport in pre-formed plasma channels. A

background gas of 3.55x 1016 cm- 3 of helium is assumed to be present throughout the entire beam

transport system of LIBRA-LiTE. Some method of isolating the diode from the gas will be required.

Because LIBRA-LiTE uses liquid lithium target chamber protection, there will be some impurity of

lithium vapor, but we do not expect it to affect beam transport. The microdivergence is chosen to

be 4.0 mrad as a base case. Though this would require great advances in diode technology, it only

requires a source plasma temperature below about 500 eV. The 7.14 cm radius beam spreads to 9.0

cm at the lens magnets. The 470 cm drift length between the diodes and the magnets allows the

diodes to be placed outside of the target chamber and allows distance for time of ffight bunching

and gas isolation equipment. The magnets have a focal length measured from the magnet center to

the target of 230 cm. The magnets have an average field of 1.2 tesla and a length of 50 cm, which

is required to focus a 30 MeV lithium beam. The main beams will be focused to a 0.95 cm radius

spot.

SCATBALL Computer Code

The SCATBALL code has been used to study the transport of ions from the diodes, through the

focusing magnets to the target. This code calculates the envelope for the ion beam. This includes
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Table I. LIBRA-LiTE and LIBRA Ion Beam Parameters

LIBRA-LiTE LIBRA
Transport Method Ballistic Channels
Gas Species Helium Helium
Gas Density (cm- 3 ) 3.55 x 1016 3.55 x 1018
Total Transport Length (m) 7.0 7.3
Focal Length (m) 2.3 0.7
Drift Length (m) 4.7 6.6
Beam Microdivergence (mrad) 4.0 6.0
Ion Species 30 MeV Lithium 30 MeV Lithium
Max. Source Plasma Temperature (eV) 480 1080
Energy From Each Main Diode (MJ) 0.375 0.375
Number of Main Beams 24 16
Transport Efficiency (%) 62.5 60.0
Main Pulse Energy on Target (MJ) 5.63 3.6
Pulse Width at Diode (ns) 40 40
Bunching Factor 11.8 4
Pulse Width on Target (ns) 3.4 10
Main Pulse Power on Target (TW) 1656 360
Focal Spot Radius (cm) 0.95 0.47
Peak Tntensity on Target (TW/cm 2) 127 127
Peak Current Density on Target (MA/cm 2) 4.23 4.23
Current Density on Diode Anode (kA/cm 2) 5.0 2.0
Diode Anode Area (cm 2) 62.6 157
Diode Outer Radius (cm) 25.773 7.14
Diode Inner Radius (cm) 25.385 1.0

the effects of scattering by the background gas, spreading from microdivergence, focusing by the
lens magnets and time-of-flight bunching of the ion beam. These properties are all calculated using
analytic formulae [6]. In addition, the heating of the background gas by the ions is calculated

numerically.

Results

SCATBALL has been used to study the effects of microdivergence on the transport parameters.
The microdivergence caused by the diodes is one of the greatest uncertainties in light ion fusion.
Light ion fusion with ballistic focusing will probably not be credible for microdivergences greater
than about 6 mrad. This is demonstrated by using the SCATBALL code to calculate the required
energy on target in the main pulse to obtain 127 TW/cm2 with a 11.8 bunching factor. This
bunching factor has been chosen for LIBRA-LiTE and is slightly more than the achievable bunching
predicted for the pulse power system designed for LIBRA [4]. A greater bunching factor is probably
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not credible. This value has been chosen to minimize the required energy on target. For a distance

between the target and the center of the magnets of 230 cm, one obtains the plot shown in Fig.

1. Here, the energy on target in the main pulse is plotted against microdivergence. Based on

this, a microdivergence of 4 mrad has been chosen, which provides 127 TW/cm2 in a 3.4 ns

main pulse containing 5.4 MJ on a 1 cm radius target. The near term microdivergence goals are

approximately 15 mrad on PBFA-II with lithium. The distance between the first surface of the

focusing lens magnets and the target has been studied as a function of microdivergence for the same

target parameters and 5.4 MJ in the main pulse. This is shown in Fig. 2 along with the average

neutron wall loading on the surface of the 50 cm long magnets for a 1000 MW, power plant versus

microdivergence. The magnets are 50 cm long and the focal length is measured from the center of

the magnet.

Target Conditions
15 1.5

LIBRA-LiTE

5o 0.

Ss o.5

Focal Length = 230 cm

0 1 , 1 0

3 4 5 6

Beam Microdivergence (mrad)

Figure 1. Required energy on target in the main pulse and the focal spot radius versus ion

beam microdivergence. The focal length for the focusing magnet is 230 cm. The pulse width on

target is 3.4 ns and 127 TW/cm2 axe assumed required for ignition.
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The heating of the target chamber gas by the ion beams has been considered. It is thought that

filamentation instabilities can be avoided if the electrical conductivity of the gas is greater than
1014 s-1. The SCATBALL code has been used to calculate the conductivity of the gas. The gas

is heated by ion beam energy deposition. As the background gas temperature increases, the gas

ionizes and the conductivity increases. Electron collisions dominate the conductivity, so electron

temperature increases lead to higher conductivity. The conductivity at the head of each beam

is very low. Therefore the leading edge of the beam is subject to the instability. The breakdown

process in the head of the beam is very complicated because the low conductivity and the large time

rate of change of the current density allow large electromagnetic fields to be generated. These fields

are thought to initiate electron avalanche. This process is not considered in SCATBALL. After the

avalanche breakdown is complete, the conductivity is still below the required value but ion beam

heating and ohmic heating by the return current continues. This is included in SCATBALL. The

conductivity at the lens magnet for a main pulse beam at the tail end of the beam is 1.59x101i
S-1.

Magnet Conditions
500.0 500/

/

/Focal Spot Radius = I cm

Net Electrical Output Power = 1000 MWe
/

/

400.0 /400 Z

LIBRA-LiTE

00
o 300.0 2

0 l0

200.0 •2005

I00.0, ' '' '100

3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0
Beam Microdivergence (mrad)

Figure 2. Distance from target to front of magnet and neutron damage rate in front surface of

magnet versus microdivergence. The magnet is assumed to be made of TZM and to be 50 cm long.

The focal spot radius is 1 cm. The net electrical output power is taken to be 1000 MWe.
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Conclusions

Ballistic focusing limits in the LIBRA-LiTE reactor have forced a compromise between focal

spot radius, magnet stand-off distance, driver energy, bunching, and beam microdivergence. The

driver energy has a great effect on the cost of construction and the cost of produced electricity so
the system has been designed to minimize driver energy at the costs of very high bunching, a high

nuclear damage rate in the magnets, and a low beam microdivergence. The high bunching requires
a very well-programmed voltage waveform on the diodes. The high damage rate in the magnets

means that they must be replaced frequently. This will have an effect on the availability of the

power plant. The 4 mrad microdivergence is roughly one third of the lowest currently achieved,

and so requires significant advances in diode technology. These considerations show that ballistic

transport light ion fusion is economicallý "-Ole if advances are made in diode performance.
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Abstract

The CASTOR accelerator has been fitted with an applied B, extractor diode for use in ion beam
transport and focusing experiments. The beam, composed mainly of protons, is accelerated to 300-
400 keV. Beam propagation in vacuum is observed to be consistent with divergences of 50 mrad HWHM
in the radial direction and 125 mrad HWHM in the azimuthal direction and is observed to be constant
through the beam pulse. Collective focusing of protons and electrons by a solenoidal lens is observed.
The radial profile of the focus is as expected for the measured divergences. Improved focusing due
to a two lens system that simultaneously compensates for radial divergence and beam energy spread
[J. C. Olson and B. R. Kusse, J. Appl. Phys. 70(10)5719] has yet to be demonstrated. Long time scale
conductivities of 0.5-1.0 X 1013 s-' are measured in beam ionized nitrogen plasmas.

Introduction

Long distance ion beam transport and ion beam focusing are critical parts of the concept for a Laboratory

Microfusion Facility (LMF) driven by light ion beams.[1] We are studying the transport and focusing of

intense ion beams. Our investigations to date have examined ion beam divergence, collective focusing of

the beam in vacuum by one and two lens systems, and conductivity of nitrogen plasmas created by beam

induced ionization. Further study of divergence, one and two lens focusing systems, and beam induced

plasma L aductivity is on-going. Here we report the results of experiments to date.

Experimental Apparatus

Equipment used in the experiments described here is shown in Figure 1. Ion beams were created in an

applied Br extraction diode. The beams were injected into a drift space and allowed to propagate up to

1.3 m either ballistically or through applied magnetic fields created by solenoidal magnet coils.

The ion diode was powered by CASTOR, a Marx generator, coupled to the diode by a 3.1 Q co-axia!

water line. Usual pulse parameters were peak diode voltage of 350 kV, peak current of 60 kA, and pulse

width of 125 ns FWHM. Diode voltage was measured by a capacitive monitor with inductive correction.

Diode current was measured by a passively integrated b loop in the water-vacuum interface. A sample

waveform is shown in Figure 2. From current denm.ty measurements just behind the cathode tips, ion

current efficiency was 75% and the diode operated at an enhancement of 10 x the Child-Langmuir current.

Work supported by Sandia National Laboratories
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Figure 1: Appartus used in propagation and focusing experiments

The diode itself consisted of a flat anode and two cathode tips in a triax geometry. The inner and outer

anode-cathode gaps were set to 5 mm. The inner cathode was supported from the center by a convolute

behind the anode. Ions were provided from a passive flashover source, a 1.5 mm thick annular polyethylene

insert of mean radius 10 cm and width 1 cm. This insert was embedded in a 1.5 mm deep groove in a

1.15 cm thick aluminum anode plate. Anode inserts lasted for > 50 shots. An annular mask at the end of

the insulating field, 7 cm from the anode, restricted the beam exiting the diode to a 9.95 cm inner radius

and a 10.05 cm outer radius.

Magnetic insulation was supplied by cathode side field coils driven by either one or two capacitor banks.

On single bank shots, a fast bank provided 10 kA of current to the coils, creating a 1.1 T field. At 350 kV,

this is 2.3 times the critical insulating field. On such a shot, penetration of the fast field into the anode

resulted in ions leaving the insulating field having crossed a net magnetic flux. Beams made in this way

were rotating as they were injected into the drift space.

To counteract this rotation, prior to triggering the fast bank a slow bank was discharged through the

coils. The slow bank drove a sma"' current in the opposite direction to the fast bank current, loading the

anode with magnetic flux to cancel the penetration of the fast flux once the fast bank was triggered. By

properly controlling the timing and currents from tr.? two banks, we were able to inject a non-rotating beam

into the drift space.

The drift space was a 30 cm I.D. glass tube extending 1.5 m from the end of the diode insulating

field. Diagnostics in the drift space include a b loop and an electrically biased charge collector. A 1.5 pm

polycarbonate foil filter was placed over the charge collector hole, limiting the ion current collected to

protons above 150 keV. Charge collector radial position was variable between the axis and 6.3 cm off axis.

z position varied between 90 and 130 cm from the end of the insulating field. The b loop was positioned

on axis 25 cm from the diode and inside the annular beam. It was oriented to pick up B, and had an L/R

response time of 5 ns.

The system was evacuated to a pressure in the diode of 1 - 3 x 10-1 Torr on vacuum shots. For beam

propagation shots in gas, nitrogen was introduced through a leak valve in the diode end of the experiment.
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Figure 2: Diode Voltage, Diode Current, and Diode Impedance for a sample shot. The dashed line in (c) is
the waterline impedance.

Pressure for these shots was .1-1 mTorr.

Propagation and Focusing Experiments in Vacuum

Our initial experiments on beam propagation in vacuum were concentrated on characterizing beam diver-

gence and were conducted without solenoidal lens fields. In a series of shots we made charge collector

measurements on axis at z positions of 90 - 130 cm from the diode and for radial positions from 0 - 6.3 cm

at z = 125 cm from the diode. Data from these measurements are shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). The

vertical axis of the graphs in Figure 3 is f, the fraction of the protons injected into the drift space at any

point in time that pass into the 1 mm radius hole of the charge collector.

In order to properly compute f it was necessary to account for the changing shape of the current pulse as

it propagated down the experiment. For instance, in the waveform shown in Figure 2, a significant amount

of ion current was made from t = 40 to 80 ns, while the voltage was rising. Thus up to peak voltage the

beam bunched as later, faster ions caught up to earlier, slower ones. After peak voltage the current pulse
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Figure 3: Fraction of ions reaching the charge collector. (a) as a function of z (no lens), (b) as a function
of r (no lens), (c) for a single lens, (d) predictions for a two lens system. [(a)-(c) 0 = 20 mrad HWHM,
O = 30 mrad HWHM, A = 40 mrad HWHM, + = 50 mrad HWHM, 0 = observed - peak voltage, * =
observed - peak current, (d) 0 - single lens predicted performance, 0 - two lens predicted performance]
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dispersed as it propagated. The charge collector signal JL, at position z = L, was back calculated to its

value at the annular mask, jo, by the expression
0o=jL E L dv

where v is the ion velocity and dv/dt is its time derivative.

Figure 3 also shows numerically calculated values of I for a beam with a Gaussian distribution of radial

and azimuthal divergence angles. Radial divergences from 20 - 60 mrad HWHM were considered, and in each

case the azimuthal divergence is taken to be 2.5 x the radial divergence. On a shadow box target, azimuthal

divergence was observed to be larger than radial divergence, probably due to the annular mask blocking

off some larger radial velocity components. The value of 2.5 was chosen for best agreement between the

calculation and the experiment. A radial divergence of 50 mrad HWHM provides the best match between

the Gaussian calculation and the measured values of f.

Figure 3(b) contains experimental points measured at two times during the pulse, namely at peak voltage

and at peak current. The high degree of agreement between the values suggests that the divergence was

not changing significantly during the duration of the pulse.

Figure 3(c) shows the effect of a single focusing solenoidal lens. We were operating in a collective mode

of focusing previously observed by Robertson[2] and by Kraft, et. al..[3] In this situation ions and co-moving

electrons ar: focuzcd together at the geometric mean of their single particle focal lengths. The observed

shape of the focus is consistent with the calculated 50 mrad HWHM radial divergence profile also shown in

the figure.

A two lens system described elsewhere[4] is predicted to compensate to first order for radial divergence

and beam energy spread. Our initial experiments on this two lens system show no improvement over single

lens focusing. However, as Figure 3(d) shows, the predicted improvement in beam on axis is quite narrow. It

is entirely possible that alignment errors resulted in the charge collector being displaced from the improved

focus. Experiments with better alignment of optical elements and the detector will begin shortly.

A shadow box was used to measure mean beam direction for the Gaussian beam propagation calculations

described above. Damage to heat-sensitive paper confirmed that the beam left the diode with 0±5 mrad

rotational component. Ions exiting the annular mask also had 26±5 mrad inward radial velocity component.

Propagation Experiments in Gas

Propagation experiments in gas were conducted with a rotating beam. By overcharging the slow insulating

field bank, we were able to inject into the drift space a beam with mean azimuthal velocity component equal

to 20% of the z-component. This azimuthal current induced a z directed magnetic field. By the time the ion

beam pulse ended, the background gas had been ionized and the magnetic field was frozen in. By observing

the decay of this B, with a loop on axis, we obtained information on the conductivity of the beam-ionized

plasma. Figure 4 shows four sample measurments at differing background gas pressures, from .1 to 1 mTorr
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Figure 4: Decay of B. for four background gas densities

(neutral density = 1 - 10 x beam density). The background gas used in these experiments was nitrogen.

To determine the plasma conductivity from these decays, we modelled the plasma as a hollow cylinder with

inner and outer radii rinne; and r=ter. The L/R time for such a cylinder is

ýL = orpo - (., ner)2  1 r,,)

where o, is the plasma conductivity. From the divergence previously measured, we computed the half-

maximum points of beam intensity at z = 25 cm, the loop location, and used these as rinhner and router.

Results are summarized in Table 1.
Pressure(mTorr) :r'i(p-sec) o-(x 1013sec- 1 )

0.15 <0.2 <0.01
0.38 1.0 0.57
0.70 1.8 1.02
1.03 0.93 0.53

Conclusions

Our preliminary divergence and single lens focusing studies have been completed. If the predicted perfor-

mance of the two lens system can be realized, we will see a gain of 4 x in intensity on axis for the same

beam divergence. Our experiments to date have not seen this improvement but may have missed the narrow

focus created by the two lens system. Preliminary experiments with rotating beams propagating through

neutral gas have yielded information about long time scale conductivity of beam ionized plasmas. Further

focusing and conductivity experiments are planned.
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Focusing of Intense Ion Beams with a Plasma-filled Solenoidal
Magnetic Lens including Self-fields *

B. V. Oliver and R.N. Sudan
Laboratory of Plasma Studies Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14853

Abstract

We consider the potential of a solenoidal magnetic lens to transport and focus intense ion
beams for the purpose of light ion driven ICF. We present results of numerical simulations
of a short pulse, intense, Li+ 3 ion beam propagating through a single focusing, plasma-filled,
solenoidal magnetic lens. The beam evolution is treated self-consistently by including the effects
of self-electromagnetic fields which arise because the plasma electrons and energetic beam ions
have very dissimilar dynamics in the presence of the strong applied magnetic lens fields. By
considering the beam ions as particles and the plasma electrons as an inertialess fluid obeying
a generalized Ohm's law, we derive equations for the evolution of Lhe azimuthal magnetic field
Be and the poloidal flux function 4'. The motion of background plasma ions has been neglected
because beam pulse lengths and transit times are much shorter than the local Alfv~n transit
time. The beam particle dynamics are then solved self-consistently with a 2-1/2 dimensional,
axisymmetric (8 = 0), hybrid PIC code.

For specified beam and plasma parameters, the results are expressed in terms of the power/cm 2

delivered to the target as a function of time. Attention is also paid to beam emittance growth.
We study the cases when the plasma conductivity and density are held constant and when the
conductivity and density evolve according to beam induced ionization of a gas.

Introduction

A solenoidal magnetic lens system has been proposed as a possible scheme for light ion beam

transport [1]. A schematic of such a lens is shown in Fig.(1). In order to allow for ballistic focusing,
the system assumes a charge and current neutral beam propagating in a transport channel filled

with plasma. However, in the presence of the applied lens fields, electron mobility may be impeded.

Currents may arise which defocus the beam. In order to address this problem we have developed a

self-consistent model of the ion beam dynamic6 and magnetic field evolution during beam passage.

*Work supported by Sandia National Laboratories Contract No. 63-4881
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Figure 1: Schematic of a solenoidal lens focusing system

Model Equations

Ion Beam and Magnetic Field Evolution

Beam ions are considered to be single particles. Their orbits are governed by the electromagnetic

force equation. The background plasma is composed of heavy immobile ions and collisional fluid

electrons. The condition of no background ion motion requires that the pulse duration time m
be short enough that VATb <K rb, where VA is the AlfvIn speed and r6 is the beam radius. We

are not concerned with high frequency Langmuir oscillations so electron inertia is neglected and

quasi-neutrality -ai = Znb + Zini is assumed.

The plasma electrons are modeled by a generalized Ohms law

je = a(E+ Ve xB ()
c

where Je is the electron current, a the plasma conductivity, and Ve the electron fluid velocity. By

taking the curl of (1) and utilizing Faraday's law an induction equation for B is given by

OB V BV 4 7rjb)(2--B X vxVe x B -V x i7Vx B - ri)(2)

where Ampere's law with displacement current neglected

ce4r B j (3)

has been substituted on the rhs of Eq.(2), ib is the beam current, and 77 = - is the magnetic

diffusivity.

We consider the two-dimensional axisymmetric (0 = 0) case, and represent the magnetic field

by writing

B = VP x VO + rBeVO, (4)
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where the poloidal flux function vp = rA9 and VO = 4. By substitution of Eq. (4), we obtain
Cr.

-- + (ve- V)?P = At- V + -be, (5)
Ti a

from the W component of Eq. (1), and from the 0" component of Eq. (2),

OB7 Ve_ _ C .
+ (ve. V)B= A. rB 9 + r(B±. V)( )(N(V. -)rTB + C (V X jb.) (6)

at r r ra
where the operator L. = r2 V. rV.

Eqs. (5) and (6) comprise a set of coupled non-linear PDE's, which can be used to advance the

magnetic field in time. For a given beam ion scource, the time evolution of • and BO are functions

of only themselves. The electron velocity Ve is derived from Eq. (3) where Je = -eneve. The

corresponding components are given by

Ve 1 = A- P + jib), (7)
nee 41rr

and
1= -(Jb± - V(rB0) x VO) (8)

VeL=n~e U 4L 7r
The electric field E, necessary for the particle advancement, is obtained from Eq. (1). The four

Eqs. (5,6,7,8) together with the beam ion momentum equation are solved self-consistently with

the hybrid, PIC code SOLENZ. Similiar equations have been solved by Hewett [2] and Sudan and

Lyster [3].

Plasma Conductivity

In the absence of Hall terms in Eq. (2) the plasma return current evolves according to

8je C2  xxJe j (9b
Ot 4r a t(9)

For a gas-filled focusing cell, beam induced ionization will cause the conductivity to rise. Initial

flux deposited by the head of the beam when a is low will be "frozen" into the plasma once it

becomes large. A fast rise time for a will limit the amount of frozen in self-field. We have employed

a simple zero-dimensional model to study a and n, as a function of time for injection of a 30Mev,

5kamp/cm 2 , Li+ 3 ion beam into 1-2 torr Argon gas. The conductivity rises from 1011 to 1014

(sec- 1 ) in < 4nsec.

In addition to a sharp rise, upper and lower bounds on the gasbag conductivity have been

estimated for beams crossing magnetic fields in a collisional plasma. In Eq. (2) if the diffusivity

r7 is small, the beam will act as a diamagnetic body and drag the trapped magnetic field with it,

inhibiting good propagation. In order that the magnetic field diffuse rapidly through the beam, we

require that the diffusive velocity be much greater than the electron drag velocity. Assuming that

near current neutrality is established then

nb d 1 2-1/2
Ve • Vb < (c t/4ra)i -i7-rb, (10)n. dt 2
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if rb is the beam pulse length. Thus we require [4]

a7 < a* = I-(ne/nb) 2 (C/Vb)2 rb-.)
8ir

In addition, prompt charge neutralization requires [51
orrb > (/r). (12)

4ir

Numerical Simulation

We have treated a 30MeV, 5kamp/cm 2 , Li+ 3 ion beam passing through a solenoidal lens with

various plasma environments. Our studies have concentrated on the effects of the conductivity a

and plasma electron density n, on good beam propagation. All beams have zero initial divergence.

They are 4cm wide annuli with an inner radius ri =8cm and an outer radius rl =12cm and a square

beam pulse length rb = 10nsec. We characterize the beam by calculating the r.m.s. transverse

emittance E defined as [6]

S= 4(< r > 2 < r' >2 _ < rr' > 2 )1/ 2 cm - rad. (13)

where r is the radial position and r' = dr is the slope, and by evaluating the total energy Edz

and the power/cm 2 as a function of time at the focal plane f (see Fig.(1)). The target is a 7rcm 3

cylinder located 1.5m downstream of the lens. Because we expect the electron conductivity to be

adequate for current neutralization outside the lens, we only evolve the field equations within the

lens region. Outside of this region we assume that the beam drifts ballistically to the target without

any self-fields.

In Fig. (2), c and the time integrated total energy E at the focus are plotted for various values

of a/la. Both quantities are normalized by their value without self-field interaction. The electron

density ne was held constant at 5 x 1012 (- 20mtorr), corresponding to a plasma/beam density

ratio of ne/nb = 200. The criterion that a be < a* is evidenced by the maximum in energy

around ojao = 0.15 and the minimum in c at a/la = 0.2. The siight difference in a/la between

the peak energy and minimum emittance is most likely due to the fact that c does not quantify

the spread in the four dimensional phase space of (r, f, z, i), but only the (r, i) phase space. For

values of a/a* > 1 advection of the applied field lines limits the energy at the focus to < 75% of

that obtained without self-field interaction. For small values of a/la resistive diffusion plays the

dominant role in defocusing trajectories.

The lower bound a < a* is not as important for high plasma densities. In Fig (3), f and E vs

n, are plotted for fixed values of a/a*. For ne/nb > 500 the two curves converge to the no self-field

case. This behavior is understood by considering the evolution of 0 in equation (5). For large a

(e.g. for Td = r,/r >> 7b) the first order terms in (5) yield

-9 Ire" Vto (14)
at
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where iko is the time independent applied field. For near current neutrality the dominant electron

velocity is ve, = nb/nfvb which results in

- (nb/fn)(vb/Lz) (15)

where O =,/tp, and L. is the z-gradient scale length of 0,,. Hence, the net change in ip after

the beam passes is A' = -(nb/n,)(Vb/Lz)'rb. For nb/n, < 0.002, rb = lOnsec, vb=O.lc, and L. !

10cm, 'Lý < 0.6%. Because the electrons are frozen onto the applied field lines the distortion of
the lens field is a function of the distance that the electrons are displaced during beam transit. For

large plasma densities and short beam pulse lengths rb, electron displacement is small, resulting in

reduced stretching of the field lines. This implies that in addition to a rapid rise in a the electron

density n, should also rise quickly in order to limit advection effects.

In situations envisaged for light ion fusion, the lens system and transport region are assumed

to be filled with gas. The plasma environment is created by beam induced ionization. In Fig. (4),

results from a simulation for the case of beam induced ionization of 1 torr Argon is presented. The

time evolution of a and n, are taken from data generated by our zero-dimensional model mentioned

above. Fig. (4a) is the time evolution of a along the beam length and Fig. (4b) the resultant power

at the focus compared to the no self-field case. The beam deposited 89% of the total energy with

a rms normalized emittance c/co " 6.0. Self-fields generated by the head of the beam when the

plasma density and conductivity were low, resulted in defocusing of the back of the beam.
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Figure 4: Results from simulation with beam induced ionization of 1 torr Argon gas. a) a as a
function of beam length. b) Power/cm 2 at the focus.

Conclusions

We have presented studies of the effect of self-fields on the focusing properties of an applied
B solenoidal lens. It is realized that self-fields play a crucial role in the ability to obtain good

focusing but that the effects can be greatly reduced by an appropriate choice of a high density, high

conductivity background plasma. For the case of beam induced ionization of a gas, it is evident

that self-fields generated by the head of the beam are frozen into the plasma and can subsequently

defocus beam trajectories. This suggests the need to ionize the gas prior to beam propagation.

Future work will examine the effects of microdivergence on focusing.
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ION BEAM MODELING USING ARGUS
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McLean, Virginia 22102 USA

Over the past several years, the ARGUS code has been used to simulate a variety of ion
beam phenomena. ARGUS is a general purpose three-dimensional simulation code. It
can handle fields-only electromagnetic and electrostatic simulations, as well as electro-
static (steady-state and time-dependent) and electromagnetic time-dependent particle-in-
cell (PIC) simulations. In the fields-only electromagnetic regime, ARGUS can be run in
the time domain as well as the frequency domain (eigenmodes). The steady-state elec-
trostatic PIC model is essentially a three-dimensional gun code.

This paper will present results of using the steady-state PIC module in ARGUS to model
two related ion beam devices that use electrostatic quadrupole fields to focus and acceler-
ate an H- ion beam. The results of simulations of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's (LBL)
Constant-Current Variable-Voltage (CCVV) H- accelerator will be presented first. For
this device, ARGUS has been used to simulate electron trapping and H- stripping
between the ion source and the CCVV accelerator, acceleration and transport through the
CCVV modular electrostatic, discrete quadrupole sections. The second device is a helical
electrostatic quadrupole used for low-energy beam transport in the SSC.

ARGUS Code converges when the fields and trajectories
do not change from one iteration to the next.The development of three-dimensional

simulation techniques has progressed to the ARGUS automates most of the apparatus
point where detailed design simulations of needed to carry out three-dimensional simu-
accelerator components is now feasible. lations. All of the modules in ARGUS share
Particle-in-cell (PIC) techniques permit the common utilities for input, memory
self-consistent evaluation of charged-particle management, disk I/O, vector field
trajectories in the presence of both applied operators, diagnostics, and graphics. The
and self-generated electric and magnetic graphics package in ARGUS includes
fields. structure setup plots, as well as field and

particle diagnostics. The code supports
ARGUS, developed at SAIC, is a modular- contour plots, arrow plots, line plots, and
ized, general-purpose three-dimensional time histories of field quantities, in addition
simulation code system that includes elec- to phase space and slice plots for particles.
trostatic and electromagnetic field solvers,
coupled to steady-state and dynamic PIC CCVV Accelerator
modules.1 The dynamic PIC algorithm up- The constant-current, variable-voltage
dates the fields each time step, thereby (CCVV) accelerator is a component of an H-
locking the field solution to the particle mo- accelerator that has been designed at LBL as
tion. The steady-state PIC algorithmn is an a portion of a neutral-beam source for toka-
iterative method for finding static field and mak heating.2,3 The accelerator is a four-
trajectory solutions that are consistent with finger electrostatic quadrupole. H- ions exit
each other. Each iteration consists of push- an ion source into a pre-accelerator, where
ing a collection of test particles across the electrons are removed using permanent
grid in fixed fields. Each test particle repre- magnets and the ions are accelerated to ap-
sents a steady-state beamlet. The charge proximately 100 keV. The ions next enter a
density distribution associated with all the matching region, where the beam is matched
beamlets in one iteration is used to compute to the CCVV fields. ARGUS has been used
the fields for the next iteration. The process to model the preaccelerator and matching
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sections, as well as the first accelerating Approximately half the H- ions injected into
stage of the CCVV structure. the preaccelerator do not survive to the

The preaccelerator structure is shown in CCVV accelerator. They are lost to strip-
Figure 1, which is a two-point perspective ping in the background gas that floods the
plot of the ARGUS representation of the region near the ion source. The matching
structure. A slice through the structure is section also serves to pump the gas away,
shown as an insert. It includes a permanent before it can enter the accelerator structure.
magnet electron trap near the cathode. Using data from LBL, stripping reactions
Figure 2 shows the result of a steady-state have been modeled in ARGUS. The proba-
PIC calculation of this structure using bility that an ion will survive against strip-
ARGUS. The figure shows three orthogonal ping to location z can be expressed as
projections of the trajectories. The electrons F(z) = 1 - b[1 - e-C(z-d)] (1)
can be seen entering the trap, while the ions
pass through to the anode. A small deflec- where the parameters, {b,c,d}, are specified
tion of the H- ions toward the trap is visible to match LBL's data. Figure 2 includes
in the x-z projection. these stripping reactions.

x× at index 31' 0.

Figure 1. Structure Plot for the Preaccelerator in the LBL Neutral Beam Source.
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Figure 2. Orthogonal Projections of the Steady-State PIC Solution for Preaccelerator Shown
in Figure 1.

Steady-state calculations haw-e 2.so been HESO LEBT for the SSC
carried out for the CCVV stru:ure itself.The discretized ARGUS representation of The low-energy beam transport (LEBT) isThe structureis shown inrFigureseathn r- used to match the beam from the:ion sourcethe structure is shown in Figure 3. The re- to the radio-frequency quadrupole (RFQ)suwts of the ARGUS simulations are in good linac that comprises the first injector stage ofagreement withthe SSC. 4  Two major options have been
LBL. Figure 4 shows both results. It is c ie f or optign. One ieenpossible to initialize ARGUS from the enve- considered for the LEBT design. One is tO
possible todel, iynpriaize ng frm the envel u- use an einzel lens and the other is to use alope model, by providing the envelope solu- helical electrostatic quadrupole (HESQ)
tion as the first iteration in the steady-state heliguratio quadru pol o is
PIC solution. This initialization would in- configuration. The HESQ option iscrease the speed of the ARGUS solution. generically similar to the ESQ focusing used

in the CCVV accelerator, and ARGUS has
been applied to the analysis of this
configuration.
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Figure 3. ARGUS Representation of LEL's CCVV Accelerator.
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Figure 4. Comparison of LBL 's Envelope Solution with the ARGUS Result for the CCVV
Accelerator in Figure 3.
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The HESQ approach has been tested at the 900 apart, the disks are rotated by 180 from
Texas Accelerator Center (TAC), using a plane to plane. Figure 6 is the ARGUS
structure built from discrete disks. Figure 5 steady-state solution for an approximately
shows the ARGUS representation of this matched beam in this structure.
structure. Each plane contains four disks,

Figure S. The HESQ Structure Prototype at TAC.
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ARGUS Release

The ARGUS code has been tested in several
design applications relevant to the accel-
eration and transport of ion beams. A new
module to handle chemistry between
charged particle species is planned for
release in the coming months. Beginning in
1993, the code will be available from the
Los Alamos Accelerator Code Group.
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The present article delineates the problem of H- beam transport and its matching to

an RFQ using a novel 6-lens electrostatic quadrupole (ESQ) system as an LEBT. The

main emphasis here is to understand the physics of emittance growth in an ESQ transport
system and the possible ways to mitigate the problem. In the past the ESQ LEBT system

was used very successfully to transport H- beams;' however, the beam perveance was
much lower there. Here we consider a highly space-charge dominated, high-brightness

beam (beam perveance K = 0.003 and normalized brightness - 1011A/m 2rad2). It is quite

a challenging task to transport such beams over a certain distance and focus it into an

RFQ without any significant emittance dilution. The design is based on detailed computer
simulation of beam dynamics through the transport section. The computer predictions

regarding performance of the LEBT system are analyzed in the context of beam parameters

of two particular types of H- ion sources - Penning-Dudnikov source as used in the BEAR

experiment,3 and a volume ionization source of Brookhaven National Laboratory.9 These

two types of sources are particularly suitable to obtain high-brightness H- beams.1 0 In

our previous articles, H- beams from a Penning-Dudnikov source were mainly considered.

Here, the emphasis is on the transport of H- beams from a volume source. We have also
addressed the issue of sensitivity of the beam parameters due to misalignments. Finally,

the problem of matching the H- beam to an RFQ is discussed.

II. Beam Dynamics through the ESQ LEBT

The design procedure as reported earlier " involves a sequence of computer code anal-

ysis: (i) A linear beam optics code integrates the K-V envelope equations and generates

the basic geometrical parameters of the lens system. (ii) A 3-D LAPLACE solver calcu-

lates the equipotentials and evaluates the fringe-field matrices as suggested by Matsuda

and WoUnik.1" (iii) A modified PARMILA code13 uses input from the above two steps and

evaluates the beam parameters (beam size, emittance growth, etc.). This scheme led us

to choose a combination of six ESQ lens system to transport H- beams over a distance

of 30 cm and to provide a moderate convergence (-' -30 mrad) at the end. The technical

details of the LEBT system and some results on the computer code predictions of beam

characteristics have been given earlier.11 The essential points to note from our previous

articles are:

1. A unique feature in the design of the ESQ LEBT system is that the entire system

is self-aligned mechanically. This demands high precision in the fabrication of the
components and their assembly. On the other hand, it eliminates the usually tedious

alignment job in the experiment.

2. The performance of the ESQ LEBT has been examined using beam parameters

of a Penning-Dudnikov source. Some assumptions of the input beam (normalized

brightness = 8 x 1010 A/m 2 rad', divergence at full beam radius of 1 mm = 20 mrad)
are made on the basis of analysis of the emittance data at z = 10.6 cm from the

extraction slit.11 The output beam from the ESQ LEBT is found converging (,,- -25

mrad), and it shows an emittance growth by a factor of about 1.8 assuming a K-V
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type distribution of the beam. The emittance growth is identified as due mainly to

chromatic aberrations.

The above analysis has been carried out further. Figure 1(a) shows the evolution of rms
normalized emittance through the ESQ transport channel. The enhancement of emittance

occurs essentially in the second and fifth lenses, when the amplitude of the beam envelope

grows to more than 80% of the quadrupole aperture. The beam particles residing in the

outer part of the envelope are responsible for the emittance growth, and these particles can
be rejected by suitable use of the ground plates between the adjacent ESQ lenses (Fig. 10 in

ref. 11) as beam scrapers. Two beam scrapers are inserted, one in front of the second lens

and the other in front of the fifth lens. Figure 1(b) shows the evolution of emittance through

the ESQ LEBT when 10% of beam particles are scraped out. The em t tance growth is a

factor of 1.4 here. This is an efficient way to deliver an almost emitt ai-ce-preserved beam

to an RFQ. The above analysis has been carried out using typical parameters of H- beams

from a volume ionization source, here a BNL-type. Usually the beam from such sources

has lower current density compared to, say, the Penning-Dudnikov case. Hence, a larger

extraction slit (radius of extraction slit = 5.6 mm here as opposed to a radius of 1 mm

in the Penning-Dudnikov case) is used to draw the same amount of current in the case of
volume sources. Also the beam divergence at the extraction slit can be very small; almost

a parallel beam can be extracted from the source. The estimated normalized brightness of

this beam is about 3 x 10'°A/m 2 rad2 ; all other parameterb have been given earlier."

Figure 2 shows the modified PARMILA results on distribution of the beam particles

corresponding to an H- beam from the volume source. Here the parameters corresponding

to a 4 times rms ellipse, constructed by including 90% of the beam particles at the output

of the ESQ LEBT, are: X , = 3.3 mm, Y. = 2.7 mm, (X,,.)' = -13.5 mrad, (Y,)' =

-14.9 mrad. The maximum voltage on the ESQ lenses was 4.7 kV. The emittance growth

of the beam is negligibly small, - 4%. This result suggests that the characteristics of the

input beam are very crucial to the issue of emittance growth in a transport system - - a

parallel input beam is desirable.

The sensitivity of output beam parameters with variation of beam voltage, beam cur-

rent, misalignment of the beam axis with respect to the LEBT system has been studied.
The K-V code analysis suggests that the beam parameters do not change noticeably for

a ±1% change of quad voltage (from the ideal setpoint) on all the lenses simultaneously.

Similar insensitivity is noted for variation of beam current (ideal = 30 mA) within a few

milliamperes. Preliminary analysis on the aforementioned misalignments is done using the

modified PARMILA code (no image charge is included in the present code). With the

variation of the amount of off-centering of the input beam, the phase-space distribution

of the output beam remains almost invariant, while the beam centroid shifts coherently.

A translational off-centering by 1 mil at the input is amplified by about a factor of 2

off-centering at the output of the LEBT; this also introduces an angular error of the beam

centroid by about 2 mrad. An on-centered input beam with an error of 1 mrad in the

injection angle shows an off-centering of the output beam by about 1.8 mil; the error in
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the angle stays almost the same through the LEBT channel.
III. Matching to an RFQ

The beam from the LEBT section needs to be matched with the RFQ in order to
achieve a good transmission and preserve ernittance through this channel. The typical
Twiss parameters for the acceptance ellipse of an RFQ (e.g., BEAR and SSC RFQ) demand
a beam convergence of about -90 mrad at the full beam radius of about 1.3 mm. It is an
arduous task to satisfy these requirements of an RFQ by an ESQ LEBT alone without
sacrificing the emittance growth. An LEBT composed of two modules - the ESQ lenses
as a beam transport section and an einzel lens at the end as a matching section - seems
to be a good choice in this pursuit.

Figure 3 shows a schematic of the ESQ LEBT with a short modular attachment contain-
ing an einzel lens. Preliminary analysis is done using the K-V code. The beam envelopes
for the two situations are shown in Fig.4: (a) Penning-Dudnikov case, (b) volume source
case. The beam parameters at the end of the einzel lens match well with the requirements
of the RFQ as mentioned earlier. A high value (about 7.0) of the ratio of the aperture of
the einzel lens to the beam size is taken here; hence, the einzel lens is expected to have

an insignificant contribution to the emittance growth. This problem is being currently
investigated to get a quantitative answer.

IV. Experiments and Discussion
The ESQ LEBT system has been constructed in-house. The overall mechanical align-

ment of the apparatus has been measured, and found to be within ± 1.5 mil. The power
supply system for the ESQ lenses has been attached. Detailed voltage hold-off tests have
been done, and the performance is satisfactory. It is planned to test this ESQ LEBT with
an H- beam from a magnetron source at the SSC Laboratory. The code results are being
reviewed in the light of the beam parameters from the magnetron source.

It has been shown that a combination of an ESQ LEBT system with an einzel lens can
be used very effectively to transport a space-charge dominated, high-brightness H- beam
over a distance of about 30 cm and focus the beam into an RFQ without any significant
emittance dilution. This method appears to be attractive particularly to handle a highly
diverging beam from an ion source. Such a scheme has a number of advantages: (i)
flexibility to handle a wide range of input beam parameters from different types of ion
sources, (ii) allow sufficient buffer space (not field-free) between an ion source and an RFQ
for differential pumping, (iii) experiments with low-voltage power supplies over the major
part of the transport, and (iv) ease of fine tuning. It is now a very important issue to
determine the optimum length of the LEBT section to insure a reliable operation of the
injector system in an accelerator. Carefully controlled experiments with various transport
schemes are warranted and a good database is required to unravel the reliability of the
computer simulation results.
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Abstract

Cluster ions-projectiles have been revealed to be very efficient to drive energy or
momentum on a solid surface. The impact of massive cluster is able to produce high energy
density on a narrow area. Astonishing non linear effect has been observed [1] in the yield of
secondary ions emission desorbed from a surface bombarded by molecular or clusters ions.

The ORION project consists in accelerating with the Orsay Tandem, cluster ions and in
a further step, charged biomolecules, in order to investigate these processes in a velocity range
which correspond to their maximum of efficiency ( a few keV per mass unit).

This paper presents preliminary attemps and first results in creating C60 and C70

molecular ion beams using the Orsay Tandem accelerating structure.

Introduction

The impact of polyatomic particles provides a mean to study non linear effects in the
energy deposition process. Such studies have been performed in the nuclear stopping regime [2]
and with massive particles [3]. For fast and small molecular ions ti.ire are a few examples of
such studies. No experiments were reported so far for fast and large molecular ions which can
deposit in a solid a large amount of energy in a small volume. This paper reports for the first time
on t e successful production of Carbon-60 ions with MeV energies, i.e with velocities above the
Bohr velocity.

The recent discovery that 60 atoms of carbon form a compact closed structure [4,5] and
the possibi".., of synthetizing easily such molecules have made it possible to produce a C60 ion
beam at 50 MeV. The molecular ion stability allows transport of the beam in vacuum (10-7 torr)

over a large distance (> 50 meters). If necessary, and with additional equipment, an increase of
energy by a factor 10 or more could be achieved in the future.
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Experimental

Sample and target preparation

The synthesis and chemical separation of C6o was made in Montpellier with the

equipment of the laboratory of "Dynamiques des phases condens~es" according to a procedure

described in the literature [6,7]. Enrichment of 90 percent in C60 was obtained and about one

gramme of powder was used to prepare solid targets. A small quantity of C60 powder was mixed

with ironin a ratio of one molecule of C60 for 3 atoms of iron. The resulting powder was then

compressed at 200 kg/cm2. The final form of the target was a disc of 0.8 mm thick and 5 mm in

diameter. Several targets of 30 mg were prepared in this way.

Injection of C6o ions in the Tandem accelerator.

A ion gun delivering a high intensity beam of Cs ion at 20 keV was used to

bombard a C60 target. Sputtered C6o" ions were first accelerated to an energy of 20 keV and

were deflected by a magnetic field in a 35 degrees magnet. A pre-acceleration at 180 keV, was

used before entering the tandem accelerator. An ion buncher is operated on this section at a

frequency of 5 MHz. Electrostatic deflection plates can also be used to deflect the beam for a
certain time (up to 50 gis). Before injection in the tandem, a Faraday cup is used to measure the

beam current. Hundreds of picoamperes to nanoamperes were measured at this stage. The

variation of intensity as a function of the magnetic field in the injection magnet shows clearly the

two contributions at MNZ 720 and M/Z 840 corresponding to C60- and C70- respectively.

High energy section

The C60 beam is then accelerated to the energy qV with V beeing the high voltage

of the terminal which can be varied from + 7 to + 14 Megavolts. At the center of the machine

there is a cylindrical gas cell (L = 60 cm, 0 = 8 mm) containing the gas necessary for stripping.

In the present study, very low pressures were used. The experiment shows that a multiple

ionization happens in the gas cell and that C 66- becomes C60n+ which is then accelerated in the

second section of the tandem. For 10 Megavolts at the terminal and n=1 the total energy is 20.2

MeV (20 MeV in the tank and 200 KeV of pre-acceleration). After the second acceleration, ions

are travelling about 10 meters in the beam line in a tube mounted in the zero degree direction. An

ion and electron detection system [8], as shown in Fig. 1 was specially installed on this tube for

the C60 experiment.
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Fig I System of detection for secondary ions and electrons after impact of
molecular ions on an electron converter surface or any kind of surfaces. A CsI coating was used
in this experiment.

Time of Fligth measurements for beam identification

Time of fligth measurements were made between the deflection system (before the
tandem) and the detectors in Fig. 1. The total time of fligth distance was therefore about 50
meters. Secondary ions and electrons were detected but the electron signal was used as a stop
signal for the beam time of fligth measurements. Fig. 2 shows time of fligth spectra of C,+ at
30 MeV and 40 MeV. where components of C602+ and C603+ are visible. The calculated TOF
values correspond to the measured values. Since the pulsing system was not designed for such a
heavy ion beam, 2 to 3 ion beam pulses from the buncher were present in one TOF peak
modifications will be made in the future. A transmitted particle yield of 10-3 (and even larger)
has been estimated (ratio between the beam current before the tandem and at the detection site).
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Figure : Time of flight mass spectrum at 10 Megavolts of acceleration voltage in the
Tandem showing the presence of C602+ and C603+.

Discussion

The success of this experiment is due to the high stability of the molecule and to

the relatively high yield of ionization in the gas cell. In addition, the largest intensities of C601+,
C602+, C603+ beams are obtained at the same small gas flow value (fig 3). This indicates that the

multiple degree of ionization of one molecule is very likely achieved in one collision. The

relative intensity of the peaks (in Fig. 3) decreases slowly (the C603+/C60+ ratio is 18 % and

C602+/C60+ is 40 %). A peak of C664 was not observed and a maximun charge of 3 has

therefore been measured in this experiment. For n = 4 it can be calculated that the electrostatic

repulsion is larger than the binding energy of one atom in the C60 structure. q64 must

therefore be instable with respect to Coulomb fragmention. A calculation of single, double and

triple ionization of C60 in binary collisions N -+ C shows that only the collision parameter for

single ionization corresponds to a C recoil energy lower than the binding energy of a carbon
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atom in the structure. Therefore, the double and triple ionization are due to consecutive collisions
of a nitrogen atom with several carbon atoms in the same molecule rather than to multiple
ionization in one binary collision.
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Figure : Relative intensity of the multiply charged ions as a function of the relative gas
flow in the gas cell at the center of the tandem machine

The possibility of such multiple ionizing collisions in one N2-C encounter is
caused by the peculiar shape of the ball. The projected density of the C60 molecule is 5 times
larger, in the 1 angstrom thick ring of the peripherical region, than in the rest of the projected
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part (approximately 2.5 and 0.5 atoms/A2 respectively. Thus, the multiple ionization is likely

obtained in periphical collisions. Additional collisions leading to more than triple ionization

increase when the gas pressure increases. They give rise to Coulomb molecular break up.
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We discuss a collisionless mechanism for transporting an ion beam in a pinched state. The beam is
injected into a low density gas (- 1014_1016 cm"3) in which a partially ionized plasma channel, with
a radius somewhat larger than that of the beam, has previously been formed, by a laser for example.
The plasma electron density exceeds the beam ion density. PIC simulations show that the space
charge of the beam induces an inward radial flow of plasma electrons to neutralize the beam charge,
as well as a large axial current of plasma electrons in the same direction as the beam current, in the
region in front of the beam. The resulting net current I. actually exceeds the beam current Ib near
the front of the beam. The resulting pinch effect is much stronger than that expected for self-
pinched propagation in a higher gas density (resistive) regime where In << lb. Even if the channel
density is initially underdense, the beam body will pinch, provided that the rate of plasma
production from beam impact ionization of the neutral gas is sufficiently rapid. Analytic
calculations support the simulation results. This scheme shows promise as a method for
propagating heavy or light ion beams in a fusion target chamber.

Advantages of Pinched Transport for Intense Ion Beams
Accelerator and system requirements for a heavy or light ion beam fusion system are

strongly constrained by requirements for beam transport to the target. In typical heavy ion
fusion (HIF) reactor scenarios, it is assumed that the 10 GeV beams propagate ballistically

over a distance of several meters in the reactor chamber, focusing down from a relatively large
radius at injection to a radius of the order of 3 mm at the target.' Because of the low current

that can be carried in each beam, it is necessary to inject and focus twenty or more distinct

beams on the target. In addition, it appears to be necessary to maintain a low background gas
pressure (<1 mtorr) in the chamber in order to avoid degradation of the beam due to beam

stripping and background plasma effects. 2' 3 Ballistic focusing also requires that the

longitudinal thermal velocity be held to the order of 0.1% of the beam velocity in the
accelerator.' This, in turn, requires stabilization of the longitudinal instability.

All of these requirements are relaxed if it is possible to transport the beam in a tightly

pinched state in the reactor chamber.2"4 The ions could then be injected in one or two beams
with particle current well above 10 kA; high beam current is an asset in pinched propagation.

Only one or two narrow (sub-centimeter) entry ports in the reactor chamber would be

necessary. The ambient gas pressure in the reactor chamber would be well above 1 mtorr, at a

level which is easily maintained in the reactor environment. The requirements on longitudinal

beam emittance would be much relaxed, possibly even permitting stabilization of the
longitudinal instability by increasing the beam temperature. The reactor chamber could be
larger. Pinched propagation may allow lower beam energy and higher current than can be

considered for ballistic transport.
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Pinched final transport is also promising for applications involving light ion beams. The

proposed Laboratory Microfusion Facility (LMF) requires 30 MeV lithium beams to be

transported about 4 m to accomodate longitudinal beam bunching.5 The prime candidates for

accomplishing this are ballistic focusing in gas at density around I torr and pinched transport

in an externally driven Z-discharge. 5 Ballistic transport puts constraints on beam quality, and

it is not certain that the beam charge and current will be neutralized sufficiently. Though the

LMF is a single shot application, the presence of auxiliary equipment in the chamber, to

produce a discharge, is undesirable.

Conditions for Pinched Transport

Pinched transport of relativistic electron beams (REBs) is readily accomplished. If the

beam is injected into dense gas (> 1 tort), it quickly ionizes the gas creating a plasma which

shorts out the radial space charge electric field of the beam and supports a return current.

However, the return current only partially cancels the beam current, 1b, leaving a net current,

I,. The confining force of the magnetic field due to In balances the radial thermal pressure,

permitting a pinched equilibrium. This method does not work well for ion beam transport.

Plasma creation by the ions is much faster and, though the beam space charge is neutralized,

the net current is frozen in at a value too low to pinch the beam. 3' 4

A second means of transporting REBs in a pinched state is propagation in the ion

focused regime (IFR).6'7 Here the beam is injected in a plasma channel of low density,

<10 mtorr, with available charge less than the beam charge. The beam space charge drives the

plasma electrons radially outward from the channel, leaving behind an ion column which

provides a confining electric force. This is essentially the only force on the beam, since the

self electostatic and magnetic forces cancel when beam velocity is c. This type of IFR

propagation will not work for nonrelativistic positive ion beams, because the channel ions are

not mobile enough to be expelled during the time of beam passage, and the ion beam space

charge must be nearly completely charged neutralized, since the beam is nonrelativistic.

A New Pinched Mode for Transport of Ion Beams

We propose a pinched scheme in which the ion beam is propagated in a narrow

preionized plasma channel within the background gas.3 The beam space charge is neutralized

by radial inflow of plasma electrons. Therefore the channel radius, rc, should be on the order

of twice the beam radius, rb, and the line density of the plasma channel should be greater than

the beam density. It is possible that this requirement can be relaxed, since the beam produces

additional electrons by ionizing the background (and/or stripping). The background density

should be low, typically < 100 mtorr, so that the plasma electrons are collisionless and a broad

halo of plasma is not produced. Since the beam velocity is much less than c, the space charge

field propagates ahead of the beam into the preionized channel. The resulting force draws

electrons toward the beam. These generate an axial pinch current that is in place when the
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beam head arrives and is frozen in by the rising conductivity. The result is that the heavy ion

beam is well-pinched by a net current that persists throughout the duration of the beam. We

believe that this mechanism works only in a narrow plasma channel; in broader plasma

regions, the inflow of electrons toward the beam is essentially entirely radial, with no

significant axial electric field to drive a precursor axial current.

Mazarakis, et al.8 have demonstrated the production of large currents propagating in

preionized plasma channels. In their case the currents were induced by an accelerator cavity

intersecting the channel.

Description of FRIEZR Simulation Code and Nominal Simulation Parameters
The effects discussed in the last section were first seen in numerical simulations3 using

FRIEZR, 7 an axisymmetric 2-D particle simulation code which solves the full set of
axisymmetric Maxwell's equations, including self fields. Simulations with actual HIF
parameters are difficult because the pulse length and beam transit time are many orders of
magnitude larger than the electron plasma period which must be resolved. In order to make
the computations affordable, the simulation electron mass was set to m* = 100me, and
simulation beam current densities were set much lower than in HIF applications. These
scaling techniques are widely used in particle simulations to illustrate basic physics. Code
modifications that would remove the plasma frequency restriction are being investigated.

The simulations reported by Hubbard, et al.3 were over short propagation distances.
Recent simulations have investigated longer beams and propagation distances. Two of these
simulations will be discussed in the next section. The nominal beam parameters for these
simulations are energy Eo = 10 GeV (03 = .3), m, = 209mp (bismuth), charge state Qb = 50,
maximum electrical current I1 = 5 kA, normalized emittance en = 0.001 rad-cm, injection
radius a. = 1 cm, pulse rise time '"r = 5 nsec and pulse length r-p = 25 nsec. The channel has a
radius ach = 2 cm, and the line density ratio of the channel to the beam (Qbei3cNch/In, where
Nch is the line density of the channel) is 5. Parameters pertinent to light ion fusion have also
been explored, with similar results.

Simulation Results
Figure la shows the beam current Ib (solid), and the net current In (dashed), 20 ns after

injection of the beam into the channel at z=0. The nose of the beam has travelled to z =
200 cm. The net current rises before the beam arrives, and reaches a peak value In = 2Ib at the
end of the beam current rise. It remains at a large fraction of the beam current for the duration
of the pulse. Figure lb shows the half-current beam radius at the same time. The beam is
pinched to a radius less than the injection radius ao = 1 cm, except at the very front. There are

oscillations appearing which will eventually disrupt the beam. These are believed to result
from some unphysical aspects of the simulations, which will be discussed in the next sectior-s.
Figure lc shows the v,/c - z phase space plot of the channel electrons at an earlier time, t =
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15 ns. Electrons ahead of the beam are seen to be flowing toward it, producing the pinch

current. It is also apparent that the channel electrons exhibit axial flow in the nature of a cold

fluid. Figure Id shows the beam particle positions at 15 ns. Beam contraction at the place of

peak net current is apparent. Striations which lead to the oscillations in radius have appeared.
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Fig. la. Beam asclid y an : Fig. 2a. Beam (solid) and net Fig. 2b. Half current radius a lof
(dashed) curents at t =20 us. t 20 us. plasma electrons at t 15 ns.
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This simulation neglected ionization of the background gas by the beam. Since Qb = 50,

the ionization cross section is very large, and even at low gas densities, the beam is expected
to produce sufficient ionization to provide space charge neutralization near the beam head.
This may allow the channel to be underdense (Nch, < QbNb). Figures 2a and 2b are taken from

a simulation which illustrates these effects. The peak net current is now only slightly larger

than the peak beam current. The beam head shows expansion because it takes some time for

space charge neutralization to be established. The oscillations in the beam radius have been

substantially reduced from those shown in Figure lb.

Analytic Model
To help understand the simulation results, an analytic model of a channel-pinched ion

beam has been developed. There are three simplifying assumptions: 1) a steady state exists in

the beam frame, 2) axial scale lengths greatly exceed radial scale lengths, and 3) the channel

plasma is modeled as a one-dimensional cold fluid. Azimuthal symmetry is also assumed.
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Consider a cylindrical coordinate system with beam propagation down the z axis.

Define a variable Z S y(Oct-z) where ion beam energy is E = 7MKc 2 and p = (1 -1/7 2)1/2. The

steady state assumption implies that all functions of z and t depend only on the combination Z.

In calculating the axial electric field Eý, the large aspect assumption allows the radial current

density, Jr, to be ignored. Maxwell's equations then reduce to

a 2E 1 a a 4v 8z
-- + - - r - E (J + J ), (1)
az 2  rar ar z 0yca z bz pz

where Jbz is the axial current density of the beam and JPz is the axial current density induced in

the channel plasma by the beam.
The plasma current density is given by JP, = Pvz where p is the electron density and vz

is the axial electron velocity. Applying the steady state assumption to the one-dimensional

cold fluid equations for the plasma electrons results in

plr, Z) 01 1 -v Z(r,Z) 12)

and2
a v 2 (r,-Z) e
vz(r,Z) 20c = dZ E Z(r,Z) , (3)

where Po is the unperturbed plasma density. These equations are linearized and the resulting

expression for JP, is substituted into Eq. (1):
22

a 2E Z 1 a a W 2 4w a Jb
a + - - r - E + 2 E = - (4)

aZ2 r ar ar z T272c2 z P7 c aZ

where wp is the electron plasma frequency. The solution to this Helmholtz equation can be

given in terms of a Green's function

Cos(R/A) Jb
E (r,Z) RdZ r dr d (5)

where 7X=-37c/c,., and R is the distance from (r,0,Z) to (r,0,Z).
Equations (2)-(5) show that an equilibrium exists in which a current is initiated in the

channel ahead of the beam, which should scale with the beam current rise rate. Equation (5)
also shows that an oscillatory wakefield will result if the beam current rises rapidly compared
to the scale length irX in Z. The oscillations seen in the simulations are believed to be due to

this mechanism. In the simulations X - 10 cm, and the rise length is - 50 cm. If the beam
radius and rise length are much larger than X,, as is the case for HIF or LIF parameters, the
oscillations should be smoothed out.
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Issues
The work done so far has shown the promise of this pinched transport scheme, but the

physics is very complicated and many issues are still to be resolved. Because of numerical

restrictions, the simulations have been in the regime where X =_-/3 c/lp > rb, but the opposite is

true in the parameter regimes of interest for inertial fusion. There is reason to believe the

oscillations seen in the simulations at wavelength X will not occur, or may not be as

disruptive, in the application. Head and tail erosion, seen in the simulations, have not been

studied thoroughly. The details of the injection of the beam from the accelerator onto the

channel have not been addressed. The two stream electron-ion instability may occur. The

stability properties have not yet been studied if the beam is injected off the channel axis.

Channel production and viability must be investigated. It is particularly important to define
which issues can be addressed by contemporary experiments.

Summary
Pinched propagation in a preionized channel in low density gas looks promising for both

LIF and HIF ion beams. The pinch current is initiated by electrostatic acceleration of

upstream electrons which flow toward the beam. A simple analytic theory provides a

qualitative picture for interpreting the phenomena, and FRIEZR simulations confirm the basic

mechanism. Simulations in the actual regime of interest have not been done because the time

scale of the plasma frequency is much shorter than time scales associated with the beam pulse.

A number of mechanisms could degrade the quality of the pinch. Some of these have been

seen in the simulations, but these appear to be artifacts of the regime explored in the

simulations, and of artificial features of the coding. An expanded effort in theory, simulation,

and eventually experiment is needed to confrm the usefulness of this method of transport, and
the scaling of the physics with system parameters. However, it is clear that succes.l'il

implementation of pinched transport would have a high payoff for both HIF and LIF.
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Abstract

For inertial-fusion applications, the beam in proposed recirculating heavy-
ion accelerators must complete fifty to one hundred laps around lattices that
are between two and four killmeters in circumference. Frequent monitoring and
correction of the beam-centroid position is essential to avoid unrealistic tolerances
on dipole strengths and quadrupole alignment, the beam centroid. Analytic and
numerical estimates are made of the beam-centroid displacement due algorithms
for both time-dependent and time-independent beam steering are presented. An
envelope-code simulation is used to demonstrate their effectiveness.

1. Introduction

A recirculating induction accelerator[l] has been suggested as an alternative to con-
ventional linear drivers for heavy-ion fusion. This "recirculator" is expected to cost signif-
icantly less than linear drivers because the accelerating cells are used repeatedly for each
pulse and because smaller induction units with a reduced accelerating gradient would be
used. The lower gradient significantly increases the path length for pulses, and the circular
design requires the use of dipole magnets with time-varying field strengths. If the strength
of any dipole is inappropriate for the beam momentum, due to improper timing or to an
erroneous drive voltage, then the pulse will, in effect, receive a small transverse kick, and
the cumulative effect of random strength errors in many dipoles is that the amplitude of
the beam-centroid betatron motion in the plane of the accelerator increases by a random
walk. Misaligned quadrupoles similarly give transverse kicks to the beam centroid. Since
the betatron frequency varies along an intense ion pulse due to space charge, such dis-
placements develop into centroid ripples with progressively shorter axial wavelength, and
eventually field nonlinearities and axial slippage in bends are expected to thermalize the
centroid motion, leading to a steady emittance growth.

In this paper, the effects of errors in dipole strengths and quadrupole alignment are es-
timated analytically. Simple time-dependent and time-independent steering algorithms are
then proposed for correcting centroid mismatches, and in a final section these procedures
are evaluated using the envelope code CIRCE[2].

2. Effects of Magnet Errors

The transverse energy equation for the centroid of a beam "slice" as a function of
distance s along the lattice axis is approximately

+ - - 2Mc(1)

* Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory under contract W-7405-ENG-48.
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Here, X is the centroid displacement ii the bend plane, 3'2 .Myc 2 /2 is the kinetic energy of
an ion, and LAW± is the transverse energv increment due to a single dipole field-strength
error. In fact, since the magnetic fields are effectively static as the beam passes, no work is
done on the centroid, but rather AWj increases at the expense of longitudinal energy. The
effective betatron wavenumber of the centroid motion in Eq. (1) is given in the continuum
approximation by 02 K

o K (2)
k~4 L2 R 2

where L is the half-lattice period, R is the pipe radius, K = 2qelb/[47reo(13"y)IMc3 ] is the
perveanuL, aud the "undepressed tune" ao is the betatron phase advance per lattice period
in the absence of space charge. The second term in Eq. (2) accounts for image forces in
the pipe. Assuming harmonic motion in s, the betatron amplitude X,.- after i dipole
kicks satisfies the relation

k - 12 AW-i (3)

The ith energy increment is given by AWj_. = Apli/2M, where Ap-_i ;• qe77dLbBi is the

momentum increment for a dipole error SBi, and 77d is the occupancy of the dipole magnet.
The beam receives Nsma±/L kicks, where N is the total number of laps, and sma. is the
circumference of the recirculator. Using SBrms to denote the root mean-square (rms)
average of bBi, the total increment in transverse energy resulting from these kicks is then
written

'N ,w = Nsmaz (qevldL6Brms )2
S = L 2M ' (4)

and the accumulated centroid displacement is

27r 6B•,, ( NL 1/2
x,, =k,- By 2sma-) (5)

For the parameters in Table I, which resemble those of the High-Energy Ring (HER) in
Ref. 1, Eq. (5) gives a maximum allowable SB,,,/By of 0.009% when the maximum
displacement amplitude is taken to be 0.5 cm. This prediction is in good agreement
with the 0.01% tolerance for dipole errors previously found in envelope simulations using
CIRCE[3].

Errors in quadrupole alignment similarly cause the centroid betatron amplitude to
increase like a random walk, so that

Xmaz , bX,.,,(C,.,Nq)) 2 . (6)

Here, SXrms is the rms quadrupole displacement, and Nq = Nsma./L is the total number
of quadrupoles through which the beam passes, about 10' for the parameters in Table I.
The quantity C,., has been found by Neil[4] to increase from 3 to 6 in the HER. If the
maximum beam displacement in the absence of steering is again taken to be 0.5 cm, then
the tolerance on quadrupole alignment is Sxq ;- 0.001 cm
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Table I Nominal parameters for the high-energy ring of the LLNL ion recirculator

beam parameters
ion charge state q 1
ion mass M 200 amu
peak beam current lb 132 A
initial energy (-YO - 1)Mc2  1 GeV
initial duration Ar 750 ns
initial rise/fall time 7r 150 ns

lattice parpmeters
length Smax 2934 m
half-period L 2.865 m
1.ipe radius R 6.1 cm
number of laps N 100

3. Steering Algorithm

The strategy for reducing centroid displacements resulting from reproducible magnet
errors involves sensing centroid errors for one pulse and correcting them on subsequent
pulses. In general, two steering magnets are needed to correct errors in X and X' - dX/ds,
and the beam position must be measured as a function of time at three positions, because
centroid motion in a circular accelerator depends on X, X', and the momentum error
Ap/p = 1 - po/p, where p = -foMc is the actual ion momentum and p0 = qeByp is the
design momentum for a dipole field strength of B. and a bend radius of p. Briefly, the
steering algorithm involves using first-order transport theory and the position information
at the monitors to estimate both the values of X, X', and Ap/p upon. entering the module
and the matched values of X and X' at the second steering magnet. In the thin-lens
limit, the first steering gives an impulsive kick to the beam that places the centroid at the
matched X position as it reaches the second magnet, and that magnet then adjusts X'
to the matched value. A similar but more elaborate procedure is needed for finite-length
steering magnets. The main weakness of this approach is that corrections must be set
for one module at a time on each, requiring a substantial number of calibration pulses.
Another shortcoming is that a nonzero Ap/p is not corrected. Separate induction cells or
voltage changes in the main accelerating cells are still needed to match the ion momentum
to the design value.

The steering algorithm is implemented in CIRCE in a particularly simple manner.
During the first pass of a pulse through a steering module, the centroid positions at the
three monitors are saved as functions of time. The linear transport matrices for the lattice
are then used to estimate the instantaneous kicks required at the two infinitesimally thin
steering "magnets". The beam is reinitialized at the first monitor, and the kicks are
administered during the second pass. For time-dependent steering, appropriate kicks are
calculated for each of many closely spaced beam slices, whereas for time-independent
steering, the kicks are calculated for the center slice only and used for all slices.

4. Evaluation

The steering algorithm is tested using the nominal HER lattice of Ref. 1. Lattice
parameters are listed in Table I along with some beam parameters, and each half-period
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Fig. 1 Beam centroid displacement with random 0.1% dipole- strength errors (a) before and
(b) after a time-dependent correction at the end of the first lap. The dashed 'ine
shows the centroid displacement in the absence of magnet errors.

consists of an focusing quadrupole, a dipole for bending, and a pair of accelerating gaps.
The standard steering module here consists of three monitors spaced by a full lattice
period and a steering station located immediately after each of the last two monitors.
The effectiveness of steering is found to depend only weakly on the placement of these
elements. Decreasing the module size to less than a period does not resolve enough of a
betatron orbit to allow an accurate calculation of Ap/p, and increasing it to greater than
three times the period intr,-duces the likelihood of aliasing.

In the tests reported here, errors are made only in the strengths oi dipole magnets,
but errors in quadrupole alignment should produce qualitatively similar results. For any
magnet, the error is taken to be the same fraction of the nominal strength for any lap,
corresponding to a magnet that is correctly timed but driven with a pulse of incorrect
voltage. Error magnitudes for are chosen, somewhat arbitrarily, to have a uniform prob-
ability over a ixed range that is selected to give the appropriate rms error, and for each
case here the same lattice errors, with an rms magnitude of 0.1%, are used.

The time-dependent and time-independent steering algorithms are tested separately
here. However, both techniques would likely be used in a heavy-ion recirculator, with
between one and four time-dependent modules in a ring and a substantially larger number
of time-independent modules placed between them.

4.1. Time-Dependent Steering

To demonstrate the time-dependent steering algorithm, we use a lattice with four
equally spaced steering modules. With no correction, the 0.1% dipole-strength errors
cause centroid oscillations with a peak-to-peak amplitude exceeding 1.5 mm during the
first lap, and the amplitude continues to grow roughly like the square root of the number
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of laps. The phase of the oscillation is found to vary by about 57r from the beam center to
the ends after a single lap. The plot in Fig. la, showing X with corrections applied versus
the time -r that beam slices reach the steering module at the end of the first lap, indicates
that the amplitude still grows to about 1 mm between modules, and the accumulated
phase change from the center to the ends is in excess of 27r. However, the corresponding
plot just after the module shows that X has been reduced by a order of magnitude and
closely resembles the displacement found in the absence of errors. There is a nonzero
average displacement in the plots of Fig. lb because Ap/p is not zero for this case, and
the rapid variation of X near the beam center results from a space-charge wave causing a
density depression there. A small error in the estimated Ap/p, due to the use of linearized
transport theory, accounts for the difference between the corrected X and the values found
with no magnet errors.

A maximum spacing between modules is set by the cutoff frequency of the circuitry
driving the steering magnets, above which the response in nonlinear. This cutoff, which
depends on the circuit design and layout, limits the spacing of modules because the dif-
ference in betatron phase along the beam transforms a uniform displacement from the
matched X location into centroid ripples of progressively higher frequency. For a cutoff
frequency fmaz and a beam rise or fall time AT, the maximum spacing of time-dependent
steering modules is

Asma, ,-• 27rfm, axAr (8)

where Kmax is the perveance at the beam center. For the HER parameters in Table I and

a cutoff frequency of 30 MHz, this expression gives ASma. ; 500 m.

4.2. Time-Independent Steering

The spacing of time-independent steering modules is also constrained by the betatron-
frequency difference along the beam. Since the same kick is administered to all beam slices,
the phase shift between the center and the ends that accumulates between modules must
be less than 7r/2 for the direction of the kicks to be correct. An upper bound on module
spacing, using this 7r/2 phase shift, is given by

Asmax ,.r -• aLKR,, (9)

which gives Asmax ,z, 57 m for the parameters in Table I. If Ap/p were constant along the
beam, then reducing the module spacing would make the corrected X a progressively better
approximation to the matched value. However, transport through the steering r -odule
depends on Ap/p if the lattice contains a dipole, and consequently the matched values of
X and X' vary enough in realistic cases to make time-independent steering substantially
incorrect regardless of module spacing. This fact results in diminishing improvement in
the corrected X as the module spacing is reduced below the upper bound in Eq. (9).

The plots of X in Fig. 2 ilustrate the effects of time-independent steering in two cases.
Both plots show the centroid position as a function of time at the end of one lap around
a lattice with the standard 0.1% dipole errors. Sixteen equally spaced steering modules
are used for the case in Fig. 2a, giving a module spacing As of 172 m. The accumulated
phase shift along the beam due to the non-uniform Ap/p makes the kicks inappropriate
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Fig. 2 Beam centroid displacement with random 0.1% dipole-strength errors at the end of
the first lap after (a) 16 and (b) 128 time-independent corrections. The dashed line
shows the centroid displacement in the absence of magnet errors.

away from the beam midpoint, so displacements are reduced only about 50% compared
with an uncorrected beam. Rapid fluctuations occur particularly near the ends because
the density decrease there concentrates the phase-shift accumulation in those regions. The
displacement for a lattice using 128 steering modules with a separation of about 11 m is
plotted as a solid line in Fig. 2b. Although details differ due to the non-uniform Ap/p, this
case shows a much better replication of the centroid displacement found for an error-free
lattice, again plotted as a dashed line. The displacement near the beam ends still shows
a rapid fluctuation due to accumulated phase shift, and in a more realistic model, this
fluctuation would be expected to phase mix, leading to emittance growth near the ends
and finally to loss of those ions. Reducing the module spacing below about 10 m gives
little improvement in the correction and does not reduce the fluctuations near the ends.
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Abstract: Planar high pressure shock waves can be generated with intense light ion
beams. In this paper we study the prospects of using the multilayerd targets to generate
ultra high pressures for conditions prevailing at KALIF. It is found that with the present
beam parameters multilayerd targets do not offer any substantial advantage. However
with the HELIA pulse line multilayerd targets can extend the investigation regime at
KALIF towards higher pressures. Simulations with the present beam parameters
reproduce high flyer velocities of 13 km/s measured for a 33 prn Al target.

1. Introduction

Powerful light ion beams to generate high pressure in condensed matter are of great inter-
est. The light ion beams are advantageous in comparison to lasers due to the bulk char-
acter of the energy deposition and due to their large focus size and 'hus producing planar
shock waves.

The scaling relation derived previously shows that the ablation pressure driving the
shock wave is roughly proportional to the 2/3 power of beam intensity [1]. With the
focused beam power density of about 0.3 TW/cmr obtained at KALIF, using self magnetically
insulating pichreflex or B9 -diodes [2][3], the generation of shock waves can be studied
only in the range of a few hundred kbars. Recently Ng and Piriz [4] have suggested that
dynamic pressures up to 5 Mbar can be achieved with light ion beams of power density
as low as 0.1 TW/cm 2 using flyer plate impact techniques. In this case thermal pressure
generated by ion energy deposition in the absorber region propels the payload, which then
impacts on the solid target producing the high pressures. These results [4] were
obtained using a simple analytic model; assuming thereby a constant power density and
proton energy. Energy distribution in the absorber zone was assumed to be uniform and as
such the presence of the Bragg peak was not taken into account. In addition, it was assumed
that the absorber expanded as ideal gas with y = 5/3. In reality, however, at beam power
densities of about 0.1 TW/cm 2 the matter in the energy deposition zone is in the dense
non-ideal plasma regime [5]. Besides that, intense ion beams generated with pulsed power
machines show temporal change in beam energy and power. Portions of the absorber
receiving energy from the particle beam change with the change in the energy of impinging
ions. These changes are aggravated by the change of the target properties under intense
beam action.

In the present paper we investigate the dynamics of thin foil acceleration by light ion
beams. In our numerical calculations realistic physical parameters, i.e. realistic beam power
pr-files, wide-range equations of state, effects of the range shortening in hot plasma, elec-
tron an'd radiation heat transfer etc. are included. Calculations have been performed for
measured beam parameters of KALIF. Some calculations are also presented for light ion
beam parameters that may become available in the near future at KALIF. Calculation results
of aluminum foils acceleration by KALIF beam have been compared with experimental
measurements obtained using high resolution interferometric methods [6].
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2. Calculational Procedure

The Euler equations are used to describe the dynamics of condensed matter under beam
action. Energy transfer by radiation is treated in the approximation of radiation heat con-
duction. Electron conductivity coefficient and Rosseland mean free path are functions of
density and temperature and were determined by wide-range semiempirical formulas
developed in [7]. As the maximum target temperature reached with a beam power density
of 0.2 TW/cm2 does not exceed a few 10's of eV the energy of the radiation field is not very
important in the calculations reported here.

A five parameter empirical wide-range equation of state is used. The dependence of
Gruneisen parameter y, on temperature (energy) and density is given by;

y(E,V) = y0(V) + (Ya + y0(V))[ 1 - exp {,(1E - EcEa)}

Parameters fl, Eo and y. in (2.14) are fitted to obtain agreement with the Graneisen coeffi-
cient values calculated in the region of dense nonideal plasma by quantum-statistical
calculations [8]. In the present calculations we use SESAME EOS data [9] to fit our EOS
parameters in the region of dense plasma. An analytical form of the EOS is convenient for
numerical simulation due to calculations time economy. It also provides for continuity of the
pressure and sound velocity in entire range. The temperature is calculated by using table
SESAME EOS.

The calculations were done by the Godunov method in a moving grid. Nodes of the grid are
moved with contact velocities calculated by solving the Riemann problems between
neighbouring cells. A numerical procedure was developed, which allows to solve the
Riemann problem for the case of a general equation of state. Energy transfer by conduc-
tivity is calculated at every time step after hydrodynamics recalculation of flow parame-
ters by an implicit finite difference scheme. Details of the method will be described else-
where [11].

3. Calculations and Results

Under normal conditions the pressure generated by KALIF ion beams can be written as
P(GPa) = 60 (TW) 0 3 [1]. This limits the pressure generated with a KALIF beam of
0.3 TW/cM 2 to a few 10's of GPa. However, the hydrodynamic efficiency of the target may
be increased by the use of multilayered targets. This has been studied analytically [4]
using various simplifications such as ideal gas equation of state, constant ion energy and
constant beam power, uniform deposition of the beam energy into the target. These analyt-
ical results were varified to some extent using realistic models for equation of state, beam
energy depostion as a function of density and temperature etc. [12]. The basic idea is to use
a tamper layer of high Z material with low stopping power and heavy mass, a low Z material
as absorber in which most of the energy is absorbed and the expansion of the absorber
accelerates the payload. Thicknesses of different zones (tamper - absorber - payload)
depend oon the properties of the materials and of impinging beam. The mass of the
absorber is determined by the range of the ions. The thickness of the payload in turn can
not be below a certain limit due to manufacuring constraints and because of the possible
instabilities which have to be avoided.

The above mentioned calculations were performed for a proton energy of 3 MeV. This is
about a factor of 2 higher than the energy to which protons can be accelerated at KALIF
presently. In the following we examine how this low proton energy influences the results
obtained previously. For this purpose we have performed different calculations using
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measured beam parameters. [6]. The experimentally measured profiles were used taking
thereby account of the beam transport from the anode to the target.
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Figure 1. Velocity evolution: The mass velocity of a 5 pm Ta payload using different
absorbers. The beam was that for the KALIF shot No. 3155. The thickness
of Teflon or Aluminum absorber was so determined that the beam was
completely stopped in the absorber.

Fig. 1 shows the velocity evolution of a constant payload of 5 Am Ta using different absorber
materials. It is seen that in absence of a tamper the use of lighter absorber is of no use as
the center of mass is shifted towards the payload. Placing a tamper layer in frcnt of alumi-
num improves the results only marginally. Due to the fixed payload mass and short range
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Figure 2. Velocity evolution: Back surface velocity of a 33 1m Al target together with
experimental data. The beam characteristics used for this calculation is that
for shot No. 3155.
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of 1.4 MeV protons one can not take benefit of a layerd target. Therefore we first examine
the dynamics of a single material target under KALIF beam action and in a second sub-
section we come back to a multilayer target for an upgraded KALIF.

3.1 Aluminum foil acceleration by KALIF beam

In this subsection we report ID numerical simulations for KALIF-experiments reported in
an accompanied paper [6]. The results of the back surface velocity calculation for 33 and
50 pm Al foil are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 together with experimental data. To obtain rea-
sonable fit to the experimental data for the 50 pm Al target the beam power density of shot
No. 3155 has to be reduced by a factor of 2 to 3. For a better understanding the actual beam
profile prevalent in these experiments should be used. A change in EOS data can also
influence the results. Steps on velocity profiles describe waves circulation between the
back surface and the plasma-solid boundary. The duration of steps can be approximately
estimated as the double thickness of the solid part divided by the sound velocity (For 30
Am Al foil it equals n--5 ns and for 50 pm ,10 ns ). The thickness of the solid part of the foil
is determined by the proton range. The agreement between the experimental and cal-
culated step duration reflects on the correctness of the calculated range. An impact velocity
of 13 km/s corresponds to a pressure of about 2 Mbars.
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Figure 3. Velocity evolution: Back surface velocity of a 50 pm Al target clculated with
the same beam characteristics as in Fig.2. To obtain agreement with
experimental data the beam power density has to be reduced by a factor of
2 to 3.

To estimate the role of radiation cooling and heat energy transfer from plasma to solid cal-
culations were performed with and without accounting for the electron and radiative con-
ductivity. It is found that at the present KALIF power densities the conductivity effects are
not important.

3.2 Multilayer targets

An upgrading of KALIF with a 6 MeV HELIA pulse line is planned for the nea4r future. The ion
energy in the upgraded KALIF will be about a factor 4 higher and the power density is
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expected to be between 1 and 2 TW/cm2 . In this case it will be advantageous to use multi-
layerd targets. To demonstrate this we present here results for a Ta 10 urn payload accel-
erated by a beam with the power density increased by a factor of 5 and with proton energies
a factor of 4 larger than that used for the above calculations. In this case pressures of the
order of some Mbars can be generated in the absorber. For these beams one can choose
the target geometry such that the centre of mass is located at the tamper absorber inter-
face.
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Figure 4. HELIA.: Density profile for 1 TW/cm 2 and 6 MeV proton beam. Target
dimensions are 25/im Ta, 100/m Aland 10t Ta. The vertical line indicates
the position of the center of mass.
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Figure 5. HELIA.: Surface velocity evolution for same conditions as in Fig. 3 but with
different absorber materials.
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Due to the larger range of HELIA protons the temperatures in the target are of the same
order as in the case of KALIF beam with lower beam power densities. During the beam
pulse action 10 lim Ta payload can be accelerated up to 30 km/s in the case of the multi-
layered target while for a uniform target only 20 km/s can be reached. As seen from the
density profile about 1/4 of payload will be vaporized and 3/4 (central part) melted during
the acceleration due to dynamic expansion after the driving pressure disappears. Never-
theless, dynamic pressures of several Mbar can be achieved through the impact of the
accelerated payload with a solid target.

4. Conclusions

It is shown that with the present KALIF parameters using a multilayerd target the foil
velocity will not be increased substantially. This is a consequence of the short range of 1.4
MeV protons. However, in the case of upgraded KALIF (HELIA) which can accelerate protons
to about 4 time higher ion energies a multilayerd target can bring substantial advantage. In
this case foil velocities for a 10 gm Ta foil in the range of 30 km/s are conceivable. With
higher beam power one has to take the vaporization or melting of the accelerated foil in
account. Using the flyer plate impact technique pressures in the Mbar range can be studied
at KALIF.

In general the temporal evolution of the surface velocity can be reproduced by calculations
presented here. To obtain quantitative agreement however the beam profile has to be
known accurately.
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In target experiments performed at the KfK KALIF facility, pulsed proton
beams of about 20 kJ pulse energy have been used to ablatively accelerate flyer
foils of macroscopic lateral dimensions ('0.5 cm) to very high velocities (up to
> 10 km/s) generating impact loadings in plane target samples. An ORVIS-type

velocity spectrometer has been set up and synchronised with the ion-beam driver
to investigate the dynamic response of solid target matter with high accuracy (up
to 1 %) and very high time resolution (up to 200 ps). In proof-of-principle ex-
periments the KALIF-ORVIS facility has been used to measure the dynamic
strength solid matter to tensile fracture up to very high strain rates of 108 s-1.
The materials under investigation have been single and polycrystalline samples
of molybdenum, aluminum, and sapphire. The experiments have verified the ad-
vantageous perspectives of high-power light-ion drivers for experimental
dynamic matter research.

Introduction

At KALIF (i.e. the _arlsruhe Light-Ion Facility) beam-target experiments have been under-

taken to measure the ablation pressure generated by pulsed high-power light-ion beams in
solid target matter.[1 l Investigation of the dynamic target response has been the diagnostic
approach to reach this goal. Beyond, these experiments have verified that today's pulsed
light-ion beams with their high pulse energies of several 10 kJ are a new and powerful tool in
dynamic matter research. By applying advanced diagnostics of dynamic matter response, new
and challenging research problems can be addressed. In the following we report on measure-
ments of the dynamic strength and spallation threshold of metals up to highest strain rates.

If the tensile stress generated in a solid exceeds the inner tensile strength of the material, mat-
ter gets "spalled". The tensile strength of matter undergoing dynamic tensile stresses - as a
function of the strain rate - is an important topic in dynamic matter research and in materials
science. According to theoretical considerations the dynamic tensile strength of matter
gradually increases with increasing deformation rate - starting from its static value - and, ul-
timately, reaches the theoretical limit of material strength as defined in atomistic and solid
state physics theories, respectively.
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Experimental method and diagnostics

The dynamic strength of matter to elementary fracture due to tensile stresses strongly depends
on the nature and structure of the material studied, and on the strain rates applied. Reliable
determination of the dynamic strength is possible by evaluation of the kinetic response of
material samples to impulse loading.

The loading pulse and the target sample have to be taylored in such a way that the
wavelength of the compressive impulse propagating through the sample is shorter than the
sample thickness. If this "thick target condition" is satisfied a tensile stress is generated in the
sample when the compressive pressure front has reached the rear free surface - for the fol-
lowing reasons: The rarefaction wave traveling behind the pressure plateau superimposes
within the sample the release wave returning from the rear free surface. Superposition of the
two oppositely moving rarefaction waves generates a dynamic tensile stress in the target mat-
ter.

The related expansion rate (strain rate) of matter is determined by the height and width of the
original loading pulse. In case of one-dimensional dynamic strain the strain rate is defined as
SR = (Ax/xo)/tit (dimension: s-1). Previous measurements of the dynamic tensile strength of
condensed matter have been possible only up to maximum strain rates of 10-6 s-1. The short-
est impulse loadings have been generated by impact of "flyer plates" driven by explosive
techniques or by light-gas guns, respectively. The duration of the dynamic pressure state gen-
erated by impact equals twice the travel time of the shock wave through the impactor.

Recent beam-target experiments with high-power light-ion beams at KALIF have verified that
very thin, plane "flyer foils" of macroscopic lateral dimension (>1/2 cm in diam.) and
microscopic thickness (; 10 lsm) can be accelerated - 1-dimensional and stably in terms of
fluid dynamics - by ion beam ablation to hypervelocities up to above 10 km/s.i1 ] Very short
1-dimensional impulse loadings of a few ns in duration can be achieved in target matter. The
proof-of-principle experiments have been performed with an 20 cm-BO extraction diode as
the ion beam source delivering an axial proton beam of 0.2 TW/cm2 power density on target,
with a kinetic ion energy of < 1.6 MeV, and a pulse duration of < 50 ns. Ablation pres-
sures of up to 0.3 Mbar amplitude are exerted on Al flyer foils. The Bo-proton beam source
greatly facilitated both testing of the diagnostic system and performing of beam-target experi-
ments due to its repetitivity, its reproducibility and pointing stability, and its ion beam
propagating in vacuum to the target[2]. These positive features allow up to four target experi-
ments to be performed per day.

The most reliable and informative method for real-time detection of spalling (without
recovery and after-investigation of the target sample) and for quantitative determination of the
dynamic fracturing strength of solids is based on the diagnostic of the kinetic target response.
The velocity profile of the rear surface of the sample is recorded when the loading impulse is
reflected at that free surface. If the tensile stress generated after reflection of the loading
pulse does not exceed the dynamic strength no spalling occurs. In this case the velocity
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profile of the target surface actually follows the wave form of the loading pulse - with non-
linear distortions because of velocity dispersion with pressure including the elastic-plastic
transformation.[II If, however, spalling occurs in the sample the rear surface velocity profile
shows a typical spalling behaviour (Fig. 1): After the loading pulse is over the surface
velocity does not decrease to a value related to the macroscopic acceleration of the sample as
a whole. Instead, only a "pull back" of the velocity is seen equal to A W. Then the surface
velocity is increasing again. This is related to the inner spalling of the material followed by a
compressive "spall pulse" loading of the surface layer spalled-off. After that, velocity oscilla-
tions decaying in time are seen generated by wave reflections between the sample free surface
and the inner fracture surface. In the acoustic approach the critical tensile stress o* at the on-
set of spalling is determined by the velocity drop AW.3] We are using a correction term 6W
taking into account the difference in the propagation velocities of the the unloading wave
after spallation (cb) and of the spall pulse front (C1).[4]

spall strength a* = Vh e cb ( IA W I + 6W)

SR - (Av/Vo)/vIt = (ax/xo)/&t for 1-dimensional strain

-h 
1 Iwil /cb

with: 65W = (h/cb - h/cl) / (1/ I w] I + 1/W2)
9 = mass density of the target matter
v = specific volume = 1/9
AW = velocity drop
cb = bulk sound velocity
c! = longitudinal sound velocity
h = thickness of the spall layer

(to be determined from the decaying wave oscillations)
W, = derivative of free surface velocity

when the incident rarefaction wave arrives
W2 = derivative of the free surface velocity

due to the spall pulse

Nonlinearity of matter compressibility was taken into account in the evaluation in case of
high tensile stresses. This was done by extrapolation of the material isentrope to the negative
pressure region. This correction did not exceed the level of 10%.

The experiments have been performed primarily with single crystal samples. Single crystals
are largely free from stress concentrators in contrast to usual materials containing damage
nucleation sites. Hence, measuring the dynamic spall strength of single crystals at highest ex-
pansion rates (strain rates) should yield the "ultimate tensile strength" of the undistorted crys-
tal lattice. This is a fundamental question in matter research.

For observation of the dynamic target response, and for measuring of the kinematic
quantities-of-state, an ORVIS type laser-Doppler-velocity interferometer[ 5l has been set up at
the KALIF facility (Fig. 2). With this KALIF-ORVIS diagnostics system[6I, the particle
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(or mass) velocity up(t) at the rear target surface of optically reflecting targets can be re-
corded with high accuracy (up to 1 %) and with very good time resolution (up to 200 ps). A
unique feature of the ion beam ablation driving of flyer foils is the very high acceleration
level of _> 1010 g. As a consequence, both the acceleration time and acceleration path are
very short (< 100 ns and <_ 100,gm, respectively), and the synchronisation jitter of the ion
beam driver and the KALIF-ORVIS diagnostics system is very small (3 ns only!). This al-
lows very fast streaking of the target response in impact experiments with flyer foils.

Measurements and results

Single crystal samples of molybdenum have been shock loaded at KALIF either by direct
proton beam ablation or by Al-flyer foils of about _> 30 gm thickness driven by proton beam
ablation, respectively. The Mo specimen were cut from a single crystal bar of 14 mm in
diameter. The sample thickness was between 0.2 and 2mm. Shock loading was done in the
< 110> direction. In addition, experiments with polycrystalline aluminum samples of 33 and
100 Mm, respectively, have been performed.

Fig. 3 (left) summarises the measurements at KAIF (marked by circles) on polycrystalline
aluminum up to strain rates of about 108 s-1. For comparison, also the results of a laser
experiment[g] have been entered assigned by "LASL". The experiments based on ion beam
ablation offer the advantage that due to the much higher pulse energy of the light-on beam
driver, quantitative measurements can be performed under 1-dimensional conditions as com-
pared with laser targets of microscopic dimensions involving multidimensional border effects.
The ultimate theoretical strength of aluminum is appoximately 13 GPa. M,.e than 25% of
this value has been measured in the experiments at KALIF at 2 ns load duration. According
to the extrapolation of these experimental results, the ultimate strength level should be
reached at loadings of 2 ns duration which resembles 1 atomic oscillation period.

Fig. 3 (right) shows KALIF-ORVIS results (circles) for the spall strength oa' of Mo as a
function of the strain rate, evaluated from experiments with Mo single crystal samples. For
comparison experimental data obtained with explosive loading are shown.[7] At the highest
strain rates achieved by ablation flyer foil loading, the dynamic strength measured reaches
about 30% of the ultimate theoretical strength. The latter is approximately K/6 to K/10 - 55
GPa where K is the bulk modulus of the material. Extrapolation of the KALIF measurements
shows that the theoretical limit of the ultimate strength should be reached at a strain rate of
about 5 109 s-1 corresponding to a a load duration of 0.5 to 1 ns. This is only one order of
magnitude shorter than the loadings applied in these KALIF experiments and exceeds the
atomic oscillation period of solid Mo by >_ 3 orders of magnitude.

Most recently, experiments were started with sapphire single crystals shock loaded by direct
ion beam ablation. The polished free surface, without additional metallic reflection coating,
was directly observed by the KALIF-ORVIS velocity spectrometer. The kinetic response to
the ablation shock loading up to several 10 GPA was purely elastic. Spallation was observed
in one of these preliminary shots at about 20 GPA.
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In the ongoing experiments at KALIF, various materials of interest in matter research are
being studied: single crystals and polycrystalline samples of metallic and non-metallic solids
like Cu, Nb, Mo, sapphire, etc.

R&=6nl

The light-ion beam generator KALIF has been equipped and synchronised with an ORVIS
type velocity spectrometer for investigating the kinetic response of 1-dimensional targets.
Dynamic strength measurements have been performed with the KALIF-ORVIS system on
metallic samples up to highest strain rates. The experiments have verified the positive
perspectives of high-power light-ion drivers for experimental dynamic matter research.
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Abstract.The results of 2-D computer simulation of high-
power light and heavy ion beams targets interaction are
presented. The extreme states and dynamics of shock- wa-
ves and high velocity jet formation are described.

1. Introduction

The paper deals with the computer simulation of high

energy density phenomena for analyzing the extreme states
of matter generation for forecasting the planned experi-

ments results on accelerating-accumulating complex SIS- ESR
(GSI, Darmstadt) (1] and high current pulse accelerator

KALIF ( KfK, Karlsruhe) [2].

The used computer models were based on the hydrodynami-

cal equations, which were completed by wide-range equation

of state (EOS), equations of beam energy deposition and

electron, ion and radiative heat transfer with correspon-

ding physical limitations of heat flux [3,4].

Using the "big" particles in cell isethod the computer

simulations were performed for investigation of the res-

ponse of think cylindrical gold targets driven by high

power ( W 1 10 W/cm 2) heavy ion beams (argon, iodine,

bismuth) with the typical and perspective beam parameters

of SIS-ESR.
SComputer simulations of proton beam (KALIF, at W 5 1.5

1011 W/cm 2) interactions with conic aluminium targets were
performed using the Godunov's code with moving grids (5],
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which effective to fit singularities of the flow: contacts,

free surfaces, shocks.

The Lagrange's code was used for the computer simula-
tion of solid target dynamics destruction by combined laser

and proton beams at moderate intensitias W < l01l W/cm2

with taking into consideration the elastic plastic and

spallation effects [4].

Semiempirical wide-range EOS were applied in the develo-

ped codes to determine pressure, temperature as functions
of specific internal energy and the matter density [6]. It

describes the high-temperature melting, evaporation, ioni-

zation, experimental data of shock-wave compression in

megabar pressure range, and strongly coupled plasma. This
EOS is the Mie-Gruneisen type EOS extended to gaseous and

plasma and describes the thermal unharmonicity effects of
atoms and electron excitation. It describes all available

high pressure data and provides for a correct asymptotic at

ultrahigh energy densities.

Ion energy deposition was calculated using semiempirical

formulas [7] those describe asymptotically the cases of

fully degenerated and classical electron gas and
temperature dependencies of stopping power.

2. Hydrodynamic response of solid Au-target

driven by heavy ion beam

We are interested extreme states of matter which may be

generated by irradiating different heavy ion (Ar,I,Bi) uni-

form cylindrical beams with radius r = r -radius of the ne-
b t

edle targets at the uppermost parameters of beams with a

maximum number N particles per pulse and corresponding spe-

cific deposition power Q near the irradiated target sur-
in

face (see Table).

The computer simulation results are represented in
Fig.l,2 and in the Table. In this examples, the beam flux
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is parabolic in time F(t)=F *(t/T)(1-t/T) for t Qt - pulse

length, and F=0 for t>t (F =l.5N/(Vr2 )•l.6 1022 (cm2 sec)-I

at T= 30 ns, rb=100 [m and N=10II ions).

Table

Sort N E P p E T Qmar mar mar mar max in

of Ion GeV Mbar g/cc kJ/g eV TW/g

11
Ar 10 4 14 31.3 48 8 6

Ar 1012 10 33 32.0 185 17 15.5

I 1011 20 35.6 34.5 187 17 15.3

Bi 1011 40 50 35.3 320 22 31.4

When the region of cumulative compression at the end of

ion range coincides with the position of Bragg peak the

specific nonlinear hydrodynamical effect was detected:

generation the second moving peak in spatial distribution

of specific internal energy ( as in example of argon beam,

Fig.2).

In the Table a maximum plasma parameters are represented

for different heavy ion beams with initial energy E at

which initial length % energy deposition equals approxi-

mately 1 mm (at the target length L=2 mm, excluding case

argon ion with energy 10 GeV, when X • 7.5 mm and L=8 mm).

Note that when beam radius is 200 pm (and hence N=4 10 1)

for iodine beams with the same parameters, as mentioned in

table, the maximum pressure generated up 100 Mbar at the

end of range that is the same order as P in (1].

For Bi-ion beams with N=1012, T=20 ns, E=40 GeV and

rb =rt=200 pIm at L=2 mm our calculations show that next

extreme states can be achieved: P max 360 Mbar, pMaZ/Pot 4

E m l.5 MJ/g and T m 50 eV (if r = 2r , P m 400 Mbar).mar mar t b mar
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3. Computer simulation of proton beam interaction

with conic aluminum target

Experiments performed with KALIF beam on the plane foils
acceleration (see paper of H.U. Karow et. al, presented at

this conference) show that the pressures of 200-300 kbar
were reached in the target (100 Jim Al foil) impinged by 0.15

Tw/cm? proton beams. The irradiated by such beam foil
accelerates up to 3-4 km/s. The pressures generated in the

target can be increased due to cumulative effect when conic

targets are used.

The results of computer simulation of KALIF beam

interaction with conic aluminum target (thickness lmm, the
cone angle 450) are represented in Fig.3. The beam power is

0.15 TW/cm, the pulse duration is 100 ns and the beam

radius is 4 mm.

It was shown that cumulative jet with mass of 5 mg and
velocity of 15 km/s can be produced. Such jet may be used

for the experimental study of hypervelocity impact by means
of powerful ion beams. The pressure in the range of 1.5

Mbar is reached in the gold target after impact by the jet,
while in the case of the plane target of the same thickness

the pressure of 0.5 Mbar can be reached. So in comparison
with the ablative acceleration method (8), in this case

pressures generated is higher due to the cumulative effect.

4. Combined irradiations of high power ion and laser beams
For increasing the modification regions of irradiated

target, for producing enhanced shock-waves generated by la-

ser beams it is interesting to investigate combined impinge

of high power ion and laser beams.

To optimize a combined irradiation it is needed to choose
such time proton energy profile, at which the shock-wave

position (initiated by the laser pulse) would coincide with
the Bragg peak during shock front propagation.
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For example, Fig. 4 a) shows the time evolution of the

stress at the several depths (on the symmetry axes). For

comparison on Fig.4 b) it is shown the same values for las-

er pulse only.

The total energy of the both laser and proton beams was

7 J. The duration of the proton beam (with the trapeziform

time pulse profile) was 20 ns (the laser pulse duration of

5 ns, ion beam pulse began after the laser pulse),a maximum

energy of protons E = 4 MeV, maximum current density j b=20

kA/cm, radius of both beams rb=0.2 mm, target thickness

L =0.2 mm.t

Fig. 5 illustrates the rear surface velocity of the sam-

ple for different types of the beam irradiation: laser,

proton and combined (established by pointed, dashed and
solid lines correspondingly).

Distributions of the stress and matter density in the

sample are shown on Fig.6 for the time t= 50 ns. Fig.6 b)

is characterized by existence of the two regions of the

density rarefactions : in the proton beam energy input and

spallation zones.
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(left) and specific internal energy 6(r,z) (right) at the
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PULSED-ION-BEAM DRIVEN ABLATION OF MATERIAL

NEAR ITS SUBLIMATION ENERGY
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Department of Nuclear Engineering,

Kobe University of Mercantile Marine,

Fukaeminami-machi 5-1-1, Higashinada-ku, Kobe 658, Japan

Abstract The process of target ablation induced by pulsed io1
beams is investigated. The beam power density of 0.01-0.1 GW/cm
is around the sublimation energy of the target material. The
emitted particles are collected with C collectors, which are
later subjected to RBS and SEM-EPMA analyses. The thickness of
the removed layer of the target is calculated numerically with
use of the thermal conduction equation. It is shown that most of
the ablated material is emitted in the form of large particles
with diameters of the order of tens of pm, the rest 10% being
evaporated from the surface of the flying mass to form a uniform
film on the collector.

1. Introduction

Application of medium power (>10 7 W/cm2 ) pulsed ion beams

(PIB's) to material processing is of growing interest owing to

their unique feature of energy deposition [1]. Following the

application of PIB to annealing of materials [21, mixing of atoms

to form various novel compounds [1,3,4,5] and improvement of the

mechanical properties such as wear resistance and microhardness

[6,7], a successful formation of thin films of YBa 2 Cu 3O 7 _x,

ZnS:Mn, etc. from the ablation plasma has been reported [8].

Such a method of thin-film deposition has distinctive feature

that the deposition occurs in much shorter period of time from

the ablation plasmas having much higher density than in conven-

tional plasma methods. Using Laser beams as the ablation driver,

similar method of thin-film formation has been developed more

extensively [9).

It is not always clear how the film properties are influen-

ced by the characteristics of the ablation plume. In the present
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work we examine the basic characteristics of the ablation plumes

produced by pulsed ion beams of 107-108 W/cm2 .

2. Experimental procedure Cathode

2.1. PIB and its composition nod

A schematic of the PIB

irradiation system with an occa- --- I --

sionally used Thomson parabola 7

spectrometer is shown in Fig.l.
Pulsed ion beams of 50ns dura- Thomson parabola

tion with current density of spectrometer

lkA/cm2 were produced with a

pinched electron beam diode with Ti backing

a polyethylene anode, which was

operated at an anode voltage of PIB -- *-- MIC

400kV fed by a 5kJ pulse power

source ER-It. collectrb target

A momentum filter using a (grafoil)

transverse magnetic field has Fig.1. PIB irradiation system.
been developed for purification The Thomson spectrometer

of the PIB [101, but it was not is occasionally installed.

applicable in the present case

since we needed parallel beams > a a L a a

to irradiate targets fabricated -

in a collector assembly, as D w

described in the following sec- 0

tion. The composition of the r -

beam was measured quantitatively E

with use of the Thomson parabola LO
0

spectrometer having either a CR- .>

39 detector or two charge colle- d
ctor plates located suitably for LO

separate detection of protons 0t (5ns/div)

and carbon ions.

The oscilloscope traces of Fig.2. Typical traces of collector
signals in the Thomson

the collector signals together spectrometer.
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with diode voltage waveform are shown in Fig.2. There are obser-

ved the traces of C+, C2 + and C3 + separated from that of p due to

the difference in the time of flight. Summing up the carbon

signals yields the C content of (13±3)%.

2.2. PIB irradiation

The targets of Pb were located inside a target-collector

assembly shown in Fig.l. The target discs had holes in their

center to allow measurement of beam current density ]i' which was

controlled by moving the target-collector assembly axially.

The ablation particleq were collected with carbon collectors

which were later subjected to Rutherford Backscattering Spectro-

metry (RBS) analysis using a tandem Pelletron accelerator. As

the analyzing beam, 1MeV C+ beams were chosen to take advantage

of the high resolution for the present combination of the sub-

strate C and the material to be analyzed.

The angular distribution of the ablation particle fluence

Fa(6) was measured as a function of Ji" In the course of these

measurements, nonreproducible peaks with large amplitude were

sometimes found in Fa(&). The corresponding RBS spectra had

large peaks of Pb with tails extending to the lower energy. This

suggests that the concerned area on the collector had a layer of

Pb with significant thickness.

The collectors were then subjected to SEM and EPMA analyses.

A lot of large particles with diameters of several ten pm were

found on the SEM display. These were identified to be pure Pb by

the EPMA analysis. It seems therefore that a significant frac-

tion of the target material are emitted as liquid drops.

Neglecting these large particles, the distributions Fa(6)

are shown in Fig.3. There is seen a transition of Fa(C() as the

current density is increased. When ]i is low, the distribution

is rather flat, and as ji is increased, the emission toward the

large angle predominates. When ji is increased further, Fa(e)

approaches the cosine distribution.

Integrating Fa(&) over the half space, and dividing it by

the atomic density of the Pb target, we get a thickness Ta re-

moved from the target in the form of vapor, i.e., excluding those
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Fig.3. Distribution function Fa(e) Of Fig.4. Removed thickness Ta (o) as

the ablation particle fluence. a function of the deposition
energy Ed together with that
calculated (lines), both nor-
malized to the proton range Rp.

emitted as liquid drops mentioned above. The thickness Ta's are

normalized to the range Rp of the incident p in Pb, and plotted

as circles in Fig.4 as a function of the deposition energy Ed of

the PIB. The lines show the calculated ones described in the

following section.

3. Calculation of target temperature

The thickness Tr of the layer removed from the target is

calculated as the deepest depth at which the temperature rises

above the boiling point. The temperature distribution in the

target is calculated with a one-dimensional thermal conduction

equation;

'6T(x,t) b6 2T(x,t) Ji(t)[dE/dx](x,t)

=___ -+ , (1)

bt cp bx cP

where the second term on the right hand side is the heat input

due to the PIB energy deposition, and dE/dx is the stopping power

of the target material taking account of the proper ratio of p

and C in Ji"

The Crank-Nicolson method is used to get the numerical

solution over the region ten times deeper than R P. Using phase-
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dependent but temperature-independent values for the thermal

conductivity )X and the specific heat c, the evolution of the

temperature in each element of width O.lpm are calculated with a

calculation step of lns. The boundary conditions are adiabatici-

ty at the surface, and room temperature at the other side of the

concerned region. At the phase-change temperature, only the

change in the internal energy is calculated; the temperature is

forced to remain unchanged unless the internal energy has the

value necessary for the next phase.

The thickness Tr normalized to R is shown in Fig.4 as the

solid line. We have a threshold Edt= 3 J/cm2 for Ed, above which
Tr remains almost constant. Inclusion of the blackbody radiation

loss from the surface is found to have neglegible effect on Edt.

The sensitivity of Edt to the C content in the PIB must also be

checked, since the energy deposition of heavy ions is concen-

trated in much thinner layer of the target. An artificial dec-

rease in the C content to 0% increased Edt to 3.5J/cm2 , while an

increase up to 100% decreased Edt to l.7Jicm , below which we

have a lot of data points. The relative insensitivity of Edt to

the C content means that heat conduction into the bulk is substa-

ntial.

Below the threshold we must take account of particles evapo-

rated from the surface heated to a temperature even below the

boiling point. The number of the evaporated particles Ne is

evaluated as the number of particles hitting the surface if the

ambient pressure were in equilibrium with the surface of tempera-

ture Ts;

Ne JI[Pv(Ts)vth/4kTsIASdt, (2)

where Pv(Ts) is the vapor pressure of the target material, vth

the thermal velocity of the target atom with the temperature Ts,

AS the target area irradiated with the PIB and the integration is

done up to the time when the surface is cooled down so that the

evaporation becomes neglegible, say 4ps. The contribution of Ne

to the ablation thickness is also shown as the broken line in

Fig.4.
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4. Discussion and conclusion

We have a fair agreement of the measured Ta with the evapo-

ration contribution described above in the low Ed region.

The difference between Ta and Tr in the high Ed region is

due to the existense of the liquid drops mentioned earlier; Ta'S

do not include the contribution of the liquid drops. It is

therefore concluded that a large fraction of the ablated material

is emitted in the form of liquid drops. This is in contrast with

the case of Laser-induced ablation. Although the temperature

inside the drops is high enough for vaporization, they seem to

have insufficient time to breake up into atoms or atomic clusters.

Thus, it is inferred that only the particles evaporationg

from the surface of the flying mass of ablated material contri-

bute to the formation of che uniform film observed in the RBS

analysis even in the high Ed region. The broken line in Fig.4

snould be extraporated to high Ed region and smoothly joined wit'i

the solid line at stil higher Ed beyond the region examined in

the present work.

Thanks are due to Y. Okazaki and N. Yamasaki for their help

in the measurements.
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CHARGE FLUCI'TUATIONS. ENERGY STRAGGLING. AND MULTIPLE SCATfERING
IN INTENSE ION BEAM-TARGET INTERACTION

Z. Zinainon and E. Nardi
WVeizmann Institute of Science

Rehovot. Israel

In this work we study phenomena which lead to fluctuations in the processes
of interaction of ion beams with targets of interest in ICF work. These
phenomena are. , nergy straggling, charge state fluctuations, and multiple
scattering. The effects on the shape of the energy deposition profiles are
discussed. bearing in mind the fact that the targets are plasmas. The effect
of charge state fluctuations in tile diagnostics of intense ion beams is also

studied.

1. Introduction

The differences ,between the processes governing the charge state of a projectile ion in

plasma and in cold matter 1 2 produce remarkable differences in the shapes of the energy

deposition profiles in the two cases2 . The main reason for these differences is that it is

more difficult for a fast ion to capture a free electron than to capture a bound electron

via a chargr exchange reaction when such a reaction is possible3 . As a resaht an ion

injected into a piasma at a high energy is quickly stripped to the charge state compatible

with that energy. and maintains this high charge state even when it is slowed down in

the target. This results in a characteristic energy deposition profile with a sharp Bragg

peak 2 .4. In this work we study the extent to which fluctuations in the energy deposition

process affect the sharpness of this peak. We stress the effects which follow from the

plasma nature of the medium. \Ve also describe the possible role of charge fluctuations

in the analysis of beam diagnostics.

2. Straggling in plasma
In calculating he stopping and straggling of ions in plasma we use the plasma di-

electric theory as described in Ref. .5 The caiculation of the cross sections and rates of

capture and loss of electrons, which determine the projectile charge state, are described

in Ref. 2.

WVe have calculated the electronic contribution to the energy straggling following
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Arista and Brandt 6 . The width of the straggling distribution is given by:

q2 2 ]]u~~e-kt) 
]1hf '- dul U12 [2-\(,u) + jm

",, g (q. w')
0 0

Here Z is the projectile charge, c its velocity. q the wave vector. uw the frequency'. - is thc

dielectric function. and N(w) is the excitation spectrum

hu,
_NV(U,) =EXPTý- -1

The dielectric function e(q. u') was evaluated as described in Rcf. 5. The significance of

Eq. (1) in the cases of interest here is demonstrated in Fig. 1. where we show the ratio

between the plasma straggling and the standard Bohr straggling 9,=4 Z 2 ne4

as a function of temperature for a hydrogen plasma at a density of 10- 6 g/cm 3.

The energy loss straggling due to the combined eff•ct of the electronic process and

charge fluctuations was calculated using the Monte Carlo method. The ion trajectory is

divided into small intervals of varying length AX,, defined such that the total probabil-

ity for capture and loss by the particle traversing the path is 0.4. This choice is rather

arbitrary and was made as a compromise between accuracy of the calculations and ex-

pedience in computation time. In each of these intervals capture or loss of an electron

is determined by the Monte Carlo method. The straggling is gaussian with the standard

deviation given by Qp provided that the energy loss over the distance AR is much greater

than the maximum energy loss in a single collision with an electron. Therefore. electronic

straggling was calculated in the code after the projectile traversed a sufficient number of

intervals AX defined above, to make sure that the energy loss was large enough for a

gaussian approximation to be valid. In the cases of interest here the charge fluctuations

made the dominant contribution to the energy straggling.

We have calculated the energy deposition profiles of iodine ions in a fully" ionized

lithium plasma at a density of 10- 4gi'c" 3 . The ion initial energy was 3 MeV/amu. In

Fig. 2 we show three typical charge state histories, where the charge at the injection

point was 26. The differences in charge histories occur mainly during the initial stage

of charge buildup from 26 to 41. In Fig. 3 we show the effects on the differences in the
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individual deposition profiles. In Fig. 4 we show the average deposition profile tor the

entire Monte Carlo population. The effect of straggling is to drastically smear the sharp

individual Bragg peaks.

The dominance of charge state fluctuations in the straggling process is demonstrated

by a ralculation in which the charge at injection was 48. which is higher than the maximum

achievable at this energy. Since in this case there is no charge build-up stage. and due

to the slowness of the capture process. this charge is maintained nearly to the end of the

range. In Fig. 5 we show the average deposition profile. Its sharp Bragg peak indicates

that the contribution of the electronic straggling is much less than that due to charge

fluctuations.

3. Multiple Scatteiring of Projectile Ions in Plasma

When light ions are stopped in a plasma of heavy ions. effects of multiple scattering

on the trajectories may, be of interest. We have used the Moliere-Bethe theory of multiple

scattering 7 and the Monte Carlo method 8 to treat this problem. The fact that the

medium is a plasma is reflected in the way the characteristic angle X0 , which is needed in

the Moliere-Bethe theory, is determined as No = d/AD. Here AD is the Debye screening

length and d is the larger of the de-Broglie length or the classical distance of closest

approach.

We have calculated the case of Li projectiles at an energy of 2 MeV/amu injected

into a gold target at a temperature of 100 eV and a density of 0.01g/cm3 . In Fig. 6 we

show several Monte Carlo cases of the deflection angle as function of distance into the

target.

4. Ion Scattering in Foils

Rutherford scattering in foils is part of the diagnostics in analyzing the energy and

composition of intense ion beams9 . Here we look into the possible role of charge fluc-

tuations in the interpretation of such measurements. Following the parameters of the

experiment of Ref. 9, we study the interaction of Li ions at an energy of 2 MeV/amu

with a gold foil. We used the theory of Brinkmann and Kramers10 to calculate the cross
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section for capture of an electron into a Li+ 3 ion. The result is

'c = 0.32 x 10-17 (.7

We used Bell's model 3 to calculate the cross-section for ionization of a Li÷ 2 ion through

collision with a gold atom. The result is

or = 0.5S x 10-1 6 cm"2

The ratio between these cross sections could explain the ratio between the abundances of

Li+ 3 and Li÷ 2 found in the experiment of Ref. 9 in the beam after exiting the scattering

foil.
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Abstract

Cluster ion beam with energy in the several tens of keV/a.m.u. range are considered as a
novel direct driven for a simple fusion pellet made of Deuterium + Tritium fuel surrounded by a
Lithium pusher. The driven-pellet interaction is calculated through the hypothesis of maximum
multifragmentation followed by highly correlated ion debris motion. One thus gets enhanced
stopping and ablation pressure in the hundreds Mbar range. An implosion is then completed in 5
nsec.

Introduction

In the field of particle-driven inertial confinement fusion (ICF), one is now witnessing a persistent
interest in very heavy drivers with the smallest possible charge-to-mass ratio [1],[2]. Up to now,
the corresponding mass range has extended over a large scale: from heavy atomic ions up to macro-
particles (containing 1022 atoms) driven to hypervelocities (_ 50-1000 kms).

The purpose of this paper is to speculate for the first time about driving potentialities afforded by
intense cluster ion beams (hereafter referred to as CIB). Today it is well known [31 that cluster ions
containing nearly any number of constituent atomic ions may be easily prepared, identified,
selected, and even transported.

As far as direct drive compression is concerned, a straightforward manipulation of scaling laws
based upon a Bethe-like stopping formula displays almost at once the obvious payoffs of playing
with a heavy projectile.

Associ= au C.N.R.S.
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CIB for ICF

The straightforward argument runs as follows [4]. A spherical shell, of radius r, thickness Ar, and
density p, is assumed to stop an ion beam of ion mass Mi, stripped charge state Zi, and energy E1 .
Since the ions lose their energy predominantly by Coulomb interactions with the electrons in the
ragion Ar, we can write for the ions the following:

dE 41cNZ 2e4Mi

dx - 2mE i In Q2 (1)

where m is the electron mass and N is the electron number density.

Integrating equation (1), by assuming approximate constancy of the Coulomb logarithm In Q, gives
the approximate ion range X as:

X = .E2 /41rNZ e4NMjlnn = Ar. (2)

The specific energy deposition &j, obtained by assuming that most of the target mass is in the shell
Ar, is:

ed = nNiEi/47rr 2Xp = const., (3)

where Ni is the total number of ions of energy Ei in n beams entering and stopping in the spherical
annulus in a pulse length At. For a current I in each beam, Ni = IAt/Z'i e, where Z'i is the ion
charge state in the beam. Putting p - N and using equation (2) in equation (3) gives the following
approximate scaling law:

nIMiZi2Ar/r2Ei Z'i = const. (4)

1~ Z'

An enhanced Mi, for instance, could allow for a smaller beam intensity I or a larger neck radius r.

Among a number of additional and intriguing possibilities, CIB would permit direct drive through
momentum directly imparted to a pure DT fuel hollow target.

This highlights the momentum rich beam (MRB) [2] concepts. One car, thus expect a smoother
compression with a lower energy threshold, of the order of 0.2-0.5 MJ requested for ignition.
Maschke speculated [2] on an - 10 psec pulse length, for a 100 kA/cm 2 Cs+ beam, accelerated to
few hundred keV. Obviously, CIB offer attractive and more flexible alternatives for achieving
similar goals.
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Fragmentation and stopping

An advantage of clusters with narrow mass e-stributions is that they can be accelerated in linacs and
other multistage acceleration devices. Single-stage accelerators can be used with any distribution of
masses, but are limited in the energy they can provide.

At Orsay, we are currently [51 investigating the possibility of accelerating from the terminal of a
tandem accelerator Au clusters built on 2 up to 7 atoms, with a positive charge equal to 1 or 2.

The considered energy range will be 35 < E/A < 380 keV. Another ion source aims at producing
organic clusters containing several thousands of atoms with one positive charge per one thousand
atomic mass. We thus expect to accelerate linearly clusters A = 50000 and Z = 50. Finally, it
should be appreciated that the crnzial fragmentation issues are simplified here by taking for granted
the so-called maximum entropy principle (hereafter referred as MEP). This implies that the given
cluster projectile will break under impact into the largest number of its smallest building blocks.
Namely, the ionized atoms.

In most cases of interest, i.e., when the projectile kinetic energy per amu is larger than 10 keV, the
stopping processes of cluster ions matter are likely to be preceded by a fragmentating event. Such
an occurrence is highly dependent on the beam-target pair interaction.

ION DEBRIS In the given energy range the cluster projectile
is highly likely to experience a partial coulomb

explosion. This means that the resulting debris
will be at least once ionized. Moreover, their

a •relative velocity is expected to be small
* 'M .3 ' compared to the projectile one over most of its

£ -"i'*:*"*•a"quasi-linear range within the target. Therefore,

"• these debris are expected to fly in a highly
- - - ---- correlated motion with relative distances of

CLUSTER ION • as order of a Bohr radius a0 , as illustrated on

* •",, Fig. 1.
ES Il MI U

* tThe given Coulomb explosion takes place on a
* , femto second scale length, which supports the

MEP model.

Fig. I - Cluster ion multifragmentation in Target
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Other fragmentation scenarios based essentially on combinatorial arguments might also be
considered. However, they do retain as ,'n exact asymptotic limit, the MEP scenario.

This corresponds to a sudden projectile-target interaction with a maximum produced disorder

compatible with initial conditions.

A crucial simplification concerning the subsequent ranges calculations is afforded by the velocities
ratio of the ion debris to the initial CIB one.

Two such debris, are expected to experience, at most, when located within a a.u. distance, a
Coulomb repulsion - 1 Rydberg (13.6 eV). So, an initial CIB with a kinetic energy - a few tens of
keV/a.m.u. will impart a nearly unchanged velocity to the resulting charged debris.

The repulsion velocity of the latter being nearly two orders of magnitude smaller than the initial
CIB.

The target is likely to display a rather simple structure (Fig. 3a). It could be made essentially of
roughly 4 mg of D+T fuel, surrounded by an outer/Li/shell of pusher material in close analogy
with momentum reach beam (MRB) targets proposed recently [21,[81.
The main point we want to emphasize here is the flexibility introduced into the acuelerator

constraints by using CIB as heavy ion drivers.

Taking for instance, a given plausible CIB with Mi = 50000, Z'i = 50 and Ei/Mi- 10 keV, we see

from Eq. (1) that a complete fragmentation into ion debris with unit charge is equivalent to a
standard direct drive (HIBALL) heavy ion beam (HIB), provided nI - 107 ampere.

As far as target compression is concerned, the present MRB concept introduces the possibility of a
directly imposed external pressure (hammer effect) on the pellet.

Let us consider, for instance, Au+ metallic clusters with Nc = 2-7, and assume that we have

enough sources for bombarbing uniformly the target surface. This is quite feasible if each ion
source is followed by a tandem like accelerating structure [21,[6].

Now, we turn to the most plausible CIB stopping scenario. The debris resulting from the cluster
impact on pellet are expected to fly in a highly correlated relative motion. The given target are
modeled presently by a fully degenerate electron jellium with a T = 0 Fermi temperature. Such a
homogeneous medium is characterized by a dimensionless parameter rs = ( 7r ne)-"13 a- , in terms3 0
of the electron number density nc
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Then, we consider a given cloud of cluster ion debris in target, as a 2-body superposition. The
stopping analysis then puts emphasis on the individual ion contribution, and on the correlated one,
as well.

The latter is treated here as a superposition of

2 dicluster contribution [91, [101, according to a
model due to Basbas and Ritchie [7]

We start our analysis by considering a frozen
B (polarized) configuration of ion debris flying in

target, closely to the initial CIB trajectory. This
picture stems from the fragmentation scenario out-

3 4 lined, above.
D

Obviouly, many geometries can be taken into
30 account. Fig. 2 thus features a polarized four-

Velocity V atom cluster structure with respect to its velocity

in target.
Fig. 2- 4-cluster stopping in jellium target

Suitable structural averages allowing a more flexible description will be considered elsewhere.

Pellet compression

In terms of the projectile kinetic energy E, the ablation pressure thus reads as (Energy/volume)

N1 /3 x E(keV/a.m.u.) x 0.0565 Mi
P(O00 Mbar) = R(p m) " (5)

Huge pressures may indeed be achieved at reasonable projectile energies. The atom distribution
within cluster is taken homogeneous in space.

We suppose a solid density of cluster material all around pellet.

The above stopping results allow for a one dimensional calculation of the direct drive compression
for the target given in Fig. 4a. We thus use a three temperatures (ion, electron and radiation) code
[91 to unravel the time evolution of several radial distributions for temperatures, matter density and
pressure.
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Thanks to the huge avalaible ablation pressure, the implosion is completed within 5 nsec. Such a
behaviour it at variance with the 35 nsec duration of standard heavy ion scenarios. Above all. these
calculations highlight the considerable potential interest of a dynamic tamper arising from
synchronous clusters impact on pellet.
These latter do not behave solely as a driver bringing energy and momentum into target. They also
provide radiative shielding and hydrodynamic tampering. Fig. 3c pertains to a mid-compression
time evolution. The dissambly phase starts after 45 nsec.
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Fig. 3 - a/ Target initial conditions; b/ Time variation of input pressure pulse.

c/ Matter temperature, T; radiation temperature, Tr; density, p, and pressure P.
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1.- Introduction
Clusters of molecules (with a weight of some thousands atomic units) can be used as drivers for

Intertial Confinement Fusion (ICF). Most of the work '-5 carried out with cluster-induced fusion is
however related to impact fusion,i.e., an approach where the clusters are made of deuterium-rich
molecules in order to trigger fusions with the fusionable nuclei (D, tritium) of a target.

There are many sources of uncertainties in the analysis of cluster-target interaction. The stopping
power affecting clusters lacks of an experimental evidence sound enough to build an accurate theory.
Clusters break into pieces after collision, and the statistical distribution of the size and the charge of those
pieces has not been established yet. Nevertheless, some estimates can be made by using Bohr-Bethe-
Bloch cold model for the stopping power, but it is advisable in this case to include a free factor in the
stopping power formula to be adjusted to sound experimental results. It seems 5 that hot pockets appear
as a result of the cluster impact, which could explain the high fusion yield observed in some
experiments'-2. This fact would imply that cluster ranges are very short, i.e., the energy deposition woild
affect to a very small amount of target mass.

In this paper, we present some energy balances to estimate the yield of impact fusion schemes,
which do not follow the ICF idea. ICF schemes will also be presented. In the former, two beams (or
some pairs of beamlets) of fusionable material would collide in order to transform their kinetic energy
into internal energy. In the latter, some beams of clusters (not necessarily made of fusionable nuclei)
impinge on a spherical target in order to drive an implosion of the inner part of the target, where the
fusionable fuel is located.

After asessing the potentiality of impact fusion, some scenarios for cluster-driven ICF will be
discussed. Although the lack of experimental data does not allow one to make accurate calculations,
theoretical predictions point out that cluster-driven ICF must nct be neglected as an alternative to laser-
driven and ion-driven ICF.

2.- Regimes of collisons
Inelastic collisions of projectiles impinging on a target (and remaining embedded in it) depend

mainly on the ratio of the projectile and target masses. Assuming the target is at rest in the laboratory
frame, a balance of energy and momentum gives the following results for the energy converted into heat
(internal energy) of the compound body (target plus projectile), E, and the kinectic energy of the
compound body after the collision, I-.

E=E M (1)
Mb+Mt
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Ek=E b Mb (2)

where Eb is the beam (or projectile) kinetic energy (chemical and nuclear reactions are not considered in
these equations) and N% and Kl are the beam total mass and the target mass.

The kinetic energy E, is associated to the momentum transfer, while E. is associated to energy
deposition. In standard approaches of ICF, both for laser and ion beams, the mass of the beam (or the
momentum transfer) is negligible, and F_.,c Eh. Thus, all the beam energy goes initially to internal energy
of the outer part of the target (where the projectiles are stopped) and the rise in pressure and temperature
launches a hydrodynamic reaction which drives the inner-target implosion.

For cluster driven ICF, specifications of the beam can be chosen so that Mb can be equal or even
greater than MK. In this case, the momentum transfer is the dominant mechanism, but the whole picture
can be destroyed if the target breaks into pieces as a consequence of the crash.

3.- Cluster impact fusion
Any tipe of collision will have an internal structure and an internal time evolution, with strong

pressure gradients which will accelerate further some part of the fuel. Nevertheless, if Mb 3- K_, the
scheme will not follow the guidelines of ICF, because most of the energy will remain as kinetic energy
once the beam has impinged into the target. In this case, instead of using a hollow shell as in ICF, it
seems better to produce the crash between fusionable materials. We can talk then of impact fusion. The
ideal picture for this approach is a pair of clusters of equal mass, density and speed, colliding with
opposite directions. As the center of mass will be always at rest, all the kinetic energy will be converted
into heat for a short period, before the rapid disassembly of the compound body. Moreover, if the
collision is not perfect, some parts of the clusters can break away in the collision, without converting into
heat their kinetic energy. In any case, the existence of the compound body will be very short, because
of the lack of tampering or any other means of confinement. Presuming this body is sphere-like with a
radius R and a density p, the disassembly time td, will be

R R (3)

P being the pressure inside the body, which can be estimated from the E.O.S (PV =NkT, for instance) and

the energy conservation law. The latter can be expresed as follows for DT stechiometric beams.

Eb=O.O05Mbv 2 = 12OMbkT=Eh (4)

where Eb, and E. (in MJ) are the clusters total energy and the (heat) internal energy of the body. Nib (mg)
is the total clusters mass, v (in 10' cm/s) is the clusters speed and kT (keV) is the temperature after the
crash (presuming electron-ion equilibrium, which is not applicable at first, because ions will initially be
hotter, but is a conservative assumption).

The ideal picture of cluster impact fusion is that a sphere of Mb (mg) at a density (p) remains for
a time td at a very high temperature (kT) so allowing the nuclei to undergo fusions. It is important to
realize that the density will not be very large (the external pressure being zero) and the optical thickness
will thus be small. For instance, for Mb =2mg, if the (cryogenic) solid density is assumed after the
collision (0.2 g/cm3), the radius will be 0.13 cm and the optical thickness 0.025 g/cm2, i.e., much smaller
than the alpha-particle range (- 0.3 g/cr 2) which means that the fusion-born particle energy deposition
inside the compound body will be negligible.
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The total energy yield during the collision can be computed approximately by expressing the
reactivity parameter <ov> as

(ov)=10- 17( kT) 4.s (5)
6

with kT in keV, an <av> in cm3/s. The expression is good enough between 4 and 12 keV, which is the
main range of interest as ignition temperature. Eq. (4) provides a relation between kT and v. By
combining the foregoing equations, an estimate for the fusion energy yield, Y, can be expressed as

Y=1.I 10-11vIM/ 3 p2/ (6)

where Y is in MJ, v in 10' cm/s, Mb in mg and p in mg/cm 3. The energy gain G of the microexplosion
is thus

G=--Y =2.2 1-9v6MW pz3 (7)G=Eb 221

which shows a very strong dependence on v, and very small one on p and Mb. For Mb= 2mg and p=
200 mg/cm3, the breakeven (G=I) is 1.5 x 10 cnijs, and a speed of 2.2 x 10" cm/s is needed to reach
G=10.

It is important to notice that Eq. (6) has instrinsic limitations because we have not taken into
account the fuel depletion due to bumup. On the other hand, Eq. (5) can overestimate the reactivity for
very large v. It is obvious that Y (from Eq. (6)) must be checked with the maximum fusion yield (100%
bumup) which is 335 Mb (in MJ, if Mb is in mg).

Theoretically speaking, the system could work, but it would need a very finely tuned collision and
it would not benefitted from the energy feedback from the fusion-born partides.

4.- Cluster-driven ICF
Direct-drive by cluster beams can be analysed by the hot-rocket model, where the ablation zone

includes the cluster energy deposition region plus the adjacent target material affected by the thermal wave
moving inwards. An ablation pressure Pa is produced as a relction to the rocket "exhaust" represented
by the ablation process.

By applying the mass, momentum and energy conservation laws, and presuming a sonical flow
(v=C) and ideal gas E.O. S. in the very hot ablated region (with kT of several tens, even hundreds KeV)
an implosion efficiency is found which holds.

A MP i2(O) (8)r=2 MoMpM
0 P P

where Mo is the initial mass of the target and MK is the payload mass (fuel + pusher). This efficiency
relates the kinetic energy of the payload at the end of the driving pulse to the beam energy (in this case
Mb.cMV). The beam energy is

Ebt. (9)
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4.1. Cluster-driven ICF with momentum transfer
If Mb, is not negligible as compared to M,, momentum transfer must be taken into account into

in the former analysis. Eq. (11) must be rewritten as

M _=dvt (14)

where x is related to the energy flux (power per square unit) as follows

it=1__ =a (15)

ct is almost zero for laser photons and heavy-ions (at GeV) but can be non-negligible for clusters of some
MeV. In such a case, the hydrodynamic efficiency is (for x= M/Mo)

!CI=( +&) (16)
v. 2(1-x)

which differs form Eq. (S) in the factor (l+4C,/v) 2. Of course, this is only valid for v., and it represents
an additional effect on accelerating the fuel (when vo -C,, the former analysis is not valid at all).

4.2. Numerical results
Uncertainties on the stopping power do not allow accurate calculations on this topic, but a

parametric study was carried out. Most of the cases gave very poor results because the compressed fuel
was stagnated (almost isothermal and at moderate density).

The main problem in the performance of these cases was the very high temperature of the ablator
and the corresponding radiation losses. Table I shows the evolution of different kinds of energy and it
is clearly seen that radiated energy reaches almost 50% of the absorbed energy. This estimate is possibly
too high because radiation losses are calculated in a 2-temperature model, but it must be taken into
account that the dose rate is about 300 TW/mg, i.e., two order of magnitude greater than in Heavy-ion
driven targets. The coating suffers a total ablation during the implosion, which reaches outflowing speeds
of 101 cm/s. Another paramount effect is DT prehating. The fuel becomes almost fully ionized before
void closing, which hampers the final compression phase. The central temperature after void clusure
reaches 1.5 KeV but the optical thickness is very low (lower than 0.1 g/lc 2) and the confinement time
is very short.

If a thicker coating is used, the implosion performance is not better. The fuel speed remains
moderate and the void closure happens very late. On the contrary, fuel speeds can be increased by
decreasing the pusher thickness, but this case becomes too close to impact fusion, without a good
performance.

5.- Conclusion and future work
Three regimes have been identified in this context: impact fusion; standar ICF, where energy

deposition is the dominant driving mechanism; and an intermediate regime where momentum transfer can
be almost as important as energy deposition.
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It can be concluded that the intermediate Cluster-Driven regime does not show better results than
Heavy-Ion ICFl6). Although momentum transfer can be of some help in the fuel acceleration, the fuel
preheating and the radiation losses are two maii drawbacks.

Future work can be focused on the analysis of clusters accelerated to higher energies, i.e.,
approaching the concept of Heavy Ion Driving, with lower dose rates and thicker pushers. However, as
the kinetic Energy per mass unit is increased, the importance of the momentum transfer decreases, and
the standar model of ICF is obtained.
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Table I.- Evolution or energy terms in a cluster-driven ICF case.

E ions= 5 McV; DT mass- 0.1 mg. Li mass= 0.36 mg; DT A.R.= 100; E units= crgs.

t (ns) Absorbed Radiated Ablation Kinetic Kinetic Internal Internal
Energy Energy Energy Energy (Li) Energy Energy Energy (DT)

(DT) (Li)

I ns 0.214E+12 0.3776E+1 I 0.3288E+1 I 0.2554E+10 0.7724E+I 1 0.1 143E+I I 0.4893E+ 11

2 ns 0.4839E+12 0.1161E+12 0.1655E+!1 0.2414E+I1 0.2063E+12 0.1534E+11 0A 768E+ 11

3 ns 0.7473E+12 0.2584E+12 0.1521E+II 0.5804E+10 0.3593E+12 0.1408E+11 0.8431E+1I

4 ns 0.9078E+12 0.3572E+12 0.3798E+1 I 0.2529E+10 0.4072E+12 0.1387E+ I1 0.7928E+1 1

5 ns 0.1055E+13 0.4620E+12 0.6574E+11 0.1492E+10 0.4283E+12 0.1324E+11 0.7640E+I1

6 ns 0.1 114E+13 0.5167E+12 0.8631E+11 0.8837E+09 0.4365E+12 0.6321E+10 0.6202E+11

7 ns 0.1 114E+13 0.5189E+12 0.9608E+! 1 0.5409E+09 0.4367E+12 0.4229E+1I0 0.5326E+ 1I

8 ns 0.1 114E+13 0.5755E+12 0.1079E+12 0.3019E+09 0.2932E+12 0.1634E+I1 0.1205E+12

9 ns 0.1114E+13 0.6444E+12 0.123E+12 0.1296E+09 0.2231E+12 0.1154E+11 0.1126E+12
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ABSTRACT

Implosion regimes of small-scale targets directly driven by heavy ion beams are analyzed.
Two main different performances are identified: the first one leading to high-density final states
at moderate temperatures and short confinement times; the second one producing a hot spark
limited to the very central zone of the fuel, the density and the optical thickness remaining very
low. Transition between both regimes happens through stagnated compressed fuels where the
compression efficiency is very poor.

1. Introduction
Some Review Panels [1,2] have identified Heavy Ions as the most suitable driver for

Fusion Energy Production, if everything works as theoretically expected [3,4]. However,
investments for accelerators for large scale experiments are so huge that intermediate steps seem
necessary to ascertain some of the critical aspects of the HIF concept. This paper intends to be
a contribution to analayze what type of experimental results could be found in those small-scale
facilities. Some problems inherent to the accelerators and accelerated beams, as the illumination
symmetry and the power balance, are not addressed here, although they are of primary
importance for this concept.

The targets under study will be hollow shells of DT surrounded by a coating of a
homogeneous material. Lithium has been shown [5] to be really suitable for this purpose. Its
density is only 2.5 times that of cryogenic DT, which helps avoid hydro instabilities. Although
multi-layered coatings seemed at first the best option [6], this type of simpler targets yield very
good theoretical results [5] without big density jumps in the internal interfaces.

The initial fuel Aspect Ratio (AR) will be limited to 100, as it is usually chosen for high-
gain targets. This means that the inner and outer fuel radii for a 0.1 mg DT shell will be 0.1553
and 0.1569 cm. This is much smaller than a large-scale fuel shell for a reactor scenario. If we
consider a final imploding velocity of 4. 107 cm/s, the internal void closure will take place at 7.5
ns approximately after the beginning of the driving pulse.

A simple square box has been taken as the pulse time shape. It has beer, c-own in
previous analysis that HIF target evolutions are not so sensitive to pulse shaping as laser-targets
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are. This is due to the paramount difference in the size of the ablator in both cases. Laser targets
only need about 1 mg to absorb the laser light, because the interaction is very shallow (up to the
critical surface). On the contrary, heavy ions require a larger thickness to be stopped.
Temperatures of the ablator in this case are lower than 100 eV, while they are higher than 1 keV
in the electrons of the interacting plasma in laser-targets.

A numerical survey has been carried out in order to analyze the performance of the
targets. The NORCLA code [7] has been used for this purpose. NORCLA is a one-dimensional,
one-fluid, three-temperature thermo-hydrodynamic code developed for ICF target analysis. This
code has been used for several analysis already published [6]. The global results (for instance,
energy gain) agree quite well with the most reliable data available in the literature [8,9].

Equations of state and opacities are taken from the SESAME library [10]. It is worth
underlining that NORCLA embodies a module to compute the energy deposition (and
momentum transfer, almost of negligible importance with these beams) by the driving beam ions.
The calculation takes into account the physical properties of the matter inside the target (T, p,
ionization degree). Range shortening, produced by free electrons as ionization increases, is clearly
observed in these simulations. The main source of uncertainty in relation to energy deposition
is probably the effective ionization Zeff of the incoming ions after entering the target. In our
calculation, it is presumed that Zeff corresponds to the equilibrium value [11].

2. High-density regimes
Maximum compressions can be obtained when the pressure maximum inside the target,

generated by the driving energy deposition, is kept as close as possible to the fuel-coating
interface. This situation corresponds to the pusherless implosion concept [121, and it has the
obvious limitation that the fuel can be preheated if the pressure maximum (and the associated
temperature maximum) become too close to the fuel. In our numerical survey, high-compression
has been found when the fuel is uniformly accelerated in the absence of strong shock waves,
with a moderate dose rate in the lithium so that the temperature is kept well below 100 eV.

Figure 1 shows a set of results corresponding to a case of high-density performance. The
target was made of 0.1 mg of DT (AR= 100) surrounded by 8 mg lithium. The driving pulse was
a square box of 2.5 ns with 40 TW (i.e. a total pulse energy of 100 kJ). Ions energy was kept
constant at 2.5 GeV. Initially, ions penetrated very close to the fuel-lithium interface, but the
range was shortenned inmediately (-0.5 ns) and more than 1 mg of lithium acted as pusher (and
preheating shield) for most of the implosion. Nevertheless, when the central void closed, the
coating had been ablated almost completely. This can be seen clearly in figure 1, in the steep
gradient of the density (the fuel occupy the 20 innermost meshpoints, the rest being lithium).

It is important to emphasize that the fuel evolves at very high pressures from the very
beginning of the implosion (above 10 Mbars before void closure). This is characteristic of the
high-density performance.

3. High-temperature regimes
A totally different regime can be produced by shock acceleration of the fuel in order to

set it in very high adiabats along the expansion process which takes places as the fuel flies
toward the void center. This effect can be obtained by producing very steep gradients of
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pressure inside the target as a consequence of a high dose rate in what can be called the active
region of the ablator. This region can not be very close to the fuel-coating interface in this case
to avoid fuel preheating. Moreover, it is interesting to keep the fuel at low pressures (much lower
than 1 Mbar, i.e. 101 Pa). Figure 2 shows the results of a case driven by 100 kU (2.5 ns) of 1.9
GeV Bi÷ ions. The only difference with the previous cases of high-compression targets is that
we use here a thicker coating of lithium, as compared to the ion penetration, for the sake of
generating a large difference of pressure between the fuel and the active part of the coating. It
can be said that the fuel remains here during the first part of the implosion at 1010 Pa (0.1 Mbar),
which is two orders of magnitude lower than the fuel pressure in the high-compression cases
described in the previous section.

Shocks waves, coming from the very high pressure zone (or active zone of the ablator),
accelerate the fuel, where the speed profile is also very steep, as happens when the acceleration
is associated with large pressure gradients.

The final stage of the fuel shows a large temperature jump in the central zone as the fuel
stops, but such a maximum does not disappears very fast because the rest of the fuel and the
pusher still carry large amounts of kinetic energy, so mainaining the confinement of the central
zone. The electron temperature remains always lower than the ion temperature in the innermost
part of the fuel, and the electron temperature profile is very flat across the fuel. It must be
recognized that the situation is very critical from the point of view of hydrodynamic stability
because of the pressure and density gradients in the compressed fuel and in the inner, overdense
coating.

It is worth underlining that this scheme produces fuel internal energy efficiencies much
lower than the high-density regime analyzed in the previous section. Instead of 10%, values
about 5% are obtained here, which can be understood because a significant part of the energy
goes to pusher kinetic energy and only a fraction of it contributes to the compression of the fuel.

The fusion energy yield of this case is less than 1 U. Fusion power is only important in
the innermost meshpoint of the fuel and is totally negligible in 80% of the fuel. It must be
pointed out that the central part of the fuel remains hot for a very long time (more than 1 ns).
The maximum central temperature was reached at 7.3 ns, and it was 16.5 keV. At that time, the
fuel optical thickness was only 0.007 g/cm2 which means that even the fusion-born alpha
particles escape from the fuel.

The aforementioned value of 1 U of energy yield must be questioned from the point of
view of hydrodynamic stability. In the pure one-dimensional case, the central hot-spark is
maintained for I ns, which is a time long enough for shock-waves to travel across the fuel.
Destructives instabilities can then develop within the fuel and in the fuel-coating interface, so
destroying the confinement. The actual yield could thus be somewhat lower than the theoretical
prediction, as has already been observed in some laser driven fusion experiments [13].

4. Conclusions
Two different regimes of target performance have been identified in this analysis. The

first one is related to the so-called pusherless implosion scheme, were the ion energy and the
beam power are selected to reach an almost total ablation of the coating at the end of the
compression process. The pressure level inside the fuel is very high along the compression phase
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(over 10 Mbars). This scheme leads to very high densities (higher than 1000 times the liquid
density) but the fuel temperature is moderate (below 1 keV) and the fuel is fairly isothermal. The
confinement time is very short (about 100 ps) because of the lack of effective pusher at the
moment of maximum compression.

A totally different regime is obtained when the pusher thickness is large (as compared
to the fuel optical thickness) and a region of very high pressure is generated as a consequence
of very high dose rates in the ablator. The fuel is maintained then at a relatively low pressure,
the pressure gradient being very steep, and so being the speed gradient within the fuel, which
expands towards the center and reaches very high adiabats (at very low densities). A central hot
spot is formed after void closure, the central ion temperature being over 10 keV. The
confinement time is very large (about 1 ns) because the kinetic energy of the pusher keeps acting
on the fuel. Compression histories to produce this high-temperature regime must be finely tuned.
Should the ion energy is made too small or too big around the right value, the central hot spot
is barely produced.

There is not a sharp transient from a regime to the other. In between, there is a broad
range of target and beam specifications where a low-efficiency compression is obtained. In these
cases, neither the temperature nor the density reach high values. The speed profile of the fuel
after the acceleration phase is not as uniform as in the high-compression regime, and this leads
to a stagnated final state with the fuel almost isothermilized and an optical thickness much lower
than those of the afore-mentioned regime.
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THEORETICAL EVALUATION OF THE ANGULAR SPREAD

OF THE ELECTRON BEAM GENERATED IN A GUIDING

MAGNETIC FIELD

D.D.Ryutov
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Electron beams generated in high-current diodes with
a guiding magnetic field are of interest for a number
of applications and, in particular, for plasma heating
in solenoids, for microwave generation, and for further
acceleration in inductive linacs. The paper considers
possible sources of a finite angular spread of the beam
for the case when electron gyroradius is much smaller
than all the characteristic dimensions of the diode.
Under such conditions, there are three major sources of
the beam angular spread (besides the scattering in the
anode foil, if such a foil is present): i)non-adiabatic
effects near the cathode surface, especially if there
is some ripple on the emitting surface;ii)non-adiabatic
effects near the anode foil (if it is present); iii)a
possible presence of irregular electric and magnetic
fields produced by beamlets emitted by microspikes at
the cathode surface. Efficient analytic formulas are
presented that allow to evaluate the resulting beam an-
gular spread both for purely electron and bipolar flows.

l. Introduction

One of the most important characteristics of the electron beams
generated in a guiding magnetic field, is their angular spread
after leaving the diode region. This parameter has a conside-
rable influence on the process of microwave generation; it deter-
mines a possible degree of beam compression by magnetic funneling
(see, e.g.[ ]); it strongly affects beam-plasma interaction in
plasma heating experiments. To make the angular spread small
enough, one can suppress the transverse electron motion by
raising the guiding magnetic field to the level when electron
gyroradius r becomes smaller than characteristic size of the
acceleratinge gap a:

r e a (1)e

By r we understand the gyroradius corresponding to the full ac-
celerating voltage. We assume that the angular spread introduced
by the anode foil (if such a foil is present) is negligibly small.
If condition (1) is satisfied, the electron motion across the
magnetic field can be described as a superposition of the drift
motion and gyration; the latter is just the effect that
we should study.

For the slowly varying magnetic and electric fields,the amplitude
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of gyromotion is determined from the conservation of the
adiabatic invariant p2 /B. Then, neglecting the initial electron

-I
energy spread at the cathode, i.e., putting p1 o,P 11o= 0, we

conclude that, for adiabatically varying magnetic and electric
field, no gyromotion should be excited. Therefore, when the con-
dition (1) holds, the only source of angular scatter is the non-
adiabaticity of electron motion arising in the regions where -
for one or another reason - there occur sharp changes of the
electric or self magnetic field (we remind that the guiding
magnetic field is assumed to be smooth).

We show that such rapid changes occur near the cathode and anode
surfaces and find the corresponding contributions to the electron
gyromotion. Nonadiabatic effects can also manifest themselves in
the accelerating gap - if the beam current has microinhomoge-
neities with the scale comparable with or smaller than r (in
principle, such a microstructur'e can be produced by e the
nonuniformities in electron emission)

2.Cathode phenomena

Generally speaking, cathode surface is not orthogonal to the mag-
netic field lines in the intersection points. The angle a between
the normal n to the surface and magnetic field B is determined by
the shape of the cathode surface (or, more generally, of the
emitting surface, if cathode plasma is present) and by the self
magnetic field B (even if the guiding magnetic field is
orthogonal to the emitting surface, the presence of B makes a
finite).

Let's consider a small (and,
therefore, almost planar) Z
element of the emitting sur-
face (Fig.l). The z-axis is
directed along the magnetic
field, and y-axis is perpen-
dicular to the (n,B) plane.
The angle a is not necessa-
rily small. The tangential
component of the electric
field is zero at the surface;
the only component that may
considerably differ from
zero in the vicinity of the
surface, is a normal one. In
the vicinity of the surface,
space-charge density and
electric field depend only on Fig.l
the distance C to the surface.

After electron starts at zero velocity at the cathode surface, it
first accelerates along the electric field and thus acquires some
gyro-velocity transverse to the magnetic field. After, roughly
speaking, one turn around the field line, the motion becomes
adiabatic, with rotational velocity determined by the initial
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phases of the motion. To solve the problem quantitatively, we
consider electron equations of motion:

mx= eEsinc - -yB

MY* eJ(B (2)

mz =-eEcosa

(E denotes the normal component of the electric field). At first
glance, the analytic solution of the system (2) is a hopeless
problem, as electric field is a function of coordinates and
should be determined self-consistently, with the account of the
effect of magnetic field on the electron motion. However, using
the approach described in [ ], it turns out to be possible to
find a very simple analytic result. Following [2 ], we note that
the spatial dependence of E obeys the Poisson equation

dE 4p(3)d(

On the other hand, the full time-derivative of the electric field
along the electron trajectory is:

dE v dE (4)

Combining (3) and (4) and noting that the absolute value of the
electron current density is j = - v p and doesn't depend on C (as

we are considering a stationary problem), we conclude that the
time derivative (4) of the electric field along the electron
trajectory doesn't depend on time:

dE__d- 4nj = const (5)dt
Then, considering a motion of the particular electron and
counting the time from the moment when it leaves the emitting
surface, we find that

E = EC - 4rjt (6)

With this explicit dependence of E on time, it is quite easy to
integrate the system (2):

cE 4njc CEC
x=sina ( -k + &j- coswt + cE sinwt) (7)

cE 4Trjc CECy= sin (--B + c-B sinwt- B coswt)

where w = eB/mc is the electron gyrofrequency for nonrelativistic
electrons (relativistic effects in the vicinity of cathode should
be taken into account only at very high accelerating voltages;
the corresponding generalization is straightforward but takes
much space). The first term in the expression for y describes
electric drift, the first term in the expression for x describes
inertial drift. As for the oscillating terms, they describe
electron gyration, with corresponding transverse momentum deter-
mined by

2 m c 2sin 2 a(E + ) 2  (8)
pL
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where 4nj (9)
S(9)

Note, that the transverse momentum determined from (9), changes
along the cathode surface, because of changes in the entering
parameters.

If the the cathode can provide infinite emission, then the
current density is determined by the space-charge effects, and
E should be taken to be zero. As a rough estimate of j, one can

c

use then the following expression:
3 2/ 3 3/2Zm ~ jo -)2 (10)

4Rea

(which gives a correct scaling with 7 both at nonrelativistic and
strongly relativistic energies). Then, together with Eqs.(8), (9)
(and formula p=mc(72-1)1/2 for the final momentum of electrons),
we obtain the following estimate for the cathode contribution to
the angular spread: 2

where r is the electron gyroradius calculated for the full acce-
e

leration energy (the estLmdte (11) gives correct scalings with
7 for z-1<<1 and 7>>I).
In the opposite case of a limited emission, tj of which can be

realized at the initial stages of the beam pulse, we can negilect
E, as compared to E in (a) and use the estimate EC- (v-1)mc /ea.

Then we arrive with the following expression for 6:

1- (r /ya) sina (12)

Clearly, in the case of the space-charge limited current the
angular spread is smaller.

3.Anode phenomena

In case of a purely electron flow, the normal component of the
electric field on the anode is non-zero and can be estimated as
'E - (7-1)mc2/ea. Electric and self magnetic field beyond theA

anode foil depend on the conditions of charge and current
neutralization. Discontinuity of the electric field on the anode
foil is one source of nonadiabaticity; the other is a break in
the pitch of magnetic field lines, existing if the current
neutralization in the external space is present. The latter
source converts part of the longitudinal electron velocity in the
diode to the gyromotion [3].

It can be shown that the resulting gyrovelocity is approximately
equal to

B(-B B(4)
V - 1 x B l (13)I1 CEA A C A A II BAn

The superscripts "-" and "+" refer to the inner and outer side of
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the anode foil. In a way similar to the one used for derivation
of Eq.(12), one can write the following estimate for the
resulting pitch-angle of the electrons (valid for T-1<< and T>1):

6 - (re/a) sina + iBs/B (14)

where *n is degree of current neutralization beyond the anode
foil. Note that the first term is z times ±arger than (12).

The anode angular spread is considerably reduced in the case
when the following conditions are satisfied: i)there is no cur-
rent neutralization in the drift space, but there is charge
neutralization there; ii)the inner surface of anode foil is an
infinite source of ions, so that space-charge limited bipolar
flow is established in the diode. As was shown in paper [4], such
conditions can indeed be realized experimentally. Then, all three
terms in Eq.(13) vanish, and more delicate effects, similar to
the one discussed in conjunction with Eqs.(6), become important.

Near the anode situation is somewhat simpler for the analytic
consideration, as the potential distribution is entirely
determined by the ions, whose motion isn't affected by the
magnetic field. Respectively, using again the coordinate system
shown in Fig.1 (but now attached to the anode), one can write the
following expressions for x component of the electric field in
the vicinity of anode:

Ex=-E 0 ((/a) 113sina; (15)

EO=4 (9lTji) 2 3 (Ma/2e)1/3- (mc 2 /ea)(v 1 1 2 - 1)
where C=zcosa is a distance from the anode surface, ji is the ion

current density, H is the ion mass and the last order-of-magni-
tude estimate is, again, an interpolation between z-1 c I and
7 > 1 cases.

Electron motion along the magnetic field line near anode can be
considered as occurring with a constant velocity (determined by a
full accelerating voltage). Then, if one counts the time from the
moment when electron intersects the anode surface, the following
equations determine evolution of transverse momentum:

p = -eE (t) - p p
. X (16)

where E (t) is determined by Eq.(15) with z = ct (1-a-d)/. Forxconvenience, we revert time.

To more clearly distinguish the anode contribution to the
angular spread, we assume that, when approaching the anode,
electrons do not have any gyrovelocity and participate only in
the drift motion. The solution of system (16) satisfying this
condition, is straightforward and gives the following expression
for the momentum pI of the gyromotion at the foil:

11 7eE0 (( 2 _-1) 1 2 Cosa 113n
p = - r (1) -a sina (17)

L 3 3 W acJ u1
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I

where F(s) 2,68. The corresponding order-of-magnitude estimate

for the resulting angular spread is:

1 - 3-I2(re/a) 43cos113 sina (18)

4.The role of beam microstructure

We assume the model in which electron current has a microstruc-
ture of the form Sj(x,y). The corresponding space-charge density
perturbation is 6p = 6j(x,y)/v z(z). The presence of beam micro-

structure results in the formation of small-scale transverse
electric and magnetic fields which deflect beam electrons. To
save space, we consider only nonrelativistic space when magnetic
perturbations can be neglected. The potential perturbations 69
should be determined from the Poisson equation. Using Fourier
transform in x,y plane, we find for the Fourier harmonics:

dd2V~z )4• •k (19)d 2 k - k 2 S k v=r S k( 9

As we assume that the perturbations are small-scale, ka)1, we can
neglect z-derivative in the l.h.s. and thus obtain:

E - 41k (20)
k k 2V Z(z) Sk

This approximation breaks at the distance - k-I from the elec-
trodes (at their surface 89 must vanish). Introducing this elec-
tric field into equations of motion and integrating them, we find
that the transverse velocity perturbation is formally formally
diverging at small z:

v - fEkdZ/vZ- {dz/v2 (21)

Thy cut-off limit should obviously be taken to be of order of
k . In this way we obtain the following expression for the
velocity perturbation caused by fluctuations with a given k:

V -• (ka-2/3 (22)
v i

One sees that the contribution from the smaller k's is empha-
sized. The smallest possible k for which (22) is still valid is
determined by transition to adiabatic motion that occurs at ka <
(a /r ) .
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Abstract. New results on microsecond electron beam generation on the U-3 accelerator for
plasma heating experiments at the GOL-3 device are presented. The electron beam is generated
in the vacuum diode and the plasma filled diode and 20-fold focused in a mirror magnetic field.
The energy spectrum of beam electrons was measured by magnetic analyzer and the broadening
of spectrum width was observed in the experiments on dense (n-5. 10r5 cm-3) plasma heating.
The annular structure of the beam in the beginning of pulse was detected and possible reasons
are discussed. First results of experiments on beam generation in the plasma filled diode are
presented.

Introduction.

In the Budker Nuclear Physics Institute experiments are carried out on dense plasma
heating by microsecond relativistic electron beams (REB) in solenoids. 1) Electron beams with
10 kA/cm2 current density are required for these experiments. Such a current density of a
microsecond beam can be provided by magnetic compression, in case the angular spread of
the beam is small.2) In the experiments on plasma heating such beam are mainly generated in
a diode with a quasiplanar cathode and an anode foil with subsequent compression. To match
a high-voltage generator impedance with the diode one and to increase the pulse duration a

uniform beam is generated with low current density -0.3 kA/cm2 and a cathode radius of 10
cm. In such conditions compression coefficient of the electron beam should be about twenty.
Along with compression the beam space charge neutralization must be provided between the
anode foil and the mirror or in the transport channel, in case of foilless diode. Another
condition for successful beam compression is a small angular spread of the beam. The
pitch-angle of the beam electrons must not exceed Orin - 0.2.3)

On the GOL-3 device the beam is compressed in the mirror magnetic field of 0.6 T in the
diode and 12 T in the mirrors. Schematic of the experiments on the uniform beam compression
is given in Fig. 1. The gas pressure in the region of beam compression was fitted so as to provide
only the beam space charge neutralization and not the current one.

In the plasma heating experiments the graphite cathodes with the - 20 cm diameter at the
anode-cathode gap of 8 cm was used. The diode voltage produced by the high-voltage
generator in the beginning of pulse is 1 MV 4). The capacity of the generator is 0.4 1F.

The experiments on beam compression showed that the beam current through the chamber
exceeds the vacuum current (calculated current -10 kA) practically from the very beginning
of the pulse, that testifies to the fast neutralization of the beam space charge. The rate of ion
production by strike of the beam electrons is not sufficient because of the small density of the

background gas (- 10 -4 Torr). The most probable source of neutralizing ions is the anode
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Fig. 1. Schematic of experimental device

foil.5) The delay of appearance of the electron current behind the system of compression
(50-100 ns) indicates the formation of a virtual cathode in the compression chamber. The
oscillating electrons penetrating through the anode foil lose their energy and heat the foil.
(Absorption of 1 % of the electrons is sufficient for melting the foil.) The desorbed gas cloud

formed near the foil can be ionized in the field of the beam space charge. The ions emitted
from the plasma cloud can compensate rapidly (< 50 ns) the beam space charge. After that the

ion background with density proportional to the beam space charge is formed in the compres-

sion chamber.
At the same time on the foil surface facing the diode a plasma cloud expanding into the

diode gap is formed, from where ions are emitted to the cathode.

Planar diode.

1. Beam energy spectrum.

One of the most important characteristics of high-current magnetized REB is the energy
spectrum, i.e. the instantaneous distribution of the beam electrons in energy. Registration of

the energy spectrum of the beam injected into the plasma and running out of the system is the

most direct method of measurement of the beam-plasma interaction efficiency.
For this purpose a magnetic analyzer of beam energy spectrum has been designed and

measurements were carried out at the exit from the diode and after the interaction with plasma.
The central part of the beam passed through the hole in the exit collector of the GOL-3 device
was used for analysis. A magnetic field with sharp boundary, transverse to the main field was

created in the analyzer. In the resultant magnetic field the electrons of different energy are
separated according to the length an electron pass moving along the helicoidal trajectory after

one turn around the axis (the Larmor spiral pitch) and absorbed by different collectors.
Detailed description of the analyzer is given in 6)
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Fig.2. Electron energy spectrum in diode. Fig.3. Electron energy spectrum after

transportation through the dense plasma.

Instantaneous energy spectrum width of the beam generated in the accelerator diode was
obtained in calibration experiments. In these experiments a graphite collector with a 2 cm
central hole was installed instead of the anode foil. The central part of the beam of 300 A
current was compressed in the mirror, passed through the solenoid and finally came to the
analyzer. The current value was essentially less than that of vacuum current (pressure in the
transport region 10- 4 Torr). The experiments showed that the spectrum width does not exceed
the calculated resolution of the analyzer (10%, see Fig. 2).

For beam transportation through the dense plasma (n- 5 1015 cm-3), when the beam-plas-
ma interaction can be considered negligible, the beam spectrum is relatively narrow, however
some broadening was observed (see Fig.3). The spectrum width in this case is 20% and
two-fold exceeds the analyzer resolution.

In conditions of effective plasma heating, i.e. at n < 2 1015 cm-3 , the essential broadening
of the beam spectrum (dE/E- 1) takes place. Typical spectra at conditions optimum for plasma
heating and corresponding efficiency of the beam-plasma interaction are presented in

2. The spatial distribution of the beam current.

For the beam generation in the accelerator diode the macrouniformity can be provided by
fitting the diode geometry.8) In experiments on magnetic compression carried out on the U- 1
device it was shown that the spatial distribution of the beam current after compression remains
uniform and close to that in the diode at various conditions. Similar picture was observed for
transportation of the compressed beam through a gas or plasma of 1 m length. 9)

Along with that, in the experiments on plasma heating by the microsecond REB on the
GOL-3 device, when the beam is transported at a 7 m distance, the evidence of essential
changes of the current distribution at the exit of solenoid was observed already during the first
"shots". For more detailed study of the phenomenon the measurements have been carried out

of the current spatial distribution by an X-ray image converter (IC). This diagnostics can be
also used for other applications in the plasma heating experiments.
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T= 0.2 ls T= 1.5 s T =2.5 s

Fig.4.X-ray image of the beam (the diameter of 10 cm)

To register the current density profile the system was used consisting of four IC which
provided spatial resolution of < 1 cm (at the beam diameter of 10 cm) and time resolution of
0.3/us. The system allows to observe the evolution of the beam current distribution during the
pulse.

The results of the measurements show that in the beginning of the pulse the beam has a
well-defined annular structure, that can be explained as the central part of the beam is cut off

by the beam space charge. (Fig.4)
The diameter of the hollow region inside the beam decreases with time and 1.5-2 us after

the beginning the beam becomes uniform and remains so until the end of pulse (4-5 us). The
possible reason of such behavior of the beam could be explained first of all as to be connected
with the process of space charge neutralization in the region of compression or as the effect

caused by the beam transportation through the plasma column and beam-plasma interaction.
To check the first possibility experiments have been performed with a plasma filling in the

compression region. The density of the plasma drifting along and transverse to the magnetic
field can be nonhomogeneus that can affect the process of beam propagation. Therefore, it is
desirable to produce a plasma with density either sufficient to neutralize the beam space charge
in the region between the anode foil and the mirror, or (in case of unhomogenious formation)
allowing the plasma to perform as a source of neutralizing ions. Used as a plasma source, 3
surface discharge plasma gun was placed at the 25 cm distance from the anode foil. The
magnetic field was 20 kG at the location of the guns and 6 kG at the anode foil.

After adjusting the time of the guns triggering and the gun currents, the beam current and
its rate of growth in the beginning of pulse increased, and the jitter of pulse duration
diminished. The diode operation became more stable and the pulse duration in the regime with
magnetic compression became close to that in the regime with the anode foil replaced by a
graphite collector (5-6/us). At the same time the annular structure of the beam remained in
these conditions, that is probably connected with nonuniform filling in the region by the

plasma.
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Leoe I MV Plasma filled diode.kA
kA _ --- After installation of the plasma guns in the7 -compression region a possibility appeared to

perform experiments on the beam generation in
1 the diode filled in beforehand with the plasma

1 2 3 4 i,, expanding from the compression region (see

kA Ubi Figl). The main plasma parameter, density,
could be varied by changing the current in the
guns, the discharge duration or the delay time

between the beginning of discharge and the mo-
ment of applying high voltage pulse to the diode.

1 2 3 4 , The anode foil is unnecessary in this regime.
.u € In this paper the first results are presented on

'v,, beam generation in the diode filled by the plasma
flow from the anode side and following 20-fold

__compression of the beam. In the experiments
presented the plasma density was not measured

1 2 3 4 • and was varied mainly by changing the delay
Fig.5 a) voltage and current in the vacuum diode between the guns triggering and the pulse of high

b)voltage and current in the plasma filled
diode voltage. Depending on the delay, the diode im-
c) effective anode-cathode gap pedance changes from low (when the accelerat-

ing voltage is low) to high value (when the density of accelerated electrons is low).
Given in Fig.5 a,b are the current and the voltage in the vacuum diode and the one filled

with plasma. The time dependence of calculated effective anode-cathode gap Dvac and
Dplasma for the vacuum and plasma filled diode respectively is shown in Fig.5c. The
experimental configuration (i.e. cathode diameter, magnetic field etc.) for both cases was the
same except there was no anode foil in the plasma filled diode.

Comparing the curves one can see the essential difference in the beginning of pulse. The
effective gap is formed in the filled-in diode practically instantly after applying of diode
voltage (characteristic time is of order of the ion transit time for the accelerating gap).

Decreasing of the voltage in the beginning of pulse at the maximum change of the current is
caused by the inductance of the generator. When the current becomes almost flat the diode
voltage recovers up to the value on the generator capacitors. In this moment the process of

formation of quasi-static accelerating gap in the plasma filled diode may be considered as
finished.

Comparison of the gap time behavior shows that for the filled diode the gap almost does
not change with time up to the shorting out of the diode. The formally calculated speed of gap

5 2
decreasing does not exceed 2-10 cm/sec at the current density on the cathode 100 A/cm
For the vacuum diode the speed is higher of order, although the initial current density is
essentially lower.
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The duration of the beam generation in the plasma filled diode depends on the delay
between the diode voltage pulse and the moment of guns triggering. Greater duration of the
diode operation corresponds lower plasma density. The shorting out of the diode is caused
most probably by filling the gap by the cathode plasma, produced by high-energy ions striking
the cathode surface. However, the growth of instabilities on the emitting surfaces is also
possible. In the same conditions the jitter of pulse duration does not exceed 10% that mnst
likely indicates that the first reason causes the diode shorting out.

Summary.

1. In the experiments on plasma heating by a microseconu E-beam the presence of the
annular structure of the beam in the beginning of pulse has been detected.

2. The magnetic analyzer was used to study the energy spectrum of magnetized electrons.
Broadening of the spectrum width and its shift toward lower energy even at the plasma density

n - 5-10 15 cm- 3 was registered. The beam energy loss is -10 %.
3. It was shown in the first experiments on beam generation in the plasma filled diode, that

a greater initial current density and power of the beam, in comparison with the vacuum diode,
can be obtained. That is important not only within the frame of plasma heating experiments
but also may be of interest for other applications. In order to increase the duration of the beam
generation it is necessary to learn how to operate the diode with the larger plasma filled gap.
The main problem in this case is how to protect the diode vacuum insulator from the plasma.
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BREMSSTRAHLUNG PRODUCTION BY MICROSECOND E-BEAM FROM
THIN FOIL IN A MIRROR TRAP

V.V.Filippov, V.S.Koidan, S.V.Lebedev, P.I.Melnikov, M.A.Shcheglov, S.G.Voropaev

Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, 630090, Russia

Abstract.Experiments on a microsecond E-beam (1 MV, 50 kA, 60 Wd) interaction with a
bremsstrahlung converter are described. A thin foil placed between strong magnetic mirrors is
used as a target. Multiple passage of the electrons through the thin foil increase bremsstrahlung
yield in the low-energy (<50 keV) range o, spectrum. Testing of the suggested converter has
been carried out. The effect of oscillating electrons on the microsecond diode operation is
discussed. It is found that the target with thickness equal to 0.05 of the mean range absorbes
the beam practically totally. The time-resolved measurements of X-ray emission uniformity are
also presented.

Introduction.

Sremsstrahlung sources of different types for various applications have been developed

recently. In most of these applications the important parameter is the energy deposition in an
irradiated sample. The absorbed energy is determined by the fluence and absorption coeffi-
cient of photons which strongly depend on the photon energy. Thus, bremsstrahlung con-
verters with enchanced yield in the soft range of spectrum have a greate importance.

In a conventional converter a high-atomic-number material with thickness about mean
electron range is used. As a result the self-absorption reduce essentially bremsstrahlung yield
in the low-energy part of spectrum. For materials with Z-70 (W,Ta) the low-energy edge is
about 50 keV.

To increase the yield in the soft part of spectrum the advanced converters [1], in which
electrons make multiple passes through a thin foil, are used. 'Multiple passes scheme' is
realized, for instance, for the drift motion of electrons in the magnetic field of linear current
[2]. Another approach is to use the scheme, in which the beam electrons oscillate between an
accelerator cathode and a virtual cathode (3,4]. This last scheme can be applied effectively
only for a short beam duration (<100 ns), because for the high-power microsecond E-beam
its space charge is neutralized in a short time by the ions generated on the accelerator anode
foil and on the target foil [5].

In this paper the possibility of the electron beam trapping between strong magnetic mirrors
to realize multiple passes through a thin target foil is studied. An electron beam is injected into
a trap through the entrance magnetic mirror. Between the mirrors a thin scattering foil is
installed, which is used as a bremsstrahlung converter. After the first pass through the foil a
part of the beam electrons obtains a pitch-angle large enough to be reflected from the exit
mirror. By changing the foil thickness the main part of the beam electrons can be catched in
the trap even for the foil thickness essentially less than the mean range of the beam electrons.
The advantages of such an approach are the following.

a) There is no feedback effect of reflected (oscillating) electrons on the accelerator diode
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operation in contrast with the system of virtual cathode.
b) It becomes possible to use a microsecond beam, because the beam space-charge

neutralization and destruction of the virtual cathode do not affect the scheme realization.

Experimental device and diagnostics.

The experiments have been performed on the U-I device [6]. The experimental configu-
ration is shown schematically in Fig.l. The electron beam (0.8 MV, 60 kA, 3 •s, 60 kJ) is
generated in a vacuum diode with a quas;planar 21 cm diameter graphite cathode. The

cathode-anode gap is 5-8 cm.
4 After passing through a thit anode

L;F foil 7 (aluminized mylar 10 um)
the beam is adiabatically compres-

6 sed in the mirror magnetic field

and injected into a magnetic trap.

Magnetic field increases from
0.5 T in the diode to 10 T in the
mirror. The distance between the
mirrors 2 and 3 is 40 cm and the
mirror ratio Bmax/Bmin= 11. If the
target foil 8 is not installed, the

B (T) beam passes through the second
mirror to the collector 10 without

loss. Al, Ti and Ta foils of various

thickness have been used as a
_bremsstrahlung converter . The

0 40 60 s 0 0 Z (qoo target foil position can be varied as
Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental device: 1-4 - magnetic coils, shown in Fig. 1.

5- x-ray image converter, 6 - cathode, 7- anode foil, 8-
target foil, 9-collector foil, 10-collector, ".iF"-TLD The beam current at the entran-
position. Bottom - magnetic field along the axis. ce and on the collector, as well as

the net current have been measured by Rogowski coils RC1-RC6. To measure the size of the
emitting region and the radiation uniformity over the target surface we have used an x-ray
image converter on the basis of a microchannel plate. Time and spatial resolution of this system
is 0.3 0s and 0.5 cm respectively. Hard x-rays are monitored by a PIN diode. Several LiF
thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD) measured the dose inside the vacuum chamber at a 15
cm distance from the target. To determine the bremsstrahlung spectrum we have measured the
dose behind the different filters.

Experimental results and discussion.

1. Beam absorption in the target.
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Fig.2 Diode voltage, currents and PIN - diode Fig.3 Efficiency of the beam absorption in the
signals. Target - 30 prn Ta. target versus the target thickness (Al,Ti,Ta)

Typical signals illustrating the efficiency of the beam capture in the target are shown in
Fig.2. The diode voltage U is up to 0.8 MV and injected beam current I1 rises up to 60 kA.
The pulse duration (3 is) is determined by the diode gap (6 cm). The total energy of the beam
Q1 =f U11 dt is 60 Id. The beam current at the exit collector lb (measured by RC6) changes
depending on the thickness of the target foil. The difference between I1 and Ib is the current
of electrons sticked in the target. Efficiency of the beam capture in the target versus the target
thickness (g/cm2) is shown in Fig.3. The almost complete beam capture (>80%) occurs at

the thickness > 0.02 g/cm2 ,
that is about 0.05 of the beam
electrons mean range.

Typical converter images

for the moment of maximum
x-ray intensity (2 gs) are

shown in Fig.4. The diameter
of the emitting region,
measured by image converter,

is equal to expected that of the
beam at the target according to

Fig.4 X-ray pinhole camera images of tne target. Exposition time 0.3 the magnetic lines of force.
ps. The right picture is made through the side window and the
weak strip at the right corresponds to x-ray reflection from the This diameter is 14 cm for tar-
side surface of the window, get positioned in the middle of

the trap (mirror ratio M=1 1)
and 10 cm for M=5. X-ray emission during the pulse is uniform over the target surface.
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1000 i

__ W 2. Bremsstrahlung spectrum.
The dose spectral distribution with regard to

"L -- absorption in the target material and in additional
%J "filters can be written as:
> • n(,E) F(-ý)g())l(t)f

D=f exp(-mdeff -mfd) dt
* 4arR e

where n(E) - the relative yield of bremsstrah-
fl lung, E - the initial electron energy, E -the photon

0-1 ' , i i !energy, F(E/E) - the universal spectral distribution
0.01 MeV 1 function, g(E) -the energy absorption coefficient

:too ,for LiF, m and mf -the linear absorption coefficient
Ti in the target and filters, d and deff - their thickness,

I I(t)=1 1-Ib -the beam current at the target, e -the
"electron charge, R -the distance from the target to

> ,,the point of measurment and f -the geometry factor
" " I equal to 0.75 for the chosen position of TLD.

2 II The calculated spectral doses for different ef-
fective target thickness deff and for various filters
are shown in Fig.5. The multiple electron passes

R I through a thin target essentially increase the yield
01V - l of soft x-rays in the range of 10-50 keV.

0.01 MeV1 The calculated and measured doses behind the
Fig.5 The spectral dose distribution. Top-

tungsten target. Thickness: 1-0 W n, 2- different filters are presented in the table below.
15 pm, 3- 150 pWn. Bottom- 100 pLm The measured and calculated doses for the
titanium target. 1 -without filter, 2- 0.5 100/um Ti converter foil are practically the same,
mm Cu filter, 3- 1 mm Mo filter.

and the measured dose of soft x-rays with energy
lower than 50 keV is about 1 kR at a 15 cm distance from the target. For the W target the dose
in soft region is about 4 kR (LiF) and is essentially greater than that for the standard converter.

target -Dose (R) at 15 cm distance behind the filters
material thickness, - Cu, 0.5 mm Mo, 1 mm

AM •E > 40 KaB) (E > 90 K3B)
Calculation W 150 1700 1500 1200
(Qi=60 kJ) W 15 3900 2000 1500

Ti 100 1700 400 300
Experiment Ti 100 1400 350 1 290

3. Converter effect on the diode operation.

One of the questions for suggested converter is about the influence of the reflected electrons
on the microsecond diode operation. It is well known that high-atomic-number materials used
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as an accelerator anode or installed in the magnetic mirror behind the anode foil change
essentially the diode operation. Under such conditions the diode begins to operate in bipolar
mode earlier and the achievable pulse duration decreases [7,8,51. These changes are caused
both by more intense anode plasma generation and by the electron reflection from the target.
For the target installed behind the thin anode foil in the magnetic mirror the reflected electrons
pass many times through the anode foil, while oscillating between the cathode and the mirror.
So, even for a small reflection factor the density of the oscillating electrons is high enough to
reduce strongly the bipolar diode impedance. For the microsecond diode and 20-fold magnetic
compression of the beam even reflection of few percent of the beam electrons is sufficient to
decrease the beam pulse duration of several times [5].

For the considered converter the fraction of electrons leaving the trap and returning to the
diode is determined by the mirror ratio M=Bmax/Bt, where Bmax is the magnetic field in the

mirror 2 (see Fig.1), Bt -the magnetic field at the
- target. If this mirror ratio is large enough, the target

O.6MV will not strongly affect the diode operation.
Experimental estimation of the electron current

-b into the diode can be made as following. The electron
i • current to the exit collector, measured by the coil RC6,

is the sum of two values. The first value is the fraction
".-.- , of primary beam not trapped after passing through the

target foil due to their pitch-angles e is less then
0 angl Cdeg) 90

Fig.6 Fraction of the injected beamcurrent OM=arCSif~w. The second one is the current of

passed to the collector versus the trapped electrons which obtain the pitch-angles
target r.m.s. scattering angle. Points e< em due to scattering in the target foil and leave the
- measured data, line - calculated
data after one pass through the trap. Given the magnetic field in the mirrors is the
target foil. same and the trapped electrons make many passes

through the target, this second part of collector current is equal to the current of electrons
leaving to the diode. The part of the beam directly passed to the collector can be calculated
knowning the voltage, foil thickness and mirror ratio. Comparing the calculated value with
the measured collector current Ib, one can estimate the current of electrons leaving the trap as
their difference. The result of such acomparison for the mirror ratio M= 1 is shown in Fig.6.
Good agreement of calculated and measured currents indicates that for this mirror ratio the
number of electrons returning to the diode is small.

To increase the bremsstrahlung brightness it is necessary to increase the current density
on the target. It may be achieved by installing the target in the maximum permissible magnetic
field. For this purpose the experiments have been performed in which the target position was
varied and the mirror ratio changed from M=I 1 to M=2. The experiments showed that for
M>6 the diode operates without any features and its impedance and pulse duration are the
same as for the case without target. For the smaller mirror ratio the diode impedance decrease
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100 k MA U141659 100 1 M3 u.. 1,31B47 faster and pulse duration
kA i- kA - - became shorter in a factor

Iof 1.5 for the mirror ratio

---- - -- M=5 and in a factor of 3

0-- 0 for M=2 (pulse duration

for the last case is less50o -50 than 1 g, see Fig.7).
-- - -- - -- - -Thus, efficient operation

oa- of the suggested converter

r4 N" , - - for a long pulse beam can

0o---------- o 2' be achieved with M>6.
0 1 2 3 Jim 0 1 2 ps

Fig.7 Effect of target position on the diode operation. At the left -
Bmax/Bf=2, at the right - Bmax/Bt=8.

Summary.

We have described a bremsstrahlung converter with enhanced yield in the soft x-rays. The

main results of the experiments can be summarize as following.
1. The conditions have been found of the practically complete absorption of the electron

beam in a thin target. In our experiments, up to 80% of the beam energy have been deposited

in the foil with thickness of 0.05 the beam electron mean range.
2. For the 100/um Ti target and injected beam energy content 60 UJ the measured dose

(LiF) in soft x-rays (<50 keV) at a 15 cm distance from the target is 1 kR and total irradiated

surface is 1000 cm2 . For the 10/um W target and 180 M E-beam [9] this dose will be 15 kR

per pulse.
3. The bremsstrahlung intensity over the target surface is uniform. The emitting region

diameter is determined by the ratio of the magnetic field in the mirror to that on the target.
The minimum achievable emitting diameter is limited by the effect of the reflected electrons

on the diode operation.
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FOILLESS INJECTION OF REB INTO A DENSE PLASMA

I. V. Kandaurov, E. P. Kruglyakov, 0. I. Meshkov

Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, 630090, Novosibirsk, Russia

ABSRAT The preliminary experiments on a foilless injection of high-
current REB generated from magnetically-insulated diode into a dense plasma
are discussed. It is shown that because of low scattering angle of the injected
beam the strong Langmuir turbulence is observed even at plasma density

2' 1016 cm"3 . The REB-plasma interaction efficiency in the case of foilless
injection is much higher than in the case when a vacuum diode with anode foil is

used. The typical parameters of the REB are: Ud ,0.6 MeV, Jb 1-1 0kA/cm2,

tb' 100-200 ns. The scattering angle of the beam, estimated from indirect

experiments is 40- 50 .The optimum choice of the foilless diode geometry made
it possible to inject the REB with a total current up to six times higher than the
vacuum current for this diode geometry.

INTRODUCTION

Rather high efficiency of REB-plasma interaction in the plasma density range 1014 _ 1015

cm"3 have been achieved in experiments , carried out on GOL-M and GOL-3 ill devices at

Novosibirsk Institute of Nuclear Physics. As it was demonstrated in previous experiments (21,

an energy deposited by REB into plasma decreases rapidly with the growth of plasma density.

A two-stage scheme [3] is being developed on GOL-3 device to enhance the REB energy

transfer to a dense plasma. Another way of effective heating of a dense plasma is provided by

using a beam with low scattering angle. For this aim, the experiments on foilless injection of

REB, generated from a magnetically-insulated diode, are started now on GOL-M device.

A foilless injection into a low-density plasma ( Z 1014 cm"3) have been used in a number of

earlier experiments 14, 5). In our experiments a foilless injection of high-current REB into a

dense plasma (up to 2 1016 cm"3) have been realised and the first experimental results are

being discussed in the paper presented.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig.1 The beam is injected into

hydrogen plasma preliminary created by high-voltage pulse discharge in longitudinal magnetic

field of mirror configuration (R=2) with 4.5T field in diode region and 2.5T in homogeneous

part. The length of solenoid in these experiments was reduced to 2.5 meters. The 1-MV pulse

from coaxial water forming line is delivered to graphite cathode. The graphite pipe with inner

diameter ranging from 0.9 to 1.7 cm and length ranging from 10 to 18 cm was employed as an
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anode.Physics of REB generation in plasma-filled diode has been studied previously 16). The
expanding ion sheath is formed near cathode surface and acts like virtual anode-cathode gap.

In some control experiments the output of anode pipe was tightened by 20 mkm titanium
foil to avoid plasma flowing into diode gap ("vacuum" regime).Besides that, usual vacuum
diode with the anode of titanium foil or of aluminized mylar was also applied.

Vac.pump 
6[

Figure 1-cathode stalk, 2-anode pipe, 3-Thomson scattering
system input/output ports, 4,5-mirror coils, 6-solenoid coils, 7-quartz
tube, 8-collector/calorimeter, 9-diamagnetic loop, 1 0-foreplasma
discharge capacitor bank.

FOILLESS INJECTION REGIMES.

The parameters of REB generated in plasma-filled diode are strongly influenced by a
number of factors (plasma density at the anode pipe output; the pipe length and inner
diameter). But for any anode pipe geometry three regimes of REB generation could be
distinguished. As an example, the regimes for an anode pipe with diameter 1.3 cm and length

14 cm are given below.

1) "Low-density" plasma regime ( npf Z 1. 1015 cm' 3). In this case the beam current exceeds

the current in "vacuum" regime no more than two times. This regime is characterised by rather
good reproducibility of the REB parameters. Corresponding traces of the diode voltage and
beam current on collector are given in Fig.2 and marked by symbol a"a.

2) Intermediate case. With the plasma density increasing (2 1015 - 3' 1015 cm"3) the
regime of REB generation changes (traces marked by "b" ). The substantial growth of the
beam current has been observed (up to 5-6 times to "vacuum" current) with a pulse duration
cutting down. In this regime, there was significant spread of beam parameters from shot to

shot.
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lOOns 3) Dense plasma case ( ZIp > 4.1015 cm' 3 ).
1 ]C As a rule, the diode shortens in most of shots.

10 kA The lengthening of the anode pipe and the

reducing of its diameter allows us to inject the

REB into plasma of higher density.

a An employment of magnetised foilless diode
significantly alters the characteristics of beam-
plasma interaction due to low scattering angle

u d of the REB.The set of basic formulae to provide

Ejgure 2. The typical parameters of REB analysis of these effects is given in the next

injected from foilless diode. section.

PHYSICS OF REB-PLASMA INTERACTION

As it was shown experimentally, the process of beam-plasma interaction leads to excitation

of Langmuir turbulence in plasma [7). When the REB is injected through anode foil and

scattering angle is large enough, the kinetic mode of two-stream instability could takes place.

A growth rate of this mode is given by:

rk : 11bp 1 2 (1)

where 3= +•3z+1/3 (2)

00-initial scattering angle of the beam, z-distance from place of injection. The I value is

determined by:

]1i0-1 c--72 mc2pe/ )1---1CJ--e (pe/JBe)2 (3)

Upe
Maximal density of energy of the oscillations is limited by modulation instability threshold:

WnfpTe [CBe /WpeI2 (4)

By this process, in the case of strong Langmuir turbulence the specific energy, transferred
to plasma by REB, is given by:

pf ['kWt b (5)

where tb-is the beam duration.

Under the foilless injection, when the initial scattering angle of the beam is significantly less

than in the case of injection through anode foil, the hydrodynamic mode of instability could
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takes place. For "strong" magnetic field ( W Be >> W ) 2b 702 accordingly to 18]

corresponding growth rate is given by:

( p)13  k,1  (6

_ (6 )

The transition from kinetic growth rate to hydrodynamic one could occur under scattering

angle of the REB for which rk _• rh;

when 62 124/3 (nbn )2/3 .(np) 2/3-f 1tV~l .45. (n ¢, } .(7)
For the range of experimental parameters which are concerned the transition can take place

at ( 62)1/2 Z 0.1

Before the beginning of discussion of the experimental data it should be mentioned that due
to the collective effects of the interaction the "tails" of the electron distribution function are
mainly heated. As for the bulk of the plasma electrons, its temporal dynamics is determined by
two factors. 1) The heating by return current. 2) Additional heating due to collisional dumping
of the Langmuir oscillations energy. The dynamics of electron temperature is determined by:

3 j2ii
3 nete J2b/O.. 4/eiW. (8)

where q - plasma conductivity, Vei - Coulomb collisions frequency. As it could be seen from

the last equation, under the large scattering angle, when the turbulence level is low

[ W Be / Wpe ]2, the heating by return current should be predominant, and the

electron temperature is rise up to 3 - 10 eV right after the beam injection. On the other hand, in
the case of strong Langmuir turbulence the term responsible for Joule heating is negligibly
small, and the equation (8) will be:

•fnete: 1neTe (CBe/WpeI2 Vei (8')

It can be found from (8') that there is no dependency of electron temperature versus plasma
density for the bulk of the plasma electrons. The temperature can be estimated as 40 eV.

THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The formation of high-current REB with a low scattering angle in the case of toi less
injection makes it possible to investigate the physics of interaction in a range of parameters
unstudied before. At the same time, the analysis of the of REB-plasma interaction makes it
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possible to estimate the scattering angle from the experimental data. The decrease in the beam

scattering angle in the case of foilless injection was qualitatively approved by diamagnetic
measurements. For the same plasma and beam parameters the specific diamagnetizm is
substantially higher (4-5 times) in the foilless case than that in the case of injection through
the 20 mkm titanium toil. The diamagnetic loop nearest to the place of injection was placed at
z7= 42cm from the anode pipe output. The numerical estimation of the beam initial scattering
angle is complicated because of the impossibility to place the diamagnetic loop in a region
z < 42 cm. If one compares the plasma diamagnetizm for the case of foilless diode and that for
usual diode with anode foil from mylar of 10 mkm, the interaction efficiency will practically be
the same in both cases (for the same beam and plasma parameters).ln the case of injection
through mylar the scattering angle for the beam is about 50. So for the foilless injection
scattering angle should be the same. The experimental data related to the electron temperature

measurements are shown in Fig.3. One can

e (eV) see that there is no dependence of Te on
e0 plasma density in a wide range of

100 * a

parameters. It means that the heating of

% electrons is determined by (8'), in other
50 - words, the strong Langmuir turbulence

takes place in the range of plasma and REB

ne (101. cr6_3) current densities which are given in Fig.3.

The value of Te=4OeV followed from eq.(8)
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is in a reasonable agreement with

Figurea. Plasma electron temperature after REB experimental data. As it is known, in the
injection vs plasma density. Te was measured by case of strong turbulence the magnetic
Thomson scattering at a distance 27 cm from addition to the frequency in the wave

cathode. ]b varying from 1 to 10 kA/cm2  dispersion law, Ace=•---Jo /c)2

should be less than growth rate, AG)Be< rk.

This criterion makes it possible to give an upper estimation for the beam scattering angle:

I (2, 2 nb 1 1 "2~~\/~12*0f"
2- Be/6pe)2 <Pe nW b 12 ;at B=2.5T and 7._2 ( j2)1/2< 1.27.10-7 n1/2

Thus, for 11b=1 5 -012cm3 ,( 2)112 Z 90, and for b=3 011 cm3, ( g2)1/2 40.
Under our experimental conditions it seems to be improbable that the scattering angle of the

beam in the diode depends considerably on REB current density. So the upper limit of
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1 n)/GU scattering angle can be estimated as
*( §2)112 Z 40. If the scattering angle of the

beam is 40 - 50, the hydrodynamic mode of the
0.5- 0 instability can take place. It can be found from

(1), (4), (5) that for the case of kinetic growth
nlb/In P' O.U. 112

rate q/(nb) '~- but for the case of
1 2 3 4 5

Figure 4. Demonstration of the kinetic mode of hydrodynamic growth rate (4), (5), (6) yields

instbilty fr z> 42cm.q/(nb)3 r- b. The experimental data are

plotted on Fig.4 shows that the kinetic growth rate takes place at the most part (z ;42 cm) of
the plasma length. The diamagnetic measurements in range z Z 42 cm are needed to
understand whether the hydrodynamic growth rate takes place there.

SUMMARY
1). A foilless injection of REB from magnetized diode into a dense plasma is realised.
2). The interaction efficiency is higher under the foilless injection compared to the case of

injection through the anode titanium foil of 20 mkm thickness.
3). It is shown, that the strong Langmuir turbulence takes place in the experiments in a

wide range of parameters due to low scattering angle of the REB under the foilless injection.
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Constantly growing application of high current relativis-

tic electron beams (REB) to produce non-equilibrium plasma

in plasma-chemical reactors, to pump lasers, etc, necessita-

tes the investigation of REB interaction with various gaseo-

us media and mixtures. To solve the problem of a plasma che-

mical reactor based on REBs it is necessary to account for

the effects of the intrinsic electromagnetic fields of plas-

ma-beam system upon plasma chemical processes/1/. Here we

pay a particular attention to the possibility to increase

the pulse repetition rate. It is expected that by multipulse

treatment of gaseous media the efficiency of the subsequent

pulses could be increased due to lowering the rate of deve-

lopment of large-scale instabilities.

This work presents the results on the interaction of the

subsequent REBs (<500-10-9 s) following each other at the

time interval tp. The experiments have been carried out on

accelerator TONUS/2/ modified to generate two electron beams,

The basic difference of generating two electron beams from

conventionally generated single REBs consists in the follo-

wing. The switch formetlycommuting the middle electrode of

DFL and the accelerator's mainframe is here switched between

the middle and the inner electrodes. The charging inductance

is separated from the inner line by the gap and is set into

the circuit between the accelerator's mainframe and the ele-

ctron gun. The above scheme makes it possible to generate

two REBs in the course of the time equal to the duration of

the front edge of the charge pulse of MARX generator.
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TONUS generated the beamsof the following parameters. The
first beam: the electron energy Ee =(500600)-103 eV, the be-

am current Ib =(1+1.2)-10 4 A, the pulse current duration t =

= 60.10-9 s. The second beam: Eeo= (1+1.14-106 eV, Ib 2 = (2 +

+ 2.4).104 A, t 2 = 60"10-9 s.

The electron beams were injected into the drift tube (DT),

9.2.10-2 m in d:f.ameter, filled with one of the working gases

(He, N2 , Ne, Air, H2 , SF 6 ) at the pressure P = 1.760 Torr.The

experiments studied the dependence of the efficiency of the

second high current REB transport (Ib2/Iinj) on tp varying
from 100-10-9 s to 500-10-9 s.

Fig. 1 illus-
Ib/Iinj trates the inf -

luence of tp on

U1 the electron be-

11ý• am transport in

48, ,,_ _the air. It is

, oclear from the
44• figure that the-

re exists some

4 A optimal interval

tp, where the

12 C •i P,Torr second beam is

Fig. 1. The efficiency of the second elec- transported with

tron beam transport versus the time pause maximum effici -

at L=105 cr O-tp<100.10- 9 s; . - = ency. The depen-

=(100.250).10- s; A-tp=(250÷500)1l0- 9 S. dence on tp is
observed for all

working gases. For each gas, however, there is a particular

optimal interval tp, which is shifted to the region of small

tp with growing molecular mass of the gas (fig. 2).

This dependence points to the fact that the efficiency of

the second REB transport is conditioned by the parameters of

the trace, i.e. the plasma parameters at the instant when the

second electron beam into action.

For small t p-values the level of plasma density is high
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tpx 10-9 s and the second ele-

_ _ _ _ _ctron beam is stro-
ngly scattered. For

f0 - optimal t p-values

the plasma density

3 j .decreases 
during

th- interval tp to

I the values suffici-
200 ent to neutralize

I I the charge and the
j00current of the be-

am, and its effici-

He N2  Ne Air Ar SF6  ency is improved.

Further growth of

Fig. 2. The optimal intervals t ver- tp leads to the si-

sus the gas type. tuation when the

second beam is no

bi longer affected by

the plasma of the
48- ,first REB and pro-

44• pagates as a sing-

le REB.

Fig. 3 gives the

results on single

pulse and double

/' 102" IO; pulse transport of

P,Torr REB in the air for

Fig. 3.oe - L =60 cm; ama - L = two tube lengths.

= 120 cm; c o- one pulse Ee=l.106 eV; For double pulse

Ib- 1.7.104 A; mi e - one pulse; Be - transport the effi-

= 1.106 eV; I 0b = 2.4-104 A; 8 e- two ciency is higher.

pulse; Ee2-= .6-10 eV; Ib2=1.5I104 A. This is particula-

ry noticable for

the gas pressure range 100+300 Torr, when the development of

large scale instabilites is the strongest.
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Ib/linj Taus we can

I expect the exis-
.7- e______ tence of the me-

_------- chanism 1 .miting
0.5 the large scale

instability, e.g.
0.4 £ the hose-type in-

03 stability, when
A a series of pul-

0.2 eses is propaga-

ted.
This might

&-2 PTorr be due to the

Fig. 4. e -Ne; U - Air; o - N2 ; u - He; deficit of plas-

A -Ar; a- Kr; A SF6. ma electrons on

the axis before
the second pulse caused by partial losses of plasma electrons

in the cascades of plasma-chemical reactions (attachment, re-

combination etc). Thus the trace in the gas after the first
pulse will be of complex structure made up of a positively

charged core and double layers on the margins which results

in ion focussing of the second beam. However, the mechanism

of such a lengthy impact of the first pulse upon the second,

excluding the magnetic interaction of the beam, requires a
more detailed study.

Fig. 4 draws the dependence of the efficiency of the se-
cond REB transport for optimal tp - values for various gas

typeL on the pressure in DT for a distance of 1.3 m.

Notice that there is no termination of the REB transport
of which typical for single REBs at high gas pressures/3/.
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Abstract. New experimental results on the studying of the
Langmuir turbulence are presented. The main diagnostic technique
remains the same as that in the previous experiments [I] - a Raman
scattering of the C02-laser light. Besides the detection of plasma
emission near 2 wpe in the far infrared and the ruby laser scattering
for electron temperature and density measurements are used. Wave number
turbulence spectra for resonant and nonresonant oscillations are
studied with an improved resolution. The emission power at 2 Wpe
calculated on the base of the observed turbulence spectra will be
compared with the measured one.

INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic wave scattering has been used for studying the Langmuir

turbulence both in a low density plasma (n - 109-10 1 3cm- 3 ) in early

experiments [2,3] and in a dense one (n 10 16 10 1cm- 3) later [4,5]. For the

intermediate plasma densities (n -10 cm -3) we are employing the laser
p

scattering technique as a lot of experiments on relativistic electron

beam-plasma interaction has been done under these conditions and the set of

diagnostic methods has been worked out [6,7].

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup is shown in Fig.l.The relativistic electron beam

(700 keV, 200 ns, 1 kA cm- 2 ) was injected from the foilless diode into a 8 cm

diam., 2.8 m long hydrogen plasma column, located in longitudinal magnetic

field of 25 kG. The schematic of the diode and its detailed description can be

found in Ref.[8]. The CO -laser beam and ruby one are intersected each other2

and column axis at an angle 900 and distance 27 cm from the cathode. The

small-angle scattered IR laser light and 90 0-scattered ruby light are

separated by visible -infrared dichroic mirror. The visible light is received

by seven-channel detection system and is used for plasma temperature and

density measurements after the injection of electron beam. The infrared

radiation scattered at different small angles is collected by five or,

recently, twelve mirrors M followed by separate detectors and it is employed

in these experiments for measurements of k-spectra of the Langmuir turbulence.

The plasma emission at 2w from the beam-plasma interaction region near the
pe
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plane where the laser beams
M are intersecting is observed

"NH3  Polychromator at an angle 70 with the REB

In:Sb running direction and is

received by In:Sb cooled

Sdetector. The spectral

Dichroic mirror ' frQ' ," selection of this radiation

is accomplished via the grid

S I REB filter centered at frequency

~ 450 GHz.

Fig.1. Schematic of the experiment.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A.Resonant oscillations

At the geometry used ( normal incidence of the probe light beam ) it is

possible to study the resonant Langmuir waves (whose wave vectors satisfy the

5 (a.u.) 
5 (a.u.)

4 4

3 3

22

11

0 00 1 2 3 pe 0 1 2 3 4 5

a) 
b)

Fig.2 Normalized spectra of resonant oscillations at k w pe /c (a)J. pe

and k = 5-w /c (b). Figure (a) represents 21 shots, (b) - 8 shots.I pe

conservation condition kv = w) only with minimal value of transversal waveb

number k c/o > v /c = 0.9. The dependence of normalized spectral density of
eun pe b

energy of Langmuir turbulence versus longitudinal wave number kllc/c is shown
II pe
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in Fig.2 for k c/P = I (a) and

1.0 S,a.u. kIcw pe = 5 (bW. Fig. 2a summarizes

the spectra of 21 shots and Fig. 2b

that of 8 for the range of plasma

/ densities 0.8 + 2.5.101 5 cm-. A

- sharp maximum occurred at

0.5- k 11ce= 1 and the correlation

-RFSOLIUrION between Its position (k W= /C

and plasma density are an

additional confirmation of the

L Langmuir turbulence origin of the

0 20 40 60 80 k,1,cm scattered signal.

Fig.3 Normalized spectra of resonant The spectrum width In Fig.2 Is
oscillations at Kiz wpe/c with
resolution improved a factor of 2.5 nearly the instrumental resolution.
from that at Fig.2a. The peaks of The spectra measured with the
spectra correspond to the plasma
densities 0.7; 1.0; 1.710 1Scm- (from resolution increased by a factor

left to right). 2.5 are shown In FIg.3. The plasma

density corresponding to the peak
W of each spectrum Is also pointed

out In figure. In this experiment.

1010 the least resolved element of Akll
Is close to the width of resonance

region with the positive growth

8X rate for the spread angle of the

109 oX o REB 68=10O. The exceeding of the

00X o width of some spectra above the
0 0

0 instrumental resolution can be

X X explained not by a high beam's
108 o 00 angular spread but by deviation of

X x the plasma density profile from the

X x X homogeneous one over 30 percent.

107 a . KCThe dependence of spectrum of

0 1 2 3 Zj-pe resonant oscillations on plasma

Fig. 4 Turbulence spectra In resonant density by invariable beam current
region (in units of thermal level

reo 3
Wk=T/(2n) ) for two series of ten andduratlonis shown in Fig.4 from
shots. Upper spectrumh = 1.1p10p1cm3 _ circles; s ower shot to shot basis. The curves are

- 533
spectrum n = 2.3.10 m 3 - crosses. the spectra either averaged over 10
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shots with a mean density n•= 1.110iscm3 (upper curve) and n = 2.3 10 15cm 3

p p

(lower curve). The spectral density of the Langmuir turbulence is measured in

units that of thermal one: T/(2n)3. It follows from the figure that the

spectral density of oscillations exceeds the thermal level more than 10 orders

of magnitude for plasma density n = l.1-10 5 cm3 . In spite of the considerable
p is -3spread of the experimental dots at plasma density n = 2.3-10 cm one can see

p
that practically all the dots associated with this density are located below

the dots relevant to lower plasma density. This result is qualitatively match

with the dependence of growth rate on value n /n . For more detail studyingb p

the behaviour of turbulence spectrum from the conditions of beam-plasma

interaction additional experiments are necessary including the study the

nonresonant region.

B.The total spectrum of turbulence

To obtain more detail information about the turbulence spectrum we

increase the number of simultaneously observed interval of spectrum from five

to twelve. In first series of experiments, the five-channel system was used

for spectral measurements in

Wk resonant region. The obtained

W- 103102 10 5 3 1.5 results were presented in Fig.3.
k xlI I I I I The seven channel system was

101 Ee,keV intended for studying the spectrum

_ j of nonresonant oscillations. The

turbulence exceeded considerably
108x18 thermal level was observed up to

_ x Xthe phase velocities Vb /15 (it

x corresponds to the energy of106- 4 x X
1 x x electrons E= 1 keV). The first

- data exhibit the tendency of

104 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 spectrum to stretch along the axial

0 5 10 KC direction. The observations point

Wpe out also to possible asymmetry of

the spectrum of nonresonant
Fig. 5 Dependence of turbulencespcr (iDepncludinge onaturbende oscillations. At present, there arespectra (including resonant and

nonresonant regions) vs oscillations not yet enough experimental data to
wave number.Upper scale corresponds to
an energy of electron with velocity
equal to phase velocity of turbulent anis-o tr o py of nonres onant

waves. oscillations spectrum. Thus, we
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represent in Fig.5 the spectrum of turbulence including both the resonance and

nonresonant region and neglecting the possible spectrum anisotropy. One can

see in figure a substantial decrease in the spectral density of oscillations

with the growth of wave number (the curve in figure is related to the

dependence: W1 (2n) 3/T = 2.1010 .(kc/lw )-45 ). The fact that the Wk value fallsk pe k

off more rapidly than 1/k3 means that the main energy of the nonresonant

region is in the range with highest phase velocities. We would remind that

analogous conclusion about resonant oscillations follows from our previous

results [11 which are in agreement with the new data for resonant region. The

rapid decrease in the spectral density of nonresonant oscillations with

decreasing phase velocity can be explained via dumping by energetic electrons.

Such electrons were observed before in comparable conditions of the experiment

[9]. To evaluate the integral turbulence level W/nt we use all experimental

data under assumption about spectrum isotropy mentioned above. For the

resonance region with an angular width AO =100 the value W/nt achieves 5% at

plasma density 1-10 cm. On the nonresonant region the value W/nT reaches

3 + 10% depending on suppositions about the isotropy and spread of the

experimental data.

C.Emission at 2w
pe

The power of radiation at double plasma frequency, measured at an angle
70 to the beam running direction, was compared with results of calculations.

Numeric simulation was made on the base of the experimental spectra of

turbulence. For calculations we use the formula for the power of spontaneous

radiation at 2w in turbulent plasma from [10]. Assuming that the ther.ialpe

addition in the Langmuir waves dispersion law is negligibly small and

integrating over the output electromagnetic radiation spectrum one can get the

power of radiation at 2w from the unit volume into the unit solid angle:
pe

dP i (K2-2KKI)2 [KxK1I]2 _ dK

d 2-F3 m n C j K12 (K2+ K1 2 -2KK1) K1 K-K1 K-e o K- --Ce

where: W - spectral density of the turbulent oscillations,

K -T3 WpeC wave vector of the output electromagnetic radiation.C-3 -1
Calculations yield power 1 + 10 Wcm .sterad depending on assumption

about the turbulence spectra details, discussed above. Experiment results the

maximal emission power about 0.5 W-cm sterad . Taking into account the

accuracy of absolute calibration at this time (a factor 2-3) one can see that

the simulation qualitatively fits the experimental results.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Resonant and nonresonant spectra of the Langmuir turbulence are measured.

2. Spectrum of resonant region of turbulence has a sharp maximum at k = Pe /c.

The value and location of the maximum depend on plasma density.

3. The angular width of the resonant region is measured. Thermal level was

exceeded as high as ten orders of magnitude.

4. Spectra of nonresonant oscillation are measured up to k = 15 W /c
pe

(E 1 1 keV for electrons with the same velocity). The total range of observed
e

values of turbulence spectral density extends up to five orders of magnitude.

5. Plasma emission power at 2w in the far infrared is measured. The
pe

experimental value of power qualitatively fits the simulations based on

experimental turbulence spectra.
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ABSTRACT. A combined technique of an atomic beam probing and
laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy (LIFABS) is applied for
measuring of local electric field in a 1 MV, 100 kJ, 4 psec electron
diode. Laser-produced lithium beam is stepwise excited by two
resonant wide-band laser beams. Stark-splitted spontaneous emission
from n = 4 level is detected with a polychromator. Time dependence
of the electric field was inferred from splitting of the 460.3 nm
lithium line. The electric field strength F grows during a pulse
from 160 to 260 kV/cm in the center of a 6 cm gap. By comparing
calculated and experimental F-values, expansion of the emission
boundaries of the cathode and anode plasmas was reconstructed.

Introduction

The main feature of high-power electron and ion diodes is simultaneous

existence of expanding plasma layers and accelerating electron and ion flows.

According to Poisson low that leads to non-linear electric field distribution

in the space between emissive cathode and anode plasma boundaries. The

expansion of this plasmas defines pulse duration of a particle accelerator.

There are two problems to be solved in experiments: to measure spatial

distribution of the electric field in the gap and to locate the emissive

boundaries.

These problems in a case of the ion diode can be solved through observing

Stark splitting or Doppler shift of spectral lines which are emitted by ions

accelerating across the gap [1]. However, this way is not universal and cannot

be practically applied to electron diodes. In this case Active Stark Spectro-

scopy technique (Laser-Induced-Fluorescence of an Atomic Beam Spectroscopy,-

LIFABS) is more adequacy. This method was proposed in 1985 [2]. Principle of

the method and proof-of-principle experiment are described in the paper [3].

In this method a combined technique of an atomic beam probing and laser-

induced fluorescence spectroscopy is used. It includes three main elements:

injection of an atomic beam with suitable quantum levels in the volume under

study, excitation of the atoms with resonant wide-band laser radiation, and

recording of Stark-splitted fluorescence line with spectral and time resolu-

tion. In this paper the results of the experiments on measuring the electric

fields strength in the diode of U-i accelerator are presented.
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Experimental apparatus

The experiments were carried out on U-i accelerator [4]. Experimental

apparatus is presented on Figures 1 and 2 (see, also, [5]). Fig.1 shows confi-

guration of diode. A 1 MV, 5 microsecond pulse from LC-generator is applied to

carbon cathode (018 cm). An electron beam is extracted from cathode plasma and

accelerated in a quasi-planar 6 cm gap to carbon anode. Anode plasma is

produced during a pulse as a result of interaction of the beam with the anode

surface.

An atomic lithium beam with a density less than 1012 cm -3, produced by

laser evaporation of a Li-target, crosses the diode gap with the velocity of 2

cm/psec. Hydrogen-like level of Li-atoms with a principal quantum number n = 4

is stepwise excited (2S-2P-4D) by two laser beams (Fig.3), which are focused

by the lens in the center of the gap at the distance z from the cathode. Two

flash-lamp-pumped dye-lasers were applied for pumping of Li-levels: Oxazine-17

(A = 670 rim) and Coumarin-1 (A 2= 460 rim). The hydrogen-like 4D-4F sublevels

are strongly splitted by linear Stark-effect to six components (on the

contrary, 2P-term isn't practically splitted by an electric field). The

Coumarin-l laser excits (Fig.2,a) those of the components which lay within

lasing band-width (AA = 3 nm).2

Laser induced fluorescence from the excited volume was imaged by the lens

on the input slit of a 0.5-m monochromator. Light was collected from a volume

side view front view
S [ ___] ..:.laser beams

to monochromotor

Fig.1. Configuration for LIFABS experiments.
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Fig.2. Detecting systems.

Fig.3. Partial energy level diagram of LiI.

of 4 mm long and 1 mm diameter. For recording the laser induce fluorescence

two detecting systems at the output of the monochromator were used. In the

first case (Fig.2,b), a spectrum was observed by a rectangular fiber-bundle

array. Each one of the nine bundles in the array transmitted the light to a

photomultiplier tube. The spectral windows observed by the fiber bundles were

each 0.25 nm wide. All the signals were recorded by digitizers.

In the second case, the spectrum was detected by a dissector (Fig.2,c).

The monochromator output was imaged on the photocathode of the dissector and

converted to photoelectrons. The electron image was scanned by sinusoidal

deflecting voltage across the dissector slit and recorded by digitizer. The

dissector permits to detect at each moment only one wavelength. The value of

the electric field F can be inferred from the distance between the splitted

components. Calculated spectra for the lithium line at a focal plate of the

monochromator vs electric field strength are shown in Fig.4.
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Fig.4. Calculated Stark spectra of the LiI vs electric field strength.

Input slit width is equal to 0.2 mm.

Results and Discussion

Fig.5 shows time dependencies of the light detecting by the fiber-bundle

system (z,= 2 cm). When the lithium beam wasn't injected in the diode,

self-luminosity spectrum (continuum) from the gap was detected. No any

emission from the volume during the most part of a pulse was observed, and

only at the end of pulse the luminosity grows abruptly in all the channels

(for example, at 662.5 nm). That emission is caused by the cathode plasma

expanding. If the lithium beam was injected into the diode gap, but no

exciting radiation, in all the channels, except for the central one, the

luminosity is just the same as the previous case. In the central channel (the

next oscilloscope trace) 2P-2S fluorescence of lithium atoms (670 nm) is

appeared at 1.5 psec after pulse start and one microsecond later decays before

the appearance of a plasma luminosity. The last can be interpreted as the

ionization of Li-atoms by particles of expanded plasma.

When the lithium beam was excited only by red laser radiation (Fig.5,b),

as it was expected, the red fluorescence of the lithium is unshifted and

detected only in the central channel both before and after the diode voltage

applying. When the beam was excited by the radiation of both lasers, the blue

fluorescence in the central channel disappears abruptly after the voltage
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U U a

a)

662.5nm -7

060 n F, A

0C 2 3 tsec c

Fig.5. Signals recorded with the fiber-bundle system: a) no laser exci-
tation: A = 662.5 nm - self-luminisity from the diode gap; X =670 nm - emission of the Li-beam from the gap; b) the resonance

fluorescence of the Li-beam under excitation by the Oxazine-17
laser only; c) 4D-2P fluorescence of the Li-beam under full
excitation. U - diode voltage (1 MV), I - beam current (50 kA).

Fig.6. a) a dissector trace of the 460 nrn fluorescence for = 3cm,
sinusoid is sweeping voltage applied to the dissector plates; b)
Electric field strength in the diode vs time; c) reconstruction
of the emissive plasma-boundaries position.

applying (now it appears in other channels) and reinstate again in 1.5 j#sec

CFig.5,c). The disappearance is due to Stark shift. The second appearance of

unshifted blue line means unambiguously that the electric field strength in a

volume under study becomes equal to zero. In other words, at this moment the

emissive boundary of the expanding plasma reaches the volume.

In Fig.6,a a blue fluorescence signal taken with the dissector is shown

for z= 3 cm. Fig.6,b shows the electric field strength value inferred from

the dissector traces of 5 identical shots. The value of electric field

slightly grows to the end of a pulse and is about 250 kV/cm. The bars are

Ci _~lllll __6 i
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mainly determined by systematic errors connected with the 50-nanosecond

indefiniteness of a temporal synchronization of digitizers being used.

Consequently, in principle,this error can be canceled.

Using these results one can determine the location of the emissive boun-

daries of the cathode and the anode plasmas by means of such a procedure. For

the certain time from the values of voltage and current in the diode using the

Child-Langmuir law an effective gap and an electric field distribution can be

inferred. Comparing experimental and calculated electric field values, loca-

tions of the emissive boundaries can be reconstructed (Fig.6,c). In this cal-

culations we tested both electron anm bipolar regimes. In the first case the

results can be applied only for the time less than 1 jisec and denoted with the

light circles. The light squares show the time of appearance of emissive

boundary determined from previous measurements with the fiber bundles. Taking

into account that the experimental errors are systematic, we can draw the

broken lines as the emissive boundaries. One can argued that the anode plasma

is produced not later than in 2 psec. The relative velocity of the cathode and

anode plasmas is close to 1.5 cm/lsec.

Summary

We have carried out direct measurements of the local electric field

strength in the diode of a 100-ki microsecond electron accelerator by LIFABS-

method. A dynamics of the electric-field-excluding-plasma boundaries is

reconstructed from the experimental data. The experiments show that the

Active-Stark-Spectroscopy (LIFABS) method is very reliable, and it can be used

widely for electric-field measuring in electron and ion diodes and other

high-voltage apparatus.
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TWO-STAGE DENSE PLASMA HEATING BY 100 kJ E-BEAM
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A.A.Nikiforov, V.V.Postupaev, M.A.Shcheglov, S.G.Voropaev

Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, 630090, Novosibirsk, Russia

ABSTRACT. The experimental results on heating of a dense plasma by an

electron beam on the GOL-3 device are presented. The relativistic electron beam

is injected into a 7-meter long plasma column of a mirror machine. The beam can

transfer about 20-30% of its energy into 1-10 keV plasma electrons due to

collective effects. These electrons are slowed down in a 0.5-3 meter long gas

cloud of a 1016 -1017cm"3 density (so-called two-stage heating scheme). The hot

electrons ionize this cloud and heat the dense plasma due to binary collisions.

The total energy deposited in the cloud is 2-4 times higher than the instantaneous

energy content of the lower density homogeneous plasma. Pressure waves were

observed in the plasma. The mean energy of the hot electrons was estimated

from measured energy deposition along the plasma cloud.

The experiment demonstrates a high efficiency of the two-stage scheme of a

dense (1016_1017 cm"3) plasma heating.

INTRODUCTION. Powerful relativistic electron beams for a number of years have been used for

plasma heating at Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk. High efficiency of energy transfer

from the beam to the plasma due to collective effects was reached in these experiments (mainly because of

the excitation of the Langmuir turbulence). On the GOL-3 device [1] as well as in the experiments of lower

scale with nanosecond beams the beam energy loss exceeding 25% is achieved at a plasma density less

than 1015 cm"3 [2-4]. With an increase of plasma density higher than (3-5)'1015 cm"3 the beam-plasma

energy transfer becomes practically negligible because of collisional dumping of the two-stream instability

(see, e.g., [51).

In order to avoid this density limitation the scheme of so-called "two-stage" heating of a dense

plasma has been proposed (see [5,6]). In this scheme the plasma consists of a central region of -1015 cm"3

density (where an effective beam-plasma energy transfer takes place) and two adjacent regions with -1017

cm"3 plasma. The hot plasma electrons decelerating because of binary collisions heat the dense plasma.

In previous GOL-3 experiments (see, e.g., [1]) thin organic films have been used to imitate dense

plasma clouds. In this paper a dense plasma was formed by the pulse gas-puffing.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE. The description of the GOL-3 machine is given in Refs. [1,7].

The GOL-3 device (Fig.1) consists of the electron beam generator U-3, a plasma chamber inside a 7-m
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long solenoid with a homogeneous field of up to 6 T and 12 T in the end miri )rs; a 10 MJ capacitor bank

for feeding solenoid; control and diagnostic systems. For this experiment fast gas valveshave been installed

at 12, 45 and 270 cm distances from the entrance foil. Initial beam

ode-Cathode Rogovsky coil Diamagnetic Beam analyzers parameters (current,~~~ode foil, op

7 ý oopsvoltage, total energy),

- 0 0output beam energy

spectrum and total
9`05 01 0 0beam energy loss

/ 0were measured. For
Entrance Pulse veldves Plasma creation the measurements of

f o il y st e mn parameters 
of the

plasma and gas cloud

the 3.39 and 0.63 lim interferometers, diamagnetic loops,Fig.J1. Schematic of GOL-3 experiment.
detectors of VUV and soft X-ray were used. Ha line
profile broadening was measured by a polychromator.

Two systems of the Thomson scattering of ruby laser

a U3 1810 light have been used in these experiments: one for the
t= 1. 4p, plasma temperature and density registration and another

- for measurements of plasma density profile along the
radius (see [8]).

,O•.•• The scenario of the experiment was following. A

.u 2 vacuum chamber was filled in with hydrogen of tl.e

concentration corresponding to the required
homogeneous plasma density (from 1011 to 1016 cm 3 .

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 e.8 i.e 1.2 The major part of the experiments was performed at a
S.... CMV density of homogeneous plasma of (3-5)'1014 cm"3 at

'U3*82.1 186 which the E-beam interacts effectively with the plasma.

* _--• __Upon filling the chamber with hydrogen the magnetic
C field and then pulse gas valves were switched on. Af:er

, - .the formation of preliminary plasma by linear discharge

SwE • the electron beam (0.8 MeV, 40 kA, 5 i•S, 100 kJ, 30

cm ) was injected into the chamber. The gas cloud

__ _length, its density and position could be varied.
tinwe". 1 pfdive

40X U3*s211 E-BEAM RELAXATION. This series of

Ni --\ ,- ,, experiments has been carried out at the total beam
energy of 70±20 kJ. The beam spectrum changes as a

ti. 1 lp•/da.. result of collective interaction with the plasma. The
Fig.2. a) E-beam energy spectrum: Iafter substantial broadening of the beam spectrum both to

passing the plasma, 2- analyzer energy
resolution function; b) initial beam low energies and to energies exceeding the initial energy
parameters; c) relative beam energy of the electron beam was observed (Fig.2). In this case,
losses. the fraction of electrons with energies exceeding the
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initial energy of electron beam is 25% and an increase of their energy with respect to the initial one is up to

200-300 keV. Fig.2c shows the time behaviour of the erf'ciency of the beam-plasma interaction calculated

from this data. This spectrum and energy loss agrees with the results of measurements carried out at the

experiments on homogeneous plasma heating (see [11).

The total beam energy loss in the experiments described is 20-25% that for different shots

corresponds to the absolute loss of 10-15 kJ.

HEATING OF HOMOGENEOUS PLASMA. Under the conditions of an optimum beam-plasma

interaction the bulk plasma electrons of -101 5 cm3 density are heated up to the temperature of I keV in the

region of maximum energy deposition. A plasma energy content can reach 3 kJ that is -5% of the beam

total exiergy. In addition, there is a group of hot electrons which possess a substantial fraction of energy

lost by the beam. According to X-ray data the characteristic energy of these electrons is -10 keV and their

instantaneous density at the end of heating pulse is a few percent of the plasma density, that is favourable

for further development of the two-stage heating scheme.

HEATING OF DENSE GAS CLOUD. The effect of two-stage heating of the gas bunch is illustrated

by Fig.3. The initial gas density distribution is also shown in the Figure. The plasma pressure nT at the

point z=40 cm (near the maximum of cloud density) becomes 3-4 times higher compared to that of

homogeneous plasma. With the cloud length of -50 cm the pressure achieves its maximum of nT=2.7"1018

eV/cm 3 at local plasma density of -2 1016 cm"3 .

GOL-3 #PlO01 GOL-3 #p1859
x101 a a

14
10

0 Z_ .m 700 0 Z.O ,o 70C_ _

_ _ b 5 __ _ __ b
II p /"z=4o M

3 4

110

i - '' - -4-- 0 4 6 0

0 _ 0
o t.st. S 50

Fig.3. a) hydrogen atomic density distribution over Fig.4. a) hydrogen atomic density distribution
the device length for short cloud; b) plasma over the device length for long cloud; b)
pressure over the plasma column length. Thin plasma pressure over the plasma column
line marks the case of injection into length. Thin line marks the case of injection
homogeneous plasma. into homogeneous plasma.
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With the change of the initial cloud length the region of maximum pressure follows the cloud

boundary (Fig.4). The plasma pressure deep in the cloud is lower but always it exceeds substantially the

pressure obtained with the direct beam-plasma interaction at the cloud density. A substantial increase of

plasma cooling time deep in the cloud is also observed. This is apparently related to a decrease of electron

thermal conductivity to the ends because of the plasma density growth and decreasing of its temperature.

IpI0093 Fig.5 shows the plasma parameters

------------- - both in the dense bunch and homogeneous

plasma obtained from the diamagnetic and

"10 10i Thomson scattering measurements. For

) -the given case at the point of laser

0 15 10-72 measurements (z=270 cm) the peak

7, - - electron temperature Te reaches -0.2 keV

10 14r - - - -- 103at 6"10 15 cm"3 density. Changing the initial

0 zCK 700 density distribution the electron

1 -temperature can be obtained from 0.1 to
2*10- -- - 0.3 keV with 100 cm"3 to 3.5"10ts cm"3

density in this point. The electron and ion

temperatures are supposed to be equal in

-1 cm"3. - the denser cloud regions with ne>10 16

o -3

- ~cm.

The background plasma density

was also varied. If it exceeds 1015 cm" ,

the energy transfer to the cloud sharply

S--falls down due to the decrease of the
0 ,¢m 700ZCM 700efficiency of beam interaction with the

Fig.5. Axial density, temperature and plasma pressure
distributions. Dots - Thomson scattering data. background plasma.

When the initial cloud fills in a substantial part of the chamber the region of effective interaction

becomes small. The heating efficiency falls down and consequently, the lower fraction of the beam energy

is transferred to the cloud by the hot plasma electrons.

ABSORPTION OF FAST ELECTRONS IN THE CLOUD. The results of diamagnetic

measurements were used for determination of a released energy distribution along the cloud depth. Fig.6

shows the dependence of energy per atom (Eat+El) on n1, where I is a distance from the measurement point

to the cloud boundary. The ionization cost for hydrogen molecule Ei is taken into account. The calculated

curve for absorption of plasma electrons with a temperature of 1 keV and an energy content of 2 kJ is also

given here (the calculations were based on [8]). The energy deposition can not be explained only by

deceleration of the thermal electrons and another source of heating should be brought into consideration -

suprathermal ("fast") electrons. Fig.6 shows also the results of the model calculations of two-component

electron distribution (with components I keV, 2 kJ and 10 keV, 5 kJ). The presence of the suprathermal

electrons provides main energy deposition in the cloud depth. A part of the hot electrons penetrates through
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3 - -, - the whole cloud loosing their
10 [energy and then they could be

-=40 C either absorbed in the entrance0 - Z=11• 1-M

2 ri 0 - 240 cm foil or reflected from the magnetic
> 13• mirror.

+ 0 The upper limit of the

"- -- -suprathermal electrons energy Ef
"10 -- estimated from energy balance is

-20 keV. In spite of the roughness

of this estimate applied to the flux

1 7 2 of electrons having wide energy

17 18 19 20 spectrum it gives the reference10 10 nL¢-2 10 10
nLcm 1point for optimizing the cloud

parameters since the main
fraction of the energy should be

transferred by electrons with
Fig.6. Energy deposition in the dense plasma cloud, energies lower or of the order of

that value.

The density of 10-20 keV electrons nf is estimated to be 1013 cm-3 from diamagnetic measurements.

An energy deposited by the fast electrons remains in the cloud during beam injection -b because the thermal

losses from the cloud are negligible. Then, the relation should be satisfied:

nf Ef L/ t= f( T + Ei) dl/ tb,
where t/ is lifetime of the fast electrons in the trap with length L. According to this estimate the

lifetime of fast electrons is 0.14 p. This time should be equal to the transit time of fast electrons.

ENERGY BALANCE. Let us consider an energy balance for one shot. The initial beam energy is 77

kJ and total beam energy loss is 10-15 kJ. The total energy deposition in the plasma and cloud is 5.6_+0.5

kJ. The homogeneous plasma with 5"1014 cm"3 density contains about 0.9 kJ of this energy, in the dense

bunch with n-10 17 cm"3 there is 3+0.2 kJ and the remainder is transferred to a plasma of intermediate

density. That means that a substantial part of the energy lost by the beam leaves the trap during the beam

pulse through the output mirror without dense plasma bunch.

DYNAMICS OF DENSE PLASMA BUNCH. The expansion rate of the gas cloud substantially

changes with the start of heating. A complex picture of the plasma flow and pressure waves generation with

the secondary maxima on the diamagnetic signals is observed after the beam injection end (Figs.3,4). The

features of VUV, SXR, Ha intensity and Ha broadening are also observed when pressure waves arrive at
the measurement points. The locations of heat waves generation and their propagation velocities can be

found by varying operational regimes.

Analysis of experimental data shows that several waves are generated in the dense plasma. Two
waves propagate from the region with the peak pressure, one into the cloud depth (toward increasing
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density) and other into the region of homogeneous plasma (toward dropping density). One more wave

moves from the device entrance into the dense plasma.

The heat wave velocity obtained from the diamagnetic signals is in good agreement with that of ion

sound.

CONCLUSION. The feasibility of the two-stage heating of -1017 cm 3 plasma has been

experimentally demonstrated in the experiments with the dense plasma bunches on the GOL-3 device. The

beam energy losses in these experiments were -20% as a result of interaction with the low density plasma.

About 10% of the beam initial energy is deposited into the dense plasma clouds. The dense plasma heating

is maintained both by Maxwellian electrons with sub-keV temperature and the hot electrons with the

characteristic energy of -10 keV. The gas-dynamic motion of heated dense plasma is observed.
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ABSTRACT. The soft X-ray and VUV measurements on the GOL-3 device are

described. The region of plasma VUV emission is shown to coincide with the
calculated E-beam cross-section. This indicates the beam stability during its
pass through the long magnetized plasma column. The data on plasma radiative
loss in different spectral ranges is presented. The suprathermal electrons with

average energy above 10 keV are shown to exist in plasma. The power of soft
X-ray emission from the bulk plasma is estimated.

1. INTRODUCTION.

The experiments on plasma heating by a 100 kJ microsecond relativistic electron beam are carried
out on GOL-3 device at the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk. The beam energy transfer to
the plasma inside a long solenoid with a magnetic field up to 6 T occurs due to collective effects. Basic

experimental results are presented in [1,21.

The diagnostics of soft X-ray (SXR) and vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) emission are considered

traditionally as an important tool in experiments on beam-plasma interaction. An interest to the plasma
emission measurements is also raised by an appearance of high-energy suprathermal electrons in a
plasma. These electrons with energies ranging from a few keV to tens keV are shown to be generated in a
collective beam-plasma interaction both by theory and several experiments with nanosecond E-beams.

In this paper the SXR and VUV diagnostics of the 1st stage GOL-3 device are described [1 -31. The

main tasks for diagnostics mentioned are: the measurament of the beam position and stability during its
injection in gas and plasma, the determination of the parameters of the suprathermal electrons (density,
average energy), the Maxwellian (bulk) plasma temperature determination, the estimation of the plasma
radiative loss in the VUV and shorter ranges.

2. GOL-3 DEVICE.

Layout of the GOL 3 experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The more detailed description of the device

parameters and operation regimes is given in Refs. [1,21. During the experiments discussed the basic
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parameters were following: magnetic field 5.5 T in solenoid and 11 T in the end mirrors, preliminary

(target) plasma column length 7 m and diameter 8 cm, electron beam energy 0.8-0.9 MeV, its current

density in a plasma - I kA/cm2, pulse duration - 4 p±s with typical energy content 50-70 UI, beam diameter

in a plasma 6 cm. In the case of optimal interaction efficiency the plasma density was (0.5-1)'1015 cm"

The beam injection in hydrogen without a preionization was also possible. In this case the gas ionization

and plasma creation were provided by E-beam itself.

Basic experimental results from [1,21 are briefly mentioned below for this regime. The electron

beam loss is up to 25% of its initial energy due to the collective interaction. The plasma final energy content

GOL-3 could raise to 5% of the beam

• Input fot Ga [ ý energy content. The energy
cathode M[•] [M I M 0 0- 0release is nonuniform over

the plasma length with its

-- -............ .... maximum in the vicinity of theSo ... ... ... . . ... °° ............ . ... ,.... ° .... . . . . .

:::......-'....."::::":: input foil. The mean energy of

M an e-i pair is 0.7-0.8 keV at a
I(onok '[][ ][ ] [ - I m distance from the input

R"gOV~kIl.j ,V o calorimeter foil.diamagnetic loop FVpnoe

Fig. 1. Layout of the GOL-3 device.

3. DETECTORS.

Short lifetime of a hot plasma in a pulsed power experiments leads to the use of filtering technique

[4] for emission spectrum analysis. The experimental environment includes the high-power hard

bremsstrahlung of E-beam itself from a plasma and exit beam receiver.

The silicon surface-barrier detectors were used for registration the soft X-ray plasma emission

within the interval 0.5-10 keV. The detector depth was chosen to be 200 pin for decreasing the sensitivity to

hard bremsstrahlung. Two detectors installed in GOL-3 enabled the measurements of 8 signals with

different filters. Different filter sets were used with filters made of a 8 pin - 2 mm beryllium, 0.75 and 1.5

pin aluminum, 0.25 laim silver, 0.1 - 2 im plastic filters (with and without opaque covering). These filters

cover the cut-off energy interval from tens eV to 6 keV.

The plasma VUV emission was measured by aluminum vacuum photodiodes. Two VUV diagnostics

were developed: for the plasma radiative loss spectral power estimate (two 4-channel detectors) and for

space-resolved VUV brightness measurements (9-channel pinhole detector). Nitrocellulose filters 0.04-1

•m thick were used for spectral measurements.

The deternL ation of the blackbody VUV emission power from the surface of the entrance foil was

performed (like in [51). This allows to estimate the power flux from a plasma to the edge surface.

The details of the diagnostics described can be found in [6]. The detectors for SXR and VUV

spectral measurements were manufactured and tested in IPP Prague, others - in INP Novosibirsk.
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4. PLASMA EMISSION.

The plasma emission spectrum includes the bremsstrahlung, continuous part of radiation caused by

recombination and line emission. The ionization state of impurities should be known for calculating the

emission spectrum. Such calculations were made in [71 for Maxwellian plasma and nonstationary corona

model with oxygen impurity taken into consideration. In our case the lifetime of a 0.1-1 keV, 1015 cm"3

plasma is comparable with the time of impurities' ionization state relaxation to the final one. Detailed

consideration of the role of individual spectrum components under the conditions of GOL-3 experiment can

be found in [6].

The continuum above the ionization thresholds of low-Z impurities enables the plasma temperature

determination from the signal amplitude dependence on the filter thickness. In our particular case an

expected sub-keV temperature of a plasma can be calculated from SXR emission in photon energy range

above I keV. In the VUV region the radiation power is determined by numerous lines which cannot be

resolved with filtering technique, so VUV data is used for the plasma emission power estimates.

The simulations discussed deals with a thermalized plasma. The electron distribution function of the

beam-heated plasma is known to be strongly non-Maxwellian (see, e.g., [8]). The electrons with energies

up to several hundreds of eV should be thermalized during the GOL-3 shot. More energetic suprathermal

electrons remain non-Maxwellian and special simulations are required to estimate their influence on the

plasma emission spectrum.

5. SOFT X-RAY MEASUREMENTS.

Soft X-ray detectors are placed at a distance of 140 cm from the beam input foil. Their typical

signals are shown in Fig.2. The growth of output voltage is seen till the beam injection end. The signals of

120 pmn Be and thicker channels (filter cut-off energies above 2 keV) are determined by the high-energy

"tails" of electron distribution. The mean150 GOL-3 PL0792 energy of these electrons is at least 10 keV

and their density is several percent of
>_ plasma one - see Fig.3. Open circles in this

100 Figure taken from shot with other filter set

at lower interaction efficiency (points are

scaled by amplitude in the 120 pým Be point).

The signal amplitude dependence on the
50-

filter thickness in this spectral interval

remains the same during the heating pulse.

That points to insignificant variation of
0 1 energy distribution of hot electrons during0 4 5

time, microseconds the shot. Assuming that the signal of 120 W.
Be-filtered channel (see Fig.2) corresponds

Fig.2. Soft X-ray signals. Filters: 1.8 Ptm mylar 1. 5
3  B Al,

8 and 120 pm Be. Plasma density 1" )l~cm , beam to the time dependence of suprathermal

duration 3 ps. electrons' density. The density of these
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electrons averaged over the shot duration is
GOL-3 approximately half of its maximum, which is

100" Poooo L0792. 2.8 /A$
00000 PL0963. 2.8 /A showninFig.3.
**w0w PL0792, 1.3 s.s n

S •The instantaneous concentration of

suprathermal electrons in plasma is much less
- - -- than total amount of such electrons generated

0 during the heating pulse due to non-classical

nature of their scattering (see [21) and short

. .-.- transit time. That means that hot electrons

can receive a major part of the energy, lost by
02 3 4 5 the beam. Such a possibility is favorable forFilter cut-off energy, keV the further development of the so-called

Fig.3. Simulation of attenuation of the plasma SXR "two-stage" scheme of dense plasma heating

emission by filters. Closed circles and stars for (see, e.g., [9)).
signals from Fig.2, open circles for other shot with
less heating efficiency. The calculation was made The signal of a 8 pim Be-filtered
for Zefh)l.5, 1.0r101 cm-3 , 0.6 keV bulk plasma channel corresponds to the expected one from
and T103 cm-3 , 10 keV hot electrons. Dashed
lines - radiation of hot electrons only, solid line - hot electrons (see Fig.3) during the first half
the same with the bulk plasma radiation, of heating pulse. Then some additional signal

on this channel appears and at the E-beam

injection end this additional output corresponds with the expected one from bulk plasma with the

parameters, taken from other diagnostics. The signals of the channels with low-energy threshold softer

then 0.8 keV are heavily higher and are almost determined by low-Z impurities' line emission. The rough

estimate of such ions concentration in the plasma is 2-3%.

The calculations above were done under the assumption of radial plasma uniformity. Nevertheless,

the regions with enhanced X-ray brightness are shown to exist with the characteristic radial scale of few

mm or even less. Their existence can be caused by experimentally observed microstructure of the injected

E-beam (see, e.g., [2]).

Soft X-ray measurements were also been done during the beam injection into nonionized hydrogen.

The interaction macroscopic parameters were roughly the same as in foreplasma case [1,2], but the

measured emission power above i ke6 wvs sufficiently higher and has worse stability. This indicates on

higher density of hot electrons in the plasma. The reason for more efficient hot electrons generation in this

case could possibly be the higher level of Langmuir turbulence during the initial period of the E-beam

injection when plasma density still stays small.

6. VACUUM ULTRAVIOLET MEASUREMENTS.

The signals of filtered VUV detectors placed at 250 cm distance from the beam injection point are

shown in Fig.4. The typical amplitude dependence on the nitrocellulose filter thickness is shown in Fig.5.

This dependence well agrees with the calculated in (7] attenuation by filters (calculations were made for
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Maxwellian plasma with oxygen impurity), what
600- GOL-3 PL0489 indicates that signals are mainly determined by

line emission.

40 The plasma VUV emission power inS400.

different spectral intervals can be determined
from Fig.5. The existence of two spectral

"windows" should be taken into account for the
S200

channels with thinner filters due to nitrocellulose

transparency increasing below 10 eV. Rough

estimates give the peak radiated power to be 2
0o r kW/cm3 in 10-25 eV interval and - I kW/cm 3

0 2 4 6 8 10
time, microseconds from 25 to 100 eV. This data seems to be still

preliminary because of the large spectral width of
Fig.4. Signals of VUV detector. Filters: 0 (xO. 1), channels and of the sensitivity dependence on the

0.045, 0.08, 0.093 p~n of nitrocellulose. energies of the particular bright lines. The

radiative losses are considerably less than the
energy flux from a plasma to the device ends.

7. SPACE-RESOLVING MEASUREMENTS.

The signals of bare pinhole VUV detector placed also at a distance of 250 cm from the input foil in

general are similar to those shown in Fig.4. The amplitude dependence on the channel position is shown in
Fig.6 with two calculated curves: for the uniform plasma brightness in the E-beam cross-section region and

for some increase in VUV emission from plasma periphery. Various profiles of VUV brightness have been
observed during the experiments, including both increasing and decreasing from the axis to periphery. In

general, it is the outcome of the line emission nature of VUV radiation from the plasma.

10' GOL-3 Taking into account the absence of

• 06. - N PL0487 information about VUV emission spectrum in pinhole
00000 - N PL0563

o measurements, the data in Fig.6 allows to conclude
that there is no noticeable VUV brightness of the

0 plasma regions outside the expected E-beam
1o2 * " cross-section. The number of channels with nonzero

0. 0

0 osignal changes proportionally to the injected beam
10 diameter.

Other result of pinhole measurements is the
00 0.1 0 .2 absence of the macroscopic asymmetry and position

filter thickness, micrometers misplacement of the beam passing through the

Fig.5. VUV signal amplitude dependence on the vacuum chamber in most cases (it should be
filter thickness in heating maximum. Two mentioned that the beam current is sufficiently higher
shots with different filter sets are presented. than vacuum current, but it is usually 65-80%
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compensated by plasma return current). In
--------------. special experiments with the E-beam

200- injection in the nonionized hydrogen with the
density below 10t4 cm"3 the indications of the

-- - ---- macroscopic beam stability loss were

10•- observed. The sequential fast growth of the

pinhole signals from the peripheral channels

00 - during the final part of the beam pulse. Some

-40 -- 20 20 40
distance from axis. mm macroscopic features (asymmetric imprints

Fig. 6. Amplitude of the pinhole signals. Space resolution on the exit beam receiver and some beam
of each channel is 8 mm axial and 6 mm radial traces inside the vacuum chamber) are also
Solid line - for uniform plasma brightness inside evidenced the beam stability loss.
the beam cross section, dashed line - with extra
peripheral brightness (corresponding profiles are
shown at the top of the Figure).

8. CONCLUSIONS.

1. The VUV emission intensity outside the beam cross-section is negligible. This indicates both the

E-beam macroscopic stability during its passing through the plasma and the absence of the noticeable

plasma heating due to energy transport to this region by Langmuir turbulence.

2. The plasma emission spectrum was measured in soft X-ray and VUV ranges by filtering

technique. The total radiated power is much less than the plasma energy losses to the device ends.

3. The fraction of suprathermal electrons was registered in the plasma with the mean energy

exceeding 10 keV and density of a few percent of plasma one (with ne-1015 cm' 3).

4. The measured power of the plasma SXR emission is in a reasonable agreement with the expected

one from plasma with the parameters obtained by other diagnostics.
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ULTRA-VIOLATE FLASH LAMP ON THE NOBLE

GAS DIMERS EXITED BY AN E-BEAM

V.i. Klimov, G.P.Mkheidze,and A.A.Savin

Institute of General Physics, Vavilova 38, 117942 Moscow, Russia

Abstract. We propose an original design of industrial

VUV non-coherent sources on the basis of noble gases
excited by an e-beam. We have made an analysis of the

source efficiency for Ar, Kr and Xe.

Ar, Kr, Xe noble gas dimer lasers were, in fact, the first
1)

realization of an eximer laser . The major prerequisite of their

design is a well-known fact that when an e-beam interacts with a noble

gas excited atoms of high concentration are produced. At higher

pressure excited dimer molecules of Ar27 Kr 2, Xe2 noble gases are

efficiently formed. The emission wavelengths radiated by dimer

molecules in transitting from an upper electron excited state are in

the VUV region and they are 126, 146, and 172nm correspondingly.

Effective excitation of noble gas atoms and t,.eir rapid association,

on the one hand, and high energies of UV radiation quanta, on the

other, result in high theoretical values of efficiency 1). (0.40, 0.43

and 0.46 respectively), that is confirmed experimentally for emission

3 1-2)
from smaller (less than 1cm 3) volumes

The proposals to use spontaneous emission of eximer molecules

emission excited by an e-beam to produce VUV emission sources appeared

as the investigators were disappointed to create highly efficient VUV

coherent sources. At present one can consider the problem of producing

industrial VUV non-coherent emission sources on the basis of noble

gasp- excited by an e-beam.
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The major claims laid to such a source are high values c

characteris:ic efficiencies: 1.The efficiency of energy deccs'tion

re =W /Wb where W. is energy of a beam injected into a gas ana
cpdep In

Wdec is energy transmitted to a gas ty a beamr. 2.The intrinsic

efficiency r. =W /W wnere W 's energy o eximer moecule
1in in,' dep 

in

emission. 3.Extraction efficiency r e=W /Wi , where W e s energy ofSex ex in' ex

emission at the system output.

The attempts to increase the square of the output emitter windows

(they should be made of the materials transparent in a VUV region)

lead to the problem of window protection from e-beam electrons and

e-beam plasma. Below we consider the concept of a UV emitter in which

one can be obtain such efficiency values as p i>_T XO -- .2, that is,Idep in ex
20% of e-beam energy in a diode goes through an outer transparent

chamber wall in the form of UV emission, the chamber wall itself being

protected from the electron bombardment by a magnetic field.

To solve the problem we worked cut a model consisting of the

calculations of electron passing through a substance according to the

Mcnte-Carlo method, the calculations of local e-bearr plasma kinetics

of noble gases, the calculations of a spatial distribution of emitting

dimers and the calculations of optical-geometrical emitter parameters.

A coaxial system with inner injection is given in Fig.l. Cathode

1 and anode-foil 2 (Ti, 20dm thick) form a coaxial diode. Chamber wall

3 is transparent for UV emission. Energy Wb of the beam injected into

the chamber is partially "ost at the ends, chamber walls and in the

anode foil. We are interested in the energy equilibrium and the

distribution of a specific energy deposition in volume 4, filled by a

noble gas, so the energy deposition to gas WG and losses on the wall

Ww and in the foil WF will further be calculated in relation to energy

Wb. The corresponding efficiencies are 1) =- W e/W T =W /W and
b' dep dep b" W W b
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T -T e anoce -a-ýius is 3 cm. the criamt.'er -adcus -is i3c~m. The

-a~rbe- lengt" 's 5j3ct. Cc-istant oa-areters of th'e injected oeam a-e:

--rrent, 4c lOkA, ou'se curat-,oni s SýOns. eltec"ýon erergý Is 3OnKev,.

The azi-nuth- magnetic -ield 6 IP41s made by ti-.e current Pl*owins a onc ý-_
zonziu.C-.or- 2 1 . 7re -'nfluence r naztr -are:-

Presented i;n Fi.'21. -ýo- Kr a-- P=I.r5atr. Ou-ve 1is cb-.alr~ec -erewnen a

m~agret~rc -F';ed is ac3sent; c:urves 2 ant 2; are czta-inec' at C. -~ -

a:5k3s 7-ec z;.Te o~vs en c 1ea r 'V derinstrate a

s,2-ica'i: decrease of a specific ener-gy e-beam deposition to gas -

tne Per~pre-al criamber regicn. The ef-ficienvcy 1f ene -gy deccsiticr w~as

onanged ýncornsiderably. Trhe mpatter is thiat as a magnetýic -Field

ýncreased-, the coefficient was decreas'-ig- ('that is. e~ect-cns

didn't -Fal or the ch-arrber wails,', but the coef-Fci;ent T Wwas risin~g

,si-ce the e7ectr-c-is are 'turnied" in the magnetic Cield falling back

on the diode surface). Thus tine aoplicatior of a magretic field

ernacies us to recistribute a RES energy depos'tior from the ern'tter

per'che-y to its center and so one car Protect the transoarent, cinamber

wa'lls. Fi.g.3 shows the dePerdencies cf effýectiveness 1.on specifinc

energy depos~tiors at d-ifferent pressure values for Ar and Kr

P=3.5'at%,m) and for Xe IP=0.5~atm). The result's presented show thatý hinh

values of 17 -01.3-0.35 are obtained for all. the noble g;ases in a wide
regi on o-F specific energy decositions 10 -5Ic J/ . Enery

deposition increase q>o.lvl/cm 3results in effectiveness decrease, this

effect, being more significant in lignt noble gases. Such az result wazs

a-'so obtained in works 1-2), in which the ca-culations were made at

c 1 a/m .This ePffect is associated with the rise in plasma

electron ro~le to cuench the excited states as plasma cci-centrati~or

4nc reases. Just the same facts determine the decrease of effectiveness

when pressure in Xe increases.
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The conditions of effective transformation of e-beam energy into

non-coherent emission of exited aimers of noble gases givei above

correspona to current densities 1-10 2A/cm 2 in tne current pulse
-7

duration 10 s. This rarge is well exploited in the devices of

injection gas electronics :nd such conditions can be made in rather

large gas volumes.

in determining the effectiveness of emission extraction -t is

necessary to know the value of a real spatial angle projected onto the

output window for any point of the emitter volume. The results showed

that the value of this angle insignificantly depended on R (P is a

distance from the diode to the output window) and it was changed from

0.75 near a dicde surface to 0.82 near the emitter transparent chamber

walls.

The results of emitter effectiveness calculations for different

noble gases are shown in Figs.4. Fig.4 shows the dependencies of

energy W (a dashed line) on coordinate R at 3,5atm for Ar. Number 1
ex

presents curves with the value of magnetic strength B V0 and number 2

presents curves with the value of magnetic strength B =O.7kGs. Fig.4

shows also the dependencies of energy W (a solid line) on coordinateex

R at 3 atm for Kr and at 1.5atm for Xe. Number I and number 2 show

these dependencies for Kr and Xe correspondingly.

Thus the given models of calculating REB energy depositions to gas

according to the Monte Carlo method and emission energy according to

the model of local e-beam plasma kinetics for Ar, Kr and Xe allowed us

to calculate total effectiveness of the emitter design proposed and

demonstrated its high efficiency.

The modelling of the non-coherent VUV emission on the basis of

noble gas dimer molecules excited by REB carried out in this work show

the possibility to produce efficient systems with the coefficient of
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e~ss'' .z'the o erc' ~;. ~~z~ca~ ne u:sed ncer'a ;r

cýaracclooca7 ýr.dustr'es and pa-:-o-ula-ly ir ýccl--q-cv

a s P 1  * x'nexzep c ep "7'r'. e'I

FAr 3. 11 0 0. 39,Z 1 2 27

~Kr 215 0.1 ~0.34 30 .2

Xe c- 1.1 1 10.4 i*3 3 2o6 ¶0 .2 3

.Eckstrcm D.J. . Nakano H.H4.. Lorents D.C. et al.j.Appl.PýIys.,64,

a. Eckstro,) O. J. , Naticanc H.H., Lorents ~..etu albd.I3

4

PF g.I. Scheme of the system with'ý, inner REB ri~nectiorn.
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L __m;,_cm3 __ Fig.2. Distribution of a specific

energy deposition q(R) on

the chamber radius R at

different values of a

4 magnetic field B for

krypton at Platm. 1-B-=O,

C!___,._,____ ..___.____ 2-B =0.7kGs, 3-B =1.5kGs.

.1Fig.3. Emission efficiency in vs

specific energy deposition

q for argon and krypton

022 (P=3.5atm) and xenon

0 Fig.4. Energy W (a solid line)
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ex

0.27 I -'IIII 4I I -1 10- for the emitter filled

3 with argon at P=3.5 atm vs
q,J/cm

coordinate R. Number 1

7• Wex,J shows the case when B =0,

6 number 2 shows the case

5 2when B =0.7 kGs. Energy
4 WW (a dashed line) vs2 ex

N coordinate R. Number 1
E2t presents the curves for

krypton (P=3 atm), number
0 2 presents the curves for

4 6 7 9 10 12 13R,cm xenon (Pzl.5att).
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CONDUCTIVITY OF PLASMA CREATED BY REB IN ARGON

V.I. KlimovG.P.Mkheidze,ard A.A.Savin

Institute of General Physics, Vavilov st., 38, 117942 Moscow, Russia

Abstract. On tne basis of the experimental data

obtained one reconstructs e-beam conductivity of

argon plasma. Despite the predictions of simple

models temporal dependence is characterized by a slow

time of decrease. A model is proposed within which

such behaviour of e-beam argon plasma conductivity is

explained by the influence of a weak induced electric
field (E90-50V/cm) on kinetic processes after the

e-beam current ceasing.

Conductivity of a plasma channel created by a high current

relativistic electron beam injected into gas is the most important

parameter determining the processes of induced plasma currents

generation, ohmic heating of plasma and gas, development of large

scale resistive instabilities.

We used the method of plasma conductivity reconstruction
1)

proposed by us in It has been shown there that a simultaneous

distribution measurement of e-beam current and plasma induced current

enables us to reconstruct spatial distribution of plasma conductivity

and its change in time under certain conditions.

In the experiments performed an e-beam with energy 1.2MeV,

e-beam cur-ent 7kA, pulse duration FWHM 50ns and average radius 3cm

was injected into the chamber with diameter 18cm filled with argon at

pressure 175-750Torr. The maximum current density was 0.25kA/cm2 on
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the chamber axis. E-beam current density dynamics j (r,t) was

reg'strated by an evacuated current monitor with spatial resolution

1cm. Plasma current density dynamics j (r,t) was studied by a monitcr
2) which is a maylar foil (2O-m) covered on botn side by a metal

sectioned film (2-;m). Such structure is transparent for beam electrcns

and enables us to register plasma current electrons with spatial

resolution 1.5cm. A detailed description of the experimental

3)installation is given in . In the experiments performed the

measurements were made at the distance of 15cm from an anode foil.

Fig.1 shows the results of reconstructing conductivity in a

drift chamber central region (:-r=1.5cm) on the measured values j b(r~t)

and j (r,t) at pressure value 600Torr of argon. It should be noted

that temporal behavior of argon e-beam plasma conductivity is highly

different from the predictions made on the basis of the simple noble
4)

gas e-beam plasma models

Our results show that conductivity peaks at the moment when a

REB current pulse (~80ns) ceases and the conductivity decay time is

hundreds of nsec. We note that the behavior of conductivity of air and

nitrogen e-beam plasma at pressure 175-75OTorr demonstrate a rather

fast electron recombination. As our experiments showed the time of

forming a conducting channel and its decay is 10-20ns at max
-1 -1

conductivity values 1-30m Xcm

Plasma currents induced in argon plasma fell down according to

the exponential law exp[-(t-t max)/ d] up the moment when t-t m140nsmax dmax

at Ad:120-140rns.

An exponent character of plasma current shows that conductivity

is, in fact, constant up to t-t m 140ns, that is quite clearly seenmax
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from the dependencies given Fig.!. Thus electric fields induced by

plasma currents exist in a plasma channel for a quite long perioc of

time and can influence the e-beam plasma kinetics.

To explain the dependences observed we have worked cut a model

o' spatial-temporal kinetics of e-beam plasma in which we solved both

the equations for spatial-temporal e-beam plasma kinetics and

Maxwell's equation. The effect of heating plasma electrons by plasma

current was taken into account in the equation for plasma electron

temperature. The processes taken into consideration by the model and
5) -

the constants of their rates are given in . Fi5.2 shows the behavior

of plasma electron concentration and their temperature vs time with

the heating by plasma current (N , T ) and without it (N , T ) on thee' e e' e

e-beam axis at 600Torr. Fig.3 shows the behavior of plasma

ccnduct-ývities vs time on the e-beam current axis with the heating by

plasma current (1) and without it (2) at the same pressure. At such

pressure value a field influences the behavior of plasma concentration

and its conductivity at the end of the e-beam current activity and

after its termination. This happens due to the fact that there is a

slowly decreasing electric field in argon plasma even after the e-beam

current ceasing. Due to the existence of this field (for example, at

50OTorr the value of an electric field varies from 90 to 50V/cm in the

time interval (100-200)X10- s which is equal to the e-beam activity

time), the electron temperature increases by (10-15)% in comparison to

the event when the heating by the field is not taken into account. It

is this rise in temperature that causes a corresponding increase of

electron concentration and plasma conductivity. Let us illustrate the

statement made above by using the equation for plasma electron
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:cncerntration which has the following form, in this time interval

dN /dt S(t) + N X{k (T) FAr 1 - k (T) [Ar + k (T [Ar 1 -e e 1 e " "2' e ,3 . e "2+ N r. ,7 1

(T) [Ar ]1 + k . A + k r + k AA rk5e ., 4 3 6 . 7

The dependence of the process constants on T has the following Form
e e

k (T 174X10 Xexp(-4.21/t )/T , k (T)=6.5X10 ) = K(T )=4X
5 e e 2 e 0.5 e .i e

10 Xexp(-3.7/T )/T , k (T )=10 X(O.026/T e.) Such constante e o e e

dependence on temperature has two characteristic features: 1. in the

temperature range (see Fig.2) the derivatives dki (T )/dT which1 e e

determine the behavior of the process constant vary with the rise in

temoerature: dk JT )/dT >0 for T<1.4eV, dk (T )/dT <0 and
Ie e 2 e e

dk 5(T e'/dT e<0 for any T , dk3 (T e)/dT e>0 for T e<1.27eV. Therefore, with

the rise in T (T -0.4eV) the process constants increasing electron
e e

concentration do increase, while the process constanzs decreasing it

become less. 2. The constants of ionization of Ar and Ar have an2

exponential dependence on the electron temperature. This dependence is

such that in rising T by (10-15)% in a given region of temperature
e

these constants increase 2-3 times while all the remainder varies

slowly under the same conditions.

Thus, with the rise in plasma electron temperature determined by

plasma current heating the contributions of ionization cf Ar and Ar 2

Increase substantially due to the exponential dependence of these

process constants on plasma electron temperature. It is this fact that

enables us to explain a moderation of decreasing a plasma electron

ccncentration and its conductivity after e-beam current ceasing. The

dependence of argon e-beam plasma conductivity obtained within the

model proposed are in good agreement with the experimental results.
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Fig.3. Plasma conductivities vs time on the e-beam axis with plasma
current heating (1) and without it (2) at 600 Torr.
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MICROWAVE GENERATION AND CHARGE PARTICLE ACCELERATION

BY HIGH CURRENT RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAMS

Yu.V. Tkach,I.F.Kharchenko,V.A.Balakirev ,V.V.Dolgopolov,
Yu.V. Kirichenko, S.M. Latinsky,E.M. Lats'ko,E.A.Lisenko,
V.E. Novikov, A.O. Ostrovsky, A.V. Pashchenko,E.A.Prasol,

S.S. Romanov

Kharkov Institute of Physics & Technology,
Kharkov 310108, Ukraine

High power microwave generation by current relativistic elec-

tron beams and collective methods of the beam acceleration as rev-

ersing of the collective generation methods are investigated in

this paper.The optimization of the electrodynamic structure of the

high power microwave generators such as BWO , Vircator , Vircator

connected with Ubitron are discussed.

Let us consider the segment of the axially symmetric ripple

waveguide of length L,in which annual beam is injected. The thick-

ness of the beam is D, the average radius is b, ( D<<b ), the den-
2

sity is nb and the initial energy is E(z=0)=mc (g 0 -1). The system

are placed in the strong magnetic field. The input waveguide bound

at z=0 is partly reflecting for the incident wave with reflecting

coefficient R0 <1, and the output bound is fully reflecting R=1 -.

The equations, describing nonlinear dynamic beam interaction

with the ripple waveguide segment, are derived from the general

theory of spatial-periodic slow-waves structures excitation [1i.

We show that the backward wave amplitude become stationary in the

self-consistent case (R1 =R0 =0). In the presence of the additional

feedback (0.2<R 0<0.5) the wave amplitude oscillation is observed.

The oscillations become iregular and HF oscillations spectrum spr-

eads at R 0>0.6 increasing. It is shown , that the automodulation

starting current in the system with additional feedback is less

than in the completly consistent system.

The dependence of the beam energy transformation efficiency (TI)

on the reflectivity coefficient R0 is determined. The calculations

show, that if R0 >0.4 the Ti decreases. Therefore the stationary

regime of excitation is the most optimal for obtaining monochroma-

tic radiation with maximal T). This regime can be used for genera-
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tion of the radiation with wide oscillation spectrum in spite of

the low 71 level.

In this paper two variants of the vircator used to incre-

ase effectivity are analized:

a) use of resonator and modulation beam for vircator powerup;

b) using vircator connected with other generator.

The radiation generation by the magnetically insulated annual
electron beam, of radius Rb, with initial energy E.=mc (r 0 -1) in
the resonator of length L and radius Rd is investigated numerical-

ly simulations. For the cases of modulated and unmodulated beams

the radiation spectrums are calculated at L= 6 . 8 cm,Rd= 6 . 5 cm,Rb=2. 8

cm and the current greater than the critical one by a factor 2.5.

The simulations show, that the radiation spectrum peaks cor-

respond to the natural resonator frequencies. The modulation of

the current beam on the frequency, corresponding to the spectrum

maximum,leads to the spectrum narrowing and radiation powerup. In
the numerical simulations of the beam with the modulation depth

NO.3 on the frequency wN31.3 the electron efficiency is 15%.

The main reason, explaining low vircator efficiency, is that
the overwhelming current part withdrawal from the resonator for

the large current level. What should be noted is that the output

beam is well modulated. In order to increase the power of the

modulated beam produced by the vircator we propose to inject it
into spatially-periodic magnetic field similar to that in the Ubi-

tron. In the resonance case the relation W .:=(k +k0)v
virc z 0 ~z ± Lb is

fulfilled, where Wvirc is one of the vircator generation freque-

ncies close to the modulation frequency , k 0 =2W/L , L is the

magnetic field modulation period.

400
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200Stoo
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0 1 2 3 5 6 7 8

Fig 1 Fig2
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The experimental investigations are carried out in the

"TORNADO" accelerator (2]. The experiment scheme is shown in

Fig.l , where: 1 is diod, 2 is vircator,3 is driving magnetic fi-

eld and 4 the ubitron.

The sharp power increasing and the spectrum narrowing by a fac-

tor of 1.5-2 is obtained for the above mentioned resonance condition.

The magnetic field strength in the ubitron as a function of the power

generation at the wave length X-=2.8cm is shown in Fig.2 for the

case with and without vircator. Thus, the effectivity of the virc-

ator plus ubitron system for the more complete transformation of REB

energy to high power microwave and so radiation powerup is experi-

mentally and theoretically proved.

In the pulse and continuous generator theory the very impor-

tant point is the determining of condition for the steady

state generation regimes on the required frequency to realize. In

this paper the stationary generation regime stability in an

distributed Cherenkov oscillator with an external feedback

is investigated within the framework of the spatial-time model [3].

It was occured with using numerical method, that was first

proposed at [4] for the steadiness analizes of the modulated REB

acceleration in the LINAC injection section.
It was shown, that the discussed dynamic system has a specific

peculiarity: equal driving parameters correspond to several stati-

onary regimes, differing one from another by frequency and

generated radiation amplitude. But only one of them is steady

and observed in generator. For the different driving parameter

regions different stationary generation regimes are steady. So,

stationary regime with frequency equals to the precise Cherenkov

resonance frequency (a=kv0 is realized for the nonlinear amplifire

with normalized length 3.0<1<4.5. If 1.5<1<3.0 stationary regime

is realized at another frequency, differing from rcsonance

frequency: (i=kv0 (1+), 0>0. Fig 3 shows the evolution of these

stationary regimes for different values of l.It should be stressed

that during change of the normalized electrodynamical structure

length 1 the transition from one steady state regime 0>0 to

another one 0=0 occur trough the of "indifferent equilibrium"
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Fig 3
The path tracks,describing by the point with coordinates ReF(T,E=O)
ImF(t,1=0) for different I (F is the complex amplitude of electric;
field ¶,E are the time and space variables) 1-4. 1=2.6,3.0,3.1,3.5.

The existance of unstable stationary regime can influence the

character of the self-existed processes . This influence can be

displayed , for example ,during the oscillator sinchronization by

external harmonic action . In this report the effect of the

unstable stationary regime on the process of external

synchronization of distributed oscillator with external feedback

is investigated. Two shcemes of the external synchronization is

considered. In the first scheme the synchronization is realized by

preliminary modulation of REB density. In the second scheme the

external harmonic signal is used to achieve synchronous stationary
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regime. This signal is applied to the entry side of the slow-wave

structure.In this report we investigated the possibilit of

efficacious synchronization of the distributed oscillators on the

resonance frequency Q-=O in the region 1.5<1<3.0. The solution of

this problem has been carried out by numerical simulations the set

of nonlinear nonstationary equations describing the dynamic

of distributed systems under consideration. The calculations show

that when parameter 1 approaches to the transition boundary of the

self-contained oscilator from steady state regime with • > 0 to

another one with Q-=O the threshold of synchronization tends to

zero. As a result even sligth external disturbance leads to

capture of the oscillations on resonance frequency.

It is found, that transition of oscillator to the

synchr.nizedregime is realized through the state of "indifferent

equilibrium". This state is nonstationary and realizes when, no

one processes proceeding in oscillator (synchronization process

and process connecting with estiblishment the eigen stable

stationary regime) are not dominate. Thus we can conclude that

with increasing the parameter 1 the synchronization conditions of

the distributed oscillator becomes better. This is due to the

growing role of self-contained processes which tends to establish

the stationaryregime on resonance frequency.

Let us consider now the charged-particle acceleration in

plasma systems.

The external magnetic field affects both the electrodynamic

properties of a plasma and the dynamics of charged particles. In

particular, the transverse magnetic field allows the surfatron me-

chanism of acceleration , which ensures the regime of unlimited

particle acceleration.

The report presents the results from theoretical studies of

the acceleration mechanisms in a plasma lokated in an external ma-

gnetic field. The acceleration by a short laser pulse-generated

wakefield is among most promising methods of acceleration in a

plasma. Unlike beat wave , this method is nonresonant, and this is

its essential advantage. We have considered the process of wake

field wave driving by a laser pulse propogating across the exter-

nal magnetic field. The pulse generates the extraordinary wakefi-
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eld plasma wave. In the field of this wave the surfatron mechanism

of acceleration can be accomplished. The accelerating electric

field intensity of the extraordinary wave is higher than the elec-

tric field intensity of the plasma wave in the absence of the ex-

ternal magnetic field: E /E0 1 W-2n/W 2, where E - extraordinary wave

amplitude, 4- plasma wave amplitude, (V=w +(2 [5).
At high laser pulse intensity the plasma exhibits the effect

of radiation self-focusing. We studied the influence of this ef-

fect on the wakefield excitation. It is shown that the transeverse

compression of the laser pulse leads to the enhancement of the

wakefield strength M 1/f2 mn2• (2 /16c 2, where a - the initial elec-mina p

tromagnetic field width (6].

As is known, the field of the el ctromagnetic wave propaga-
ting in an inhomogenious plasma strongly increases in the vicinity

of the plasma resonance point. At this point there takes place

resonant excitation of inhomogeneous-plasma oscillations. In the

absence of the external magnetic field , the region of the plasma

resonance is preceded by the opaque region , where the electromag-

netic wave field exponentially decreases. This latter region can
be eliminated by introducing a steady-state magnetic field direc-
ted perpendicular to the density gradient. In this case the point
of the extraordinary wave reflection can lie behind the high-hyb-

rid resonance HHR point.

From this relation if follows that the controlled variation
of the magnetic field can significantly extend the HHR region. The

estimates show that with a single passage of the particle across
the HHR region the particle energy gain is insignificant. It is
demonstrated in the report that the finite particle energy can
substantially be increased if on spinning along the Larmor orbits
in the magnetic field the particle multiply crosses the HHR regi-
on. The map describing the evolution of the particle energy and
phase is obtained. Established are the regimes for regular and

stochastic acceleration [7].

The phenomenon of ion acceleration in the high-current elec-
tron beams injected into vacuum space after their travelling acr-

oss the cathode (anode) plasma ,has been explained by some authors
by the motion along the chamber the virtual-cathode potential well
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(VCPW). Howewer, up to now there has been no self-consistent ma-

thematical description of this phenomenon. Experiments have shown

that the energy of accelerated ions can surpass that of injected

electrons by one or two orders of magnitude. In order that the

travel of the virtual-cathode potential well could provide this

rate of ion acceleration the potential well (PW) should move prac-

tically without any decrease in the sleepness of the ion accelera-

ting slope. At the first sight this potential evolution seems to

be unreal because the ions cannot overtake the accelerating slope

of the PW and accumulate the positive charge in the top part of

this slope needed to accelerate this slope and to keep its steep-

ness. Thus is why the explanation of the ion acceleration by the

motion of the VCPW often meets on objection.

In this report the ion acceleration by a VCPW is investigated

theoretically. Ions are described by Vlasov equation. It is

shown, that the appearance of ions in the drift region can lead to

the accelerated motion of both the virtual and the potential well

slope followirg the cathode without any significant decrease in

the steepness of the slope, and this results in effective ion acce-

leration. The steepness of the ion accelerating slope of the PW is

supporting by ions, which are slided down this slope before that

slope start to move. When the slope overtakes this ions, they will

be decelerated relative to this slope so much encreasing its den-

sity in the top part of the slope.

New method of the collective ion acceleration by the VC poten-

tial well is proposed in this report.

The acceleration occurs due to ion trapping into the poten-

tial well of a virtual cathode (VC) and a subsequent accelerated

motion of the VC across the magnetic field . The VC results from

the intersection of the acceleration axis by overcritical electron

beam (EB) , Which is preliminarily pinched in its motion along the

convergent magnetic field lines.The VC motion is realized by means

of the pulse that runs with acceleration along the strip cathode

and triggers the electron emission.

In the proposed method of acceleration,the synchronism between

the accelerated ions and accelerating field is maintained through-

out the acceleration time by an external control of the VC motion.
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The synchronism is attained here due to grid modulation which ne-

eds a comparatively low energy to be realized . The ions are ac-

celerated in the direction perpendicular to the electron motion in

the beam ; this precludes the EB spread as weii as a possible ins-

tability development and the upset of acceleration , which is the

case with the acceleration along the EB. The beam compression cau-

ses or substantial decrease in the cathode current density.Besides

,this way of acceleration enables the EB energy recuperation.

The estimates of necessary parameters show this method to

favourable for constructing a compact accelerator with a high ac-

celerating gradient and for achieving considerable heavy-ion ener-

gies .

The proposed method is distinguished for the purposeful em-

ployment of the phase transition in the EB to form deep potential

well.

There are grounds to beleive that the present method of

acceleration collective both in electrons and ions , still much

promise.
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Abstract

A new high current density electron source is investigated. The source consists
of a polarized ceramic disk with aluminium electrodes coated on both faces.
The front electrode is etched in a periodic grid to expose the ceramic beneath.
A rapid change in the polarization state of the ceramic results in the emission
of a high density electron cloud into a 1 to 10mm diode gap. The anode
potential is maintained by a charged transmission line. Some of the emitted
electrons traverse the gap and an electron current flows. The emitted electron
current has been measured as a function of the gap spacing and the anode
potential. Current densities in excess of 70 A/cmr2 have been measured. The
current is found to vary linearly with the anode voltage for gaps < 10 mm,
and exceeds the Child-Langmuir current by at least two orders of magnitude.
The experimental data will be compared with predictions from a model based
on the emission of a cloud of electrons from the ferroelectric which in turn
reflex in the diode gap.

Introduction

Recent experiments at CERN 1-3 and at the Lebedev Institute4 have demonstrated
that it is possible to extract high current density electron beams from ferroelectrics. The
emitted beams may be useful in injectors for both low and high current accelerators
and for microwave generation devices. Ferroelectric materials typically have a bound
surface polarization charge density of order of or greater than 0.1 C / M 2 . Unscreened
surface fields, due to the polarization would be of order of the polarization field i.e.

- 1010 V/m, but are screened from the diode gap by free charge attracted to the
surface of the ferroelectric. Electron extraction may occur when the polarization state
of the ferroelectric is changed immediately affecting the ;,mount of screening charge
required. The emitted electrons are extracted into the diode gap by the large partially

unscreened field in the close vicinity of the periodic grid. The electrons form near this
surface a "distributed cathode" which, in our experiment, is entirely determined by
the ferroelectric and the grid. When a voltage is applied on the anode current flows
through the gap. In this paper we present results of an investigation of the current-
voltage characteristics of a vacuum diode using a ferroelectric cathode.
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Experimental Arrangement

The experimental arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 1. A 1mm thick,
2.5cm diameter ferroelectric LTZ-2 (Lead-Zirconium-Titanate) disk is mounted as the

load on a 10Q characteristic impedance transmission line. The line is switched by a

krytron applying a 200nsec, IkV pulse to the sample. The sample is oriented with

the polarization vector pointing into the diode. A positive pulse is applied to the rear

face of the ferroelectric and the emission surface is held at ground potential. The

effective emission area is ,-, lcm2 . The cathode is coated with a thin (,- 1pm) silver

coating on its rear surface and a gridded emission surface with alternate silver and

uncoated strips of 200am width on its front surface. A planar graphite anode is located

2 - 10mm from the emission surface. The anode is maintained at a positive potential
with respect to the cathode by a charged transmission line. Current flow through the

diode discharges the line. We record the line current at the diode and calculate the gap
voltage from the known line current and the transmission line impedance. Lines with

characteristic impedances ranging from 12.5 to 50Q have been used as the load. The

diode is maintained at a base pressure of 10-' Torr.

The upper part of Fig. 2 shows three oscilloscope traces obtained for the diode

current with a 4mm gap and a 25Q load with an LTZ-2 ferroelectric cathode. The
transmission line load was initially charged to 100, 300, and 500 V for the three traces

shown. The diode current length was determined by the length of the cable. The

steady nature of the current is typical of this data. Peak emission current densities of

up to 70A/cm2 have been obtained experimentally. The lower traces show the voltage
across and the current through the ferroelectric cathode. Note that the current through

the ferroelectric is of order 100A and is always larger than the diode current in our

experiments. The details of the current through and the voltage across the ferroelectric

are remarkably independent of the diode operating conditions. However, the diode
characteristics are strongly dependent on the state of the ferroelectric ceramic. For

example, the diode current drops dramatically if the ceramic is not pulsed. Similarly,

no current was measured for negative anode voltage even when the ceramic is pulsed.

These observations demonstrate that the current flow does not result from a plasma fill

of the diode as a result of the pulsing of the ferroelectric.

In Fig. 3 we plot the diode current versus the gap voltage for a 6 mm gap and

an LTZ-2 cathode. Similar data have been obtained for other gap spacings and other

materials. In all cases the diode current starts to flow when the voltage across the ferro-

electric is approximately at its maximum value and continues even after the ferroelectric
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voltage VFE pulse has returned to zero. The results indicate an almost linear scaling

of the beam current with the diode voltage. The beam current is only very weakly

dependent on the diode gap spacing for fixed gap voltage and ranges from 129 at the

largest spacing to 9P for the 2mm gap. The results are repeatable and breakdown does

not occur. For small gaps (< 2mm) there is a beam current when the diode voltage is

reduced to zero. WVe shall not address this regime in the current paper.

Discussion of Results

The ferroelectric has a very nonlinear response to an applied voltage and if we

were to determine a characteristic dielectric coefficient this would have been larger

than 3000. Furthermore, the polarization field (P/eo) is of order of 101'V/m. In the

close vicinity of the grid a fraction of this intense electric field may play a crucial role

in electrons emission process. Bearing in mind these facts, we shall now present the

essence of the process which occurs in this diode. The basic mechanism is what we call

externallv controlled field emission namely, the electron extraction is due to an electric

field which is generated behind the cathode and, at least in the regime our system was

operated, it is almost unaffected by the anode.

If a positive potential is applied on the back electrode cf the ferroelectric, in other
words, electrons are brought to the grid, the ferroelectric tends to reject these electrons

to maintain its polarization (equilibrium) state. It can not return the electrons to

the voltage source but it can expel them into the gap. For this purpose it has to

extract them from the metallic grid. At this point the geometry of the grid comes

into play. The local electric field near each one of the grounded strips is sufficient to

extract the electrons from the material. The amount of charge repelled is determined

by the electrical characteristics of the ferroelectric and the voltage applied on the back

electrode; in our experiment the anode voltage plays practically no role in this process.

The electrons' cloud in the gap forms a "distributed cathode" of a total charge Qgap-

This charge is a fraction of the charge bounded to the ferroelectric and can be of order

of up to lOMC. Regardless of how exactly this charge is distributed we can estimate

the potential distribution in the gap for a zero anode voltage. At the boundaries we

know that the average potential on the grid is approximately zero and so is the anode

potential. In addition, the electric field near the anode is zero since no current flows

with zero applied gap voltage due to the fact that all the electric field lines which start

on the rear of the ferroelectric finish on the grid or distributed electron cloud in the

gap. In other words we do not expect the diode anode to be affected by the ferroelectric

capacitor. Subject to these boundary conditions the potential in the gap has the form
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6(z) = Z(g 2 z)2 (1)
g g2

The unknown amplitude -I, is determined by substituting Eq.(1) in the Poisson equation

and integrating the resulting expression over the entire length of the diode. The source

term in the Poisson equation is then proportional to the charge in the gap and therefc.re

so is (P; explicitly 4 = gJQg2 pJ/3eoA where A is the area of the diode and g is the gap

spacing. From this simplified potential distribution we conclude that the potential has a

maximum at z = g/3 and its value there is ,,maxz 4D /7. If all the charge which initially

was on the surface of the ferroelectric is repelled into the gap, ,max approaches the

1MV level. In practice only a fraction of the charge is repelled into the gap therefore

that maximum will be lower. This trend will be amplified by a distribution of electrons

which is concentrated near the grid.

Arcording to the D)otential in Eq.(1) the electrons in the cloud are in a dynamic

equilibrium, namely they oscillate in the potential well which is induced by their own

presence, the ferroelectric and the boundary conditions, in the gap. Due to the oscilla-

tory character of the motion the average velocity of the electrons is zero - and so is the

current when no anode voltage is applied. We can estimate the average kinetic energy,

mnc 2 (70 -1), of the electrons by averaging the expression for the energy conservation over

the gap spacing. Using Eq.(1) we found that yo = 1 + -Q where C eQ 9-pg/eoAmc'.

To complete the description of the equilibrium state, we denote the average particles

density in the cloud with fi and the lowest estimate of this quantity is just the total

number of particles divided by the effective gap volume i.e. ii ; Q2,p/egA.

When a positive anode voltage, VAN, is applied the potential in the gap is O•pp -

VANz/g since (i) typically this potential is much smaller than the potential, b, asso-

ciated with the gap charge an i (ii) the charge density does not change. The resulting

current is proportional to the anode voltage therefore we may determine the gap regis-

tance Rgap:

1 g 2 2 -0+1
Rgap = 70 To 70 = 1207r Q. (2)

This is the main analytical result of this study, since it quantitatively shows that the

presence of an electron cloud in the gap is directly responsible to the linear I - V

characteristic measured experimentally. This expression for the gap resistance was

tested against the experimental data for: g = 4mm, VTL = 300V RTL = 25Q and

Vgen = 1900V; the average anode current measured was 8.8A. Assuming that half of

the ferroelectric bound charge is actually in the gap our simulation indicates that the
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current varies between 8.4 and 9.4. For the same parameters Chuid-Langmuir formula

predicts a current of about 40mrA.

Summary

In conclusion, we have shown experimentally that a ferroelectric ceramic may sup-

ply a large amount of electrons into the gap of a diode. This charge density is externally

controllable. Since this process is controlled by an external electric field which is not

the one which accelerates the electrons in the diode, it has the potential of producing

high quality beams. The other two processes (thermo- and photo-emission) in which the

emission is controlled externally the beam quality is limited by temperature increase as-

sociated with each process. The current extracted from a cathode made of ferroelectric

material exceeds by orders of magnitude the Child-Langgmuir current. This result was

explained using a simple model for the behavior of the electrons repelled by the ferro-

electric in the gap. The dependence of the current on the voltage is linear rather than

V3/ 2 in the Child-Langmuir case. Calculations using this model are in good accordance

with the experiment.

This work was supported by the United States Department of Energy.
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Fig. 1: The schematic e.xperimental set-up.
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Fig. 2: One set of three shots corresponding to VTL - 100,300 and 500V and a 4mrn
wide gap; ZTL = 25n" and the transmission line pulse is 400ns long. In the left frame
the anode currents are illustrated. In the right frame the charging currents (IFE) and
the voltage on the ferroelectric (VFE) axe presented. All three shot are indistinguishable
in this case. Notice that the voltage pulse on the ferroelectric is only about 150ns long.
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Fig. 3: The I - V characteristic of a diode with a 6mm wide gap. Similar results were
measured for 2,4, 8 and 10mm gaps.
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Abstract - The microchannel electron source is currently being developed at the
Naval Surface Warfare Center for cold cathode applications which require high
repetition rates and short pulse widths. It is based on microchannel plate principles
which, in general, allow for fast response times. However, the microchannel plate
is generally limited to output currents of less than 104 A/cm 2. We describe a
method to increase the output current from a microchannel device by several
orders of magnitude. Our analysis has shown that one can obtain channel current
densities of order 1 A/cm2 by constructing the device from a crystalline bulk
semiconductor. Carrying the analysis further suggests that current densities can be
increased by another order of magnitude by incorporating an appropriate electron
injection scheme. Important analytical results, as well as the present status for the
fabrication of a proof-of-principle device, are discussed.

1. Introduction

The production of electrons from a low-voltage source, followed by a constant post-
accelerating voltage, is of current interest for highly modulated and high-energy electron beams.
The development of such low-voltage sources could overcome the speed limitations of high-
voltage modulators required for conventional gridded cathodes. In this paper, we describe a device

based on microchannel plate (MCP) principles that may meet these requirements. Advantages of a
MCP device as a cathode include the possibility of high repetition rates, isolation of the

modulating pulse from high post-accelerating voltages (via photocathode or direct photon inputs),

and efficiency (a cathode heater is not required). Applications include particle accelerators,
microwave tubes, and vacuum microelectronics.

The MCP is a thin glass wafer with millions of micron-sized channels, each acting
individually as a continuous dynode electron multiplier. Channel multiplication takes place via an

applied electric field along the channel, creating an avalanche of secondary electrons. The channel

walls are generally coated with a material to increase secondary emission for high overall gains,

I | l a• H i liH i a lii aili
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and to allow a strip current to flow that removes the positive charge left from secondary emission.

It is well known that by increasing the conductivity of the coating, thereby quickly neutralizing the

positive charges with electrons, one can increase the output saturation current of a MCP.

However, this technique is limited by ohmic heating of the glass substrate. It is shown here that

this limit can be overcome by using a crystalline semiconductor for the active secondary emission

medium. Since the positive charges left in the channel walls are then left as mobile holes in the

valence band, the usual strip current is no longer required. Further, the holes are generated only

when the plate is activated. In pulsed operation, the major portion of ohmic heating (due to hole

generation) is therefore reduced by the duty factor. Typically, the higher thermal conductivity of

many semiconductors is sufficient to remove the heat from the combined hole and intrinsic bias

currents.

In section 2, we include a brief outline of a steady-state analysis used to predict the

saturation output current from such a device, but concentrate more on the results. Details of the

analysis are further described elsewhere1 . We also discuss (section 3) the present status for the

fabrication of a single row of channels for proof-of-principle experiments. Throughout the paper,

we distinguish from the conventional MCP by referring to the semiconductor-based device as a

microchannel electron source.

2. Analytical Results

The central equations in the microchannel source (MCS) analysis are Gauss's law and the

steady-sta.o continuity equation. A one-dimensional form of Gauss's law is found by integrating

over a thin Gaussian surface with the major extents parallel to the plate surface. The continuity

equation is separated into three components: the bulk hole current, the bulk electron current, and

the channel electron current. Each component is equated to a generation rate representing the

equal generation of bulk holes and channel electrons, and/or a recombination rate representing the

recombination of bulk electron-hole pairs. The generation rate can easily be found from a local

analysis of the channel secondary emission.

In order to arrive at the analytical results presented here, we make several aw umptions.

First, diffusion currents are neglected because of the high electric fields involved (of order

10 kVlcm). Further, we assume that the bulk carrier velocities are proportional to the electric field

by their respective mobility. Finally, for simplicity, the first dynode in the analysis is treated the

same as all other dynodes. Although we expect the first dynode to be important for accurate gain

calculations in the MCS model, as is the case for the MCP, 2 it is an effect which can be included

after a solution is found.
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For a first case, we assume that bulk electrons are not injected, leaving the channel

electrons and bulk holes as the dominant charges. As detailed elsewhere, 1 one can then arrive at an

expression for the maximum allowable channel current density as

2pPpCo(l + Cb ) Eo( + TaEo01 =E 0 ±-o + , (1)
L L

where ,Up is the bulk hole mobility, co is the permittivity of vacuum, eb is the dielectric constant of

the bulk, qa is the applied potential, L is the channel length, and Eo is the electric field at the

channel irnput. If E. represents the maximum field before a breakdown condition occurs, then

equation (1) represents the maximum possible channel output current density. The importance of
using a semiconductor with a high hole mobility and high dielectric strength is immediately

apparent. For an applied potential of Pa = 1 kV, a channel length of L = 1 mm, an electric field at
the channel input of Eo = -16.2 kV/cm, and a hole mobility and dielectric constant consistent with

GaAs (up = 400 cm2/VNs and eb = 13.1, respectively), the output current from equation (1) is

Jo,t= - 1 A/cm 2 .

A general form for the channel electron gain can be found 1, as a function of the secondary
emission coefficient, 3, as

Gv = exp C , (2)

where lc is the collision length (defined as the length along the channel from which a secondary

electron is emitted to the point at which it collides with the opposing channel wall), and z is the
coordinate along the channel axis. Assuming that the channel geometry has been optimally

designed for maximum overall gain, a distorted electric field will change the energy given to a

secondary electron to a value that is not optimal fbr further emission. Thus, the secondary

emission coefficient in equation (2) is a function of the channel electric field, and the overall gain
will decrease when there is an excessive buildup of holes distorting the field. This gain saturation

occurs at an approximate output current given by equation (1).
We have plotted the normalized gain as a function of absolute channel output current in

figure 1 for the above GaAs case. A secondary emission coefficient consistent with GaAs is

assumed, 3 except for the peak secondary-to-primary emission ratio, for which we assumed a value

of 2.5 in order to obtain reasonable gains. This suggests that a coating is needed on the channel
walls to increase the secondary emission, but the coating must be thin enough so that the emission
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process initiates behind the coating. A viable candidate appears to be a form of Cs-C. Note in
figure 1 that the gain is well into saturation at an output current density of 1 A/cm2 .

1.2

"- 1.0

2 0.8

_. 0.6

S0.4

L 0.2
0C

10-4 10-3 10-2 10-1 100 101

absolute output current density (A/cm2 )

Figure 1. Normalized channel electron gain as a function of
absolute channel output current density for a MCS
constructed from GaAs.

Since it is the hole buildup that causes gain saturation, a way to further increase the

saturation point is by an appropriate scheme to inject electrons into the bulk at the input electrode.
The charge cancellation and recombination along the channel then help to prevent the electric field

from distorting. Preliminary numerical results have shown that an increase in the saturation current

density to order 10 A/cm2 is possible.

3. Device Fabrication

Some of the more important considerations in selecting a particular semiconductor for
MCS fabrication include a high dielectric strength, a high hole mobility, and a low intrinsic carrier
concentration (for low bias current). AlSb, GaP, and GaAs are some of the possible
semiconductor types. However, because its processing techniques are well known, we have
chosen intrinsic GaAs for the proof-of-principle devices. Our attempt is to construct a single row
of channels by etching square grooves across the surface of a sample. A flat GaAs sample is placed
over the grooves with the same crystal orientation to serve as the fourth channel wall. The

assembly is then mounted between two glass slides so that the channel ends are exposed. Once the
GaAs is polished down to the surface of the glass, ohmic contacts can be fabricated. A schematic
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of the device is shown in figure 2. Note that square channels, as compared to more conventional
cylindrical channels, should make little difference in gain.

777 7-•• CLASS SLIDES
CHANNELS .\

1.00" X 1.04"

Figure 2. Schematic of single row of Figure 3. Wax filled channels with dimen-
channels mounted for proof-of-principle sions 20 x 56 Ion (x I mm long).
experiments.

The photolithography mask used for the grooves formed rows of photoresist with a width

of 50 um and a separation of 20 pm. The wider resist allows for wet etch undercut. A selective

etch of 1 H2SO4 : 8 H20 2 : 1 H20 is used to create the three perpendicular walls4 making up the
grooves. The channels are etched on a (001) substrate, with the edges of the channel windows

aligned parallel to the <100> direction. The etch rate is approximately 10 umn/min, which forms a

row of channels with cross-sectional dimensions of 20 x 56 un in about 2 minutes. After the
sample is cleaned of all resist, the channels are filled with a crystal bonding wax to keep the

channels clean during the mounting and polishing steps. The resulting channel length is 1 mm. A
magnified view of a row of channels prepared in this way is shown in figure 3. Since the undercut

has caused a rectangular cross section, as opposed to a square cross section, only two of the walls

will be separated by an optimal distance for maximum gain (given the applied voltage and

secondary emission parameters). Thus, we can expect a reduction in gain by a factor of 2. The

final steps include dissolving the wax, fabricating ohmic contacts, and applying the channel wall

coating. We have not yet attempted this last step, as it will require some experimentation to find

an optimum material and thickness for the coating.

4. Conclusions

We have described a method to increase the gain saturation current of a microchannel

device io order 1 A/cm2 . The higher current density can be attributed to a method to quickly

remove the positive charges left from secondary emission. By preventing the holes from building

up within the channel walls, the electric field remains in a more stable state for channel
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multiplication. The use of a higher bulk mobility is possible (assuming pulsed operation), since the

holes are generated only after an input to the plate is applied. Since the strip current of

conventional microchannel plates is not required, the ohmic heating is reduced by the duty factor

of the pulse modulation. The higher thermal conductivity of many semiconductors allows for a

higher average current before thermal run-away occurs. Preliminary results have suggested that

even higher channel current densities could be obtained by the use of an appropriate bulk electron
injection scheme to effectively cancel much of the positive charge in the channel walls.

From the model for the microchannel electron source, several important results have

emerged, including the maximum allowable channel output current density (for the case of no bulk

electron injection), and the channel gain. An example has been given for a crystalline GaAs bulk,
which led to a minimum required secondary coating for reasonable channel gains. Further details

of the analysis are given elsewhere1 .

The present status for the fabrication of a proof-of-principle device has been discussed.

The device consists of a single row of channels, formed by etching grooves on the surface of a

GaAs sample, and then capping it with a smooth GaAs samp!e to serve as the fourth channel wall.

The structure is mounted between two glass slides with a low vapor pressure epoxy, and then

polished down to form 1 mm channel lengths. We are planning the next stage of fabrication,

consisting of selecting and applying a thin coating to the internal channel walls to increase the

secondary emission.
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LONG PULSE, PLASMA CATHODE E-GUN
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Abstract

A unique, long-pulse E-gun has been developed for high-power tube applications. The
Hollow-Cathode-Plasma (HCP) E-gun overcomes the limitations of conventional
thermionic-cathode guns that have limited current density (typically < 10 A/cm2) or field-
emission guns that offer high current density but suffer from short pulsewidth capability
(typically <1 gsec) because of plasma closure of the accelerating gap. The HCP E-gun
provides high-current (>50 A/cm 2), long-pulse operation without gap closure, and also
requires no cathode-heater power. The gun employs a low-pressure glow discharge inside
a hollow cathode (HC) structure to provide a stable, uniform plasma surface from which a
high current-density electron beam can be extracted. The plasma density is controlled by a
low-voltage HC discharge pulser to produce the desired electron current density at the first
grid of a multi-grid accelerator system. A dc high-voltage electron-beam supply
accelerates the electrons across the gap, while the HC pulser modulates the beam current to
generate arbitrary pulse waveforms. The electron accelerator utilizes a multi-aperture array
that produces a large area, high perveance (>35 gpervs) beam consisting initially of many
individual beamlets. The E-beam is normally operated without an applied magnetic field in
the ion-focused regime, where the plasma produced by beam ionization of a background
gas space-charge neutralizes the beam, and the Bennett self-pinch compresses the beamlets
and increases the current density. The self-pinched beam has been observed to propagate
over a meter without beam breakup or instabilities. The HCP E-gun has been operated at
voltages up to 150 kV, currents up to 750 A, and pulse lengths of up to 120 psec.

Introduction

High-power electron guns represent an enabling technology for high power microwave

devices. Conventional high-power E-guns typically utilize thermionic cathodes or field-emission
cathodes as the electron source in a high-voltage accelerator. Thermionic-cathode E-guns can
provide long pulse lengths and even continuous operation, but typically have limited current

density (< 10 A/cm2), high heater power requirements, and finite life. Field-emission guns offer
high current density, but suffer from short pulse lengths (typically <1 ±sec) because of plasma

closure of the accelerating gap. Both of these conventional E-gun technologies are subject to

serious degradation during ion bombardment from any plasma that might be generated in or by the

electron beam.
A unique E-gun has been developed at HRL for high-power microwave tube applications. 1,2

The Hollow Cathode Plasma (HCP) E-gun offers the capability of high current density (10 to 100
A/cm2) and long pulse length (>100 gsec) by utilizing a plasma as the source of electrons for a

high-voltage accelerator. A high-perveance E-beam is produced by a multi-aperture, two-grid
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accelerator that extracts the electrons from the plasma and accelerates them to high voltage (. 150

kV to date). This E-gun design is especially advantageous in applications where ion

bombardment of the accelerator and E-gun components must be tolerated, as is the case in several

recently developed plasma-filled, high-power microwave sources. 2,3

E-Gun Design

The HCP electron gun provides both high-current density and long-pulse operation without

gap closure by generating a controlled plasma discharge which acts as the electron source. A low-

pressure glow-discharge generated inside the hollow cathode produces a uniform and stable

plasma front from which a high-current density beam is extracted. The geometry of the HCP E-

gun is shown in Fig. 1. The hollow cathode is typically made of stainless steel, aluminum or

molybdenum. The cold-cathode discharge operating in the hollow cathode requires no filament

heater power, and is relatively insensitive to vacuum conditions. In operation, a glow discharge is

initiated between the cathode and the anode-grid at a pressure of greater than 5 mTorr of He. Gas

for the plasma discharge is provided by a low-level continuous leak-valve on the vacuum system,

or by a fast gas-puff valve located on the hollow cathode. Gas puffing is effective in providing a

low-pressure in the downstream tube because the beam pulse is over before the transient gas pulse

enters the vacuum system. The anode of the discharge is the first grid of the high-perveance,

multi-aperture electron accelerator. The discharge-anode grid is suspended inside the high-voltage

ceramic bushing, and faces a matching second grid of the two-grid accelerator. The discharge-

anode grid acts as the cathode of the two grid electron accelerator.

PLASMA DISCHARGE ANODE HIGH VOLTAGE
/CERAMIC BUSHING

KEEP
ALIVE\
WIRE

HOLLOW •.
CATHODE
ENCLOSURE HV BEAM

HC-DISCHARGE PULSER SUPPLY

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the Hughes Hollow Cathode Plasma (HCP) E-gun.
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An electrical schematic for the E-gun is shown in Fig. 2. The plasma density in the hollow

cathode, and subsequently the beam current density, is controlled by a low-voltage (< 10 kV),

hollow-cathode discharge pulser. Electrically, we charge a pulse forming network (PFN), and

discharge the PFN between the hollow-cathode and the first accelerator grid (the anode of the

discharge) through a switch such as the ignitron shown. A keep-alive power supply is included to

reduce the jitter in the pulses by providing a low-current, dc discharge. Plasma electrons that pass

through the anode grid of the discharge enter the accelerator. A dc high-voltage power supply

between the two grids accelerates the electrons across the gap, while the low-voltage discharge

pulser modulates the beam current to generate arbitrary pulse waveforms. Also shown is the

power supply for pulsing the fast electro-mechanical gas puff valve. The discharge, keep-alive,

and gas puff power supplies are located on a -V modulator deck and float at the E-beam voltage.

hoMio T,"

G" ACCELERATOR

link alvwcGAP
150kV lOkW 120 li PFN cr

lOF- Discahhe•

-- ~~~supply - OLW
5 kW, 250 mAT- CATHODE

120ur W. 40CP E-gu ele2trical2schemati.

An axial view of the E-gun is shown in Fig. 3. The 10-cm-diameter molybdenum accelerator

grids seen in the figure are positioned in the center of the ceramic bushing, and have 163 apertures

each 3-mm in diameter. These apertures are precisely aligned with respect to each other and their

edges shaped in accordance with a Hermannsfeld-code 4 analysis of the electron trajectories to
provide electrostatic focussing of the beamlets through the anode-grid apertures. The gap distance

between the two grid is determined by the maximum electric field allowed to avoid vacuum

breakdown, the desired operating voltage, and the current density in the accelerator. If "E" is the

design voltage stress (=100 kY/cm), and the current density is determined to first order by the

Child-Langmuir equation, then the current density from the E-gun is:
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Je PT V/ PTE 
(I/2

where Je is the electron current density in the aperture, P is the value of the electron perveance
coefficient (2.33 x 10-6), T is the effective transparency of the multi-aperture grid array, V is the

voltage across the acceleration gap, and d is the gap distance. For a 100-kV beam voltage, 1-cm
gap, and 50% transparency grid system, Eq. 1 predicts a maximum average electron current

density of 37 A/cm2 from the accelerator.

Figure 3. Photograph of the HCP E-gun with aligned, 3-mm aperture grids.

Results

An example of the operation of the HCP E-gun with 3-mm apertures and a 7.8-mm gap is

shown in Fig. 4, where the upper curve is the beam current and the lower curve is the discharge
current in the hollow cathode. In this 50-gsec, 450-A pulse, the beam and discharge currents are

approximately equal. This occurs because the accelerator is operating under perveance, and the

beam acceleration potential pushes into the apertures and collects a majority of the electron current.
The 3-mm aperture grids are limited to voltages less than about 60 kV and currents less than

500 A. As the total beam current was increased to this level, the plasma profile became less-
uniform and a non-exact perveance match over the accelerator grid causes beamlet de-focussing,
anode grid interception and arcing. As the beam voltage was increased over 60 kV for currents
:< 500 A, the high-voltage (I-V) potential pushes further into the plasma, collecting a greater
fraction of the discharge current. The HV power supply then interacts with the discharge by
increasing the effective anode potential, which increased the discharge current and plasma density.
This caused the plasma front to become unstable, which also leads to grid interception and arcing.
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Figure 4. HCP E-gun performance with 3-mnim apertures at 50 kV and 450 A.

To avoid these problems and increase the current and voltage available from the HCP E-gun, a

very fine mesh is attached to the back of the first accelerator grid. This mesh defines the discharge
anode potential from which the electrons are extracted by collecting a reasonable fraction of the

discharge current (40 to 50%), and permits operation over a wide perveance range by fixing the
extraction plane. The size of the grid holes, the mesh transparency and the HV gap are optimized
for the desired beam current and voltage. Figure 5 shows the present grid set with 1-cm diameter
apertures, and the fine mesh attached to the discharge-anode grid.

Figure 5. Molybdenum accelerator grids with fine stainless steel mesh attached to one grid.

Operation of the HCP E-gun with this grid set is illustrated in Fig. 6. A 100-tsec, 300-A beam

pulse at 95 kV is shown in 6(a), while a 50-psec, 500-A pulse at 95 kV is shown in 6(b). The

HCP E-gun has produced 100-psec E-beam pulses at voltages of up to 150 kV and total currents

of up to 750 A. Bursts of multiple pulses and high pulse-repetition rates (up to 500 Hz) have also
been achieved, and the E-gun design can be scaled to larger sizes for higher currents and voltages.
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Figure 6. Beam current (top trace) and discharge current (bottom) for a 300-A, 100-1sec beam
pulse at 95 kV shown in (a), and a 400-A, 50-Wsec beam pulse at 100 kV shown in (b).

In most high-power microwave sources, axial magnetic fields are required to transport the high

current electron beam because electrostatic space-charge forces can lead to rapid radial expansion

of the electron beam. With the HCP E-gun, radial space-charge forces in the electron beam are

eliminated by allowing the long pulse-length beam to ionize the low-pressure fill gas and create a

plasma channel to neutralize the beam. In tlfe absence of space-charge forces and an external

magnetic field, the beam's self-magnetic field causes the beam radius to compress. This process is

commonly known as the Bennett pinch effect 5, and occurs when the beam self-generated
azimuthal magnetic field pressure exceeds the beam thermal pressure. Space-charge neutralized

electron beams undergoing self-pinch are typically described as propagating in the ion-focused

regime. As the electron beam travels through the gas filled drift section, it compresses to a small

equilibrium diameter (. 2 cm) and can increase the beam current density by over an order of

magnitude. For the 300-A beam pulse of Fig. 6a that self-pinches into a approximately 1-cm

diameter, an electron beam current density of over 200 A/cm2 is achieved.

*Work support by Hughes Aircraft Company IR&D.
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CONTROLLING THE EMISSION CURRENT IROMi A PLASMA (ATIII)IMI

S.P. Bugaev, V.I. Gushenels, and P.M. Schatiin

The processes determining the time and amplitude characteristics of the grid-

controlled electron emission from the plasma of an arc discharge have been

analysed. It has been shown that by applying to the grid confining the plasma
emission boundary of a modulated voltage it is possible to form current pulse of up

to I kA with nanosecond risetimes and faillimnes and a pulse repetitive rate of

100 kHz.

Introduction

Operation of free-electron lasers, microwave generation, and high current
swilchinlg demand kiloampere eleclrorn beams with a nanmosecond pulse duration and

a pulse repetitive rate reaching some tens or hundreds of kilohertzs. Electron beams

of the such kind can be produced in plasma-cathode accelerator by modulating the
voltage applied to the control grid. As distinct from hot-cathode triode systems, the

control of the plasma cathode emission current involves more complicated processes
and more deep links between the cathode emissive properties and the control grid

parameters.

Static Characteristics of the Grid-Controlled Emission Current

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a plasma source using grid control.

U dis

-- R3

U Q5 A

+ '

Fig. 1
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The emitting plasma is generated in hollow anode 4 by an arc discharge
initiated by a spark creeping over the surface of dielectric 2 between cathode 3
and igniting electrode 1. Outer electrode 5, whose end face is covered with fine
grid 7, embraces the hollow anode. Electrons are emitted from the plasma boundary
fixed near the grid and are accelerated by the voltage applied between the grid
and collector 6.

In the hollow-anode system, near the anode walls and the grid, a negative
anode potential drop exists, which form a potential barrier for the electrons
running away from the plasma to the anode. The barrier width can be estimated
using the "3/2" law for the sheath ion current and Bohm's ion saturation current

2 eo 1/2 [ 2 1/4
's 3 4 [e=•e 3p 3/4, (1)

where e0 is the absolute dielectric constant, e is the electronic charge, k is
Boltzmann's constant, Te and Ile are the electron temperature and density in the
plasma, respectively, and A~p is the plasma-electrode potential difference.

In the presence of a grid, the electron emission into the accelerating gap
through the grid meshes can occur in either of two limiting modes. If the thickness
of the near-wall sheath is much smaller than the mesh size, electrons emit from an
open plasma surface with an average current density

enev

Je - 4lle ' (2)

where j7 is the geometrical transparency of the grid. In this mode, the maximum

emission current can be equal to the discharge current.
For Is >> h, electron emission occurs through a potential barrier and the

emission current density is described by the expression:

enev [ er3
e- 4 r1ep kTe. 3

Only a portion of the discharge current proportional to the ratio of the sum
area of all grid meshes to the hollow anode area enters the accelerating gap. In
order to reduce or entirely exclude the electron income into the gap, one should
increase the potential barrier for electrons, which is attained by negatively biasing
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the grid insulated from the hollow anode. The emLsion and pulse formation are
restored by applying to the grid of a positive voltage pulse.

leA
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Fig. 2

Shown in Fig. 2 are plots of the emission current as a function of the bias
voltage, Ub, (static characteristics) for two values of discharge current (1 - 400 A;

2 - 200 A). The emission current increases, but not in direct proportion, with the

discharge current. The growth of the discharge current increases the plasma
density, which leads to a decrease in the near-electrode sheath thickness, 1s, and,

hence, brings the sheath boundary nearer to the grid. Superposition of the sheath
field and the gap field in the grid meshes results in the formation of a new
potential profile with a lower potential barrier for electrons.
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Fig. 3

The view of the grid characteristics depends on the plasma parameters. Using a
gas with a large cross section of inelastic interactions of its atoms/moleculas with
electrons and increasing the gas pressure increases the plasma density and
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decreases the plasma electron temperature, the electron energy, and the number of
fast electrons. This results, as seen from Fig. 3, in a steeper grid control
characteristic and a lower bias voltage. Figure 3 also shows the effect of cathode
material on the grid control characteristic. Replacing a Mg cathode for a Pb
cathode reduces the emission (background) current from 14 to 2 A for the same
bias voltage, - 60 V.

Plasma Processes at a Pulsed Control of the Emission Current

The grid is permanently at a negative bias voltage, Ub, which prevents the

electrons from coming in the accelerating gap, the source being in the gate mode.
After the completion of the plasma formation in the hollow anode, a positive
voltage pulse is applied to the grid from a nanosecond pulse generator, which
results in a stepwise increase in the potential of the control grid with respect to
the anode and the grid and a change in the heights of potential barriers and the
widths of near-electrode sheaths. As a result of the electron motion toward to the
control grid, the space charge near-anode sheath widens. As it becomes wider, the
voltage drop across the sheath increases, while the electric field in the plasma
decreases. At a certain point, the field in the plasma becomes neutralized by the
field of the near-anode sheath space charge. The electrons go on moving and, as
a result, a field of opposite polarity appears in the plasma, which decelerates the
electrons and, again, changes the direction of their motion. Thus oscillations of the
electron cloud appear in the plasma [11, which attenuate in a time described by
the formula [21

0.) 1/2

Under the conditions of the experiment, fr mi = 2.18-10-22 g and ni
5.1011 cm- 3 the attenuation time was t1 = 10-9 s.

For electron emission from a plasma occurring through a potential barrier, the
process of current transition to a steady state can be described by the equation
[3] :

d (<A ne>)
ev dt -dis - JchSa exp(-e(p + UO)/Ate) - JchSg exp(-e&p/kTe), (5)
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where V is the volume of the interelectrode gap, <Ane> is the excess plasma

electron density averaged in volume, ldis is the discharge current, jch is the density

of the chaotic electron curre,,! in the plasma, p is the plasma potential, and Sa

and Sg are the area of -' anode and the grid, respectively.

The value of r calculated for the experimental conditions (Te = 10 eV, Idis

103 A, Is 0.05 mm, S = 4.103 cm2 ) is on the order of 10-9 s. The current

transition t-1 a steady state terminates in a time t2 = (3 to 5)r.

2Sns 20 .

a 6

Fig. 4. The emission current waveforms:

a - Idis = 4 00 A, h =0.21 () and 0.54 mm (2); b - /dis = 700 (1) and 860 A (2).

Figure 4 gives the beam current waveforms for various experimental conditions.

It can be seen that there exist two regions with different rates of beam current

rise, corresponding to different modes of electron extraction from plasma. In the
first mode, during the pulse risetime, when ls >> h, the current growth due to a

decrease of the potential barrier height as a result of a change in the negative
charge in the plasma, eAne. In view of the fact that the control voltage risetime is

longer than the relaxation time, t2 , of the excess charge, eAne, the leading edges

of the grid and beam currents follow the waveform of the grid voltage. During this
time the beam current increases to Ib - /dis- In the second mode, the current

slowly increases at the pulse peak, which is due to the displacement of the near-
electrode sheath boundaries. As Is becomes less than h, the barrier height decreases

as a result of the superposition of the field of the sheath space charge and the

field of the accelerating gap in the grid meshes. Throughout this period, the sum

of the emission current and the grid current remains essentially constant and close
to the discharge current. For a smaller grid mesh size, Is >> h at any time, so the

height of the potential barrier only decreases as a result of the relaxation of the
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excess charge in the plasma, and the maximum beam current is only determined by

the grid transparency, q, while the motion of the sheath boundary stops affecting

the emission current (Fig. 4a). The use of a grid with smaller meshes and lower

transparency leads to a decrease in the efficiency of electron extraction, making,

however, possible to reduce the negative bias voltage at the grid and thus to

increase the control efficiency and decrease the probability of appearance of

cathode spots on the grid and breakdown in the accelerating gap.

Increasing the discharge current increases the plasma density and,

correspondingly, decreases the thickness of the near-wall sheath. Starting from a
certain value of discharge current, the near-wall sheath thickness, Is(t), becomes

comparable with the grid mesh size, h, and, as a result, a current growth at the

current peak is observed again (Fig. 4b), the sum current remaining constant and

close to the discharge current, that is the current is switched from the grid to the

emitting surface. This switching is caused by the disposition of the near-electrode

sheath boundary and occurs at a rather slow rate.

The results of the above-described studies have been used in the development

of a grid-controlled plasma cathode designed for repetitive pulsed operation with a

pulse repetitive rate of 3-104 s-1, the number of pulses per burst being controlled

between 1 and 20. In testing the device, an electron beam of cross-sectional area

S = 120 cm 2 with a pulse risetime of no more than 20 ns has been generated at

a discharge current of 900 A. The peak current and the pulse repetition period

were stable within 10% and 0.1%, respectively. The time and frequency

characteristics of the beam current pulses were restricted by the limiting

characteristics of the driving generator used.
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ABSTRACT

Using a low-pressure arc with a shielded cathode spot, an emit-

ter of electrons and gas ions has been developed. It provides an

emission current density of electrons and gas ions of up to 1

A/cm2 and 0.02 A/cm 2, respectively, and operates in the pulse-
-1

repetitive mode with a repetition rate of up to 50 s and a pulse

duration of 1 ms. Converging in a beam plasma-filled drift space

the electron and ion beams with a current density compression fac-

tor of more than 10 are produced in a spherical diode with a large

plasma emission area and a distance between the beam-forming

multiaperture electrodes (12 mm) being much less than the elec-

trode curvature radius (250 mm).

The electron beam with energy of 20 keV and current of 40 A has

the power density over 105 W/cm2 in the crossover, the beam energy

22
density exceeding 75 J/cm2 per pulse. The current density of

20-keV nitrogen ions is over 0.15 A/cm•. The electron source

designed for technological purposes, which offers a peak power of
2

up to 1 MW over a beam cross-section of several cm and average

power up to 20 kW in the pulse-repetitive mode has been developed

on the basis of the above mentioned principles.

1. Introduction

Plasma emitters of charged particles based on a low-pressure

arc with a cathode spot are used to produce intense electron and

gas-ion beams. The use of low-voltage (U d=100-150 V) and high-cur-

rent (I d=10-100 A) discharges enables such emitters to have rela-

tively high energy efficiency and to provide high density emission
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currents (j = 1 A/cm , .j 0.1 A/cm ) from large plasma emissione 1

area ( S = 100-1000 cm ) [1,21. The use of massive cathodes and

glow-discharge-initiated arcs ensures high reliability and long

service life of these systems operating in the repetitive mode [3]

and makes possible their industrial application. For purposes of

ion implantation and electron-beam heat treatment there has been

developed a source producing broad (150 cm 2) beams with an elec-

tron energy up to 25 keV and a beam current up to 50 A, in the

gas-ion operation, these parameters are up to 50 keV and 1 A, res-

pectively [4]. These sources producing 1-ms pulsed beams may find

wider application if the electron-beam power density q reaches the

values more than 105 W/cm 2, at which effective pulse surface case

hardening of steels and irons to depths beyond 0.1 mm is possible.

The possibility of focusing high-perveance ( 10 A/V3/2 ) electron

beams in systems with a grid-stabilized plasma emitter has been

investigated.

2. The principle of convergent beam formation

When a metal surface is irradiated with a low-energy electron

beam of 1-ms duration, the depth of thermal effect is significant-

ly more than the electron path. During ion implantation the chan-

ges in structure and phase transitions happen to occur to a depth

several factors of 10 more than the ion projective path. That is

why it is possible to use beams having high current densities un-

der the conditions of considerable convergence angles.

To obtain intense convergent beams in a diode with a gas-dis-

charge plasma emitter of large emission area it is reasonable to

use spherical multi-aperture corpuscular optics with the accele-

ration gap length L being much smaller than the electrode curvatu-

re radius R. In an optics like this,the extraction of charged par-

ticles and their acceleration proceed under the conditions of re-

latively low current density j and accelerating electric field E,

and the beams converge in a drift space filled with the beam

plasma. The low values of j and E ensure high electric strength of

the diode and the ion background facilitates the higher beam
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compression. In this system the crossover size depends on both the

conditions of beamlets formation in the individual apertures of

the optical system and the peculiarities of the charged particle

motion in the drift space. An analysis of the electron beam

propagation and the beam-gas interaction shows that the ion

background neutralizes the space charge of the beam and that the

compression of the compensated beam by its own magnetic field is

negligible. The divergence of the beams throughout a distance R

due to rather high thermal velocities of the plasma electrons (kT
e

5-10 eV) estimated in accordance with [5] as 6' =R (kT /2eU) was
e

in the range of 2.5-3.5 mm, the accelerated electron energy eU

being 20 keV.

3. Plasma emitter based on an arc with cathode spot

The formation of a plasma emitter with a large emission area

requires the burning of an arc in a long gap and the stabilization

of the plasma parameters and its "_.I

emission surface. It can be imp-- ii " 2
lemented by means of the elements I3
shown in Fig.l The glow discharge

with a current density at the ca-

thode up to 10 A/cm is ignited bet-

ween cathode 1 and triggering elec- 7
trode 2. A spontaneous glow-to-arc

transition creates the conditions 8
for triggering of the main dis-

charge between cathode 1 and hollow r- i " --

anode 3. The crossed electric and _

magnetic fields used in this device

not only f~cilitate arc triggering,

but also provide for the motion of

the spot. This reduces the local

heating of the cathode and its drop- i

let erosion and keeps the erosion of

the cathode small and uniform with Fig.1
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-6
the mean rate of 2.10 g/C. The constriction of the arc column by

the hole in electrode 4 ensures the stability of the anode plasma

parameters while the cathode spot moving inside the cavity.

A discharge of current 10-80 A and pulse duration 0.5-1 ms was

triggered in the pulse-repetitive mode with a repetition rate of
-1

up to 50 s . The pressure gradient in the discharge gap ensures

the stable discharge operation and high electric strength of the
-2 -1

acceleration gap with a pressure of 5-10 to 10 Pa. The mag-

netic field created by solenoid 5 increases the charged particle

extraction efficiency. Electrode 6 is to improve the plasma radial

uniformity. In order to stabilize _ plasma emission surface

position and maintain the stable-discharge conditions, when a con-

siderable part ( > 50% ) of the electron component of the dis-

charge current is extracted, a grid 7 with a 1.6*1.6-mm mesh size

being nearly equal to the double thickness of the electrode sheath

is mounted on emitter electrode 8. The total area S of the grid-
2

covered holes in the multiaperture electrode 8 was 50 cm . A dc

acceleration voltage U = 20 kV was applied between emitter 7 and

accelerating electrode 9 with the same curvature radius R=250 mm.

4. Experiment

The experiment was carried out 6-

with beam currents of 10 to 80 A

and pulse duration t of 1 ms. The 5

measurements of the beam radial pro-

file were made by means of a pair of 4 =-0 A

rotating bar probes. Ul=20 kV

The radial profiles of current 0 t =1 Ms
N,

density for the broad and convergent 2- b

electron beams, obtained at a dis-

tance of 250 mm from the source, the a
beam current (40 A)and plasma emiss-

ion area S (50 cm 2) being kept cons-
0 20 40 60

tant, are shown in Fig.2. A broad Radus (mm)

electron beam (Fig.2,a) was produced Fig.2
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by a plane-parallel optics with 8-mm dia openings. The profile

shape indicates that the electron emission from the plasma cathode

is sufficiently uniform and the individual beamlets have signifi-
cant divergence angles. The convergent beam was produced using a

system with 10-mm dia round holes disposed over a distance diffe-
rent for the emitter and acceleration electrodes, the acceleration

gap L being 12 mm in length. The beam remains to have a radius
close to a minimum (r = 15-20 mm) at a distance from the emitter

electrode being in the range of 230-270 mm.

The possibility of the formation of the convergent beams
using an optics with various hole geometry and size has been in-
vestigated. The system with circular openings is shown to lead to

the best results. The limitation for systems have to do with both
the conditions for slow-divergent beam formation in the individual

openings and the problems of manufacturing and alignment of the

electrodes. The optimal in design and properties system with cir-
cular 10- mm dia openings produces convergent beams with a ~10-

fold current compression. The power density in the crossover

exceeds 105 W/cm 2, the energy per unit area reaches 75 J/cm2 per
pulse. The system shows stable repetitive operation.

With the optics used, the excess

of beam cur ent I above 40 A did 5
not lead to an increase in current 1=20 A

density j at the beam axis. This j t=l ms
eo 4

has to do with the considerable dis- 1-20 kV

charge of the capacitor store and . 2-15 V
violation of the beam focusing con- kV

ditions in the optical system, even 1

the three-halves power law being

satisfied. The experiments (Fig.3)

and a computer simulation have ve- 1

rified that. Decreasing t to 0.5 ms

increased j to 10 A/cm2 for 1=80 A. 01
eo 0 10 20 30

In ion-beam operation, the size Radius (mm)
of the openings in the two-electrode F..3
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optics is limited by the conditions of secondary electron cutoff

and by the arcing due to bombardment of the acceleration electrode

by the beam plasma ions. For U = 20 kV, diode gap length of 6 mm

and aperture diameter of 5 mm, the cutoff voltage was 2 kV and the

nitrogen-ion current density reached 0.14 A/cm2 in a 2.5-cm2

crossover.

The samples of cast iron have been treated with a convergent

electron beam of pulse power up to 1 MW and average power up to 20

kW [7]. Case-hardened layers 10-30 (m thick have been obtained in

the single-pulse operation without surface melting. In the quasi-

continuous operation, 5 mm thick layers have been hardened from

the liquid state. Cyclic thermal treatment of spring-loaded parts

of Nb-based refractory alloys with an electron beam of power

density 104 W/cm2 gives a 1.5-2 fold increase in the limiting

operating elastic stresses with respect to the values obtained

after conventional thermal hardening in a furnace [8].
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ABSTRACT. As an extension to an earlier work, some features of the generation
of a low-energy, high-current, electron beam in a plasma-anode gun placed in an
external guide magnetic field have been investigated. The nonstationary stage of
current extraction where the characteristic time required for an ion to pass
through the double layer is analysed. The dynamics of relaxation of the beam
energy in its transportation through the anode plasma toward the collector has
been investigated.

i. INTRODUCTION

Low-energy (10 to 30 keV), high-current electron beams (HCEBs) are of

substantial intertest in view of their application for surface modification of

materials [1]. The new approuch based on the use of an electron gun with a

plasma anode and an explosive-emission cathode placed in an external magnetic

field allows production of low-energy HCEBs of much better quality than those

generated in a vacuum-diode-based gun [2-4]. Preliminary studies of the low-

energy HCEBs generation in a plasma-anode gun revealed a number of

peculiarities [2,4] the most important of which are discussed in the present paper.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A block-diagram of the experimental setup is given in Fig. 1. Cathode 1 of

diameter 1.5 cm was made as a graphite-ceramic structure. Anode plasma was

produced using 12 spark sources disposed evenly in a circle 3.4 cm in diameter.

Anode electrode 2 had a hole of diameter 1.9 cm. The power supply of the

spark sources and the start of high-voltage pulse generator 5 were acomplished
from two-channel trigger unit 6. The external magnetic field was created by

pulsed solenoid 9. Timing of all power sources was executed by control unit 7.

Switched on first were the anode plasma sources and then, with 2-,us delay, a

high-voltage pulse was applicated to the cathode. Generator 5 produced a

specifically formed pulse consisting of a short (r+ = 20 ns) positive prepulse

followed by the main accelerating voltage pulse. As shown in [2,4], this allows
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Ud

6

Fig. 1. Block-diagram of the experimental setup. ]-cathode; 2-anode electrode with

spark sources; 3-collector; 4-vacuum chamber; 5-pulse generator; 6-trigger unit; 7-

control unit; 8-pulse solenoid capacitor; 9-solenoid.

uniform initiation of explosive emission throughout the cathode surface. After

initiation of explosive emission, a double layer (DL) forms between the cathode

and the anode plasmas, in which the electron beam is formed. Typical diode

voltage and current waveforms are given in Fig.2,a,b.

0 0.2 0.4- 0.6 t,,"s

C7

Fig.2. Typical oscillograms: a-
, A .... r-1-r ----- diode voltage; b-diode current; c-

1 current density (solid curve -
experiment, dashed curve -

calculation according to Child-

,A-Ar Langmuir law).

0.22 -- _

0.44 c

0.66 I 6• A

SI rAn nnmnm ••mnmi il~m~uln n
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Ill. CURRENT FLOW IN THE DOUBLE LAYER

In the direct discharge [5] and plasma opening switching 161 studies it is

supposed that the DL is quasistationary, i.e., the Child-Langmuir law for a bipolar

current is valid. However, our experiments [3,41 have shown that early after the

onset of current flow the DL is nonstationary due to the short risetime of the
applied voltage pulse, so the electron beam current density, Je (t), may be several

times higher than the Child-Langmuir limit (Fig.2,c). The time-dependent current

density was found by numerically solving Poisson's time-dependent (for ions)

equation combined with the equation of motion and the continuity equation with

suitable boundary conditions [7]. The voltage pulse waveform was specified by its
amplitude Vo and risetime Tf. In finding the current density the condition of

electric field zero at the cathode was used. The model input specifications taken

from our experiments [2,41 were as follows: interelectrode gap spacing d=2 cm,

anode plasma density n. = 5x101 to 5x1012 cm- 3 , drift velocity of the anode

plasma toward the cathode Vo =6106 cm/s, and electron temperature Te = 2 eV.

The cathode plasma motion was simulated by the motion of the cathode plasma

emission boundary toward the anode at a velocity Vc =24106 cm/s. It was

assumed that the accelerating voltage completely falls at the DL.

Jet A/cm2

800 Fig.3. The time-dependent current

600 density waveforms: (1-3) -
calculated; (4-6) - experimental.

400 na=10 1 2 cm- 3 , Tf=8 ns, ions -

200 C+. Uo=10 (1 and 4), 20 (2

and 5) and 30 kV (3 and 6).

0 5 10 15 20 25 t. ns

Figure 3 gives the calculated values of current density as a function of time, Je

(t), for different values of accelerating voltage. In the early times, the current
density rapidly increases due to the increase in the voltage across the DL and
then, at t=2-3 ns, the current rise becomes slower and it almost goes in a
plateau. This slowdown is concerned with the onset of intensive erosion of the
anode plasma caused by the influence of the electric field. The current density
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reaches its maximum at t=Tf and then slowly decreases to a value corresponlding

to the current density in a quasistationary DL (Jco =190 A/cm2 ). After this

point, Je becomes indc"endent of accelerating voltage and is only determined by
the plasma emissive power [5]. Fig.4 gives the current density oscillograms
calculated for different values rf. It is not difficult to check up that maximum

value of Je for 'rf=l ns is approximately equal to limit 171:

Jei = ena (eU0 / 2mn) 1/2

where e,m are electron charge and mass.

Also given in Fig.3 are typical experimental current density oscillograms

(curves 4-6) corresponding region 1 (Fig.2,c). The current density observed

experimentally grows slower and longer as compared to the predictions and peaks
at values being a factor of 1.4 - 1.7 in excess of the calculated values. This
discrepancy can be accounted for as follows [7). As seen from Fig.5, during the
early period the plasma electrodes geometry is rather hemispherical. This increases
the ion current density at the emission centres and, hence, the total current-

carrying capability of the DL.

jet A/cm2

800 .. .. .. ... . . .. .. ...
1

600-2

400 4

200

0 5 10 15 20 25 tr-s

Fig.4. Calculated oscillograms of the current density for different values Tf.

"trf=l(1), 3(2), 8(3) and 16 ns (4); na=10 12 cm-3, Uo=20 kV, ions-C+.

The excess of the measured current density over that calculated from the

Child-Langmuir law in region II (see Fig.2,c) can be accounted for by a partial
redistribution of the potential drop from the DL to the anode plasma [3,4]. The
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rapid increase in current density in region !11 occurs due to filling the diode gap

with a denser plasma formed at the amiode electrode edge from tile desorbed gas
[3,4].

Fig.5. Plasma electrode geometry.
I 3 1-emitter; 2-ceramics; 3-emission

center; 4-double layer; 5-anode

plasma.

2cm

IV. LOSSES OF THE KINETIC ENERGY OF A LOW-ENERGY HCEB IN
ITS TRANSPORTATION THROUGH ANODE PLASMA

Preliminary experiments [4] have shown that in the process of transportation
of a low-energy HCEB a part of its kinetic energy relaxes in the anode plasma.
This was evidenced by the fact that the total beam energy, WI , determined from

the beam current and acceleraiting voltage waveforms was in excess of that
measured by a calorimeter, W2: W2=(0.65-0.8)W 1 . In order to verify this we

have carried out an experiment to directly indicate the decrease in the kinetic
energy of the electron beam. The measuring circuit is schematically shown in

Fig.6. Scheme of
the experiment.

~I 1-collimator;
__ Ub 2-diafragm;

R 3-Faradey cup;
24 4-vacuum chamber;

Ub-nega'ive
IF0 delaying potential;

R2 Rl-charge resistor;
______ C-dividing

capacitor;
R2-resistive shunt.

Fig.6. Shown in Fig.7 are typical waveforms of the diode voltage Ud and the

Faradey cup current IFc taken in pairs. An examination of the waveforms have
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shown that for lUbl> 5-10 kV there occur two or more cut-offs of the Faradev

cup current which correspond to different Ud values. At first cut-offs occuring

UdkV

0

Fig.7. Characteristic oscillograms:
2. diode voltage (the upper traces)

and Faradey cup current (lower
traces); Uc1 0 - the potential of

11 the current cut-offs.

0

2 1FcA

halfway through the pulse (t--150-500 ns), Ud"-(1.3-2)Ub, which unambiguously

points to the fact that the electrons, when traveling through the plasma, loose a
significant portion of their kinetic energy. For t > 500 ns, Ud and Ub are the

same in value. An analysis has shown that the upset in beam energy relaxation is

due to the fact that the drift space is gradually filled with the denser collector

plasma. This seems to cause "plasma stabilization" of the beam [81 i.e.,

moderation of the plasma-beam interaction intensity.
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Abstract. The paper presents the experimental results on generation of a
microsecond electron beam with a cross section 4x140 cm in a magnetically
insulated diode at 1 MV voltage, its transport in a slit vacuum channel with
0.5T guiding magnetic field and, finally, a transformation of the ribbon beam to
a cylindrical one. The first step of the experimental studies has been carried out
at the energy content in the capacitor storage of the U-2 generator up to 200
kJ. At the second step of the experiments a new capacitor storage of doubled
energy content has been added to the operated one and the investigations have
been carried out at the 0.7 MJ pulse generator .

I. INTRODUCTION: Our experimental studies on high-power microsecond

ribbon electron beams are aimed on production of 0.5 MJ total energy in a beam

pulse at high current density and small angular spread. The values of these

parameters of the beams allow one to use them for a number of applications,
e.g. for plasma heating in long solenoids [1] and for microwave generation at a
wavelength in the region from 1 to 10 mm [2]. The possibility of achieving good

beam parameters in the case of a ribbon beam is associated with a generation of

such a beam in a foilless magnetically insulated diode with a strongly elongated
cross section. Experiments on the ribbon beam generation with the total energy

of tens of kilojoules and on its transport in a slit vacuum channel with a guiding

magnetic field 0-1 T [3] have established a basis of the development of ribbon
beam technique on the U-2 device at the total energy content in a beam pulse

up to a few hundreds of kilojoules.

II. EXPERIMENTS AT THE STORAGE ENERGY UP TO 200 kJ: A schemat-

ic of the experiments on the U-2 device is shown in Fig.1. A megavolt pulse comes

from a LC-generator to a steel holder which is placed in a vacuum chamber and

keeps a cathode (1). The strongly elongated cathode (1) made of KARBOTEX-

TIM (fibrous graphite material) has the height 140 cm and the width 4.5 cm. A

slit with sizes 5 cm by 140 cm sawn in a graphite plate, is operated as an anode

(2) of a magnetically insulated diode. An electron flow (7) emitted from the

cathode, comes through the anode and passes to a slit vacuum channel (3) with
the inner dimensions of 6 cm by 145 cm. A residual gas pressure in the vacuum

channel is about 5*10-i Torr. Geometry of the magnetic and electric field lines

in the diode and vacuum channel should provide a small angular spread of the

beam electrons [4]. In our case of a strongly elongated cross section, to satisfy

this requirement, a careful choice of the optimum configuration of the magnet-
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Si' r

S•' S = •30, 9.5 m

Figure 1: Schematic of the ribbon beam experiments.
ic coils and their places is needed. This choice has been made with a help of

3-dimensional computer calculations of the magnetic field lines geometry and
beam electron motion. The magnetic field strength in a homogeneous part of

the slit transport channel may be varied from 0 to 1 T.
A voltage on the accelerator diode Ud is measured by a resistive divider, input

vacuum chamber current Iv and accelerator diode current Id - by Rogowsky coils,
calorimeter beam current Ic - by a shunt. Electrical energy and the total energy

of the beam in various parts of the device are calculated by integration over the
time of a product of the diode voltage and an appropriate current. The shape of

the beam cross section has been determined by an imprint of the beam on thin

aluminum foils and plastic films.
I6)

In the first series of the experiments described in this part of the paper,
the electron beam passed only through a 2m slit vacuum channel without a
transforming unit (4). The ribbon beam with sizes 4*130 cm at the exit of this
channel was absorbed by a strongly elongated graphite collector operated as a
calorimeter. The signals characterizing the microsecond ribbon beam generation
and transport, and an imprint of the beam cross section shape at the collector

are given in Fig. 2. The diode current Id is close to the vacuum current Iv.
Only a small part (about 3-4 kA) of the vacuum current is lost as a current Ir

flowing through an active resistance of the high voltage insulator and as a loss
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current produced by the electron leakage from the steel holder. A comparison

of a sum Id+Ir with the vacuum current Iv shows that the leakage currentsfrom
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Figure 2: Waveforms of the signals.

the high voltage electrode are negligibly small. A difference between the diode

current Id and the beam current Ic is more considerable.

This difference is associated with a loss of some part of the beam in the

graphite plate around the anode slit; there is no measurable loss of the beam in

the channel. The increase in the difference between Id and Ic currents during

the beam pulse may be explained by an expansion of a plasma generated on the

cathode surface. A gap between the electron beam and the walls of the vacuum

channel is demonstrated in Fig.2 by the imprint of the beam cross section shape.

It confirms that the beam equilibrium is actually stabilized by the conducting

walls and guiding magnetic field. The shaded region in Fig. 2 is an area where the

50 p Ti-foil is melted down and evaporated. An inclined strip of the undestroyed

titanium is a shadow of the graphite bar with the thickness 0.4 cm that has been

deliberately place-] at a distance AZ-=65cm upstream of the foil, perpendicular

to the channel wall. The fact that the shadow of the bar is turned with respect

to the bar's orientation, indicates a drift motion of the electrons. A displacement

AY=1.1 cm shows that the charge neutralization of the beam in this shot is close

to 100%.

To derive the efficiency of the energy transfer from the capacitor storage to the

beam, the energies passing through the different parts of the U-2 device during

the beam generation have been compared (see Fig. 3). When 72 capacitor banks

of the pulse generator are charged up to the voltage Uc=43 kV, they accumulate
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the electric energy Qpg=185 kJ (shadow region). In this case the energy coming

into the vacuum chamber has a value Qv=fIv*Ud*dtd_155kJ (triangles), the

energy picked out in the accelerator diode - Qd=fId*Ud*dtý_ 145kJ (circles)

and finally the energy of the beam at the exit of the channel measured by the
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Figure 3: Energy content of the beam as a function of the squared voltage.

calorimeter - Qc • 115 kJ (crosses). As a result qn efficiency of the U-2 device at

the ribbon beam generation is the following: Qv/Qpg = 84%, Qd/Qpg = 78%,

Qc/Qpg =62%.

After the experiments which have shown the high efficiency of the large rib-

bon beam generation and transport, we have placed on the U-2 setup a special
transforming unit (4) and a beam compression system (5) as it is shown by the

schematic in Fig. 1. In this case the length of the slit channel has been short-

ened from 2 m down to 1 m. Magnetic coils of the transforming unit provide the

necessary transformation of the magnetic flux cross section [5]. The process of
the beam crass section transformation is demonstrated in Fig. 1 by the imprints

of the beam on the plasti 'Ums placed in three points along the beam trajectory.

These imprints show that in the slit channel with the magnetic field 0.3 T the

beam cross section has 3.5*130 cm dimensions, after transforming the cross sec-
tion shape is close to a rectangle with the dimensions 13.5 cm by 23 cm, and then

after the compression it looks like an ellipse with the largest dimension about
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9 cm in the magnetic field 4.5 T. For obtaining axially symmetric cross section

the additional compression on one of the transverse directions is needed. In the

model experiments with the small (2x20 cm) beam cross section this additional

compression was obtained by using special correction coils [3]. This way for the

additional compression will be used at the experiment with the full-scale ribbon

beam. The total energy of the transformed beam after its compression is shown

in Fig. 3 by filled circles. It is seen that the total energy of the compressed

beam is close to the energy content of the ribbon beam in the slit channel.

Besides the total beam energy, the current density and the angular spread of
the beam electrons are important parameters for various applications. Measure-

ments of these parameters have been carried out by a microhole probe [7]. The

measurements have shown that in the central region of the beam cross section the

angular spread of the beam electrons in the guiding magnetic field 0.5T is close

to 2+30 and the local beam current density is about 0.1 kA/cm 2. These values

are suitable for the plasma heating experiments after the beam compression.

III. EXPERIMENTS AT THE STORAGE ENERGY FROM 0.2 UP TO 0.5

MJ: To increase the energy content of the beam we have added a second pulse

generator to the previously used one, and as a result of this electrical connec-

tion the total energy stored in all capacitor banks together, has become three

times larger than before. According to the computer calculations, at the existing

parameters of the LC-cascades and the electrical connection between the pulse

generators the described above diode should allow to produce the electron beam
with the total energy up to 0.5 MJ (see [5]). Nevertheless, to achieve such large

energy content one needs to neutralize the space charge of the beam electrons in

the vacuum chamber, in which the beam is being transformed and compressed.

In the shots with the residual gas pressure 5*10-5 Torr in the chamber, a large

difference between the accelerator diode current and the current of the com-

pressed beam has been observed. For the shot where the gas pressure in the

chamber was 2,10-4 Torr, the time behavior of the currents is shown in Fig. 4.

At the beginning of the pulse the difference between the currents has a visible

value, but after one microsecond it becomes vanishingly small, and then after 4

ps this difference begins to increase. The small difference between the currents

may be explained by the quick charge neutralization of the beam. But, when the

beam thickness in the diode exceeds the anode slit width, the difference between

the currents becomes essential due to the loss of the beam electrons at the en-

trance of the slit channel. For the shot shown in Fig. 4, the total energy of the
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beam in the diode is 330 kU and the energy of the compressed beam is 230 kU
At the energy stored in the capacitors banks equaled tU 500 kJ, the coefficient
of efficiency of the ribbon beam generator is about 65%. After the transforming
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Figure 4: Waveforms of the signals. Figure 5. Energy content of the beam.
and compressing of the microsecond beam this parameter visibly decreases and
becomes about 45%. Dependence of the total beam energy on the squared volt-
age on the capacitor banks is shown in Fig. 5. The shaded region is the energy
in the capacitor storage, the crosses - the energy of the beam in the accelerator

diode and the squares - the energy of the beam after compression. One may see
almost linear character of the beam energy dependences on the squared voltage

and it allows to hope on the following progress in the ribbon beam experiments.
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Abstract
An optically initiated hollow cathode electron source has been demonstrated to produce high
brightness electron beams in a low pressure background gas. Three phases of beam production
have been identified, first a IA, 20nsec, 45keV, 10t 0 A/m 2rad2 initial beam, second a 70A,
100nsec,20keV, 101 1A/m 2rad2 hollow cathode produced beam and third a 100A, steady state,
500eV superemissive cathode produced beam. An experimental characterization of the three
beams is presented.

Introduction

Hollow cathode discharges are known to be sources of pulsed' and continuous 2 high current
electron beams. Under certain conditions the electron beams can be produced with a low
transverse energy spread3 and a high beam brightness can be achieved. The pseudospark 4 is a
hollow cathode discharge that produces a high current axial electron beam and has demonstrated
high brightness5 when using a multiple gap structure. In this work a single gap optically initiated
pseudospark discharge is demonstrated to produce a high brightness beam similar to the multigap
structure. This work has measured a beam brightness >1011A/m2rad2 at 20keV and 70A peak
current. This value of brightness is exceptionally high6 for this simple source and is applicable to
accelerator applications including microwave power generation for next generation coUiders 7.
The beams are produced and propagate in a low pressure gas making this source suitable for
plasma based microwave sources and plas-na accelerators.

Tie pseudospark is a low pressure gas di,ý ibarge occurring between flat electrodes each having
an axial hole8. The discharge can be initiated optically by UV9 or IRlO light from a laser or
flashlamp". Theoretical modeling of the discharge formation12,13 and electron beam
production14 has been reported. In the present work electron beam production is studied
experimentally showing several phases of beam production including a high brightness initial
phase lasting 20-50nsec, a higher current similarly bright hollow cathode phase of 50-100nsec
and a lower energy superemissive cathode phase producing a pulselength up to several JLsec. The
current and duration of each phase are dependent on the external circuit and gas pressure thus
operation can be optimized to enhance the desired phase of the beam. The initial phase beam
energy is about equal to the applied voltage (up to 45kV in this work), the second hollow cathode
beam is produced during the voltage collapse of the discharge and therefore has an energy less
than the applied voltage and the final long pulse phase has an energy corresponding to the
burning voltage of the superemissive1 5 discharge which is about 500V. The experiments
described below have characterized the beam quality of the first two phases and have separately
identified each component.
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The Optically Triggered Pseudospark

The optically triggered hollow cathode beam source shown in figure 1, consists of two hollow
electrodes with apertures on axis, a window allows light into the hollow cathode space for
triggering and the anode is connected to a diagnostic port by a vacuum flange.A single gap
structure was fabricated using brazed ceramic-metal techniques. The device is based on a 3 cm
diameter electrode, 4 cm diameter ceramic insulator and mounts to vacuum and diagnostic system
using standard 2.75 inch high vacuum flanges. The electrodes have molybdenum faces brazed
to copper supports making up the hollow electrode structure. The electrodes and flanges are
welded to a kovar ring which has been brazed to a metalized surface on the A1203 ceramic
insulator body. An external capacitor or pulse forming network is connected to the device and
charged by a dc supply. Light from the UV flashlamp initiates the discharge by providing initial
electrons through photoemission' 6. The discharge conducts a current determined by the external
circuit, a portion of this current produces the electron beam which propagates past the anode into
the diagnostic region. All diagnostic sections are mounted on high vacuum flanges to allow for
easy interchange of diagnostic sections and sure high vacuum sealing.The system is pumped by a
diffusion pump to a base pressure of 10-7 torr and then filled to the desired pressure with argon of
99.999% purity the filling pressure is measured by a capacitance manometer with a 0 to 10torr
range.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of hollow cathode beam source experiment.

Experiment

An experiment was set up with the capability of operating up to 45kV with various external
circuits with capacitance ranging from 0.3nF to 100gF. Measurement capabilities include time
resolved beam current, current density, gap voltage, beam energy, emittance, brightness, beam
profile, and dependence of these values on applied voltage, gas pressure and external circuit.

The beam current has been measured by a faraday cup and current viewing resistor. The current
viewing resistor has a risetime <lnsec. The beam has also been measured by a rogowski coil
such that the beam current can be measured without collecting the beam.
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The beam energy is calculated by measuring its deflection in a magnetic field. The beam passes
through a drift tube and is deflected by a transverse magnetic field applied by a solenoid, there is
a further drift region after which the beam is observed on a phosphor screen. With no magnetic
field the radial current distribution can be observed while with the magnetic field the energy is
measured and the energy distribution can be estimated from the deformation of the beam shape.
For beam emittance measurements the magnetic field is removed and a "pepper pot" emittance
mask is used with the phosphor screen and camera.

Experimental Results

Time resolved faraday cup measurements of the electron beam current indicate three phases of
beam production. When using only the self capacitance of the electrode structure charged to 30kV
a single electron beam pulse of 20nsec duration and 2A peak current is observed. Adding an
external capacitance of 30nF charged to 30kV and limiting the total current to 3.8kA with a 4ohm
resistor a second phase of beam current is observed during the formation of the discharge. This
beam has a larger current and is strongly dependent on gas pressure and external circuit
parameters. When a current limiting resistor of 1000 ohm is used to extend the pulse duration a
third steady state phase of the beam is observed with 0.5A current lasting for a time determined
by the external circuit. This third phase of the beam is also strongly dependent on gas pressure.
Using a differentially pumped region after the anode and a guiding magnetic field beam currents
of 120A have been obtained in this phase when the total discharge current was 3.3kA1 7.
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Figure 2. Three phases of electron beam production in the hollow cathode source. a) First two
phases initial 20nsec is due to self capacitance of the structure and is present even when using no
external capacitance. b) Three phases of the beam including the third steady state phase of 0.5A.

The beam current in the second phase has been measured as a function of gas pressure and
applied voltage. The beam current and beam fraction (beam current/discharge current) increases
with decreasing gas pressure and increasing applied voltage. A beam current of 70A, 100OAcm2

and 2% beam fraction has been obtained at 20kV and 40mtorr argon gas pressure. Dependence
on pressure and voltage are shown in figure 3.

The beam energy is measured by deflection in a magnetic field and found to have a component
approximately equal to the applied voltage and a component with much lower energy
corresponding to the discharge voltage of about 500V. The beam deflection is measured using the
phosphor screen. The phosphor has a threshold energy of about 6keV and therefore filters out
beam electrons below this voltage. The energy was calculated by approximating the vXB force to
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be perpendicular to the drift tube which is correct when the beam is not deflected much in the
region of interaction with the magnetic field (Larmor radius >> length of interaction region). In
this approximation18 the beam energy is given by E=0.5 (e2/me) (BLD/x) 2 where B is the
transverse magnetic field, L is the length of the region of interaction with the field, D is the drift
distance from the interaction region to the phosphor screen and x is the displacement on the
screen, e and me are electron charge and mass. At an applied voltage of 20kV the beam
displacement is 0.75cm giving an estimated energy of l7keV. The energy has been estimated for
several applied voltages and increases linearly with applied voltage.
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Figure 3. Beam current density and total current dependence on pressure.

Separation of the lower energy beam component has been observed by the flourescence produced
in the background gas while passing through a known magnetic field. The magnetic field is 80
gauss and the gas pressure is 20mtorr argon. At an applied voltage of 18kV and discharge current
of 100A the larmor radius of the low energy beam is 0.9cm yielding an estimated energy of
460eV. The beam energy has been measured at several values of discharge current and increases
with increasing current.

The beam density in phase space was measured using the pepperpot emittance diagnostic. In our
implementation of this method the beam passes through a pepper pot mask with an array of
300jim diameter holes each separated by 1mm then drifts freely 18.7cm to a phosphor screen
where it is photographed. The raw data is used to generate a plot of x'=vx/vz against x. The
emittance co is defined as lht times the area of the ellipse in x'-x space that encloses >90% of the
beam electrons. The normalized emittance is en=frWo and the normalized beam brightness is Bn
- 2l/(iten)2 The energy threshold of the phosphor screen limits our emittance measurement to
the first two components of the electron beam, the first component.is measured separately using a
very small external capacitance such that the second component is insignificant, the second
component can not be produced without the first but during this measurement a large external
capacitance is used giving 50A of beam current such that the first component is insignificant.

Using this measurement the emittance of the first component is estimated to be 91t-mm-mrad at
25keV and IA yielding a normalized emittance and brightness of 2.7nr-mm-mrad and
1.4x10 10 A/m2Rad2 respectively. The second component has emittance 251r.mm-mrad at l5keV
and 50A, a normalized emittance and brightness of 67t.mm mrad and 1.6x10 11A/m 2 Rad2

respectively.
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Figure 4. Beam emittance measurement for the second hollow cathode beam phase.

Discussion

Three distinct phases of electron beam production have been observed in the optically triggered
hollow cathode discharge. The first phase is produced during the discharge of the self capacitance
of the electrode structure. These electrons appear to have energy equal to the applied voltage and
a low emittance. The second phase is produced during the hollow cathode phase of the discharge
and can have an order of magnitude larger current than the first phase. These electrons are
produced while the voltage is rapidly falling and therefore have an energy lower than the applied
voltage and some spread in energy. The emittance of this beam is larger but the much higher
current gives a larger brightness.

The normalized emittance e of a cathode with radius rc that emits electrons with a maxwellian

velocity distribution with temperature kT is given by en=2rc(kT/moc 2)l"2. In this definition of

emittance the phase space area is equal to e0yr. Using this we can compare the transverse energy
spread of the two beam components. Taking the effective cathode radius to be 1.5mm, the radius
of the cathode aperture, the first component has a spread of 0.4eV and the second 2eV. These
"estimates agree in order of magnitude and trend with measurements 19 of the plasma electron
temperture under similar conditions.

The measured brightness of the first two phase of the beam verifies that this optically triggered
discharge is a source of high brightness electron beams and agrees with the previous
measurement in a multiple gap structure verifying that a single gap structure can produce similar
low emittance beams as multiple gap structures when operated at the same voltage.

The third phase of the beam is produced after the hollow cathode discharge when the
superemissive discharge has formed drawing high current from the front surface of the cathode
which has been heated during the hollow cathode phase. This beam has energy corresponding to
the burning voltage of the discharge and a current that is a few percent of the total discharge
current. The emittance of this beam could not be measured in our experiments. The pulse length
of this beam is determined by the external circuit and appears to be extendable to many msec or
more.
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The electron beams observed in this device are applicable for accelerator applications. The first
phase of the beam could be useful as an injector for a high energy accelerator or plasma based
accelerator, the second phase has a current and brightness suitable for microwave generation in
plasma filled devices while the third phase if post accelerated could have a variety of applications
including electron beam machining and welding.
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High-current-density cathodes are of prime importance for millimeter-wave free-electron
laser devices. The present work is concerned with the development of cathodes with current
densities in the 10-50 A/cm2 range for pulsed and cw electromagnetic devices with Pierce-type
electron guns. The primary cathode material used thus far is lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6).
Electron-beam bombardment heating has been found to be a practical means for heating these
cathodes to the temperature range of 1800'C needed for the above current densities from LaB6.
This heating method offers high-impedance-level circuitry which is easily controllable for
continuous heating, and it also can be used in a novel pulse-heating mode which is compatible
with beam-voltage pulse generators such as Marx banks. Inductive isolation of the heating power
source is not required in this mode. Steady-state electron bombardment heating of a one-inch
diameter cathode has been used to obtain a cathode current density as high as 32 A/cm2 at 110 kV
voltage operation. Descriptions of the simulated and measured heating operation of both pulsed
and continuous heating modes will be given. Measurements of the resultant beam properties such
as current distribution and axial velocity spread will be described. The velocity distribution is
measured with a retarding potential analyzer operating up to 82 kV. The transported beam can
be allowed to interact with a bifilar wiggler if desired. These measurements are compared with
trajectory calculations through the beam drift-tube/wiggler region and into the simulated
analyzer. Good agreement is found between the measured and simulated velocity distributions.

1. Introduction
The primary goal of this research has been to use LaB 6 cathodes in an electron

gun design that is suitable for gyrotrons, free-electron lasers, and other devices
requiring high-current-density beams in an axial magnetic field. In this paper, we
present a summary of our results on LaB6 cathode heating, cathode current density,
and transport of the resulting beam along an axial magnetic field and
electromagnetic wiggler field. This paper describes the electron gun design used in
these studies, and gives a general description of the experiment. Results on cathode
heating, pulsed heating simulation, and current density are described. Finally,
preliminary results on beam transport and velocity distribution measurements with
and without an applied wiggler field are given.

2. Description of the Electron Gun and the Experimental Apparatus
The electron gun was designed using the SLAC EGUN code written by W. B

Herrmannsfeldt [1]. It was designed to have a planar cathode with an area of 2.8
cm2 . The design perveance is 3.2 x 10-6 A/ V3/2. Details of the design have been
described previously [2]. Beam-forming electrodes were designed by iteration with
the code, and electrode spacing was chosen to allow 120-kV operation.

Lanthanum hexaboride thermionic emission constants were reported by
Lafferty in 1951 [3]. Using his values, the Richardson-Dushman equation is
consistent with our measured current versus voltage, and this implies that

* Work supported by ONR.
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temperatures of the order of 1800"C are needed to achieve a current density
approaching 50 A/cm2. The size of the cathode in the present experiment is such
that heating power of 800-1100 W is needed to overcome radiation loss in this
temperature range. In the present work, electron bombardment was chosen because
it operates at moderate voltage (1-2 kV) and low current (0.5 A).

In addition to high-current-density capability, LaB6 is extremely tolerant of
poor vacuum conditions, exposure to air (when cold), and other poisoning
conditions. This property is possibly the most useful property of LaB 6 cathodes,
particularly for electron guns used in research experiments where frequent vacuum
system air openings are necessary. The cathodes can be repeatedly exposed to air
after cool down, and reised without any special activation steps.

A disadvantage of LaB 6 cathodes is that the evaporation rate of the material
becomes significant above 1600°C [3]. The evaporation rate of 1800"C is still low
enough to not cause a significant loss of cathode lifetime, especially for research
devices.

Evaporation at the low rates found from 1600 to 1800°C can be important in
the design of an electron bombardment heating system. An evaporated LaB6 coating
lowers the work function of the refractory metals tungsten, molybdenum, and
tantalum, and deposition of LaB6 on these metals will cause them to emit electrons
more readily when they are used as bombardment-heating-system electrodes and
biased at a negative voltage with respect to the LaB6. Precautions must be taken to
prevent runaway of the bombardment current by uncontrolled emission.

Anode Face LAB6Cathode A finalWater Cooling Plate6 ~• fin
Jacke Focusg precaution that

aocs'•og must be made with
LaB6 is to heat the

b cathode slowly to
Fnamgetn avoid cracking the

WaerCoig cathode disk. TheS...- Heat

Shie"ld LaB6 rod is made by

hot-press sintering
Copper of powder, and theCathode Stalk •Anode

cathode disks cut
from a rod will
crack if heated too
rapidly. A warm-up

SBoron Nitride time of several
Czmc, IInch Base minutes is required

Figure 1: LaB6 gun. Cathode stalk is tantalum tubing. Heat shield is when heating from
boron nitride. room temperature, but
more rapid heating can be done when starting from several hundred degrees.

3. Experimental Apparatus
The electron gun shown in Figure 1 is mounted in a UHV vacuum system.
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The system contains a translation stage that allows the beam current profile to be
obtained by scanning a pinhole over the cathode. An infrared pyrometer sensing
head can also be mounted on the translation stage to obtain a cathode temperature
profile.

The electron gun voltage is supplied from a 3 or 4-stage Marx bank. The pulse
length is 5 pis and is determined by the firing delay of a spark-gap diverter switch.
The available pulse voltage varies from 67.5 kV to 120 kV. The gun anode is
grounded and the cathode is supplied by three wires. Two of these are used for
supplying power to the bombardment filament and the third wire is connected
between the cathode and the Marx bank output. The three wires are capacitively
bypassed so that the high-voltage pulse develops negligible voltage between them,
but the dc bombardment voltage of 1-1.8 kV can be applied between the two filament
wires and the cathode. The cathode is heated continuously in this configuration.

Gn Solenod Bellows ye ls ue D eadnsGlass Tube
ToGunCnrol Wiggler 1  Analyzer _ DC Retarding

Gls ue• Coids Glass -- Pump

Tube

• ~Forelmmp ,

Figure 2: Apparatus set up for beam transport and velocity spread measurements with wiggler.

In the pulse-heating mode, the cathode heating energy is stored in a capacitor
that is an integral part of the Marx bank. The capacitor is discharged by the
thermionic diode formed by the tungsten filament and the LaB6 cathode. This mode
of operation is more efficient than continuous cathode heating and allows higher
cathode temperatures to be reached.

The basic vacuum system has been modified to allow measurements on the
electron beam after it is emitted from the gun. The beam-analysis system is shown
in Figure 2. An axial magnetic field and a drift region through a dipole wiggler
electromagnet are added. After the beam passes through the wiggler, it enters a
velocity analyzer that is sensitive to the axial velocity component. The axial field
extends over the length of the analyzer.

The heat-shield configuration shown in Figure 1 is designed to prevent
activation of negatively-biased metal electrodes by evaporated LaB 6. A graphite cup
that holds the LaB 6 disk greatly reduces the amount of LaB6 evaporated in the
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direction of the filament. The bombardment heating control system operates with a
temperature-limited filament and controls the bombardment current by adjusting
the filament heating power. If other metal parts emit due to LaB 6 activation, the
control system will not work [4].

The control system is a digital system that uses power FETs to turn the
filament current on and off. All control electronics are at ground potential and the
controlled filament current is fed through 2 isolation inductors to the filament.

An analysis of the control system has been given in [4]. It is showin that the
bombardment heating system can be open-loop unstable because of positive thermal
radiation feedback. This feedback loop is stabilized by the control system, which can
maintain constant average bombardment current over a wide range of
bombardment voltages and cathode-filament diode perveance values. Lack of
sensitivity to perveance is a major advantage of temperature-limited bombardment
heating over space-charge-limited heating since cathode-filament diode dimensions
are not critical.

4. Results with Continuous and Pulsed Cathode Heating
Extensive results on bombardment heating and the resultant electron beam

production have been given by Herniter [5] and Herniter and Getty [2],[6]. The
bombardment heating system continuously and stably heats the LaB6 to 1750°C with
1050 W of total power (filament heating power plus bombardment power). A 10-
degree temperature variation across the cathode was measured. The transmission
percentage of cathode current through the gun anode aperture was found to be
nearly 100 percent for cathode temperatures up to 1600°C. Above this temperature,
the efficiency dropped to 75 percent because evaporated LaB 6 began to cause
emission from the cathode beam-forming electrode. At a voltage of 115 kV and 5 ps
duration, a transmitted current of 89 A was obtained at a cathode current density of
32 A/cm2 and a cathode temperature of 1750°C.

The pulsed heating method was tested by heating the cathode with energy
from a capacitor and observing the cathode temperature as a function of time with
the infrared pyrometer. The Marx bank was not fired. Enough energy can be stored
in a 1.5 mF capacitor at 3 kV to heat the cathode to 1800°C from a base temperature
of 580°C if the heating is done on a 120-second cycle. High voltage isolation
inductors are not needed in this mode of operation. The avera,, power is reduced
by a factor of 10-20 from continuous heating. This mode could be used to produce
peak cathode temperatures of 1800°C or higher in single shot or slowly repetitive
experiments. A detailed analysis and comparison of heating measurements with
model calculations are given in [7].

5. Beam Transport and Velocity Analysis Studies
The most recent results with the LaB6 electron gun have been obtained in the

area of elect-- ,, beam analysis by retarding potential analysis. This study was done
to compare the electron velocity distribution after the beam passes through a wiggler
field with the distribution without a wiggler field, The results are compared with
wiggler trajectory theory of Friedland [8].
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The primary diagnostic used in this study is a retarding potential analyzer
capable of operating up to 85 kV in an axial magnetic field. The design and analysis
of this analyzer have been done by Pearce [9]. The experiment was done at beam
voltages of 68 kV to 82 kV. The LaB6 cathode was temperature-limited to limit the
current to the range from 0.1 A to 5A.

Beam Collector plate with Analyzer Drift Tube
aperture

Ground Shield Analyzer Current
Bellows • •Glass Tube Collector cup

- ----- 6mich I.D.

Figure 3: Velocity analyzer. The drift tube is biased negatively up to the beam voltage magnitude.
The analyzer was designed using the SLAC EGUN code. It was established

that the analyzer responded to the axial component of beam velocity by injecting
electrons with varying pitch angles in velocity space {v±,v }II. The analyzer is
shown in Figure 3. The inlet aperture is on the left and is grounded. The collector
cup is on the right. A cylindrical, concentric drift-tube electrode is located between
them. It is held at a dc potential varying from 0 to -85 kV. Using simulation it was
verified that only electrons whose parallel energy exceeds the drift tube bias reach
the collector.

The analyzer experimental results are compared with trajectory calculations
using the relativistic equations of motion. Space charge is neglected. The wiggler
field is calculated by breaking the wiggler winding into small segments (464 total)
and using the Biot-Savart law to calculate the field. Since the wiggler radius was
only 1.5 times larger than the beam radius, it was found necessary to use the Biot-
Savart law to obtain sufficient accuracy. The commonly used expansions of the field
in terms of Bessel functions were not sufficiently accurate. The beam cross section
was divided into small areas and an electron was followed from each differential
area. Those entering the analyzer and reaching the collector cup were recorded as
collected current. In most cases, 300 electrons were followed.

A retarding potential curve is shown in Figure 4. It shows the curve for the
nominal wiggler design current of 152 A. The windup ratio is the ratio of the
perpendicular velocity at the exit from the wiggler to the parallel velocity at the
input. The expected retarding potential cutoff for this wiggler current is shown
by the dashed line at 23 kV. At this wiggler current, it is expected that the beam will

have 23 kV of parallel energy and 52 kV of perpendicular energy. The measured
energy spread of 12 kV is smaller than the calculated spread of 25 kV, but the break
in the measured curve is close to the expected value as shown by the dashed line. In
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general, there was eAcellent qualitative agreement between the measured curves
and the calculated curves.

i2 gn wind up The results
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Figure 4: Measured retarding potential curve with design wiggler were observed. The

field. Beam voltage = 75 kV. measured average
Derpendicular velocity

agreed well with the expected value, especially for low wiggler currents.
6. Summary and Conclusions

The use of temperature-limited tungsten filaments for producing bombarding
power in cathode heating system has been done successfully using a digital control
system. Up to 1100 W have been delivered to a one-inch diameter LaB6 cathode and
a cathode temperature of 1750°C was obtained. At this temperature, a current
density of 32 A/cm2 was observed at 115 kV gun voltage. The bombardment system
has proven to be dependable and flexible, particularly in the 1300-1600°C
temperature range. In this range, a series of retarding potential analyzer curves
were made under conditions with and without an applied wiggler field on the
electron beam. Excellent qualitative results were obtained when compared with
calculated beam energy characteristics. The authors wish to acknowledge the
assistance of G. A. Lipscomb in the pulsed cathode heating study, and the support of
the Office of Naval Research.
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Abstract

A 17 GHz RF acceleration experiment is being constructed at MIT. The goal is to study particle acceler-
ation at high field gradients and to generate high quality electron beams for potential applications in next
generation linear colliders and free electron lasers. The peak accelerating gradient in the 11 cavity RF gun
is about 250 MV/m. The expected beam parameters, for operation with a photoemission cathode, are as
follows: energy 2 MeV, normalized emittance 0.43 7r mm-mrad, energy spread 0.18%, bunch charge 0.1 nC,
and bunch length 0.39 ps.

The detailed experimental setup, including RF cavity, RF transport and coupling, vacuum system, laser
and timing system are described.

1 Introduction

To meet the stringent requirements set by future applications such as high-energy linear colliders and next
generation free electron lasers, efforts have been made to develop novel electron beam sources recently.
Particularly, research on the generation of high quality electron beams using photocathode RF guns has been
very active in the last few years. A worldwide review of major RF gun projects can be found in [1]. While
the operating frequencies of existing systems range from 500 MHz to 3 GHz, a 17.136 GHz photocathode
RF gun has been designed and is under construction at MIT[2]. This RF gun design is basically scaled from
the 2.856 GHz RF gun currently under testing in Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)[3,4]. However,
many changes have been made to accomodate the features involving high frequency operation. In spite of
technical difficulties and physics issues associated with high frequencies, the 17.136 GHz operation is very
attractive. It allows us to achieve high accelerating gradients, to make the system compact, and to obtain
high brightness beams.

In this paper, the experimental design of the 17 GHz photocathode RF gun is presented in detail. A
general layout of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of three parts: (1)the RF gun cavity and
the transport line (including the power source and the vacuum system), (2)the laser and timing system, and
(3)the beam transport and diagnostic line. Each of these subjects is described successively in sections 2, 3,
and 4. Section 5 summarizes the status of the experiment.

2 RF Cavity and Transport Line

2.1 RF Cavity and Waveguide Coupling

One of the most interesting phenomena to be studied in this experiment is RF breakdown. Although the
breakdown limit at 17 GHz has yet to be experimentally studied, the breakdown threshold should be around
800 MV/m if one extrapolates the data obtained at lower frequencies as measured by Wang[5]. To obtain

*This research is supported by DOE under Grant DE-FG02-91-ER40648.
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CARM RF GUN STAGE I

Figure 1: Schematic of the 17 GHz photocathode RF gun experiment.

Table 1: Preliminary design parameters.
peak accelerating gradient 250MV/m
laser pulse length l.4ps
final bunch length 0.39ps
RF phase for laser pulse 120
current density 6.7kA/cm3
cathode radius 0.525mm
bunch charge 0.1 nC
emnittance 0.43wr mm-mrad
energy spread 0.18%
current 258A
brightness 1.43 × 10O4•- A

as high an accelerating gradient as possible without RF breakdown, the cavity geometry must be designed
to minimise the ratio of the peak surface field to the field at the cathode. Therefore our cavity geometry
is directly scaled from BNL design which has already achieved this goal[4]. To keep the cavity surface field
strength below the predicted breakdown threshold, the peak accelerating gradient is chosen to be 250 MV/rn,
corresponding to a peak surface field around 300 MV/in.

The accelerating field profile is also determined by the cavity geometry. Using the cavity geometry scaled
from BNL design with a peak accelerating gradient of 250 MV/mn, the beam dynamics and the interplay be-
tween time-dependent RF forces, space-charge forces, and nonlinear RF forces have been studied intensively
by using the particle-in-cell code MAGIC and PARMELA. The laser pulse length, RF phase for photoe-
mission, cathode radius, and current density have been optimized and the results were reported in 12]. The
preliminary design parameters are summarized in Table 1.

The 1 j cell RF cavity is electroformed from OPHO copper. A side-wall waveguide coupling scheme is used
to feed the RF power into the cavity. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. Both the cavity
and waveguide are located in a vacuum chamber. There are more than a thousand holes in the waveguide
wail to facilitate pumping. A 1F monitor and a frequency tuner are installed in each cell of the cavity.
The offset in the angle of monitor and tuner between two cells is due to the space limitations. The tuner is
implemented by a motion feedthrough and the monitor is implemented by a SMA cable with a 1F pick-up
loop attached to its end to intersect magnetic flux. Both enter the cavity through holes drilled in the cavity
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Figure 2: Vacuum chamber.

wall and can be accessed from outside the vacuum chamber. The TElo waveguide mode is coupled to the
cavity to generate the desired ir mode resonance. The coupling site of the waveguide is cut to a circular
section. The reason is twofold: one is to fit the cavity shape, the other is to provide a capacitive junction
for the waveguide so as to enhance the field strength at the junction and to increase the coupling efficiency.
A cold test with a prototype cavity indicated that 75% of the RF power is coupled into the cavity using this
scheme.

2.2 RF Source and Transport

The power source used to feed the RF cavity is a Cyclotron AutoResonance Maser (CARM) developed at
MIT [61. The CARM will deliver 5-10 MW peak in a pulse of 30 ns at a repetition rate of 10 Hi.. Tb• RF
exits the CARM in circularly polarized TE11 mode and must be converted to TE1o mode in the rectangular
waveguide that couples to the RF cavity. The RF transport line, whose schematic diagram is shown in Fig.
3, has been designed and is now under construction. A 2 " ID, 6 ' long circular waveguide is connected at one
end to the output window of the CARM and at the other end to a tapered circular waveguide that changes
the ID from 2 " to 1 ". The mode converter follows the taper and is composed of two parts. First, a circular
piece of waveguide whose cross section has been slightly deformed to be elliptical in the center converts
the rotating polarization of the TE11 mode to linear. Second, the TE11 linearly polaried in the circular
waveguide is converted, through a circular to rectangular transition, to TE1 o in the rectangular waveguide.
Between this piece and the wavegnide coupler, the construction is modular and involves a dual directional
coupler, a high-vacuum window, a flexible waveguide, and optionally an arc sensor. The total length between
the CARM and the cavity is more than 10 feet. This length provides transit time isolation between the RF
gun cavity and the CARM amplifier. Both pieces of the mode converter have been electroformed. Most of
the elements have been brazed to their flanges and the RF line is now being assembled.

2.3 Vacuum

The vacuum system should be able to provide i0-9 torr inside the RF gun cavity, and at least 10-s in the
RF transport line to avoid breakdown. The pumping scheme for the cavity and the coupling waveguide has
been discussed in Section 2.1. In addition, three hundred holes have been drilled around the long 2 " ID
circular waveguide in order to evacuate the RF transport line. The diameter of each hole is small enough
(1.6 mm e.g -i0) to be below cutoff. The conductance for each hole is 0.07 l/s, leading to a total conductance
for three hundred holes of 21 l/s, which is higher than the conductance of the 2 " ID waveguide (8 l/s).
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Figure 3: RF transport.

3 Laser and Timing System

3.1 Laser

The design of the laser system is driven by the need to create an electron bunch of the proper size and
shape at the optimal time to be accelerated in the RF cavity. The design parameters are summarized in
Table 2, and are explained as follows: The wavelength of the light is chosen to maximize the efficiency of
the laser and the photoelectric effect for copper. The laser must fire at a repetition rate which matches
the duty cycle of the CARM amplifier. The output energy of the laser is calculated to yield an electron
bunch of 0.1 nC. This output energy must be stable to limit current fluctuations. The phase jitter of the
laser measures the uncertainty in the time between the laser pulse arrival time at the cavity relative to the
"reference signal" which drives the Ti:Sapphire oscillator. The timing jitter is the jitter between the "master
trigger signal" and the laser pulse arrival time. These timing figures operate at very distinct timescales (See
section 3.2). The beam should diverge as little as possible in order to provide a small spot size. The beam
must accurately hit the cathode which is 1 mm in diameter and is located a few meters from the laser and
therefore should have a low pointing error. Lastly, the mode-lock frequency of the laser oscillator is chosen
to make synchronization to the 17 GHz source easier. There are many integers which divide 17.136 GHZ
into this range. A system which satisfies these constraints has been designed as follows.

An Argon Ion pumped Ti:Sapphire laser produces a continuous train of microjoule pulses which are sent
into a Ti:Sapphire pulsed laser amplifier. The amplifier is pumped by a separate Nd:YAG laser which
provides nearly 1 J of energy per pulse. When triggered, the amplifier optically selects one of the pulses
in the CW train and amplifies it to milijoule energy. The amplified IR pulse is trippled into ultraviolet
frequency by a BBO crystal and is directed towards the RF cavity. The manner in which the laser system
is to be integrated into the experiment is illustrated in Fig. 4.

3.2 Timing

With a proper and stable time delay between the firing of the CARM amplifier and the firing of the laser
amplifier, the laser pulse should arrive at the cathode surface when the RF gun cavity is filled with the
microwaves from the CARM. The 30 nsRF pulse at 17.136 GHz fills up the cavity after about 17 ns. The
laser pulse should reach the filled cavity at the optimal microwave phase. As shown in [2], the electron
beam quality is strongly dependent of the RF phase of photoemission. In this experiment, the phase jitter
is designed to be less than 1 ps. In order to satisfy the timing relationships described above, the CW laser
will be externally modelocked to a dual frequency synthesizer. This device will produce two signals with
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Table 2: Parameters of the laser system.
Wavelength 220-280 nm
Repetition rate Single pulse and 0-10 Hz (adjustable)
Final output energy (per pulse) 0-200 1tJ (adjustable)
Energy output fluctuation < ±10 %
Pulse Length <2 ps
Phase Jitter <1 ps
Timing Jitter <3 ns
Polarization > 99 %
Beam Divergence Near Diffraction Limit
Beam Pointing Error < 10 Arad
Mode-Lock Frequency 48-238 MHz

Dual 17 GHz Phas T T IKW ]CARM
,Frequency Shtifter Am plifier -- " Amplifier RF
Synthesizer 1 •Il7 GHz

S10 MHz >5MW

SReference Signal/
_-- -- 0 N!OHz,ýlmW.SO0 .0)

FFrequency T
S Multiplier Tr iigger

Argon Pump Laser
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Figure 4: Laser system.
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stable frequencies at low power. The first signal will run at the frequency of the RF cavity and will be used
to drive the CARM amplifier chain. The second signal will be a subharmonic of the first and will be used to
modelock the Ti:Sapphire laser oscillator.

4 Beam Line and Diagnostics

The purpose of the beam transport (and diagnostic) line is to bend the paths of electrons exiting the RF
cavity away from the laser window, and to measure the electron beam parameters. The quantities to measure
are energy, energy spread, transverse emittance, charge, and bunch length.

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the beam line including a quadrupole triplet and a bending magnet.
The bending magnet bends the electron path by an angle of 90 degrees and forms a point to point imaging

system that can be used for energy spread measurement. A very small beam size is produced before the
bending magnet (object plane), with the proper quadrupole setting, and the bending magnet produces a
spot on a fluorescent screen in the image plane. The fluorescent spot is observed with a video camera. The
position of the spot gives the energy and its horizontal thickness the energy spread.

The quadrupole triplet can also be used to measure the emittance: the bending magnet is switched off
and the spot produced by the electrons on another screen positioned along the RF gun axis is observed. The
gradient (K) of one of the quadrupole is varied in order to vary the spot size on the screen; a least square
analysis of the curve or,, vs. K gives the transverse emittance.

The program TRACE3d, which uses the transport formalism was used to obtain a preliminary design.
Simulations of the same line with the program PARMELA show that the resolution of the spectrometer is
better than 0.1 %.

The charge will be measured with a Faraday cup placed between the quadrupole triplet and the dipole.
Several methods for measuring the bunch length are under investigation.

5 Summary

A high gradient RF acceleration experiment is under construction at MIT. The accelerating cavity is a copper
RF gun structure with an operating frequency of 17.136 GHz. The designed peak accelerating gradient on
axis is 250 MV/m. The accelerating structure and the RF transport line have been fabricated and are being
assembled. The first stage experiment involves powering the structure with the high power 17 GHz output
from a CARM amplifier. The goal of the initial experiment is to study field emission and RF breakdown,
and to condition the cavity for even higher gradient operations.

The following systems will be integrated with the 17 GHz RF gun system in the second stage of the
experiment. A UV laser system and the related timing system are being designed to generate picosecond
electron bunches through photoemission from the cavity wall. Successful acceleration of these bunches under
high field gradient will provide high brightness electron beams [2] suitable for applications in next generation
linear colliders and in high frequency free electron lasers.
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Abstract

We report experiments evaluating the beam generation by the new
4-MV RLA injector and the subsequent beam transport and acceleration
through the ET-2 post-accelerating cavity. Beams of 15 to 20 kA current
were produced and successfully accelerated through the ET-2 gap. The
produced beam has a Gaussian current density distribution and a radius of

5mm. The beam profile and radius remain the same through acceleration,
and the beam transport efficiency through the gap is 100%. Measurement
results will be presented and compared with simulation.

Introduction

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the experimental model of our recirculating

linear accelerator (RLA). It incorporates the 4-MV injector and only one post-

accelerating cavity (ET-2). The RLA device is depicted for simplicity as a closed

racetrack configuration; however, in our lower energy experiments and up to - 20 MeV

acceleration we are planning to utilize an open-ended spiral configuration. After

acceleration in the spiral device the beam will be injected into a higher energy closed

racetrack accelerator. The focusing and transport of the intense relativistic electron

beam is accomplished with the aid of an ion focusing channel (IFR). The plasma

channel is generated by the ionization of a 2 x 10-4 torr argon or xenon gas atmosphere,

and a low energy, 300 eV, electron beam is utilized to ionize the neutral gas and form

the plasma column.

In the experiments reported here, only the first straight section of the recirculator

is utilized. Figure 2 shows the actual experimental set-up. We have presently selected

*Supported by Nay SPAWAR under Space Task No. 145-SNL-1-8-1, by U.S. DOE
Contract DE-AC04-76DP00789, and DARPA Order No. 7877.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the Recirculating Linear Accelerator (RLA). Closed
racetrack configuration.

for the injector an apertured ion focused foilless diode from among various options'. It
is the simplest and easiest to operate and can be adjusted to provide variable beam
impedance loads to the injector.
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Figure 2. Experimental setup. A reentrant geometry is selected for the injector.

In the following two sections we describe the beam generation, transport and
postacceleration as well as the measurements evaluating beam profile, radius, energy
and beam transport efficiency through the gap.

Beam Generation and Evaluation
In the first set of experimentations reported here, the beam line is interrupted just

before the ET-2 cavity in order to install an x-ray pin-hole camera. The beam
propagates 130 cm through the IFR channel before striking a 0.12 mm tantalum x-ray
convertor. The shank Rogowski coil (I) measures the total current flowing inside the
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diode, while another Rogowski coil (I,) is located 10 cm upstream from the tantalum
convertor and measures the beam current transported up to that point. V monitors

measure the time derivative of the voltage pulse waveform across each of the four
feeds. The total A-K gap voltage is estimated by numerical integration and the addition

of the four V signals. Figure 3 compares the total voltage waveform with the shank

current (IJ) and beam current waveforms. The voltage and current traces are shifted in

time for the sake of comparison. The shank current waveform appears somewhat
smoother, and we believe that tnis is due to the larger circumference of the shank

Rogowski coil. For this shot the A-K gap of the diode was 2.5 cm and the IFR argon

gas pressure 2.7 x 10-4 Torr.

DIODE AND
DIODE VOLTAGE BEAM CURRENTS

V i" I " I I s> 
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Figure 3. Injector voltage, nominal diode current (I.), and beam current (Ib)
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Figure 4. X-ray photograph of the beam. The scan of the light intensity along one
diameter shows a 5 mm radius Gaussian distribution.
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Figure 4 shows an x-ray photograph of the beam on the tantalum target together

with the scan of the light intensity along one diameter of the digitized version of the

same photograph. The scan is least square fitted to a Gaussian profile. The beam has a

Gaussian current density distribution with a 5 mm radius. If we assume a 4-MeV,

20-kA beam in equilibrium with a f. = 0.5 channel, then we derive a beam temperature

.l = 0.25 and an emittance equal to c = 0.13 rad. cm, which is in very good agreement

with the MAGIC2 simulations of Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Electron map of the Figure 6. ET-2 voltage (upper trace) and
ion focused apertured beam current (lower trace) wave
diode. The MAGIC forms. Both traces are
PIC code was used. synchronized in time.

Beam Transport and Post-Acceleration

In the second set of the experiments reported here the beam was transported

further downstream from the injector and accelerated by the ET-2 cavity. Rogowski

coil monitors were the main diagnostics used to evaluate the beam transport. The

beam profile and radius were evaluated from the photographs obtained by the x-ray

pin-hole camera (Figure 8). The beam transport was interrupted 20 cm downstream

from the Rogowski #4 in order to position the Ta x-ray convertor. The total beam

propagation length from the injector diode to the x-ray convertor was 4.4 m.

The net beam acceleration through the ET-2 cavity (- 0.8 MeV) was evaluated

from the cavity voltage wave form and the time of beam passage through the gap. The

voltage wave form and amplitude were measured with a resistive monitor and two

capacitive pick-up probes. The total beam energy downstream of ET-2 is of the order

of 4 MeV.
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Figure 6 shows in the same time frame the ET-2 cavity voltage pulse and beam

current pulse. It is apparent that the beam passage through the accelerating gap is well

synchronized with the first accelerating positive swing of the ringing ET-2 voltage wave

form.
Vin, = 3.2 MV Is = 30 kA 13 = 16 kA

20 ns/DIV 11 = 18 kA 14 = 16 kA

Figure 7. Injector voltage and beam current traces for a typical shot (253). The
subscript on the current symbol (1) indicates the particular Rogowski
location for each current measurement (Figure 2).

Figure 7 presents typical voltage and current scope traces for the shot #253. The
injector voltage was 3.2 MV, the shank or total diode load was 30 kA, and the beam
current was 18 kA near the injector and 16 kA further downstream. There is some
current loss between Rogowski monitor #1 and #3 (the monitor #2 was not connected
in this shot). However, the beam current profile and amplitudes before and after
acceleration (Rogowski monitors #3 and #4) are the same and equal to 16 kA. Hence

the beam transport efficiency through the ET-2 gap is 100%.

300

"W 20
z

M>'200

CO 150M

I--

1.1 CM0

0 36

X (cm)

Figure 8. X-ray photograph of the beam 4.4 meters downstream from the injector
diode. The scan of the light intensity along a diameter reveals a Gaussian
distribution with 5 mm radius.
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Figure 8 shows a pin-hole x-ray photograph of the beam 4.4 m downstream from

the injector together with a scan of the beam density profile along a diameter of the
same photograph. A comparison of figures 5 and 7 indicates that the beam has
conserved its Gaussian profile and radius of 5 mm throughout transport and post
acceleration by the ET-2 gap. These results suggest that the beam comes into
equilibrium with the IFR channel in the first meter of propagation and continues in
equilibrium further downstream through the accelerating gap.

Conclusion
The 4-MV RLA injector was successfully put into operation with RLA

experiments. The produced electron beam was transported 4.4 m downstream from the
injector and accelerated through the ET-2 cavity. The x-ray pin-hole photographs of
the beam on the tantalum convertor before and after post-acceleration through the
ET-2 gap are the same and reveal a Gaussian density profile of 5 mm radius. A
maximum beam current of 16 kA was transported and successfully accelerated through
the ET-2 cavity with 100% efficiency. Numerical simulations with MAGIC agree well
with the beam measurements.
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Abstract
This paper describes the design and experimental results achieved with the 440 kV, microperveance 1.9,

XBT (X-band Beam Tester) diode. The Pierce gun was developed for the 100 MW X-band klystron; the high
power RF source to be used on the NLC (Next Linear Collider). The gun is electrostatically focused (no
magnetic compression) to a beam diameter of 6.35 mm, with an area convergence of 110:1. Maximum cathode
loading is approximately 25 A/cm2 , with a beam power density of 770 MW/cm 2 . The measured beam current
was within 2% of the value predicted by simulation with EGUN. Transmission through the highly instrumented
beam tester was 99.98%. Some novel techniques were used to achieve near perfect beam transmission, which
include the use of a reentrant-floating input pole piece.

A. Introduction table I

The X-Band Beam Tester (XBT) Beam Diode is a Design Parameters of the XBT Beam Diode

diagnostic tool used to evaluate the performance of a 440 kV, Klystron:
ps-P=-1.90, electron gun. Design and performance parameters Beam Voltage: 440 kV

are given in table 1. This gun will be used on the SLAC 100 Beam Current: 536 A
Pulse Length: 1.5 jis

MW, NLC klystron. The purpose of this experiment was Microperveance: 1.90

twofold. First, was to determine the beam transmission. This Beam Diameter. 6.4 mm

tester uses several isolated drift sections which are smaller Tunnel Diameter 9.6 mm
Peak Focus Electrode Gradient: 300 kWcm

than the intended klystron drift diameter. If good transmission Peak Anode Gradient: 410 kV/cm
Beam Area Compression (BAC): 110:1

can be achieved through these reduced diameter sections, we Cathode : M-type

should be assured o!? good transmission in the klystron. Cathode Loading (max edge): 25 A/cm2
Edge-Center toading Variation: 2.78:1

Secondly, due to the high beam area compression (BAC), we E 2.8
B/Bbr: 2.8

require near perfect agreement between simulation and
Solenoid:

experiment. Previous experience with the SLAC 5045 Solenoid Current: 375 A
klystron, which has a BAC of 36:1, suggested errors between Bucking Current (nominal): -18 A

simulation and experimental measurement of beam current to Solenoid Power Consumption: 31.3 kW
Magnetic Field (Bo): 0.57 T

be approximately 10%.

An outline of the XBT can be seen in figure 7. The body of the tube consists of four isolated sections; three

with decreasing drift diameters, and an isolated tailpipe. The inside diameters of the three drift sections are 10.5

* Work supported by the Department of Energy. Contract DE-AC03-76SF00515
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mm, 9 mm, and 8mm, with the 8mm section closest '.o the collector. These sections are referred to as bottom,

middle, and top; their relative positions with respect to the cathode. Ceramics were used to isolate all sections

and the collector. Monitoring of the intercepted current on the four sections and collector was performed using

calibrated 50 fK resistor networks. The tailpipe monitoring circuit was modified to allow for DC biasing. This

was done to repel any slow secondary electrons. At the conclusion of the experiment, the solenoid field was

measured using the input pole-piece, output pole-piece, and solenoid current settings. The computer simulation

of the magnet was then fine tuned to agree with the measurement to within 2%, and these data were used tor the

final calculations.

EGUN Simulation of Cathode and Isolated Drift Sections

Illl'i, r_

se. .-. 0 or -a0 F o2. W YPT APA91KNG : -r

Figure I Figure 2
B. Beam Optics Design

Beam optics calculations were performed using EGUN [1], with the solenoidal field determined by

POISSON [2]. Figures 1 and 2 show the beam in the cathode and isolated drift sections. This beam has

scalloping of 8.9%1, with an average diameter of approximately 6.4 mm. A bucking coil is used in the gun

region to vary the beam diameter. Beam scalloping was minimized in this design by placing a magnetic lens

near the beam waist. This lens is created by placing an annular gap in the input pole-piece (P/P), which leaves a

ring shaped section floating (see figure 7). The floating P/P gives the gun designer an extra degree of freedom

for matching the magnetic field to the beam. For most designs, there are four variables available to the gun

designer, P/P aperture, reentrancy, bucking coils, and iron shields. The combination of P/P aperture and

reentrancy control the field in roughly three areas: the region nearest the cathode, or the area below 0.35Bo; the

slope of the field between the 0.35Bo and 0.75Bo, and the region above 0.75Bo. Iron shields and bucking coils

are used to shape the flux near the cathode. Without the floating P/P, we could not simultaneously match the

field to the beam in all three areas; this resulted in a highly scalloped beam.

The floating iron P/P permits the tailoring of the magnetic field below 0.35Bo and above 0.75Bo, while

leaving the area between these regions essentially unchanged (figure 3). With this arrangement, we were able to

reduce beam scalloping from greater than 25% to less than 10%. There was concern about the sensitivity of the

gap symmetry to transverse fields. The transverse field was measured, and the data is shown in figure 4. This

I Scalloping=Rmax-Rmin/(Rmax+Rmin)
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data is normalized to the percentage of axial field. It can be seen that a slight asymmetry in the gap creates an

appreciable transverse field, hence great care must be taken in construction to ensure that the gap is symmetric.

Bz vs P/P Gap XBT Solenor Trarwse Fold
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C. Electrode Thermal Compensation

An experiment was performed to determine the temperature of the cathode flashlight electrode at various

locations (see figure 7). The cathode flashlight was sealed into a stainless steel vacuum chamber which had the

same geometry as the anode. The chamber had an anode view port, so that the cathode temperature could be

determined using an optical pyrometer. Twenty thermocouples were placed at various locations along the

cathode flashlight assembly. With data obtained from this experiment, we found that the total height increase of

the flashlight due to thermal expansion was 0.094" for a 1150 0 Cb cathode temperature; approximately that

required for fully space charge limited operation at 25 A/cm2. The cold cathode-to-anode spacing was increased

by approximately 0.094" to compensate for this motion.

Compensation for thermal motion was also made in two table 1[

other sensitive areas; for radial and longitudinal spacing Thermal Compensation*

increases of the cathode edge to focus electrode edge, and for 1.) Flashlight Growth (>+10% error):
growth of the entire focus electrode. During testing, we found the Compensated in gun fabrication. Ca-A

perveance of the gun to be higher than predicted by simulation. spacing increased accordingly.
2.) Radial and growth of the Focus

The computer initially predicted a microperveance of 1.836, Electrode (avproximatelv +5% error):

while the actual tube microperveance was measured to be 1.902. Compensation must be performed in the
original calculations and fabrication

Calculations were performed to take into account the radial (Compensation of the radial growth was

growth of the focus electrode, not just the edge. This resulted in not done originally, and was later found
to be a source of error.)

an increase in microperveance to 1.926, about 5%. Table 2 shows 3.) Changes in Radial and Longitudinal

the sources and magnitudes of the relative errors between Cathode to Focus Electrode Edge Spacing
(approximately +3% error): Compensated

calculation and experiment, listed in descending order of during gun fabrication.

importance, due to thermal growth of the XBT electrodes. * please note that these errors differ from geometry to
geometry.
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D. Testing and Experimental Results

The first step in the experiment was to determine the heater power to give space charge limited (SCL)

operation at full beam voltage. This was performed by taking heater roll-off curves at 70 kV and 110 kV, which

give beam currents of Io/16 and lo/8, respectively; lo is the beam current at full voltage. A Miram Curve [31

was generated from these data, and used to estimate the heater power requirements at full voltage. Using the

curve, we determined that for SCL operation at 110 kV the cathode heater required 220 W of power, which

corresponds to a temperature of 9500C. For typical M-type dispenser cathodes, doubling the cathode current

requires a temperature increase of approximately 40°C to remain SCL. From this we deduced that the cathode

should be operated approximately 1500C higher in temperature for SCL operation at full beam voltage

(3*400C+300C safety margin=1500C). From this calculation, we can determine that for SCL operation at 440

kV, the cathode must be operated at approximately 11000C, which corresponds to a heater power of 350 W.

The beam tester was processed up to 440 kV and data taken. table Hll

Table 3 is a comparison of measurement and calculation. It can be
Comparison of Calculation '

seen that the agreement is good. The tube transmission was better ECparimental Results.

than expected, especially since several sections have drift tube
Microperveance at 440 kV

diameters smaller than the diameter to be used on the future klystron. Initial Calculation: .tP=l.837

A plot showing experimental data obtained at full voltage is shown in Measured: lJJ-P1.902

figure 5. Beam current was measured to be 555 A at 440 kV. The Error 3.4%

tailpipe shows interception of 2.89 A, while interception on the top Follow-up Calculation: pIP=1.926

isolated section was just 21 mA. Also note that the image charge can Measured. P=1-.902
Error. -1.3%

be seen to flow in the bottom, middle, and top isolated stages. This is

consistent with what would be expected. Transmission at 440 kV. 555 A

V,.,, kv Top Isolated Section: >99.98%
3 _.,_ A Tailpipe: >98.00%

. '•v . 0

TAILPIPE INTERCEPTION vs BUCKING COIL CURRENT (bc)
Tai 1pipe

lime (us)

hwipip-2.19 A Z * OA 12 IS a1 2 A 12 9, 2A

/=* v • .1 bo=ZS.A

a.0-16.0 

A
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0 4 • Vo--300 kV, o---321 A

Figure 5 Figure 6
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E. Tailpipe Isolated Section Interception

Figure 6 shows a plot of tailpipe interception versus Bucking Coil Current (Ibc). This interception is as

much as 1.5% of 1o, therefore we would like to determine the cause of the interception. It has been suggested

that the intercepted current is a superposition of primary, reflected primary, and secondary electrons. A negative

600 Vc bias was applied to the tailpipe, which reduced the intercepted current by only 15%. We interpret this

as due to secondaries having low enough energy to be repelled by this bias, whereas the primary and/or

reflected primary electrons, which carry substantial energy, would not be effected.

Observe that tailpipe interception increases with decreasing Ibc, which would be expected if we were

intercepting a small amount of primary electrons (the average beam diameter increases with decreasing bucking

ctrrent). Also note that the ripple on the waveforms is minimum at Ibc= 2 1.0 A. and increases on either side of

this setting. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that the ripple on the waveforms is due to a

scalloping beam intercepting at one surface of the tailpipe. If this is true, then by observation of the data, we can

conclude where the scalloping is minimum, namely when Ibc= 2 1.0 A. A follow-up simulation was performed

after measuring the solenoid used in the experiment, and we found a local minima in beam scalloping that

agreed quite well with the observed waveform for these various settings.

F. Discussion and Conclusion

Future linear accelerators require RF power sources with long life, increased beam power, and higher

frequencies. These factors typically require beam optics designs with greater BAC's. Beam optics designs with

BAC's of 800:1 and greater are presently being designed for future linear beam tubes. It is therefore most

important that the designer be able to rely more heavily on beam optics simulation, due to the difficulty of

measuring the beam parameters at these high power levels. The XBT Beam Diode has proven that near perfect

transmission was achieved. It has also shown that excellent agreement between computer simulation and

measurement can be obtained, provided the cathode geometry is adjusted to compensate for thermal motion of

electrodes. SLAC's next generation klystron for the NLC is being designed. It will operate at 550 kV, pP=-1.2,

and BAC of 120:1. Based on the data gathered from the XBT Beam Diode, we expect to be within 2% for this

design also.
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THE PHYSICS OF 'VACUUM" BREAKDOWN
F. Schwirzke, M. P. Hallal Jr., and X. K. Maruyama

Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93943

The initial plasma formation on the surface of a cathode of a vacuum
diode, vacuum arc, and many other discharges is highly non-uniform.
Micron-sized cathode spots form within nanoseconds. Despite the
fundamental importance of cathode spots for the breakdown process,
their structure, and the source of the required high energy density were
not well understood. When an increasing voltage is applied, enhanced
field emission of electrons begins from a growing number of small spots
or whiskers. This and the impact of ions stimulate desorption of weakly
bound adsorbates from the surface of a whisker. The cross section for
ionization of the neutrals has a maximum for - 100 eV electrons. As
the diode voltage increases, the 100 V equipotential surface which
moves towards the cathode is met by the desorbed neutrals moving
away from the cathode. These two regions proceed from no overlap to a
significant amount of overlap on a nanosecond time scale. This results
in the sharp risetime for the onset of ionization. Ions produced in the
ionization region, a few gim from the electron emitting spot are
accelerated back. This bombardment with - 100 eV ions leads to
surface heating of the spot. Since the ion energy is deposited only
within a few atomic layers at a time instead of an entire whisker
volume, and since the neutral contaminants are only loosely bound to
the surface, the onset of breakdown by this mechanism requires much
less current than the joule heating mechanism. Ion surface heating is
initially orders of magnitude larger than joule heating. As more ions are
produced, a positive space charge layer forms which enhances the
electric field and thus strongly enhances the field emitted electron
current. The localized build-up of plasma above the electron emitting
spot then naturally leads to pressure and electric field distributions
which ignite unipolar arcs. The high current density of the unipolar arc
and the associated surface heating by ions provide the "explosive"
formation of a cathode spot plasma.

Introduction

The initial phase of the onset of electrical breakdown in a vacuum

discharge is characterized by very rapid ionization of surface material which
leads to a kind of "explosive" plasma formation on the electrodes. Though

breakdown processes have been studied extensively, the onset of ionization in a

fast pulsed vacuum diode is not yet well understood. Electrons will be emitted

from spots on a cold cathode if the applied electric field becomes sufficiently

strong, E > 10 7 V/m. However, the electric field distribution is altered by the
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presence of electron space charge and the current density JCL is limited by the

Child-Langmuir law. In general one would expect that the field emitted current

density jFE < JCL" One model to describe the formation of cathode flares is the

whisker explosive emission model 11]. The field emitted current supposedly

heats the whisker within nanoseconds until formation of plasma occurs. j -

10,2 - 1013 A/m 2 would be required to ionize a whisker by joule heating within

a few ns. However, JFE will become space charge limited at a much smaller

value.

Onset of Ionization and Surface Heating

The prebreakdown field emission current density is self-limiting. The

electron density ne will be largest near the emitting spot. This will reduce E

and thus JFE . Since the field emitting spot cannot deliver JCL without turning

itself off, it must be that JFE < JCL. The development of a current with j > JFE

and j< JCL from a cold cathode requires that ions exist in front of the electron

emitting spot. Ions cannot be emitted from the surface of the whisker, the

enhanced electric field would hold them back. The initial ionization must

occur in the cathode-anode gap near the electron emitting spot. Ionization of

desorbed neutrals provides the mechanism. This ionization process requires

considerably less current than the ionization of the solid material of the entire

whisker by joule heating. Besides joule heating of the electron emitting spot,

the emission of electrons itself, and the enhanced electric field, all stimulate

desorption of weakly bound adsorbates 12]. The large concentration of neutrals

no above the electron emitting spot will to some extent become ionized by the

field emitted electrons. The electron mean free path length X = 1 / (noao)

depends on the ionization cross section ao which is a function of the electron

energy. For many gases the ionization cross section has maximum value for

100 eV electrons. The diode used for this experiment has a gap of 2.5 cm, and

1 MV was applied. At z = 2.5 pin the potential is 100 V and the field emitted

electrons begin to ionize the desorbed neutrals. The ionization region is

approximated as having a thickness of d = 1 Wnn and is centered on the 100 V

potential. On average the ions produced are accelerated toward the whisker

and deliver 100 eV of energy each. The ratio of joule plus ion heating to joule

heating in the surface layer is given by 13]:
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+100 / L 1OOdnooo
2=p j-Lp(l + dnoao) 2  (1)

where j+ is the ion return current density, and L is the depth of the surface

layer in which the ions deposit all of their 100 eV energy. j+ depends on the

ionization of neutrals by field emitted electrons with current density j -. p is the

resistivity of the whisker material, and j =-j- + j+ is the total current density

flowing through the whisker. The energy required to liberate a metal atom

from the surface of the cathode is approximately 5 eV, the binding energy. The

energy (eV) per atom deposited in the whisker due to joule heating is

energy (joule heating) = (j2p At 1. 6x10-19 [eV / J1 (2)
atom nw

where nw is the number density of the whisker material and At is the duration
of the current flow. The total energy/atom deposited in the surface layer of the
whisker due to both joule and ion heating is R times equation (2). Figure 1

gives the values of eV/atom as a function of j-, n., k, and for At = 10 9 s,

using n, = 8.2 x 1028 atoms/ m3 for steel, ao = 1 X 10-20 m 2 , p = 7 x 10.8 Q-m, L =
a0 k, where a0 is the lattice parameter for stainless steel (2.9 x 10-10 m), and k
is the number of monolayers of the whisker through which the ions penetrate.
The heating of the surface due to return ions is far more efficient than the
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Figure 1. eV per surface atom vs electron current density. The lines are plots

of the product of Eq. (1) times Eq. (2) for At = l0gs, and various neutral
densities no, and number of monolayers k. The dashed line is 5 eV/atom.
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heating of the whisker bulk due to joule heating. Ion bombardment is

especially important at low initial current densities since it leads efficiently to

further desorption of neutrals from the surface which in turn increases the

ionization rate.

Breakdown and Formation of Cathode Spots

As more ions are produced, the positive space charge enhances the electric

field and thus JFE. Also the 100 volt equipotential surface, 100 V EPS, moves

closer to the cathode surface into a region of higher no. This further increases

the ionization rate. The whole process rapidly becomes unstable.

The ionization of the desorbed neutrals does not become significant until

the neutrals reach the 100 V EPS. Therefore, the onset of plasma formation

should be delayed from the onset of desorption by the time of flight of the

neutrals to the 100 V EPS. As the voltage is applied across the diode, the 100

V EPS moves from the anode side of the diode toward the cathode. The

desorbed neutrals expand from the cathode surface toward the anode. The

onset of ionization will not occur until the 100 volt equipotential surface and

the desorbed neutrals reach the same position. For a given diode gap and time

varying voltage waveform, the time delay of the onset of plasma formation can

be predicted.

In order to determine whether the vacuum diode breakdown mechanism is

caused by the proposed mechanism, a Model 112A Pulserad generator was

used with diode voltages between 0.6 - 1.8 MV, and pulse length of 20 ns

FWHM. The plasma formation on the cathode surface was observed using a

lens system, fiber optic bundle and an avalanche photodiode. The diode

voltage and current pulses have rise times of - 10 ns. After some delay, the

photodiode signal begins with a very short risetime of 1 to 2 ns. Data runs

were performed at peak diode voltages of 0.6 MV, 1.2 MV and 1.8 MV.

The position of the 100 V EPS away from the cathode is calculated as

function of time from the measured voltage wave form of the diode for one 1.2

MV shot, Figure 2. The figure also shows the position of desorbed neutrals

which were released at the onset of the voltage pulse and expand with sound

velocity, 0.33 gm/ns. The intersection of the two curves gives the predicted

time of breakdown for this shot, 8 ns from the onset of the voltage pulse. The

predicted time falls on the sharp rise of the experimentally measured
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photodiode waveform. The predicted delay time for a 0.6 MV shot is 13 ns and

for a 1.8 MV shot 6 ns. In both cases the sharp rise of light emission from the
cathode surface is correspondingly delayed. In agreement with the model the

experiments show a very rapid risetime for the onset of plasma formation. The
dense region of desorbed neutrals expanding with = 0.3 nm/ins is met by the

100 V EPS which is traveling at = 1.5 pm/ns for the 1.2 MV shot. These two

regions proceed from no overlap to a significant amount of overlap on the ns

time scale. This results in the sharp risetime for the onset of plasma

formation.

20-
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Figure 2. Photodiode waveform and distance from the cathode of the 100 V
equipotential surface EPS, and distance from cathode of expanding neutrals vs.
t4me for a 1.2 MV shot. Predicted delay from voltage onset for onset of plasma
formation = 8 ns. The zero of time is arbitrarily chosen.
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The localized build-up of plasma above the electron emitting spot naturally

leads to pressure and electric field distributions which ignite unipolar arcs 141.

The high current density of the unipolar arc and the associated surface heating

by ions provide the "explosive" formation of a cathode spot plasma. The

increasing plasma pressure above the electron emitting spot leads within the

plasma cloud to a pressure gradient and an electric field in radial direction,

parallel to the cathode surface. The plasma potential and thus the sheath

potential decrease in radial direction. In the outer region of the expanding

plasma the sheath potential will be less than the floating potential and more

electrons than ions will flow back to the cathode surface. This closes the

electron current loop of the unipolar arc. Because the external field is screened

from the cathode surface the unipolar arc current density, which is driven by

the radial plasma pressure gradient, can be orders of magnitude larger than

the Child-Langmuir space charge limited diode current density. Unipolar

arcing is the primary breakdown process leading to the formation of cathode

spots.

Conclusions

This paper presents a self-consistent physical model describing the onset of

breakdown. It starts with field emission from single spots. Ionization of

desorbed neutrals leads to the build up of positive space charge. This further

enhances field emission. The increased surface heating by ion bombardment

provides further desorption. As the ionization zone propagates into the dense

vapor, more ionizations occur. The build up of plasma pressure gradients and

sheath electric fields lead naturally to the formation of unipolar arcs. A

cathode spot is formed by unipolar arcing.

This work was sponsored by NRL, NSWC and the Naval Postgraduate

School.
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Abstract
Plasma-filled diode (PFD) experiments on the Gamble II pulsed-power generator show three phases of
PFD behavior: a low impedance phase followed by a phase of rapidly growing impedance which
culminates in a vacuum impedance phase. One-dimensional (l-D) and two dimensional (2-D)
simulations of the low impedance phase and the transition to high impedance in the PFD have been
performed which show good agreement with the electrical measurements. The 1-D simulations show the
formation of multiple virtual cathodes in the diode along with the trapping and heating of the emitted
electrons during the low impedance phase. Similar behavior is also observed in "e 2D PFD simulations
during the low-impedance phase. In the 1-D simulations, the low impedance phase ends when the
position of the virtual cathode exceeds the anode-cathode gap size. This is accompanied by a growing
bipolar sheath which is responsible for the rapid voltage growth observed in the 1-D simulations. In the
2-D simulations, the low impedance phase seems to end when the diode current exceeds critical current.
The transition to high impedance occurs as the electron flow becomes strongly pinched.

I. Introduction

Plasmas were first used in high power diodes to suppress impedance collapse due to expanding

electrode plasmas by eliminating the inwanted prepulse.1 Since these initial results, the plasma-filled

diode (PFD) has been investigated as a means of externally controlling the diode impedance history by

adjusting the density and distribution of plasma within the diode. External control over the diode

impedance has many advantages including improved coupling of power to the diode by matching the

diode impedance with the generator over the entire power pulse, and an improved transfer of current

from a plasma opening switch to the diode.

This paper presents a theoretical analysis of recent PFD experiments on the Gamble II pulsed-power

generator at NRL.2 The analysis includes one-dimensional (1-D) and two-dimensional (2-D) particle-

in-cell (PIC) treatments in which electron and ion dynamics are fully resolved. Correlations are made

between the experiments and the simulations to determine the dominant mechanisms which control

plasma motion and characterize the impedance behavior of plasma-filled pinched-electron-beam diodes.

II. Plasma-Filled Diode Experiments on Gamble II

A schematic of the PFD experiment performed on Gamble II is shown in Fig. 1. The current and

voltage- at the vacuum/water interface are measured using a resistive current shunt (IsHT) and a

capacitive voltage monitor (VD). The diode current (IouT) is measured by integrating and averaging

the signals from four b loops located at the position shown in Fig. 1. The diode voltage, Vcr, is

inferred by inductively correcting the voltage measured by VD.

In the PFD experiments, a flazhboard plasma source is used to introduce plasma into the anode-

cathode (A-K) gap prior to the Gamble II power pulse. A pinched electron beam diode was used in then

the PFD experiments which consisted of a thin annular cathode with a mean radius of 6 cm and

thickness Ar = 0.2 cm and a planar anode. The A-K gap size used in the experiments described in this

paper were d = 0.5 cm. The plasma is introduced into the diode through a 1 cm wide annular slot in the
anode which is just inside the inner radius of the cathode and covered with a 70% transparent brass

mesh. Time resolved measurements of the electron density prior to the Gamble II power pulse were
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made in the PFD configuration using a CO2 laser interferometer. These measurements revealed that,
for typical delay times, prefill electron densities in the diode were between 1013 and 1014 cm-3 . Typical
electrical measurements with a prefill electron density of ne=2 x 1013 cm-3 are shown in Fig. 2. This
figure shows three dis:inct phases of PFD behavior: a low impedance phase where the diode voltage is
small and lasts for about 20 ns followed by a 10 ns phase of rapidly increasing diode voltage and
impedance which culminates in a 2.5 Q vacuum impedance phase.

ISIIT VD

WATER _____________W INSULATOR 4600

CENTER >3 . 450
CONDUCTOR ANODE

CATIHODE 1i150o..

VACUUM

lOUTO

JoUTr 0- _0

0 30 60 90 120
t (ns)

Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental PFD Fig. 2 Typical electrical measurements from PFD
setup on Gamble II. experiments on Gamble II.

III. One-Dimensional Model of the Plasma-Filled Diode
The first model used to study the dynamic response of the plasma to the applied power pulse is the

1-D PIC code REFLEX. In this model magnetic effects are neglected and the electron orbits are
assumed to be one-dimensional. Current is driven through the simulation by a series RL circuit driven
by a time dependent voltage source. Electron and ion dynamics are treated with the relativistic
equations of motion and the self-consistent electric field is obtained from the positions of all the
particles in the simulation from Gauss's law. Space-charge-limited emission of electrons qt the cathode
allows for a continual supply of electrons to the simulation. In the simulations reported here space-
charge-limited proton emission was also allowed at the anode. To initiate a simulation, a spatially
uniform plasma is loaded in between the anode and cathode of the diode. Current is supplied to the
diode through the series RL circuit and subsequent motion of the plasma is monitored.

To simulate Gamble I1 the driving voltage in REFLEX was taken to be the open circuit voltage

from Gamble II. The series resistance was taken to be the equivalent resistance of Gamble II (Rg m 2 Q)
and the series inductance was set to the vacuum inductance between the insulator and the diode (L e 78

nH). The diode A-K gap was taken to be d = 0.5 cm, the effective diode area was taken to be A = 21.5
cm 2, and the prefill electron density was taken to be n. a 2x1013 cm-3 . The effective diode was
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determined by assuming that 1.8 mm of the cathode shank is an electron emitter in addition to the fiat
portion of the cathode directly opposite the anode. A comparison 6:f the measured voltage, VD, and the

current, ISHT, during the first 30 ns of PFD operation with that predicted by REFLEX are shown in Fig.

3. This figure shows :hat the measured electrical characteristics are virtually indistinguishable from the

REFLEX predictions. A comparison of the A-K voltage from REFLEX with the inductively corrected
diode voltage is shown in Fig. 4. The fluctuations in the inductively corrected diode voltage are caused

by the inductive correction technique and represent the uncertainty in the diode voltage. The diode
voltage from REFLEX is within the error bounds of the inductively corrected voltage.

2- 400

V 0.1REFLEX

= 1" -200 -'-0.0

- 0. Experiment

00--100 .0.21

0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30
t (ns) t (ns)

Fig. 3 Comparison of the measured current and voltage Fig. 4 Comparison of the inductively corrected
at the vacuum/H 20 interface with that predicted by the diode voltage with that predicted by the REFLEX
REFLEX simulation, simulation.

Early in the low impedance phase the simulations show that the electrons in the plasma prefill are

accelerated toward the anode to conduct the discharge current. As a result, a large region of positive

space charge is uncovered near the cathode. Emitted electrons from the cathode are drawn into the A-K
gap to neutralizc the uncovered space charge leading to the formation of multiple virtual cathodes. The

end of the low impedance phase occurs when just one virtual cathode can fit in the A-K gap. The
potential structure from the simulation at t=22.5 ns is shown in Fig. 5. This figure shows the virtual

cathode potential structure near the end of the low impedance phase is characterized by a large potential

hill with a sizable potential drop in the anode sheath. This potential structure occurs since the center of

the plasma is charged positively while the regions near the electrodes are electron rich. The emitted
electron phase-space trajectories are shown in Fig. 6. This figure shows that emitted electrons are pulled

away from the cathode by the ion space charge near the center of the diode. Because of their inertia, the

electrons move past the point of charge balance and then slow down as they pass the ion-rich region in

the center of the diode and appioach th, anode. Figure 6 also shows a large fraction of emitted

electrons have been trapped from the main beam. Trapping and heating of the emitted electrons occurs

during the low impedance phase as a result of non-equilibrium electron dynamics in the time varying
potential structure produced by the rising circuit current. These trapped electrons replace the initially

cold electrons of the prefill plasma with a hot distribution of electrons. The virtual cathode electric
field structure accelerates ions toward both electrodes resulting in a significant depletion of ion charge

in the anode sheath by the end of the low impedance phase. The loss of ions at the anode causes the
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in the anode sheath by the end of the low impedance phase. The loss of ions at the anode causes the
transition to high impedance to be more rapid than quasi-steady models 4 would predict. The virtual
cathode formation process as well as the trapping and heating of the emitted electrons and ion depletion
at the anode are explained in detail in Ref. 5.
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Fig. 5 The diode potential profile at t=22.5 ns from Fig. 6 Phase-space plot for the emitted electrons at
the REFLEX simulation. t=22.5 ns from the REFLEX simulation.
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Fig. 6 The diode potential profile at t=25 ns from Fig. 7 Phase-space plot for the emitted electrons at
the REFLEX simulation. t=25 as from the REFLEX simulation.

The potential function and a phase-space plot for the emitted electrons during the transition to high
impedance are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. As Fig. 7 shows, the large anode potential drop disappears and
the cathode sheath voltage is now a good approximation to the diode voltage. Figure 8 shows that the
trapped electrons respond to the increasing diode current by moving toward the anode to shield the large
electric field in the cathode sheath from the bulk plasma. This occurs by uncovering enough positive
ion charge so that the net positive charge in the cathode sheath roughly balances the net negative charge
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from the beam electrons. As the trapped electrons recede toward the anode, electrons emitted from the
cathode and ions drawn into the cathode sheath from the plasma are accelerated by the large sheath

fields and evolve toward bipolar flow. Increases in the current result in rapid growth of the cathode
sheath size and leads to a rapid increase in the diode impedance and voltage.

IV. Two-Dimensional Model of the Plasma-Filled Diode
A 2-D electromagnetic PIC simulation of the plasma-filled pinched-electron-beam diode has

recently been performed using MAGIC.6 The 2-D model features a more realistic representation of the
diode geometry and includes magnetic as well as other 2-D effects. Figure 9 shows the comparison of
the diode voltage predicted by MAGIC with the inductively corrected diode voltage from Gamble [I. In

addition, the dashed curve in Fig. 9 shows the diode voltage predicted by REFLEX. The two plots on
the left in Fig 10 show the emitted electron flow in the diode just prior to and just after the beginning of
the transition to high impedance. The two plots on the left show the corresponding electron phase-

space (yv, vs. z). From Fig. 10a it is seen that there is very little radial electron flow in the diode at

t=15 ns so that the electron flow is approximately 1-D during the low impedance phase. Consequently,
the emitted electron phase-space at t=15 ns (Fig. 10b) is very similar to the emitted electron phase-space

from the 1-D model (Fig. 6). Figure 10c shows that the electron flow at t=20 ns has begun to pinch.

The simulation also shows that some electrons are flowing from the shank of the cathode. However,
most of the electron current is still flowing between the cathode tip and the anode. The impedance
associated with this pinched electron flow is higher than the corresponding unpinched flow and may
contribute to the shorter low impedance phase and slower transition to high impedance in MAGIC when

compared with REFLEX.

V. Summary

The PFD experiment on Gamble IH shows three distinct phases of operation: a low impedance

phase where the diode voltage is small, followed by phase of rapidly increasing diode voltage and
impedance which culminates in a vacuum impedance phase. One and two-dimensional PIC simulations
during the low impedance phase and transition to high impedance for the Gamble II PFD experiment

using the measured plasma density predict the electrical measurements.

The 1-D simulation shows that, as the circuit begins to conduct current, the plasma electrons move
toward the anode uncovering a large region of ion charge near the cathode. Emitted electrons from the
cathode are drawn into the A-K gap by this uncovered ion charge which leads to the formation of virtual
cathodes within a few plasma periods. The virtual cathode potential structure is characterized by a
potential hill with a potential drop in the anode sheath comparable with the potential rise in the cathode
sheath. Trapping and heating of the emitted electrons in these virtual cathode structures occurs during
the low impedance phase as a result of non-equilibrium electron dynamics in the time varying potential

structure produced by the rising circuit current. The virtual cathode electric field accelerates ions
toward both electrodes resulting in a significant depletion of ion charge in the diode by the end of the
low impedance phase. The transition to high impedance in the 1-D simulation begins when the virtual
cathode structure can no longer fit in the A-K gap. During this transition, the trapped electron

population recedes toward the anode and the electron and ion distributions in the cathode sheath evolve
toward bipolar flow. This rapidly growing bipolar sheath is responsible for the rapid rise in the diode

impedance observed in the 1-D simulation.
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Similar to the 1-D simulation, the low impedance phase of the 2-D simulation is characterized by

virtual cathode formation along with electron trapping and heating during the low impedance phase.

The low impedance phase in the 2-D simulation ends when the critical current is exceeded and electrons

begin to be radially pinched by the magnetic field associated with the discharge current. This causes the

duration of the low impedance phase to be shorter and the transition to high impedance phase to be

slower for the MAGIC simulations. However, the diode voltage predicted by either model is within the

uncertainty in the inductively corrected diode voltage.

PFD experiments on Gamble II have recently been performed using a helium gas-puff plasma

source and a much thicker cathode (Ar = 1.5 cm). Analysis of these experiments is currently in progress

and should provide valuable information on PFD scaling with ion species and diode geometry.

Experiments are also currently being designed which will look for the ion losses at the anode predicted

by the simulations during the low impedance phase.
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Fig. 9 A comparison of the diode voltage from Fig. 10 The emitted electron flow in configuration
MAGIC and REFLEX (dashed curve) with the space and phase space: a) and b) at t=15 ns just prior
inductively corrected voltage, to the end of the low impedance phase, c) and d) at

t=20 ns just after the beginning of the transition to high
impedance.
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Abstract. The plasma filled diode is used on pulsed
accelerator IGUR-3. The surface dielectric breakdown
using the energy of prepulse is the source of plasma in
this case. The plasma erosion has beer. studied "s--ing I-D
electrostatic particle-fluid hybrid code. Code results
are compared with the experimental impedance
measurements.

INTRODUCTION
A plasma filled diode was first used for prepulse

elimination, rise-time sharpening and electron beam focusing

(1,21. Using the diode on 6 MV generator IGUR-3 [3], the focusing
of 60 kA in 3 mm diameter was obtained. The high voltage impulse

was formed by inductive energy storage with the current

wire-explosion opening switch. During the past several years the

plasma opening switch (POS) has become an important means to

compress output power due to voltage rmu'ltiplication and pulse

length shortening [4,5]. Most of experiments have been carried out

on lower impeedance generators. Some experiments were performed
with high impedance generators. Load voltage as high as 6 MV have

been generated on Reiden IV-H with efficient current transfer to

diode loads [6]. With an inductive store and POS one can make a

high-voltage impulse (over 20 MV) into a load on PBFA-II [7]. A

set of experiments have been performed with two POS stages on

GIT-4 generator (51 and 6.4 MV, 82 kA have been obtained. In our

case, instead of first plasma switch we use the wire-explosion

unit. The wire-explosion opening switch with external electric

circuit has been studied with the aid of the one-dimensional WHD

code KEV [18]. As a second switch we use the plasma filled planar

diode. The plasma switch dynamics are modeled by one-dimensional

particle-fluid hybrid code. The calculations are compared to

experiments and some agreements are found.

=ERIM=AL DATA.

The plasma filled planar diode is sketched in Fig.1. There is

dielectric ring 13 mm diameter on the cathode. Anode-cathode gap
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is equal 80 mm. The same unit is on the anode. Here, during the

prepulse of voltage the electric field on the dielectric is

appeared by the capacitor division between cathode, anode and

interiediate electrode, connected with the cathode through

insulator. Plasma is produced by surface dielectric breakdown in

-cathode-anode region during 2 s pr-ep" se. Experimental

measurements show that plasma density is 101 2 i013 cm-3 and drift

velocity is about 7 cm/rts. At high voltage pulse the impedance

increases up to 100-0h1m during 20 ns.

THE COMMhTATIONAL MODEL

In a typical POS plasma is injected in an radial direction.

Mary theoretical works, PIC and fluid simulations of the plasma

switch have been carried out for this case [see for example

references in 911. In this work we study the POS operation in

planar plasma filled diode with axial injection. The geometry of

calculated region is shown in Fig.2. The modeling was performed in

two steps: density and temperature profiles before high-voltage

pulse arriving were obtained by Lagrangiaz 1--D two-temperature

fluid code and then these plasma parameters were used for PIC

modeling of the electron and ion beams and for plasma erosion

based on four-phase theory [10]. In the most previous works plasma

was uniforim and not included effects of plasma generation during

expansion. Us ally the heat conduction of ions was neglected and

for electrons it was infinite so that grad.T=O. We assume that

plasma expansion into a vacuum is spherical, because the

anode-cathode gap is more larger than the discharge region. The

classical heat conductivity was used for this study. In the fluid

modeling of plasma expansion into a vacuum from plasma sources we

have to take into account the plasma generation during the

expansion. The plasma source was included empirically to obtain

th•e plasma parameters similar to experiment. We assume that mass

of electron is ,e=O. The electron field is obtained from the

equation

E(Zen. - vE)= T grad(Zn - diVE

similar to obtained in [11]. The calculations of the plasma

expansion into a vacuum were carried out in two cases:

quasineutral limit and with charge separation. The waveform of the

current used in this study as the boundary conditions has been
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taken from ex--•"i-ent . Ir PIe modelon- g the
electric field are obtained by the Implicit Moment Method [12]

with time-advanced current sources derived from a set of auxiliary

fPl-id moment ecuations.
C0PUTATIONAT L RESULTS AkN'D COMPARISONS TO THE EERIMENT.

Results of the study are compared to the data obtained in the

experiment--. shows- t•e spherical plasma expansion with the

following par-meters: ions C++, the initial plasma temperature 40

eV, rate of plasma generation 5.1015 ionsEcm3 -L5. The density

about 10" cm-3 and the velocity about 5 cm/.4s in the

anode-cathode gap are obtained. In Fig.4 measured diode voltage

and corresponding current are shown. Fig.5 shows the comparison

between the experimental impedance and results of numerical

simulation. Good agreement is found when the erosion gap is formed

on -the cathode. The gap is obtained when the circuit current

reaches the saturation for these plasma parameters.
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Pig1.IGUR-3 plasma filled diode configuration.
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Fig.2. Schematic pictures for numerical simulation.
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ABSTRACT

Potentials in high current reflexing electron diodes such as vircators are
dominated by space charge effects,1 and are rapidly time varying and nonlinear
because of the oscillating virtual cathode and strong particle bunching. Previous
experiments 2 showed the stochastic character of the oscillating electromagnetic
fields. The dynamical behavior of this type of device is studied with the 2
dimensional electromagnetic code MAGIC' and with a simplified 1 dimensional
nonlinear analytic model. Computed particle trajectory phase space plots show
several classes of electron trajectories. The 1 dimensional nonlinear model
generates a similar set. The calculations show that the stochastic behavior of the
electromagnetic fields in both frequency and time are similar to the experimental
observations. These models are used to investigate the dependence of spectral
bandwidth and the RF fluctuations on the macroscopic system parameters.

1. Introduction

This paper reports on a static nonlinear potential modeling the reflex diode oscillator that is

based on the Duffing equation. This is motivated by the possibility that this system may be an

example of more generic nonlinear systems. The Duffing equation is a well documented"4

nonlinear equation with chaotic solutions in finite parameter regimes. The trajectories of test

particles in a one-dimensional(1 D) Duffing potential are compared to those in a potential computed

from the two-dimensional(2D) dynamic particle-in-cell (PIC) code MAGIC.

The microwave power and spectrum exhibit fluctuations and large shot-to-shot variability

that has been observed in many reflex diode experiments .2.7. An example from a recent vircator

experiment on Aurora is shown in figure 1. Although the macroscopic experimental parameters

of voltage, current, and vacuum are nearly identical for these two shots, the measured power

waveforms show apparently random fluctuations within the pulse. The heterodyne signal of the

electric fields during the same two shots, also indicates the time variation of the spectrum within

the pulse. The objective of our research program is to determine whether these fluctuations result

from some as yet undetermined experimental condition, or to the sensitivity of particle motion to

the nonlinear time-varying potentials.

As a preliminary investigation, a simplifying 1 D nonlinear Duffing model is used in this
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study. For comparison,
Fbwer f*un 0Do POWO ta OkW

self consistent space 9% M7

charge effects, and 2D

spatial and 3D velocity

distributions are ,

computed numerically &
using MAGIC. The 2D o

particle-in-cell (PIC) code TVW W Wt)

results will be described Figure 1 Measured microwave power in rectangular
waveguide arm for two shots with identical experimental

in section 2, followed by configurations.

results from the 1 D

model in section 3. Section 4 will discuss the significant parallels between the two models.

2. 2D Simulations

2.1 Parameters of Model

The device geometry is shown in figure 2a. An 80 kV voltage pulse is applied at z =0 (left

side figure 2a), and t = 0 in the simulation. The anode-cathode (AK) gap distance is 9 mm, the

cathode radius is 2.54 cm, and the chamber radius is 17 cm. A zoned grid, requiring 2.75 ps time

steps, is applied to this generic configuration to better reproduce the electron motion in the

cathode/virtual cathode region. These parameters have been selected because they represent an

experimentally accessible set of boundary conditions that correspond to apparatus that is under

construction.

2.2 Time Dependent Virtual Cathode (VC) Position and Amplitude

Figure 3 is the numerically calculated electric potential along the drift tube axis as a

function of time. The central position of the VC is defined as the peak of this electric potential. In

this configuration, both the amplitude of the VC and the position of the VC oscillate periodically.

The VC peak amplitude lags in phase by 90 degrees from VC position.

The Fourier transforms of both the VC position and amplitude have common peaks at 2.4

GHz. This frequency is the reflex frequency, f,, as calculated from particle trajectories in the

simulation. A secondary peak at 3.4 GHz is the plasma frequency f,, as calculated from the charge

density.

Calculation of axial electric field (Ez) near the side wall of t'le chamber at the axial position

of the VC, shows signals dominated by the same 2.4 Ghz reflex frequency. This measurement

position is selected because it is a convenient position for a radially directed waveguide extraction

port (in the experiment). The plasma frequency peak is not detected in the Fourier transform of the

upstream (cathode side of the anode) electric field. It is deduced then, that reflexing is the

dominant mode in this form of the oscillator.
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Figure 2 a) Generic experimental schematic of reflex diode. b) The 1D
Duffing potential for a test particle in this geometry.

2.3 Particle Trajectories

Electron position and momentum (phase space) provides information necessary to classify

the types of particle motion in the system. Individual particles are followed throughout their

lifetime during the simulation. Phase space plots for approximately 2% of the 20,000 particles in

the simulation have been evaluated. Three general patterns are found: 1 )electrons escaping from

the potential well in the axial directions, 2)oscillation with repeatable periods, and 3)aperiodic

oscillation. Examples in the right side of figure 4 differ only in the time they were emitted from the

cathode during the 16 ns voltage pulse width. These examples will be compared to the 1 D model

results.

3. 1D Model

3.1 Physical Basis (Why use this model?)

The Duffing Potential is selected because of its similarity to the potential between the

cathode, anode, and virtual cathode. This resemblance is illustrated in figure 1 b. This "soft-

spring" Duffing potential is one of four possible forms determined by the signs of a and b in the

Duffing equation fr+yk+ax+bx 3=Fcosat . The coefficients a and b determine the depth and
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Figure 3 Time-varying potential as computed in the 2D PIC code.

width of the potential well, y, is the dissipative term indicative of the collision frequency or

coulomb drag, F and w are the amplitude and angular frequency of the applied forcing function. The

nonlinearity occurs at the positions of the slowly varying potential barriers. The period of

oscillation is sensitive to deterministic motion at these possible turning points.

3.2 Particle Trajectories in Phase Space

The left side of figure 4 shows a sampling of electron phase space for the 1 D model. A

change in the second significant digit of y, results in the variety of electron motion shown in the

successive frames (from the top a)particle escaping the potential well, b)period three orbit,

c)chaotic motion represented by large attractor with broadband frequency content, d)constricted

attractor). These phase space plots are the attractors of the system, the solutions in the

asymptotic time limit. Each plot represents 44,000 time steps through the electron path. A

comparison of these 1 D orbits with those of the test particles in the 2D simulations reveal

remarkable similarity.

3.3 Phase Space and Control Diagrams

The sensitivity of the final states of the system are explored by variation of the principle

parameters (ie. K, a, b, F, w) of the nonlinear equation. A control diagram shows the final state of
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Figure 4 left side) Asymptotic phase space results of iD nonlinear model. Right
side) 2D PIC code phases space results.

the particle's path for varying parametric conditions . Figure 5 shows the variation of final electron

position as a function of forcing function angular frequency and dissipation. Bounded motion is

represented by the speckled region, particles escaping the potential on the cathode side are shown

as grey circles, and particles escaping past the virtual cathode are depicted in black.

4. Remarks

When comparing phase space results of 2D PlC and 1 D nonlinear models, the major

difference lies in the cusp vs. x2 shape of the potential well in the vicinity of the anode. This

discrepancy is minimal due to the fact that the particles have their maximum momentum at the

location of the anode, and therefore spend less time in this region. Therefore, trajectories are not

greatly effected by the shape of the well near the anode.
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Predictions of the 1D and 1.50,

2D models will be compared to a
12 5: . .. . . . .

carefully controlled experiment that

is under construction. A thermionic 1.00

cathode will be used to eliminate

the random behavior of explosive 0.75

field emission cathodes used in .0--------

previous reflex diode experiments.

Further numerical analysis that

includes the time-varying nature of 0,000.00 0.12 0.24 0.36 0.46 0.60

the formation of the virtual cathode gamma

is also in progress. Figure 5 Control Diagram of the static Duff ing
equation.
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Abstract

Preliminary results are presented of post-acceleration experiment of a pseudospark-
produced high-brightness electron beam. The electron beam that is propagating in a
low pressure gas is accelerated by a simple induction linac system. Time-resolved
energy spectrum is constructed for the electron beam. The resultant spectrum reveals
that the instantaneous beam ealergy is approximately equal to the sum of the cathode
voltage and the induction-linac accelerating voltage.

I. Introduction

Recently, high-brightness electron beam produced by a simple pseudospark device has

been reported.1'2 Such high-brightness electron beams would find immediate application in

high-current accelerators 3 and in rf sources such as free-electron lasers4', that require very

high-quality high-energy electron beams. In this work, we report preliminary results of post

acceleration of the electron beam by an induction linac. A simple induction linac system of

25 kV, 1 kA, 50 ns pulse is constructed. The time-resolved energy spectra are constructed

for the beams with and without the acceleration by the induction linac and are compared

with the cathode voltage waveform and induction linac accelerating voltage waveform.

II. Experiment

Experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The pseudospark device, xhich is similar to

the one reported earlier,1 2 consists of a planar cathode with a hollow cavity, two sets of

intermediate electrodes and insulators, and a planar anode. A trigger electrode made of

semirigid coaxial cable is inserted into the hollow cavity. A 3.2-mm diam center hole is

present through the entire electrode system. A homemade compensated resistive divider is

used to monitor the cathode voltage. A 2.7-nF low inductance type door knob capacitor

is used as the storage capacitor. An induction linac module, which is driven by a 25-4

Blumlein type modulator, is attached to the downstream side of the anode. The linac

module is terminated by a matched load 25 f2 to minimize the beam loading6 effect. This is
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done by two 50-Q cables (not shown in Fig. 1), one of which is conveniently used to monitor

the voltage across the accelerating gap. A time-resolving energy spectrometer consisting

of a 0.5-mm diam pinhole, a biased electrode, and a Faraday cup is placed immediately

downstream of the linac module.

The entire chamber is initially evacuated by an oil diffusion pump typically down to 10-'

Torr. Argon gas is then filled at a slow flow rate through a needle valve in the upper chamber

while the pinhole allows the gas to leak into the downstream chamber maintaining a

hollow cathode
' -15kV

voltage[ 20M.Ql

probe 29C-~ sorg

FIG 1ferrite cores

induction

Argon ~coil eba

gas needle baed pinhole
electrode "CUM

. FI.... 1. Eipeiomen PeUP.
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constant differential pressure in the upper chamber and vacuum in the downstream chamber.

The pressure used in this experiment is 60 mTorr and the cathode is charged to -15 kV with

respect to the grounded anode through a 20-MfQ charging resistor. By applying a +15-kV

pulse that is also generated by the Blumlein modulator to the trigger electrode, a flashover

discharge on the surface of Teflon insulator at the end of the coaxial trigger electrode triggers

the main discharge within a jitter time of < 1 ns. The cathode voltage is monitored by

the voltage probe. The electron beam generated by this discharge propagates through the

induction linac in which the beam is further accelerated. A small portion of this beam that

is sampled by the pinhole and injected into a vacuum space is then analyzed by a biased

electrode and a Faraday cup. Only electrons of energy higher than that corresponding to a

given bias voltage can pass through the center hole of the biased electrode and arrive at the

Faraday cup.

In order to characterize the original beam from the pseudospark discharge, the induction

linac module is removed and the spectrometer system is directly attached to the anode to

determine the energy spectrum of the original beam. The bias voltages are varied from zero

to -16 kV in 1 kV increments, and the corresponding Faraday cup current signals are

0.3

~ 02 bias voltage
S0.2 ...... ......... ... . ........... ......... ...

(W)

o0.1 .......

-122

0 10 20 30 40 50

Time (ns)

FIG. 2. Family of current waveforms measured by a Faraday cup wtih various bias voltages
from 0 to -16 kV with 1 kV step.
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recorded by a digital oscilloscope. A typical family of waveforms with the corresponding

bias voltages is shown in Fig. 2. Each current waveform with a given bias voltage Vb may

be represented by

I(Eb,t) 0 i(c, t)df (1)

where (b = eVb is the energy corresponding to the bias voltage. It is obvious from Eq. (1)

that difference between two current waveforms measured at bias voltages Vb and Vb + AVb,

respectively, is the current by the flow of electrons of energy between fb = eVb and fb + Aeb =

e(Vb + AVb) as given by

I(Eb,t) - I(b + Afb,t) = i Ii(ct)df. (2)
Jb

The time-resolved energy spectrum at energy Eb + 1Eb as a function of time may be then

given by d2W I(Eb, t) - I(Co + Afb, t) (3)

dtdc 2 eAzb

which can be determined in terms of an experimentally obtained differential current wave-

form I(Cb, t) - I(eb + Aleb, t). Sixteen differential current waveforms are computed from the

family of digitized Faraday cup current waveforms by using a personal computer. The time-

resolved energy spectrum is then constructed by plotting the resultant differential waveforms

as functions of energy as shown in Fig. 3.

F10 •

"15.5 0

0 10 20 30 40 50

Tume (ns)

FIG. 3. The time-resolved energy spectrum for the pseudospark-produced electron beam.

I ---[
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A similar series of measurements is done for the beam after the post acceleration by the

induction linac. The induction linac is in place as shown in Fig. 1 and is powered by the

Blumlein modulator that also triggers the pseudospark. Thus, the beam generation and

accelerating voltage are in good synchronization. Having the bias voltages varied from zero

to 32 kV in 2 kV increments for this series, the time-resolved energy spectrum is constructed

by analyzing the Faraday cup current signals as described above and plotted in Fig. 4.

I1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Both the time-resolved energy spectra shown in Figs. 3 and 4 have relatively narrow

spreads: instantaneous energy spreads of < 1.5 keV and temporal spreads of < 2 ns. Energy

of these ridge-like distribution of the spectra decrease monotonically from their peak values

to zero. The time at which the intensity of each differential waveform attains its peak value

for both cases are plotted in the energy-time space as shown in Fig. 5. It is observed that

the plots of peak intensity points for the beam without post acceleration approximately

follow the voltage waveform of the cathode. This indicates that the source of the electrons

is at the cathode or inside the hollow cavity and these electrons are accelerated by the full

instantaneous voltage between cathode and anode. The same plots for the post accelerated

beam are favorably compared with a curve that is the sum of the cathode voltage waveform

31 0

0 10 20 30 40 50

Time (ns)

FIG. 4. The time-resolved energy spectrum for the post-accelerated electron beam.
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the spectra with the voltage waveforms.

and the accelerating voltage waveform of the induction linac. In this case, the electrons

appear to be accelerated directly by both voltages. It is observed, however, that the peak

energy points are -•10% higher than the sum of the two waveforms. This discrepancy will

be further investigated.
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Abstract

Both electrostatic retarding and deflecting energy analyzers have been

employed to measure the time-resolved beam energy of short (30 to 50 ns pulse

duration) and space-charge dominated ( 40 mA and 2.5 keV) electron bunches with

longitudinal momentum tilts. The time resolutions are better than a half

nanosecond. The energy resolutions are better than 0.3 % for the retarding analyzer

and 2.5 % for the deflecting analyzer. In this paper basic operating principles are

briefly described. Several experimental results are presented. Calibrations and

measured energy width are given. Finally the performances of both devices will be

summarized.

I. Introduction

A longitudinal pulse compression experiment and a resistive wall instability experiment

have been planned to study longitudinal dynamics of space-charge dominated beams at the

University of Maryland 1. A short-pulse electron beam injector has been built to produce short

electron bunches 2. It consists of a gridded electron gun, three solenoidal matching lenses and an

induction acceleration module generating a time-dependent gap voltage and imparting a longitudinal

velocity tilt to the beam. By means of changing the grid voltage waveform both rectangular and

parabolic bunches can be generated for the compression experiment and initial beams can be

perturbed for the instability experiment.

Longitudinal velocity or energy measurement is crucial for both experiments, which can

provide information about these dynamic processes in the longitudinal phase space. From the

experimental point of view, variations of energy or velocity may be detected easier than that of

current. Because of the relatively low beam energy ( 1 to 5 keV) both electrostatic retarding field

and deflecting field energy analyzers have been chosen and constructed to perform the energy
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measurements. In section II operation principles are briefly described. In section III several

measurement results are presented. In section IV calibration and resolution results are given.

Firally the performance of both devices will be summarized.

II. Operation Principles

Both retarding and deflecting field energy analyzers have been widely used for low energy

measurements of charged particle beams 3.4.5. They have very simple geometric configurations as

shown in Fig. l(a) and l(b). Both of them utilize well-known motion of charged particles in a

uniform electric field. The energy information is indirectly obtained by detecting the beam current

at fixed positions.

ground plate or deflecting plate
[etarding plate

.------- ground plate

1 collector entrance slit exit slit

Fig. 1 (a). Retarding energy analyzer Fig. 1 (b). Deflecting energy analyzer

1. Retarding field energy analyzer

It is made up of two gridded parallel plates and a beam collector (Faraday cup). The first

plate is a ground plate while the second one is a retarding plate connected to a high voltage power

supply providing a variable negative DC voltage ( for electrons) up to the beam energy. A uniform

electric field between the plates retards electrons longitudinally. If the longitudinal kinetic energy of

an electron is larger than the retarding potential, i.e. E>eVr where E and Vr are the beam energy

and retarding voltage, respectively, the electron is decelerated between the plates and then

accelerated after the retarding plate. Eventually, it reaches the collector. Otherwise, if E<eVr, the

electron is reflected back. By varying the retarding voltage and measuring beam currents vs. time

at the collector a time-resolved beam energy distribution can be constructed. It should be

emphasized that only the longitudinal component of electron velocity (normal to the plates), not the

total velocity, can be measured.
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2. Deflecting field energy analyzer

It is composed of a ground plate with an entrance slit and an exit slit, and a deflecting plate

where a negative deflecting voltage is applied. A beam collector is placed at the exit slit to collect

outcoming electrons. An electron trajectory with an incident angle 0 and energy E can be defined

by the relation
eV dx 2

4hE cos 2 0 (1)

where h is the distance between the two plates and Vd is the absolute value of the deflecting

voltage. Let x=L and y=0 where L is the distance between the slits and substituting these

conditions for the collected electrons into Eq. (1), one can obtain a linear relation between the

electron energy and the deflecting voltage as

L eV
2h sin 20 d (2)

For a given deflecting voltage only the electrons with certain incident angle and energy are able to

pass through the exit slit and be detected. By tuning the deflecting voltage and measuring the beam

current a time-resolved beam energy can be obtained. In the actual device two compensating guard

electrodes, connected with both plates by large value resistors are added to eliminate fringing field

distortions.

III. Experimental Results

All energy measurements are conducted at the end of the injector about 50 cm from the

cathode and I I cm after the third lens center. Both devices are operated in a diagnostic chamber

under a vacuum of 10-8 torr range.

The general results from both devices are mutually consistent. Several cases are presented

here. It should be realized that the energy mentioned here is the longitudinal kinetic energy.

0.05- 3.5-

0.00-

3.0-
• 0.05-

**0.10 -2.

-0.15-
- _0._2_0 -i_______ 2.0 1- 1___1_ 1_J

-0.20-III

14 15 16 17 18 -28 -26 -24 -22 -20

ns Time ns

Fig. 2. Beam current signals for Fig. 3. Electron energy at front edge
different retarding voltages
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The high time-resolution is accomplished by sufficient current signals and a Digital Signal
Analyzer, DSA 602A with I GHz bandwidth and 2 G samples per second. As a typical example,
Fig. 2 shows the collected beam current in the leading edge portion of a rectangular pulse at
different retarding voltages. The time information can be determined by identifying the current
"cut-off" point for a given retarding voltage.

1. Rectangular beam edge erosions
Due to the strong space charge force at the edges of a rectangular bunch, the electrons at the

beam front speed up while those at the rear slow down, as shown in Fig. 3

2. Rectangular beam with induction acceleration

A time-dependent induction gap voltage can be generated as shown in Fig. 4. With an
appropriate timing the beam can be accelerated and the energy is transferred from the induction

module to the beam, as shown in Fig. 5.

3.1

> 3.0

2.8-
2.7

2.6

2.5-
0 10 20 30 40 50

Tune (ns)

Fig. 4. Time-dependent induction Fig. 5. Beam energy tilt with
gap voltage induction acceleration

3. Parabolic beam energy

The space charge forces of a parabolic beam are linear. Again the earlier electrons gain

kinetic energy and the later ones lose. The energy tilt is linear, as shown in Fig. 6.

4. Parabolic beam with induction acceleration

By using the linear region of the induction acceleration voltage in Fig.4, the parabolic beam

can be accelerated and its energy can be tilted from the negative slope shown in Fig. 6 to a positive

one shown in Fig. 7. In consequence, the later electron with larger momentum will catch up with

the earlier ones. This is the initial condition for pulse compression experiments.
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Fig. 6. Energy vs. time for a drifting Fig. 7. Energy vs. time for a parabolic
parabolic beam beam with induction acceleration

IV. Calibration and Resolution

1. Calibration

Both devices have been calibrated by changing the anode voltage. The retarding analyzer is

calibrated with the retarding voltage corresponding to the "cut-off". The calibration results are

shown in Fig. 8 and 9, where it is believed that the slight variations are caused by small shifts of

the beam axis since the device is fixed. From Eq. (5) and Fig. 9 where E=l.81 Vd- 0.127 (keV)

the incident angle at the deflecting analyzer can be found to be 0= 390.

5- 3.0-

> 2.8-

4-) 2.6-

3- 2.4-
S~2.2-

2- - 2.0o

2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

Retarding voltage kV Deflecting voltage kV

Fig. 8. Calibration of the retarding Fig. 9. Calibration of the deflecting
analyzer analyzer

2. Resolution

The beam energy widths are measured for a given energy and for both devices shown in

Fig. 10 and 11. By fitting them with a Gaussian the widths are 6 eV for the retarding analyzer and

67 eV for the deflecting analyzer. For the latter it is believed that the resolution is mainly limited by

the finite widths of the slits.
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Fig. 10. Beam density vs. energy where Fig. 11. Relative beam current vs. energy
f=exp(-(E-2.516)2/2(0.006)2). where I=Iexp(-(E-2.52) 2/2(0.067) 2)

V. Summary

Both retarding and deflecting field energy analyzers have been built and employed to

conduct the time-resolved energy measurements of the pulsed electron beams. The general
performances of both devices are satisfactory. The time resolutions are better than a half

nanosecond.
The retarding field energy analyzer is easier to build and more convenient to use. The

energy resolution is higher as well. But an oscillation on the collected current signals limits the

measurement sensitivity in some cases. The alignment is also a practical problem.

The deflecting field energy analyzer has a much neater current signal. The alignment is not

a serious problem. The resolution is limited mainly by the sensitivity of the collector or finite slit

sizes. Another reason is that the distance between the slits is rather short, which is limited by the

geometric size of the diagnostic chamber. It makes measurements difficult and time-consuming.

Ideally, the resolution can be always improved by reducing the slit width or covering the slit with a

fine mesh and extending the distance between the slits.
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ABSTRACT

The effects of electron beam parameters, including beam radius,emittance and its
energy, on the bremsstrahlung exposure angular distribution of a meter away from the tar-

get are researched in this paper. The analytic theory is described in detail. T. H. Martin
experience formula is used to get the forward bremsstrahlung exposure in front of the tar-
get. Three kinds of typical electron transverse distribution are used, and they are the Ka-
pachinsky-Vlajimersky distribution (KV), the waterbag distribution (WVB), and the
Gaussian (GS). From these distributions, the incident angles of the beamlets, which are

in different radial positions, are calculated. The Monte-Carlo method is used to find the
incident angle and position of each sample electron.

It is showed that the following fit formula about the radius R. and the emittance E of

electron-beam (in kms unit),

E(m-rad) = 1. 4 Rb(m)

should be meeted in order to obtain the maximal forwrad exposure. The higher the beam
energy and the less the emittance, the better the distribution of exposure. The calculated

results for three distributions are in agreement with each other, when two methods are
used.

1. Introduction
When a high-Z target is exposed to a intense relativestic beam, the target atom and the inject-

ed electron would interact with each other, producting photon via bremsstrahlung. For flashed X-

radiography, the forward exposure in front of the target should be as large as possible. In order to

do so, the physical parameters should be chosen and adjusted carefully. The effects of most beam

parameters on the exposure dose have been studied theroretically and experimentally[`-], but the

effect of beam emittance has scarcely ever been considered. Thus, it is necesary to explore the de-

pendences of the radiation exposure and its angular distribution on the beam emittance and angular
spread.

The aim of the paper is to find a regularity about these dependences in various ernittances and
to scale beam radius or angular spread by the emittance to get the optimized output exposure.

When the emittance effect considered, the transverse distribution of current density must be
known. The Kapachuisky-Vlajimersky distribution ( KV ), the waterbag distribution ( WB ) and
Gassian ( GS ) are considered in the paper. The transverse distribution of the beam current densi-
ty gaven, the analytical method and the Monte-Carlo method are used to calculate the position and

injected angle of an electron on the target plane.
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2. Throry

The bremsstrahlung normalized angular distribution for a directed electron is as follows ( the

Martin' s formula'),

f. = exp(-- OW,/O. 677n') (1)

The exposure X ( in Ren ) produced by a pulse electron beam with current 'b ( in kA ), ener-

gy WJ( in MeV ) and pulse length tb( in ns ) is as follows

X = 1.1 X 1O-Irbff•' (2)

A Cartesian coordinate system is used. The beam and target are supposed to be axisymmetri-

cal about z-axis ( see figure 1 ). In Eq . (1) the angle 0 between two unit vectors, C and -,is

6 arccos( (x, - x.)cosa + (y, - y.)cos,# +zcosy (3)
h

Set jo is the equivalent uniform current density of a electron beam, jo=-b/(nlc), where Ib

and Rb are the beam current and the radius on the target plane. So, the beam current density can

be written as

j(-.) = jof,(r.) (4)
where fj(r) is the radial distribution factor of the beam current. Suppose the element current dI

passes through the element area dS of the target, so

d- jof,(r.)dS (5)

"z

h 

.

* Y

S S(x, .y..).)

Fig. 1 The geometrical configuration about beam-target
interaction point S and observed point P.

The exposure dose dX(r,,r1 ,e.) at the point P(rj)produced by the beamlet dlI that injected

at S(7.,) in the direction e is

dX =(-,,-,-) = llrbjoWS(1)f,(ro)e- 'cosS (6)

Usually, cos4,.1. Integrating Eq. (6) over the beam cross section on the target, the total exposure
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X( r ) at the point P from the whole electron beam can be writen as

f.1ri-e-r-. f()dS (7)

3. Analytical method

According to T. H. Martin, the beam cross-section on the target will be devided into many

small regimes. The procedure is as follows. First, the cross-section is devided into 2J0 pieshaped

segments, equally. Each of these pieshaped segments is then subdevided into No parts. Now, the

area AS of the (n, j) element current AI is

S= 6 (8)

and Al is

Al = 2a- 1 f) W (9)

where, n=1, 2, -.. , No; j=1, 2, -- , 2J0

The measured points are all on the semisphere (z>0)with radius r»>>Rb. For simplicity,

the semisphere is devided into 250 equal segments in annule and each of these segments is devided

into I0 parts in the azimuthal, so that the semisphere obove the target is devided into 2IoJo sub-

regimes. There are altogether 2IoJ 0o+ 1 mesured points on the semisphere. Solutions for the radia-

tion at these 2IoJ 0 •+1 points associated with each of the Notarg,. segments are obtained. After the

radiation levels at the 2IoJ 0 +1 points are defined, points are summed up by rotating one point into

other around the z-axis of the sphere. Thus, after 360 degree rotation the No target segments are

made to appear as the entire target. The radiation from the No target segments can be defined both

in electron numbers and angle.

From Eq. (9), the exposure at the i-th azimuthal sub-regime can be obtained,
Ný 2,0

X(i) = CoE '•, f(n)(2n - 1)e -I°./°" OG 7 ,* (10)
a I., -j- I

where C 0=5. 5TbbW!•,' 8/(JoN2r•). Radial distribution factor is: f.(n)=1. 0,for KV,f.(n)=2

{1-[(n-0. 5)/No0] 2 } for WB ,and for GS,f,(n)=2exp{-2[(n-0. 5)/N0-]2 }.
The average angular spread for the n-th ring of the beam is given as follows

V6.> => rdr r' 3f(r,r' )dr' f rdrf""• f(r,r' )r' dr' (11)

where r is the variable radius, r' the radial angular spread, r. is indicated as the external radius of
n

the n-th ring of beam, r.=-Rb,,r,_.is its inner radius. Then using the three distribution func-
No

tions and performing the integration in Eq. (11), we obtain:

(6<,)106 = 1- 2 - +0.5 for K
1 1 - 1 r -3 N '•[ X 4_ ( a _ 1 ) ' 4 - [ ' , -1 ) - -

(6.2>/1-' = 1- 31- 5 2N[(2x-l)-7[f(X-1)4] for WB (12)

<M,>lj = -_-(1_ 2 (2_-1)_2N_-2x (-1)-} for GSN22 e z ( 2 ( i )t -1 ) 2 2oa 2
N~e2exp( N -exp(- W)']-21.-4Q2n-1)
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So, what we must do is simply to find the exposure distribution, AX (n, j), of the element

current Al under the conditions of
z/z

x,, --- .-n Rt. 9-- 0 , z.= 0
No

tgy = ( )1/2, - 0, tga = ctgy

Summing up the dose distribution AX(n,j) , we can obtain the exposure ,X(ri) ,distribution con-

tributed from the whole electron beam.

4. Monte-Carlo method
From Eq. (7) , if the incident conditions of the all beam-electrons are known, the total expo-

sure distribution X(-r) can be found out. The four variants for each beam-electron can be ob-
tained from the beam 4D transverse phase space distribution with the Monta-Carlo method.

The number of the modeled particle is taken K0. The carrying current of each particle is -%I=
IL/Ko. The 4D distribution functions are

fKV = CKv6 (1 a2 + fl) for KV

fvS = Cw8  for WB (13)

fos = Cosexp[- 2( !+ + +f

The injecting conditions of each sample macroelectron, x, y., ,a, and 1, can be determined. Thus,

the total exposure at point P can be defined and the exposure distribution on the sphere is finally
determined.

5. Calculated results
Figure 2 shows the results of calculating the forward exposure dose X as function of the beam

radius Rb with different emittance from 50 to 800 mmn-mrad, beam current I4=3kA and energy
W.=10MeV. The parameters for figure 3 are the same as for figure 2, except for W,= 20MeV.

o40-", , ©

I D a

I-L I. Ih '•T II I

I I aI SI o I

I I I 0 3 I I

1244.0' - WO

0.0 10 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
RADIUS Rb (cm) RADIUS Rb (em)

Fig. 2 Forward exposure Xo vs electron Fig. 3 Forward exposure X0 vs electron
beam radius Rb in the case of va- beam radius Rb in the case of va-
rious emittances. (W.= 10MeV) rious emittances. (W.-=-20MeV)
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It can be see that, for a certain enittance, the optimal radius Rb at which the maximal forward

exposure occurs is independent of the beam energy We. There is different optimal radius when the

emittance is different. Figure 4 indicates the relation of Rb., to E, and the corresponding fit formu-

la is (in mnks unit ), approximately,

1.4R(14)

I I! I

750 - -------------r ---I " I
I I I ,/

I II
I I!

""500 -- -- ..--. . --- •. .

o i I i/

Z50

I y I I

S I I I

0 0 0 0 .5 1 .0 IL 2 .0 .
Rb (cm)

Fig. 4 The matching relation between emittance E and optimal beam radius Rb=

The normalized dose angular distribution is shown in figure 5 in the case of optimized forward

exposure. Suppose the beam with W, =10MeV has emittance of 100 mm-mrad, the optimal radius

is 0. 8cm. For the beam with W. = 20MeV, the supposed value of the emittance is 50mm-mrad

and its optimal radius is 0. 6cm. It can be seen from figure 5 that the exposure decreases quickly
when the azimuth increases and that the higher the energy, the quicker the exposure decrese.

However, the dependence of the dose distribution on the product of the beam energy and azimuth

is nearly the same in different beam energies (see fig. 6 ).

Z.0 ZI 1.0 I II

00.8 I- - I 0 --- --- ..... -...------- j -------

0 0
r~0.6 -- L------------

I I\ I I I I /"

-I \ I I I I r• J
I S1 I i I i I I•I

• o., -,-- -- --- .....

0.00 5 10 15 20 Z5 30 0.0 so 1 240
Angle (deg) We*Angle (MeV.deg)

Fig. 5 The anular distributions of normalized Fig. 6 The dependence of normalized exposure
exposure X. for beam energy W. of 10 X. on the product of beam energy W. and
and 20 MeV. (* is azimuth) azimuth i.
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It is found that when the three typical beam distributions are used, the computed results are
little different with each other. It, too, is found that the obtained results using both methods are
more and less the same.

6. conclusion
The calculated results with analytical and Monte-Carlo methods have indicated that for a

beam with nonzero emittance, only is the beam radius equal its optimal value Rt, the maximal
forward exposure of bremsstrahlung can be obtainted. Obviously, when the beam radius is large ,

the forward exposure would decrease because that the forward exposure distribution is uniformized

in space. On the contrary, if tht radius is too small, the forward exposure would decrease, too,
because of the large angular spread. When the beam emittance known, the optimal radius can be

calculated from Eq. (14). The relation between emittance and optimal radius is independence of
beam energy.

Of course, the higher the beam energy, the more concentrated forward the exposure distribu-
tion, because that the dependence of the exposure distribution on W,4, is independence of the beam
energy, too.

For the flash X-radiography using LINAC with certain enrgy, it is important to choose the
forward exposure and the spot size carefully, because there is contradiction between the optimal
exposure and the mimimal radius. If the high resolution is desired to decrease the geometric blur,

the spot size, i. e. the beam radius on target, should be as small as possible at the expense of the

exposure. On the other hand, if the high contrast is wanted to increase signal-noise ratio of the

picture, the optimal exposure should be taken, but the corresponding blur will be added to the pic-

ture.
All of the results is this paper are half-quantitative and have not been demanstrated experi-

mently. However, they are instructive in designing flash X-radiography machine and acqwiring

the picture with high quality.
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BRE1MSSTcRAHLUNG NADIAT1ON ON THE SNOt !'ACILIT 112.

Luchirisky A. V. , Petin V. K. . Ratakhirn N. A. , Smirnov N. A.
Fedushchak V. F.

The brersstrahlung output obtained from the iriteractiorn
of a relativistic electron beam with converter foil has been
studied experimentally. The experiments were carried out on

SNOP-1 accelerator, at 0.4-1. 1 MV , 320-120 kA and pulse with
FWHM of 20-65 ns. The electron beam energy was about 10 kJ

and the power was 0. 18 TW. For generation of the higher power
electron beam on SNOP-3 generator the series of experiments
were performed at 800 kV and 360 kA. The electron beam energy
was 13 kJ and the power was 0. 3 TW.

INTRODUCT ION

The interest to the intense x-ray production are
connected with its technical application , specifically, for
radionics testing. The f'irst detail results concerning the
interaction of electrons with thick target ( sufficient

thickness to stop the electron ) and of x-ray production
has been reported in /1,2/.

Later the results of' theoretical and experimental re-
searcihes about optimization of the bremsstrahlung energy

deposition , about influence of e-beam electromagnetic field
on a total photon yield , the possibility of softening x-ray

spectra and high power x-ray production were published

in /3,4,5,6/.
The purpose of this work was making pulse x-ray sources

for radiation testing of semiconductive elements. The results
of' this experiments will be used for building facilities

whose power will more than four times higher comparison to
SNOP facilities.
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EXPERIWMNTAL SETUP

SNOP-i accelerator was built by conventional schem• e
Marx generator-- pulse forming line -- water, switch -- trani-

smission line -- vacuum output. Prepulse switch was employed
to reduce prepulse In this experiments we had maximum
650 kV and 300 kA in the matched load Figure 1 shows the
geometry of' the diode assembly and the position of the
several diagnostics. The electrical parameters were measured
with voltage dividers, -_4|.e

Rogowsky coils and -dt
dI/dt probes. Thermo- p'oecutncnt
luminescent detectors PION

(TLD) , pin- arid scin-
Lillation detectors were pabe

applied for x-ray
measurements. A 6-10 mm

polyethylene was used as
a shield. It was located
behinrid the converter foil WAO c-a ho tnMt st'

and kept debris from tar- FPiq1, Scheme of the SMOP-( outpuot
get and absorbed passed through converter foil e-beam . The
stainless steel cathodes with 30-100 mm sharp edge diameters
and planar Cu and Ta converter foils , 20-150 jum thick ,
were used in experiments . The anode-cathode (A-K) gap was
2-7 im . Based upon damage patterns of the anode ( or the

shield) by e-beam or x-ray pinhole photograph of anode we
could say about spartial location of the e-beam and the
bremsstrahlung source size respectively The vacuum chamber
was held at a pressure of' 0. 0001 Torr.

EXPER I MENTAL RESULTS

The experiments were carried out at 0. 4 -1.1 MY and 320-
120 kA. The diode impedance was 1.25-8 ohm , it was achieved
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insulator flashlover arnd i t. wa;!, I orni ii) Fig. v A

plasma moving . There is alseo a delay of about. 10 i.

between the beginning of the voltage :signals *,:ur

signals and x-ray powei- signals.

It is importert to note that the behaviour of impeda,,

in Fig. 2 and Fig. are (differert.

Depending on delay between the beginning of the voltage

pulse and water-vacuum interface flashover we could see

different damage patterns of the a-node (or the shield) It

was various width rings , equally e-beam exposed disk or the

disk with increasing damages into diode axis and 5-10 mm dia

crater on the axis (pinched diode). It may be use as a simple

method for investigation of dynramic behaviour of e-beam.

The densitometer reading of x-ray pinhole photograph of

tar-get for one of short. is shown in Fig. 4. Here it is also

the x-ray dose measuremenrts

at different lateral dis-

tarnce between target arid

TLDs . Results that kind

of' experiments shown, that ,

for pinched e-beam diode -to 0 1• 0 a
I -',1/R, for R > 3-3. 5 cm, F . it d d iS•tan e,

where I is the total x-ray X-Ja t hoeto 'Tad•oe
intensity and R is the 475OafJ5-<&et tn týetwTLD:
lateral distance between 2070 tzads- 0-u• --twen t4et and TLDs

target and TLDs.
For higher energy e-beam production (and higher total

x-ray intensity production), than on SNOP-1, the experiments
on SNOP-3 facility were made at 0.8 MV and 360 kA ; the
e-beam energy in some experiments was about 13 kJ and the
power was about 0. 3 TW. The A-K gap voltage , e-beam current
of pulse with its FWHM , total x-ray intensity for SNOP-1
SNOP-3 and from /6/ are shown in Table 1.
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1000 KV
HYDRA 2`200 kA 40 kracdB; - 21 mm hetween tai get

100 risec. and TLDs
------------------.--------.-.----------------------------------.-

800 KV
SNOP- 1 200 kA ."1 kra - 2 between target

. 60 nsec . and TLDs

""00 KV
SNOP-3 360 kA 5 krads - 40 mm between target

45 rnsec . arid TLDs
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THEORY OF THE BREMSSTRAHLUNG CONVERTER FOR RAISING ENERGY
EXTRACTION IN THE RANGE 10-100 keV.

V.V.Ryzhov, A.A.ScpozhnikoV

Institute of High Current Electronics 634055, TomuaIk. Rtusu-,-u

Abstract. Formulas for an opt imrim thick•ness and brems-
strahung spectrum in the range 10-100 NeV are obtai-
ned and on the base of them anaZysis of the opt inwn
characteristics as a function of energy is done both
for singZe and multfpie pass schemes.

Introduction
Large pulsed power machines (Black Jack, HYDRA, Angara,

SNOP) are widely used to build intense, large area bremsstrah-
lung sources. It is super hard x-ray (SHX, bremsstrahlung in the
range 10-100 keY) which is the main part of a surface dose in an
irradiated object. So a protlem of the most effective converter
design is intensively investigated both theoretically and expe-
rimentally. Recently some multiple pass schemes have been propo-
sed to increase bremsstrahlung generation efficiency 11,2,3].
But these papers don't show all essential features of the super
hard x-ray extraction problem. In our paper formulas for an op-
timum thickness and bremsstrahlung spectrum in the range 10-100
keV are obtained and on the base of them analysis of the optimum
characteristics as a function of energy is done both for single
and multiple pass schemes.

Theory
The bremsstrahlung generation in a foil is a complex pro-

cess which depends on many factors: stopping and scattering of
the electrons, generation and transport of photons in a conver-
ter. It is very difficult to evaluate exactly the forward spect-
ra of the extracted radiation analytically. But in the approach
of the "forward-directed" photon emission in the direction of
scattered electrons one can write:

1rE--b= NhvfG(z)'0 exp(-ýt(Z-z)/<cosO>) dz()

dhv dhv <cose>
0
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where 1,N are a thickness and c-onrrntratiori f"
Ldo/dhv - the liner attenuation coefficient of a |)h.,'A eiiO,>,
[4] and intrinsic bremsstrahlung cross section [,;
average cosine of the scattered electrons. We proceed fr-• • Li
assumption that the angle distribution of electrons reaches t1he
steady, diffusion state very quickly and doesn't depend on a
target depth. G(z) is the fraction of electrons which pass
through the depth z in Lorward direction in the first cross n(z)
(n(z) - the number transmission coefficient), in second one
rz(z+2Z)f and so on:

G (Z) = . n••(2('-l )'Zz),U(Re-2('-I )'-z),

i=1

where U(x) is a step function
U(X) = f 0., X<O.;
U~s) I., x>O,

Re - extrapolated range. The nunber m is limited by the total
number of the passes in the forward direction which an electron
with the initial energy E. can make through a foil with the
thickness I before It is absorbed.

f•=.f o -f, OqwC•<1 , O,<w1 •I

where fo,fl - are the number reflected coefficient of the elec-
trons in the first and back foil surfaces. If fxO expressions
(1) and (2) describe the brems3trahlung generation in a multiple
pass regime. It f1=0 above expressions describe the bremsstrah-
lung generation in a single pass one.

The expression (1) may be integrated over thickness if one
notes that ao/dhv in the range 10-100 keV hardly depends on the
energy of the electron transported through a target if Eo>100
keV. Choosing n(z) in the form [61:

n(z) = a + bz/Re 2

where a,b,c - constant depended on matter target, we obtain:
OEb r" IVL [d i -1o

wherehL=R (mI g)(Z,) U(Re[(2•_' )'<)+

+U( (2m-1)Z-Re)Jf gO(AZ' )exp{-•' (1'-AZ 1} , (2)

where A"=Re-2(m7-1 ), "L=-URe, AZ'=AZ/Re, ýC=LRe/<COSe>,
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2 +C 2cJ i
90 ( =(a1 2) 1[ -1 P 2x 4 X

a, a + 2(i-1 )bM' +4(i-1 )2 Cd ; bi= 1- + 4(i-I )c'

The total SHX energy extraction may be evaluated by inte-
gration over the photon energy in the range 10-100 ReV. The op-
timum converter thickness for maximum extraction is the solution
of equation [7]:

100
d(Ebr) Nt hi) do W- L ~(

= - U(Re-2(i-- )') - +dZ' ýt Ohv, "i= dZ'di' opt 1 0 atu {i1
op 1 gO(Al') dgowA' )d(AU)

+ U((2d-1)± a(Azl a -i

- I- (AI exp{-((j'-A1 ')] = 0. (3)

Then we have to take into account characteristic x-ray ge-
neration, which belong to the super hard x-ray spectrum for the
atoms Z>30. Using the above approaches and suggesting 1) isotro-
py of the characteristic emission, and 2) photoabsorptlon mecha-
nism domineering in the K-ionizatlon process, we obtain energy
for an K-fluorescence:

200

Ek = N f )- 2(i-I)+ 1112i-1jdh')' (4)
2 t Jv I- O(hi') (-11 -lhwk

where wk, <hVk> is the radiation probability and average energy
of the characteristic photons emitted from the K-shell. Expres-
sions for 12(i1-) and 121-1 are given in paper [8]. We integrate
over the bremsstrahlung spectrum from a K-ionlzation energy to
200 keV, because as it follows from the analysis of the brems-
strahlung and photoabsorptlon cross sections, this range produ-
ces the main amount of the excited atoms.,

Results
A. Single pass scheme (standard converter)

In the single pass scheme (f 1=0) expressions (2), (3) and
(4) have the simplest form because in them there are only the
first terms from all the sum which are not equal zero [9]. Fig.1
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shows the optimum thickness dependence of C., Ti ad. i•T X,

ters on an initial electron energy which is obtained by niuneimi

cal solutions (3). It is assumed that a normally incident elec-

tron beam has the diffusion angular distribution inside the tar-

get so <cosO>=.744 1101. There is a good agreement with the re-

sults of the Monte-Carlo simulations of the electron-photon

transport, which are made for the same initial conditions [91.

By substituting the values of the optimum thickness into

(2) and (4) we find the maximum of the StX energy extracted be-

hind the plane converter:
EoPt :zfoPt±E
S br k

The functions EoPt (Eo) and EOPt(E ) are presented graphically
6 br 0

on Fig.2. This results agree with good accuracy with the data

obtained from the Monte-Carlo simulations which are showed by

symbols on the same figure. One can see that the g-owth of E0
leads to the saturation of the SHX energy extraction, which is

reached for Ta-converter at E =2 MeV. As it has been showed in

[8,9] the limit value for EVPt in the single pass regime is de-

fined by: 100 200

hi)du (L k<hv)k>. f d
LimEo0 t =NIhv- ---- + N k [-dhv.

E -*W ljrthv1 L - 2 ýtk hv dhv

As it follows from this expression the limit value decreases
while Z increases proportionally to 1/Z2 .

B. Multiple pass scheme.
In order to estimate the SHX energy dependence on a target

thickness and the reflection coefficient we computed E. behind

the Ta-converter source driven by a monoenergetlc electron beam
with E0 =1 MeV. Angular electron distribution was assumed to be

isotropic in 2%. The results obtained by using (2), (4) at

f=0.,.5,.9 and 1. are shown on Fig.3. In the case f=O, as it has

been mentioned, we have a standard single pass regime with only

one maximum, but in other cases if f>O there may be a few ones

and each of them is defined by the amount of the passes and lies

in the range:

Re/2m < Zopt < Re/(2m-1).

A more accurate optimum thickness may be found by chooslng the
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solutions of the equation (3) correspondlng to thre Iwi+i•I-, r FIJXi

energy extraction for a given substance, initial electron energy
and a reflexive coefficient. The more f is the less optimum,
thickness and bremsstrahlung absorption are, and in tile ideal
case f=1 (an ideal converter) increasing I one gets all bremss-
trahlurng energy extraction without absorption. This value can be
estimated from the expression: R

10O0 e

do n(z)
LilmEoPt = LlmEPt:. 5'NtdhV [ dz.
1-o 6 1-.o J h J <cosO>

10 o
By substituting the solution of the eq.(3) into (2) and (4)

we calculate a spectrum and SHX energy behind the Ta-converter
of the optimum thickness in multiple pass regime for cases f=.5,
.9 and 1. The results presented on Fig.2 confirm an enhancement
extraction of the bremsstrahlung in the range 10-100 keV. Shown
in Fig.4 the dependencies of the ratio of the maximum SHX energy
extracted behind the Ta-converter in multiple pass scheme to the
one in single pass scheme on the reflection coefficient for
Eo=1, 2. and 3. MeV. It is easy to see that this ratio is rapid-
ly growing in the range .9<f<1. and this effect is stronger the
greater the initial energy is. Moreover, 1 MeV accelerator will
produce more SHX energy in a multiple pass scheme if the ref-
lexive coefficient is not less than 0.6.

It was found, that maximum generation efficiency of the
bremsstrahlung generation in the range 10-100 keV % in a mul-
tiple pass scheme is not greater than the same value in the sin-
gle pass scheme. However, the value of the initial electron
energy supplying Tm is shifted into the range of greater values.
Thus the Ta-converter allows one to get %jm=.32% at Eo=300-400
keV in the single pass regime and the same value - at Eo=1 MeV
in the multiple pass regime (f=1).
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HIGH-INTENSITY FLASH X-RAY PRODUCTION BY REB

V.F Zinchenko, V.V.Timofevev. V.D.Shivan

.oscow Eneineering Physics Institute, Moscow. Russia

Abstract. Calculations are made of diode geometry
and of target parameters required to maximize the
photon fluence from flash X-ray source for elec-
tron energy 1.0 MeV. It was found that bremsst-
rahlung efficiency increasing, converter optimum
thickness decreasing and bremsstrahlung spect-
rum softering occured due to multiple interaction
of electron beam with thin target under action of
self electro-magnetic field. Main parameters of a
new simple large-area flash X-ray source are brie-
fly described.

The paper deals with methods of high current REB focusing

in a diode in order to obtain intense flashes of X-rays. The
different means of REB electric field neutralization are

investigated.
While interacting with the target a high power REB turns

it rapidly into dense plasma. Thus, if the beam current is
greater than Alfven one, the beam is pinched in the target

plasma. Fig.1 shows the diode geometry and electron trajec-
tories in a pinch-reflex diode with next parameters: the ca-

thode external diameter is equal to 50 mm. its inner diameter

is equal to 40 mm, anode-cathode gap is about 5 mm, U=I MV
and pulse duration is about 70 ns. "POISSON-2" code [1] was
used for simulation of electron-ion current flow in the diode.

It can be shown, that in starting of current pulse the

anode foil turns rapidly in, o expanding dense plasma due to

thermal explosion. This plasma covers partly the cathode-
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anode tap. Owing to REB charge neutralization in plasma
beam electrons drift toward the diode axis under action of
REB self magnetic field. Numerical simulation shows that
strong pinch with electron current about 200 kA is formed.
The pinch has a form of a ring with radius about 2 mm. Ion
current is equal to 15 kA. The total current is about 270 kA.
However. to transform the high-Z and high melting tempera-
ture thin target I Ta, W ' into plasma and to provide pinch
conditions it is necessary to spend a considerable portion
of the beam energy. Therefore, under testing the strong beam
focusing is observed usually in the second part of the pulse,
when most of the stored energy has been lost. Hence, it is im-

portant to obtain the pinched REB conditions in starting of
pulse before its interaction with the converter, because in
this case the energy deposition of magnetized REB in the thin
target increases the radiation output, particularly in soft
spectrum region [2].

Similar diode construction with additional foil was inves-
tigated to obtain and to focuse REB with current about I MA
and kinetic electron energy about 1 MeV. Numerical simula-
tion shows the following optimal parameters of the diode: a
cathode face extends from 10.0 cm to 12.0 cm radially, a
distance bet i;en a cathode and an anode is equal to 2, cm,
and a distance between a cathode and the additional foil is
about 1 cm I Fig.2 ). The total current in diode is equal to
1.1 MA and its considerable part ( about 600 kA) reaches a

region near axis with radius r < 1 cm. The additional foil
is used for REB radial electric field neutralization. How-
ever there is an essential differenie between these two cases
(•Fig.1 and Fig.2). Jn the second case the temperature ex-
pansion of the additionai foil is negliblein comparison with
a size of the cathode-anode gap and the Larmor radius of the
beam electrons. The focusing effect of the foil is deter-
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mined only by the radial electric field closure near the

foil surface.
High-intensity pulsed electron beams are used to generate

intense flashes of X-rays by converting a portion of the
beam energy into bremsstrahlung radiation via electron in-
teractions in a high- Z target. As shown in Fig.2, while
drifting toward the diode axis the REB electrons pass mul-
tiply through the additional foil. Thus, to obtain an in-
tense quasipoint X-ray source the central part of the foil

should be made of a high-Z material. If the foil consists of
this material completely. we obtain a large area bremsst-
rahlung source with enhanced yield.

This paper presents also the results of calculations of

bremsstrahlung fields. The interaction of a pinched REB with
a thin target was investigated earlier [2]. Therefore, here
we present only the large area X-ray source simulation re-
sults. The REB transport in a thin foil-target is simulated
with a Monte-Carlo method using "condensed trajectories"

approach and taking into account the electron motion out-
side the target in electro-magnetic field.

The Ta target is optimized by maximizing the forward
27Z'photon energy as a function of the Ta thickness. In Fig.3
we have plotted the bremsstrahlung efficiency, defined as
the ratio of the photon energy to the incident electron
energy, as a function of the Ta thickness, for the whole of
the energy region and in the region up to 100 keV. The sta-
tistical error in data point is typically 5 % or better. We
find that the forward efficiency calculated in the optimum
conditions increases to 2 % in comparison with a standard
converter (1.6 %). The optimum Ta thickness becomes 25.. .40

pim and the corresponding average energy of the individual
forward emitted photons is 140...150 keV. The individual
photon spectrum is given in FigA. in comparison with a simi-
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lar spectrum of standard converter [3]. Thus, the forward
bremsstrahlung efficiency of the presented converter is greater
by a factor of 1.25 than a standard one. The average photon
spectrum energy decreases on 30...40 keV, the optimum Ta
target thickness decreases by a factor of 3.. .4. The forward
bremsstrahlung output up to 100 keV giving a main contribution
to an absorbed dose in middle- and high- 2 materials increases
in comparison with a standard converter by a factor of 3. It is
provided by a multiple interaction of REB with a target under
action of self magnetic field.

Lately, some interest have been taken in high power large-
area flash X-ray sources [4-6]. In this case, sufficient
complicated diode constructions or additional facilities are
used to obtain a bremsstrahlung field with constant radial
dose profile. Fig.5 shows the calculated radial exposure dose
profiles of presented converter (Fig.2) at 2.0 cm downstream

of the target. As shown in Fig.5 it is possible to obtain a
good large area X-ray source by varying target thickness.

Thus, we have described an original simple large-area 1.0 MeV
endpoint energy bremsstrahlung flash X-ray source. This sour-
ce should be of great interest for radiation effects testing.
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HARMONIC EMISSION IN A DIELECTRIC MEDIUM
WITH A UNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELD

Josip §oln

Harry Diamond Laboratories
Adelphi, Maryland 20783

Abstract

A description is being developed of spontaneous emission in a uniform magnetic field
with a dielectric medium. The parameters being considered are beam energies of up to 10
MeV, indices of refraction (n) of up to 2, and magnetic fields of up to 5 T. As long as n is a
slowly varying function of the radiation frequency, the spontaneous emission may go into a
large number of harmonics. Compared to a vacuum, the dielectric medium increases the
overall energy emission in the 10 to 106 GHz spectral region. Within our description we
deduce a new effect, a helical (erenkov effect, whose power spectrum, unlike the usual

-2erenkov effect, depends on the radius of curvature of the electron trajectory, which is
measured in the plane perpendicular to the direction of the electron guiding center.

1. Introduction

As is well known, a dielectric medium can significantly alter the mechanism of

electron radiation compared to a vacuum. To begin with, the actual emission can be split

into two "branches": a vacuum branch and _erenkov branch.1 In our case, with the

uniform magnetic field present in the medium (B = z B), the vacuum and terenkov

branches 2 are distinguished by nvo < 1 and nvo > 1, respectively. (Now and later, vo and

v± are parallel and perpendicular components, respectively, of the electron velocity with

respect to B.)

The spontaneous emission in a dielectric medium from electrons moving on (exactly
known) helical orbits in a uniform magnetic field,3 where the space-charge and radiation

reaction force are neglected, is a good example for deducing some general characteristics of

spontaneous emission in a medium. First we learn that generally a new effect-i. helical

_erenkov effect-should exist in a dielectric medium. This effect, unlike the usual

terenkov effect, depends on the radius of curvature of the electron trajectory (measured in

a plane perpendicular to the direction of the electron guiding center); for rather energetic

beams of 1 MeV and above, this effect is strongest when the radius of curvature becomes

comparable to the radiation wavelength. Furthermore, as long as the index of refraction n is
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a slowly varying function of the radiation frequency, the spontaneous emission may go into

a large number of harmonics for either of the two branches.

Harmonic emission (mostly in a vacuum) has been experimentally investigated for

quite some time. Specifically, the higher harmonic emission has been observed

experimentally over a 10-year period in free-electron lasers (FEL's) with both planar

(linear) and helical undulators. As early as 1980, the spontaneous harmonic power for a

planar undulator was observed at Orsay by Bazin et al.4 and at Novosibirsk by Artmonov

et al.5 As to the helical undulator, harmonic generation during laser operation was first

observed in 1983 by Benson et al. 6 at Stanford University. Rather recently, Bamford and

Deacon7 have been able to measure the emitted energy and the spectral and temporal

distributions of the first seven harmonics that are self-generated at the linear undulator Mark

mI FEL oscillator at Stanford. Of course, there are many practical aspects of higher

harmonic emission. For example, the existence of higher harmonics in the emission

spectrum of an FEL, as argued by Calson et al.s,9 some time ago, can greatly extend the

tunable range to shorter wavelengths. Also, at the National Institute for Standards and

Technology (NIST), experiments are designed to specifically study harmonic generation

using a microtron accelerator. 10

2. Description of Spontaneous Emission

The S matrix, in which the photon propagator incorporates index of refraction n
(which may depend on the radiation frequency), is used to describe the spontaneous

emission in a uniform magnetic field with a dielectric medium. The important ingredient in

the S matrix is the Fourier transform of the electron current density which, in turn, is

determined by the electron helical trajectory in a uniform magnetic field (in a dielectric

medium). Regardless of what the dependence of n is on the radiation frequency, one can,

by using the customary definition of Bessel functions, expand the Fourier transform of the

electron current density into a Fourier-like series in which there corresponds formally to

each term a harmonic index, . For sufficiently long interaction time T (or interaction length

L), one finds that the expression for the angular-spectral energy distribution can be written

as a sum over the harmonic angular-spectral energy distributions (each being associated

with harmonic index 1). The vacuum branch is associated with harmonic indices satisfying 1

> 1, while the terenkov branch is associated with harmonic indices satisfying I > 1 (the

backward Iterenkov branch) and 1: <0 (the forward &renkov branch). The I = 0 in the

expression of the angular-spectral energy distribution corresponds to the new effect: a

helical terenkov effect.11
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The helical &erenkov effect, unlike the usual _erenkov effect, depends on the radius

of curvature of the electron trajectory which is measured in the plane perpendicular to the

direction of the electron guiding center. For rather energetic electrons, 1 MeV and above,

this effect is the strongest when the radius of curvature is comparable to the radiation

wavelength in the medium. The longer the radiation wavelength is, the easier it is to

observe the helical &2erenkov effect with higher energy electrons. Specifically, in water and

in the visible spectrum (n = 1.33), magietic fields of the order of 30 T would be needed to

observe this effect. However, in the microwave end of the spectrum and in the medium

with n = 1.5, this effect is observable with magnetic fields of only about 1 T. As to the

lower energy electrons, say below 0.5 MeV, we argue that the effect should be observable

in water in the visible spectrum with magnetic fields of about 4.5 T.

Finally, we find that as long as the index of refraction n is a slowly varying function

of the radiation frequency (in some range of frequencies), the spontaneous emission may

go into a large number of harmonics for either of the two branches. Specifically, for a

given radiation angle 0, measured with respect to the direction of the uniform magnetic

field, to each harmonic index there corresponds a radiation frequency with the harmonic

angular energy distribution. The sum of harmonic angular energy distributions gives the

desired (total) angular energy distribution. Choosing the magnetic field of 4 T, an

interaction length of 100 cm, 0 = 0.1 rad, vo = 0.63, v± = 0.6, and n = 1.4, we find that

there are 37 angular energy distributions significantly different from zero for the

spontaneous emission into the fundamental and harmonic frequencies (all occurring in the
vacuum branch); the total angular energy distribution is 4.16 eV in this case. If the

spontaneous emission occurs in a vacuum (n = 1) instead of a dielectric, we determine that
the total angular energy distribution is just 0.03 eV. We see that the presence of the
dielectric medium increased the energy of the spontaneous emission at 0 = 0.1 rad by more

than 138 times.

3. Discussion and Conclusion

There is no doubt that, at least on the theoretical level, the presence of the dielectric

medium should be able to significantly enhance the efficiency of the spontaneous electron

radiation in a uniform magnetic field. The surprising result is how numerous the higher

harmonics are into which the electron radiates spontaneously respectable amounts of

energy, even at angles as small as 0. 1 rad, when the dielectric is present. For the sake of

completeness, we mention that the helical terenkov effect for rather energetic beams,
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whose details we discuss elsewhere,11 is the strongest when the radius of curvature of the

electron trajectory is comparable to the radiation wavelength in the medium.
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Abstract

Experimental and theoretical studies on one arm of the Aurora flash x-ray machine
have indicated that it is possible to lower the risetime of the bremsstrahlung produced at a
single Aurora diode by increasing the AK gap of the diode. In an experimental setup
employing a cylindrically symmetrical toroidal cathode, the local spatial distribution of
bremsstrahlung pulse shape at the thick tantalum convener was measured at 10 radial
positions by 10 Compton diodes placed at the converter. Additionally, bremsstrahlung
produced at distances of 2, 3, 4, and 5 meters from the converter was measured by Pilot B
scintillation counters. As the AK gap was widened, the early part of the bremsstrahlung
pulse was diverted in the radial direction of the magnetically insulated transmission line
(MrrL) feeding the diode. The bremsstrahlung risetime at 3 meters from the
bremsstrahlung target was reduced from about 60 to 18 ns by increasing the AK gap from
11 to more than 19 inches.

Introduction

The Aurora flash X-ray machine in its conventional configuration consists of four focused
bremsstrahlung targets, each individually fed by a MITL. The production of bremsstrahlung pulses at the
transition between the 15-meter long MITLs and the bremsstrahlung diodes is not a simple, one-
dimensional phenomenon. The behavior of a 10-MV, 250-kA pulse at the interface between the concentric
MITL and the diode is extremely dynamic and very geometry dependent. Pulses propagating down the
MITLs have currents of approximately 250 kA with maximum voltages that can vary from about 6 to 11
MV. The goal of the work to be presented is to examine the effects of diode geometry on relativistic e-
beam pulse shape and/or bremsstrahlung pulse shape and, based on the results of the study, to suggest ways
to decrease the risetime of the standard Aurora pulse (figure 1).

Conventional Aurora Focused Mode

Figure 1 shows the temporal distribution of a bremsstrahlung pulse produced by the Aurora in its
conventional, four-bremsstrahlung target, focused mode. Figure 2 shows a single Aurora MITL
bremsstrahlung target configuration. In this conventional configuration, the individual Aurora diodes are
not in a plane perpendicular to the MITL axis. An experimental setup designed to study the production
of radiation along a single Aurora MITL and the asymmetrical Aurora diode is outlined in figure 2. Figure
2 also shows some typical pulse shape measurements obtained with the experimental setup shown in figure
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2. Notice the fast risetimes of the bremsstrahlung pulses in the direction perpendicular to the axis of the
MITL, attributable to the electrons striking the outer MITL coaxial cylinder before magnetic insulation sets
in. Notice that the bremsstrahlung pulse risetime is fastest at large angles to the MITL axis and slowest
in the forward direction at the diode MITL interface.

Cylindrical Diode Setup

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of a symmetric diode setup and figure 4 is a diagram of a diverter
that can be employed to shorten the Aurora bremsstrahlung pulse length. An idealized description of
relativistic electron diode operation is depicted in figure 5. Notice that the electrons impinging on the
center of the anode strike the diode-anode later in time than those striking more radially. Figure 6 is a
schematic diagram indicating the positioning of 10 Compton diodes placed to obtain bremsstrahlung pulse
shape information across the face of the bremsstrahlung target. The positions of three magnetic field
sensors (BD4, BD1, and BE3) and an electric field sensor (EK04) inside the MITL are also shown. The
position of a photodiode scintillation bremsstrahlung detector (PD3) 2 m from the bremsstrahlung exit port
is also indicated. Figure 7 shows an electric field sensor response (MITL current waveform) obtained in
the vacuum coaxial line: figure 8 shows a magnetic field waveshape. Both measurements are at the position
EK04/BD4 in figure 6. Figures 9 and 10 show the waveforms of the magnetic fields or current at positions
BD1 and BE3 in figure 6 respectively. The Compton diode response at the center of the bremsstrahlung
exit port (CD6) is shown in figure 11. Finally, the photodiode response (PD3) 2m from the exit port is
shown in figure 12. Note that the early monopolar pulse disappears as the MITL pulse progresses down
the MITL

"The risetime of the photodiode (figure 12) and the Compton diode (figure 11) are approximately
15 ns. This 15 ns risetime can be compared to the slowly rising, complicated wave forms shown in figures
7 and 8. The energy in the early part of the pulses shown in figures 7 and 8 is expended by relativistic
electrons striking the outer coaxial MITL cylinder before magnetic insulation conditions are met. The
MITL acts as a filter. (Note figure 2). The first monopolar pulse of the magnetic field (or current pulse)
is filtered out as one progresses from BD4 to BD1 to BE3. The monopolar ripple in the MITL current
can be explained by a number of impedance mismatches such as that between the Blumlein triaxial line and
the vacuum coaxial line. The design of the oil-vacuum interface between the Blumlein and vacuum coax
was dominated by flash avoidance considerations at the expense of a smooth adiabatic impedance match.
Note that the individual monopolar ripples have fast risetimes compared to the 60-ns risetime shown in
figure 1. Figure 13 shows examples of some typical bremsstrahlung pulse shapes obtained with the 10-
Compton-diode arrangement shown in figure 6. The 10 Compton diodes spaced across the anode
bremsstrahlung target yield temporal and spatial data about the collapse of the magnetic insulation at the
interface of a MITL and diode. Note that the center Compton diodes (i.e., Compton diodes 5 and 6 in
figure 6) have slower risetimes than the Compton diodes placed at greater radii. Compton diodes 1 and
10 correspond to the early part of the pulse shown in figure 7. The slower pulses on Compton diodes 5
and 6 correspond to later parts of the pulse in figures 7 and 8. The bremsstrahlung pulse-shape
measurements in figure 13 show that it might be possible to obtain a very fast and narrow bremsstrahlung
output pulse by constructing an annular high-Z, high-conversion-efficiency thick bremsstrahlung target. The
central region of the anode corresponding to the anode area impinged upon by slow-rising electrons should
be constructed of a low-Z inefficient-bremsstrahlung-producing material.

Figure 14 shows a measurement obtained with a 19-in. AK gap. Note that in figure 14 the first
bremsstrahlung monopolar pulse corresponding to the monopolar MITL ripple has nearly disappeared and
that the bremsstrahlung photodiode measurement is primarily due to the second bremsstrahlung monopolar
pulse. The diode configuration with the 19-in. gap discriminates against the bremsstrahlung produced by
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the first monopolar MITL voltage and current pulse. The 19-in diode spacing results in a bremsstrahlung
risetime that corresponds to the larger voltage and current of the second monopolar pulse.

Condusi--n

Because of jitter between the four parallel Aurora sections and because of the monopolar fine
structure in the four individual Marx-Blumlein sections, the Aurora in its conventional focused mode has
a risetime of approximately 60 ns. By increasing the vacuum coaxial length and increasing the anode-
cathode gap distance it has been possible to reduce the risetime of an individual Aurora diode to
approximately 15 ns.

Bremssirahlung pulse shapes can be controlled by diode reconfiguration and gas cell drift tube nose
erosion to yield various pulse shapes.'- Risetimes can be varied from 15 to 60 ns. By using the diverter
shown in figure 4 the pulse widths can be varied from 15 to 120 ns. The next step in this work is to
combine diode risetime enhancement with drift tube nose erosion. The practical goal of the work
presented nere is to manipulate bremsstrahlung pulse shapes. In order to obtain shot-to-shot consistency
it is necessary to have a source of stable and consistent pulses produced by the Blumlein/Marx power
source. This task is being carried out by D. Weidenheimer et al. 7
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APPLICATION OF A SMALL ANGULAR SPREAD BEAM

IN THE REFLECTED REB REGIME ON REBEX MACHINE

V.Piffl, V.Bohdek, M.Clupek, J.Rau§,

P.Sunka, J.Ullschmied

Institute of Plasma Physics, Czech. P'd. Sci.,

P.O.Box 17, 182 11 Prague 8, Czechoslovakia

ABSTRACT

The possible increase of the heating efficiency by application
of a beam with smaller angular spread (8elo0 ) in the reflected
beam regime is discussed. The pitch angle of peripheral beam
electrons is substantialy reduced (8<1 0 °) also for the beam
with high current density (!5kA.cm-2) by increasing the external
magnetic field. The modified REBEX facility has already passed
the first tests. The preliminary results of the plasma
diamagnetism by 0.5kJ REB injection are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The heating of bulk plasma electrons and the generation of

overthermal electrons seem to be the dominant effects set up in

REB-plasma experiments in open magnetic systems [ 1 , 2 ).

These two phenomena demonstrate again the possibility to

exploit REB as a natural and diredt tool for efficient and rapid

transfer of energy into the plasma, as already supposed at the

beginning of the electron beam-plasma studies.

Especially the generation of overthermal electrons was

clearly experimentally demonstrated in various devices. Ten per

cent of the injected REB energy can be transformed into the high

current density, low impedance (100 kA, 10 kV) electron stream

applicable in further for classical collisional heating of dense

plasmas (np > 1022 m- 3 ).

Consequently, relatively small experimental devices with

the injection of a nanosecond REB (1-10 kJ) into a plasma in

an open magnetic trap could be used for heating of dense gaseous

targets or very thin foils to study the matter in extremal

conditions.

Search for the optimum conditions of the overthermal plasma
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electrons generation in REB-plasma system is one of the aims of

the experimental activity at modified REBEX machine.

From the other point of view, the efficient bulk plasma

heating up to keY electron temperatures was hardly be expected

in nanosecond beam experiments (GOL-M, private communication).

Apparently, the microsecond REB-devices are more appropriate for

such a bulk plasma heating, at whitch the generation of

overthermal electrons precedes the energy transfer into the

plasma bulk [4].

Though the physical mechanism of the overthermal plasma

electrons generation remains in many respect as open, the basic

picture of the beam-plasma interaction in propagating beam regime

is described relatively well. If REB with a small angular spread

is injected into a homogeneous magnetized plasma, the two-stream

instability results in excitation of a small-scale Langmuir

turbulence. It is generally accepted that the turbulence is

responsible for the observed transfer of the beam energy to the

plasma in most experiments. The resulting distribution function

of plasma electrons is non-maxwellian with a high-energetic

tail carrying a considerable part of the plasma energy. The

energy deposition is non-uniform along the plasma column with the

maximum located near the beam entrance, as the angular spread of

the beam electrons is continually growing along the interaction

path [3]. The heating efficiency does'nt exceed 30 per cent.

Surprisingly enough, a comparable heating efficiency was

demonstrated at the REBEX experimental facility for the case of

an inhomogeneous plasma column and a reflected relativistic beam

with a larger angular spread ( >200).

REBEX EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our experiments [2] a reflected high-current relativistic

electron beam (350 kV, 2-4 kA.cm- 2, 110 ns, 20 pm Al anode foil)

is used. Longitudinal plasma density profile is possible to

control. The plasma column (ne=10 1 4 -5x10 1 5 cm- 3, Te=l eV) is

terminated at both ends by thin conducting foils. Behind the exit

foil there is a section of vacuum chamber without plasma. Using
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a movable collector, two regimes of REB-plasma interaction can be

realized. If the collector is far enough from the exit foil, most

of REB electrons are reflected back into the plasma from

a virtual cathode created near the foil-vacuum boundary. Putting

the collector close to the foil, a regime with purely propagating

REB is established. The most of our experimental data on beam

energy transfer efficiency are based on extensive multichannel

measurements of plasma diamagnetism. The results may be

suiimarized as follows:

a) The heating efficiency is always 2-3 times higher in the

reflected regime than in the propagating one. About 30% of the

beam energy was deposited in a plasma in the reflected beam regime.

b) In an inhomogeneous plasma the highest energy deposition rate

is observed in the regions of reduced plasma density, independently

of their location along the system. Thus the desired distribution

of the deposited beam energy can be controlled by the initial

plasma density profile.

MODIFIED REBEX EXPERIMENT

To put the REBEX experiment to a new way for the increase of

the energy deposition above 30 % we attempt to applicate a beam

with smaller angular spread (e<10 0 ) in the reflected regime.

The aim of the proposed experiment is the following:

1) To distinguish between the role of the angular spread caused

by the pitch angle and by that resulting from the anode foil.

2) To study the role of the reflected beam in enhancement of the

heating efficiency.

3) To look for the optimal conditions for overthermal elektrons

generation.

The schematic of the modified experimental REBEX facility is

shown in Fig.l. Main features of the new arrangement are the

following :

a) The pitch angle of peripheral beam electrons is substantially

reduced (e<100 ) also for the beam with a high current density

(55 kA.cm- 2 ), by increasing the external magnetic field

(1,5 T) in the diode region.
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b) Ultrathin anode Al/mylar foils (down to 60 nm/l,5 pLm) will be

used to reduce the angular velocity beam spread.

c) The role of reflected beam in enhancement of the heating

efficiency will be studied by varying the thickness of the

terminating foil and the magnetic field strength.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The modified REBEX facility has already passed the first

tests. Newly installed and reconstructed plasma gun for

production of an almost z-homogeneous pla-Ima column has been

successfully proved,(see Fig.2.). Solenoida. external magnetic

field is reversed by means of pulse coil to form double cusp

geometry in the gun region. In reversed field the plasma gun is

switched, and discharge between the ring electrode and the

terminating foil (along cusp field lines) generates a plasma

column. Several hundreds i.s later, when mg. field is unperturbed

again, the plasma column fills the region between both foils,

anode and terminating one. This arangement of plasma source

enables the production of the plasma with the maximum plasma

density at the axis.

To test the plasma longitudinal profiles, output signals of a

set of diamagnetic coils have been recorded at the beam

injection. In the REBEX experiment, the diamagnetic signals are

modulated by magnetoacoustic configurational waves, the frequency

of which is inversely proportional to the square root of the

local plasma mass. According to these measurements, the plasma

density along the beam interaction path is uniform within the

factor two.

The time/space dependencies of the plasma diamagnetism

for Bo = 0.4 T, np > 1020 m- 3 by 0.5 kJ REB injection are shown.

In spite of that the quality of the injected beam is still far

from the desired one, enhancement of the energy transfer into a

plasma along the whole interaction beam path in reflected REB

regime is evident.

Full scale experiments on the modified REBEX facility will

start in autumn 92.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF STRONG TURBULENCE DRIVEN

BY AN INTENSE RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAM

M. Masuzaki, R. Ando, M. Yoshikawa, H. Morita, J. Yasuoka and K. Kamada

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Kanazawa University
Kanazawa 920, Japan

Abstract An intense relativistic electron beam (IREB) was injected into an un-
magnetized axially decaying plasma. Observed were excitation o. rapidly oscillat-
ing electric fields such that W = e0<E 2>/2n Te > 1 which lasted as long as about
30 times longer than the beam duration, broadening of the distribution of beam
electrons about the initial energy, acceleration of plasma electrons, current en-
hancement and the total microwave power radiated in the frequency range 18-40
GHz. The experimental data are discussed in connection with the strong
Langmuir turbulence.

INTRODUCTION
Until now we have carried out several experiments concerning collective ion acceleration

[1], current enhancement [21 and high-power, broadband microwave radiation [3] by injecting an
IREB into an axially decaying plasma. However, mechanisms of these phenomena are not yet

clear. Thinking that these phenomena in our IREB-plasma system were related to the IREB driven

strong Langmuir turbulence which has recently attracted much attention [4-7], we conducted fol-
lowing experiments; (1) measurements of quadratic Stark shifts of neutral He lines [5] in order to

ascertain presence of rapidly oscillating electric fields by using an 8-channel spectroscopic system,

(2) measurements of change in the energy distribution of electrons due to the IREB-plasma inter-
action by using a compact magnetic energy analyzer, (3) measurements of microwave radiation and

(4) measurements of the net current, the beam current and the beam profile.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
Figure 1 shows the experimental arrangements. The IREB generator used was a modified

Pulserad 110A produced by Physics International, which generated a nominally 1.5 MV-27 kA-30

ns pulse in a conventional diode. Two types of diodes were used in the experiment. The diode A
[Fig 1(a)] consisted of a cathode made of 3 mm-diam. tungsten rod and a carbon anode with a 2

cm-diam. hole in the axis, and the A-K distance was about 7 mm, while diode B [Fig. 1(b)] con-
sisted of a carbon cathode of 36 mm-diam. and a titanium foil anode of 15 [m thick, and the A-K

distance was 3 cm. The drift chamber was of stainless-steel and 16 cm in diameter and 46 cm in

length. Its inner wall surface was covered with sheets of electromagnetic wave absorber

(ECCOSORB AN) to eliminate spurious reflections of microwaves. The base pressure was kept
below 5x 10-5 Torr. For the Stark shifts measurement it was filled with about 20 mTorr of He.

The plasma was produced by two rail-type plasma guns set opposite to each other [3]
(Fig.1). The discharge current reached its peak at about 6 [is and decayed with time constant of
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about 20 lis. The delay time, T, between the firing times of the gun and the IREB was variable.

Figure 2 shows the plasma density as a function of time atz = 17.5 cm, z being thc distance from

the downstream side of the anode.

Information on rapidly oscillating electric fields can be obtained from quadratic Stark shifts

of Hel 5016 A line to the blue side and 6678 A line to the red side [8]. In order to measure shifts

in one shot we prepared an 8-channel spectroscopic system which covers spectral range of about 3

A by utilizing a 0.5 m Ebert-type monochrometer. Optical emissions from the plasma were guided
through a collimator and an optical fiber of 200 pjm in diameter and 20 m long to the entrance slit

of the monochrometer. Rays emitted through a rod lens V I a, - .

attached to the exit slit of the monochrometer irradiated . "
a bundle fiber, which consisted of 64 fibers of 200 pi: **.

Z 0.in diameter arranged in rectangular matrix configuration
of 8 x 8. Each array of 8 fibers guided light to a fast ,

response photomultiplier. Output of each detector 1.
channel was led to fast oscilloscopes. The wavelength .1 1 1 100 1000

spacing between neighboring channels was 0.4 A. 'g inS€

Each channel had a resolution corresponding to 0.3 A Figure 2. Plasma density at z = 17.5 cm.

FWHM. The spectroscopic system was set so as for the

unslifted line to fall on the center channel. Number of spikes in each channel was counted and
couhs obtained from 10 shots were added. Measurements were made at z = 17.5 cm.

Spectra of radially radiated microwaves were measured using the same 5-channel spec-
trometer used in a previous experiment [3], which covered a frequency range from 18 GHz to 40
GHz, and a 100 m Ku band dispersive line. Horns were set atz = 17.5 cm [Fig. 1(a)].
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In order to measure the energy distribution of the beam electrons due to the IREB-plasma

interaction a compact 1800 magnetic energy analyzer [9] was set at the end of the drift chamber

[Fig. 1(b)]. In this analyzer a uniform magnetic field of 0.355 T was produced by a pair of ferrite

magnets of dimension 50 x 50 mm set face to face with a 2-mm separation. A phosphor screen

was used as the detector and in each shot the results were recorded on Polaroid film by taking an

open shutter photograph of the phosphor. Recorded films were image analyzed.
The net current In and the beam current lb were measured separately using the same

Rogowsky coil [Fig. 1(c)]. For the net current measurement removed were titanium foil of 15 gm

thick attached in front of the Rogowsky coil and the beam collector attached at its backside. The

beam profile was also measured using a target-phosphor combination, which intercepted the beam.

Open photograph of the phosphor was taken.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The beam current density was higher in the experiments with the diode A than in the exper-

iments with the diode B, but the IREB-plasma system became macroscopically unstable for T

longer than about 7 - 8 lgs, while in the latter experiments the IREB-plasma system was rather

stable and T could be changed for a wide range.

Experiments with the Diode A

Figure 3 (a) shows the spectral shape of the 5016 A line whent = 8 tts. Output of each

channel lasted so long as about 1 pts. Number of spikes during first 500 ns were counted. The full

curve is a Gaussian distribution fitted to the experimental points on the red side. According to data

compiled by Ryde [8] the shift measured in the fourth channel from the center channel corre-

sponded to rms electric field of 110 - 125 ky/cm. The data were fitted to the exp[- (E/U)2] distri-

bution [5] as shown in Fig. 3 (b), with U = 156 ky/cm.

With the rms field value obtained the ratio of the electric field and the plasma energy densi-

ties W = EO<E 2>/2nfTe > 1 (Te is assumed to be between about 10 and 100 eV), indicating that

chain of events such as creation, collapse and burn out of cavitons is a dominant process in the

IREB-plasma system, but usual assumption of the strong Langmuir turbulence W v 1 is violated.
150 10l

Figure 3.
= 10 4 Shift of the 5016 A

z- line forc = 8 gs. (a)
21 Spectral shape observed.

Z 50 (b) Distribution of electric
WL fields.

z 500

j zL

5014 5015 5016 5017 0 2 5 1 1"0 1
WAVE LENGTH 12 x 0 l(kv/cm) 

2 l

(a) (b)
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Persistence of Stark shifts after the beam pulse may be explained partially by the two component

strong Langmuir turbulence model of Robinson and Newman [101 as discussed in [6].
Spectra of the microwave radiation for r = 7 gis with and without He gas are shown in Fig.

4. Characteristics of the spectra, that is, high-power and broadband above the plasma frequency,

were almost the same as those obtained previously [3]. The duration of the radiation was almost

the same as or less than the beam duration, indicating that beam electrons were radiation sources

and radiation was not the main mechanism of energy dissipation of cavitons at their bum out.
Experiments with the Diode B

Microwave radiation atz = 17.5 cm and In and lb at z = 17.5, 30 and 42 cm were mea-

sured as a function of 'r. Figure 5 shows dependence on -r of the total power of microwave radia-

tion from 18 to 40 GHz and mean values of three shots of the both currents atz = 17.5 cm. The

results indicate, when compared with the plasma density atz = 17.5 cm shown in Fig. 2, peaking

of the total power of radiation and the both currents as well as current enhancement on both sides

of the density peak. The spectra of microwave radiation were also broad but the total power was

an order or two lower than that obtained in the experiments with the diode A. Monitored power of

radiation in Q-band (40 - 60 GHz) showed almost the same tendency. Stark shifts measurements

indicated that existence of rapidly oscillating strong electric fields and current peaking were con-

current phenomena. The rms values were lower than those in the experiments with the diode A,

but still W > 1. In Fig. 5 shown also is the ratio of the beam electron density and the plasma den-
sity nb/np, nb being determined from the beam current and the beam profile. Such much strong

turbulence seems to disappear when nblnp is less than about 0.01.

Figure 6 shows dependence of the energy spectra of electrons on "T. As T was increased the

width of the energy distribution of beam electrons increased about the initial energy until T - 60 -
70 gs, and then it decreased again. This broadening of the energy distribution of beam electrons

might result from collisions of beam electrons with cavitons [4], but in our case the broadening

was not symmetric with respect to the initial energy. It is worth noting that there were some elec-
trons with energy lower than about 200 keV. We believe that these electrons are accelerated
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plasma electrons. Perhaps field energies went to plasma electrons when cavitons burnt out.
Peaking of In and Ib as well as current enhancement may be due to accelerated plasma

electrons. Electrons with energy higher than about 65 keV can pass through the titanium foil at-
tached in front of the Rogowsky coil. We think that the measured Ib included contribution of elec-

trons accelerated above this energy, while plasma electrons accelerated below this energy also
contributed to I, hence current enhancement followed. As shown in Fig. 7, when z was in-

creased, the first peaks of both currents approached to the second peaks and heights of the second
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peaks increased. More plasma electrons might be accelerated in the downstream. Results of the

measurements of the energy spectra of electrons appear to support the above discussion. Since the

energy analyzer was set at the end of the chamber, its results might closely correlate to the plasma

behavior near the end of the chamber. Both currents at z = 42 cm were higher in the range of r

where broadening of the spectrum of beam electrons and acceleration of plasma electrons were

remarkable.
Z=175mm Z=300mm Z=420mm

014
Z 1 U11

4O.

2-o- h

.1 1 0 100 1000.1 1 1 0 100 1000.1 1 10O 100 1000

xr [p~secl
Figure 7. Dependence of In and Ib on z.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We are now carrying out further investigation including application of laser fluorescence

method to a forbidden line measurement using a 4-level system, time resolved measurement of en-

ergy spectra of accelerated plasma electrons and measurement of higher frequency radiation. Also

an axially uniform helium plasma is being prepared for a comparative study.
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INTENSE ELECTRON BEAM

RADIUS-TAILORING EXPERIMENT

FOR PROPAGATION STUDIES*
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M. J. Rhee,c) R. F. Schneider, and R. A. Stark

Naval Surface Warfare Center/White Oak

Silver Spring, Maryland 20903

We have generated a "radius-tailored" electron beam, a beam that is tapered with a larger
head and a smaller tail, using a Fast rise-time magnetic Focusing Coil (FFC) around a vacuum
drift tube placed downstream of the electron beam diode. The electron beam is injected during
the rise time of the FFC magnetic field so that the beam head expands, while the beam body and
tail are confined by the axial magnetic field of the FFC. The electron beam for this experiment is
1.7 MeV, 1 kA, and 13 ns flattop. Time-resolved beam radius measurements, from a scintillator
viewed by a streak camera, indicate the beam radius as a function of time. Intense relativistic
electron beams propagating through a gas exhibit the resistive hose instability. The growth rate
of the hose instability can be reduced by "tailoring" the beam radius from a large head to a
small tail. The next step of the experiment would be to study the propagation characteristics of
the radius-tailored beam in neutral gas. This beam could be injected into a gas-filled drift tube
to compare the propagation characteristics to those of an untailored beam. Diagnostics could
include B probes to measure the beam centroid and an open-shutter camera.

Introduction

Propagation of an intense relativistic electron beam through a gas without an external focusing

magnetic field is possible.' The electron beam creates a conductivity channel which neutralizes the beam

space charge. Propagation distance, however, can be limited by the resistive hose instability,2,3 which

allows growth of transverse (I = 1) motion of the entire beam, or "hosing," and eventually destroys the

beam. It is possible to reduce the growth rate of this instability by tapering the beam radius from head

to tail. This is known as "beam radius tailoring."

The technique used in this experiment for generating a radius-tailored electron-beam is shown in

Fig. 1. The Fast rise-time Focusing Coil (FFC)4 is a one-turn copper coil which is energized by a

high-voltage pulse-forming-line machine called TRANSBEAM.' The fast variation in magnetic field occurs

during the rising portion of the TRANSBEAM pulse. The electron beam is fired through the FFC during

the rise time of the magnetic field of the FFC.

In this technique, the beam head is allowed to expand due to the beam space charge and emittance,

when the axial magnetic field in the FFC is low. As the magnetic field in the FFC is ramped up, the

beam body and tail are gradually focused. This produces a radius-tailored beam at the end of the FFC.

Such a radius-tailored beam can be passed through a foil to produce an emittance-tailored beam, so that

the radius tailoring is preserved during propagation. The result is a beam that has a larger head than the

original beam radius and a body and tail with the radius roughly the same as the original beam radius.

This work was supported by DARPA under ARPA Order No. 7792 BASIC.
a) Laboratory for Plasma Research, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, Advanced

Technology and Research Corp., Laurel, MD 20707, and Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC
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') Laboratory for Plasma Research, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742
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Fig. 1: Schematic of the magnetic beam conditioning experiment. The entire experiment
is in vacuum. Beam measurements were performed at the foil location.

Experimental Arrangement

Figure 1 is a schematic of the experimental setup composed of: the Febetron diode, the Beam

Rise-Time Sharpener 6 (BRTS), the Fast Focusing Coil, and the foil.
It is important for the beam to have a flattop current profile so that the radius tailoring can be

clearly attributed to the FFC alone. If the beam current were not constant during the pulse, then the

beam radius would vary, even if all other parameters were constant. A flattop current profile is produced
by the Beam Rise-Time Sharpener, which consists of a dc focusing magnet and a graphite aperture; it
sharpens the beam rise-time to 6 ns with a 12-ns flattop at 1 to 2 kA.

The Fast Focusing Coil conditioning cell consists of a glass vacuum drift chamber with eight axial
2.5-cm-wide copper-foil current-return strips, surrounded by the external, one-turn FFC. The copper

axial strips provide a current-return path for the electron-beam current while allowing penetration of the
FFC magnetic field to the axis of the system. The FFC is a single turn to minimize inductance, thereby

minimizing the rise time of the magnetic field. Its axial length is 38 cm and its diameter is 20 cm. The

FFC power source is TRANSBEAM, 5 a 7-Ohm machine that formerly produced a 700-keV, 100-ns electron
beam. The electron-beam diode was removed, and a transition section connects the end of TRANSBEAM'S

7-Ohm coaxial transmission line to ten 70-Ohm high-voltage (rated at 300 kV dc) coaxial cables, as

shown schematically in Fig. 2. These ten cables allow flexibility in positioning the FFC. The ten cables

are connected to the FFC, with the center conductors (#4 AWG) connected to one side of the coil and

the outer conductors (3.8 cm diameter braid) connected to the other side.

The magnetic field in the z direction inside the FFC was mapped in detail using passively-integrated

B-probes and found to be uniform inside the coil with very little variation in z, r, or 0.

Experimental Measurements and Results

Data was collected from a 1-mm thick plate of fast rise-time (2 ns) scintillatori which produces
visible light (blue) when the electron beam passes through it. The scintillator was viewed by a streak
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Fig. 2: TRANSBEAM-driven fast focusing coil.

camera and the streak camera image was recorded by photographic film. The streak camera provides a

continuous measurement of a diameter of the beam as a function of time throughout a single beam pulse.

For an example of the data that was collected, consider a typical radius-tailored shot. Figure 3(a)

shows the relative timing of the FFC field, which was determined from a measurement of the current

through the FFC, and the beam current, which was measured by a Rogowski coil between the BRTS

and the FFC. Note that the magnetic field is rising during the electron beam pulse. Figure 3(b) shows a

computer-digitized version of the streak photograph from a typical radius-tailored shot (0708). Slices of

this streak photograph represent the beam current density profile at different instants of time.

0 1.0
C)
L. 0.5

mn 0.0
-o o

-0.5
<I-
.e -1.0
E _o -1.5

-o
_I -2.0

-2.5

time (10 ns/div)

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: Typical radius-tailored shot (0708): (a) Relative timing of the FFC magnetic field
(upper trace) and electron beam current (lower trace). (b) Computer-digitized version of the
streak photograph. The vertical bar to the left of the photo indicates a distance of 1 cm; the
horizontal bar at the bottom represents a duration of 10 ns; time flows from the left to the right.
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These slices were analyzed by computer to provide beam root-mean-squared (rms) radius-versus-
time information. Because of nonlinearities in the scintillator and photographic film, the intensity is an

approximation to the electron-beam current density. A Gaussian beam profile was assumed and fitted to

each slice. These profiles are plotted in Fig. 4(a), for the case of a radius-tailored beam. The horizontal
axis represents the position in the slice. Note the variation in the Gaussian radius from the beam head
to the beam tail. This variation is plotted explicitly in Fig. 4(b), which shows that the radius tailoring

ratio is on the order of 3:1. (The points in Fig. 4(b) represent only that portion of the beam for which

there is significant current.)

-C 0.2

E E
< V

.2

E 1"

0.0
-10 0 10 0 1

-5 0 5 10 15 20cm
time (ns)

(a) (b)

Fig. 4: Typical radius-tailored shot (0708): (a) Profiles of the radius-tailored beam: These
are Gaussian fits to slices of beam current-density versus diameter at seven instants of time from
the beam head to the beam tail. Note the variation of radius from head to tail. Note also that
the double-peaked shape of the current density versus time corresponds to the double-peaked
shape of the current versus time in Fig. 3(a). (b) This plot shows explicitly the radius versus
time of the electron beam. Each point is from one of the Gaussians in Fig. 4(a).

For comparison, results from an untailored shot (0683) are shown in Fig. 5. This is a reference shot:

the FFC field is relatively constant during the beam pulse. The electron-beam current is similar to that

shown in Fig. 3(a). The curves fitted to current density profiles are shown in Fig. 5(a) and the rms radius
is plotted in Fig. 5(b). Note the relatively constant current density and beam radius.

Computer Simulations

MAGIC simulationsS were performed using the experimental parameters of the electron beam and the

FFC as input data to allow direct comparisons to the experiment. The experimental parameters used

were radius, divergence, ermittance, and current of the electron beam injected into the FFC and the FFC

magnetic field profile as a function of time.
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Fig. 5: Typical untailored shot (0683): (a) Profiles of an untailored beam: These are
Gaussian fits to slices of beam current density versus diameter. Cf. Fig. 4(a). (b) rms radius
versus time of the electron beam.

A MAGIC simulation of the radius-tailored case was performed. The results are shown in Fig. 6(a)

in the form of five snapshots during the beam pulse. The right edge corresponds to the position of the

scintillator. At the scintillator position, the beam radius can be seen to be large at early times and smaller
at later times. A MAGIC simulation of the untailored case also was performed. The results are shown in

Fig. 6(b) in the form of five snapshots during the beam pulse. The beam is overfocused inside the FFC
and then expands before reaching the scintillator. The radius at the scintillator can be seen to be roughly

constant, consistent with the experimental results in Fig. 5(b). Simulations using the experimentally

observed parameters provide results that are in good agreement with the experiment.

Summary

The axial magnetic field has a rise time of 30 ns and typically has a peak value ; 1.5kG; these

parameters have been found to be optimum in the simulations and the experiment. A radius variation

from head to tail on the order of 3:1 was obtained. If this beam were passed through a scattering foil,

then an emittance tailor would be imposed on the beam that might be sufficient to reduce the growth

rate of hose instabilities during propagation. The next step of this experiment would be to compare the

propagation characteristics in a gas of this radius-tailored beam to those of an untailored beam.
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Fig. 6: MAGIC simulation results: five snapshots during the beam pulse. The lower edge of
each box represents the axis of the system; the upper edge of each box represents the drift tuO-e
wall at a radial location of 7.5 cm. The left edge is the exit (aperture) of the BRTS; the right
edge corresponds to the position of the scintillator in the experiment; the propagation distance
is 52 cm. (a) is the radius tailored case. (b) shows results for the untailored case.
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THEORY OF WAKEFIELD AND J x B DRIFT EFFECTS OF A RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON
BEAM PROPAGATING IN A PLASMA
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A theoretical description of the wakefield effects is
presented for a relativistic electron beam propagating through a
tenuous background plasma. A particle simulation study of the
wakefield effects is also carried out by two-dimensional particle-
in-cell codes and the simulation results are compared with the
theoretical predictions. The simulation data agree remarkably well
with the theoretical values. J x B drift motion of a relativistic
electron beam propagating through an ion channel is also
investigated. Due to finite beam size and due to the accelerator
and beam head location, location of the maximum deflection point
propagates from the accelerator nozzle to the beam head. At the
maximum deflection point, the perpendicular velocity of the electron
beam segment does not match to the drifting velocity of the ion
channel, causing a disruption of the beam propagation through the
ion channel.

When a relativistic electron beam propagates through a preionized plasma

channel, channel electrons are expelled by the electrostatic force generated by

head of the beam, leaving an ion channel behind. This ion channel partially

neutralizes the space charge field of the electron beam, thereby permitting a

focused beam. This is beam propagation in the ion-focused-regime (IFR). The

beam-ion channel system is often surrounded by a diffuse plasma. When a

relativistic electron beam propagates through a IFR channel and a tenuous neutral

background plasma, it can expel plasma electrons as well as channel electrons.

The plasma electrons move out to the charge neutralization radius an where the

beam charge is the same as the total enclosed ion charge as shown in Fig. 1.

However, in reality, when the plasma electrons are expelled by the beam, they

will overshoot the charge neutralization radius and oscillate at a frequency

which is usually very close to the electron plasma frequency of the tenuous

background plasma. This plasma electron oscillation near the charge

neutralization radius produces a wakefield which is electrostatic in nature and

has associated electric field components in the radial and axial directions.

Particularly, the axial electric field may modulate the beam electron energy

along the beam pulse. An analytical theory of the wakefield effects on a

relativistic electron beam propagating through an ambient plasma background has
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been carried out. A particle simulation study of the wakefield effects has been

also carried out by a two-dimensional particle-in-cell code called MAGIC and the

simulation result has been compared with analytical results.

J -- BEAM PLASMA

PLASMA

Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of the wakefield effects for a relativistic

electron beam propagating through a tenuous background plasma. The charge

neutralization radius is denoted by an-

Although the electron beam disturbs the ambient plasma background and

generates the wakefield wave, it is not straightforward to identify the frequency

w and wavenumber k of the wakefield. In order to identify the wakefield

properties, we have investigated the two-stream stability properties of the beam

and plasma electrons. For a moderate intensity beam with its current less than

3 kA, we found that the maximum coupling between the beam and plasma electrons

occurs at the axial wavenumber satisfying k - h/Pbc and that the corresponding

wakefield frequency is very close to the background plasma frequency. The

relation k - w/pbc indicates that phase velocity of the wakefield wave is

identical to the beam velocity, thereby forming a standing wave in the beam

frame. Thus, the axial electric field of the wakefield wave modulates the beam

electron energy as the beam propagates. One of the most important wakefield

parameters is the amplitude of the axial electric field. We derived a formula

for the wakefield strength in terms of the plasma density, beam parameters and

a geometrical factor, by making use of macroscopic cold fluid model. For a zero

risetime beam, an analytical formula for amplitude of the axial electric field

was obtained and indicates that the amplitude is almost linearly proportional to
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the background plasma frequency and proportional to the radial velocity of the

plasma electrons at the charge neutralization radius. The amplitude for a finite

risetime beam is also calculated from the radial equation of motion of the plasma

electrons and decreases significantly as the beam risetime increases.

Numerical simulations of the wakefield effects were carried out, using the

two-dimensional particle-in-cell code MAGIC. Most of the simulations were done

for an electron beam of energy 4.5 MeV, a fractional line charge neutralization

of 0.5 for the IFR channel and a background plasma density of 4 x 109

electrons/cm3 , which is contained by a grounded conducting chamber. In this

numerical calculation, we compared theoretical values and simulation results of

the axial electric field for a broad range of system parameters, and found that

the simulation data agree remarkably well with the theoretical results in most

cases. Several points are noteworthy in this study. First, the strength of the

wakefield increases with beam current. Second, the amplitude of the axial

electric field is almost linearly proportional to the background plasma frequency

for a zero risetime beam. Third, the wakefield strength decreases rapidly as the

beam risetime increases. Finally, we note from the theory and the simulations

that the wakefield strength decreases to zero as the plasma chamber radius

approaches the charge neutralization radius.

The energy exchange mechanism between beam segments was investigated,

assuming that the axial electric field of the wakefield is a sinusoidal wave with

a wave number k. The electron beam bunching caused by the plasma wakefield

effects may have many applications. For example, a large amplitude modulation

of a relativistic high-current electron beam is required for various

applications, including the electron beam bunching and high-power relativistic

klystron. The electron beam bunching by the wakefield effects described here has

a few advantages, e.g., elimination of the space-charge limiting current for

high-current beam. The bunched beam by the wakefield will also be an effective

driver for high-power klystron without an additional external microwave source.

We thus studied the implication of the wakefield effects on a long-range beam

propagation. Particularly, the energy and current modulation of the electron

beam was calculated in terms of the propagation distance and the injection time,

at which the beam segment enters the propagation chamber. Neglecting the beam

head erosion, it was found that the beam current profile at a specified
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propagation distance is expressed in terms of only tht- zime to, at which the beam

segment enters the chamber. Energy modulation along the beam pulse was also

calculated. As expected, we have noticed from the study that the electron beam

teads to break up into small beamlets whose length is the plasma wavelength. In

further propagation, the axial electric field develops harmonics of the

fundamental plasma wavelength. These behaviors have been also observed from a

comp-tter simulation study.

The beam in an ion channel is often subjected to a transverse magnetic

field (e.g., earth's magnetic field), which causes a J x B drift motion of the

beam channel system. In order to have a feeling for influence of the J x B drift

motion on the beam propagation, we calculate the gyro-radius pc

p, - ¥PC/W,(1)

where c is the speed of light, y is the relativistic mass ratio of beam electrons

and wce is the electron cyclotron frequency defined by wce - eB/mec. For the

earth's magnetic field B - 0.3 Gauss, the gyro-radius pc is given by pc - 57y

(m). Obviously, the beam can not propagate without the ion channel. Ir a

infinitely large system, description of the J x B drift motion is a trivial task.

However, in a finite system with finite beam length, head of the beam tracks the

ion channel and the tail of the beam pulse is still exiting nozzle of the

accelerator. Some segments in the middle of the beam pulse will suffer the

J x B drift motion. In this regard, the description of the J x B drift motion

for a finite beam-channel system is complicate and requires an extensive

investigation. Location of the maximum deflection point propagates from the

accelerator nozzle to the beam head with the velocity of a fraction of the beam

velocity. At the maximum deflection point, the perpendicular velocity of a beam

segment does not match the drifting velocity of the ion channel, causing a

disruption of the beam propagation through the channel. For example, for a 1 kA

beam in a transverse earth's magnetic field B - 0.3 G, the first one lis portion

of the beam pulse is grabbed by the ion channel, but the later portion of the

beam pulse might be lost.

Relative Motion Between the Electron Beam and Ion Channel: Here, we

investigate properties of an electron beam propagating through an ion channel in

the presence of an external transverse magnetic field B, which is perpendicular
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to the propagation direction of the beam. we treat the electron beam and ion
channel as rigid bodies, which mean that the transverse motion of every particle
in one species moves together with the axis. We also assume that the beam and
channel have the same radius Rband a rectangular density profile. Defining the
dimensionless variable x = (r, - re)/Rb, the equation of motion of the relative
transverse position between the electron beam and ion channel is

d 2 x -A- Dx, (2)
dt

2

where the coefficients A and D are defined by

A - eBO D- 2inee2 ( 1_ + f (3)ymRb m1  yMi

Here, re and ri are the center of mass radii of electron and ion columns, ne is
the beam electron density and f is the line charge neutralization factor. The
maximum separation of the two columns occurs when the relative velocity dx/dt =

0. One obvious solution is x - 0 for dx/dt = 0. The other nontrivial solution

is given by

x-x, - 2-A - 0 cRb (4)
D CfV'

where v = eNbmeC2 is the Budker's parameter of the electron beam and use has
been made of f >> yme/m. Equation (4) can also be expressed as xm - I ri - reI/Rb
= 5.86 x l04BRRb/fv. In order to satisfy the equilibrium condition, the maximum

separation distance xm must be a reasonably small value. For example, for B -
0.3 G, f = 0.5, v - 0.05 corresponding to 1 kA, and the beam radius Rb - 10 cm,
we find xm - 7 percent, which is reasonably safe. The separation distance xb

is proportional to the magnetic field and inversely proportional to the parameter

fv, "s predicted.

Motion of the Center of Mass Coordinate for Both the Electron Beam and Ion
Channel: Denoting the center of mass coordinate R for electron and ion columns,
and introducing the variable C, which represents the distance from the beam head
to the tail, and assuming that the beam head stays in the ion channel, we have
the boundary conditions R - 0 and dR/dC = 0 at C - 0. Thus, the deflection R of
the beam-channel system by the earth's magnetic field is given by
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R(C) - '--i C, (5)

where -ci " eB/m c is the ion cyclotron frequency. Equation (5) can also be

expressed as R(C) - 1.6 x i0"7 BC2/fpp, where A is the ion mass number. For

example, for B - 0.3 Gauss, f - 0.5, A - 16 and C - 3 x 105 cm corresponding to

10 As, we find that the deviation R - 540 cm. Apparently, the deflection of the

tail of a long pulse beam is intolerably large. Note that the tail deflection

R is a quadratic function of the pulse length C. Thus reduction of the pulse

length drastically improves the tail deflection.

The location of the maximum deflection point propagates from the

accelerator nozzle to the beam head. The advance velocity dy/dt of the maximum

deflection point is

_& . PC FYm- (6)

dt NEm_1'

which is a fraction of the beam velocity when yme/fmi << 1. Due to the velocity

mismatch between electron-beam segment and ion channel at the maximum deflection

point, the electron-beam segment and ion channel have a relative separation given

by

X _ 0 (A) (7)
2v

provided (ct/Rb) 2 >> mi/2vyme, which can easily be satisfied for a time t larger

than 100 ns. The normalized maximum separation xm must be reasonably smaller

than unity to satisfy the beam equilibrium condition, which sets the pulse length

condition

0 ce 6) '1it2 < < 2 vf2. (8)

A largest number for the normalized maximum separation x., which may still

satisfy the equilibrium condition, is about 0.2, i.e., x. < 0.2. From Eq. (8),

we thus obtain the pulse length, which is grabbed by the ion channel. For

example, for v - 0.05, f - 0.5, A - 16 (oxygen atom), x < 0.2 and B - 0.3 Gauss,

we find t < 1 As. This means that the first one As portion of the beam pulse is

grabbed by the ion channel, but the later portion of the pulse will be lost.
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Intense relativistic electron beam (IREB) propagation is intrinsically unstable in high pressure
gaseous media. The dominant instability is the resistive hose. The growth rate of the hose is
reduced by beam conditioning which incorporates beam emittance tailoring and current centroid
sweep damping. In the experiments reported in this work we conditioned the SuperIBEX IREB
using combinations of an argon filled IFR and an air filled or evacuated active B0 cell. The IFR
cell provides the required radius tailoring which is converted to emittance tailoring using a
titanium exit foil or by injection into the active B0 cell. The Be cell damps the beam centroid
sweep due to the anharmonic restoring force applied by the wire's magnetic field on a sweeping
IREB. These conditioning cells successfully stabilized the beam for approximately 20 betatron
wavelengths (Xp) and propagation lengths exceeding 5 m. The objective of the experiments
reported here is to show the effect on propagation of using the conditioning cells to vary the beam
parameters induding beam emittance, beam current, radius tailoring, and sweep reduction.

I. INTRODUCTION - Propagation of IREB's in the atmosphere ic ' ,inted by the scattering of the beam electrons

from electron-neutral collisions1 with the ambient gas and by the presence of the resistive hose instability. 2 Beam

conditioning extends the stable propagation range of the IREB since it suppresses the growth of the resistive hose

which is a result of the interaction of the electron beam with the conducting plasma formed by impact ionization of

the background gas along the beam path. The return currents generated in the conductivity channels exhibit a resistive

phase lag, a necessary ingredient for the generation of the hose. 3 Beam conditioning consists of ernittance tailoring

and current centroid oscillation (beam sweep or perturbation) damping. Emittance tailoring reduces the resistive

hose growth by continuously changing the betatron wavelength (Xp) within the pulse, thus detuning and phase mix

damping the instability. Beam sweep reduction suppresses the initial perturbations that give rise to the instability.

Most sweep reduction techniques result in beam emittance increases due to the anharmonic nature of the damping

force which converts beam radius and centroid oscillations into emittance.

Ion Focus Regime (IFR) cells can produce time dependent radius variations of IREB's suitable for long

propagation experiments. 4 A typical IFR cell consists of a conducting pipe filled with a few mTorr of gas. In a

single IFR conditioning cell the resulting beam radius variation is converted to an emittance ramp by passing the

beam through a titanium foil (0.5-5 mils for 5 MeV beams). Even though IFR cells can in principle center the beam

and damp the sweep 5 they have little effect on the beam head which plays a critical role in the stabilztion. More

efficient sweep damping and beam centering can be accomplished using an active Be cell. The active Bo cell consists

of a conducting cylindrical pipe with a thin current-carrying wire along its axis. 6 The wire current is in the same

direction as the beam current. Sweep damping is a result of the anharmonic pinching and centering force that the

wire exerts on the beam.

The characteristic length for the e-folding of the beam radius due to the scattering of the beam electrons by the

atmosphere is the Nordsieck length (Ln). 1 Beam propagation stability can be parametrized by a cunensionless figure
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of merit. The ratio of the Nordsieck length (Ln) to betatron wavelength ()Lp) represents the number of instability

growth times before the radius e-folds (and the current density decreases by 1/r2) due to scattering. Equally important

is the actual propagation distance R nomalized to X13. The smaller of these two parameters represents a measure of the

success of a given experimenL. Hose growth is rapid enough that a beam can be disrupted within as few as 2 betatron

wavelengths. A figure of merit -10 would represent a significant hose stabilization demonstration.

II. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION - NRL's SuperIBEX accelerator is capable of producing a 5 MeV, 100 kA

electron beam with a pulse width of 40 nsec FWHM. The beam is extracted through an emittance selector and is

injected into an IFR cell for radius tailoring with typical beam currents of 15-27 kA. The IFR cell is a 40cm long,

10 cm diameter conducting tube filled with 3-10 mTorr of argon. A 3-20 mil Ti exit foil separates the IFR cell

from the atmosphere. The output beam currents were 10-24 kA.

Three sets of experiments were performed. The first used only the IFR cell. In the other two the IFR cell was

followed by a 120 cm long active wire B0 cell in vacuum or in full density air. A capacitor bank was used to drive the

wire current up to 10 kA. Because of the long risetime of the capacitor bank the wire current was practically constant

throughout the beam pulse. The conditioned beam was injected into a 2 m diameter, 5 m long propagation chamber

held at I atm. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the setup for the propagation experiments which consists of the IFR and

B0 cells, a diagnostics cell, and the propagation chamber.

The main diagnostics used to characterize the propagating beam were:

* 5 element concentric segmented Faraday collector (SFC) for beam current distribution measurements

between 5 cm and 66 an away from the exit foil9

* 4 frame gated optical imager with up to 120 psec resolution measuring 2-dimensional beam current

distribution from Cerenkov emission off a thin FEP Teflon foil.8

* Magnetic probe sets for net current and centroid position along the beam propagation range.

• Optical streak cameras for time resolved 1-D measurements of the beam current distribution, radius and

centroid position of Cerenkov emission from a thin FEP Teflon foil.8

* Time integrated side-on photographs of the beam induced atmospheric emissions yielding information

about beam radius growth in air as well as overall stability.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - There are several beam parameters that affect the stability of an IREB

propagating in the atmosphere. The beam emittance which determines the equilibrium radius, the radius tailoring

time and its relation to the beam current risetime, the beam current, and the input beam sweep.

The effect of varying the beam emittance, tailoring duration and current can be demonstrated by data obtained

with a simple IFR conditioning cell. The most stable beams were obtained with a 1.5 mil titanium input foil, 5

mTorr of argon in the cell and a 10 mil titanium exit foil. The typical output beam current was 14 kA. Plots of

beam radius, on-axis current density and beam current for the IFR conditioned beams used in these comparisons are

contained in Ref. 7. Figure 2a. shows a time-integrated side-on photograph of the most stable beam in the range of

150-260 an downstream. The radius in the air at the exit of the IFR cell is 2.5 cm with a net current of 7 kA.
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Figure I Schematic diagram of the IFR/Be conditioning cell used in the lead pulse stability experiments. The

optical diagnostics cell with the Cerenkov target and the segmented Faraday collector is also shown.

Figure 2b. illustrates the effect of beam emittance variation. The exit beam emirtance profile was changed by
decreasing the IFR cell exit foil thickness to 5 mil. The thinner foil resulted in a 1.5 cm beam radius. This colder
beam shows large hose growth within the first 2 meters of propagation (approx. 5 Xp3). Since the beam current is
unchanged the smaller radius beam has a shorter betatron wavelength which allows more growth times for the hose

within the same propagation distance.

The duration of the tailoring ramp can be controlled by changing the IFR fill pressure.7 If the beam shown in
figure 2 is injected into the IFR cell with 9 mTorr of argon, there is obvious loss of stability within 2 m of
propagation. As Ref. 7 shows, increasing the IFR cell pressure results in several changes in the beam profile: the final
beam radius decreases, and the duration of the tailoring ramp decreases and moves towards the front edge of the beam
pulse. All of these changes contribute to the destabilization of the hose by decreasing of the betatron wavelength and

reducing the duration and effectiveness of the phase-mix damping.
Similar large amplitude hose growth occurred as the beam current was increased from 14 to 24 kA. IFR

tailoring measurements indicated that for the parameters of our experiments the beam current had little effect on the
radius or radius tailoring profile. High current beams tend to have shorter Xp and appear to be more hose unstable.

Figure 2a. - (above) Side-on time integrated photograph

of the air fluouescence of a 14 kA electron beam exiting

the ':FR cell through a 10-rail Ti foil. The cell was

filled with 5 mTorr of argon. 2b. - (right) The same

beam with a 5 mil thick Ti IFR exit foil.
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Figure 3 Effect of vacuum B0 wire current variation on beam stability. The photographs cover the range 140-

260 cm downstream. The beam current is 19 kA and the minimum radius is 1.5 on. The wire currents for the above

frames are 3.6 kA, 5.3 kA and 7.3 kA. Increasing the wire current to 10 kA results in total beam loss to the wire.

In order to stabilize even the tailored IFR-only beams relatively thick IFR exit foils were needed. This resulted

in large radius beams ( - 2-3 an ). Side-on photographs indicated radius e-folding lengths of approximately 2.5 m

for these beams. These beams had relatively small NordsiecklBetatron ratios due to their large radii. The primary

problem with IFR-only conditioning is that IFR cells are not effective in damping the beam sweep or perturbations.

To improve beam stability without large increases in the beam radius a 1.2m long, 20 cm diameter high pressure BO

cell was attached to the exit of the IFR cell. The B0 cell also converts the IFR cell radius tailoring to emittance

tailoring without scattering foils. In general BO cells heat the beam as much as a few mils of Ti.6

Figure 3 illustrates the effect of varying the wire current in a vacuum BO cell. The IFR cell is 40 cm Ling,

filled with 10 mTorr of argon, and has 1.5 mil titanium entrance and exit foils. The vacuum B0 cell also has a 1.5

mil thick titanium exit foil. Figure 3 shows how the stability imporves as the wire current increases. Increasing the

current to 10 kA results in nearly complete loss of beam transport in the wire cell. The beam appears to pinch down

on the upstream end of the wire in this case.

The most stable propagation for our experiments was achieved with a conditioning cell consisting of an IFR

cell followed by an air filled Be cell. The air filled BO cell allows us to transport the electron beam with a higher

wire current than the vacuum cell. The beam radius increased slightly to -1.6 cm downstream of the air B0 cell but

extremely stable propagation was observed through the entire length of our chamber. Figure 4 shows the beam

characteristics measured with the segmented faraday collector located after 66 cm of propagation in the air. The

measurements were verified with optical diagnostics. 8 The 18 kA beam had a 1.6 an radius at the waist and a current

density of >1.8 kA/cm2 . The experiments were performed in the high return current regime since the net currents

measured by the downstream probes were 9.5-11 kA which is -50% of the 16-18 kA injected beam current. The beam

propagated stably for approximately 20 betatron wavelengths. The beam centroid displacement after 2.5 m of

propagation is shown in figure 5. The off-center excursion of the beam is much smaller than the local beam radius

indicating good stability despite the long propagation.

Figure 6 shows a compilation of the results of a series of stable shots using the IFR/Air BO hybrid conditioning

cell. Data from three sets of probes located 1.3, 2.5 and 4.5 meters downstream of the cell exit are shown. Each point

on the graph is the average location of the net current centroid for the entire beam pulse. The error bars represent the
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mean deviation in the x and y directions. The beam is quite stable because even at 4.5 m the mean centroid deviation

from center is -5 cm which is a fraction of the the beam radius at this location. The centroids at the 3 locations are

not collinear for each shot possibly indicating low frequency hose motion or beam aiming errors.
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Figure 4. Beam Gaussian radius and peak current density Figure 5. Net current and centroid position for a stable

profile for the typical stable beam from the IFR/Gas beam conditioned with IFR/B0 hybrid cell 2.5 m

Filled BO cell after 66 cm propagation in full density downstream. The injected beam current is 18.5 kA peak

air. and the radius at injection is - 1.5 an.

Probe Set A. Z=2.3m Probe Set C, Z=2.Sm Probe Set F: Z-4.5m
Average Offsets for lead Pulse Shots Average Offsets for Lead Pulse Shots Aveae Ofuts Jr Lmd Ptds Shots
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Figure 6 . Average centroid position and mean centroid displacement for a series of electron beams propagating in

full density air. The beams were conditioned with a 40cm long, 10 cm diameter IFR cell filled with 10 mTorr of

argon followed by a 120 cm Air BO cell carrying 9 kA of wire current.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS - Beam conditioning using IFR or hybrid IFR/Bo cells is very effective in suppressing the

growth of the resistive hose instability allowing stable, long-range propagation of IREBs in high pressure media.

The Nordsieck length/betatron wavelength ratio for the most stable beams was approximately 20 indicating clear

suppression of the resistive hose instability. The propagation range exceeded 5.5 m without indications of a serious

instability. With the IFR cell only, the beam could be stabilized by a combination of emittance tailoring and beam

heating with thick scattering foils.

*Work supported by the Office of Naval Research

aScience Applications International Corporation, McLean, VA 22102
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TRANSPORT OF HIGH CuRRENT, RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAMs
USING ACTivE-WiRE BE CELL TECHNIQUES*

D.P. Murphy, R.E. Pechacek, M.C. Myers, J.A. Antoniades,
T.A. Peysera,R.F. Fernsler, R.F. Hubbard, J. Santosb, and R.A. Meger

Plasma Physics Division, Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, DC 20375-5000

The high-current, relativistic electron beam (10-20kA, 5MeV, 40ns) of
the SuperIBEX accelerator is transported from its diode to an
experimental chamber along a wire that has an externally driven
current flowing in the same direction as the electron beam current.
The magnetic field from the wire current both guides the beam and
smears out coherent radial beam oscillations. The wire cell is used to
damp the initial radial motion to decrease the growth of the resistive
hose instability in the air propagation region following the wire cell.
Experimental parameters varied in this study include wire cell current
(Iw<db) and cell gas pressure (full atmospheric pressure or vacuum).
The effects of these parameters on the cell transport efficiency
(lout/Iin), beam pulse length (tp), and beam radial profile (Ib(r,t)) were
measured with an array of diagnostics. The beam spatial profile was
measured optically using Ierenkov light generated as it passed
through a thin FEP teflon foil at the cell exit using an ultra-fast, 4
channel framing camera and one or more streak cameras. Electrical
measurements included non-interceptive beam position monitors at
the input and exit of the wire cell and a 5-element, segmented,
concentric Faraday collector which could be mounted to intercept the
beam. The results of this experiment are compared with theory and
numerical simulations.

L Active Wire BE Celi An active wire B0 cell contains a centered filamentary
wire that carries an externally driven current in the same direction (Z) as the
electron beam current. It produces an azimuthal (0) magnetic field which centers
the beam. The beam electrons travel in a magnetic field whose strength varies
inversely with the radial (R) distance from the wire. The electrons in the beam
oscillate at o) = 1 / r, where r is their distance from the wire. This phase mi•in
distorts the beam into a new profile centered about the wire, but at the expense of
emittance growth. The external circuit in this instance consists of a single 581F
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capacitor with a spark gap switch which feeds four parallel, 9m long RG-213 cables

that are attached to the four ends of a cross-hair that supports one end of the

filamentary wire. A second cross-hair which is grounded supports the other end of

the filamentary wire (see Figure 1).

Camera

Diode -

V• Be Conditioning Cell //

IFR Conditioning Cell Faraday Cup

"•0.4m " 1.3m
Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of the Beam Production Hardware

The BE cell is separated from the Ion Focus Regime (IFR) cell by a 38jim thick

titanium foil pressure barrier. The IFR cell operates at a pressure of a few mTorr of

Argon and is described more fully in a companion paperl. If the BE cell is

evacuated, a second 381m thick titanium foil pressure barrier is mounted at the cell

exit.

IL B9 CeU Design Issues: The cell radius should be large enough to minimize

beam scrape-off losses. Also, a small cell radius limits the amount of radius

tailoring that can be maintained through the cell. The cell length to provide

sufficient phase-mix damping is:2 Z > 2r• • /,r 7.5cm, r =1

According to the theory developed by R. F. Fernsler, the wire current should be

1 = 0.51ff, where Ieff is the effective pinch current in the beam body (about 70% of

Ibeam in air). The cell used in this experiment was 10cm radius by 130cm long.

The filamentary wire, which carries 2-10kA of externally driven current for -20jts,

must be kept as small as possible to minimize beam losses due to impact with the
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wire. The sizes used here ranged from #30AWG to #26AWG copper wire
(1271tm • r .! 5202gm).

MI. Be Cell Transport and Conditioning: Figure 2 shows the time histories of
the beam current, current density and beam half-current radius for a typical beam
that emerges from an IFR conditioning cell filled with 10mTorr Argon. The beam
typically has a peak current of about 24kA with a 25ns FWHM for the current
pulse. Such a beam, with a sub 1cm radius, is frequently more than a beam radius
off center and not aimed correctly as it enters the Be cell. Should this beam be
injected into full density air directly from the IFR cell it could propagate only a few
10s of centimeters before severe hose oscillations disrupted the beam. Even if this
beam were passed through a titanium scattering foil about 250pm thick (-.010" of
Ti) at the IFR cell exit its radius growth, and corresponding Betatron wavelength
growth, wouldn't damp any inherent beam motion. So its propagation distance
scaled to the Betatron wavelength would not be much better than that of the
original beam. The advantage of an active-wire BE cell is that the beam can be
centered, beam motion damped and the hose instability suppressed without a large
increase in the beam emittance ( and corresponding growth in beam radius in air).
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Figure 2. Beam Current, Current Density and Half-Current Radius for Shot 1178
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Figure 3 presents the time histories of the beam current, current density and beam
half-current radius for a beam as it exits an evacuated BE cell. The input beam is

essentially that shown in figure 2. The peak current has dropped to about 18kA
and the pulse width has decreased to about 23ns FWHM. Most of the electrons lost

are believed deposited in the first few centimeters of the filamentary wire. Figure 4
presents data similar to that in figure 3 except that the Be cell is operated at full

Sha 1325: Sewam Rafs and 1Caet da Shot 1325: Soamn Iow and CUITUW OeUNY at
Voacum S-helta Cao Ed lot fIbl~ Onmi Ar Vacuum S-Thefa Cet Exilar t-.mIomIaT At
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Figure 3. Beam Current, Current Density and Half-Current Radius for Shot 1325
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Figure 4. Beam Current, Current Density and Half-Current Radius for Shot 1334

density air. The peak output current is about 16-181kA but the pulse width has

further decreased to about 20ns FWHM. It is believed that scattering off air

molecules pushes additional electrons into the loss cone along the length of the
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filamentary wire. The transport efficiency of the 130cm long BE cell used in these

studies, as measured by the ratio of the peak output current to the peak input

current, is: a)78%± 1.2% based on 8 shots into a Faraday cup with an evacuated

BE cell; or b)59% ± 2.4% based on 13 shots into a Faraday cup with full density air

in the Be cell. Note also that the exiting beam radius profile for both air and

vacuum operated BE cells still has significant tailoring from the beam head back

through at least the peak of the beam pulse. Figure 5 is a line-out through the

center of GOI image #4 of terenkov light for shot 1336, a full air density BO cell

shot. Note the depression in the central current density corresponding to the

position of the filamentary wire. The loss of central current density is not nearly so

pronounced in vacuum B 6 cell shots, demonstrating the increase in the loss of

particles to the wire when there is air in the cell.
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Figure 5. Gaussian fit to a horizontal line-out through the center of GOI image #4,

at the peak of the current pulse of shot 1336.

Figure 6 shows the Y vs X position of the beam for shot 1332 at Z=90cm and at

Z=410cm from the exit of the B6 cell. The filamentary wire is #28AWG

(r? = 159gum), the wire current was 7.2kA, the BE cell was operated at full density

air and there was a 38pgm thick titanium foil at the cell exit. This shot shows that a

stabilized beam will propagate essentially a full Nordsieck length without

experiencing disruptive hose oscillations.
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Figure 6. Y vs X net current centroid motion during the beam pulse at Z=90cm
and Z=410cm downstream from the B0_ cell for a stabilized shot.

IV. Summa•y: The active-wire Be cell exerts a strong centering force on the entire

beam, including the beam head. Passive schemes do not have much effect on the
beam head because the beam current is very low there. For a sufficiently long cell,
phase-mix damping occurs, and the beam centers about the wire. The measured

radius profiles at the exit of the cell show that radius tailoring is preserved during
transit of the cell. The measured current transport efficiency of the cell is as high

as 80%.

* This work supported by the Office of Naval Research.

a Science Applications International Corp., McLean, VA

b SFA, Landover, MD
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Resistive Hose Instability in Relativistic Electron Beams", this conference
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IFR TRANSPORT EXPERIMENTS ON THE SuperIBEX
ACCELERATOR*

M. Myers, J. Antoniades, T. Peyser,O D. Murphy, R. Pechacek,
R. Hubbard, and R. Meger

Plasma Physics Division, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375

ABSTRACT
Conducting cells filled with neutral gas at pressures below 100 mTorr (Ion Focus Regime)
provide a simple and effective method for the transport and conditioning of intense
relativistic electron beams (IREBs). Experiments performed on the SuperIBEX accelerator
(5 MeV, 100 kA, 40 ns FWHM) show that desired output beam profiles can be effectively
generated through the manipulation of cell geometry, gas pressure and species, and input
beam emittance and current. The cells also provide some beam centering and sweep
damping. The beam profiles are measured using a concentric segmented Faraday collector
(SFC), IMACON 500 streak camera, and a four-frame, ultra-fast, gated optical imaging
system (GOI).

I. INTRODUCTION: Stable, self-pinched propagation of intense relativistic electron beams

(IREBs) in dense gas is limited by the resistive hose instability. Theory and simulation indicate

that the instability convectively couples to betatron oscillations in the beam frame so that an initial

transverse perturbation in the beam head is amplified and can grow coherently through the tail

disrupting propagation. 1 It is, therefore, desirable to "condition" the beam for propagation by

damping the initial transverse perturbations which "seed" the instability and by detuning the

betatron oscillations of the beam thus decreasing the potential amplification and convective

coupling of the instability.

Changing the betatron wavelength as a function of time in the beam frame (T) provides the basis

for the longitudinal betatron detuning required for hose decoupling. This is most easily

accomplished by emittance "tailoring" the beam profile - imposing a monotonically decreasing

emittance as a function of -T - which disrupts the coherence of the hose mode and substantially

reduces its amplification. The emittance tailored profile required for stable IREB propagation can

be produced by a variety of conditioning methods. There are also a number of schemes to reduce

the beam sweep perturbations which can ceed the hose instability. Perhaps the most effective and

simple way to condition an IREB is by passing it through an IFR (ion focus regime) cell which is

comprised of a conducting tube filled with neutral gas operating at pressures of 1 to 100 milliTorr.

Manipulating the beam emittance and perveance by adjusting cell pressure and input foil thickness

can produce a monotonically decreasing radius profile which is converted to an emittance tailored

profile by passing the beam through a "thick" scattering foil as it exits the cell. 2 This passive

method also provides some beam centering and sweep reduction.
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Experiments performed on the SuperIBEX accelerator (5 MeV, 100 kA, 40 ns FWHM) using a 40

cm long IFR cell show that IFR cells are a versatile conditioning tool capable of imposing a range of

radius tailoring profiles on beams of up to 27 kA. The profile parameters were adjusted by

manipulating the pressure of argon in the cell (3-10 mTorr), the input beam normalized emittance

(0.5-1.6 rad-cm), and the cell diameter (10 and 20 cm). Radius tailoring measurements were taken

at the output of the IFR conditioning cell; emittance tailoring measurements were made 26 cm
(about one XP) from the cell exit foil where the beam is in equilibrium. For each specific set of

parameters there is a corresponding cell transport efficiency and sweep reduction ratio. The radius

tailored beams were subsequently passed through a matched scattering foil for conversion to an

emittance tailored profile suit able for stable propagation.

i. IFR THEORY: An IFR cell consists of a conducting tube with a foil at each end to contain a

neutral fill gas at operating pressures below 100 mTorr. The evolution of the beam radius as a

function of propagation distance in an IFR cell can be described by the Lee-Cooper envelope

equation.3 Neglecting inductive erosion in the short cell:

R" K- ! 2 = 0 (1)
R y2R3

where the second term is the effect of the beam self fields and the third term is the normalized

emittance effect. For a gaussian beam and channel profile of the same half-width, the total

perveance is:

Krr = K,.. + KA., = ( (2.)
i A 2 2 ,2 ')(2

where fe=nchanne/nbeam is the fractional space charge neutralization. The channel density is

dependent on the fill gas species and pressure, P:

= (or) J ,. (t')d,'" (3)

where a0 (a constant determined by gas species) is approximately 1 for argon.

As an IREB enters the IFR cell it starts to generate a plasma due to impact ionization of the

ambient neutrals by the beam electrons. Initially, both the perveance and the emittance are

defocusing to the envelope radius (eq. 1) and the beam head expands to some radius, rmax. Due to

the electric field generated inside the beam by its own space charge, the plasma electrons are

quickly ejected from the beam interior. The ions remain forming a positively charged channel

which partially neutralizes the beam space charge. Still early in the current pulse, fe exceeds I/y2

and the total perveance becomes focusing (eq. 2) resulting in a net pinch force on the beam. As
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neutralization accelerates through the rise of the pulse, the pinch force increases in proportion to

the growing channel ion density (eq. 3) imparting a monotonically decreasing radial profile on the

beam. When the perveance term balances the emittance term the beam is in equilibrium and the

envelope radius is constant; however, fe continues to increase through the fall of the beam pulse

and the envelope reaches some final radius value, rfinal. The minimum beam envelope radius is

limited to about 0.6 of its injection radius with the excess pinching force adding to the beams

emittance. 2 The time from when the envelope radius departs from rmax to when it reaches rfinal

can be defined as a tailoring duration time, tc. The parameters tc, rfal, and the tailoring ratio

N=rmax/rfinal (figuare 1) are primarily controlled by adjusting the normalized beam input emittance

(by changing the thickness of the cell input foil) and the total perveance (by changing the cell gas

pressure) as outlined above. Practical IFR pressures are kept low enough so that the space charge

neutralization fraction remains below

1 for the pulse duration. This - - _

prevents the generation of return -

currents in the excess channel plasma -- •----

which could modify the favorable

beam radius profile.

The space charge neutralization

effect of the IFR cell is also the W OW ran"

mechanism for providing some beam "

centering and sweep reduction. As fe

rises above 1V?2 the decentering force |I

due to the wall image charges is ........... . .... .. . .

nullified allowing the force from the ,w
wall image currents to center the Figure 1- Radius Tailoring Parameters
beam. However, the centering force is

proportional to fe which means that centering will be weak in the beam head before there is

substantial neutralization. Also, since the force is proportional to 1/rwall2 , centering will be weak in

the larger diameter IFR cells needed for radius tailoring.4

IMI. SuperiBEX EXPERIMENTS: The physical set-up for the 10 cm diameter IFR experiment

is shown in figure 2. The diagnostics used in the conditioning experiment were:

* Beam bugs measuring beam current and centroid position at the cell entrance and exit.
* 5-element SFC5 measuring the beam current distribution for radius tailoring at 3 cm

and for emittance tailoring at 26 cm from the cell exit foil.
* 4 frame GOI with 120 ps resolution for time resolved 2-D beam current distribution from

Cerenkov emission of a thin Teflon sheet.
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Optical streak camera for time resolved, 1-D beam current distribution, radius, and
centroid position from Cerenkov emission.

A matrix of shots was generated to cover the I

parameter space: cell pressure 3-10 mTorr argon, osao.:

input en. from 0.5-1.6 rad-cm, cell diameter of 10 and

20 cm, and diagnostic positions of 3 and 26 cm from

the cell output.
Sv• &E~nen SFC

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: For the

above parameter space, radius tailoring profiles were

measured showing N=2-5, tc=5-40 ns, and Figure 2- Experimental Configuration

rfinal=0. 7 5-3 .0 cm primarily using the SFC. Similar measurements using the optical diagnostics

were nearly identical from the beam head through the equilibrium point and were more accurate in

the tail of the beam where the SFC data is affected by plasma production within the device. 6 With

the input En held at -1.0 rad-cm, a cell diameter of 10 cm, and an injected current of -18 kA the

effect of IFR argon pressure on radius tailoring is as follows (figure 3):

" Pressure too low: the tailoring onset is late and tc (and thus rfnal) is not reached within
the pulse (since fe(t) is proportional to pressure) producing a radius profile with a rmax
that fills the cell for much of the current rise and a beam body radius that slowly
decreases. With the beam remaining larger than its injection radius the transport
efficiency, Xeff, is low throughout the pulse (50%), N is small (note: the range of N is
more limited for the 10 cm dia. cell), and the current density very low (3 mTorr curve).

" Pressure too high: the tailoring onset is early and tc too abrupt with the half-current
envelope reaching rfinal-1 cm 5-10 ns before peak current. With a large fe earlier in the
pulse Xeff is quite high (-90%), N-4, and centering is stronger; however, the beam tail
"over-pinches" possibly leading to excessive emittance growth (10 mT curve).

" Pressure "optimum": tc extends 5-10 ns past peak current with the profile ramping
gradually to an rfinal-1. 3 5 cm. With N-3 and Xeff on the order of 80% the beam has
enough radius tailoring and current density (without tail overheating) to be effectively
converted to a stable emittance tailored beam (5 mTorr curve).

The curves in figure 3 were very

reproducible shot to shot. The species of fill N M1

gas is also a factor in controlling the P. 0M.

tailoring profile. Heavier inert gases provide /

increased ion channel inertia which may -= 1
"strengthen" the beam against some o

instabilities and larger ionization cross

sections which promote faster neutralization. Figure 3- Pressure Effect on Radius Tailoring

The accelerator and the cell entrance foil determined the emittance of the input beam. When Fn

was increased (by using a thicker entrance foil) while cell gas pressure remained constant at 5
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mTorr, rfinal was reached later in the beam because of the longer time required for the perveance to

balance the larger en (figure 4). Beams with lower En (accelerator only-0.5 rad-cm) were difficult to

radius tailor and their tail often over-pinched as would be expected. Higher en beams (accelerator +

5 mil Ti foil-1.6 rad-cm) allowed tc to extend through the pulse but more current was lost to the

walls from head expansion and rfinal was larger. Additionally, a thicker exit foil was required to

fully convert the radius tailoring to emittance tailoring which substantially decreased the beams

usefulness for propagation experiments.

The cell diameter also influences transport efficiency, tailoring ratio range, and magnitude of

centering. The 20 cm diameter cell allowed larger N overall and larger Xeff for lower pressures and

higher En but provided little centering and sweep reduction. The 10 cm diameter cell limited the

measurable half-current rmax to 3.54 cm (the half-current value if the beam uniformly fills the tube)

and more beam was lost at lower pressures and higher En but some needed centering and sweep

reduction was achieved. 4

The magnitude of the input current did not have a strong effect on radius tailoring. With the

pressure and en held constant, similar

profiles were measured for the for input

currents ranging from 10-27 kA. The validity ...

of this result may be skewed due to the way I.
that input current is selected from the

accelerator (by changing the diameter of an ,,

input aperture). The low current shots may

have had a lower input En than the high Figure 4- Input Normalized Emittance Effect on

current shots so input en may not have been Radius Tailoring

constant for the range of currents tested. Qualitatively, the lower current beams (10-18 kA) were

more easily tailored and the higher current beams (18-27 kA) displayed better centering (as would

be expected). Beams above 27 kA were difficult to radius tailor in the IFR cell.

It is clear that with the balance of pressure, input emittance, and cell diameter a radius tailoring

profile with a large ratio, long duration, and tight final radius can be achieved while maintaining a

high current transport efficiency. With the proper choice of exit foil this "optimum" radial profile

can be converted to an emittance tailored profile. Figure 5 shows the equilibrium radius profile of a

beam conditioned at optimum pressure and input en in a 10 cm diameter cell and passed through a

matched scattering foil (5 mil Ti) at the IFR cell exit. The measurement is made with the SFC after

26 cm of propagation in full density air where the beam is in equilibrium and the profile depends

only on the emittance. Comparing this with a radius tailored profile generated from the same input

parameters (5 mT data of figure 3) one can see that the profiles are consistent and the final radii

nearly 'he same indicating good conversion of radius tailoring to emittance tailoring via the
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matched exit foil. Beams which were conditioned as such propagated stably for a full Nordsieck

length.
7

V. CONCLUSIONS: IFR cells provide a simple and passive means for effective radius tailoring

of IREBs over currents in the 10-27 kA range. Manipulation of the total perveance and input

emittance by adjusting cell pressure and input foil thickness can produce beams with varying

tailoring onset, 5-40 ns tailoring duration, and final radii from 0.75 to 3.0 cm. The choice of cell

geometry has produced transport efficiencies from 50-100% and tailoring ratios from 2-5 with

smaller radius tubes providing more centering in the beam body. The radius tailored beams can be

efficiently converted to emittance tailored beams for use in propagation experiments.

3,5

2 150000

II

II1.5

1 5000

0 i0

iinB (5 aa/diy2)

Figure 5- Profile of Emittance Tailored Beam
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BEAM PROFIE DGNOSTnCS ON THE NRL

T.A. Peyser,a M.C. Myers, RE. Pechacek, D.P. Murphy,
J.A. Antoniades and R.A. Meger

Charged Particle Physics Branch
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Washington, DC 20375-5000

Three independent and complementary diagnostics have been developed to
measure the time-dependence of the beam half-current radius produced by the 5
Mev, 100 kA SuperIBEX electron accelerator at the Naval Research Laboratory. A
novel five-element segmented concentric Faraday collector has been built which
gives the beam half-current radius with nsec time resolution. Two optical streak
cameras and an ultra-fast optical framing camera have been used to give time-
resolved measurements of the beam radius from Cerenkov emission produced by
thin Teflon or quartz foils placed in the beam path.

1. INTRODUCTION Present efforts at reducing the resistive hose instability take advantage of

the convective nature of the instability and rely on carefully shaping the beam radius or,

equivalently the beam emittance, throughout the pulse thereby creating a mismatch between the

maximum instability growth rates from one section of the beam to the next. 1-4 Measurement of the

time evolution of the beam radius at injection into a propagation chamber is essential to test these

theoretical predictions of hose-instability suppression. Three independent and complementary

diagnostics have been developed to measure the time-dependence of the beam half-current radius

produced by the 5 Mev, 100 kA SuperIBEX accelerator at the Naval Research Laboratory: 1) a multi-

element segmented concentric Faraday collectcr; 2) two optical streak camera systems giving a

continuous one-dimensional image of Cerenkov emission from a vertical beam diameter with

approximately one nsec time resolution; and 3) an ultra-fast optical framing camera giving a

fully two-dimensional image of Cerenkov emission produced by the beam at four independent

times during the beam pulse with one or two nsec time resolution.

IL SEGMENTED CONCENTRIC FARADAY COLLECTOR The design, construction and use of a

novel five-element segmented concentric Faraday collector (SCFC) giving the radial beam

profile and beam current density with nsec time resolution has been described in detail

elsewhere 5. Two innovations in the Faraday cup used here are the multiple collector elements

* Supported by Office of Naval Research.

a Science Applications International Corp., McLean, VA 22102
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arranged in a simple concentric geometry and the use of a thin (3 mm) graphite overlayer

followed by a range-thick (22 mm) stainless steel underlayer for each collector element. The

SCFC consists of a center cylindrical collector of radius 0.76 cm surrounded by four annular

collectors of outer radii 1.67, 2.59, 3.50 and 4.62 cm. The graphite overlayer reduces surface

damage and secondary electron emission, while the stainless steel underlayer captures the

electrons incident on each element with minimal scattering from one element to the next. Each

collector element is electrically isolated from the next, and the deposited charge is shunted to

ground through a nested array of Rogowski coils giving the current collected within the radius of

each collector. SCFC results for the current density and beam half-current radius at the exit of a

low-pressure IFR cell are given in the paper by Myers et al. in these proceedings. 6

The equivalent of a sixth large-radius Faraday collector element has been added by

incorporating a beam current measurement from a Rogowski coil or beam bug into the diagnostic.

The use of a large-area beam current monitor as a sixth collector element improves the

measurement of the beam radius in beamlines with wall (rw) radii larger than the radius of the

fifth Faraday collector (rw >> 5 cm). Figure (1) gives a comparison of results for a five- and six-

element SCFC where the six-element collector consisted of a 9.5 cm radius beam bug as the

effective outermost collector element.

Although the SCFC has proven to be extremely valuable for beam radius profile

measurements, it has several major limitations. First, the collector itself acts by definition as a

beam stop and hence it is completely and totally perturbative. Second, the limited spatial resolution

of the collector elements introduces uncertainties regarding the actual beam current density

profile. Third, there is a failure mode after the peak current (giving an erroneous apparent rapid

increase in the beam radius) associated with operation of the diagnostic above some critical total

current and current density, typically 15 kA and 3 kA/cm 2 .

IM. OPTICAL DIAGNOSTICS: INTRODUCTION Optical diagnostics using high-speed streak

and framing cameras viewing Cerenkov emission from thin convertor foils placed in the beam

path do not suffer from the same limitations as the SCFC discussed above. Two optical streak

cameras and an ultra-fast framing camera or Gated Optical Imager (GOI) have been used

extensively on SuperIBEX to give optical time-resolved measurements of the beam current density

profile and radius from Cerenkov radiation emitted by thin (3-5 mil) FEP Teflon or (25 mil)

quartz foils placed in the beam path normal to the beam axis. Whereas the increase in beam

emittance from scattering in a thin titanium foil is given by abT1' 2 rad-cm where T is the

thickness in mils and ab is the beam radius in cm, the emittance increase from a teflon foil goes

as 0.133 abT1/2 rad-cm. 7 The scattering from a 5 mil teflon foil is thus equivalent to that from a 0.1

mil titanium foil. Since emittances add quadratically, assuming an initial beam emittance of 1.0
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rad-cm and ab=1.5 cm, the use of a thin teflon Cerenkov converter results in only a 10% increase

overall in beam emittance.

The teflon Cerenkov converter is placed at the entrance of an optical diagnostic cell which

attaches to the SuperIBEX beamline and contains two line-of-sight viewing ports at forward 450

angle with respect to the beam axis8. The exact dependence of the optical emission on the Cerenkov

angle was relaxed by roughing the rear surface of the Cerenkov emitter to provide an isotropic

emission source.

IV. OPTICAL DIAGNOSTICS: STREAK CAMERAS Two optical streak camera systems

(Hadland Imacon 500 and Imacon 790) were used to give a continuous one-dimensional image of

Cerenkov emission from a vertical chord located at the center of the Cerenkov converter foil. The

Imacon 500 used a 1000 mm focal length Questar telescope, and the Imacon 790 used a 500 mm focal

length telephoto lens to safely image the 15 cm diameter Cerenkov foil from a distance of

approximately 20 m upstream of the SuperIBEX diode and IFR conditioning cell. The Imacon 500

was operated at a streak speed of 2.8 ns/mm and the Imacon 790 was at 1.8 ns/mm.

Both cameras used Polaroid film proximity-focussed onto the streak camera output

phosphor. A second stage of image intensification on the Imacon 500 permitted use of the slower

speed, higher dynamic range Type 53 film whereas the Imacon 790 required the higher speed, high

contrast Type 667 film. The streak image recorded on the Polaroid film was then digitized with a

hand-held scanner at 256 grey scales and 300 dpi giving a time-resolution of 240 ps/pixel for the

Imacon 500 and 105 ps/pixel for the Imacon 790. Images from both streak cameras were

compressed 4.17 and 9.52 times using a bilinear interpolation scheme to give an effective time

resolution of approximately 1 ns/pixel.

Quantitative analysis of the streak camera images requires a detailed calibration of the

combined system uniformity and linearity. The uniformity of both cameras was measured by

obtaining a streaked image of a flashlamp illuminating a single optical diffuser element. A

calibrated stepped neutral density filter wedge placed at the input slit of the Imacon 500 was used to

measure the instrument linearity and dynamic range. The use of Polaroid film as opposed to a

CCD readout at the streak camera output phosphor exacerbates an already serious problem with the

dynamic range of the instrument. Using Polaroid Type 53 film, the Imacon 500 streak camera

diagnostic has at best a 50:1 dynamic range. Since the Cerenkov emission is directly proportional

to the beam current density, a complete time history of the beam current density profile requires

that the instrument be able to resolve current densities in the beam head (I 1 1 kA, ab-5 cm) <J>-15

A/cm 2 and at peak current (I1-5 kA, ab=1.25 cm) <J>-3 kA/cm 2 . Given the intrinsic limits on the

instrumental dynamic range, the poor dynamic range of the recording film and the necessity to

operate the streak camera at a fixed intensifier gain for a given exposure, special techniques are

required to achieve the 200:1 or greater dynamic range required by the measurement. Custom
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neutral density filters consisting of photometrically-calibrated ND=0.3 or ND=0.6 metallic

overcoating on half of 2 mm thick, 50 mm square BK7 glass substrates placed at the Imacon 500

entrance slit have been used to extend the overall instrumental dynanuc range. A shaped input

slit with maximum width at the top and bottom of 2 mm and a minimum width at the center of 200

g~m has been used with similar result on the Imacon 790.

The digitized images were corrected for combined film and instrument nonlinearity

using the above-mentioned calibration procedure. Images acquired with the half neutral-density

attenuating filters typically contained 5-10 ns of data on the unattenuated image half not present

on the attenuated image half. Similarly the unattenuated image half may contain 10-15 ns of

image intensities in excess of the film saturation value in contrast to the better exposed attenuated

image half. The image analysis routines were written in MATLAB - a high-level numerical

language. The data analysis routines parse the data file into two sets and for early times only fit

the data from the half-profile with the unattenuated image. At later times a single composite image

is created from both halves by scaling the intensity of the attenuated half and discarding data

points on both halves in excess of the film and digitizer saturation value. A similar deconvolution

procedure is applied to the intensity variation introduced by the shaped input slit on the Imacon 790.

The beam half-current radius is obtained by fitting vertical lineouts of the processed digitized

images in nsec increments to Gaussian, Bennett or double Gaussian profiles. Figure (2a) shows

the raw data from an Imacon 500 image using a half neutral density filter. Figure (2b) gives the

resulting half-current radius from a nonlinear least squares fit to a Bennett profile.

Finally, the fidelity of the instrument in reproducing a known optical profile was tested by

analyzing known optical density profiles. A helium-neon laser illuminating a 20 pun

rectangular slit or 10 jIm pinhole was used to obtain a streak image of a known Fraunhoffer

diffraction pattern. The helium-neon laser was not a pulsed system, so an electro-mechanical

optical shutter was required between the rectangular slit or pinhole and the streak camera

entrance slit to avoid damage to the streak camera photocathode. The images were digitized,

processed and analyzed with the same data analysis routines as for the experimental data itself. A

second test of the instrumental accuracy in measuring a known optical profile from an apodizing

density filter with a prescribed transmitted Gaussian spatial intensity profile is in progress.

V. OPTICAL DIAGNOSTICS: GATED OPTICAL IMAGER (GOD An ultra-fast four-frame

framing camera or Gated Optical Imager (GOI) with time resolution from 120 ps to 5 ns has been

used to provide dramatic evidence of radius tailoring from low pressure IFR cells and combined

IFR-Bo cells. 6 ,8 The four-frame GOI system used in the present experiments consists of four

completely independent framing cameras with arbitrary interframe spacing. The gatewidth and

the image intensifier gain can be set independently on each channel. A single 2000 mm focal

length Celestron telescope images the 15 cm diameter Cerenkov converter foil from a distance of 50
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m. An optical relay system projects the image from the Celestron through a four-way optical beam

splitter which provides four images of equal intensity on each of the four GOI channels. Four

separate 8-bit CCD readouts, with separate framegrabber boards driven by a Macintosh SE/30, are

proximity-focussed to the output phosphor of each GOI channel.

The GOI embodies two new technological innovations in order to achieve framing camera

gatewidths below the historic 5 ns limit.9 , 10, 1 1 The first takes advantage of recent advances in the

production of short, high voltage pulses (1 kV, < 10 ps risetimes) using avalanche stack

technology. The second is based on the insight that extremely fast but uniform gating of a large-

area (18-25 mm diameter) microchannel plate (MCP) can be achieved by gating a low-inductance

external electrode (>80% transmissive wire mesh) capacitively coupled to the MCP itself.

Quantitative analysis of the GOI images, as with the streak camera images, requires

photometric decalibration of the instrument as a whole to insure that the measured signal correctly

maps the optical intensity from the Cerenkov emitter. Calibrated neutral density step wedges were

placed directly on the GOI photocathode fiber-optic faceplates, and images were acquired in DC

and pulse mode for a range of input intensities and intensifier gains. Image nonuniformity is

removed using standard flatfield correction routines in conjunction with a uniform illumination

source created by multiple sources on a diffusing element. Nonlinearity in the four CCD readouts

can be corrected in the image processing or by direct adjustment of the CCD gain controls. Detailed

tests of the instrumental accuracy in measuring a known optical profile from an apodizing

density filter with a prescribed transmitted Gaussian spatial intensity profile are currently in

progress.

The two-dimensional character of the images and the ability to set the exposure duration

and image intensifier gain for each channel independently alleviates many of the problems in

image acquisition and analysis that afflict the streak camera data. While analytic functions

such as Bennett and Gaussian profiles have been widely used to model relativistic electron beams,

detailed analysis of the GOI optical data from SuperIBEX often shows a significant deviation from

such profiles. In many cases, a tight core intensity is observed surrounded by a lower intensity

halo suggesting that a more appropriate analytic profile might be a double Gaussian function.

Detailed information on the beam current profile is not available from the SCFC since it measures

the total integrated current within a segment radius, and hence is unable to resolve beam structure

on a spatial scale less than or equal to the collector step size (-1 cm). Figure (3) shows the double

Gaussian profile necessary to fit data from a vertical lineout of a GOI image with a core-halo

distribution (half-current radius from numerical analysis - 1.91 cm). A single Gaussian fit

correctly models the core profile, but neglects the current density in the halo.While the current

density in the halo may be low, the total current in the halo may be appreciable and half-current

radii measurements from the core alone may accordingly be in error. The double Gaussian ii,
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this case is a better fit to the data, but the half-current radius no longer has the same simple

physical expression as for a single Gaussian or Bennett profile.

A more direct numerical solution to the problem of determining the half-current radius

can be obtained by finding the current density contour containing half the total beam current. Fig.

(4) shows the current density profile obtained by plotting the GOI data in three-dimensions where

intensity is a function of two spatial dimensions. A wealth of information regarding the beam

current density profile is clearly available from such data. The optical intensity of the GOI image

was calibrated in terms of the beam current density by taking the instantaneous beam current at

the time of the GOI frame from a beam bug located 1.5 cm upstream of the Cerenkov foil. The

current density calibration can be determined by equating the total optical intensity to the

instantaneous beam current. Fig. (5) shows the current density contour for the same image

containing half the total current. A graph showing the detailed agreement between the GOI

measurements and the SCFC is given in the paper by Meger et al. in these proceedings12.
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If a relativistic electron beam is propagated in an ion-focused regime (IFR)
channel which is surrounded by a broad region of lower density plasma, a hose
instability can occur, due to interaction between the beam and plasma electrons
far outside the beam. We have calculated linearized dispersion relations and
asymptotic growth, and pci, .rmed particle simulations which reveal the nonlinear
behavior. Three cases are considered: (1) Beam in a broad uniform underdense
plasma (no localized channel). The instability is absolute, rapidly growing, and in
typical cases of interest is not stabilized nonlinearly until the beam is disrupted.
(2) Beam in a flat-topped channel of density nc, surrounded by uniform plasma at
lower density np. The instability is absolute, but the growth rate is reduced.
Stabilization due to phase mixing occurs when the beam leaves the channel. (3)
Beam in a rounded channel of density nc(r), surrounded by uniform plasma. The
instability is convective, and the growth rate is small by order rip/nc(0).

Introduction

Relativistic electron beams have been transported very successfully in the ion-focused

regime, wherein the beam is guided by a narrow plasma channel which is collisionless, has

density nc < nb ("underdense"), and has line density Nc - fcNb < Nb. Under these

circumstances, all of the plasma electrons are ejected to large radius, and the beam is focused

and guided by the remaining channel ion charge. However, in some applications, it may be

desirable to transport the beam within a broad region of uniform underdense plasma, or within

a channel surrounded by a broad region of lower density plasma. Then plasma electrons are

expelled only from the region r < an, where an is the neutralization radius, defined by
2ran2np = Nb- N,, (1)

Nb is the beam line density, np (assumed to be uniform) is the density of the background

plasma, nlp+nc(r) is the ion density within the channel, and N,, dr 21rr n. is the line density

of the channel. A hose instability1 can then occur, due to electrostatic interaction of the

displaced beam with electrons at r = an. (Magnetic interactions, due to plasma eddy currents,

can be neglected if an < C/cwp, where Wp2 --- 4rne 2/m.)
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Analytic Linear Theory

We proceed by Fourier analyzing in z and s = t - z/c, so that the mode dependence is

exp(iws+ikz). The plasma is modeled as a cold fluid. We shall consider three separate cases.

Case 1: Beam in Uniform Underdense Plasma

The pinch force on the beam is due entirely to the positive electrostatic potential well

formed by the ions. (There is no self-force in the ultrarelativistic limit.) Since the ion density

is uniform, the pinch force is harmonic and all beam electrons oscillate at a single betatron

wavelength k, = =-c/(2-01)2c. There is no phase mixing among different electrons. The plasma

electrons respond resonantly at wo E wpl./12, an effective plasma frequency at the interface

between the electron-free region r < an and the region of uniform wp outside r = an. The

dispersion relation is

1 - 2 1 2 = (2)

0

or equivalently, if we use z and t as variables, with mode dependence exp(ikz-iA),

2 22wk c
0

1 -2 ~ ~ 2 -0 3
Ca) (w-kc)

The dispersion relation can be solved in, the equivalent forms:

2 2 2 2Sk k W

o= 1 2 2_k , k2 1 o2-2 (4)
Ci02k 02-k 2k 0 -W

There are sharp resonances in both k and w, where the growth rates become infinite. As a

result, the instability is absolute, and the dispersion relation is not sufficient indication of the

spatio-temporal evolution of the disturbance. It is necessary to do a Laplace transform

analysis to obtain asymptotic solutions of the initial value problem. Since (3) is the familiar

dispersion relation for the two-stream instability, we have accessed and extended asymptotic

solutions of that problem, first done by Briggs. 2 For a disturbance initiated at s = 0, we find

that the envelope of the oscillations of the beam centroid Xb(ZS) is given by

Z1/3 33 2/3 1/31
Xb(z's) c 5/6 exp [-Ikz I wsj , if oS k , (5)

S
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%bz's) • 1/6 1/3 exp [431k1,Z 1 3w s 2/, if kz>>o s>>1. (6)
Xb~'s)cc -F-613 4 0 13 0z S

This solution shows very rapid and continuous growth in both z and s. For example,

eight e-folds of amplification occurs at z = WO =- 21rc/ko and s = 2xr/(op. Growth is so rapid

because the beam is weakly focused compared to the destabilizing mode.

Case 2: Beam in Fiat-topped IFR Channel Surrounded by Uniform Plasma

If the channel is somewhat broader than the beam, the pinch potential is harmonic and

there is still no phase mixing. The dispersion relation is

2 2

2 2 (7)
Sn +n 1-f k 2k

o c p c 1

As in Case 1, the instability is absolute, but grows on a slower scale length, because the

focusing force (due to the channel) is stronger. Analogously to Eq. (6),

1 1/3xp np 1 1/3 2/3
Xb~~~ZISI ~~~~ 1y/6 1/3 ep--f- ,j ji) 1X zsl=4n +n 1-f - k l s '

n()
if P 1 kZ>WS>1.

n +n 1-f 13 oc p c

Case 3: Beam in Rounded IFR Channel Surrounded by Uniform Plasma

A rounded channel introduces betatron frequency spread, and therefore phase mixing. It

is thus appropriate to use the spread mass model for the beam. The dispersion relation is

2

(0n +n l-
- = 1- -I+G(9)

W n1-f Iio c p c

where G the spread mass resonance function introduced by Lee,3

G x=-- = 3x2 - 6x4 + 6x4(1lx2t)1n1-i2r+ (10)k 2

This dispersion relation has no infinities; hence, the instability is convective. The

displacement of the first perturbed slice decays due to phase mixing. Subsequent slices show

growth, but eventually reach a maximum and decay ("convective saturation"). As in resistive
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hose, the peak disturbance grows as Xma(s) - exp(as), where a is the peak growth rate from

Eq. (9). If np/nc << 1, then a is very small and is given approximately by

n
S p 1 .

(11)
n +n 1-f oc p c

Simulation Study

We have performed simulations with the 3-D particle code ELBA, which solves the full

Maxwell equations self-consistently with the fully relativistic equations of motion for beam

and plasma electrons. (The plasma ions are represented as stationary.) The simulations

exhibit the evolution of the instability throughout the small-amplitude (linear) regime, as well

as the nonlinear regime. We shall discuss the results of one simulation for each case.

Case 1: Beam in uniform plasma

Figures 1 and 2 show results from a simulation with Ib = 1 kA, 3y = 6, np = 7.4 x l09 cm-3 ,

ab = 1 cm (Gaussian profile), a. = 3 cm, w. = 3.4x10 9 Hz, k = 0.047 cm"1. Figure I shows

plots of ln(z16Xb) against z1/3, for s = 1.0, 2.0, and 2.67 ns. According to Eq. (6), the envelope

of the unstable oscillations should be a straight line when plotted in this way, in the regime

kpz >>,s. The slope of the line should scale as s2/3. This behavior is seen in Fig. 1, with the

slopes about 10% less than predicted by Eq. (6). Good agreement is also seen in the regime

appropriate to Eq. (5), although the dynamic range available in this regime is limited. At any

fixed z or fixed s, growth continues without limit (until the beam is well out of the linear

regime), indicating absolute instability. Over the short propagation range simulated, the

instability grows by a factor of 400. Fig-ire 2 shows cross-sections of the beam and of the

plasma electrons, at s = 1.33 ns, at a sequence of propagation ranges z. The beam eventually

slams into the plasma electrons beyond r = an, and shortly thereafter into the wall at r = 6 cm.

Up to this point, the oscillations of the beam centroid proceed (as predicted by theory) without

internal distortions of the beam profile, or broadening of the sharp plasma interface at r = an.

No nonlinear saturation mechanisms are observed, at least until the thrashing of the beam has

carried it well into the plasma. The instability clearly appears to be lethal.

Case 2: Beam in Flat-topped IFR channel surrounded by uniform plasma

Simulations of this case (not reproduced in this manuscript) again show agreement with

the linear theory, to within about 10% accuracy. The instability is clearly seen to be absolute,

and the nature of the perturbation is similar to Case 1 up to the point where the beam leaves
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the channel. At that point, the ion-focusing force becomes anharmonic, leading to betatron

frequency spread and phase mixing. The instability saturates, and the beam once again centers

itself about the channel axis, with a consequent increase in emittance. Subsequently, the beam

propagates with apparent stability. Theory would indicate that a stage of slow convective

instability can ensue, but this has not been observed over the time scale simulated.

Case 3: Beam in Rounded IFR channel surrounded by uniform plasma

Figure 3 shows results from a simulation with lb = 2 kA, fc = 0.5, 7 = 27,

np = 7.4x10 9 cm"3, ab = 1 cm, ac = 1 cm (Gaussian profiles), an = 3 cm, w( = 3.4x 109 Hz,

k = 0.047 cm-1. These parameters were chosen to give the same values of k and co as in

Case 1. Similarly to Fig. 1, In Xb is plotted against z1 3. The instability is clearly convective,

as predicted by theory: at any given s a maximum amplitude is reached, followed by decay;

the z-location for the maximum increases with s; the maximum amplitude attained increases

with s, as predicted in Eq. (11). The growth rate is very small, as predicted; the instability

amplifies by only a factor of 8 over the course of these simulations.

Conclusions

The simulations verify the simple linear theory. (This is reassuring, since there are

many simplifying assumptions in the theory.) We have considered three cases: (l)Beam in a

broad uniform underdense plasma (no localized channel). The instability is absolute, rapidly

growing, and is not stabilized nonlinearly until the beam displacement Xb takes it well into the

plasma at r > a.. For most situations of practical interst, the IFR focusing of the beam is

completely disrupted, and propagation is impossible. These results appear to be consistent

with a recent experiment. 4 (2) Beam in a flat-topped channel surrounded by uniform plasma at

lower density. The instability is absolute, but the growth rate is reduced. Propagation without

significant disruption of the original equilibrium is possible over a limited range. When the

beam leaves the channel, stabilization occurs, as a result of phase mixing. At this point, the

beam evolves to a new equilbrium with increased radius and emittance, and (if parameters are

chosen correctly) long range propagation appears to be possible without significant further

disruption. (3) Beam in a rounded channel of density n,(r), surrounded by uniform plasma.

The instability is convective, and the growth rate is small if n./n.'(0) <<1. Long range

propagation, without significant disruption, is possible if parameters are chosen correctly.
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The resistive hose instability typically disrupts intense, relativistic electron beams after
a few betatron wavelengths in dense gas. Propagating a beam tens of betatron
wavelengths or more is therefore challenging. This paper presents analytic theory and
numerical simulations indicating that careful beam conditioning can achieve that goal.

Introduction

The resistive hose instability is the major impediment to the propagation of intense, relativistic

electron beams in dense gas. Although the instability cannot be completely suppressed, it can be
controlled using three features of the physics. First, the pinch force produced by the beam-generated
plasma is anharmonic. As a result, electrons within a given beam slice oscillate at different

frequencies and get out of phase. This introduces a damping term and causes the instability to

convect toward the beam tail.' Second, the average oscillation frequency rises within the beam pulse
so that no single hose frequency remains in resonance throughout the pulse. And third, processes like
gas scattering and head mismatch reduce the contribution of perturbations launched early in the head.
This is important because there is a component of hose that cannot be detuned, and this component is
large in the head where the plasma resistivity and return-current fraction are high. in this paper we
discuss techniques that allow beams to propagate without disruption frc-n hose.

Analytic Hose Equations

A key feature of hose suppression is detuning the instability by making the beam parameters
vary during the pulse. To study this detuning, we have modified2 previous hose theory" 3 to alloV, the

beam radius rb, current Ib, and current-neutralization fraction f to vary with distance ý=ct-z from the

beam head. Furthermore, plasma de-ionization has been included to analyze hose in the beam tail.
We continue to assume, however, that the beam is ultrarelativistic and in pinched equilibrium, that the
gas is homogenous and initially un-ionized, and that the plasma generated by the beam is weakly
ionized. We also continue to neglect the electrostatic fields and forces, the dynamics of the plasma
and gas, and variations in the beam and plasma equilibria with propagation distance z. The model
incorporates conductivity broadening and saturation, explicitly includes betatron detuning, and
applies, at least approximately, to the beam head as well as body. The effects of betatron detuning in
z rather than ý are analyzed in a separate section on gas scattering.
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The model is based on a linearized analysis: s(r,O, ,z) = so(r, ,z) - y, as 0/ar cosO where s is
any parameter, s. is an azimuthal average of s, and y,( ,z) is a "displacement." Here r is the radial
distance from the beam-head axis, and 0 is the angle about this axis. The treatment generally fails at
large r or when y. > rb.

Applying the model to Ampere's law in the frozen-field' limit (a/az -, 0) produces

ayn

d a - no- n ' (1)

where ýd is the magnetic dipole diffusion length, y, is the centroid of the pinch current, and

Yno f f Yb - f Ya (2)

is a weighted average of the beam centroid Yb and the conductivity centroid y,. The diffusion length

is given by ýd(t) = ac(l-q)irrb2 a/2c where a is the plasma conductivity, q - 0.2 stems from the

dependence of a on the plasma electron temperature, 4 and a - I is a form factor determined by the
radial profiles of the beam and plasma. The effective plasma return-current fraction is defined by

Jdr r jbip

f = - 0 (3)

dr r 3b0

where Jb and jP are the beam and plasma current densities, respectively. Conductivity broadening

increases o and decreases f, thereby stabilizing hose.
The plasma conductivity is assumed to evolve as

Sk' jb - (O , (4)

where k' is a beam impact-ionization coefficient and P(u() is a generalized loss rate. Linearizing and

applying the displacement approximation produces, after some algebraic manipulation,

d Y = (YbY)kIb ' (5)

where k = or(1-q)k' /2c; in air, k - 1/25 kA. Note that there is no explicit dependence on P(a) in Eq.

(5). This indicates that conductivity losses reduce the decay length ýd but do not alter the structure of

the hose equations. Consequently, the beam tail should behave qualitatively similar to the head.

In the absence of phase mixing, Newton's force equation for the beam centroid is given by
2b 2

S(Yn Yb) S (6)
•(yz2 s
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where the "shaking" frequency 0, is given in terms of the Alfven current, IA = 177 kA, by

S2(s 1 A b 2 fc*a M (2 r) dr r j b(Jb +J (7)

Here we have assumed a paraxial beam with a Lorentz mass factor -y >> 1.

Zero-Frequency Hose

In equilibrium, a/az = 0 and the beam does not oscillate. There is then no need to include

particle phase-mixing, so that Eqs. (1), (2), (5), and (6) reduce to

d (b-Y kIJbI (Yb- ) (8)

The separation (Yb- y,) between the beam and plasma thus grows as exp(go) where

g f J-.j~ k~b (9)

0

and ýo is the first slice perturbed. The analysis is valid only as long as 1 Yb- Yo I << rb.

Late in the beam body, f/(1-f) is small while Ib is large. As a result, the beam-plasma separation

decreases at late ý. Most of the separation occurs early in the beam head just past the hose initiation

point •o"

Betatron Detuning in

Because the beam equilibria are assumed to be z-independent, we can study high-frequency hose

using Fourier analysis, y - exp(-iAz). We can then incorporate phase-mixing of the particle orbits

using Lee's spread-mass model' and rewrite Newton's equation (6) as

Yb = [1 + G(n2/0 /2)] y , (10)

where Qm( ) = (2irjf/IA) 12 is the maximum betatron frequency and G is the spread-oscillator

function determined by the profiles of ib and jp. Here j.. is the on-axis net current density. The net-

current centroid then evolves according to

d n [ b 1-f d•T n-IfJ d ]n

- G kI + 1 L- ln(G/f) Y= 0 (11)
I b -f d 3I
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To proceed further, we set y, - exp(g) and use a WK.B approximation to determine that

g (' o) = go(' ( o ) + g ( ) ' (12)

where g. is the zero-frequency term given earlier and

o Jd G (13)
1 0 30

Transforming the integral in g to one over e/Wm produces

u/Q ( o) 2 2m o e/
f m -1gl , go) = /d (•1) r7 , (14)

wa m

where the betatron detuning parameter is m

I --- (l-f) gd a- in(m) (15)

The properties of G place a bound on g,. For example, g, • 0.6/q for self-similar Bennett

distributions and constant n. Thus gI, like g0 , is finite. Furthermore, both growth factors can be
minimized using a beam with a prolonged, rapid rise in lb (but not so steep as to trigger avalanche

ionization which can be strongly destabilizing). That is, raising dlb/d ý increases kIb more than f to
reduce g., and it enlarges ýd and 0m to increase ,7 and reduce gI. In beams that are not emittance

tailored, i? can be as large as 0.1, but this still allows several orders of magnitude of hose growth.

The detuning parameter q can be augmented further by tailoring the normalized beam emittance

e to decrease with g. Tailoring flares the beam head and increases the rise of Q. € IatfpI n, where the

effective pinch current Iff is closely related to (1-0Ib. Tailoring is usually adequate if it keeps r > 0.2

over a broad region in the beam head.

Betatron Detuning in z

In the above analysis, we allowed for variations with distance ý from the beam head but not
with propagation distance z. Here we consider the opposite limit where variations with z, caused by

gas scattering, are more important than variations with ý.

Gas scattering heats the beam transversely, causing it to expand. This expansion lowers the
betatron frequency of a self-pinched beam according to5

Q m(z) /M (0) = r b(0) /r b(z) = exp(-z/L ) n (16)

where the Nordsieck length L, cc -ylf. Gas scattering thus detunes the hose instability in z rather than
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•. To incorporate this detuning, we define a new propagation parameter,
s(z) = [l-exp(-z/L )]L n (17)

n n

Force equation (6) can then be written as

a2yb 1 ayYb 2
-S2 Ln-S - (Yn- Yb!) s(18)

as2 L n-s as n b s

The term containing ayb/as can be dropped provided (Ln-s),» >> 1 where Sli is the growth rate in
s. Dropping this term allows us to use Lee's spread-mass model without modification; this gives the
peak growth rate for Bennett profiles as ji - 0 .18 0m = 1.6/Xe, where X, is the average betatron
wavelength. Hose can therefore grow with an exponent as large as

1.s 1.6L

g(z) - L[1exp(-z/Ln')] (19)

in the regime z - L. and X, << Ln. This equation shows that Nordsieck scattering is strongly

stabilizing as z -. Ln.

Hose Initiation Point

To lowest order, the zero-frequency hose growth factor varies as g, - 9,-1 where t, is the hose
initiation point. Fortunately, several processes limit the smallness of ýo- For example, Eq. (19)
indicates that hose is unimportant unless initiated where

X ( o) < z, L (5 ) . (20)

This restriction is often important for laboratory beams. Observe that betatron detuning in ý can
increase the minimum ýo where hose can be initiated, and thus it can decrease g, as well as g,.

Highly energetic beams are relatively unaffected by gas scattering (or ohmic erosion) so that o

can approach zero. Hose then tends to grow continuously with z as perturbations from the head

slowly convect back. To suppress this growth, the early beam head must either be extremely well
centered at injection or blow off before undergoing appreciable hose growth. The head can be made
to blow off by mismatching at injection. Head mismatch can therefore be used to limit hose growth.

Simulation Results

Previous experimental 6 and numerical studies7 have shown that emittance tailoring can reduce

hose growth, and the agreement between analytic theory and simulation is good. We emphasize,
however, that the hose amplitude is sensitive to the injection conditions (and to code specifics), as

might be expected of processes that suppress an exponentially growing instability by many orders of

magnitude. This makes precise, quantitative prediction difficult. Furthermore, a robust scheme
would ultimately require a highly reproduceable beam and conditioning apparatus.
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To demonstrate hose suppression, we briefly describe two simulations of beams in full-density
air. The first used the particle code SARLAC to simulate a 1 kA, 10 MeV beam with rb = m am.
Recombination of the plasma electrons and ions held the dipole diffusion length Sd to much less than
the pulse length 5P. In the regime •d/ 1P << Xd/Ln, hose growth depends strongly on z but weakly on

r'. Furthermore, Eq. (19) applies, and it predicts a peak hose growth of eg = 30 at z = 30 cm - L./3 =
2.5X,. Without gas scattering (Ln -, w), the growth would be twice as large. SARLAC confirmed
these predictions, showing a peak growth - 25 with gas scattering for a perturbation frequency of 5
GHz applied in 5 at z = 0.

The second example was a long-range simulation of a high-energy beam relatively unaffected by
gas scattering or ohmic erosion. In this case, ýp determines hose growth more than z. To avoid
exciting hose from particle noise, the multi-component linearized code VIPER was used in place of
SARLAC. The beam was injected with: rb(M) = 1 cm; lb(M) rising to 20 kA in 200 cm; a transverse
thermal velocity O3L(5) falling by 3 over 300 cm; ý, = 900 cm (30 ns); and a white-noise hose
perturbation in 5. The overheated beam head expanded so quickly that it did not excite hose in the
body. As a consequence, hose grew by less than 30 at z = 50 X, and subsequently decayed. The
simulation suggests that such a beam would propagate to full range without disruption, provided the
initial perturbations were less than 3% of the injected beam radius. However, when the beam was
injected with a 3-to-1 variation in rb and constant O.L (to give the same variation in en), less of the
head blew off and hose grew by nearly 600 at much earlier z. This difference demonstrates the
importance of mismatching the beam head.

Conclusion
In this paper, we extended hose theory to include: conductivity broadening and saturation;

variations in rb, Ib, 5 d, and f with 5; and variations in rb with z. Simulations have been performed that
confirm the general features of the theory. We have found that betatron detuning in z is most
important for long pulses and modest propagation distances, while detuning in 5 is most important
when the reverse is true. The latter commonly requires, however, some means of suppressing zero-
frequency hose in the beam head. Head mismatch is one such means, and simulations indicate that
modest hose growth (< 50) is possible even over very long propagation distances.

This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research and by the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency, ARPA Order No. 7781, monitored by the Naval Surface Warfare Center.
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Pinched propagation of intense relativistic electron beams occurs in several distinct pressure
regimes. In low density gases (-1-100 mtorr), the beam propagates in the ion-focused regime
(IFR). The beam ionizes the neutral gas, and plasma electrons are ejected, leaving behind a
positive ion column which pinches the beam electrostatically. At gas densities near 1 atm, the
beam-generated plasma is resistive and the pinch effect is provided by the self-magnetic field of
the beam. Beam transport experiments in both regimes have been performed on the Advanced
Test Accelerator (ATA) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and on SuperIBEX at the
Naval Research Laboratory. IFR methods have been employed in both experiments to transport
the beam prior to injection into the air and to introduce a head-to-tail taper in the the beam radius.
IFR simulations have shown how the resulting beam radius and emittance profiles are influenced
by gas density, chamber dimensions and entrance and exit foils. Beam propagation in dense gas is
subject to disruption by the resistive hose instability. However, both experiments and simulations
have shown that the emittance variation introduced by IFR transport can substantially reduce the
growth of the hose instability. Both experiments have also propagated beams in reduced-density
channels. Simulations predict that the channel may in some cases produce a moderate stabilizing
and tracking effect arising from plasma currents flowing at the edge of the channel.

I. Introduction

Pinched propagation of intense relativistic electron beams offers the possibility of

transporting these beams over long distances without guidance or confinement by external

magnetic fields. In dense gases, the beam quickly produces sufficient ionization to provide

space charge neutralization. The resulting plasma is collision-dominated or resistive, and the

beam is confined1 by its azimuthal magnetic field Be. An entirely different pinching

mechanism occurs at much lower gas densities where the ratio of the beam-produced plasma

density nP to the beam density nb is in the range -. 2 << np/nb < 1. Plasma electrons are

expelled, leaving behind a positive column or channel of ions which pinches the beam

electrostatically. Propagation in this Ion-Focused Regime 2'3 (LfR) may also be accomplished

by creating the channel with an external ionizing source such as a laser.

This paper describes and compares recent electron beam propagation experiments

carried out on the SuperIBEX facility at the Naval Research Laboratory4 "7 and the Advanced

Test Accelerator (ATA) at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory."' 9 The experiments

were similar in a number of respects. The primary goal in both cases was to study the resistive

hose instability in air at densities near I atm and to develop techniques to limit instability
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growth. Both experiments used IFR propagation prior to injection into the dense gas to
transport and "condition" the beam. Finally, both experiments propagated the beam in
reduced-density channels. Such channels offer the possibility of extending the effective
propagation range by reducing beam degradation from scattering and collisional energy loss.
Experimental parameters and configurations are summarized in Table I.

TABLE I. Typical beam, IFR cell and propagation tank parameters for Full ATA experiments, ATA Multi-
Pulse Propagation Experiment (MPPE) and SuperIBEX experiments.

Parameter ATA (Full) ATA (MPPE) Super]BEX

Beam energy y 80 21 10
Beam current Ilb 4-10 kA 2- 6 kA 10-25 kA
Initial beam radius a. 1-2 cm 0.5-1.5 cm 1.2-2.5 cm
Accelerator type Induction Linac Induction Linac Diode
Accelerator transport Laser-IFR Solenoidal None
Number of pulses in burst Np 1 1-5 1
Pulse separation time r, N. A. 1-40 msec N. A.
External density channel None None Laser-discharge
IFR cell gas Air Xenon Argon
IFR cell length Lc 200 cm 50 cm 40 cm
Centering methods Laser-IFR Tuning, Laser-IFR Wire cell, 2-stage [FR
Propagation tank length z,. 20 m, open 5 m 5 m
Propagation tank radius a. 15 cm, open 15 cm 100 cm

The hose instability is a macroscopic kink instability which amplifies transverse beam
displacements.", 4-10 Instability growth in the beam displacement Yb scales with the betatron
wavelength Xp as the beam propagates in z. Disturbances initiated within the beam grow

convectively as a function of the retarded time r =_ ct - z; growth scales with the local

magnetic dipole decay time Td which increases during the beam pulse. Analytical models and

simulations of hose instability"14''8 10 have motivated the beam conditioning techniques

described in the next section.

II. Post-Accelerator Transport and Beam Conditioning

A. Beam centering and emittance tailoring: The term "beam conditioning" refers to a

variety of post-accelerator beam transport techniques 4- 10 which are used primarily to reduce
hose instability growth. The objectives of these techniques are to reduce the amplitude of

initial transverse perturbations which seed the instability and to "tailor" the beam emittance in
order to detune the head-to-tail coherence of the instability. The method for emittance
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tailoring used on both ATA 8-9 and SuperIBEX 4-7 has been passive IFR propagation followed

by a thick scattering foil. The foil effectively converts the radius taper to an enuttance taper.

The simple configuration shown in Fig. Ila was used on both experiments; ATA often used an
upstream focusing lens (Fig. l b). Figure 2 shows three different configurations which

combine an IFR tailoring cell with some beam centering technique.

(a) Active IFR/Passive 1FR Cell

IR- Cn.wmug IFR -Tailoring

(a) Simple Passive IFR Cell CH E______

If R -Tafiorui Fi F2

(b) Two-Stage Passive IFR Cell -- -- - --

I2 IF Vu-ong

FF2IFR -C~e~rm F Tao 0 10t 2 .0 ~ 3 0 401

P2 Fig. 3. Experimental beam radius
(b) Passive IFR Cell with Upstream Lens ab(r) for ATA. Various beam

0Vacuum IFIR - Tailoring (c) IFR/Wire Cell Hybrid conditioning configurations
(V,I,V-I,L-V-I) are described in

IFR - Tafiornn& Wife - Ceninging text.

Fl F2

Fig. 1. Diagram of MFR tailoring Fig. 2. Schematic of IFR cell -9 j IO
cell configurations. Simple cell combined with various centering
(a) is filled with alow density gas cells: (a) an activelIFR cell with a r2.
and uses a thin entrance foil (Fl) laser-generated plasma channel I
and a thicker exit foil (P2). In (CHi), (b) IFR centering cell with
configuration (b), the [FR cell is higher gas density and smaller 0___________

0 to 20 30 4
preceded by a vacuum transport wall radius, and (c) vacuum or i-(nmic)
region with a focusing lens (L). gas-filled cell with a current Fig. 4. SuperEBEX beam radius-

carrying wire. for 3 [FR cell pressures.

B. Beam conditioning on ATA: Most propagation and conditioning experiments on

ATA were carried out on the full accelerator. 8 The parameters and configuration are

summarized in Table 1. Beam centering was primarily accomplished using laser-guided LER

propagation both in the accelerator and in post-accelerator transport sections. Laser guiding

employed a KrF laser to ionize a low density benzene gas. This allowed up to 10 kA to be

accelerated to 40 MeV without catastrophic beam breakup instability (BBU) growth. A 200

cm long TER cell was used to tailor the beam, so the configuration resembled Fig. 2a.

The last propagation experiment on ATA was the Multi-Pulse Propagation Experiment

(MPPE). 8'9 Solenoidal transport was used in the accelerator instead of laser-IFR; this limited

the energy to 10 Mev but allowed up to 5 pulses to be generated in a burst. Most of the beam

radius data camne from gated images of Cerenkov light from a quartz foil. Figure 3 plots b(7-)
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for four different beam transport and conditioning configurations. As expected, simple

vacuum transport (curve V) produced almost no beam tapering. The other three used an IFR

cell which could be "tuned" to adjust the beam radius profile. For the examples shown in Fig.

1, a long IFR cell (curve I; Fig. la) or a vacuum-focusing region followed by a short IFR cell

(curve V-I; Fig. lb) produced a long, gentle beam taper. Adding a laser-guided damping zone

ahead of the focusing lens (curve L-V-I; Figs. lb and 2a) produced a sharper taper. Numerous

simulations9 have been performed using the FRIEZR code4 for configurations similar to those

in Figs. 1 and 2.

C. Beam conditioning on SuperIBEX: Emittance tailoring on SuperIBEX is

accomplished with a 40 cm long passive IFR cell which is typically filled with argon at 3-10

mtorr pressures.4-7"9 The beam radius ab( r) and beam current lb(T) can be controlled by
varying IFR cell pressure, input foil thickness or the geometry of the entrance aperture. Figure

4 plots ab(r) for three SuperIBEX IFR cell pressures. A segmented Faraday cup was used to

obtain this data; similar results have been obtained from optical diagnostics. The tapered

radius profile agrees well with a simple analytical model.9

Most propagation experiments on SuperIBEX have employed a beam centering

technique to augment the IFR tailoring cell. Early experiments used the two-stage IFR cell

configuration in Fig. 2b. The IFR-wire cell hybrid, shown in Fig. 2c, has significant

theoretical advantages. The current in the wire produces a highly-anharmonic potential and

thus produces strong phase-mix damping.1 2 Since this imposed current on the wire exists at

the head of the pulse, dangerous perturbations in the beam head can be suppressed. 9 In

addition, if the current in the wire is properly chosen, the beam radius profile produced by the

IFR cell will be converted to a tailored emittance profile without the use of a thick scattering

foil. Both gas-filled4'7 and vacuum versions of the cell have been successfully deployed.

IHL Beam Propagation Experiments

A. ATA Single Pulse Propagation: Four major propagation experiments were carried

out on ATA. The first three used the "full" accelerator with laser-IFR transport. The first

experiments produced strong hose instability growth and were not well-diagnosed.

Improvements in "tuning" capability, including the use of tapering of the benzene density prior

to injection into the IFR cell, resulted in substantial improvements in propagation during the

second experiment. A 1 cm radius, 6 kA beam (O,, = 100 cm) was propagated to the end of a

15 cm radius, 20 m long propagation tank with no large hose motion and moderate beam loss

to the walls.8 Simulations with the SARLAC hose code reproduced the observed moderate

hose growth but suggested that image currents in the wall reduced hose growth in the beam

head. The third experiment demonstrated that the beam could be transported around a bend

and propagated in open air. Stable propagation was observed beyond the - 15 m Nordsieck
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scattering length,8 but the beam radius was generally larger than in the previous experiments,

and detailed hose diagnostics were not available.

Considerable single pulse propagation data were taken during the ATA MPPE

experiment.8'9 The propagation tank was only 5 m long, but W, was typically 30-50 cm. As

expected, the observed hose instability growth was usually reduced when the beam radius was

more heavily tapered, but some apparently well-conditioned beams were strongly unstable.

This may have been due to the presence of strong drifts in the beam head arising from the

lower beam energy in this region of the beam. This problem would not have been as severe on

earlier ATA experiments which used IFR transport in the accelerator instead of the solenoidal

transport used on MPPE.

B. ATA Multiple Pulse Propagation: The primary purposes of MPPE were to

demonstrate that multiple beam pulses could be generated and conditioned, to study hose

stability in beam-generated density channels, and to determine if the effective range of the

beam could be extended by such channels.8 Each of the five pulses was of comparable

quality, and the IFR cell produced a similar radius taper for each. Hose instability growth was

also comparable for each of the five pulses although there was some tantalizing evidence of

reduced growth in some later pulses. Channel densities during the five pulse train were

diagnosed using both Schlieren and laser deflection systems. 13 Relatively deep channels were

produced in some cases near the injection point, but hose instability growth degraded the

channels substantially during the later stages of propagation. There was little, if any, evidence

for range extension.

C. SuperIBEX Propagation in Full Density Air: SuperIBEX has used each of the

beam conditioning configurations described in Section H.C. to study propagation in a 5 m long

tank. The Nordsieck scattering length for SuperIBEX is only -4-6 m in full density air. The

1 m tank radius makes wall effects negligible. For a single passive IFR cell (Fig. la), a 1.5-2.5

cm radius beam has been propagated -4 m without disruption in the moderate current regime

(-14 kA).4-6 Higher current beams (-21 kA) were much more unstable. Initial propagation

results with the two-stage IFR cell (Fig. 2b) were encouraging but inconsistent, 4 and this

approach has been abandoned in favor of wire cells. The best propagation results to date have

been obtained with the IFR cell followed by a gas-filled wire cell. 4 "7 Beams with 1.5-2 cm

radius and peak current I. - 14-17 kA have been propagated to the end of the tank with no

apparent disruption in open shutter photographs -nd displacements of -2 cm as measured by

magnetic probes.

D. SuperIBEX Propagation in Density Channels: SuperIBEX beams have been

propagated in deep density channels created using a laser guided electric discharge (LGED).4,7

The channel is allowed to cool for several msec prior to beam injectior, o a temperature and

density comparable to that which would be produced by a large number of tight beam pulses.

Previous experiments on NRL's 1.2 MeV Pulserad beam generator had confirmed the
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existence of a tracking force which causes the beam to be pulled toward the channel. The
channel has a number of both stabilizing and destabilizing effects on hose instability which
scale with the plasma return current. SARLAC simulations generally predict a moderate
overall stabilizing effect for SuperIBEX parameters, but to date the beams have been
somewhat more unstable in the presence of the channel than in full density air.4" One
potential source of instability not included in most code runs is density fluctuations in the
channel arising from turbulent convective mixing. LGED channels are highly turbulent,
whereas the channels produced in MPPE were relatively smooth.

IV. Summary and Future Plans

Extensive beam conditioning and propagation experiments have been carried out on
ATA and SuperIBEX. The goals and approaches of the two experiments have been similar.

There are no current plans for beam propagation experiments on ATA. Future SuperIBEX
experiments will be carried out in 10-15 m long tanks at reduced gas density and higher
current densities in order to extend the number of betatron wavelengths propagated.
Improvements in beam conditioning may be necessary in order to propagate such beams
without hose disruption.
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Abstract

A number of ,igh-current accelerator designs utilize strong focusing in the form of
helical quadrupole and axial guide fields. Operation in certain parameter regimes can
cause electromagnetic instabilities. We find that the electron beam centroid can be i) orbit
unstable, independent of the waveguide modes, ii) three-wave unstable or iii) fully stable.
Analytic expressions for the various stability conditions are obtained in the limit of zero
beam current. The stability conditions are verified via particle simulation in each regime.

I. INTRODUCTION

A number of compact, high-current accelerator configurations solve the difficulty of
transporting an intense electron beam in a curved geometry by utilizing strong focusing
fields. These fields, consisting of a stellarator field (or helical quadrupole field) and an
axial guide field, increase considerably the energy mismatch tolerance of the device and
provide confining forces against the beam space charge forces.' The use of strong focusing
fields has a potential difficulty in that they can lead to various types of beam instabilities,
particularly the three-wave instability,2- 4 which has been observed experimentally.' Here,
the externally imposed helical quadrupole field interacts with the transverse motion of the
beam centroid to excite a transverse-electric (TE) waveguide mode. It has been shown
that an analogous istability occurs in alternating gradient quadrupole focusing systems.6

In this paper we obtain detailed analytical conditions for the various stability regimes
and thus specify parameter ranges for which stable transport of an electron beam is feasible.
We find a) two physically distinct three-wave unstable regimes, b) two three-wave stable
regimes and c) a regime in which the particle orbits themselves are unstable, irrespective of
the electromagnetic waves. In addition, we have performed particle simulations of electron
beam dynamics in each regime and find that the stability conditions are good predictors
of our results.
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II. MODEL

In our model the external fields consist of a periodic helical quadrupole field and a
longitudinal magnetic field and are given by Bezt = (Bq,, Bqy,, BZO) where

Bqz = -Bqkq(Xsinkqz-ycoskqz), Bqy = Bqkq(Xcoskqz+ysinkqz), Bo = Bo. (1)

In Eq. (1), Bo is the axial magnetic field, Bq is the magnetic field of the quadrupole,

kq = 27r/Aq is taken to be positive and Aq is the period of the quadrupole field. The

representation for the quadrupole field in Eq. (1) is valid near the z-axis, i.e., (x2 +
y 2)1/2 << Aq/ 2 7r.

We assume that the electron beam propagates with velocity vo within a perfectly

conducting cylindrical waveguide of radius -r. The electron beam radius is assumed to

be small compared to the waveguide radius. In the equilibrium position, the beam is

centered along the axis of a circular waveguide and the beam electrons are assumed to be
monoenergetic with zero transverse velocity. We include the fields due to the displaced
beam, produced by the image charges and currents on the waveguide wall.

III. DISPERSION RELATION

The dispersion relation can be writen as3

k k2(k-w/vo+kq) 2  k2(k-W/v°)2

w 2Dc-(k+k)--• ]-D -....- k 2
b _ K34 = 0, (2)

where D± = K 2 :1 K1K - K2, K = k -w/vo + kq/ 2 , k and w are the wavenum-

bers and frequency associated with the right-hand circularly polarized (RHCP) TE11

waveguide mode, K 1 = K0 - kq, K2 = (Ko - kq/2)kq/2 - k2, K3 = Kqkq, K& =

IeIBo/7 0/3omoc 2 is the cyclotron wavenumber associated with the longitudinal field, Kq =

IeIBq/7o/30m 0 c2 is the cyclotron wavenumber associated with the quadrupole field, 3o =
Voic, k2 = 2V/.lz 1/(To(/A4r 2- 1)JS(itiilr,)), k. = (2= /(""3r 2 ))1/2 V e /m C2 )Ib/

Ib[kA]/1713o is Budker's parameter, Ib is the beam current, IAt irg is argument of the small-

est positive zero of Bessel function J• and ' denotes d/dr. The image charge of the beam
is included in the term ko.

The modes taking part in the interaction can be conveniently classified by setting the
beam current equal to zero. The dispersion relation, for zero beam current, reduces to

[k2 - /c2 + ,i] [(k + kq) - / + U} UuS+S_ L_ 0, (3)

where the expressions inside the square brackets from the left specify the RHCP and LHCP

waveguide modes,

u± k _ ýj d -~ = 0(4)

(~~ V, )-(
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are hybrid cyclotron and quadrupole modes that can lead to the electromagnetic three-wave
instability,

are stable hybrid cyclotron and quadrupole modes, and

d_ -(Ko(Ko - k9) + k2/2), d" l(K•(K- kg) 2 ±4K2k)"/. (6)
2 -2

For w > 0 and K& < kq/ 2 , the unstable beam line is U+; and for w > 0 and kq/ 2 <

K& < k., the unstable mode is U_. In the limit of K3 << Ko, U+ a- X - kq for K, < 0,

U+ 2 X + K. - k. for 0 < K, < k,/2 and U_ = X + K. - k., where X = w/vo - k. In all
cases,

U+us+s_! x(x - kq)(X - Ko)(x + K0 - kq). (7)

IV. STABILITY REGIMES

We now present conditions delineating the various stability regimes. These regimes can
be delineated as functions of kq and K. for given values of -y., rg and Bqkq. The boundaries
separating the different regimes are obtained in the limit of zero beam current. Figure 1
is a stability diagram for -y, = 5, r. = 3 cm and quadrupole gradient Bqkq = 200 G/cm.

Orbit Unstable Regime

Even without electromagnetic radiation, the electron beam in this configuration can

be unstable when (d• - d2) < 0. The unstable values of K0 are

Kcrit,2 = -_ 2K9 < K. <_ Kcrit,3 =- + 2Kq. (8)

The curves in (kq, K,) parameter space given by K 0 = Kerit,2 and K& = Kcit,3 are the
left and right boundaries of the orbit unstable region shown in Fig. 1.

Three-Wave Unstable Regimes

The three-wave instability will occur when, for example, the RHCP waveguide mode
intersects, in the (w, k) plane, the appropriate beam mode given by Eq. (2). For kq > 0,
the instability for the RHCP waveguide mode occurs with w > 0. Identical three-wave
instability growth rates occur for the LHCP waveguide mode with W < 0.

For K, < Krit,2, the three-wave instability occurs (Region I) when the RHCP wave-

guide mode intersects the beam line U+ given in Eq. (4). For Kcrit, 3 < Ko < kq, the

three-wave instability occurs (Region II) when the RHCP waveguide mode intersects the
beam line U_ given in Eq. (4).

Three-Wave Stable Regime for K& < K,.f,g
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Stability is achieved when the waveguide cut off frequency /z1Ic is sufficiently large so
that intersection with either of the beam lines, defined by Eq. (2), cannot be achieved.
This is stable regime I in Fig. 1. The condition in terms of the waveguide mode cutoff is

q/.j _> kq + 2 (dj - d , (9)

where q = (4/,y2 - 2) .1/2 Based on Eq. (9), the region of

kq > qIL11  and Ko < Kcrit, 2  (10)

is always three-wave unstable. If the inequality in (9) can be satisfied, we can solve for the
explicit values of Ko for the three-wave stable regime.

For k, < ql#ii and K. < Kcit,2 , condition for stability in terms of the variable K& is

2fKo(Ko - kq) + f 2 - 4 Kqkq < 0, (11)

where
f = qjil(kq - qp 11 /2). (12)

Defining
k =2k(1 + 8K2/f - 2f, (13)

we solve for K. with kq < ql 1 1 , and find four situations:

i) for f > 0 and • > 0, the stable range of K& is given by

kq (1/2K-.it,1- 2 2 < K. < Kcrit,2 , (14a)

2 2

ii) for f < 0 and • > 0, the stable values of K& are

K& < smaller of (K,,it,,, Kcit,2), (14b)

iii) for f > 0 and ( < 0, all values of

K. < K,,.it,2 (14c)

are unstable,
iv) for f < 0 and < 0, all values of

K. < Kcrit, 2  (14d)

are stable. The curve K& = Kcrit,j denotes the upper boundary of stable region I in
Fig. 1.

Three-Wave Stable Regime for K, > K,. t~n
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The three-wave interaction is also stable when the RHCP waveguide mode does not
intersect the beam mode U_ associated with Eq. (2) and K. > Kcrit,3 . This is stable region

II. This occurs when q 11 >2 kq - 2 (di - d•) 1 / 2 . The three-wave interaction is stable for

kq < q•ll and K. > Kcrit,3. (15)

For kq > q#1l and K, > Kcrit,3, the values of K& that are three-wcave stable are

k •(/2

K. > Kcit,4 - (16)

The curve K& = Kcit,4 denotes the upper boundary of stable region II in Fig. 1.
In this regime, one can show that f > 0 and C > 0. For K, > Kcrit,3 in the limit

-y >> 1 the stability condition is approximately

2A'2+ (17)kK2 1/

Ko > k q - ) qk- 1/o (17)

Equation (17) gives a lower limit on K& = IeIB/7/y,3 0 moC2 for given values of y0 , kq, Kq
and rg such that as the beam energy increases, greater values of Bo > 0 are required

for stability. Note that for small quadrupole gradient, Kq << (kq/lii/470 )1 /2, Eq. (17)

reduces to' Ko > kq - Al1 i/7o.
The stability diagram, Fig. 1, assumes that the quadrupole gradient is a constant,

and (kq, Ko) are allowed to vary. The horizontal separation of the boundaries for the
orbital unstable region is 4 Kq. Since the stability boundaries are obtained in the limit of
zero beam current, the area of the actual stable regions will shrink slightly as the value of
the current is increased.

V. PARTICLE SIMULATIONS

We have used electromagnetic particle simulation to examine each of the stable and
unstable regimes 4 and have found that the stability conditions are good predictors of
particle simulation results. Additionally, we have observed saturation of the instability
without emittance growth or current loss in three-wave unstable regime II. Our calculations
show that this is the result of detuning. As the instability grows, the beam energy and
beam axial velocity decrease, increasing the relativistic cyclotron wavenumber K. and
detuning the three-wave interaction. Theoretical analysis of the unstable beam modes
in each of the unstable regimes shows that this detuning mechanism is not effective in
three-wave unstable regime I. Thus the beam suffers significant losses in that regime.
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Abstract

We consider a high-current beam transport system in which the particle motion
in the two transverse directions (x and y) are coupled. Chernin' has studied the

beam envelope, with linear transverse spatial dependence of magnetic field. for a
monoenergetic particle beam. We are interested in a beam which is distributed
in energy, and a transport system with nonlinear transverse dependence of the
magnetic field. For this type of system the spatial coordinate (z) along the
beam motion can no longer be equivalenced to the time variable; faster parti-

cles will overtake the slower particles as time evolves. We present relativistically
covariant moment equations for modelling beam transport, based on the work
of Newcomb2 and Amendt and Weitzner'. The beam is described by a set
of partial differential moment equations, instead of a set of ordinary differen-

tial envelope equations. (This aspect of our approach distinguishes it from the
work of Chernin' and of Channell and coworkers4 '5 .) The code formalism is
based on transverse averages of the moment equations obtained from the rel-
ativistic Vlasov equation. The spatial coordinate along the beam motion is

discretized. (The theory by Channel et al. uses moment equations to model a
three-dimensional beam bunch. For long bunches, however, it is impractical to
carry high enough longitudinal moments to model the oscillations within the
bunch.) The moment equations are closed by setting higher order correlation

functions to zero. A non-linear space charge model, similar to the one used in
the BEDLAM code4 , has been developed. The formalism for the code as well
as results of the model will be presented. Comparisions will be made between

simulations keeping up to second, third and fourth order correlations.

Relativistic Formuation

We start with a time coordinate t and local Cartesian space coordinate (xi, x 2 , x 3 ), replac-

ing the usual coordinate (x, y, z), where x3 is measured along the beam motion direction

and xi and x 2 are the transverse directions. We define x 4 - ct, where c is the speed

of light, so that space-time is parametrized by x",p = 1,2,3,4. We use a summation

convention, and we assume that Latin subscripts and superscripts, i, j, k, 1, are summed

from one to three, while Greek subscripts and superscripts are summed from one to four.

The space-time metric (ds) 2 = dx'dxi - c2 (dt) 2 becomes (ds) 2 = dxILdx1'ga,,, where the

non-zero elements of the metric tensor g,,, are 9i = 6bi and g44 = -1. The metric

tensors g,,, and gAW, which are defined so that g,,,g•'x = bx, may be used to raise and
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lower indices covariantly. The usual three velocity vi may be extended to a relativistic

covariant four-velocity u0 by the definitions _Y-2 = 1 -v'vI/c 2 and u' = 4VZu4 = 7c

so that uuAu = -c 2 . The beam :'s6ribution function, f(x"'.u'), satisfies the relativistic

Vlasov equation: + , + g of]
i . f(1)

where m is th,, particle mass. In a covariant formulation, we can multiply Eq. 1 by 7

and rewrite the relativistic Vlasov equation as

Ul a + - F.,-u f =0 , (2)

where F$l, is the antisymmetric electromagnetic field tensor. The volume element d& =

du'du2 du'/- in the four-momentum space is invariant under a Lorentz transformation.

Since the transverse coordinates, x1 and x , are invariant under a Lorentz transfoimation,

we define an invariant phase space volume element under a Lorentz transformation to be

df2 = dx'dx 2du'du2 du3 /-, and a phase space average

(X) = h- IJ X fd i, (3)

with h = f fdQ. We also define the n'th order correlation functions,

[u A IuA2 .. u'\j = h-1 J(UAX _ (UA2))(uA2 - (UA2))._. (--- (u-\-))fdQ. (4)
L I4

The lowest moment of the Vlasov equation (Eq. 2) gives

a- h(U 3) + a- h(U 4) = 0. (5)

With Eq. 2 multiplied by u' and u'u-\ then integrated over dRl, we have

a h(u~u,,) + a-h (u4u') = q h(F"Au,) and (6)
Ox3  OX4  m

g~h(u3 uvuA) + ~~4h(I4 u u') - -q h((F"I'"u•u) + (F'\"Auu')), (7)
5x 3  x4 m

respectively. There are four independent equations represented in Eqs. 6 and ten in

Eqs. 7. Equations 5 to 7 are basically the same as the fluid equations of Newcomb 2 and

Amendt and Weitzner 3 , with the additional averaging over the transverse coordinates.

If Fill is independent of the transverse coordinates, then Eqs. 5 to 7 can be reduced
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to a closed system by assuming the third order correlat.ons are negligible, which is the

standard approximation used in truncating most fluid equations. Since F"' depends on

the transverse coordinates, Eqs. 6 and 7 cannot be closed without introducing the spatial

moment equations: 8 8
- h(u3 x') + j--4 h(u x') = h(u')• (8)

(9 + = h(uuý) + and (9)
8 3ru. uzz ±x m

h(u3x'J) + h(u 4 z'xJ) = h(±ju + h(x'uj) for i,j 1,2 only. (10)
X'3 3X7

To more concisely represent and to allow easier numerical solution, the system of

partial differential equations for the second order model (described above) and higher

order models should be reorganize to combined both fluid and spatial moment equations.

Consider a new general variable yA such that y' = 1, y 2 = x 1 , y 3 = x2, y 4 = ul, y 5 = u 2,

y= u3 . and y' = u 4 . For order n, Eq. 2 may be multiplied by yXAyA2 ... x and

integrated over dSI. The system of partial differential equations is (A1 = 1 to 7; A2 = A,
to 7; ... ; An = An-I to 7)

a h ( u, 3 y 'X , Iy A 2 . . .y A ") + . .9 h ( U ~ y , A I A 2 . . .y *'\ n = r ( A l , A 2 ... . . (\ n)

+ F(,A2, A,X, A3,.-.., A.) + --- + F(,,., A,,..., A.-,-)

where

0, A1 = 1;

r(A,, A2 ,..., )- = fyX2 ... YA-ýUAlfdQ, A1 = 2 or 3; (12)
{L f yA2y..A. F Az-3,.ufdQ, A 1 = 4 thru 7.

The twenty-eight equations represented in Eq. 5 thru 10 are identical to Eq. 11 when

n = 2.

To close the n'th order system of equations, we assume that correlations above order

n are zero. This still allows higher order moments to be nonzero. In fact, the closing

condition creates several equivalent families of independent variables among the n + 1

order moments. The sets {h(u 3yA Iy A2 ... y)} and {h(u'yA"y A2 ... yAn)} where A1 = 1

to 7; A2 = A, to 7;.-.; An = An,,_ to 7, and {h,(y.Iy2 ... y\)} where A, = 2 to

7;--.--An = A.n- to 7, all equivalently describe the n order moments of f. The nat-

ural set of independent variables to advance in time is {h(uyYAtyA2 ... yA)}. After

each time advance we need to calculate h(usyly y2 .. -yAn) and r(A1, A2 ,,. - -,A,) from

{h(uNy11 A2 ... y,\-)}. We can accomplish this by expanding the correlation functions

in terms of moments and applying the closing condition. To present an example of a
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mapping we return to second order. Define [A, v] -= h(y A Yu4). From the expansion of

the third order correlation functions, we find

JA, v]] = h[yAyu 4] + [1, 1 ]](y•Ab') + 11, vJ(yA) + [1, A] (y') - 211, 1](y"A)(y'). (13)

With this the mapping from JA, vJ to {h, (yAy,,ya))I easily follows.

(u 4 ) = 3[1, 71 + V911, 712 - 811, 1[7, 7].
411,1]

h = 11,l]/(u 4);

-= A, 71 - 2[1, A] (U4 ). (14)
[1, 7 - 2[1, 1(U 4)'

(y'y') = (JA, v] + 211, 1](yA) (y,) - 1I, v1(yA) - [1, A] (y'))/[1, 1];

(yyiyQ) = (y•)(yyQ) + (yW,(yAy') + (y')(y'yv,) -2(y,)(y')(y).

The High-Order Moment code has mappings for second, third and fourth order systems.

Space Charge Models

A. Chernim's Model

A simple model can be introduced at this point to cast Eq. 12 more solidly. The

desired form of FPV is obtained by expanding the magnetic field to linear terms of x 7X2

and employing Chernin's space charge model' for the electric field, which is given by

E = p(qu(xl - (--)) + q2 _ (X2))),

E 2 = p(ql2(xl - (x1)) + q22 (x 2 
- (x 2 ))), (15)

E 3 = 0,

where p is the line charge density of the beam, qjj = S 2 /D,q 22 = SI/D,ql2 = -[xlX 2 ]ID,

D = So(S, + S2), $1 = [xlxl] + So,S2 = [x 2x 2] + So, and So = ([zl'l][X2x 2] -[X1x2]2)½.

With this model we can evaluate the moments that involve F;'" in Eq. 12.

B. Cylindrical Model with Image Charges

Chernin's model does not take into account the effects of the image charges of the

metallic boundary nor the longitudinal component of the space charge fields. To construct

an improved space charge model we assume that the charge density, p, is approximated

by a collection of two-dimensional charge rods distributed inside a cylindrical metallic

pipe:
N

P - Eqi(x3,t)g(y- ii), (16)
i---1
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where g is the distribution of finite size charge rod wvhose location is independent of x 3.

Note that g depends on x 1 , and X2, while q, depends only on x 3. For example, in the

second order moment system there are six spatial moments, therefore we have N 6 and

a matrix equation to relate the coefficients qi with the spatial moments.

1

(X I) (q1

h ( =M11) (17)
(X1z 2) \q6
(X2 X2)

where M is a 6 x 6 matrix whose elements are of the form

k I 9(i - 4)dXIdX2 ,

with k, I = 1, 2 and rn + n < 2. Equation (17) can be easily inverted to e-cpress qi in

terms of the spatial moments.

The image charges of these rods are easy to determine: for a charge rod located at

i: with a charge . the image is located at xý with charge -qi, where x is along the same

direction outside the metallic cylinder with a magnitude a 2 /I•i, where a is the radius of

the cylinder. Electric field due to these charge rods inside the cylinder in the beam frame

can be written as

N - . N -E(Y) =i X' L•-",IFq (18)

This result can be transformed back to the laboratory frame. With this simplified model,

the self field contribution to moments involving FZ"' can be readily expressed as other

moments retained in the system and a close set of equations can be achieved.

Results

The High-Order Moment (HOM) model agrees identically with the "ABBY"' enve-

lope model for the steady state evolution of a monoenergetic beam. To test the effect of

energy spread in the HOM model, we injected two monoenergetic circular beams at z = 0

with -,'s of 3 and 3.1, respectively, into a mismatched constant guide field.
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Result at envelope equation Result of second moment system (28 eqs.)
0.14 70.14

0.12 
-. 12 . . . . . . . ..

0.1 A 0.12

0[ 
0.02

0.12

0.14 ýI1 0.10-;; o.oa ft . o.oa

S0.06 1 1 0.08 1I 110.04 . 0.04

0.02 0.02

0.. 0 I
0 20 40 so so 100 0 20 40 60 80 100

z (=c) z (cm)

Fig. 1: a) top left; b) top right; c) bottom left; d) bottom right

Each beam will independently exhibit betatron oscillations in the beams radius as a

function of the distance of propagation, z. The space charge model has been turned off

to eliminate any interaction between the two beams; the addition of the results from

an envelope equation will be the exact solution. Figure la shows the expected beat

pattern in the (xlxl) moment caused by the slight difference in frequencies of the betatron

oscillations. The HOM model when retaining up to third order correlations does not

capture this energy mixing. The average of the two betatron frequencies developes in

time as shown in figures lb and 1c. To capture the effects of this energy spread fourth

order correlations must be retained (see fig. 1d).

* Work supported by DARPA/DSO
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REFINED DEFINITION OF THE BEAM BRIGHTNESS AS THE ARITHMETIC MEAN OF
THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
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Abstract

Using the refined definition', the beam brightness is evaluated for a few double-beam systems
that are formed by two identical spatial distributions with Maxwellian beam. The resultant
brightness are expressed in terms of the displacement distance between the two beams. It is
found that the expressions are weakly dependent on the geometry of the individual beams and
may be approximated by a piece-wise linear function.

Introduction

A refined definition of beam brightness, which was recently proposed, eliminates ambiguity that

existed in previous definitions of beam brightness. Previous definitions rely on the hypervolume

in four-dimensional trace space which is not clearly defined in some distributions. The refined

definition is based on the arithmetic mean value defined in statistics. The brightness is conveniently

expressed 2 4 in terms of the emittances cE,,E current I as B = ilI/cEcy, where rY is the form factor

which depends on the geometry of the distribution and on the definition of emittance being used.

In the refined definition the rms emittance is used because it is unambiguously defined for any

given distribution. It has been demonstrated' that for a few spatial distributions with Maxwellian

transverse velocity distribution and for a water-bag distribution, the form factor 17 is close to unity.

In this paper, we summarize the refined definition of brightness and calculation of the brightness

for a Gaussian-Maxwellian as an example. Subsequently, we evaluate the brightness of double-

beam systems that are formed by two identical spatial distributions with Maxwellian beams. The

resultant form factors r1 of the distributions are expressed in terms of the displacement distance of

the two beams.

II. Summary of Refined Definition of Brightness

A beam may be defined by a distribution p4 in four-dimensional trace space. 3̀  The distribution

p4 "" d4I/dV4 is also known as microscopic brightness3 of the beam and may be measured in A/(rad2

m 2). The arithmetic mean or expected value of any quantity 0 associated with the beam is then

given by

I1-, f J•p4dxdydx'dy', (1)
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where I is the beam current given by

I= p4dxdydx'dy'. (2)

Refined beam brightness is defined1 as the arithmetic mean of the beam distribution function P4

itself as

B -=< P4 >- I-' 1 / pdxdydx'dy'. (3)

Note that this definition does not rely on the hypervolume V/4 of the distribution, thus, it can be

unambiguously defined even for long tail distributions such as Gaussian.

Maxwellian transverse velocity distributions are good approximations' for beams encountered

in actual experiments. Consider a beam which has a Gaussian spatial distribution and a Maxwellian

transverse velocity distribution. This beam may be represented by

X 2 Y 2 '2 Y ( 4P4 = Po exp (2a 2a2 2, 2 (4)

The beam current and brightness may be calculated by substituting Eq. (4) into Eqs. (2) and (3)

respectively as

I = 47r 2a'avazTao,, (5)

B = p1. (6)
4

Equation (6) is not very useful for experimental purposes because p0 is generally not an experi-

mentall: -)btainable parameter. A more useful expression 3'4 for the beam brightness is given by

B 1 (7)

where 77 is a form factor that depends on the geometry of the distribution, and cx and q are the

effective emittances9 given by

c. = 4 [< x2 >< x/2 > - < xx' >2]1/2. (8)

In the case of the Gaussian-Maxwellian distribution, we may compute these second order moments

by substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (1) and substituting this result into Eq. (8) and we find that

c, = 4oraa,, cy = 4aav,. (9)

By rearranging Eq. (7), we find that 71 = B7r2cec/I and in the case of the Gaussian-Maxwellian,

the form factor t7 is exactly unity.
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III. Double-Beam Gaussian.-Maxwellian Distribution

Now consider a distribution comprised of two Gaussian- Maxwellian beams each displaced from

the origin in opposite directions by a variable displacement distance x0 in the x-direction. This

distribution may be given by

P4 =Po0 exp 2+-2  + exp X 2 - 2 exp Y 2 2 Y, 2 (10)

Figure 1(a) shows the projected distribution in the x-space corresponding to the normalized

displacement distances xo/a -= 0, v13/2, v13, and 3V/3-/2. Performing similar calculations as we

did for the single-beam Gaussian-Maxwellian we find that:

I = 8r 2 poearaY7'oa, , (11)

B=p 4 1 +0I ( exp x , a ) (12)

0= 4(1 + xo/ay2)1/2tr:,, (13)

C = 4 arao,, (14)
= 1 [1+ exp (-_o 2)] (1+ 2/a2 )1/2 (15)

Notice that in this case, q} is a function of the parameters of the distribution. In the limit as

zofa. becomes large compared to unity, Eq. (15) reduces to the simple linear relation:

77 = 1xO/'. (16)

IV. Other Double-Beam Maxwellian Distributions

We consider the double-beam Rectangular-Maxwellian and the double-beam Sinusoidal-Maxwellian

distributions. For easy comparison with the Gaussian-Maxwellian, we may normalize the displace-

ment distances x0 to the rms width a., of the single distribution. We find that for the Rectangular-

Maxwellian distribution

a, = a/vF3. (17)

and for the Sinusoidal-Maxwellian disti.l ;c-

a, = a(1 - 8/7r2 )1/2. (18)

The projected distributions in the x-space corresponding to the normalized displacement dis-

tances 0, Vx[/2,v 3,, and 3vl/2, are shown in Figs. l(b) and 1(c). Similar calculations for the
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N•' t . . . ... ...... .. .... ...... ..r *.. ... ..... . . . .
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normalized x - coordinate ./..

(a)
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(b)
..... . ...............
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normalized x - coordinate z/~a

(c)

FIG. 1. Spatial distributions of double-beam systems are depicted for normalized displacement

distances zo/la = 0, V3_/2, v13, and 3v/3/2. (a) Gaussian, (b) rectangular, and (c) half-sinusoidal
double-beam systems.
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TABLE I. Double-beam Maxwellian distributions, p4(x,y, X, y') = pog2(x,y)exp -=2a, - "

Gaussian

92 (X,Y) {e[ p2 + exp ep(
I 8•r2poaxa.Ya.Taj,

C2 , CY 4(1 + X/a1/2"a.2 zxa.,, 4 oyay,

B ¼P [1 + exp (-z2/o'.)]
1/ [1+ exp (T2/0 2- 2),12
-+ex (-xo/c•)] (1 + To/a.

Rectangular

g9(x,7y) {u [1 - (x + xo)2/a 2j + u [1 _ (X - zo) 2 /a 2]} u(-y2/b2)

I 167rpoabaoa,

Ex, I , 4(1/3 + X2/a 2)1/2a.o,, (4/3)boy,

B [p1 [1+ (1- + ) u(1- )]

Half-Sinusoid

Cos r(+xo I _ (X+Xo) 2  
___ _ ]z+xos)• ]o (1 )

g2 (-T Y) o 2a a2 2a fU (11 COS f26

I (64/ir)poaba.,aY,

C-, CY 4 (1 -8/7r2 + x2/a2) 1 /2 aoa,', 4(1 -8/r2)1/bo-,

B _2o1+Ucs'1 i

3.0 - Gaussian
.......... rcctangular
-- - half-sinusoid

S2.0 -
0

E 1.0- -.. ......... _

0

0 1.0 v'3 2.0 3.0 4.0. 5.0

normalized displacement Xo/lo

FIG. 2. Plots of form factors for Gaussian, rectangular, and half-sinusoidal double-beam systems
vs. normalized displacement distance.
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double-beam Gaussian-Maxwellian are performed on the double-beam Rectangular-Maxwellian and

the double-beam Sinusoidal-Maxwellian distributions. The analytic results are summarized in Table

I.

V. Discussion

Figure 2 is a plot of the form factor 7 vs. normalized displacement distance zo/la for each of

the three double beam distributions we have considered. The plots for the three distributions have

a very similar form. Note that in the approximate interval 0 < xo/ao < v/3, the form factor 77

remains relatively constant and close to unity and also that in the limit as xo/a= becomes large,

the form factor 77 becomes a linear function of xo/ 3a, with the slope approaching approximately 1/2

for all three distibutions. The displacement distance xo/or= = Vr3 corresponds to the half width

of the individual beam of rectangular distribution and beyond this value, xo/oa. > V3, the two

beams are completely separated as can be seen in Fig. l(b). It may be concluded that for the three

double-beam Maxwellian distributions considered, curves of the form factor 77 vs. the normalized

displacement distance xo/a,, may be approximated by a piece-wise linear function whose specific

parameters are only weakly dependent on the geometry of the individual beams.
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ELECTRON BEAM TRANSPORT

Yu.V. Rudjak, V.B. Vladyko

Moscow Radiotechnical Institute, Russian Ac. Sci., Moscow

The electron beam transport in ion channel has
been investigated. The influence of the external
longitudial magnetic field and self beam magnetic
fieId on the charge neutralization process was defined.
Beam head erosion under channel is curved or
the availability of transverse external magnetic field
was numerically simullated. The numerical investigation
of the ion-hose instability was performed. The
conditions, when as a result of ion-hose instability
development may be coming out of the channel by beam
tail, were founded. It was showed, that suplementary
creation of plasma by electron beam and ions did not
lead to the reduction of ion-hose instability.
Sufficient slowing down of ion- hose instability
development could be achieved if betatron length
increased to impulse tail. In the case of a weak
initial nonsymmetrical perturbation, sausage
instability was investigated. Numerical simulation
showed, that this instability could lead to beam radius
increasing in order. The electron beam guiding by low
conductive plasma channel was considered. The
attractive force of beam to this channel under
nonsymmetrical injection was defined analitically.

Relativistic electron beam (REB) transported in low
density (n < nb ) plasma channel interacts with plasma electrons
and ions. However, because me/mi<< I these processes are
separated in time and simulated separately. Plasma electrons
expelling in short electron times define the possibility of beam
propagation in the channel. This expelling depends on the
external magnetic field and beam current magnitude. The charge
neutralization process is investigated numerically on two
dimensional azimutally symmetrical Maxwell-Vlasov equations
system in given beam and low frequency approximation (wa/c << 1
S- typical frequency, a - beam radius). The dependence of
charge neutralization fraction f = (N. - N 3 / Nb from theep be
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magnetic field magnitude B for beam currrent I, =4KA and radiusz

a = 1,5sm is given on Fig. 1 ( Nip, Nepy Nb -linea densityes of
ions, plasma electrons and beam electrons). Plasma radius is
chosen 0,5a , plasma density n = nb As it follows from theP
figure the charge neutralization process depends on external

eEZ 4nnbe 2 
1/2

magnetic field if w c Wb( Wz m b ( ) )
e e

C>

C'"

0

D 0'.2 01.4 01.6 0'.-8 IA.0 Ia.2 1.4. t3.z -•
Fig.1 Oependence of charge neutralization fraction

from the magnetic fletd magnltued I8

mc 3
if I b>-4iýthe beam magnetic field essentially influences on

plasma electron dynamics and can lead to recompensation of

0Z

the beam charge. Under this condition ponderomotive force e -B•

0c

has an essential influence on dynamics of plasma electrons

pushing them from the channel and 'Leading to recompensation of

beam charge. Numerical simulation shows, that plasma charge

density near axis can be twice greater, that beam density. The

charge neutralization process is accompanied by beam head

erosion, especially in a curved channel or transverse external

magnetic field. The erosion process was investigated on three

dimensional kinetic model by beam and plasma. Fields was

calculated in long wave, low frequency assumption. The beam was

assumed to be monoenergetical. The dependence of erosion rate u=

z•-Zt j from nondimensional parameter a numerically was
c

a yp'lo
investigated. For curved channel a - R c is the

R 2 C,
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m c 3  N
channel curvatur radius, I 17KA, f _,

longitudial beam velocity), for the external transversal
w a I

magnetic field c - c r3 _ For the different waveguidec 2fcIb

radii r this dependence is shown in Fig.2 (C=100, f =0,9, r =a).

• i ZOa

-4 /

U-)-

d -

0

.00 0M.03 040 6 0.09

F ig.2 Dependences of erosion rate &ffrom .

Beam energy loss by plasma electron expelling from the

channel described in [1,2]. If channel and beam are surrounded

by low density plasma, oscillations must be exitated in this

plasma. Energy for this oscillations is taken from the beam. The

case when surrounding plasma density n n I09- 10 1Osm-3 is

investigated in [31 in details. But even if the plasma density

is in some order less then beam density, this beam energy loss

must be taken into ,cunt. As numerical simulation shows, for
Ib! 4KA with increasing of plasma linear density this loss

co r 4nn e2  /2
increases until P P < 2 (r- plasma radius, w = (,---)C -p -' p m e

e

and then they are saturated.

In longer times when ions begin to move, ion-hose
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instability, which can develop directly from the nonlinear
stage, is most dangerous. The investigation of this instability
was perfomed on three dimentional kinetic model by ions and
beam. Fields was calculated in the long wave, low frequency
assumption. Calculation shows, that the development of the
instability directly from the nonlinear stage can be caused by
injection of the beam into the channel at an angle of

> --- , and also by a beam transport in a curved

channel , or availability of transvese external magnetic field
B±, when a > 10-. In all this cases a fast development up to a
large ion-hose instability amplitude occurs. Therefore the

o2n I0m1 / while is tran-
beam head duration of T ac 2 (P mw

Ibe

sported into the channel, another part of beam comes out of it.

Pam 2

4 /

I

Fig,3 Dependences of beam (curves 1.21 and
channel (curve 3 ) axes position y/a from

On Fig. 3 for different beam cross-sections deppendences of
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beam and channel axes position y/a from longitudial coordinate
2f I b /2_ c b under injection of the beam into the channel

(3a I i3 1

at the angle of 9 _ 1 ( b are pictured. Curve 1f3 2fco
corresponds to the beam cross-section, injected at the moment,

when t = 0, curves 2 and 3 corresponds t 4a 21bm 1/C 2 Ibme

Moreover, numerical calculations shows, that supplementary
creation of plasma by electron beam and ions does not lead to
the reduction of instability. In contraraly, if the initial
perturbation is small, plasma supplementary creation can lead to
swing of instability to the large amplitude and coming of beam
tail from the ion channel. Sufficient slowing down of ion-hose
instability development can be achieved if the betatron length
increases to the impulse tail. That's why the radius or energy
profilation on the beam impuls makes better it transport.

It is possible to make ion-hose instability development
from a weak initial perturbation [4). If beam charge
neutralization fraction fc<0,8 , azimuthally symmetrical beam
and channel oscillations directly come to nonlinear stage. Under
this condition the role of sausage instability increases.
Numerical simulation on two dimensional azimuthally symmetrycal
kinetic model shows, that as a result of sausage instability
development, may be the increase of beam radius in order. The
greatest development of instability occurs if the channel radius
is a bit larger, then the beam radius. Increase or decrease of
the channel radius lead to the instability stabilization. So for
the ion-hose instability, the increase of the betatron
oscillation length on beam impulse stabilizies the azimuthally
symmetrical instability. Beam form, when it almost is not
subjected instability, is numerically found.

Another method of electron beam guiding is the transport it
in low- conductive plasma. Nonsymmetrical injection of a
relativistic electron beam into a low-conductive plasma channel
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C •c << 1 , where o is plasma conductivity) causes plasma
polarization and the appearance of a dipol electric field wich
attracts beam to the channel axis. For a step radial
conductivity profile an analytical expression for transverse
electric field is derived and its dependence on the system
parameters has been investigated. For a given time dependence of

"the beam current Ib(t) = Ibo l-t/Th, the dipole electric field
maximum value Emax= 21 bo/ 5 npca is achieved when 4norT<< 1 at the
moment, when t • 0,1/a.
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GENERATION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH POWER LONG PULSE
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Abstract

For investigation of propagation dynamic of high
power long pulse (0,3-i ms) elegtron beam in
vacuum within pressure 5*10 +10 Torr two
experimental installation were constructed:
1. Electron energy - 300 keV, current 30-100 A,
pulse 0,35 ms long; 2.Electron energy 500-600 keV,
current 30+200 A, pulse I ms long. Two different
macroinstabilities of the beam have been observed.
One of them had freaquences up to 10 MHz within
pressure 5*10 ÷1 Tori. Second had feaqu~nces
several kiloherzes within pressure 5*10 -10 Tort.
When pressure was 5*10 +5*10 Torr monotonous
increasing of beam diameter along transport way
was observed depending on beam microinstability.

1. Introduction

Long pulse high power electron beams can be used for

plasma heating at the installations for inertial fusion.

Electron injectors with field emission kathodes [I] have to

provide long of the pulse 10-" s that can be very

problematic because of limitations connected with mooving of

cathode plasma.

Overcoming of the difficulties is possible on the way

of using long pulse accelerators and thermoemission

cathodes, which as are indicated (2,3] can accelerate high

power beams.

2. High voltage accelerators

For providing of experimental works it was constructed

two high voltage acoeleretors which distinguished at

construction of accelerating systems and long of high

voltage pulse. First accelerator was designed as high

voltage diod.

High voltage generator forms rectangular pulses of

negative polarity 0,35 ms long on the foundation. Amplitude
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of the pulses can be used from 100 till 500 kV. Current to

equivalent confortable load is 1 kA.
Maximum values of the current which have been got for

cathodes with diameters 7,5 and 12 cm are shown in Table 1.

Table I.Maximum values of the currents.

Cathode Energy of Beam Long of Beam diameter at
diameter, electrons, current, the pulse, the anode exit,

cm keV A ms cm

7,5 300 100 0,35 2

12 220 300 0,35 6

Run pressure in the diod volume was 5*10-Torr.

From point of view increasing power of the beam and

difficulties of receiving of high voltage second version of
accelerator was developed with accelerating column as basis.

-High voltage generator forms pulses with amplitude up

to 700 kV, I ms long. Current to equivalent confortable load

is 1 kA.

Beam parameters which have been got during run with

cathodes of different diameters is shown in Table 'II.

Table II. Parameters of the beams with cathodes

of different diameters

Kathode Energy of Beam Long of Kathode Perveance

diameter electrons current the pulse material

cm keV A ms mcA/V 3'2

30 400 100 1 LaB6  0,4

50 460 445 1 LaB6  0,45

75 450 260 1 Ir-La 0,82
120 450 350 1 Ir-La 1,3

Run pressure in the field of anode cone was 10-5 Torr.
For described above high voltage accelerators were

constructed cathode units with different diameters of the

emitters: 30,50,75 and 120 mm [4,5]. It were used the

emitters both high temperature substrate under

emission material and fabricated by pressing.
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Emission materials were LaB6 and Ir-La.

It were developed constructions both with heaters from

graphite and from tantalum. In both cases constructions of

the heater has provided compensation of magnetic field from

current flowing along heater.

3. Experimental results

Experiments on beam propagation in vacuum within

different pressures were carried out with beam energy 300

keV, currents 45+50 A, pulse 0,35 ms long. Beam profile was

like Bennett's one, and radius including half of the current

was about 0,5 cm. Scheme of the experiment is shown in

Fig.i.

Fig.1. Scheme of the experiment.
1.Cathode.2.Anode. 3.Vacuume volume. 4.Section
of differential pumping. 5.Valve. 6.Diagnostic
volume. 7.Beam collector. 8.Current probe.
9.Detector of r.f. probes. 10.Fotoelectron
amplifiers. 11. X-ray irradiation probe.
12.5-channel X-ray* obscure-camera.

Beam was injected in gas through two section receiver

system of differential pumping 4 and high speed valve 5.

Diagnostic volume (70 cm diameter;' 5,5 m long) was after

valve. It could be regulate pressure in volume till 10 Torr.

(When pressure was 10-.5 10-2 Torr high speed valve didn't

used).70+75% of the beam (30+40 A) have been injected in

experimental volume. Current was measured by Rogovski coil 8.

Probe 9 for registration of light and r.f.radiatios (0,8

and 3 cm) which are signs of arising of plasma beam discharge

(PBD) were installed along volume.

Electron beam has been caught by plane metal collector

(50*50 cm2 ). Displacement of the beam across collector, when

instability had place, was fixed by means of registration

of X-ray radiation. 5-channel X-ray obscure-camera 12 with
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plastic scintillators (time resolution 4-5 ns) and

photomultipliers for photoelectrical registration were used.

High boundary of frequency band of measuring line was above
20 MHz. Collector surface was perpendicular to beam and

almost parallel to obscure axis, and field of view each of
fife channels looked as long strip 5 cm wide. Fields of view

of next channels were not covered. Distance between their

edges was 2 cm. Special monitor. 11 measured total level of

X-ray radiation from the collector.
We have observed two large scale instabilities. Within

pressure 5*10-4+1O0-Torr low freaquence instability arises,

and beam jumps as whole across collector with the amplitude

of the jumps much more of beam diameter. When distance is

3 m from input in volume the amplitude of jumps is 10-20 cm.

Within shown pressures PBD is always. Mean time between

successive shifts of the beam decreases with increasing of

gas pressure. Conditional freaquence (inverse time) of the

shifts is about tens kiloherz. Nature of that low freaquence

instability was not understood. It's supposed that
instability is connected with currents flowing through high

density plasma, formed PBD. Typical freaquences second large

scale instability are a few megaherzes and space increment
-2 -1is about 10 cm- . Instability arises within pressure range

5*10-4÷1 Torr. Amplitude of r.f.shifts of the beam is about

1 cm when distance between input and collectors is 3 m.

Oscillogramme-6 of the signals for three channels of

obscure-camera illustrating beam shifts along vertical

within different gas pressure is shown in Fig.2. Shifts

along horisontal is similar. Distingiushed direction is

absent. For clearness two oscillogrammes are given in

contrary directions.

Within pressures 5*10-4+10-1 Torr (field of PBD) two
instabilities are simultaneous (look signal at p=6*10-

where one can see mooving of a beam from channel 4 to
channel 1,2 because of l.f.instability). When pressure is

over 10- Torr both PBD and l.f.instability are absent.
H.f.beam oscillations continue to be. Their freaquences

increase with pressure. High boundary of h.f.instability is
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very sharp: oscillations have maximum amplitude at 0,5 Torr

and practically disappear at I Torr. At pressure 1-10 Torr

beam is stabilized and its expansion depends on spreading

processes in nuetral gas.

VI 10"1Top j-1G /TO I Top

Fig.2. Oscillograms of the X-ray obscure-camera signals
(zero lines are also shown).Horisontal line is
1 mcs/point. Distance between middles of
neighbouring (1 and 2) channels is 7 cm. Figures
of the vertical axis are numbers of the channels.

Besides written two macroinstabilities the beam exposes

to microinstability. Freaquence of microinstability is

about I MHz. Because of indicated instability beam increases

radius from 0,5 mm up to 1+1,5 cm for propagationalong

volume 5 m long. When pressure is over 1 Torr it can observe

increasing of diameter because of usual spreading.

Theoretical analise [6) has shown that large scale

h.f.instabili-ty within pressures 5*1 0-4+I -0- Torr can be

explained as instability on gelicon way of plasma
oscillation magnetised by beam field with transition to

resistive hose one within pressure 10- +1 Torr.

For accelerator with accelerating column we have got
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For accelerator with accelerating column we have got
2maximum current density about 0,3 kA/cm

4. Conclusion

Here we presented results which showed possibility of

acceleration and transportation of long pulse electron beams

with energy store about 80 kJo without external magnetic

field. It have been also shown expedience of usZ• LaB6 and

IrLa cathodes, which have good life time in conditions of

ion bombardment and can run long time in conditions of

technical vacuum.

Experiments with beam injection in neutral gas showed

that within pressure 5*10 -4+1 Torr are two large scale

instabilities. First one within pressure 5*10-4+10- Torr has

freaquence tens kiloherzes. Nature is not really understood.

Within pressure 5*1l-4+1 Torr is h.f.instability with

freaquence about 10 MHz, which explained as instability on

gelicon way of plasma oscillation magnetized by own beam

field (5*10 -40+10 Torr) turning into resistive horse one

(10- -+1 Torr).

When pressure was 5*10-+5*10- Torr it was observed

monotonous increasing of beam diameter along transport way

depending on beam microinstability.

Maximum current density which was get was about

0,3 kA/cm2 1,2 m long way off from accelerating tube.
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GENERATION OF MICROWAVE OSCILLATIONS IN AN ELECTRODYNAMIC
SYSTEM WITH PLASMA-BEAM INTERACTION

by: V.I.Perevodchikov, M.A.Zavialov, V.F.Martynov,
L.A.Mitin, V.N.Tskhai, A.L.Shapiro

AU-Russian Electrotechnical Institute, Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT.
The microwave plasma-beam amplifier is designed in cantimeter

wavelenght range. The amplifier has a decelerating structure in the form of a
chain of connected resonators. The gas-lynamic system maintains gas
pressure in decelerating structure up to 10 torr. Plasma gives a possibility
to increase power of microwave radiation by a factor of 2-8 times.

The discovery of oscillation instabilities of the electron beam in plasma has resulted
in efforts to build microwave devices based on the interaction between spatial charge
waves and the electromagnetic wave without the use of traditional decelerating structures
[Refs.1, 2, 31. The main advantage of plasma waveguides is the spatial nature of waves
with the maximum electric field strength on the waveguide axis. In combination with
system charge quasi-neutrality and an extremely wide band, this openes a
perspective of building microwave amplifiers and generators having a high output power
and a wide band of amplified oscillations.

Group waves of spatial charge, however, cannot be radiated in the outer space. As a
result, there are certain threshold powers of excited oscillations after which their energy
is moved to the region of low-frequency plasma oscillations near the ion- cyclotron
frequency and the ion-plasma frequency. This, in turn, results in a failure of the waveguide
due to large-scale instabilities.

The proposal and realization of the hybride plasma waveguide [Refs. 4, 5, 6] is a way
to tackle the problem. This waveguide uses an electromagnetic-type wave excited in
a chain of connected resonators (CCR) to interact with the electron beam. In this case,
the plasma waveguide's boundary is length-periodical. The waves propagating in such
a system are electromagnetic-plasma ones, the position of the maximum electric field
strength on the plasma waveguide axis coinciding with that of the maximum power
flow outside the waveguide, which is passing througth coupling slots in the walls of the
CCR cells.

As a result of this interaction, the energy density of waves in plasma is substantially
reduced and the area of linear plasma dynamics expands. Thus, the hybride plasma
system has both the advantages of plasma waveguides and the certain advantages
of electron vacuum devices, such as a wide range of linearity of dynamic processes
and a high microwave output power.

A marked progress in the design of high-intensity electron beam formation systems
under the conditiom of the electron beam interaction with ion flows and plasma has
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been achieved during the recent years. Besides, electron beam guns intended for use
in process plants, which feature a stable, continuous operation at high pressures, have
been designed.

These achievements made it possible to begin to design microwave plasma-beam
amplifiers and generators. The work was mainly aimed at designing a sealed-off
plasma-beam device (PBD) based on the CCR to work continuously within the
centimeter wavelength range.

r.cm v= o V= 20kV

12.0 1111
1,2generator 8Gu j

electron punmpig electrodynamyc collector___________________

L ff Hf L4-"-" "--

gun system system 2.0 4.20 6.0 8.0

Fig.1 IFig.2 z. cmr

Fig. I presents a PBD schematic diagram. The device is equipped with an
electron gun, a CCR decelerating structure, a collector, and a gas-dynamic system. The
latter is intended to maintain a specified gas pressure in the decelerating structure and
a pressure differential between this area and the electron gun. The system employs
hydrogen at a pressure in the CCR area of lx10'6 torrs to 5x10- 3 torrs as a working gas.

The device is placed in a magnetic field of a solenoid. The magnetic field inductio.,
should meet the following condition: o4,<wo, tu < <wn (wb - beam clectroll
frequency;wo- electron cyclotron frequency; we- electron plasma frequency). The required
plasma concentration is up to 1xl0 12 1i/cm 3 .

The electron gun generates an electron beam with a current of 2 A to 4 A and at'
electron energy of up to 25 keV. Fig. 2 gives results of the calculation of the gun
electron-optical system. The cathode made of LB or W is electron-heated.

The gas-dynamic system contains hydrogen generators having resistive heaters and
an evacuating device to provide an evacuation rate of 0.2 I/sec to 2 l/sec at the working
pressure.

The decelerating system, the microwave energy input/output device, and the
collector are similar in design to those conventionally *jsed in travelling wave tubes
The PBD is subjected to the same vacuum treatment as that for vacuum tubes.
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Fig. 3 shows a microwave power radiated in the amplification mode as a function of
pressure in the decelerating structure. The microwave power is increased 2-3 times with
a pressure of about lxlOz-4 torrs to lx10-3 torrs. The power generated in continuous
operation at a pressure of 0.001 torrs is up to 20 kW, the electron efficiency (that is a
ratio of microwave power to electron beam power) reaching up to 30%.

The extended operating band of the PBD is an essential advantage of the
plasma mode of operation. Fig. 4 gives amplitude-frequency responses at a pressure
of 1x10-6 torrs (Curve 1) and lxlO03 torrs (Curve 2). In addition, the device features
a low level of high harmonics radiation due to the shielding effect of plasma.

In our oppinion, these results substantially prevail over those reached by nowadays
in conventional vacuum devices working in the centimeter range. We believe that the use
of the above idea of plasma hybride systems can markedly increase the power of microwave
amplifiers and generators - up to several tens or even one hundred of kilowatts in
continuous operation. The possibility of realization of this idea depends on the
optimization of hybride waveguide systems and the conditions of plasma formation.
With increasing power in the continuous mode of operation, it becomes more and more
difficult to ensure a stable operation of the cathode with a long service life. This is possible
with a special emitting system in which ion flows cannot reachthe cathode.

r.cm cathode

Works to investigate and design these " kV

systems are now being intensively carried out.
A ring cathode is planned to be emploied in the I __

electron gun results of which calculation are
given in Fig. 5. The electron trajectories o .'3

coincide with magnetic field force lines in the B

area of dissipation of the solenoid. The ion 1oo
flow emitted by plasma beyond the anode is
virtually not subjected to the influence of the 0 I.cm
magnetic field and is directed to a ion I
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collector placed on the axis beyond the cathode. This allows not only efficient
low-temperature cathodes to be used. The calculation was performed by a specially
developed program.

We think that the design of plasma-beam devices having a high microwave power
in continuous operation will allow to solve efficiently a number of technological
problems, for example in plasma chemistry, and to extend power telecommunications.

CONCLUSION: The use of plasma waveguides in combination with the
electromagnetic flow decelerating structure designed as a chain of connected resonators
makes it possible to build hybride plasma systems in which plasma microwave
oscillations can be efficiently amplified and radiation energy can be removed out of the
device. A prototype of the plasma-beam device capable of amplifying microwave
oscillations within the centimeter wavelength range at a power of 20 kW in continuous
operation has been designed based on the above conception with due consideration of the
existing achievements in design of electron guns for use in electron-beam process plants.

In our oppinion, further development of the hybride plasma systems and electron
guns with cathodes protected from ion bombardment will allow the power of
continuous radiation to be increased up to several tens or even one hundred of kilowatts.
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CYCLOTRON RADIATION OF A REB INJECTED
INTO INCREASING MAGNETIC FIELD

Alterkop B.A., Mikhailov V.M., Rukhadze A.A.,
Tarakanov V.P.

Institute for High Temperatures, Russian Academy of Sciences,
Izhorskaya 13/19, Moscow, 127412, Russia

By using analytical and numerical methods the dynamics of an
annular relativistic electron beam (REB) injected into cylindri-
cal waveguide with axisymmetric magnetic cusp is investigated.
For the beam with current ikA, energy of the particles 0.4MeV,
the narrow band electromagnetic radiation with the frequency f -,
25GHz was obtained, when the maximum efficiency the beam en-
ergy conversion into the radiation energy was about 25%.

Usually, for the calculation of induced cyclotron radiation efficiency and,
partially, hyrotrons (1]. the magnetic field in resonator is considered to be
uniform and transversal component of the electrons velocity - weakly rela-
tivistic [2-4]. The length of saturation defines the optimal length of resonator
in hyrotrons. The increase of the beam current and especially the transversal
velocity causes the reduction of the saturation length. So, for the increase of
radiation efficiency it is assumed to be effective the organization of magnetic
cusp in the resonator in such manner, that the transfer of "longitudinal"
to "transversal" energy is done along the system caused by the increase of
magnetic intensity. This way, practically full transfer of beam longitidunal
energy into the rotational energy is done and the length of the resonator is
sufficiently reduced.

So, let the monoenergetic electron beam to be injected into the cylindri-
cal resonator along the force lines of magnetic field. At the beginning, the
strendth of leading magnetic field is constant and then increases, forming the
cusp: AB 

r ABBZ = Bo + L B (1)

where ( - is measured from the beginning of increase of magnetic field, L -
cusp length, AB = Bmax - B0 , and r - distance from the axis. The beam is
injected along the field line given by the relation
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1I+ --- (2)
Bo L r 2 "

where r0 is initial average radius of the beam.
From relations (1) - (2) in adiabatic approximation one can find the mag-

netic intensity at the point of electron reflating (v11 = 0) and coordinates of
this point are:

B.(=)Bo 1B+ (3) ) r.=r0 B -B

Therefore, locking condition for the electron in the cusp (. < L or B. <
Bmax puts a bound on the parameters of the system:

A/B > (2L .)2/3(4
Bo (4

The maximum radiation should be expected from the region of electrons
reflecting since in this region the beam is transformed into the gas of oscilla-
tors (vii = 0), for which the cyclotron instability has a maximum increment.
Essentially, for the problem involved one can't consider the radiation to be
only from the region of beam reflection, but this assumption helps us to de-
fine the dominant frequency of radiation and the increment (; -- w + i6 )
[4]:

Pin WH. 1 + Z (/3 1 9(1_ ) 1/3
L4 ;:- c -r =- C= 1 6= _(G! J (5)

R N 2 2 c2 N W2

where [tln is a root of Bessel function derivative Jo(PLn) = 0, since it is

assumed, that the beam excites axial-symmetric TEon mode of resonator.
More strictelly this is correct, when the beam coordinate in the reflection
region r, corresponds to the maximum of E. , , J(Plnr). Cyclotron frequency
WH. and relativistic factor of electrons -y, are defined by the values of magnetic
field and energy of electrons at the reflection point and G is so - called form
factor,

G = , 2 J?(/'x.•)G 2 R* j02() (6)
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where S_, is the beam thickness at the reflection point and Vb = v is

Langmuir frequency of the beam electrons defined by r1b at this point. At
last, the radiation efficiency is estimated on the basis of violation a resonance
(5) caused by the decrease of energy of electrons via radiation [4]:

, 7 = () 
( 7 )

It is worth mentioning, that the value of 161 defines also the range of amplified
frequencies in resonator. Radiation linewidth can be only less. since the
generation corresponds to the induced radiation.

Numerical simulation was implemented with the help of 2.5 D code KARAT-
RZ. The annular electron beam was injected into the cylindrical waveguide
through the left end foil. which., as well as waveguide walls, was considered
to have ideal electrical conductivity. Then the beam propagats through the
magnetic cusp. Transmitted through the cusp particles were directed onto
the waveguide wall by decreasing magnetic field. It was assumed. that the
particles were absorbed in the closed end and the walls of waveguide. The
right end provides the radiation of the flat electromagnetic wave into the free
space. REDITRON (5] scheme enables us to realize such a system.

Parameters of the problem: radius of the waveguide R 2cm, its length
1 = 15cm, the inner radius of injected beam r0 = 1.5cm, thickness of beam
A = 0.1cm, current Ib = lkA, energy of electrons E = 0.4MeV(-1o = 1.8),
intensity of leading magnetic field B0 = 5kGs uniform at the initial path
0.5cm and increasing up to Bma, = 25kGs at the distance L = 3.5cm: further.
the field falls to zero at the distance ,-' 1cm.

CU

0. 2. 4. 8. 8. ztc,)

Fig.1
Fig.1 shows the beam particles at t = 15ns on the r-z plane. One can see-,

that up to z < 2cm injected particles move along the adjacent trajectories,
rotating about the field lines.
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The beam particles on the plane p. - z are shown in Fig.2 at the moment
t = 15ns. One can see the particles deceleration at the initial path practically
without scattering. Therewith, the particles deceleration is caused not only
by the effect of magnetic cusp, but also by the space charge field, the potential
of which is about 0.15 MV.

o -'"- I
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Fig.2 Fig.3
The radiation efficiency was calculated by the spatial integration of Point-

ing vector near the right end of the waveguide. It was found, that radiation
efficiency reaches the quasistationary value r] •_ 20% and oscillates in time,
having the maximum at 7rnax _• 25%. The efficiency calculated by the for-
mulas (6), (7) is r] _• 15%. For given parameters of the system, the energy in

TE wave is by an order of magnitude greater then the energy in TH wave.
Therewith, the spatial dependencies of components of electromagnetic field
indicate that TE0 3 mode is excited.

Spectra of components of electric field at the point with coordinates r =
1.5cm and z = 9cm are given in the fig.3. One can find, that TE mode
(E,, component) is mainly excited with the frequency f = ' - 25GHz
(A • 1.2cm) close to the critical frequency for this mode fcr. 24GHz.

Fig.4. shows the distribution of beam density along the system. It is
seen, that the beam density rises on the order in the cusp. The maximum
value of Ijeam density is osci'lating in time with the frequency, corresponding
the Langmuir frequency of electrons in this region. Oscillations of electron
beam density calculated by the formulas (6),(7) probably determines the
oscillations of radiation efficiency.

The time dependencies of the following quantities were calculated: f EjdV,
f Ej',dV, f E jzdV. It was found, that the average value of f EjdV is suf-
ficiently greater then the others, so one can a conclude that the generation
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occurs as a result of the interaction of beam and E•, component. According
to calculations, the value of f E;j;dV changes in time with a period corre-
sponding to radiation frequency 25 GHz. Examination of spatial dependence
of E•,,j let us to a conclude that the generation occurs mainly in the cusp at
the point of particles reflection with coordinates r = 0.9cm, z = 1.8cm.
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When comparing results of numerical simulation and calculations by the

formulas given above, it was assumed, that at the reflection point B, _
12kGsr, ý_ lcm, -y, _ 1.4 ,nb •-- 2.5 x 1012 cm- 3 and v_ ý_ 0.8c. The value
of radiation frequency given from the relations (5) is f ; 24GHz, which
well corresponds to the results of numerical simulation. Also from (5) we
obtain 111n = 10, which corresponds to the third root of Bessel function
Ji(x). Therewith, the beam is located on the radius of the maximum of E,

J l (Pln-n) component between the second and the third nodal points. This
conditions determine efficient excitation of TE03 mode, which is confirmed
by the numerical simulation.

It was found, that the maximum efficiency is achieved when the current
is I = lkA and energy of the beam E = 0.4MeV. Increase of the injected
current from 0.7 to 1.1 kA or change of the energy of the particles from 0.35
to 0.5 MeV doesn't effect on the efficiency, frequency and mode of radiation.

It must be notied also, that the change 6f parameters of the system,
magnetic field configuration in particular, can lead not only to the change of
radiation mode but to the change of wave type (TE or TH). The dependence
of the dominant frequency and radiation efficiency on the initial value of
the guiding magnetic field B0 are given in the fig.5 (dotted line corresponds
to the values of generation frequency obtained by the formulas (3) and (5).
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The difference between the numerical and analytical results doesn't exceed
20%. The "plateau" sections for the radiation frequency obtained from the
numerical simulation correspond to the excitation of the own electromagnetic
wave modes of cylindrical resonator. The low values (,- 6%) of radiation
efficiency for TE05 mode are explained by the fact that for given parameters of
the system, one of the own TH modes of waveguide is excited as a result of the
work done by the Er component of the beam space charge field. Concurrence
of different waveguide modes leads to the diminishing of radiation efficiency,
while the monochromatization of the radiation is not affected practically. The
dominant mode of radiation in this case is TH wave having the frequency

30GH: (in a good accordance with the formulas (3),(5)).
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LONG PULSE ELECTRON BEAM PROPAGATION

J. R. Smith', I. R. Shokair, K. W. Struveb, P. W. Werner',
S. Hogelandd, P. Kiekel, I. Molina, B. N. Turman, and R. B. Miller'

Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, NM 87185

ABSTRACT

Propagation of a 1 ps electron beam over a distance of 90 m has been investigated in the
EPOCH Laboratory at Sandia National Laboratories. The mode of propagation is Ion
Focused Regime (IFR) transport. The plasma channel, which is required for IFR
transport, is obtained by photoionization of trimethylamine gas with a krypton-
fluoride laser. Beam voltage is 2.5 MV, and beam current is 1.1 kA. Propagation efficiencies
better than 90% have been recorded.

"The ion hose instability is a key issue concerning long-pulse beam propagation. In
previous work, growth of transverse beam oscillations (due to the ion hose instability)
and moderate damping (due to phase-mixing) were measured in the first 6 m of beam
propagation. Detailed displacement measurements in this region were used to determine
the ion hose growth rate.[1,2] Damping of beam oscillations is accompanied by an increase
in beam radius as measured from head-to-tail.

This report describes extension of the previous work on ion hose in two areas: beam radius and
beam displacement. A method which successfully reduced ion hose growth is also presented.

I. EXPERIMENT

The experimental hardware, with diagnostics used for radius measurements, is given in Fig. 1. The

propagation tank is 0.9 m diameter and 91 m long. Beam radius is measured by imaging the Cherenkov

radiation from a quartz fiber target.[I] Targets were located 23 m and 86 m downstream of the propagation

tank entrance. Each target is viewed by a framing camera. The beam had an initial radius of 1-2 cm. The

space charge neutralization (channel strength) is in the range 0S < f < 1.3.

aTitan/Spectron, bMission Research Corp., cUniversity of New Mexico, dK-tech Corp.

Work supported by SDIO through the Naval Surface Warfare Center and the DOE at Sandia National
Laboratories under contract DE-AC04-76DP00789.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup.

II. RADIUS MEASUREMENTS

A group of electrons injected onto the channel during a time interval small with respect to the beam pulse

is defined as a beam slice. It is convenient to identify a slice by its time of injection into the propagation

tank. We define slice time as the time interval from the beginning of the current pulse (measured at the tank

entrance) to the beginning of the beam slice. The framing camera exposure time is set for 50 ns, which sets

the slice duration time. This is a small fraction of the entire beam duration, 1000 ns. Therefore, each camera

measures the image related to a beam slice. Slice duration time is also small with respect to an ion oscillation

time, which is of the order of 1 ps. This indicates there is minimal transverse motion during the slice

duration, so camera images are not artificially enlarged or distorted due to beam sweep at the target.

The trigger on the downstream camera is delayed from the upstream camera iiigger by a time interval equal

to the electron time-of-flight between the two cameras. Thus the radius of a single slice is measured at two

axial locations, 23 m and 86 m, on a single shot. Video images were scanned along the horizontal and vertical

axes. A Gaussian curve is fit to the data. The Gaussian radius of the horizontal curve (R,) and the vertical

curve (RY) is found, and slice radius is defined as (R.°Ry)l/.

Radius measurement locations were chosen at propagation distances greater than several betatron

wavelengths to ensure that phase-mix damping had already transpired.

III. RADIUS GROWTH (HEAD-TO-TAIL)

Due to ion hose growth and subsequent phase-mix damping, later beam slices attain larger radii than earlier

beam slices. This is defined as head-to-tail radius growth. It is found by examination of slice radius as a

function of slice time, measured at a fixed axial location. Using the results from multiple shots,

measurements of head-to-tail radius growth are given in Fig. 2. The displayed slice radius is the mean radius

taken over several shots, and the uncertainty is the standard deviation about the mean. Head-to-tail radius

growth is given for both 23 m and 86 m locations. The rate of radius growth at 23 m was 1 cm/100 ns.
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Figure 2. Head-to-tail radius growth measured at (a) 23 m and (b) 86 m. The data points represent
the average radius of a slice measured on multiple shots. Error bars represent the standard
deviation. Slice time [and number of measurements] represented by each data point is:
(a) 130 ns [29], 230 ns [41, 330 as [22];
(b) 130 ns 18], 230 as [21, 330 as [16], 530 ns [4].
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Figure 3. Slice radius growth: (a) 130 as slice, (b) 230 ns slice, and (c) 330 as slice. The data points
represent the average radius of a slice measured on multiple shots. Error bars represent the
standard deviation. Slice propagation distance [and number of measurements] represented
by each data point is:
(a) 23 m [291, 86 m [18]; (b) 23 m [4], 86 m [2]; (c) 23 m [22], 86 m [16).

IV. RADIUS GROWTH (SLICE)

Slice radius growth is defined as an increase in the radius of a single slice as it propagates axially, after phase-

mix damping has occurred. (It is important to note this definition excludes slice radius growth due to phase-

mix damping, which occurs at small propagation distances). Slice radius growth is found by examination of

slice radius (of a single slice) as a function of propagation distance. The recently completed experiments

represent the first measurement of slice radius growth on a single shot. Single shot observation is the most

accurate method of radius growth determination since it obviously eliminates shot-to-shot dependence.

Accuracy is important since the measured rate of radius growth, dr/dz, is used to extrapolate radius at

significantly large z. Using the single shot method, slices at 230 ns have exhibited no radius growth. This

shows that once phase-mix damping and the associated head-to-tail radius growth has transpired, IFR

propagation can proceed with no further degradation in radius. A multiple shot analysis of slice radius

growth is given in Fig. 3. The displayed radius is the mean radius taken over several shots, and the
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uncertainty is the standard deviation about the mean. The multiple shot analysis is convenient for

comparison of slice radius growth for different slices. There is moderate radius growth for the 130 ns and

330 ns slices. The channel radius is 2.5 cm, the initial beam radius is 1-2 cm, so there is a mismatch at beam

injection which results in sausage oscillations. This might account for the slice radius growth of these two

slices. There is little or no growth (within the standard deviation) for the 230 ns slice.

V. DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENTS

Beam displacement measurements, used for determination of ion hose growth rate, were always previously

taken only in the first 6 m of propagation distance. These measurements used B-dot loops. A propagation

distance of several betatron wavelengths is required for almost complete damping of oscillations as predicted

by the process of phase-mix damping. Since the betatron wavelength is of the order of 4 m, only partial

damping of transverse oscillations was observed in the previous measurements. In order to verify phase-mix

damping (a dramatic reduction in slice oscillation with a corresponding increase in slice radius), additional

beam slice displacement measurements have been made which include measurements at larger propagation

distances.

The displacement measurements at large propagation distances were made using the same framing cameras

as used for the radius measurements. The centroid coordinates for a beam slice were determined by locating

the centroid of the Gaussian beam distribution as measured by the framing cameras. Slice displacement

is then determined using the centroid coordinates.

The displacement of a slice was measured at two camera locations and ten B-dot locations on a single shot.

A sample of the results are shown in Fig. 4, which includes x and y slice displacement of the 330 ns slice at:

2 m , 5 m (both measured with B-dots), and 23 m (measured with a framing camera). Each plot in Fig. 4

contains 24 shots. The origin represents the center of the propagation tank. A quantitative analysis of slice

displacement is given in Table I. For each axial location, z, the average displacement from center (d =

[x2+y2 1]) and corresponding standard deviation are given. Data for z = 86 m, not shown in Fig. 4 since only

7 shots are represented, is also included in the table.

Table I. Slice displacement.

z(m) d(cm)

2 2.5 +/- 1.3
5 2.0 +/1 0.9

23 0.6 +1- 0.5
86 0.4 +1- 03
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Figure 4. Slice displacement of the 330 ns slice measured at three axial locations:
(a) 2 m, (b) 5 m, (c) 23 m. Each plot includes 24 shots.

Comparing the average displacement at 2 m and 5 m, a small reduction in displacement due to phase-mix

damping is noted. However, the slice displacements measured at 23 m indicates that more pronounced

damping has occurred. This data represents the most conclusive evidence of phase-mix damping.

The absence of appreciable slice displacement over multiple shots at both 23 m and 86 m, indicates that

there are no hose oscillations at these locations. Therefore the ion hose instability is not re-excited after

its initial occurrence near the injection point. This is a necessary requirement for long distance

propagation.

VI. DOUBLE LASER PULSE

The preceding radius measurements addressed slices which occur in the first few hundred nanoseconds of the

beam (in the region of linear ion hose growth). Here, transverse displacements are relatively small, and the

fimal radius after phase-mix damping is sufficiently small so that ion focusing is still effective. Later slices,

which were not previously discussed, attain large transverse displacements so that ion focused propagation

is greatly diminished. Therefore the ion hose instability imposes a limit on the length of pulse which can

propagate. This limit has been surpassed by using two laser pulses which are staggered in time. [3] The

beam propagates in the channel created by the first pulse and experiences growing oscillations which are

imprinted onto the channel. Subsequently, channel oscillations are so large as to disrupt beam propagation.

A second pulse produces a second channel whose ions are on center, and the above described process is

repeated. Therefore the length of propagated beam is increased, and the ion hose limit on pulse length is

surpassed. Experimental results of the double laser pulse are shown in Fig. 5 where maximum slice

displacement (cm) versus slice time (ns) is shown. For comparison 5(a) shows a shot with a single laser pulse,

and 5(b) shows a shot with a double laser pulse. The delay between the two laser pulses was 2A ns. The

reduction in slice displacement due to the second laser pulse is dramatic.
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Figure 5. Double laser pulse results. For comparison (a) shows a shot with a single laser pulse (fj), and
(b) shows a shot with a double laser pulse (f1,f2). In (a) the laser pulse is fired at 130 us.
In (b) the first laser pulse is fired at 130 us, and the second is fired at 440 as.

VII. CONCLUSION

The measurement of zero slice radius growth for the 230 us slice is favorable results for establishing the

feasibility of efficient lon, distance propagation. Recent experiments with better beam/channel radius

matching (not included in this report), gave no slice radius growth over a more extended beam length.

The measurement of significant reduction in slice displacement at large propagation distances substantiates

the theory of phase-mix damping for IFR propagation. The absence of oscillations in multiple shots, at long

propagation distances, proves the ion hose instability is confined to the region near the accelerator.

Using two laser pulses, the length of propagated beam was increased by placing a second channel on center,

after the first channel had deteriorated. Multiple laser pulses may offer the potential for significant increase

in the length of propagated beam.
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FAST H-ALPHA LINE BROADENING DURING THE 100 ns REB INJECTION
INTO A PLASMA

K.Kola(ek, M.Ripa, J.Ullschmied, K.Jungwirth, P.Sunka

Institute of Plasma Physics, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences,
Za Slovankou 3, P.O.Box 17, 182 11 Prague 8, Czechoslovakia

Abstract:
Profiles of the Ha line emitted from the hot electron
plasma Te-Ti during the 100 ns REB injection resemble
the Gaussian ones from neutrals with a temperature
Tn(t)zTi(t);Te(t) rapidly growing up to 30 eV.
Combination of Doppler and Stark effects of the
intense ion sound waves - remnants of the burned out
Langmuir cavitons - is suggested for plausible
explanation of this fast Ha line broadening.
Reliability of the basic ideas of strong Langmuir
turbulence for description of REB-plasma systems is
thus indirectly supported, too.

1. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of evolution of Ha line profiles during the REB

injection [1] into a plasma were initially motivated by the

challenge to try to determine directly the electric field

intensities of the HF plasma waves in the strongly turbulent

regime. Soon, however, our attention was attracted to the

unexpected fact that from the very beginning of the REB-plasma

interaction a fast Ha line broadening seemed to suggest that ions

are heated as efficiently as the electron component. Other

diagnostics, on the other hand, indicated that we were dealing

with an non-isothermic hot electron plasma at least during the

first hundred nanoseconds of the beam injection (2]. In what

follows we try to solve this puzzle.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results were obtained on the REBEX machine

described elsewhere (3]. The injected beam was of a modest energy

(; 350 key) but of a relatively high current (50 kA). The
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time-resolved measurements of the emission Ha line profile were

performed by a 6-channel spectroscopic apparatus described in

14], with the linear dispersion of 0.87 A!chnc and the time

resolution of 4 ns. Profile in each step was confronted with the

closest Gaussian curve (see in more detail [4]). It turned out

that prior the REB injection the Ha line profile has enhanced

wings if compared with a Gaussian curve just as it was expected.

Since the beginning of the REB injection, simultaneously with the

rise of line intensity, the line profile becomes broader and its

profile converges to the Gaussian one.

The changes of the line profiles at later times after the beam

injection can be well explained and simulated on the base of

a analytical model of macroscopic motions of an overheated plasma

column [5].

Contrary, the rapid line broadening during the beam injection

calls for a more detailed analysis.

3. SEMI-EMPIRICAL ASSUMPTIONS AND ESTIMATES

Let us assume in agreement with the basic ideas of strong

Langmuir turbulence that roughly 1/10 of the total energy

transferred from the beam to the excited plasmons gradually

accumulates in the ion sound waves with k 2 RD2 = 1/10, emittedD 1/1, emttedby

the burned-out collapsing Langmuir cavitons. The average kinetic

energy per ion due to oscillations is then of the order of 10 eV

and the typical ion sound electric field intensity is Ei = 30

kV/cm in a system with the electron body heated to the

temperature of Te = 30 eV and with a hot electron tail carrying

roughly the same amount of the energy from the plasmons.

In what follows, we demonstrate that under the above

mentioned conditions the combination of the Stark and the Doppler

broadening can really result in the observed Gaussian-like Ha

line profiles and fake thus the "fanthom" temperature

Tn z Te z 30 eV of the neutral component.
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4. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

There are two limiting cases of the Stark effect. The LF

limit takes place for the Ha line if it is [6]

Q [s-1]3 Ao = 7.2 * 1010 * E [kV/cm]

which is satisfied in our case with Q ; kRD Qpi the

characteristic frequency of ion sound turbulence, Aw0 the

detuning of the typical Stark component from the line center and

E = Ei. Note that for E > 30 1keV/cm and n = 5*1014 cm- 3 this LF

limit applies even for the HF Langmuir waves. Such waves,

however, would be localized in an extremely small portion of the

whole volume and, therefore, their contribution is certainly

negligible in our measurements.

On the other hand, the plasmons spread over a significant paL

of the volume have intensities at least by an order of magnitude
lower. Their contribution (the HF Stark effectý is masked by the

stronger phenomena under our conditions and they, too, cannot be

detected by our present means. The same is true for the HF Stark

broadening caused by colliding electrons (impact approximation)

as confirmed also by the following numerical results.

The experimentally obtained instrument function I may be

readily approximated by a Gaussian curve
1 AX2II &;L2p( -

0.3334 * In 0.33342

where Al is the detuning. The Doppler broadening yields also

a Gaussian curve

D -AD n *exp( - )D

where AID = (vTn/c)*0= 0.3028 /Tn[eV] with thermal velocity of

neutrals vTn, velocity of the light c, wave-length of the Ha line

10 = 6563 A, temperature of neutral particles Tn, while the HF

Stark broadening caused by colliding electrons is a dispersion

(Lorentzian) curve

S ()y/2
S i 2 2_ 'n WOl) + (Y/2)2
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where [ 7]
32 n me /2• RD

n i 1 I lkn,n') 0I .215 + In R

3 8 k me2

ne [mme' Te e

- 5.2088*10-16 * n[CM 3  21.247 + in Te [eVA]
(Te [eV] )/ 2  (ne [cm-31 ) 1/2

(where k denotes the Boltzmann constant, h - the Planck constant,

I - factor depending on principal quantum numbers n and n' (for

Ha n = 3, n' = 2 and I(n,n') _ 27), RD - Debye shielding radius,

and p0 - radius of strong collisions). The convolution of these

three curves yields a well known Voigt function (see Fig.l).

Cure Fig
:, !:........ i .

I - instrument curve

1. I (FM 0.555 A)
"E •" I~Dxsi-- D - Doppler broadening

=%1o eV (FWH4 1,594 A)

""S- HF Stark effect

8.rn=5El4 cm3 T =30 eV (FWHMO0,36 A
. I*D*Si - convolution

-2 -1 8 1 2

(integrals of all the profiles
normalized to 1)

The LF Stark effect leads to the line splitting into several

equally spaced components (spacing in w - scale is Ai 4= g * E).

Supposing that E has the distribution F(E = (Aw/(fsjg),O,V),

where s is the serial number of the component, 0 and 9 are the

angles in spherical coordinate system, the curve is [6)

St(O) = SO(g)+Jin~djfdV E= ,4,F
0 0 s40 21slg Isjg Islg

where Ps are the relative intensities of the components and g is

the constant of Stark effect. Supposing further that the electric

field distribution is isotropic and Maxwellian
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33/2 3 E2
F(E) *(2 n E 2 ) exp ( - 2 E02)

where E0 is the mean square electric field intensity, we obtain

the curve given in the Fig.2. Supposing further that also this

(D e.s- c teCC -- Fig.2
4 8.45

- b ... SO LF Stark effect - zero

S.3- -- (central) component
E I*D;PS ,b ..
E 8.2. (S function)

,// iI *!Sb LF Stark effect - non

8.1 f \ . '-.'zero components

-/ E,=30 kV/cm (FWHM 2,409k)
8.8 I

- -4. 8 2 2 and their broadening by

Detuning [I] the factors from Fig.i

mechanism is independent of all those mentioned above, we can

perform the convolution of this curve with the Voigt function

arriving in such a way to the resulting curve given in the

Fig.3. It is obvious that if the maximum of the curve St falls

into the registering channels adjacent to the central one (this

is the case at z30 kV/cm), one may observe a Gaussian-like curve.

Fig.3
SCurves I*D*Si*St convolution -

0 8.3 1 ID*s i:St. (broadening by factors of

•4 _ .Figs.l,2), its integrals

C_ e.2 in measuring channels
E /(dotted 1.) its integrals

------- -- . ". at taking circular shape

of the lightguides into

account (full 1.), appro-
- - 8 1 2 ximation by Gauss curve

Detuning En] (dot-and-dash 1.)
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5. CONCLUSION

We have shown that the fast broadening of the Gaussian-like

Ha line profiles observed during the beam injection in the REBEX

beam-plasma experiment can be consistently explained by the LF

Stark broadening in the electric fields of the LF ion sound

turbulence (burned-out collapsing Langmuir cavitons) combined

with the Doppler broadening due to the motion of ions in the

sound waves. Thus, the apparent paradox of "matching" of the

electron and ion temperatures in times much shorter than those of

the electron-ion relaxation processes seems to be resolved.

This work was partly supported by the Grant Agency of CSAS under
Grant No.14303.
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THE BEAM CURRENT DIAGNOSING IN LARGE AREA DIODES

Debao Huang, Weiyi Ma, Xiaojun Wang, Naigong Zeng,

Yusheng Shan. Yout ian Wang, Dong Zhang

(Institute of Atomic Energy,

P. 0. Box275-7. Beij ing 102413, China)

Abstract The structures, performance & experimental results

for three current monitors for measuring relativistic e-beam

currents in large area diode at CIAE are described in the paper.

Key Words rectangular Rogowski coil, foil shunt

1 Introduction

The Faraday cup was used to measure the relativistic e-beam

currents in large area diodes at LANL[I]. It is inconvenient in

pumped laser experiments. The difficulty mentioned above could be

avoided with a Rogowski coil in rectangular frame.

2 The rectangular Rogowski coil

Two rectangular Rogowski coils (Fig. 1) with frame larger than

the emitting region of the cathode (12X75crd) slightly were placed

behind anode foil of diode and in front of main foil to laser

chamber respectively to monitor e-beam currents conveniently without

interrupting them. The coil and frame were installed in the groove

on the shield body. The parameters are as follows:

1)the shield body (brass)

the central line in the groove 22. 7x83.2acm

the cross section of the groove 1.8x 1.8cnf
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2)the coil and frame (ptexiglass)

Fig. 1 Schematic of rectangular Rogowski coil

Table I Structure parameters of coils & frames

No. a (cm) d (cm) N (turns) P (cm/turns)

1 0.40 0.100 104 2.0

II 0.60 0.068 100 2. 1

where, a: the cross sectional radius of plexigtass rod,
d: wire diameter,

N: total number of turns on the coil,
P: pitch of the windings.

The output signal resistor is 0.52Q by the stainless steel foil

in 8pxm thick. The performance parameters were listed in table 2.
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Table 2 Performance parameters of rectangular R..C.

No. L(IýHt) RL (Q) Tr (ps) KcX 10-3(v/A) KeX I0-3(v/A)

I 1.66 1.02 1. 08 1.89 1.89

II 2.65 1.49 1.32 2.29 2.36

note, Kc: the calculated sensibilities,
Ke: the measured sensibilities.

In tabLe 2, Kc, Ke were obtained for e-beam through central
point of frame plane as a line-current. For examining relations of
the sensibility to e-beam current density distribution, the
calculated sensibilities of rectangular R.C. for various beam cross
sections were listed in table 3.

Table 3 The sensibitites for beam cross sections

No. K. /Kc K2 /,Kc K3 /Kc

I 0. 999969 0. 99915 0. 9964

note, KI, K2& K3: the sensibilities of rectangular R.C. No.1 for beam

cross sections, which equal O. 1XO. 1, 0.5X0.5, 0.9AX0.9 of the
frame area respectively.

The results in table 3 shown that the senisibility for
rectangular R.C. with sufficient turns relates to e-beam current
desity distrbution weakly.
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3 The foil shunt
Primarily, the shunt consisted of four hundreds carbon film

resistors in parallel with a resultant resistance of 5 mQ. In
experiment, however, the shunt was damaged once and agin. Then we
have developed a new shunt by stainless steel foil in 154•m thick
instead. The foil shunt was installed in end of Blumtein line for
measuring whole diode current (Fig.2). The foil strip is 3.7 cm
wide, 430 cm in periphery with a resultant resistance of 0.76 m!Q.

The foil was contacted with outer cylinder of Blumlein line by two
copper strips reliably. The foil shunt has been operated with better

performace for more two years.

1. outer Blumlein line

I- 2.copper strip

3.foil in stainless steel

4.anode

Fig. 2. Schematic of foil shunt

4 The calibration
The calibration for the monitors was done on pulsed accelerator

at CIAE as shown in Fig.3 as the diode was closed. A circular R.C.
2 1 & a Faraday cup were used in calibration. The experiment

results shown that wareforms from monitors coincide each other
(F1i9.4), and sensibilities in experiment agree well with calculated

ones as shown in table 2.
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I foil shunt

2.rectangular R. C.

3.round R. C.

4.Faraday cup

Fig.I -Calibration arrangement of monitors

Rogowski coil (rct~angular FaJraday cup

(a) h

Shunt Rogowski coil (round)
(c) (d)

5Ons/ div

Fig.4 Wavcforms of monitors
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THE STRENGTH CALCULATION FOR A FOIL COAXIAL SHUNT

Debao Huang

(Institute of Atomic Energy,

P. 0. Box275-7, Beij ing 102413, China)

Abstract The strength for a foil coaxial shunt was analysed and

a strength formula for outer cylinder was derived.

Key Words coaxial shunt, maximum allowable current

1 Introduction

When a heavy surge current passes through the coaxial shunt, a

huge pulse due to magnetic force wilt be applied to the inner &

outer cylinders of the shunt. The strength analyses about it was

done by J.H. park firstly [11 and a strength formula for iiner

cylinder of the shunt was given. At present, however, the metal foil

as resistive element is usually used as outer cylinder of shunt. So

park's formula can't be applied to present shunts.

Based on the dynamics. We derived a new formula for the maximum

allowable current on the outer cylinder of shunt in paper. It is

good agreement with present shunts.

/ e• \
/

Mg.yi EExpansion schematic of
other cylinder of sht
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2 The derivation for strength formulae
Referring to Fig. 1, the pressure on outer cylinder is as

fol lows:

ft)=r'it)/(• t2 ( for d-b) -4b

on element volume of outer cylinder dv=rLAdO, the dynamic equation
can be written as following:

L~)+ _~-L_ at) + E Pit)

where, U(t),a,A: the radial displacement, the average radius, walt
thickness of outer cylinder respectirely (cm).

pE,m: the density (9/a&), the etasitic modulus (xl05N/anc)
& poisso's ratio for foil material.

X: damping coefficient (g/s-- ci)
l)During current action (0<t<T)

putting

2f-- (/-- ('t). ,u)P=

then equation (2) can be simplified:

Su, (o)=o ( 3)U,~ o0) = 0(3

The solution for equation (3) is the following:

14, ct) = ( (ft ble) epcw do) 5;Owt - bit)b eM hsifluJG do) C."OiEA(4

2)After current action (t>T)
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the equation (2) can be written as

4Z (-)=o (5")

al (T)a (T)

The solution for equation (5) is as fotlows:

U it)'T) •n -) ( 6)

If the current through shunt is a square function as fottowing:

Then expression (4) can be simplified farther:

The formula (7) shows that U1(t) is a vibrated waveform with a damped

coefficient 03 as shown in Fig.2.

So1'(1) to t
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Putting (o] the proportional limit in foil material stress, and

ul(t) is within limit of elastic region for foil material, the
following condition should be satisfied:

3 The discussion
1) When T>o,,i , the maximum displacement searched at point A

(Fig.2). The maximum allowable current through shunt is given by
combining formulae (7) with (8):

:1, oe 10 /IE a c¢ -,C0 A)

2) When T< io/T (at point R in Fig. 2),
Then

1tm., =Ui fT) (T-U() (10)

(note, T is obtained from :,(-r)=01

The maximum allowable current through shunt foil is the

following by combining formulae (8) with (10):

.I4 o4/27a-A.C C,/( I-CIrOs;U ,T ) (A) (j 9

3) When T<<oi/ , the fromuta (11) can be simplified as:

The expressions (9), (11), (12) are the new strength formulae on
foi I coaxial shunt through currents. According to them, there are
several examples listed in table 1.
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Table 1 Data for several shunts

ref. A (cm) a(cm) T ýns) I0 (kA) I, (MA) I, (MA)

[2] 0.0100 7.5 < 10' 320 209 6.7

3 0. 0025 4.35 -200 737 280 1. 1

I4, 0.0004 12.50 -200 850 100 0. 04

The resistance elements of shunts in table 1 were stainless

steel foil:

p=7. 8' cm, E = 2 X 106kg/cm-, j=2xf10kg/icma, m= 0.25.

and whrer.

lo: maximum attowahle currents ao shunt according to formulae (g)-(12).

IL: maximum peak currents measured on shunt in experiments.
I': maximum allowable currents on shunt from park's formuta.

4 The concludion

In table 1, 1, are more i½ss than Ie, which means that park's

formula can't be apptied here. The calcutated resutts from formulae

(9)-(12) are good agreement with experiments, and show that maximum

allowable currents on shunt depend on duration of current pulse yet.
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ABSTRACT

Au offset model calorimeter specially designed for FEL

experiments on EPA-74 is presented. The calorimeter is substan-

tially capable of deducting the temperature drift because it

consists of two hollow thin wall cone graphite absorbers and

two thermistors. The device is capable of measuring the micro-

wave radiated energy, microwave waveform and radiated frequency

simultaneously. We have measured a 20 mJ of microwave radiated

energy, IMW of radiated power and 33 GHz of radiated frequency

in FEL experiments on EPA-74 without a guide magnetic field by

using the calorimeter.

Introduction

Wr. have studied the generation of FEL by intense relatixistic electron beams

senerated from EPA-74 pulseline accelerator. About 14V of microwave radiation

50 nsec duration in a single pulse has been observed. The measurements of microwave

radiation energy in the kind of experiments are usually preformed by using a

calorimeter.[1-2.31 We present here a specially designed calorimeter capable

of measuring the total radiated microwave energy in a single pulse and capable

of monitoring tlie microwave waveform and radiation frequency simultaneously if

the dev ice is used in conjunction with a dispersion line system. In order to reduce

the temperature drifts the device consists of two hollow graphite cone absorbers

and two thermistors. In addition, the device is capable of being operating at
room temperature and atmosphere with 0.30°C/J of sensitivity.
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Device

The offset model microwave calorimeter consists of two hollow thin wall graph-

ite cone absorbers and two thermistors. The absorbers temperature rise due to micro-

wave energy deposition is determined by

T2
E = 4.18 kf Cp(T) m dT (1)

if temperature rise (AT = T2-T1 ) is small enough, the formula (1) can be rewritten

by

E = 4.18 k m Cp T (2)

Where 'p is the average specific heat of graphite, a is mass of the absorber, and

k is a coefficient. If the temperature rise can be measured by using a thermis-

tors bridge system, the microwave radiated energy E is obtained by the formula (2).

TERMAL ABSOkPTjON MICROWAVE

£N'SULATION LAYER CRAPHITE CONTE ABSORBED LAYER

OCliLE WAVW "GUE US
THERMrSTOR.

GRAPHITE CX)ON

Fi.. 1. Schematic of the offset model microwave calorimeter

Figure I is the schematic of the calorimeter. The parameters of the absorber

cone are almost the same as that of the offset cone . The mass of each cone is 29.

The absorbers are made of a hollow thin wall (0.5mm) graphite cone of height 6.5 cm

with a base of 1.6 cm diameter in order for the calorimeter to match at the end of

the stainless steel circular waveguide tube which is used in FU. experiments on

EPA-74.

The absorber cone is used to absorb the microwave radiated energy. The microwave

absorbed layer between the absorber cone and offset cone is used to insulate each
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other in order to protect offset absorber cone from microhave radiations. A pair of

thermistors which are selected carefully and installed at inside of the both graph-

ite cone are used to determine the temperature rise of the both cone respectively.

The set-up is put into a thermal insulating material inside a matel envelope in

order to protect it against environmental temperature fluctuations and electromag-

netic radiation interferences.

Figure 2 is the diagram

of the calorimeter electron-

ic circuit. Two thermistors

whose parameters are almost D A XDE

the same is placed in the

symmetrical arms of a DC

Weastone bridge. Initially, 1..v

Weaststone bridge is in Fig.2. The calorimaterls electronic circuit

equilibrium regime because

both the graphite cones are

in the same environment. The absorber cone temperature rise due to energy deposition

results in resistance decreasing of the thermistor. The bridge becomes uneqilibrium

and produces an output signal. For extremely small signal a lot drift DC voltage

amplifier is necessary to enhance the output signal which is displayed directly on a

x-y chart recorder.

The calorimeter is also capable of measuring the microwave radiation frequency

if the coupler which is installed at the circular waveguide wall is connected with

dispersion line s'stem. For electromagnetic wave, the propagation time in a wave-

guide and its frequency are given by

f= / . I- (L/ct) 2 11/2 (3)

wherej,f is the cut-off frequency of the waveguide, t is the propagation time of

microwave signal ii the waveguide, c is the light speed and L is the length of the

waveguide.

The basic configuration for these measurements is shown in Fgi.5. The signal

output from the coupler divided into two channels. One passes through the second arm

of the directional coupler (20 dB) as a reference signal. The other passes through

the main arm of the directional couper and propagates through about tens of meters

dispersion line as a delay signal. Both signals are detected by a crystal detector

and displayed on a fast oscilloscope. After measuring the time interval between the

two signals, the radiated frequency of microwave is determined by formula (3).
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MICROWAVE

SOURCE W<J!~=:11

PUlS []M

RHOORDER

Fig. 3. Diagram of configuration for calibration measurements

Calibration of energy

Fi9.3 is the diagram of configuration for calibration measurements. The Ka band

microwave source is connected to calorimeter by the VR/8 waveguide and the matching

unit. The wavemeter, power meter

and pulse counter in conjuction 20.0

with the directional coupler are z

used to measure the wavelength, 15.0

radiated power and pulse numbers

of microwave source respective- 10.0

ly. The transmission coefficient

of energy is determined by the s.o

waveguide slotted line. We have

observed very flat response of 0.5 1.o 1.5 2.0 rio-"

frequency over 26-40 GHz. The

formula for energy calibration Fig. 4. Calibration of energy "E vereus.R/Rxo

is given by

E = 0.707 +1.10*105&R/Rxo (WJ) (4)

where Rxo is the resistance of the thermistor before microwave radiation is deposit-

ed in the calorimeter,AR is the thermistor resistance change due to energy deposi-

tion .The experimental data in Fig.4. demonstrate that the energy E is proportional

to RI/Rxo. The calorimeter has a sensitivity 0.30 0 C/J.
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DISPBRSIOK
ILM gymwl OSCHJABCOoM

SOMROD)AL

WrGGLFER

AOCLELRATIOR RROORLDK1

CALORDARMSYSTEM

FPg. 5. Diag-rnm cf calorim.zter's oneasurxncnt8 for EPA-74 FEL experments

Measurements for FEL experiments

The diagram of calorimeters measurements for EPA-74 FEL experiments is shown

in Fig .5.[41 The Raman FEL using an intense relativistic electron beam (le=100A,

Ee=0.56 Hey, te=50ns ) and a wiggler ( w=3.45 cm, Bw=0-1.25 KG ) without a guide

magnetic field is capable of providing a high-power, high-gain coherent radiation.

For measurements, it is necessary that the calorimeter is connected to the end

window of the wiggler.

Fig.6. is a typical calorimeter trace displayed on a x-y recorder. Because the

calorimeter is worked at normal atmosphere the output voltage signal decays exponen-

tially following Newton s cold formula and without reaching an equilibrium value,

-2
>4

-3

0 so 100 150

1r¶1,R(8)

FIG..7. Sipal of d~iaaim lumero= Fig. 6. Typical output clt on x-y toCme

but the signal may be extrapolated back to determine the equilibrium value in the

absence of heat loss. The measured radiated energy and power in these experiments
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are typically 20 mJ and lNw, respectively.

The oscilloscope trace of the dispersion line system is shown in Fig.7. The

first one (large) is the reference signal and the second (small) is the delayed

signal via 46.5 meters dispersion line. The radiated frequency may be determined by

measuring the time interval between the two signals. The measured radiation frequen-

cy in these experiments is typically 33 GHz.
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INTRABAND RADIOLUKMCOENCE OF DIELECTRICS:
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Abstract. This kind of dielectric's light emission was
discovered by the authors In 1972-1980. It may be
Induced either by electron or ion, X-ray, or even laser
beam Irradiation if the latter can generate secondary
electrons of energ 2-20 eV above the conduction band
bottom In dielectric. If the pulse of irradiation is
short (1-10 ps) or the temperature of a sample Is high
(more than 600 K) then the intraband luminescence wrll
be the brightest type of dielectric light emission
Induced by ionizing beam irradiation. It has some
extreme properties in comparison with all the other
kind of lUght emission: the broadest continuous
spectrum (O-25reV), the shortest time relaxation (1 pa),
the absolute temperature independence up to the boilin
point. Due to these properties intraband luminescence is
one of the most convenient optical effects to visualize
high power particle beam.

1. Non-Ionizing Free Electrons and Holes In Dielectric

The rate of energy loss (-dE/dt) vs energ (E) of a conduction
band electron (valence band hole) in crystal or of a quasi-free

electron (hole) In a disordered

os '',/s solid or liquid is shown In
0 16 - Fig.I. Having E more than E. an10 electron (or hole) loses Its

energy producing Impact ioniza-
I01 -tion (or Auger Ionization) of

E eV dielectric medlum, i.e. creating
100 ,, ,electron-hole pairs. In this

10"3 V I0 case -dE/dt = I1'- I1" eV/s.
Having E less than EA an elec-

Fig. 1. tron (hole) cannot ionize di-
electric. Such a non-Ionizing electron (hole) doesn' t produce
electron-hole pairs and other electron excitations of condensed
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matter. It gives off Its energy step-by-step to the lattice, ge-
nerating phonons of all kinds: short-wave, optical and acoustic.
In this case the rate of its energy relaxation is of the order
-dE/dt=103'eV/s and its lifetime Is of the order 1 ps. When E be-
comes less than E a non-ionizing electron (hole) cannot emit the
optical phonons •ut only the acoustic ones. In this case
-dE/dt = 1 0' - 10" eV/s.

2. Radiative Transitions of Non-Ionizing Electrons and Holes
and Corresponding Kinds of Dielectrics Luminescence

The non-ionizing region of the electron or hole energy spect-
rum extends from the bottom of

E the conduction band Ec= 0 up to
Ew, where the latter is the mi-

EA ---- --- nimum energy that must be spent
by free electron to create a
new electron-hole pair by means

4 of Impact ionization. Theoreti-
cal estimations give EA- Er =

6= EA = (1.5 2 .0)Egi where E
EC is the energy gap between the

---- =-8. ED valence and conduction bands.

EF .So, the dielectrics have the
"E largest non-ionizing range EA-- " -- •" -- " EOAS nn

SI- a I - X.= 10-25 eV. The latter may con-
UIV 4P tain one or more conduction

bands and one or more valence
bands (Fig. 2). There are nine
kinds of radiative transitions

, of non-ionizing electrons and
EN holes (Fig. 2). The Initial

energy level Ei belongs to one
Fig. 2. of conduction or valence bands.

The final energy level Ef may belong to the same or another band
or to an Impurity spectrum inside the energy gap. In the latter
case It may be a donor level ED or an acceptor level EA. The cor-
responding nine kinds of luminescence are 1, 2 - intraband elec-

-- - - m m m m ~na mmm nnm m ii J J
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tron and hole 1.; 3 - recombination electron-hole 1.; 4, 5 - band-
to-band electron and hole 1.; 6, 7 - band-to-donor electron and
hole 1.; 8, 9 - band-to-acceptor electron and hole 1.. The first
five are the fundamental ones. The last four are the structure
sensitive ones. Only two of the nine abovementioned, luminescence
kinds have been discovered and studied In dielectrics: intraband
electron (1-6] and band-to-band hole (the so-called "cross-
luminescence" (7-9]).

3. Theoretical Calculation of Intraband Luminescence

Solution of Boltzmann equation in "energy - age of non-ionizing

electron" space gives [4, 6]:

nr(E,t) = (G(t)/B(E)]*[D(E)/D ], (1)

where G(t) - rate of non-ionizing electrons generation, n. - their
spectral density at level E, B _= -dE/dt, D(E)/D - relative number
of states above level E, within non-Ionizing region of conduction
band. The calculations show that the probability of direct
radiative transitions Is from 10 to 100 times bigger than that of
Indirect ones (10). So, only direct radiative transitions of
non-ionizing electrons between different branches within one of
conduction bands were taken Into account. Calculated spectra are
shown in Flg.3. The main results: spectra of intraband electron
luminescence are essentially broader and more Intense than the
hole ones. The reason is simple. Conduction band of an
alkall-halide crystal has a large width. But its valence band is
narrow. The theoretical calculation provides basic parameters of
intraband luminescence: decay time, temperature dependence,
quantum yield. In the next section they will be compared with
experimental data.
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Etectron hole

LMO x20

Na~tx20~
C:

-C

x 20

Na~r x20

KB~r 
x 20]

0 0.5 11.5 0 0.2 0Q40.6
Photon energy , tiw/ Eg

Fig. 3. Calculated spectra of alkali-hialide crystals intraband
luminescence: conduction band electrons (the left column),
valence band. bales (the right column).
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4. Experimental Study of Dielectrics Intraband Electron
Liuminescence Induced by Pulse Power Electron Beam Irradiation

The alkall-halide crystal dielectrics were investigated. The
samples were Irradiated by single pulse electron beams (0.2-0.4
MeV, I - 20 ns, 1 - 10 000 A, 1 - 10 000 A/cm3 ) of high current
miniaccelerators GIN constructed by the authors [11] in Tomsk.
Fig.4a, b, c, d, e, f, g show the basic results of experimental
investigation.

4.1. The luminescence spectra of KI are shown in Plg.4a, b. At
low temperatures the luminescence of singlet and triplet self-
trapped excitons (STE) predominates. The STE-luminescence inten-
sity decreases rapidly with temperature growth (Fig.4a, c) and
intraband luminescence (IBL) remains the same (Pig.4c). IBL has a
very broad spectrum which extends from the IR to the UV region
where it is cut off by the crystal intrinsic absorption (FIg.la).
The spectra of KI (Fig.4a, b), RbOl (Flg.4d), NaCl (Pig.4c) and
KBr (Fig.4g) show that observing structure Is not intrinsic to IBL
and due to other kinds of luminescence and light absorption by
color centers. The two small dips are the result of IBL absorption
by F- and hole centers, respectively (Flg.4e). The intrinsic
structure of the IBL spectra Is very slight.

4.2. The temperature independence of the IBL differs it drasti-
cally from all kinds localized electron luminescence (FIg.4c). The
temperature shift of the IBL short-wave edge is due to well known
behavior of the intrinsic absorption edge. Up to the melting point
It shifts continuously toward longer wavelengths and at the mel-
ting point Jumps by 0.5-0.7 eV (Pig.4a, b, c). The IBL intensity
remains essentially unchanged up to the melting point and above
the latter in the long-wave region where the intrinsic absorption
Is absent.

4.3. Fig.4a, b show that static disorder of condensed matter
doesn't Influence the IBL Intensity which remains the same in
single crystals, polycrystals, and melt (Fig.4a, b).

4.4. The IBL yield was measured by two methods (5]. Both gave
approximately the same results: the average spectral quantum yield
is 5.10r-photons/(eVWeh-pair), the IBL absolute yield is 0.5.1(r
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of the absorbed beam energy.

u~ab Un. 1-77 K 8 Nt., arb. un.

5-6009
2-2 4-950K~ 4- 1 -3500ýK 2A

14 5-970K RbC1I 2-6ooiK
10 - meLt

5 4~ 3 2 4 - 2 0

S- 5ooK (sin gte cryst.) N~
1 2 -500 K (poty cryst.) 6 5 4 5 2

10 2 .3-950 K gryjstat) thi, eV2 ~44 970LOK mett)

5 4NhW, arb. un.
4 ... T

3.5 3 2.5 2 2
'hw, eV

Ilart.un. 4-sT-excatof
1.03-4.5 eV ©

142-3.5 ev 6r P. Br
1-2.5 eV 1\ RbCl 0/ 00No

0. 5 -x 50 2b-

0 500 1000 6 . . .
TIO K tl/Eg

Fig. 4. The basic results of the experimental investigation of the
dielectrics intraband. electron luminescence induced by
pulse power electron beam irradiation
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5. The Main Results

The theoretical model of the observed light emission as the
non-ionizing electrons intraband luminescence provides a simple
explanation of all the obtained experimental data. In fact, accor-
ding to this model: the IBL spectrum width is near to 1.5.E = 10-

g
- 20 eV; the IBL decay time is of the order iO-,as; the IBL inten-
sity depends very weakly on the temperature up to the melting
point and even above the latter because -dE/dt of the non-ionizing
electrons is determined by the temperature independent spontaneous
phonon emission; the absolute IBL energy yield Is of the order
10-3 and In all the cases it is much larger than that of Vavilov-
Cherenkov radiation.

Three basic features: the broadest continuous unstructural
spectrum, picosecond lil.time, independence of dielectrics tempe-
rature and static disorder presents the IBL as the most convenient
light emission to visualize power particle beams.
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Abstract
The use of computer algorithms to improve the quality or amount of infor-

mation available from system diagnostics is not new. Many people use computers
to "massage" their data into a more legible or usable format. At the Texas Tech
University High-Power Microwave Facility computers are used to compensate for
the inherent limits of a probe and produce data which cannot be acquired by normal
diagnostic methods. The diode voltage probe is compensated by using a computer-
based fast Fourier transform program. Quantities of the microwave propagation
are measured using a particle-in-cell simulation code.

Introduction
The High-Power Microwave Facility is a typical pulsed power machine consisting of a 31

stage Marx generator charging a simple pulse-forming line which is switched, via a single channel
oil spark gap, into a planar vacuum diode. The diode is configured to operate as a virtual cathode
oscillator and produces around a gigawatt of 2 GI4z microwaves which propagate down an evacj-
ated cylindrical waveguide, through a dielectric vacuum-gas interface, and into an anechoic cham-
ber. The goal of this experiment has been to study the breakdown which occurs on the atmos-
pheric pressure side of the dielectric window.

Voltage Probe Compensation by Computer

Diagnostics on the diode Coax Output

were critical in determining fac- Copper Electrode

tors such as beam power and di- G-10 Tube Tygon Tub*

ode impedance. The diode volt-
age was measured by use of a
liquid prepulse resistor which was + +
converted into a resistive divider,
see Figure 1. The response of the 9/
probe proved to be extremely L
noisy and had to be low-pass fil- i-Ohm Resistors (3)
tered to a cutoff just above the Cvion Boits (3) copper

Suldate
expected bandwidth of the diode Bolting Tab Solution
voltage waveform. Even with thevoltager, tefoutput of enwit the proeFigure 1. Divider electrode of the diode voltage probe.
filter, the output of the probe was

•Supported by AFOSR/PL
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noisy and unrecognizable. These limitations were overcome by determining the transfer function
of the probe and using it to reconstruct the original input to the probe. The transfer function was
obtained by exciting the probe with a pulse with a risetime much shorter than that of the diode
voltage. In order to generate a pulse with a very short risetime and apply it to the diode voltage
probe, a test chamber was constructed that preserves the risetime of an input pulse in a geometry
which is physically large enough to hold the probe. Two air-insulated, 50 Q coaxial tapers were
constructed and placed on either side of a short 50 Q air coaxial section. The excitation pulse is
generated using a 1000 V cable 50-Ohm Test Chamber

pulser. The probe is placed in
the straight section and its out- L, Atteutor
put is low-pass filtered and fed
into a high-speed oscilloscope.

Cable
The excitation pulse is meas- -4 / oscov-
ured by terminating another (ob,_/ Terminaton)

high-speed oscilloscope in 50 Diode Voltage Probe

Q and measuring the output of
the test chamber. See Figure 2 ,."tHardware

for a schematic representation nter
of the calibration system. Figure 2. System for obtaining input and output waveforms from diode

The transfer function is voltage probe.

obtained by transforming the input and output waveforms to the frequency domain using a fast
Fourier transform (FFT) routine and dividing the output by the input. This transfer function is
employed by taking the output from the probe, transforming it to the frequency domain, multiply-
ing it by the transfer function, and transforming it back to the time domain. The resulting wave-
form is an approximation of the original input waveform. The excitation waveform, the resulting
output and the compensated output are shown in Figure 3.

The resolution of this method is limited by the number of data points that were initially
digitized and the frequency to
which the FFT is calculated. 300 1,500

The effects of "aliasing" can be - Input
minimized by using a low-pass 5 . Output

filter with a cutoff frequency 200 - V Compensated Output 1,000
which is at most half of the top
frequency generated in the FFT -d
process. 100 . 5Mo 11

There are several limita- ,
tions to this method of calibra- ,
tion. The first and most obvi- 0- 0 33
ous is the difference in geome-
try between the test chamber in
which the probe was calibrated 10 5...0 ISO 20

o 50 100 150 200

and the actual location of the Time (us)
probe during system operation. Figure 3. Input, output, and compensated output waveforms from the
Initially, the transfer function diode voltage probe
was obtained while the probe was installed in the system, but because the system is not matched to
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any particular impedance, wave reflections prevented accurate recording of the excitation pulse.
But since the probe is a resistive divider and not a field probe, the geometry should have little ef-
fect on the output. Another concern, in this particular case, is that the probe is constructed from a
water resistor. Water resistors have a tendency to change resistance with time. The solution to
the time effect is to periodically determine a new transfer function. Overall, this method provides
an effective way to turn a nearly useless probe into one that can provide useful, if not perfect,
diagnostic signals.

Computer Simulation as a Diagnostic Method

The primary goal of the research at the High-Power Microwave Facility has been to study
the breakdown which occurs as the microwaves pass from the evacuated waveguide, through the
waveguide window, and into free space. The waveguide is circular in cross-section and only one
microwave propagation mode, TM0 1, is supported. The method of microwave generation ex-
cludes the possibility of TE wave propagation and the microwave frequency is well below the
cutoff for TM0 2 . The end of the waveguide is located in a small anechoic chamber. The anechoic
chamber is lined with microwave absorbing foam to reduce the interference from reflected micro-
waves. Figure 4 is a schematic drawing showing the layout of the waveguide. The only micro-
wave diagnostic is a calibrated microwave B-dot antenna located in a comer of the anechoic
chamber. FWaveguide Anechoic Chamber

The research into
window breakdown involved
modifying the window char-
acteristics. Various window < -nechoic Foam
materials, shapes, ambient <
gases, and even waveguide
attachments vere employed.
With each change in the win-

dow region, the radiation pat- _Dot Prote
tern would change. The V Window
power density at the B-dot Figure 4. Layout of waveguide and anechoic chamber
probe was measured for each
shot. Without some idea of what the radiation pattern looked like, nothing besides relative meas-
urements could be gleaned from the B-dot probe.

Initially, the computer simulations were used to find the radiation pattern and relate that to
the measured power density and then extract the total microwave power. The simulations were
run using MAGIC, a fully relativistic, two-and-one-half dimensional, particle-in-cell code from
Mission Research Corporation. The geometry was defined as a cylindrically symmetric three-di-
mensional region containing the waveguide, window, and anechoic chamber, see Figure 5. An
azimuthal magnetic field probe was placed in the simulation space to simulate the B-dot probe in
the actual experiment. A wave is excited in the waveguide that will propagate in the proper mode
and at the correct frequency to simulate the emission from the actual microwave source. For each
different window configuration, the simulation geometry is redefined to simulate the window con-
figuration. Knowing the magnetic field at the B-dot antenna, the simulation wave amplitude is
adjusted until the same magnetic field is recorded at the diagnostic approximating the B-dot probe.
When the simulation generates the same amplitude at the B-dot probe location as the probe itself
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generates, all of the field values in the simulation should be representative of the same values in the
experiment.

-Simulation Boundary

B-dot Probe LocationS Wave Initiation -•

Window
/ Waveguid-- 

Centerline---,

Figure 5. Simulation geometry for anechoic chamber and waveguide.

Total power can be calculated in several different ways. First, total power can be calcu-
lated by determining the power density for a spherical surface centered on the window and then
summing over that surface. This method has the limitation that the simulation region is made up
of rectangular cells of finite size, and generating a spherical surface from a rectangular grid is, at
best, a crude approximation. A better method is to calculate the total power in the waveguide,
where the surface is linear, and then figure the amount transmitted through the window by using
the standing wave ratio (SWR) in the waveguide. The SWR can be calculated by observing the
fields along a line parallel to the waveguide axis. For each point along the line find the maximum
field value. Of the maximum values for each point, find the maximum and minimum values for the
line. Dividing the maximum field value by the minimum field value gives the SWR. Using the
SWR to find the reflection coefficient, F, gives,

SWR-1II=SWR+l

The power which is calculated in the waveguide is composed from the incident and reflected
waves. The total power outside the waveguide is given as;

(1-Irt2)

where Pfs is the total power in free space and Pwg is the total power measured in the waveguide.
Beyond the use of the simulation to calculate the total microwave power, the same method

can be used to find field values in regions where they would ordinarily be almost impossible to
measure. In the breakdown studies, the axial electric field at the surface of the window was de-
termined to be responsible for the initiation of the breakdown.. Using the simulation coupled to
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the experimental values throt-gh the B-dot antenna magnitude, the axial electric field at the surface
of the window can be directly determined from the simulation.

During the research it was discovered that for one window geometry there was break-
down while for another geometry there was not. Breakdown occurred when a simple planar win-
dow, one-half inch thick was employed. The breakdown was prevented by using a window two
inches thick with a cone cut into the center of window. This inverted cone had angles of 45', and
was 1.5 inches across the base. Simulating these two geometries and adjusting the microwave
amplitudes until they match the corresponding B-dot antenna measurements, the axial electric field
at the surface of each window can be determined. Comparing the field values, the pulsed micro-
wave breakdown strength of the window material is found to be greater than the axial electric field
of the planar window geometry but less than the field value of the window with the inverted cone
cut into it.

Results from this use of the simulations are given. Figure 6 shows open-shutter photo-
graphs of the windows breaking down. Figure 7 is a contour plot of each window geometry
showing axial electric field at a time when it is maximum at the window surface. The dotted re-
gions represent the dielectric window and the solid contour lines are positive equal field lines while
the dashed contours represent negative equal field lines. In Figures 6 and 7, a) represents a planar
window geometry which experienced breakdown, while b) is an inverted cone geometry which did
not break down. The maximum axial electric field for the inverted cone geometry is approxi-
mately 1.8 MV/m while for the planar geometry the axial electric field at the window is around
2.2 MV/m. Each of these windows is made of Lexan so it can be inferred that the pulsed micro-
wave breakdown strength of Lexan in air is between 1.8 MV/m and 2.2 MV/m.

a) b)
Figure 6. Photograph of window breakdown: a) Planar window geometry, b) Inverted cone geometry.
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a) b)
Figure 7. Plot showing contours of equal axial electric field versus position for a) Planar window geometry, b)

Inverted cone geometry.

Limitations of the simulation diagnostic method are the obvious ones, inaccuracies in
modeling the physical geometries. First, a two-and-one-half-dimensional code will not be able to
resolve any propagation modes that are not symmetric about the z (direction of propagation) axis.
Second, any very lossy material is hard to model. If, in our case, the windows had a high dielec-
tric loss tangent, the simple dielectric model in the simulation would not accurately represent the
physical realities. These errors can be minimized by carefully constructing the model and by
knowing certain critical parameters in the experiment. A very important quantity to know well is
th.- microwave frequency. The microwave source on the Texas Tech University High-Power Mi-
crowave Facility has a tendency to "chirp" up in frequency with time. The frequency at the time of
highest power is, however, quite well known. Frequency measurements were made by recording
the signal directly out of the B-dot probe. Although the microwave frequency is beyond the 3dB
cutoff of the oscilloscopes, only the amplitude, not the frequency, of the signal is affected. At the
time of maximum power, the microwave frequency was measured to be between 1.9 and 2.1 GHz.
Using a simulation frequency of 2 GHz and matching the simulation amplitude to the peak power
in the experiment, the maximum total power and fields will be measured.

The use of modern computing power can substantially increase the effectiveness of ex-
perimental diagnostics. Care must be taken to realize the limits of computer diagnostics and to
stay well within those limits.
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SQUEEZED STATES OF HIGH-CURRENT ELECTRON BEAM
IN A SYSTEM WITH VIRTUAL CATHODE

A.V.Fedotov. A.M.Ignatov, V.P.Tarakanov

General Physics Institute, MNloscow, Russia

Introduction

It is well-known that the dependence of electron beam potential on its
current is a two-valued function [1], i.e., in theory, there are two states of
a beam with a given current. Only one of them corresponding to the lower
density and higher velocity exhibits itself in both physical and computer ex-
periments. Another beam state with higher density and lower velocity, which
is called here a squeezed one, is usually supposed to be unstable. Moreover.
it wasn't quite clear which way one could prepare such a state.

In this paper we consider propagation of a high-current electron beam
through the inhomogeneous transport system consisting of two coaxial tubes
(fig.1). It is shown that under some conditions the beam may be in its
squeezed state. We also study the behavior of the virtual cathode demon-
strating that it may be toggled between two parts of the tube. We believe
we understand the reason for all these.

4 10

•0. 5 Zo '0. 1~m 5. Z,

Figure 1: The shape of the device.

Model and Simulations

The shape of the tube we dealt with is sketched in fig.1. The hollow

electron beam wais injected at the left end (z = 0). Computer simulations

were implemented using the "Karat" electromagnetic relativistic PIC code.
In most runs the external magnetic field was assumed strong enough that

__ __ _ __ _ __I
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moved to the wide tube absorbing the squeezed state on the way. Figure 3
shows the shot of this wave propagating to the right. Therefore. changing

o p

5. 0'2

"'0. 5. 10. 1'5. 20.
X (cM)

Figure 3: A virtual cathode moving to the right.

the injection current we could toggle between two various states of the beam.
The speed of the virtual cathode while switching was comparable to the
electron velocity, the height of the corresponding potential barrier was about
the injection energy. A natural desire was to try to accelerate something with
this moving nonlinear structure. Preliminary runs with additional loading of
ions confirmed that they really might be accelerated in this process.

Physical experiments [ 3] demonstrated the spreading of the beam in the
narrow tube. We performed the three-dimensional computer experiment and
confirmed the assumption that the diocotron instability or something like
it could affect the squeezed state. Typical deformation and splitting of the
beam are clearly visible in fig.4, wherc the beam cross-section at Z = 5cm is
shown.

Theory

First, suppose that the virtual cathode is placed in the wide tube and
it reflects some part of electrons, e.g., the current p10 is turned back to the
narrow tube while (1 - y,)Io go on travelling through the wide tube. The
energy conservation may be written as yo = -y + 01 = Y2 + 02, where the
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allowed to ignore the transverse motion of electrons and to suppress the
azimuthal perturbations. A brief description of the code and preliminary
results of the simulation may be found in [2].

The parameters that we chose keeping in mind the experiment [3] were:
R, = 1.45cm, R 2 = 2.2cm, zO = 9.0cm, z, = 16cm. the injection energy. -.0
was 0.43 MeV Ji.e.. the limiting currents for narrow and wide tubes were
/lim -= 10kA. /irm2 = 4, 5kA .respectively. The main object of the computer
runs was to study what happens to the beam with the injection current. I0.
exceeding the limiting current of the wide tube.

The particle distribution established in the system depended essentially
on the injection current. With the latter exceeding a little Iim2, the virtual
cathode was placed in the wide tube (z > zo) and the stream reflected from
it was cold. This distribution changed drastically when the injection current
was greater than (/liml + I1im2)/2. The virtual cathode moved to the left
end of the narrow tube. The outgoing current was still about /lirn2. but
electrons leaving the virtual cathode drifted relatively slow until they reached
the tubes junction (fig.2). The density in this part of the beam corresponded

Ct

C"

S6

o 3

Io. .0. 1. 20.

z (cm)

Figure 2: The phase plot with a squeezed state.

to the squeezed state. There also was the significant heating of the beam in
the narrow tube, while it remained cold in the wide one. This process was
reversible: in reducing the injection current, the virtual cathode suddenly
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divergence condition, VjTij = 0, where Ti, is the stress tensor. must hold
for any steady state. Integrating the divergence over the inner part cf the
system bounded by the planes z = z, 2. where 0 < z1 < zO. z2 > z0. we get
the stress balance:

T(zi) - T(Z2) = AT - JpdpE(Zo )(1R.,

We cannot evaluate the force. AT, acting upon the junction but all we need
is AT > 0. The stresses in both tubes . T(zl,2). divided by m2c4 /4e 2 are

T(21, 2)=al H -1,2 - --=.2°+2+AP 1 2] (2)

where AP1,2 > 0 correspond to the thermal pressure that is also unknown.
while other terms are due to the dynamic and electric parts of the total
pressure.

Figure 5 shows the parametric plot T(zl) versus the current in the narrow
tube. I = 31(-ýo - -jl)/ai, in neglecting AP 1; the thermal pressure can shift
this curves up. The upper branch there corresponds to the squeezed state
of the electron beam. Suppose now, that in the wide tube the beam is cold

T 8

I

1 I

Figure 5: The phase diagram stress vrs current.

and its current is the limiting one, Iim2. On the phase diagram (fig.5), this
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Figure 4: Cross sections of a sqeezed state.

indices 1.2 correspond to the narrow and wide tubes, respectively, and the
potentials 01,2 are measured in mc2/e units. Here we assume that electrons

move along the z axis only and ignore the thickness of the beam. Far from
the junction and the ends of the tubes the potentials are : 61 = Ioal(1 +
p)131,02 = Ioa2(1 - P)/32. where al.2 = ln(RI,2/Rb) and 10 is divided by
mc 3/2e. Combining these relations we can easily see that two inequalities

must hold for this state to e-xist: 1 - I1im2/1o <__ P !_ -1 + Iliml/Io. that is.

10 :ý (111mml + 111m2)/2. In other words, with the injection current exceeding
this value. the additional potential produced by the reflected stream locks
the narrow tube and the virtual cathode has no other choice but to remove
to the left end of the system.

To make out the appearance of the squeezed state consider the balance
of the --component of the total momentum. To presprve its conservation the

, -+lI ' oI
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state is represented by the point A. Since. generally, the force _.T(l) by the
order of magnitude is about T(:1.2). to maintain the balance the stress in the
narrow tube must correspond to the point B laying above A. If this point is
above the upper branch. the beam is in its squeezed state that may be even
heated to compensate the additional pressure. It seems this is what we came
across in the computer simulations.

In fact, this explanation is nothing but the Bernoulli's law. At first sight.
it states just the opposite: the pressure in the narrow tube must be lower.
The main reason for this queer behavior is the electric field pressure may be
negative.

Nearly in the same manner one can describe a situation in the vicinity
of the virtual cathode: the stresses in this case must are balanced by two
streams at one side and a single stream at anothei. It may be shown that
for the standing virtual cathode the stress balance may hold only near some
inhomogeneity of the tube. e.g.. the junction or its end. Nevertheless. for
the uniformly moving virtual cathode the stress and energy balance may
be fulfilled. The appropriate equations are rather bulky and the details of
this moving structure ( fig.3) are not clear up to date. Anyway. since this
description is very similar to that for the shock waves, one may say that the
virtual cathode is a shock wave separating two states of the beam.
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ELECTRON BEAM DEFLECTION DIAGNOSTIC
Mai T. Ngo and John A. Pasour
Mis&ion Research Corporation

8560 Cinderbed Rd, Suite 700, Newington, Va 22122.
(703) 339-6500

A nonperturbing diagnostic tool which is capable of precisely measuring the position and charge
distribution of charged particle beams, including those from RF accelerators, is described. The
diagnostic uses as a probe a low-energy (1-20 keV), .A-level electron beam, which is injected at right
angles to the path of the primary beam, after which they are collected by a suitable detector. The
deflection of the probe electrons depends on the position of the primary beam relative to the test beam
as well as on the charge distribution of the primary beam. Consk .,ently, by measuring the
deflections, one can determine these primary beam parameters. Calculations which illustrate the
capabilities of this technique are presented, and the design and performance of a prototype version of the
diagnostic version of the diagnostic are described.

1. Introduction The results of our calculations, which will be
The successful operation of various high-energy summarized below, show that easily-resolved deflections

physics experiments, free-electron lasers (FELs), and are produced by microbunches with total charge as small
related devices depends critically on the availability of as a few pCoul and pulse durations as short as I psec.
high-quality and well-diagnosed electron beams. In this The probe electron energy can be adjusted to maximize
paper we describe a diagnostic which has the capability deflections for a particular microbunch charge. Thus
of accurately resolving the position of a charged particle optimized, the diagnostic can determine the position of
beam in the beam tube and determining temporal and the microbunch centroid to better than 1 lmi with respect
spatial variations of the beam on the time scale of the to the probe beam. The diagnostic has the capability of
microbunch in an RF accelerator. The diagnostic utilizes time resolved operation on a picosecond time scale or
a probe consisting of a tightly focused, low-energy time averaged operation with real time read-out, which
electron beam, which does not perturb the accelerated could be used, for example, by an accelerator operator to
electron beam. The basic idea is quite simple, as seen in tune the beam optics. Electron probes have been used
the schematic diagram of Fig. 1. A tightly focused previously to measure plasma sheaths and potentials 1,2
stream of probe electrons is injected across the beam tube and the neutralization of heavy ion beams. 3

perpendicular to the accelerated beam. The probe
electrons are deflected by the accelerated beam, and the 2. Theory
direction and magnitude of the deflection are directly 2.1 Fields From The Relativistic Beam
related to the spatial and temporal charge distribution of The electromagnetic fields of a filite electron beam
the accelerated beam. The deflected electrons impact a or microbunch can be calculated analytically provided
detector on the opposite side of the beam tube. that certain assumptions are made concerning the charge

distribution4 . We assume an electron bunch of total
Microchannel Hcharge Q distributed uniformly in r, 0, and z and moving
Plate High-Energy Electron along the z-axis with velocity v. In the beam frame, the

"fields are purely electrostatic and can be calculated
Video Camera analytically. After transforming the resulting radial and

- axia electric field components into the laboratoty frame
"(assuming the center of the microbunch is located at the

Phosphor Poeorigin of the lab frame at t = t'= 0), we obtain
sB Er =- V U + V (1)

Ly2  (rry)2+U2  W(r/y)2+V2

Digitized Ly2  (rly;2+U2  "f(r/)2+V2
Photograph Be= 3E r

Ee=Br=Bz =0
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the where
diagnostic, as viewed along the axis of the U=L/2 -z +vt, V=U2 -z -vt,
accelerator beam tube

i1
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In Eqs. 1 and 2, all quantities are now measured in the Figure 3 shows deflection as a function of offset for
laboratory frame, and we have defined the normalized three different beam radii. As expected, there is no
velocity of the accelerated beam to be P3 = v/c and the dependence on beam radius if x0 > rb. However, if xo <
normalized energy of the accelerated electrons to be I = rb, significant differences are apparent. At the two larger
(I - 132)-1f. For any charge distribution which is values of beam radius considered, the deflections are
independent of 0, Eq. 2 is correct for r _ r b, while the well-behaved, with a gradually increasing amplitude as
field for r < rb is given by replacing Q with the total the offset increases toward rb. However, for rb = 1 mm,
charge inside r. the microbuncb fields become so large that the probe

The field expressions obtained above can be analyzed electrons are slowed drastically (and nearly reflect) when
to gain an insight into the sensitivity of an electron xz < rb. This results in a very nonlinear interaction,
deflection diagnostic to various parameters. One greatly increasing the sensitivity of the diagnostic.
interesting feature is that above a certain energy
(typically tens of MeV), Er is essentially independent of 0 1=2C A. -3C ps. W 0 0.'e .'

energy. Also, for high energy, Er varies with time as the o,
axial charge distribution. 15 ,
2.2 Probe Electron Trajectories ---- rb-1, ramm.

The fields calculated above can easily be used to : 10ý: " • ff

determine the deflection of the probe electrons. The field ,
components given by Eq. 1 and 2 can be substituted 5
directly into the relativistic equation of motion to - - -..- -

calculate the electron trajectories, which we have done 0
numerically using a Runge-Kutta algorithm in a 0 1 2 3 4

relatively simple, three-dimensional trajectory code. We x. (mm)

initialize the trajectory code by injecting probe electrons Figure 3. Maximum transverse displacement
at y = -lyL1, as measured from the beam tube axis, with vs. beam offset.
velocity in the +y direction. The geometry is defined in
Fig. 1. Typically, y 0 is in the range from I to 7 cm. 2.2.2 Effects Due to Nonuniformities.

2.2.1 Effects Due to Beam Offset and One of the unique and intriguing features of the electron
Radius. To illustrate the nature of the deflection, we deflection diagnostic is its potential for resolving at least
plot a series of probe electron trajectories in three some of the microstructure of the accelerated beam.
dimensions. The trajectories in Fig. 2 are calculated Fixing the charge per bunch at 10 nCoul, we perform
assuming a 200-A, 100-MeV accelerated beam with a calculations with bunch length varying from 30 psec to
length of 0.9 cm (30 psec), moving in the +z-direction 300 psec. Figure 4 shows the transverse and axial
inside a 2-cm-diameter beam tube. The beam is offset displacements of probe electrons having energies of 10
from the axis by 1 mm in the -x direction. A probe keV. The plotted points correspond to electrons injected
electron is injected into the beam tube every 10 psec, and at 8.3 psec intervals. It is clear that the magnitude of the
the trajectories of a number of electrons are plotted as the electron deflection is very sensitive to bunch duration.
relativistic beam passes by. The probe electron However, it is important to note that in the cases shown
trajectories are terminated on the wall of the beam tube, here, the deflection is in the nonlinear regime. If the
and a solid line connects the termination points of energetic beam current is too low to decelerate and
successive particles, accelerate the probe electrons appreciably, the deflection

is nearly constant for a particular charge per bunch,
=200 A. 7=200. "r=30 ps. rb=X= 1 mm. W,= i0 keV independent of the bunch length. By properly choosing

the probe beam energy, it is possible to resolve the
bunch duration to within a few percent if the charge per
bunch is known.

2.2.3 Example. As a numerical example, we
- consider the use of the deflection diagnostic with a

tightly-focused, ultra-relativistic (50 GeV) beam. The
` .• results of trajectory calculations for this beam are plotted

S~ in Fig. 5. The maximum deflection agrees to 3
significant figures with the deflection from an otherwise
identical 100-MeV beam. The general behavior is the
same as described previously. However, the more tightly

Figure 2. 3-D probe electron trajectories, bunched beam requires a higher probe beam energy to
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3. Experimental Setup
Q-10nC. rme.2N.-In..1mmWO-l0keV The development and testing of the electron

2.0 deflection diagnostic was performed using the apparatus
0 S •PS shown in Fig. 6. The major components in this
0 O0 psI

-5 1 0 15 arrangement are the electron beam generator for the mainSPS beam (the beam being diagnosed), a microwave cavity to
1.0: 0 modulate the main beam, the probe electron gun, and the

00 detector for mnsnitoring the deflected electrons.

20. 0

S0,5 .•Faraday Cup

U .0

00 .
0 4 - 12 16 20.2

Az (cm) y AGt av

F .u Probe EleTn roa d x eiertisannel
Gun Plate

3 :0 mm6 ceatco h

0.5pootp diagnostic.v Cait
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Figure 4. Transverse and axial deflections, r"
measured at y=1 cm for various bunch
lengths.

30 o,

1=200 A. Th= 105. r=6 ps. rf=0. MM Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the
25 prototype diagnostic.

02
( 20"to.600 kV). The main electron beam used to test the diagnostic

Figure 5. Deectn v fet fwas generated by two different pulsed power devices.
< 10 The first, a modulator consisting of a PFN and a step-up

5p t pulse transformer, produced a voltage output ranging
from 60 kV to 200 kV with a 500-nsec pulse duration.

0aop prodr whrb a rlve high The second was a Febetron, a Marx-type generator which
xb (mm) produced a 50-nsec pulse at a moderately higher voltage

(200 nu to 600 si ). The electron beam from both of
Figure a . Deflection vs. offset for a tigbtly- these generators was field-emitted from velvet covered
focused beam. cathodes.

The original motivation for this diagnostic was for
penetrate the Coulomb barrier. This example suggests RF accelerators. However, due to the shut-down of the
an operating procedure whe mre aselatively high probe NIST racetrack microtron ba h aswe hasseedtr to test
energy is used until the deflection (and hence the relative the diagnostic, we were forced to improvise by using a
beam offset) is very small. Then decreasing the probe modulated, low-energy beam. Although there are
energy allows the resolution of the diagnostic to be substantial differences in the expected behavior of theincreased to I pam or less. diagnostic at these low energies and the ultra-relativistic

For even more tightly bunched beams, such as in beams that can be generated with RF accelerators, these
particle colliders, the probe electron energy required to tests allowed us to test the operation of the diagnostic
penetrate the Coulomb potential can become quite large. with short electron bunches (:5 100 psec). In our
In such cases, it would be more feasible to use an ion experiments, the electron beam was passed through an
probe beam. Such a beam (22 keV He+, 0.1 gIA, 0.5 RF cavity, which was driven by a high-power microwave
nmm diameter) has been used to probe rapidly varying pulse at approximately 3 GHz. An input power of about
fields in plasmas.5 20 kW was required to fully modulate the beam.
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A low-cost CRT-type electron gun was chosen for
the probe electron beam, which intersected the accelerated 1-,4m
electron beam near the center of a 5-way vacuum cross. Nondeecte boom
The electron energy and the emitted current of the gun
could be varied from 0 to 10 keV and up to - 0.5 ILA,
respectively. The electron detector used in these
experiments was a 4-cm-diameter microchannel plate
(MCP) from Galileo Electro-Optics Corporation 6.
Deflection of the probe electrons was monitored by a
high-sensitivity CCD video camera and recorded on a
video cassette recorder for further measurements and data
analysis. Deflected beam

During the testing, parameters such as position,
diameter, and charge density profile of two different (a)
accelerated beams and a modulated beam were diagnosed.
This was accomplished by measuring the probe electron
deflection as a function of probe beam energy and relative Nondelected beam
offset for various main beam voltages and currents. To
the extent possible, the main beam parameters were
determined independently to verify the performance of the
diagnostic. The main beam current was measured using
a Faraday cup, and the time-integrated beam size and
position were determined from a scintillator target placed
in the center of the 5-way cross (and removed prior to
using the probe beam). Main beam energy was obtained -
by a capacitive voltage divider at the output of the
modulator. The location of the probe beam at the center Deflected beam
of the cross was precisely determined by scanning a wire
across its path with a micrometer-driven positioner. (b)

4. Experimental Results Figure 7. Images of electron deflection by
The experimental results have verified most of the (a) a 500-nsec and (b) 50-nsec electron beam.

important features of the electron beam deflection
diagnostic. The experimental data were very reproducible * Vo = 65 kV, rb = 0.3 cm, x = 0.26 cm, Itheo" = 0.21 A

and agreed extremely well with the theoretical ** Vo = 175 kV, rb = O. cm, xo = 0.32 cm, Itheo = 0.4 A
calculations, with both the long-pulse electron beam and 3.5__
the modulated beam.

The deflection of the probe electron beam as recorded S3.0 N Experimental
by the MCP is shown in Fig. 7 for the two long-beam h
pulses. The two white spots in Fig. 7 (a) correspond to U 2

E 2.5the non-deflected beam (right), and the deflected beam
(left). In this image the main electron beam is on the =

right, traveling vertically upward. Figure 7 (b) shows ; 2.0
the deflection of the probe electrons due to the 50-nsec C ' .5
main beam. In Fig. 7 (b) the main electron beam was a p.5
on the top and traveling from left to right. The probe W A.o
electron beam deflected from top to bottom as the main = 1.0 =s0 nsec
beam current increased from zero to maximum, remained
almost at the same place during the flat portion of the 0.5
pulse, and went back to the original position as the 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5

current decayed to zero. The rise and fall times of about Test Electron Energy (keV)
8 nsec and 10 nsec, respectively, of the main current
pulse produced the vertical streak between the two end Figure 8. Normalized deflection vs. probe
points. Figure 8 shows the experimental and theoretical electron energy for long-duration beams.
dependence of the probe electron deflection on the probe Dashed lines are the theoretIcal calculations.
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beam energy for the two main beam pulse durations. probe beam energy. This result demonstrates that by
Due to the shot-to-shot amplitude variation in the main measuring probe beam deflection as a function of beam
current pulse (- 10%), the normalized electron deflection offset, the size and position of the main beam can be
(i.e., deflection to main beam current ratio) is plotted in determined. However, to fully resolve the beam size and
this and the remaining figures. The error bars in the data position, several measurements have to be made at
result from averaging the deflections from multiple various offsets.
shots. The final tests of the diagnostic were performed by

To determine the dependence of the deflection on modulating the Febetron beam at 3 GHz, thereby
beam offset, the probe beam was scanned a-ross the main simulating an RF linac type beam, using the setup
beam. Sample experimental deflections are shown in shown in Fig. 6. These experiments were the only ones
Fig. 9 along with the theoretical calculations for different to dse the magnetic field coil shown in the figure. An
probe electron beam energies. The deflection of the probe example of the deflection produced by the modulated
electron beam increased linearly with beam offset until beam is shown in Fig. 10.
the offset was on the order of the main beam radius.
Similar behavior was observed for all probe beam
energies and both main beam pulse durations, and as Nondeflected
expected, higher deflection was obtained with lower beam

,p = 500 nsec,Vo = 65 kV, rb = 0.3 cm, Itheo. = 0.3 A

2.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2.0

1.5 -,./,t
"'•7 Deflected
S• J • 3 min- beam

o 1.0 #

S0.5 A'
05 Experimental, WA=2keV Figure 10. Deflection by a modulated beam.A Experimental, Wo=2.6 keV

0.0 A...... ............. To quantify this behavior, the particle trajectory
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 code was modified to include a train of identical beam

Beam Offset (cm) bunches spaced at an interval of 333 psec (3 GHz).
Figure 11 shows a comparison of the experimentally

p= 50 nsec, rb = 0.4 cm, I theo. = 0.4 A measured deflections with the calculated values for
2.0 different probe beam energies. The best fit to the

1experimental data was obtained using the parameters
1.8 -Vo=200 kV, Wo =1.5 keV. shown in the figure. The measured values of x0 and of

"/ the main beam energy (275 keV) and average current (0.4
2 1.6 A) were used in the calculations. The best fit beam

1.4 I - "VO=175 kV, Wo =2 keV radius (0.25 cm) was less than the measured value of 0.3
/ -w" cm, possibly indicating that the current distribution was

1.2 peaked on axis. The bunch duration of one third of the
1.0 / ,- .Vo=180 kV, Wo = 2.5 keV RF period and peak current of 1.2 A are certainly
1.0 plausible.

401 The experimental variation in deflection with beamS0.8 ,• offset is compared to theory in Fig. 12. Each of the

0.6 ........... experimental data points represents a single shot, and the
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 scatter is representative of the uncertainty in measuring

Beam Offset (cm) the deflection and the variation of current during the
pulse (the average value of which is used to normalize

Figure 9. Normalized deflection vs. offset. the data). The range over which the offset could be
Top: 500-nsec beam. Bottom: 50-nsec beam. varied was limited by the experimental apparatus, but
Dashed lines are the theoretical calculations. over the accessible region, the agreement with theory is
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quite good. The beam radius that is inferred from the number of deflected electrons that are available for
diagnostic by the point of maximum deflection is 0.38 detection. If the probe beam current is 1 pA (which is
cm, while the target/scintillator measurement gave 0.40 quite high for a high-quality, tightly-focused beam), there
cm in this case. The good agreement between the are only six electrons per psec available for detection.
experiment and calculations indicates the suitability of Detection of such a small number of electrons requires a
the beam deflection diagnostic for bunched beams. very quiet background and a high detector sensitivity.

The MCP used in the prototype has ample sensitivity to
* rb xo 0.25 cm, tb = II pMcC, Ip = 1.2 A, respond to single electrons, but it also responds to x-rays

V= 307 kV and to any stray charged particles. These extraneous
3-5 Experimental sources must be almost totally eliminated, at least for

-Theoretical the time that the detector is active, in order to be able to
.0achieve psec response. A second issue which must be

E addressed is the density of the relativistic beam to be
diagnosed. If the beam is tightly focused and bunched (as
in a particle collider), an energetic probe electron beam is

-2.5 required to penetrate the Coulomb barrier of the bunch if
-, the diagnostic is to be used to resolve the charge

distribution of the bunch. However, it is important to
2.0 note that the position of even a tightly-focused bunch

can be accurately determined with this diagnostic without
• the probe electrons actually penetrating the bunch.

1.5 0..0s... . 4.. .6.. . 8.. . 0.. . 2 Compared to other available diagnostics, the
0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 electron deflection diagnostic has some obvious

Test Beam Energy (keV) advantages. The resolution with which it can measure
position is as good or better than most other diagnostics,

Figure 11. Normalized deflection vs. probe perturbing or nonperturbing. As we have shown, the
energy. position resolution can be on the order of microns or less

with suitably chosen parameters. Because it employs a
Sr.2 Ac , W = 3tb111 M stream of particles which can penetrate the accelerated

beam, the deflection diagnostic also has the ability to

4.0 resolve the microstructure of the beam. None of the
other nonperturbing diagnostics which have been

33. developed have the ability to resolve beam
- -..... microstructure, and no other single diagnostic has the

E 3.0 A' ability to measure as many of the beam parameters as
/ this one. The major disadvantages of the deflection

2.S diagnostic are its complexity, cost, and the somewhat
-,/ involved computations that are required to analyze the

2.0 , data. When viewed in the context of a large accelerator
facility, however, these disadvantages are not too

1.5 / [ Experimental] significanL
x [ - - Theoretical*
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Abstra-:t

Direct measurement of the accelerating potential in a relativistic electron beam
accelerator is difficult, particularly when the diode is downstream from a plasma
opening switch. An indirect potential measurement can be obtained from the high
energy tail of the bremsstrahlung spectrum generated as the electron beam strikes
the anode. Our time-resolved spectrometer contains 7 silicon pin diode detectors
filtered with 2 to 15 mm of lead to span an electron energy range of 0.5 to 2 MeV.
A Monte-Carlo transport code was used to provide calibration curves, and the
resulting potential measurements have been confirmed in experiments on the
PITHON accelerator. The spectrometer has recently been deployed on PM1, an
inductive-store, opening-switch testbed. The diode voltage measurements from the
spectrometer are in good agreement with the diode voltage measured upstream and
corrected using transmission line relations. The x-ray signal and spectral voltage
rise 10 ns later than the corrected electrical voltage, however, indicating plasma
motion between the opening switch and the diode.

Introduction

Vacuum voltage measurements on terawatt-class accelerators are difficult, because of the

extreme environment where the electric field exceeds 1MV/cm. For this reason, voltage
measurements are usually made in water or oil upstream of the tube insulator. The load voltage is

then calculated using the measured rate of change of current (dI/dt) and the known inductance (L)
between the monitor and the load. In opening switch systems, however, the switch plasma
introduces additional errors into the calculation of the load voltage. The plasma produces space

charge currents and shunt losses, which change the inductance by an unknown amount.
Experiments on EYESS have also shown that the switch plasma carries along current as it moves

downstream toward the load, generating a motional voltage IdL/dt which is only qualitatively

understood.

Bremsstrahlung, on the other hand, provides a convenient probe of the beam potential in a

relativistic electron beam diode because these x-rays readily escape the vacuum vessel and are

easily detected. The shape of the high energy x-ray spectrum is determined primarily by the
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electron energy, i.e., the potential through which the electrons are accelerated. Because the x-ray

attenuation length increases with photon energy, it is possible to unfold the bremsstrahlung

spectrum and the beam potential from a number of x-ray measurements performed with

differentially filtered detectors. Simple 3-channel spectral voltage monitors have previously been

developed at Physics International to verify the voltage division in series diodes on

Double-EAGLE1 and at other laboratories. 23 These early monitors had a narrow dynamic range

and generally gave accurate results only at peak diode voltage. The new monitor contains

7 channels with closely spaced filter thicknesses to provide accurate, time-resolved measurements

from 0.5 to 2 MV.

Spectrometer Design and Calibration

The spectrometer is enclosed in a single, 3-cm-thick lead housing (Figure 1) to minimize

detector response to x-rays scattered from the concrete facility walls; a 5-cm-thick front face

attenuates x-rays scattered by the housing itself. The lead filters are placed in apertures wider than

the detector to eliminate the spectral vignetting produced by imaging apertures with high energy

x-rays. Silicon pin diodes were chosen as detectors because they are much smaller and cheaper

than the scintillator/photodiode alternative. 1.0-mm tin and 0.1-mm copper filters are inserted

between the lead filter and the detector to selectively absorb K-shell x-rays, which would otherwise

impair the spectral discrimination. Additional 1.6-mm aluminum layers over the detector entrance

and exit windows provide the electron equilibrium necessary for high energy x-ray dosimetry
(Figure 2). Calculations indicate that the combined fluorescence (lead, tin, and copper) now

contributes less than 1% of the total detector response.

Figure 1. Photograph of the 7-channel differential absorption spectrometer.
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Figure 2. Detail of pin diode detector and filters.

For fast transient response, the pin diode detector must have minimum times for hole transit

and RC decay. We selected the Quantrad 025-PIN-125 detector, which has a 3 ns FWHM

response to a narrow radiation pulse. This pin diode has a thickness of 0.125 mm and a nominal

25 mm 2 aperture for soft x-ray measurements, but the total die area of 60 mm 2 is sensitive to the

high energy bremsstrahlung. The pin diode detectors are reverse-biased at -500 V to provide a

reasonable trade-off between large dynamic range and good junction life. To prevent additional

response from photo-conduction in the charged bias cable, the isolation resistor and blocking

capacitor of the biax network are enclosed within the lead housing.

Calibration was accomplished with theoretical calculations of x-ray production and

absorption using the TIGER Monte Carlo codes4 for coupled electron/photon transport. Details of

the calculations have been reported elsewhere, 5 and the results are summarized in Figure 3. The
theoretical detector dose (D) versus filter thickness (x) data can be fit by a function of the form

D(x) = exp (a + bx + c/x); the reduced chi-squared values are less than one. The three fit

parameters depend upon the beam potential, and the third term in the exponential accounts for

spectral hardening of the filtered bremsstrahlung, which is most pronounced at the front surface,

i.e., thinnest filters.

To obtain a theoretical calibration curve for the beam potential we characterize each dose

versus thickness profile of Figure 3 by a characteristic filter thickness, i.e., one which produces an

e-fold attenuation of the detector response relative to the 2-mm filtered detector. This characteristic

filter thickness is plotted as a function of electron beam potential (i.e., spectral endpoint voltage) in

Figure 4. The quadratic polynomial fits provide a convenient means to obtain the spectral endpoint
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Diode Voltage Measurements on PM1

In inductive energy store (IES) accelerators, a plasma opening switch (POS) usually

separates the diode load from the upstream voltage monitor. Because the POS is a poorly

understood active circuit element, the corrected electrical measurement of diode voltage is

obviously suspect. Fortunately, the differential absorption spectrometer provides an alternative

technique for measuring diode voltage. A third measurement of diode voltage can be deduced from

the ratio of x-ray doserate f) to diode current Id. TIGERP calculations predict that x-rays produced

in a 9.5-ram-thick steel converter will produce a dose rate (in a plastic scintillator) roughly

proportional to IV3.3 for diode voltages near I MV. Thus, we obtain a relative voltage wave shape

V - (I /Id)0-3. Recent experiments on PM1, a 300-kJ IES/POS testbed,6 have provided an

opportunity to compare the diode voltage measurements.
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The spectrometer was deployed on PM1 with 6 channels (15-mm filtered channel omitted).

The x-ray detector waveforms illustrated in Figure 5 have all been properly normalized and

corrected for digitizer offset. Figure 6 presents the detector signal versus filter thickness profiles at

10 ns intervals beginning with the x-ray peak. The experimental data are well fit by the same

functional form as was used for the theoretical data. The quality of the fit degrades at 565 ns when

the signal-to-noise ratio is small, particularly for the heavily filtered chann,-N1 . Figure 7 shows the

diode potential unfolded using the technique described above; the 100-ns window corresponds to

the time during which the 2-mm filtered detector signal is above 5% of its peak. The unfold

technique also provides an estimate of the experimental error produced by the noise; the theoretical

errors are presumed to be negligible. Near the x-ray peak, the unfolded potential has a standard

error of only 50 kV; the standard error increases to about 100 kV when the detector signal is at

5% of the peak.

In PM1, the POS is separated from the upstream voltage monitor by a constant-impedance,

magnetically-insulated transmission line whose transit time is not short compared to the

pulsewidth. In this case, the inductive correction for the load voltage must be replaced by a

transmission line correction obtained by decomposing the line voltage into forward and reverse

waves. The POS voltage Vp can then be expressed in terms of the voltage Vm and current

Im measured by monitors at the input end of the line

Vp(t) = 1 [Vm(t + T) + Vm(t- T)]- I [Im(t + T)- Im(t- T)],
2 2

where Z and T are the characteristic impedance and transit time of the line. The electrical voltage at

the diode was obtained by subtracting an inductive correction from the corrected POS voltage,

i.e. Vd = Vp - LI d.

Three techniques were used to measure the voltage in an electron beam diode driven by a

POS on PM1. Figure 8 presents a comparison of the three measurements; the relative dose rate

monitor has been scaled to match the peak spectral endpoint voltage. All three measurements

agree within 100 kV after the x-ray pulse has peaked, but the corrected electrical voltage rises 10 ns

earlier than either the spectral endpoint voltage or the dose-rate voltage. We believe the

discrepancy is caused by plasma motion from the POS toward the diode, which generates an LI

term missing from the inductive correction.
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Abstract

A new time-resolved energy-flux (TREF) gauge has been developed and tested for direct flux
measurement of charge- and current-neutralized light-ion beams. This diagnostic technique is effective
for any rapid energy deposition where the following conditions are met: (a) the time for stress release
wave transit across the deposition region is much less than the devosition time, (b) the energy deposition
depth is approximately flat over the penetration depth and constant in time, (c) the Gruneisen parameter
is independent of energy or the energy denendence is known, and (d) the material behaves elastically.
TREF gauge fluence measurements of 1-MeV proton beams agree well with simultaneous fluence
calorimeter measurements. The gauge may be useful for diagnosing other pulsed energy deposition

sources where the deposition region is shallow with respect to the deposition time.

Introduction

Ion beams are being developed for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) studies [1], while light-ion beams are being

developed for soft x-ray material response simulation [2,3]. It is necessary to diagnose these beams to understand

what beam parameters have been achieved and the nature of beam-target interactions. Diagnostics presently used

for pulsed ion beams, such as bolometers, Thomson parabolas, Faraday cups, x-ray and ion pinhole cameras, and

spectrometers, typically require intensive labor for analysis to extrapolate the required information, often have high

measurement uncertainties, typically do not provide immediate answers, and are costly [4,5,6,7]. Unlike x-rays,

ions deposit energy in materials nearly uniformly over the ion range (- 10 mg/cm2), and the Ange is roughly

independent of target material [1]. The ion range is typically much less than the distance a stress wave travels

during deposition; thus, the material rapidly stress relieves as energy is deposited. Under these conditions the stress

that propagates out of the deposition region is proportional to the rate of change of flux, as described below. This

is the principle of the new TREF gauge. It has been used in preliminary tests with light-ion beams (1-MeV protons)

and may also be applicable to other ion beams and sources, e.g., lasers and x-rays.

ThgM
Consider an instantaneous energy loading dose, D, uniform through a depth, B. The instantaneous pressure, Po,

produced in the deposition region is given by Po = rpoD, where r is the Gruneisen parameter for the material,

Work supported by the Defense Nuclear Agency Shock Physics Directorate under Phillips Laboratory contract
number F29601-89-C-0025.
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and p, is the initial density. The pressure in the deposition region relieves into the anheated material to a stress

determined by the relief adiabat. The stress at which the adiabat intersects the Hugoniot of the matei.,j determines

the peak transmitted stress, ap, given by arp = 1/2 P0 . A wave propagating into the unheated region will therefore

have a peak strs given by arp = 'Arp,0D. If the Gruneisen is energy independent and if the material behaves

elastically, then the rate of change of stress is proportional to the rate of change of dose:

do rp..- dD rpd -s D2 D d" therefore, o(t) = - (
2 2h

For deposition over a finite time, 7, and within a depth, 6, with 6 < < c-r, where c is the sound speed in the

material, relief waves will start canceling aft .r a time, 6/c; therefore, the peak stress is obtained by integrating up

to time t - a/c:

!'P
o0) =P IC)ds (2)

If energy deposition occurs uniformly over the thin deposition region, 6, then fluence (p =f6Dp~dx 8

and differentiation gives f) - @,01p, where j, is the flux, d.,/dt. Equation (2) then becomes

o) = - 1(3)

If 6 is also independent of time for a time 6/c (approximately true for MeV ion beams and monoenergetic X-rays),
then

() r f 61oCdt (4)5 0

Because we are considering only thin deposition regions and situations where t > > 6/c and 5/c < < T over the

short time interval 5/c, we may take flux to vary linearly in time: 0 = a+bt. Since the flux at t = O is zero, a

= 0, and b = rp, assumed constant over time 6/c. Therefore, 'P = 4Pot, and equation (4) becomes

Gr(t) = r..JSIct - (5)

Equation (5) shows that if the flux, 0, is not changing with time, then the stress is zero. Otherwise, the pressure

is proportional to the rate of change of flux (second derivative of fluence).

To summarize, several conditions must be met for equation (5) to be valid: (a) the time for a wave transit across

the deposition region is much less than the deposition time; (b) energy deposition is approximately flat over the

depth, 6, and constant in time; (c) the Graineisen, r, is energy independent or the energy dependence is known; and

(d) the material behaves elastically. The third condition is true for monoenergetic X-ray beams and very nearly true
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for ion beams since the ion range depends only weakly on ion energy (hence deposition time) and the ion spectrum

is fairly narrow. if condition (b) does not hold, then the time dependence of 6, 6(t), can be used in equation (3).

This would be required only if 6 changes significantly in a time, 6/c. In the case of MeV ion beams, the time is

directly related to the ion energy via the time-of-flight from the ion source to the target. Ion energy and hence

deposition range, 6, can thus be determined as a function of time. Since a(t) and 6(t) are measurable, rp(t), O(t),

and po(t) are all directly available.

Modeling

The validity of the TREF gauge concept and equation (5) was confirmed with dhe PUFF-TFT [8] hydrodynamic

code.§ In order to correlate calculations with experimental results, the target geometry was modeled identically

to the actual test specimens used on Gamble II. A target of aluminum 1100, 0.051-mm thick, backed by a thick

5 quartz gaugett was numerically loaded with a

4 ,\ - F ,' u, constant dose-depth profile of 113 J/g, which

E 3 closely resembles a Gamble II ion deposition

2 profile at a fluence of 0.4 J/cm2 . This energy

x level ensures that the aluminum target does not

0 .02 04 yield or melt.
0 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10

Time - microseconds

Figure 1. Calculated flux in aluminum. A triangular timing profile, 25-ns full-width-half-

maximum (FWHM), was used to approximate the

temporal flux pulse (set figure 1, dashed curve). Aluminum 1100 was modeled with well known equation of state

075 parameters [9). Figure 2 illustrates the PUFF

S025hydrodynamically calculated, resulting stress

profile. As energy is loaded into the sample at a

.0positive flux rate, a compression pulse is generated;
C and when the flux rate becomes negative a tensile

-075 1 stress is generated, as predicted from equation (5).
0 02 04 08 08 10

Time - microseconds For 1100 aluminum, r = 2.0 and c=5.24X10 5

Figure 2. PUFF-generated stress in aluminum. cm/s. A deposition depth of 6=0.002 cm was used

for PUFF calculations [10]. Using these values,

§ A Lagrangian hydrodynamic code used to model shock effects from rapid energy deposition or impact.

-t Quartz gauges were fielded in shorted mode for noise suppression. They were 0.508-cm thick and 3.43-cm
diameter with a 1.87-cm diameter guard ring to give a 0.9-Is, 1-dimensional read time.
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equation (5) gives

S= Kfo(r)dt (6)

where v is in cal/cm 2 , a is in kbar, and K = 4c 2/ra = 2.71 X 1015 cal/cm 2 /kbar-sec2 . Applying equation (6) to

the PUFF calculated stress profile (figure 2) yields the flux profile illustrated as a solid curve in figure 1, verifying

the appropriateness of equation (5).

TREF Gauge Design

For experimental verification of gauge operaton, TREF gauges were designed and fielded on the Gamble II light-ion

accelerator [11] at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). Quartz piezoelectric crystals [12] were used to measure

the stress behind a thin aluminum target. This combination was chosen because the acoustic impedance (product

of density and wave speed) for quartz and aluminum are very closely matched such that there are almost no wave

reflections at the quartz/aluminum interface. Other stress sensors (e.g., PVDF, lithium niobate, PZT-5, laser

interferometry) could be used with other materials depending upon the amplitude and duration of the stress to be

measured. The closer to the deposition region that the stress measurement is made, the greater the resolution of

this diagnostic. If the stress gauge is too far from deposition, stress relief and attenuation effects tend to "smear

out" the stress profile, and the ability to resolve details of the loading function is lost. In our experiments the

aluminum was 51-Asm thick, just greater than the ion range, and exposed to a proton beam fluence of 3.3 J/cm2 .

The TREF gauge stress is proportional to the rate of change of flux. In general, the fluence must be low enough

that the target material is not heated to yield or melt so that the wave propagation properties are well known and

the wave shape is not distorted. Because of this condition, the target/gauge assemblies are also usually re-usable,

as well as being quite inexpensive to fabricate.

Experimental Results

Flux and Fluence

Gamble II ion pulses yield a 30 KJ, 55 ns FWHM, 1-MeV proton beam that is charge and current neutralized.

Fluences at the target vary with target distance from the ion diode source and may range from 0.1 J/cm2 at a

distance of 200 cm to over 500 J/cm2 at 30 cm. Figure 3 illustrates a stress profile measured at a fluencet of 0.78

cal/cm 2 on shot 5073. Figure 4 shows the inferred flux history using equation (5) and figure 5 shows the time

resolved fluence. The total fluence of 0.75 cal/cm2 , measured with the TREF gauge, agrees well with the fluence

measured with reference calorimetric diagnostics (0.78 ± 0.15 cal/cm2 ).

t Fluences were measured with both calorimetry and carbon activation diagnostics. Techniques are described
in references 2, 7, 10, and 11.
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SRIEMM1.0

The stress record obtained with Gamble II shown in

figure 3, has a zero time that corresponds to the time of 0
.5

machine fire, i.e., approximately the time during which

ions were generated at the diode. A given instant of time 0 o

on the stress record thus corresponds to the time-of-flight

of the ions arriving at that time. (The times must be -. 0 .1 .3 .4 .5

adjusted slightly for the transit time of the stress wave Time - rrvcroseconds

through the target to the stress gauge and for the rise-time

of the power pulse at the diode during which the ions are Figure 3. Measured stress from Gamble II.

generated.) Since the diode-to-target distance is

accurately known, the time corresponds uniquely to ion energy. Thus, the flux history is determined from the stress

record as well as the ion beam spectrum history. This energy spectrum history can be compared with that obtained

from the voltage and current measurements at the diode.
25

Of course, energy losses in transit from the diode to the
S20 target must also be accounted for. To illustrate, for the

Eo 15 experimental results shown in figure 3, the flux peak (2E7

cal/cm2/s) occurs at a time of 265 ns. The diode target

tx distance was 200 cm, so that the average ion velocity was_3 5
FI A 0.82 cm/ns or an ion energy of 0.54 MeV. This ion

023 25 27 .29 .31 energy is less than the initial ion energy becuse of energy

Time - microseconds loss during propagation through 2 m of l-tort air and

F'gure 4. Calculated flux from Gamble HI ions. through a thin filter placed in front of the target.

Conclusion 1.0

In preliminary experiments the TREF gauge has E .8 Total Fluece Measured
o with Calorimetrydemonstrated a capability for accurately measuring -
a .6

the detailed fluence history of a 1-MeV, 60-ns
C .4pulsed ion beam. The total fluence agreed well c

with calorimetric measurements, and spectrum .2

history information is also obtained. By choosing 0.23 .25 .27 .29 .31

the target material and type of stress sensor
Time - microseconds

appropriately, the technique may be applied to x-

ray energy sources (e.g., pinched-beam plasma- Figure 5. Fluence profile for Gamble II ions.

radiating sources and pulsed magnetic confinement

sources) as well as both heavy- and light-ion beams. In addition to the proton beam from Gamble H1, which is used
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to sinulate nuclear weapon x-ray effects, "light" ion beams ofp+, Li+, etc., used for ICF, are also candidates for

the use of this diagnostic. In the latter case, the TREF gauge may be used on a Rutherford scattered portion of the

intense beams. For pulsed beam applications, the gauge provides the capability to time-resolve the particle energy

and velocity if the particle species are known. In the case of a large-area beam, the lateral beam characteristics

could be determined by using an array of gauges.
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Abstract

Time-resolved visible emission spectra from the PBFA II argon gas cell were measured

in recent light ion beam-target interaction experiments. These emission spectra may be

used to study the physics of beam transport and diagnose the cell plasma conditions.

We discuss the theoretical analysis of the emission spectra in the wavelength region from

4300 to 4420 A, where several ArII lines axe observed. We examine opacity effects on the

emission lines and assess the importance of beam excitation effects. Theoretical spectra

axe compared with the experimental data.

Introduction

Visible spectral line emission from the PBFA 11 argon gas cell is of current interest because it can be

used as a diagnostic for both light ion beam properties and cell plasma conditions[I]. For example,

spectral line profiles emitted by atoms in the transport region may be sensitive to the electron

density. By measuring and modeling the line profiles one may be able to determine electron densities

in the gas cell, which in turn can be used to estimate the extent of beam neutralization. Spectral

lines can potentially be produced by both ion-impact excitation and thermal electron collisional

excitation. If one can identify transitions dominantly produced by ion-impact excitation, then the

time-dependent line intensity can be used to measure beam current and beam divergence. It is

expected that the ranges for cell plasma conditions are Te = 0.5 - 5 eV and N_ = 1016 - 1018 cm-3.

Under such conditions, opacity effects for the emission lines may be important. If the emission

lines are optical thick, spectral line profile interpretation must )e in conjunction with the radiation

transport analysis.

In this paper, we study the opacity effects on the line emissions from PBF•. TI argon gas cell and

compare calculated emission spectra with the experimental data. We present results of calculations
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comparing the effects of beam excitation versus thermal excitations. And we also examine the

effects of carbon impurity of ion beam on level populations.

Theoretical Models

We present in this section a brief overview of the theoretical models used to compute the

spectral properties and related atomic data. A detailed description of these models is presented

elsewhere.[2-5]

In our calculations, we use a collisional-radiative equilibrium (CRE) code[2] in which steady-

state ionization and excitation populations can be computed by solving multilevel atomic rate

equations self-consistently with the radiation field. For the plasma conditions discussed in this

paper, the distribution of atomic level populations were found to be dose to local thermodynamic

equilibrium (LTE). We have therefore neglected photoexcitation and photoionization effects in level

population calculations.

Our atomic model for Ar consists of 192 levels distributed over the first five ionization stages

(ArI-ArV). Energies for levels related to the lines of interest were selected from National Bureau
of Standards tables[6]. Other level energies were obtained from Hartree-Fock calculations. The

collisional coupling are complete for the resonant transitions from the ground state to the higher

levels and the cross sections axe calculated with Born-Coulomb approximation, while the less im-

portant cross sections of remaining transition among the excited levels were approximated by a
semi-classical impact parameter model, valid for dipole-allowed transitions. Ion impact excitation

and ionization cross sections are calculated using a Plane Wave Born approximation (PWBA)

model. It is necessary to indicate that the the beam excitation and ionization effects were not

directly included in the CRE calculat'or -n this preliminary study. The beam effects are checked

separately by comparing the excitation rate with those of corresponding thermal electron process.

After the level populations axe obtained, emission spectra -re computed using an escape prob-

ability radiative transfer model which includes contributions from bound-bound, bound-free, and

free-free transitions. In examining the opacity effects of spectral emission lines, spectral line widths

are critical. Voigt line profiles are used to model line shapes. Natural, Doppler and Stark broad-

ening effects are considered. Stark width is calculated in the electron impact approximation using

the semi-empirical method of Griem[7]. By comparing the calculated Stark widths with available

experimental data[8], the agreement is typically w'47 "., a -actor of 2.

Calculations and Discussions

In this study, calculations were run for the plasma conditions of n. =- 1.8 x 1017 Cm- 3 , Te =1,

2, 2.5, 3, and 4 eV. In each case we assumed a planar plasma of width 4 cm which represents
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the height of the gas cell and therefore the maximum line-of-sight distance through the Ar plasma.

The electron density dependence on temperature is given in Table I. We have looked in particular

at the wavelength region from 4300 to 4420 A. All of the lines in this region have been identified

as Ar!! lines. An experimental spectrum and the corresponding transition diagram axe presented

in Figure 1.

Table I: Dependence of Electron Density on Temperature

T(eV) n, (101 7 cM- 3)
1.0 0.4
2.0 2.2
2.5 3.2
3.0 3.7
4.0 5.1

43Wm A

43L.2A VIA• D
434LI1A D'M~

0.40 DU

'12

0.30

S0.20

30430

0.105

0.00 4
4300 4320 4340 4360 4380 4400 4420

waveleneth (A)

Figure 1. Spectra for shot 4659 in PBFA II experiment and the corresponding transition

diagram.

Figure 2 shows a comparison between calculations with and without opacity at Te = 2.5 eV.

The 4348A line is most strongly affected by opacity, while some of the other lines are to a smaller

extent. This is in qualitative agreement with the experimental spectrum because the 4348A line

width was found to be considerable broader than the other lines[I]. We checked the sensitivity of

the spectrum to the temperature and found that at T = I eV and T = 4 eV the spectral flux is

very small. The ArIl lines show up best at T = 2 - 3 eV. The ratio of the 4348A line to other lines
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increases above T = 2.5 eV because the opacity begins to drop. This can be seen more dearly from
Figure 3, which shows the optical depth as a function of temperature and wavelength. The 4348A
line has the greatest optical depth, with its line center value rising to about 5 - 6 at T = 2 - 2.5
eV.

2.0e+13

3

-LTE. optically thick = eVLT. opt.wally thin

1.5e+ 13 3

T 2 eV
-~ 0

a 1.0e+13 In

1 0

• T -43eV5.0e+ 12 A- T3e
- 0

3410 a 4 eVO.Oe+.O0 4300 4= 434 ,W 438 440 44Wii4300 4320) 4340 4,360 4380 4400 4420 40 3043048 3040

Wavdength~ (A) aw=,• gth (A)

Figure 2. Opacity effects on lines of interest. Figure 3. Sensitivity of optical depth to
temperature for lines of interest.

The role of ion beam impact excitation on level populations and line intensities can be examined
by comparing the excitation rate with those of corresponding thermal electron' collisional processes.
For the intercombination transitions (AS = 1), ion impact excitation cross sections are extreme
small for high energy ion beam (Ci& _< 1MeV). This is because there is only exchange interaction
for intercombination transitions, and when i,,,, > 1836 X AEii, the exchange cross section decreases

OC6-3
s on. For the transitions with AS = 0, ion impact excitation cross sections are substantially larger

in the beam energies of interest. The excitation rate can be comparable to or even dominant the
thermal electron collisional rate. Figure 4 compares the excitation rate for electron collisional
excitation versus proton beam impact excitation as a function of the electron temperature for
several important transitions relevant to the lines of interest. It can be seen that the rate for
electron collisional excitation and proton beam impact excitation are approximately the same for
allowed transitions when T = 2 - 3 eV. For intercombination transitions, the electron collision rate
dominates. For the spectral lines of interest, most of the excited levels are coupled to the ground
state by intercombination transitions, hence the direct coupling by ion impact excitation is not
important for these levels. However, the populations of these levels may be affected by ion impact
excitation in an indirect way, i.e., these levels can be strongly coupled to other levels which are
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related to the ground state via allowed transition by electron colisional excitation.

There is about 15% carbon impurity in the high energy proton beam. Whether carbon impact

may play a role in affecting the level populations depends on the magnitude of corresponding ex-

citation cross sections. Figure 5 shows the proton-impact and carbon-impact (CVII) cross sections

for several excitation transitions. In PBFA H experiments, the energy of proton is about 6 MeV

and the energy of carbon impurity is about 12 - 21 MeV. The current density of carbon impurity

is a factor of 4 smaller than that of proton, while the corresponding carbon-impact excitation cross

section is about several times of the proton-impact cross section and hence the excitation rates

are about the same. This suggests that for those transitions in which ion-impact excitations are

important, both proton and carbon excitation should be considered.

a T

ne 3 x 1017 cm-"

3, =5 kA/cm 2

E 6MeVEp 6 MeV /I. - '€

0%

8 ~ /

.- / -- -0

(P) /PPA 3~pa'.

' ~~3p" p=,, -> 3p•rP134.4s.4p *)PV.

proton impact for alillowed transitions

= • (C) 3eP°",, --> 14 *'[ P} W.

2

1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 0 5o i

T ()V) E m (MeV)

Figure 4. Electron collisional and proton beam Figure 5. Proton- and carbon-impact

impact excitation rate excitation cross sections

Summary

The preliminary results obtained from this study show that the strongest ArIH lines observed in

the PBFA II argon gas cell (e.g., 4348A) may have optical depths of order ten, while many of the

other lines may have optical depths of order unity. Opacity effects should therefore be considered
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in interprerating the observed spectra. We also find that the ion beam impact excitation can be
important for allowed transitions but can be neglected for intercombination transitions. Carbon-
and proton-impact excitation rates were found to be comparable in magnitude. In the followup
study, we intend to perform more detailed calculations to assess the importance of ion beam impact

excitation effects on level populations.
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Abstract. We developed multi-dimensional beam diagnostics system (with
spatially and time resolution). We used newly developed Arrayed Pinhole
Camera (APC) for this diagnosis. The APC can get spatially distribution of
divergence and flux density. We use two type of particle detector in this study.
The one is CR-39 nuclear track detector. APC with CR-39 can get time integrated
images. The other one is gated Micro-Channel-Plate (MCP) with CCD camera. It
enables time resolving diagnostics. The diagnostics systems have resolution
better than 10mrad divergence, 0.5mm spatial resolution on the objects
respectively. The time resolving system has 10ns time resolution.

The experiments are performed on Reiden-IV and Reiden-SHVS induction
linac. We get time integrated divergence distributions on Reiden-IV proton
beam. We also get time resolved image on Reiden-SHVS.

1. INTRODUCTION
The important issue of the ion beam for Inertial Fusion Energy development is

the beam generation, the beam focusing and the beam transport [1-3]. To achieve

tight beam focusing, an improvement of the beam divergence is necessary.
Measuring the divergence of the ion beam is important to understand the diode
physics. Shadow-box or one pinhole camera has been employed to know the

divergence at one point, not area. In these conventional method, the assumption of

beam uniformity is required. But the actual beam or its source is not spatially
uniform and changes in time. The newly developed Arrayed Pinhole Camera (APC)

achieves to measure the time resolved divergence distribution of the beam at one

shot base.
The principle of APC is observating the object area from some different

observation angles. The APC consist of pinhole cameras arranged in raw, and each
pinhole camera sees the same object area with different angle. Any point in the

object is observed by each pinhole camera. Observation angle of each pinhole
camera is different, so the distribution of the beam divergence is known by APC

(Fig. 1). Not only the distribution of the beam divergence but also that of ion density
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is measurable. APC data processing ,equence is shown in Fig. 2.

Co~iuators

BeJu~Im

Beam SOe souci at

(a) Single pinhole camera (c) Collimator array Detec-or

Beamsoure SadowboxBeam source

(b) Shadow-box (d) Arrayed Pinhole Camera

Fig. 1. Some divergence measurement methods are shown. (a) Single pinhole camera.
(b) shadow-box. Single pinhole camera and shadow-box measurements are used under the

assumption of beam uniformity. (c) Collimater array. Colnimater array can dicriminate the object

point but it cannot measure area. (d) Arrayed Pinhole Camera.APC works like the collimater array,
but can be taken area information.

35

VV IE 0 &S

!10- 1

06 -4 .2 0 6 -10 .5 0 5 t o . 0 2 4 6
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(I) 1msy of umnvs. Posmsoan sbjw (2) An& dpioim ý i ý-atapom (3) Daym vs. Ann&e iom

Fig. 2. Sequence of APC data processing. (1) Raw data from particle detector of APC.
Each curve correspond to each pinhole camera. "X on anode" is corresponded anode (object)

position for each pinhole image. When using CR-39 for particle detector, yield compensation may

be required. (2) Remapping images to get angle distribution for each position. The half width of
half maximum of the curve fitted angle distribution is a divergence at that position. (3) Plot

divergence (2) for each position.

We use two type of particle detectors. The one is CR-39 nuclear track detector

and the other is Micro Channel Plate (MCP) with phosphor plate. CR-39 records time

integrated images. The MCP is gating pulse driven for time resolved measurements.

The time resolution of this method is determined by the pulse width of MCP which is

about whole the shot to lOns.

APC enables multi-dimensional measurements with two physical parameters.

Divergence angle, current density are taken with spatially and with time resolution.

2. EXPERIMENT

We performed experiments on Reiden-IV and Reiden-SHVS induction linac. On

Reiden-IV experiments, we use APC with CR-39 to get time integrated divergence

distribution. On Reiden-SHVS experiments, we used APC with MCP to get time resolved
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image.

2.1 Time integrated measurements: APC with CR-39

The experiments were performed on Reiden-IV [4) and magnetic insulated

diode. Reiden-IV has a capability to generate 2.8MV, 90fl, 60ns pulse. The ion source is

paraffin filled groove aluminum anode. Active area of the anode is 100cn,? Current

density of the beam is more than 1OOA/cm 2 . The recording density of CR-39 is less

than incident flux at focal plane of pinhole camera. Minor angle scattering was used

to reduce zhe flux. two stage cascaded pinhole camera was adopted to use scattering.

Scattering film is located at the focal plane of first pinhole camera. Second stage

pinhole camera was observe the scattered first pinhole camera images from behind

the scattering film. The scattering film was 1000A thickness Au on 0.1 pm thickness

mylar film. The scattering angle is about 100mrad and the scattering yield is about

10- 6 respectively. rhe structure of this CR-39 type APC is shown in Fig. 3.

Experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 4.
d

....... 

.
.................

--- L1  " L2-j L3.- LL---.- CR-39
Beam source Pinhole arrayI Pinhole arraY2

Scanning film

Fig. 3. Arrangements of APC elements. The scattering was used to reduce flux at CR-39.
The second stage pinhole camera observes first pinhole camera images from behind the scattering
film.

Ion diode Arrayed Pinhole Camera

g. 4P.H. array

Fig. 4. Experunental configmrtion for the time integrate measurements.
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We change diode parameters as insulating magnetic field (VCB as charge

voltage of capacitor bank for insulating field winding). The diode gap was fixed to
10mm. Applied diode voltage was about 1.5MV. The beam is 700keV to 1.2MeV proton

beam. The current density of the bea:n is 140Aicm 2 from biased charge collector.
Figure 5 shows the spatial distributions of divergence and flux density. It shows well

correlation between divergence and flux. When the VCB=8kV (insulation field B-1.7T

at anode edge) deviation of beam divergence is smaller than VCB=6kV (B-1.3T).

Divergencc vs. Position of Anode Qjvereg= vs. Position of Anode
5 0

, 
so[ 0 I I

20 4 -20

10 -1 0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0
6 4 2 0 - 4 -6 4 6 4 -6- 4 -6

AfO& Pos1600 (m. r-70mm a 0)Anode Posica• (.r. .7 .0• )

Flux density vs. Position of Anode Flux density vs. Position of Anode

0.8 0.0 -

. 0.6 0.6-

0 0,4 H 0.4-

0.0 -0.

6 4 2 t0 0. -6 -9 6 4 2 0 2 4 .4
Anode POsiUon (U m. 'ý w 0) Anode Posion (am mmwm a 0)

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Divergence and Flux distribution for two different data shot.

(a)VCB=6 kV(B-- I.3T) and (b)VcB=SkV(B - 1.7T).

2.2 Time resolved measurements: APC with gated MCP

The experiments were performed on Reiden-SHVS [5-7] induction linac and
two stage diode. Reiden-SHVS has a capability to generate 2MV+2MV, 1000, lOOns
pulse into single or two stage diode. The diode are set at the center of the machine.
Positive and negative center stalk are extended from both side of machine. The
construction of APC with MCP is shown in Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows experimental
configuration of diode and APC. Ion source is the same as Reiden-IV experiment. The
diode gap and insulation field of first diode were 10mm and 7kG. In second stage
diode, the parameters are 1mm and 9kG respectively. The current density of the

beam is about 30A/cm 2 from biased charge collector. Image from CCD camera is

shown in Fig. 8.
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Pinhole array

Fig. 6. Construction of APC assy. The pinhole plate, MCP and CCD are seen in picture.

Anode Ground Cathode

Pinhole array •_ • Dcmr

8a 7.7
5.6 cmn 5 ,Q -MCP gating pulse

Arrayed Pinhole Camera

o.• _ m.-• '

12.0a=

Two stage diode
Fig. 7. Experimental configuration for the time resolving measurements.

R

Fig. 8. Image of APC.
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3. SUMMARY

We have developed the APC multi-dimensional diagnostics system. Multi-

dimensional beam diagnostics experiments are performed on Reiden-IV and Reiden-

SHVS. There is well correlation between divergence distribution and flux distribution

by time integrated measurements system. In time resolving system, intensity

calibration is necessary to know the absolute beam intensity distribution.

We should improve this diagnostics system to acquire distance (z) resolution

tomographic processing. If we can it, we may be reveal the beam generating

mechanism in the beam source. Energy resolved image can be obtained by using

insulating field as a analyzing field. This diagnostics system may apply for

investigate diode physics not only for evaluating the beam.
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